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Preface

This machine is destined to completely revolutionize
engine engineering and replace everything that exists.
(From Rudolf Diesel’s letter of October 2, 1892 to the
publisher Julius Springer.)

Although Diesel’s stated goal has never been fully
achievable of course, the diesel engine indeed revolu-
tionized drive systems. This handbook documents the
current state of diesel engine engineering and technol-
ogy. The impetus to publish a Handbook of Diesel
Engines grew out of ruminations on Rudolf Diesel’s
transformation of his idea for a rational heat engine
into reality more than 100 years ago. Once the patent
was filed in 1892 and work on his engine commenced
the following year, Rudolf Diesel waited another 4 years
until the Association of German Engineers provided
him a platform to present his engine to the public at its
convention in Kassel on June 16, 1897. The engine
came to bear the name of its ingenious inventor soon
thereafter.

The editors and publisher intend this English edi-
tion of the handbook to furnish readers outside Ger-
man-speaking regions a scholarly and practical presen-
tation of the current state of the diesel engine and its
large range of applications. The handbook has not only
been conceived for diesel experts but also ‘‘diesel lay-
persons’’ with prior knowledge of engineering or at
least an interest in technology. Furthermore, it is
intended to benefit students desiring a firsthand
comprehensive and sound overview of diesel engine
engineering and technology and its state of
development.

These aims are reflected in the book’s five-part
structure. Part I provides a brief history of the diesel
engine followed by sections on the fundamentals,
including supercharging systems, diesel engine com-
bustion, fuels and modern injection systems. Parts II–
IV treat the loading and design of selected components,
diesel engine operation, the pollution this causes and
the increasingly important measures to reduce it. Part
V presents the entire range of engines from small single

cylinder diesel engine up through large low speed two-
stroke diesel engines. An appendix lists the most
important standards and regulations for diesel engines.

Further development of diesel engines as economiz-
ing, clean, powerful and convenient drives for road and
nonroad use has proceeded quite dynamically in the
last twenty years in particular. In light of limited oil
reserves and the discussion of predicted climate
change, development work continues to concentrate
on reducing fuel consumption and utilizing alternative
fuels while keeping exhaust as clean as possible as well
as further increasing diesel engine power density and
enhancing operating performance. Development is
oriented toward the basic legal conditions, customer
demands and, not least, competition with gasoline
engines, which are still considered the benchmark car
engine in many sectors.

The topics to be treated were weighed with all this in
mind: In addition to engine internal measures that
reduce exhaust emissions with the aid of new combus-
tion systems and new fuels, the section on Exhaust Gas
Aftertreatment deserves particular mention. The oxida-
tion catalytic converters introduced in the car sector as
standard in the 1990s will soon no longer meet the
mounting requirements for air hygiene; particulate fil-
ters and nitrogen oxide reduction systems, e.g. SCR and
storage catalysts, have become standard.

New combustion systems with a larger share of
premixed, homogeneous combustion than normal
diffusion combustion are just as much the subject of
this handbook as the refinement of supercharging to
enhance the power output, increase the peak cylinder
pressure and thus limit load as the brake mean effec-
tive pressure increases. Quickly emerging as the opti-
mal injection system when the car sector switched
from indirect to direct injection at the end of the
1990s, the common rail system also came to be used
– initially only experimentally – for larger diesel
engines at the start of the new millennium. The
common rail system is now standard in diesel engines
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of virtually every size. Hence, reflecting current but
by far not yet finalized development, this handbook
treats the different designs, e.g. with solenoid valve-
controlled or piezo-actuated injectors, in detail.
Ample space has accordingly also been given to elec-
tronics with its diverse options to control processes in
the engine.

To be able meet the expectations and demands
connected with a Handbook of Diesel Engines, we
relied as much on the collaboration of outstanding
engineers from the engine industry as on the research
findings of professors at universities of applied sciences
and universities. After all, a particularly close connec-
tion has existed between theory and practice, between
academia and industry, in engine research since Die-
sel’s day, his invention itself being based on the engi-
neering of his day.

Thanks to the work of many generations of engi-
neers, scientists, researchers and professors, the diesel
engine continues to be the most cost effective internal
combustion engine and has evolved into an advanced
high-tech product.

We would like to thank all the authors – whether
experts working in industry where the utmost dedica-
tion is demanded or our colleagues in academia where
the days of creative leisure have long since become a
thing of the past – for their collaboration, their ready
acceptance of our ideas and the many fruitful discus-
sions. We would also like to extend our gratitude to the
companies that allowed their employees to work on the
side, supported the compilation of texts and master
illustrations and provided material. Acknowledgement
is also due the many helpers at companies and insti-
tutes for their contributions without which such an
extensive book manuscript could never have been
produced.

Particularly special thanks go to the Diesel Systems
Division at Robert Bosch GmbH for the technical and
financial support, which made it possible to complete
this extensive work in the first place.

Despite the sometimes hectic pace and considerable
additional work, the editors tremendously enjoyed
their collaboration with the authors, the publisher and
all the other collaborators.

Berlin, Germany,
Magdeburg, Germany
September 2009

Klaus Mollenhauer
Helmut Tschoeke

My engine continues to make great advances. . . . (From Rudolf Diesel’s letter of July 3, 1895 to his wife.)
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Units and Conversion Factors

Quantity Symbol Unit Conversion factors

US Customary Metric (SI) Metric! US US! Metric

Force
Weight

F Pound-force (lbf)
Pound-weight (lbw)

Newton (N) 1 N = 0.2248 lbf 1 lbf = 4.4482 N

Length s inch (in)
foot (ft)
mile (mi)

mm
Meter (m)
km

1 mm = 0.03937 in
1 m = 3.2808 ft
1 km = 0.62137 mi

1 in = 25.4 mm
1 ft = 0.3048 m
1 mi = 1.6093 km

Mass m pound (lbm) Kilogramm (kg) 1 kg = 2.2046 lb 1 lb = 0.4536 kg
Power P horsepower (hp) Kilowatt (kW) 1 kW = 1.341 hp 1 hp = 0.7457 kW
Pressure p lb/sq in (psi) bar, Pascal (Pa) 1 bar = 14.504 psi 1 psi = 6895 Pa = 0.06895 bar
Specific fuel consumption sfc lbm/hp h g/kWh 1 g/kWh = 0.001644 lb/hp h 1 lb/hp h = 608.277 g/kWh
Temperature T 8Fahrenheit (8F)

Rankine (R)
8Celsius (8C)
Kelvin (K)

T8C = 5/9 (T8F – 32) T8F = 9/5 T8C + 32

Torque T ft lbf Nm 1 Nm = 0.7376 ft lbf 1 ft lbf = 1.3548 Nm
Velocity v ft/s

mi/h
m/s
km/h

1 m/s = 3.28 ft/s
1 km/h = 0.6214 mi/h

1 ft/s = 0.305 m/s
1 mi/h = 1.6093 km/h

Volume V gallon (gal) liter (l)
cm3

m3

1 l = 0.2642 gal 1 gal = 3.785 l

Work, Energy W ft lbf
British thermal unit (Btu)

Joule (J)
kWh

1 J = 0.7376 ft lbf
1 kWh = 3412.1 Btu

1 ft lbf = 1.3558 J
1 Btu = 2.9307 � 10–4 kWh
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1 History and Fundamental Principles
of the Diesel Engine

Klaus Mollenhauer and Klaus Schreiner

1.1 The History of the Diesel Engine

On February 27, 1892, the engineer Rudolf Diesel filed a
patent with the Imperial Patent Office in Berlin for a ‘‘new
rational heat engine’’. On February 23, 1893, he was granted
the patent DRP 67207 for the ‘‘Working Method and Design
for Combustion Engines’’ dated February 28, 1892. This was
an important first step toward the goal Diesel had set himself,
which, as can be gathered from his biography, had preoccu-
pied him since his days as a university student.

Rudolf Diesel was born to German parents in Paris on
March 18, 1858. Still a schoolboy when the Franco-Prussian
War of 1870–1871 broke out, he departed by way of London
for Augsburg where he grew up with foster parents. Without
familial and financial backing, young Rudolf Diesel was com-
pelled to take his life into his own hands and contribute to his
upkeep by, among other things, giving private lessons. Scho-
larships ultimately enabled him to study at the Polytechni-
kum München, later the Technische Hochschule, from which
he graduated in 1880 as the best examinee ever up to that
time.

There, in Professor Linde’s lectures on the theory of caloric
machines, the student Diesel realized that the steam engine,
the dominant heat engine of the day, wastes a tremendous
amount of energy when measured against the ideal energy
conversion cycle formulated by Carnot in 1824 (see Sect. 1.2).
What is more, with efficiencies of approximately 3%, the
boiler furnaces of the day emitted annoying smoke that ser-
iously polluted the air.

Surviving lecture notes document that Diesel already con-
templated implementing the Carnot cycle as a student, if
possible by directly utilizing the energy contained in coal
without steam as an intermediate medium. While working
at Lindes Eismaschinen, which brought him from Paris to
Berlin, he also ambitiously pursued the idea of a rational
engine, hoping his invention would bring him financial inde-
pendence together with social advancement. He ultimately

filed and was granted the aforementioned patent [1-1] with
the following claim 1:

Working method for combustion engines characterized by
pure air or another indifferent gas (or steam) with a working
piston compressing pure air so intensely in a cylinder that
the temperature generated as a result is far above the ignition
temperature of the fuel being used (curve 1-2 of the diagram
in Fig. 2), whereupon, due to the expelling piston and the
expansion of the compressed air (or gas) triggered as a result
(curve 2-3 of the diagram in Fig. 2), the fuel is supplied so
gradually from dead center onward that combustion occurs
without significantly increasing pressure and temperature,
whereupon, after the supply of fuel is terminated, the mass
of gas in the working cylinder expands further (curve 3-4 of
the diagram in Fig. 2).

Once the gas has been decompressed to the discharge
pressure, heat dissipates along the isobars 4-1 (Fig. 1-1),
thus ending the cycle.

A second claim asserts patent protection of multistage
compression and expansion. Diesel proposed a three cylinder
compound engine (Fig. 1-2). Adiabatic compression occurs in
two high pressure cylinders 2, 3 operating offset at 1808 and
the fuel (Diesel initially spoke of coal dust) supplied by the
hopper B in top dead center auto-ignites so that isothermal
combustion and expansion occur, which turns adiabatic after
combustion ends. The combustion gas is transferred into the
double-acting center cylinder 1 where it completely expands
to ambient pressure and is expelled after the reversal of
motion at the same time as the isothermal precompression
by water injection or the preceding intake of the fresh charge
for the second engine cycle that runs parallel. Thus, one cycle
occurs per revolution.

To implement the Carnot cycle, Diesel reverted to the four-
stroke cycle considered ‘‘state-of-the-art’’ since Nikolaus
Otto’s day. He believed isothermal combustion at a maximum
of 8008C would enable him to keep the thermal load in the
engine low enough that it would run without cooling. This
limiting temperature requires compressions of approximately
250 at with which Diesel far surpassed the ‘‘state-of-the-art’’:
On the one hand, this gave the ‘‘outsider’’ Diesel the naı̈veté
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necessary to implement his idea. On the other hand, firms
experienced in engine manufacturing such as the Deutz gas
engine factory shied away from Diesel’s project.

Conscious that ‘‘an invention consists of two parts: The idea
and its implementation’’ [1-2], Diesel wrote a treatise on the
‘‘Theory and Design of a Rational Heat Engine’’ [1-3] and sent
it to professors and industrialists as well as Deutz at the turn of
1892–1893 to propagate his ideas and win over industry: With
a Carnot efficiency of approximately 73% at 8008C, he
expected maximum losses of 30 to 40% in real operation,
which would correspond to a net efficiency of 50% [1-3, p. 51].

After nearly a year of efforts and strategizing, Diesel finally
concluded a contract in early 1893 with the renowned
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg AG headed by Heinrich Buz, a
leading manufacturer of steam engines. The contract con-
tained Diesel’s concessions to an ideal engine: The maximum
pressure was lowered from 250 at to 90 at and later 30 at, the
compound engine’s three cylinders were reduced to one high
pressure cylinder and coal dust was abandoned as the fuel.
Two other heavy machinery manufacturers, Krupp and, soon
thereafter, Sulzer entered into the contract, which was lucra-
tive for Diesel.

Construction of the first uncooled test engine with a stroke
of 400 mm and a bore of 150 mm was begun in Augsburg
early in the summer of 1893. Although petroleum was the
intended fuel, gasoline was first injected in a powered engine
on August 10, 1893 under the misguided assumption it would
ignite more easily: The principle of auto-ignition was indeed
confirmed even though the indicator burst at pressures over
80 bar!

Selected indicator diagrams (Fig. 1-3) make it possible to
follow the further developments: Once the first engine, which

was later provided water cooling, had been modified, the fuel
could no longer be injected directly. Rather, it could only be
injected, atomized and combusted with the aid of compressed
air. The first time the hitherto powered engine idled on
February 17, 1894, it became autonomous. Finally, a first
braking test was performed on June 26, 1895: Using petro-
leum as fuel and externally compressed injection air, an
indicated efficiency of Zi ¼ 30.8% and a net efficiency of Ze

¼ 16.6% were measured at a consumption of 382 g/HPh.
Only a revised design, the third test engine [1-4] furnished

with a single stage air pump, delivered the breakthrough
though: Professor Moritz Schröter from the Technische
Hochschule München conducted acceptance tests on Febru-
ary 17, 1897. Together with Diesel and Buz, he presented the
results at a general meeting of the Association of German
Engineers in Kassel on June 16, 1897, thus introducing the
first heat engine with an efficiency of 26.2%, which was
sensational in those days [1-5]!

It necessitated abandoning the isothermal heat input
claimed in the original patent: In light of the narrow region
of the diagram proportional to indicated work and the fric-
tional losses to be expected as a result of the high pressures,
even Diesel must have realized no later than when he plotted
the theoretical indicator diagrams (Fig. 1-4) that the engine
would not perform any effective work. Taking great pains not
to jeopardize the basic patent, he gave thought early on to
prolonging the ‘‘admission period’’, i.e. raising the line of
isothermal heat input in the p, V diagram (Fig. 1-1). A second
application for a patent (DRP 82168) on November 29, 1893
also cited the constant pressure cycle, which was considered
consistent with the basic patent because of its ‘‘insubstantial
pressure increase’’. The patent granted overlooked the fact
that, contrary to the basic patent, both the mass of the fuel
and the maximum temperature increased!

Unsurprisingly, Diesel and the Diesel consortium were
soon embroiled in patent disputes in Kassel. According to
the charge, Diesel’s engine did not fulfill any of his patent
claims: The engine was unable to run without cooling and
expansion did not occur without substantially increasing
pressure and temperature as a function of compression.
Only the auto-ignition mentioned in claim 1 took place.
Yet, just as Diesel never admitted that his engine did not
complete any phase of the Carnot cycle, he vehemently
denied to the end that auto-ignition was a basic characteristic
of his invention [1-4, p. 406].

The additional charge that coal dust was not employed was
less weighty [1-5, 1-6]: Especially since his engine was
intended to replace the steam engine, Diesel, a nineteenth
century engineer, was at first unable to circumvent coal, the
primary source of energy in his day. However, he did not rule
out other fuels as later tests, even with vegetable oils among
other things, prove [1-2]. Measured against the ‘‘state-of-the-
art’’ of the day, nobody, not even Diesel, could have known
which fuel was best suited for the Diesel engine. Documented
by many draft designs, his ingeniously intuitive grasp of the
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Fig. 1-1 Ideal diesel engine process (1-2-3-4) based on Fig. 2 in [1-1],
supplemented by modified ‘‘admission periods’’ (1-2-30-40 and 1-2-30 0-40 0)
according to Diesel’s letter to Krupp of October 16, 1893 [1-4, p. 404]
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diesel engine’s combustion cycles, which were largely unfa-
miliar to him then and are often only detectable with
advanced measurement and computer technology today
(see Sect. 3), is all the more admirable (Fig. 1-5).

In addition to successfully weathered patent disputes,
the Diesel engine’s path continued to be overshadowed
by conflicts between the inventor and the Diesel consor-
tium: The latter was interested in profitably ‘‘marketing’’
the engine intended to replace stationary and ship steam
engines as soon as possible [1-7]. First, the marketability
prematurely asserted in Kassel had to be established. This
was done, above all, thanks to the skill and dogged com-
mitment of Immanuel Lauster in Augsburg. It also pre-
saged the line of development of ‘‘high performance diesel
engines’’ (Table 1-1).

On the other hand, principally interested in distributed
energy generation [1-3, pp. 89ff] and thus anticipating
cogeneration unit technology and modern developments in
railroad engineering [1-8] that quite realistically envision
satellite remote controlled, automatically guided boxcars
[1-3], Rudolf Diesel considered the heavy test engine with
its A-frame borrowed together with the crosshead engine
from steam engine engineering to only be a preliminary
stage on the way to a lightweight ‘‘compressorless’’ diesel
engine.

The end of Diesel’s development work at Maschinenfabrik
Augsburg was marked by the reluctantly conceded construc-
tion of a compound engine unable to fulfill the hopes placed
in it and a few tentative tests of coal dust and other alternative
fuels.

Fig. 1-2 Diesel’s design of a compound engine [1-3]
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One of Diesel’s later tests together with the small firm
Safir intended to bring about general acceptance of the
line of ‘‘vehicle diesel engine’’ development failed, among
other things, because of the poor fuel metering. This
problem was first solved by Bosch’s diesel injection sys-
tem [1-9].

Rudolf Diesel met his fate during a crossing from Antwerp
to Harwich between September 29 and 30, 1913, just a few
weeks after the appearance of his book: ‘‘The Origin of the
Diesel Engine’’. After years of struggle and exertion had
strained his mental and physical powers to their limit, finan-
cial collapse was threatening despite his vast multimillion
earnings from his invention: Too proud to admit he had
speculated badly and made mistakes or to accept help, Diesel,
as his son and biographer relates, saw suicide as the only way
out [1-10].

Left behind is his life’s work, the high pressure engine that
evolved from the theory of heat engines, which bears his name
and, 100 years later, is still what its ingenious creator Rudolf

Diesel intended: The most rational heat engine of its and even
our day (Fig. 1-6). Compared to 1897, its efficiency has
approximately doubled and corresponds to the approxima-
tion of Carnot efficiency estimated by Diesel. Maximum
cylinder pressure pZmax has more than quintupled and, at
230 bar in present day high performance engines (MTU
8000, see Sect. 17.4), nearly achieves the maximum value
Diesel proposed for the Carnot cycle at more than ten times
the power density PA.

Measured by the ecological imperative, the diesel engine’s
high efficiency and multifuel compatibility conserves limited
resources and reduces environmental pollution by the green-
house gas carbon dioxide. However, only consistent develop-
ment that continues to further reduce exhaust and noise
emissions will ensure the diesel engine is accepted in the
future too. At the same time, it might also be possible to fulfill
Diesel’s vision [1-10]:

‘‘That my engine’s exhaust gases are smokeless and odorless’’.
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Indicator diagrams of the evolution of the diesel engine based on
[1-2]. The area enclosed by the pressure curve as a function of the
cylinder volume corresponds to the engine’s internal work, see Sect.
1.2
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1.2 Fundamentals of Engine Engineering

1.2.1 Introduction

Just like gasoline engines, diesel engines are, in principle,
energy converters that convert chemically bound fuel energy
into mechanical energy (effective work) by supplying the heat
released by combustion in an engine to a thermodynamic
cycle.

As a function of the system boundaries of the converter
represented as a ‘‘black box’’, the energy balance (Fig. 1-7) is:

EB þ EL þWe þ S EV ¼ 0:

If the energy of the combustion air relative to the ambient
state is EL ¼ 0, then the energy supplied with the fuel mB is
equal to the effective work We and the total of all energy losses
SEV.

The technical system of a ‘‘diesel engine’’ is also part of a
widely networked global system defined by the concepts of
‘‘resources’’ and ‘‘environmental pollution’’. A view based purely
on energy and economics aimed at minimizing the losses SEV

fails to satisfy present day demands specified by the ecological
imperative according to which energy and material must always
be converted with maximum efficiency while minimally pollut-
ing the environment. The outcome of the complex research and
development work made necessary by these demands is the
diesel engine of our day, which has evolved from a simple engine
into a complex engine system consisting of a number of sub-
systems (Fig. 1-8). The increased integration of electrical and
electronic components and the transition from open control
systems to closed control loops are characteristic of this devel-
opment. Moreover, international competition is making mini-
mum manufacturing costs and material consumption impera-
tive. Among other things, this requires fit-for-purpose designs
that optimally utilize components.

1.2.2 Basic Engineering Data

Every reciprocating engine’s geometry and kinematics are
clearly specified by the geometric parameters of the:
– stroke/bore ratio z ¼ s/D,
– connecting rod ratio lPl ¼ r/l and
– compression ratio e ¼ Vmax/Vmin ¼ (Vc þ Vh)/Vc.
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Fig. 1-4 Theoretical indicator diagrams of the Carnot cycle based on [1-3]
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Fig. 1-5 Diesel’s proposals for a combustion system. (a) Piston with piston crown bowl (1892); (b) secondary combustion chamber (1893); (c) Pump-nozzle unit (1905),
see Sect. 5.3
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Table 1-1 Milestones in the development of the diesel engine

Line of ‘‘high performance large diesel engine’’ development
1897 First run of a diesel engine with an efficiency of �c ¼ 26.2% at Maschinenfabrik Augsburg
1898 Delivery of the first two-cylinder diesel engine with 2 � 30 HP at 180 rpm to the Vereinigte Zündholzfabriken AG in Kempten
1899 First two-stroke diesel engine from MAN by Hugo Güldner (unmarketable)
1899 First diesel engine without a crosshead, model W, from Gasmotorenfabrik Deutz
1901 First MAN trunk-piston diesel engine by Imanuel Lauster (model DM 70)
1903 First installation of a two cylinder four-stroke opposed piston diesel engine with 25 HP in a ship (the barge Petit Pierre) by Dyckhoff, Bar Le Duc
1904 First MAN diesel power station with 4 � 400 HP starts operation in Kiev
1905 Alfred Büchi proposes utilizing exhaust gas energy for supercharging
1906 Introduction of the first reversible two-stroke engine by the Sulzer and Winterthur brothers for a marine engine 100 HP/cyl. (s/D ¼ 250/155)
1912 Commissioning of the first seagoing ship MS Selandia with two reversible four-stroke diesel engines from Burmeister & Wain each with 1,088 HP
1914 First test run of a double acting six-cylinder two-stroke engine with 2,000 HP/cyl. from MAN Nürnberg (s/D ¼ 1050/850)
1951 First MAN four-stroke diesel engine (model 6KV30/45) with high-pressure supercharging: �e¼ 44.5% at wemax¼ 2.05 kJ/l, pZmax¼ 142 bar and PA¼

3.1 W/mm2

1972 Hitherto largest two-stroke diesel engine (s/D ¼ 1,800/1,050, 40,000 HP) commences operation
1982 Market launch of super long stroke, two-stroke engines with s/D � 3 (Sulzer, B & W)
1984 MAN B & W achieves consumption of 167.3 g/kWh (�e ¼ 50.4%)
1987 Commissioning of the largest diesel-electric propulsion system with MAN-B & W four-stroke diesel engines and a total output of 95,600 kW to drive the

Queen Elizabeth 2
1991/92 Two-stroke and four-stroke experimental engines from Sulzer (RTX54 with pZmax ¼ 180 bar, PA ¼ 8.5 W/mm2) and MAN B & W (4T50MX with

pZmax ¼ 180 bar, PA ¼ 9.45 W/mm2)
1997 Sulzer12RTA96C (s/D ¼ 2,500/960): two-stroke diesel engine, Pe ¼ 65,880 kW at n ¼ 100 rpm commences operation
1998 Sulzer RTX-3 research engine to test common rail technology on large two-stroke diesel engines
2000/01 MAN B & W 12K98MC-C (s/D ¼ 2,400/980): The currently most powerful two-stroke diesel engine with Pe ¼ 68,520 kW at n ¼ 104 rpm
2004 First four-stroke medium speed diesel engine MAN B & W 32/40, Pe ¼ 3,080 kW, common rail (CR) injection in real use on a container ship
2006 With a consumption of be ¼ 177 g/kWh, the MaK M43C is the leading four-stroke medium speed marine engine with a cylinder output of 1,000 kW

(s/D ¼ 610/430, we ¼ 2.71 kJ/dm3, cm ¼ 10.2 m/s)
2006 Wärtsilä commissions the world’s first 14 cylinder two-stroke engine and thus the most powerful diesel engine: Wärtsilä RTA-flex96C, CR injection,

Pe ¼ 80,080 kW, s/D ¼ 2,500/900, cm ¼ 8.5 m/s, we ¼ 1.86 kJ/dm3 (pe ¼ 18.6 bar)

Line of ‘‘high-speed vehicle diesel engine’’ development
1898 First run of a two cylinder four-stroke opposed piston engine (‘‘5 HP horseless carriage engine’’) by Lucian Vogel at MAN Nürnberg (test engine,

unmarketable)
1905 Test engine by Rudolf Diesel based on a four cylinder Saurer gasoline engine with air compressor and direct injection (unmarketable)
1906 Patent DRP 196514 by Deutz for indirect injection
1909 Basic patent DRP 230517 by L’Orange for a prechamber
1910 British patent 1059 by McKenchie on direct high pressure injection
1912 First compressorless Deutz diesel engine, model MKV, goes into mass production
1913 First diesel locomotive with four cylinder two-stroke V-engine presented by the Sulzer brothers (power 1,000 HP)
1914 First diesel-electric motor coach with Sulzer engines for the Prussian and Saxon State Railways
1924 First commercial vehicle diesel engines presented by MAN Nürnberg (direct injection) and Daimler Benz AG (indirect injection in prechamber)
1927 Start of mass production of diesel injection systems at Bosch
1931 Prototype test of the six-cylinder two-stroke opposed piston aircraft diesel engine JUMO 204 of Junkers-Motorenbau GmbH: power 530 kW (750 HP),

power mass 1.0 kg/HP
1934 V8 four-stroke diesel engines with prechambers from Daimler-Benz AG for LZ 129 Hindenburg with 1,200 HP at 1,650 rpm (power mass: 1.6 kg/HP

including transmission)
1936 First production car diesel engines with prechambers from Daimler-Benz AG (car model 260 D) and Hanomag
1953 First car diesel engine with swirl chamber from Borgward and Fiat
1978 First production car diesel engine with exhaust gas turbocharging (Daimler-Benz AG)
1983 First production high-speed high-performance diesel engine from MTU with twin-stage turbocharging: wemax ¼ 2.94 kJ/l bei pZmax ¼ 180 bar, power

per unit piston area PA ¼ 8.3 W/mm2

1986/87 First ever electronic engine management (ECD) for vehicle diesel engines implemented (BMW: car, Daimler-Benz: commercial vehicle)
1988 First production car diesel engine with direct injection (Fiat)
1989 First production car diesel engine with exhaust gas turbocharging and direct injection at Audi (car Audi 100 DI)
1996 First car diesel engine with direct injection and a four-valve combustion chamber (Opel Ecotec diesel engine)
1997 First supercharged car diesel engine with direct common rail high pressure injection and variable turbine geometry (Fiat, Mercedes-Benz)
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Vmin corresponds to the compression volume Vc and the
maximum cylinder volume Vmax corresponds to the total
from Vc and the cylinder displacement Vh, to which the
following with the cylinder bore D and piston stroke s applies:

Vh ¼ s � p � D2=4:

Accordingly, VH ¼ z �Vh is the displacement of an engine
with z cylinders.

The trunk-piston engine (Fig. 1-9) has established itself.
Only large two-stroke engines (see Sect. 18.4) have a cross-
head drive to relieve the piston from cornering forces (see
Sect. 8.1). Both types are still only used with a unilaterally
loaded piston. A standardized time value, the crank angle j
and the rotational speed o have the following relationship:

o ¼ dj=dt ¼ 2 � p � n:

When the speed n is not denoted as engine speed (s–1) but
rather, as is customary in engine manufacturing, in revolu-
tions per minute (rpm), then o is ¼ p � n/30.

An internal combustion engine’s combustion cycle pro-
ceeds in the hermetic cylinder volume Vz, which changes
periodically with the piston motion zK within the boundaries
Vmax and Vmin:

VzðjÞ ¼ Vc þ zKðjÞ � p � D2=4:

With the crank radius r as a function of the instantaneous
crank position j in crank angle degree (8CA) and top dead
center TDC (j ¼ 0) as the starting point, the following
applies to the piston stroke:

zK ¼ r � f ðjÞ;

The following approximation function is usually applied:

f ðjÞ ¼ 1� cosjþ ðlPl=4Þ � sin2 j:

The following ensues for instantaneous piston velocity cK and
acceleration aK:

cK ¼ dzK=dt ¼ r � o � ½sinjþ ðlPl=2Þ � sin 2j�
aK ¼ d2zK=dt2 ¼ �r � o � ½cosjþ lPL � cos 2j�:

Table 1-1 (Continued)

1998 First V8 car diesel engine: BMW 3.9 l DI turbodiesel, Pe ¼ 180 kW at 4,000 rpm, Mmax ¼ 560 Nm (1,750. . .2,500 rpm)
1999 Smart cdi, 0.8 dm3 displacement, currently the smallest turbodiesel engine with intercooler and common rail high pressure injection: Pe ¼ 30 kW at

4,200 rpm with 3.4 l/100 km first ‘‘3 liter car’’ from DaimlerChrysler
2000 First production car diesel engines with particulate filters (Peugeot)
2004 OPEL introduces a Vectra OPC study suitable for everyday with a 1.9 liter CDTI twin turbo unit with a specific power output of PV ¼ 82 kW/dm3

2006 At the 74th 24 h Le Mans race, an AUDI R10 TDI with a V12 diesel engine (Pe > 476 kW at n ¼ 5,000 rpm, VH ¼ 5.5 dm3, we ¼ 2.1 kJ/dm3 with a
biturbo boost pressure of pL ¼ 2.94 bar) wins the race
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Optimum net efficiency �e, maximum cylinder
pressure pZmax and power per unit piston area
PA for production engines approximately 100
years after the introduction of the first diesel
engine (see also Fig. 1-13 and Table 1-3)
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Following from the piston stroke s in m and engine speed n in
s�1, the mean piston velocity

cm ¼ 2 � s � n ½m=s� ð1-1Þ

is an important parameter for kinematic and dynamic
engine performance. As it increases, inertial forces (�
c2

m), friction and wear also increase. Thus, cm may only
be increased to a limited extent. Consequently, a large
engine runs at low speeds or a high-speed engine has
small dimensions. The following correlation to engine
size is approximated for diesel engines with a bore dia-
meter of 0.1 m < D < 1 m:

cm � 8 � D�1=4: ð1-2Þ
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Fig. 1-8 The modern diesel engine as a complex of subsystems
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Fig. 1-7 The diesel engine as an energy converter
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1.2.3 Engine Combustion

1.2.3.1 Fundamentals of Combustion Simulation

Chemically, combustion is the oxidation of fuel mole-
cules with atmospheric oxygen as the oxidant. Thus, the
maximum convertible fuel mass mB is limited by the air
mass present in the engine cylinder. Using the fuel-
specific stoichiometric air requirement Lmin (kg air/kg
fuel) for complete combustion, the air/fuel ratio lV

specifies the ratio of ‘‘supply to demand’’ in combus-
tion:

lv ¼ mLZ=ðmB � LminÞ: ð1-3Þ

The following applies to the ‘‘supply’’ of the air mass mLZ of all
cylinders (VZ ¼ z � Vz) contained in the entire engine:

mLZ ¼ VZ � rZ ¼ ll � rL � VH: ð1-4Þ

Since the density rZ of the cylinder charge is usually
unknown, the definitions of the volumetric efficiency ll (see
Sect. 2.1) and the density rL of the fresh charge directly at the
inlet to the cylinder head are generally reverted to:

rL ¼ pL=ðRL � TLÞ: ð1-5Þ

The air requirement ensues from the elemental analysis of
the fuel: A petroleum derivative, diesel fuel (DF) is a con-
glomerate of hydrocarbons and primarily consists of carbon
C, hydrogen H and sulfur S with usually insignificant frac-
tions of oxygen O and nitrogen N. Thus, the balance equa-
tion for the complete oxidation of a generic fuel molecule

CxHySz into carbon dioxide CO2, water H2O and sulfur
dioxide SO2

CxHySZ þ ½xþ ðy=2Þ þ z� � O2 !
x � CO2 þ ðy=2Þ �H2Oþ z � SO2 þ Qex;

yields the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio Lmin corresponding to
the oxygen content of the air and the particular number of
moles:

Lmin ¼ 11:48 � ðcþ 2:98 � hÞ þ 4:3 � s� 4:31 � o ½kg=kg�

(c, h, s, o: mass fraction of 1 kg fuel according to the elemental
analysis. Reference value for DK: Lmin ¼ 14.5 kg/kg).

The heat Qex released during combustion corresponds to
the fuel-specific calorific value Hu, which may also be calcu-
lated [1-11] from the elemental analysis as:

Hu ¼ 35:2 � cþ 94:2 � hþ 10:5 � ðs� oÞ ½MJ=kg�
The following approximate relation is based on the fuel den-
sity rB at 158C:

Hu ¼ 46:22� 9:13 � r2
B þ 3:68rB ½MJ=kg�:

Thus, the following applies to the heat supplied to the com-
bustion cycle by ‘‘internal combustion’’:

EB ¼ Qzu � mB � Hu:

1.2.3.2 Comparison of Engine Combustion Systems

Combustion is preceded by the preparation of usually liquid
fuel to obtain a combustible mixture of fuel vapor and air.
This process proceeds differently in diesel and gasoline
engines (Table 1-2).

Internal mixture formation in diesel engines (see Chap. 3)
begins with the injection of the fuel into the highly com-
pressed and thus heated air shortly before TDC, whereas
external mixture in classic gasoline engines is formed outside
the working chamber by a carburetor or by injection into the
intake manifold and often extends through the induction and
compression stroke.

While gasoline engines have a homogeneous fuel/air mix-
ture, diesel engines have a heterogeneous mixture before igni-
tion, which consists of fuel droplets with diameters of a few
micrometers distributed throughout the combustion cham-
ber. They are partly liquid and partly surrounded by a fuel
vapor/air mixture.

Provided the air/fuel ratio of the homogeneous mixture lies
within the ignition limits, combustion in gasoline engines is
triggered by controlled spark ignition by activating an elec-
trical discharge in a spark plug. In diesel engines, already
prepared droplets, i.e. droplets surrounded by a combustible
mixture, auto-ignite. Ignition limits in the stoichiometric
mixture range (lV ¼ 1) only exist for the micromixture in
the region of the fuel droplets (see Chap. 3).
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Fig. 1-9 Basic engineering data of a trunk-piston engine
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Diesel engines require excess air (lV 	 lmin > 1) for
normal combustion. Consequently, the supply of energy is
adapted to the engine load in diesel engines by the air/fuel
ratio, i.e. the mixture quality (quality control) and, in light of
the ignition limits, by the mixture quantity (quantity control)
in gasoline engines by throttling that entails heavy losses
when a fresh charge is aspirated.

The type of ignition and mixture formation determines the
fuel requirements: Diesel fuel must be highly ignitable. This is
expressed by its cetane number. Gasoline must be ignition
resistant, i.e. have a high octane number, so that uncontrolled
auto-ignition does not trigger uncontrolled combustion
(detonation). The latter is ensured by low boiling, short
chain and thus thermally stable hydrocarbons (C5 through
C10). Diesel fuel, on the other hand, consists of high boiling,
long chain hydrocarbons (C9 through C30) that disintegrate
earlier and form free radicals that facilitate auto-ignition (see
Chap. 3).

1.2.4 Fundamentals of Thermodynamics

1.2.4.1 Ideal Changes of States of Gases

The state of a gas mass m is determinable by two thermal state
variables by using the general equation of state for ideal gases:

p � V ¼ m � R � T

(p absolute pressure in Pa, T temperature in K, V volume in
m3, R specific gas constant, e.g. for air RL ¼ 287.04 J/kg � K).
Ideal gases are characterized by a constant isentropic expo-
nent k (air: k ¼ 1.4; exhaust gas: k � 1.36) as a function of
pressure, temperature and gas composition.

Consequently, the state of a gas can be represented in a p,
V diagram with the variables p and V and tracked. Changes
of state are easy to calculate by setting constants of a state
variable for which simple closed equations exist for isobars
(p ¼ const.), isotherms (T ¼ const.) and isochors (V ¼
const.) [1-12]. The adiabatic change of state is a special
case:

p �Vk ¼ const.,

heat not being transferred between the gas and the environ-
ment. When this cycle is reversible, it is called an isentropic
change of state. However, just as the real isentropic exponent
depends on the state and composition of a gas, this is never
actually the case in reality [1-13].

1.2.4.2 Ideal Cycle and Standard Cycle

In an ideal cycle, the gas undergoes a self-contained change of
state, returning to its initial state once it has completed the
cycle. Thus, the following applies to the internal energy U ¼
U(T):

"dU ¼ 0:

Hence, from the first law of thermodynamics that describes
the conservation of energy in closed systems:

@Q ¼ dU þ p � dV;

it follows that the heat Q converted during the cycle accumu-
lates as mechanical work:

"@Q ¼ "p � dV ¼Wth;

i.e. the change in pressure and volume corresponds to the
theoretically useful work Wth of the ideal cycle.

An ideal cycle becomes the standard cycle for a thermal
machine once it has been adjusted for reality. For a recipro-
cating piston engine, this means that the ideal cycle and real
combustion cycle proceed similarly between two volume and
pressure limits specified by Vmax and Vmin and pmax and pmin.
The upper pressure limit pmax corresponds to the maximum
cylinder pressure pZmax allowable for reasons of stability and
pmin the air pressure pL before intake into the engine (Fig. 1-
10a). Other specifications that must agree are the compres-
sion ratio e and input heat Qzu or QB:

Qzu ¼ QB ¼ mB � Hu:

When the mass of the fresh charge mLZ is given (Eq. (1-4)),
the fuel mass mB is limited by the air/fuel ratio lV and the
calorific value of the mixture hu:

hu ¼ Qzu=ðmB þmLZÞ ¼ Hu=ð1þ lv � LminÞ:

Table 1-2 Comparison of features of engine combustion

Feature Diesel engine Gasoline engine

Mixture formation Inside Vz Outside Vz

Type of mixture Heterogeneous Homogenous
Ignition Auto-ignition with excess air Spark ignition within ignition limits
Air/fuel ratio lV 	 lmin > 1 0.6 < lV < 1.3
Combustion Diffusion flame Premix flame
Torque change through fuel Variable lV (quality control)

Highly ignitable
Variable mixture quantity (quantity control)

Ignition resistant
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Based on the diesel engine’s combustion phase and assuming
the gas exchange phase is free of losses along the isobars pmin

(see Sect. 2.1), the standard cycle in 1 begins with adiabatic
compression to p2¼ pc¼ p1 � ek (Fig. 1-10a). Afterward, heat
is transferred: first, isochorically until it reaches the limit
pressure pmax in 30 and, then, isobarically up to 3. The adia-
batic expansion that follows ends in 4. The cycle concludes
when heat begins to dissipate along the isochors Vmax after-
ward. The area of the region 1-2-30-3-4-1 corresponds to the
theoretical work:

Wth ¼ hth � Qzu;

Applying the charging ratio d ¼ V3/V2 and the pressure ratio
c ¼ p3/p2 makes it possible to specify a closed expression
(provided that k¼ const.) for the thermal efficiency Zth of the
Seiliger cycle described here

Zth ¼ ð1� e1�kÞ � ðdk � c� 1Þ=½c ¼ 1þ k � ðd� 1Þ�;

The Seiliger cycle’s conversion of energy can be followed in
the temperature entropy (T, s-) diagram (Fig. 1-10b): Since
the areas of the regions smin-1-2-30-3-4-smax and smin-1-4-
smax correspond to the heat supplied Qzu and extracted Qab

respectively, the difference corresponds to the theoretical
effective work. Thus, the following applies to thermal effi-
ciency:

Zth ¼ ðQzu � QabÞ=Qzu ¼Wth=Qzu: ð1-6Þ

The rectangles formed by the limit values in both diagrams
correspond to the maximum useful work in each case, yet with
different efficiencies: The full load diagram of an ideal

reciprocating piston steam engine with moderate efficiency
in the p, V diagram is presented alongside the Carnot effi-
ciency with real non-useable work (see Sect. 1.1). The tem-
perature difference Tmax – Tmin is crucial to the Carnot cycle’s
efficiency Zc:

Zc ¼ ðTmax � TminÞ=Tmax:

The T, s diagram reveals that high temperatures (up to
2,500 K) occur even during real combustion (see Sect.
1.3). Since combustion is intermittent, the engine compo-
nents fall below the temperatures critical for them when
they have been designed appropriately (see Sect. 9.1). The
lowest possible temperature Tmin � TL is also conducive
to this.

Since it can be adapted to the real engine process, the
Seiliger cycle corresponds to the most general case of a
standard cycle. It also encompasses the limit cases of the
constant volume cycle (d ! 1) and the constant pressure
cycle (c ! 1), which are often referred to as the ideal
gasoline engine or diesel engine process even though com-
bustion in gasoline engines does not occur with an infi-
nitely high combustion rate and combustion in diesel
engines is not isobar (Fig. 1-11).

Allowing for the real gas behavior, i.e. k 6¼ const., the
compression ratio’s influence on the thermal efficiency Z *th

for a pressure ratio pmax/pmin ¼ 60 is evident in Fig. 1-12:
The allowable maximum pressure in the constant
volume cycle is already exceeded for e � 9 at an air/fuel
ratio of lV ¼ 2. A Seiliger cycle allows higher compression
ratios but transforms into a constant pressure cycle for e �
19.7.
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Engine process simulation (Sect. 1.3) has eliminated the
idealized standard cycle in the field, yet has retained its worth
for quick ‘‘upward’’ estimates, e.g. when engine process con-
trol is varied.

1.2.5 The Diesel Engine Process

1.2.5.1 Two-stroke and Four-stroke Cycle

Unlike the idealized cycle with external heat input, internal
combustion requires the exchange of the charge after every
combustion phase by a gas exchange phase (see Sect. 2.1). To
do so, a four-stroke engine requires two additional strokes or
cycles as the motion from one dead center to the other is
termed. Hence, by expelling the exhaust gas and aspirating
the fresh charge after the expansion stroke (compression as
well as combustion and expansion), the entire working cycle
is comprised of two revolutions or 7208CA. Consequently, a
frequency ratio exists between the speed and the working
cycle frequency na:

a ¼ n=na; ð1-7Þ

which is often denoted as the ‘‘cycle rate’’ without specifying
the actual number of cycles with a ¼ 2 (four-stroke cycle) or
a ¼ 1 (two-stroke cycle).

1.2.5.2 Real Engine Efficiencies

Along with the thermal efficiency, which enables an upward
estimate, the net efficiency is of prime interest:

Ze ¼We=ðmB � HuÞ ¼ Zth � Zu � Zg � Zm ¼ Zi � Zm; ð1-8Þ

It can also be specified as the product of the thermal efficiency
and the reference variable that describes the percentage loss.
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Losses by incomplete combustion are included by the con-
version factor:

Zu ¼ Qzu=ðmB � HuÞ:

The efficiency factor:

Zg ¼Wi=Wth

describes the real cycle’s deviations from the ideal cycle by
employing
– a real instead of an ideal working gas,
– wall heat losses instead of the adiabatic change of state,
– real combustion instead of idealized heat input and
– gas exchange (throttling, heating and scavenging losses).

In accordance with DIN 1940, mechanical efficiency

Zm ¼We=Wi

encompasses the frictional losses at the piston and in the
bearings, the heat loss of all the assemblies necessary for
engine operation and the aerodynamic and hydraulic losses
in the crankshaft assembly.

Referred to as indication, measurement of the cylinder
head pressure curve can be used to determine the indicated
work Wi (the hatched area in Fig. 1-10a) present in a piston
and thus the internal (indicated) efficiency

Zi ¼Wi=ðmB � HuÞ ¼ "pz � dV=ðmB � HuÞ:

1.2.5.3 Engine Operation and Engine Parameters

Effective Brake Work and Torque

The effective brake work We ensues from the torque M and
the ‘‘cycle rate’’ a measurable at the engine’s output shaft:

We ¼ 2 � p � a �M ¼ we � VH: ð1-9Þ

When We is related to displacement VH, then the specific work
we in kJ/dm3 denotes the effective work obtained from one
liter of displacement. Thus, along with the mean piston velo-
city cm Eq. (1-1), it is the most important engine parameter
that characterizes the ‘‘state-of-the-art’’. Engine companies
with a sense of tradition often still apply the parameter pe,
‘‘brake mean effective pressure’’, which, despite being speci-
fied in ‘‘bar’’, does not correspond to any measurable pressure.
Rather, it is rooted in the history of mechanical engineering.1

The following applies to conversions:

1 bar ‘‘brake mean effective pressure’’ ¼ 0.1 kJ/dm3.

Based on Eq. (1-9) with M/VH ¼ we/(2 � p � a), the term
volume-specific torque M/VH in Nm/dm3 sometimes employed
for vehicle engines likewise equals the specific effective work,
we � 0.0125 � (M/VH) applying to four-stroke engines.

Fundamental Diesel Engine Equation

With the net efficiency Ze and the air/fuel ratio lV, Eq. (1-8),
(1-3), the following ensues for the effective work:

We ¼ Ze �mB � Hu ¼ Ze �mLZ � Hu=ðlV � LminÞ: ð1-10Þ

The fresh air mass mLZ in an engine, Eq. (1-4), is defined by
the volumetric efficiency ll and charge density rL, Eq. (1-5),
so that the following ensues for the specific effective work:

we ¼ Ze � ll � ðpL=ðRL � TLÞÞ � ðHu=ðlV � LminÞÞ: ð1-11Þ

If the specific fuel parameters are regarded as given just like
the indirectly influenceable efficiency, then only increasing
the pressure pL by compression, e.g. by exhaust gas turbochar-
ging with intercooling (see Sect. 2.2), remains a freely select-
able option to increase effective work since limits exist for
both the volumetric efficiency with (l1)max! e /(e–1) and the
air/fuel ratio lV! lmin >1.

Engine Power

The combustion cycle frequency na and specific effective
work we, Eq. (1-7), (1-9), yield the following for the net power:

Pe ¼We � na ¼ we � z � Vh � n=a; ð1-12Þ

and the following with the mean piston velocity cm, Eq. (1-1):

Pe ¼ Co � we � Cm � z � D2 ð1-13Þ

(C0 ¼ p/(8 � a) � 0.2 or 0.4 for four and two-stroke
respectively).
With its quadratic dependence on bore diameter D, the sec-
ond form of the power equation suggests a large engine is
another option to boost power. At the same time, engine
torque (Eq. (1-9)) increases:

M �We � we � z � D3:

Accordingly, when the cylinder dimensions are retained,
comparable engine power through specific work we can only
be achieved by maximum supercharging (see Sect. 17.4).

When speed is specified in rpm, displacement in dm3 and
specific work in kJ/dm3, the following is obtained for practical
calculations

Pe ¼ we � z � Vh � n=ð60:aÞ

or, using the brake mean effective pressure pe in bar, the
following

Pe ¼ pe � z � Vh � n=ð600:aÞ

in kW in each case.

1 The inability to reach a consensus among the many authors from industry and
academia must be borne in mind in the individual sections, especially when
numerical data is provided.
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The fundamental diesel engine equation, Eq. (1-11),
reveals that engine power is a function of the ambient
condition: A diesel engine run at an altitude of 1,000 m
cannot produce the same power as at sea level. Hence, set
reference conditions (x) for performance comparisons and
acceptance tests for users’ specific concerns have been
defined to convert the power P measured into the power
Px applicable to the reference condition.2 Generally, the
following applies:

Px ffi ab � P:

In addition to air pressure and temperature, influencing
variables for a and b are relative humidity, coolant inlet
temperature in the intercooler and engine mechanical effi-
ciency (Zm ¼ 0.8 if unknown). Since a danger of overcom-
pensation has been proven to often exist, some vehicle
engine manufacturers have switched to measuring power
in air conditioned test benches with ambient conditions
that conform to standards. Since diesel engines have low
overload capacity, the blocked ISO net power that may not
be exceeded or the ISO standard power that may be
exceeded depending on the engines’ use is specified with
the defined magnitude and duration of their extra power
[1-14]. At 10% overload, it corresponds to the CIMAC
recommendation for ‘‘continuous brake power’’ for marine
engines.

Power-Related Engine Parameters

Frequently applied to vehicle engines, the displacement spe-
cific power output

PV ¼ Pe=VH ¼ we � n=a: ð1-14Þ

is a function of the speed and thus also engine size. On the
other hand, the specific power per unit piston area:

PA ¼ Pe=ðz � AkÞ ¼ we � cm=ð2 � aÞ; ð1-15Þ

(with we in kJ/dm3, cm in m/s, 2 � a ¼ 4 results for a four-
stroke engine and 2 � a¼ 2 for a two-stroke engine, where PA

is in W/mm2) is independent of engine size if the correlation
from Eq. (1-2) is disregarded this once. The product of
mechanical and thermal (we) as well as dynamic load (cm)
characterizes the ‘‘state-of-the-art’’ for two-stroke or four-
stroke engines and large or vehicle engines in equal measure
as the following example makes clear:

In a comparison of two production engines, the low speed
two-stroke Wärtsilä RT96C diesel engine [1-15] with an
MCR cylinder output of 5,720 kW, specific effective work of
we ¼ 1.86 kJ/dm3 and a mean piston velocity of cm ¼ 8.5 m/s
and the currently most powerful BMW diesel engine for cars

(BMW 306 D4: we ¼ 1.91 kJ/dm3, cm ¼ 13.2 m/s [1-16]), the
following ensues for the power per unit piston area and
displacement specific power output:
– Wärtsilä PA ¼ 7.91 W/mm2 and PV ¼ 3.16 kW/dm3,
– BMW PA ¼ 6.31 W/mm2 and PV ¼ 70.2 kW/dm3.

The comparison of the powers per unit piston area clearly
demonstrates that even the low speed two-stroke engine,
sometimes derogatorily called a ‘‘dinosaur’’, is a ‘‘high-tech’’
product that even leaves the BMW 306 D4, a ‘‘powerhouse’’
with 210 kW rated power, far behind.3

A car diesel engine has to deliver its full load power on the
road only very rarely, whereas a marine diesel engine –
barring a few maneuvers – always runs under full load, not
infrequently up to 8,000 h a year.

The development of the variable PA presented in Fig. 1-13
reveals that the potential for diesel engine development has
apparently not been exhausted yet! However, current
emphases of development are geared less toward enhancing
performance than reducing fuel consumption and improving
exhaust emission in light of rising fuel prices.

Specific Fuel Consumption

The fuel mass flow m� B yields the performance-related specific
fuel delivery rate or fuel consumption:

be ¼ _mB=Pe ¼ 1=ðZe � HuÞ:

Accordingly, comparative analyses require identical calorific
values or fuels. When alternative fuels are used (see Sect. 4.2),
the quality of energy conversion cannot be inferred from con-
sumption data. Thus the specification of net efficiency is fun-
damentally preferable. Standard ISO fuel consumptions relate
to a fuel (DF) with Hu ¼ 42 MJ/kg. This allows the following
conversion for specifications of fuel consumption in g/kWh:

Ze ¼ 85:7=be and be ¼ 85:7=Ze:

Specific Air Flow Rate or Air Consumption

Analogous to specific consumption, the total air flow rate m� L

(see Sect. 2.1.1) yields an engine’s specific air flow rate or
consumption (see Table 1-3):

le ¼ _mL=Pe;

Thus, the following applies to the total air/fuel ratio:

l ¼ le=ðbe � LminÞ:

2 Common standards include Part 1 of DIN ISO 3046, DIN 70020 (11/76) specifically for
motor vehicle engines and ECE Regulation 120 for ‘‘internal combustion engines to be
installed in agricultural and forestry tractors and in non-road mobile machinery’’.

3 Occasionally applied, the term ‘‘pe � cm’’ [1-17] yields 158 (bar � m/s) for the low
speed engine and 252 (bar � m/s) for the BMW engine. Since the different working
processes are disregarded, the product ‘‘pe � cm’’ is not a real variable. Moreover, the
specification in (bar � m/s) defies any sound analysis.
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Engine Characteristic Map

As a rule, the use of an engine to drive stationary systems or
vehicles requires adjusting the engine characteristic map of
the curve of torque M as a function of speed: As full load
torque is approached, the air/fuel ratio lV drops so that the

smoke limit is reached at lV! lmin. This corresponds to a
smoke number still considered acceptable. As the speed
limits nA and nN (starting and rated speed) increasingly
spread, vehicle engines exibit a spike in the average speed
range, which gives them far more flexible responsiveness
(Fig. 1-14).
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Table 1-3 Operating values of diesel engines at nominal load

Engine type Specific fuel
consumption be

[g/kWh]

Spec. flow rate le

[kg/kWh]
Air/fuel
ratio lV

Specific oil
consumption bÖ

[g/kWh]

Exhaust gas temperature
TA after turbine
[8C]

Car diesel engines:
- without supercharging 265 4.8 1.2 <0.6 710
- with exhaust gas turbocharging 260 5.4 1.4 <0.6 650

Commercial vehicle diesel engines* with
exhaust gas turbocharging and
intercooling

205 5.0 1.6 <0.2 550

High performance diesel engines 195 5.9 1.8 <0.5 450

Medium speed four-stroke diesel engines 180 7.2 2.2 0.6 320

Low speed two-stroke diesel engines 170 8.0 2.1 1.1 275

* for heavy commercial vehicles and buses.
Note: While the specific air flow rate le not only includes the combustion air but also the scavenging air, the combustion air ratio lV, only incorporates the mass of the
combustion air. The specified mean values cover a range of approximately – 5%.
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Apart from the smoke limit and the power hyperbolae
(curves of constant power), such engine maps also often
include curves of constant efficiency and specific fuel con-
sumption or other engine parameters. Some specific engine
characteristic maps are:
1. speed decrease at rated engine torque: M ¼ const. and n
¼ variable,

2. generator operation: M ¼ variable and n ¼ const.,
3. propeller operation: M � n2.

Depending on the rolling resistance, the entire map range can
be covered for the vehicle drive including motored operation
with drag torque Ms. ‘‘Speed decrease at rated engine torque’’
ought to be avoided in supercharged engines, since the
decreasing air/fuel ratio can cause thermal overloading in
limit loaded engines (see Sect. 2.2).

Corresponding to the engine characteristic map speci-
fied by the rolling resistance curves, the vehicle drive
requires an adjustment of the characteristic map by con-
verting the torque with a transmission system (Fig. 1-15).
The map is limited by the maximum transferrable torque
MRmax at the gear wheel (‘‘slip limit’’), the maximum
engine or gear wheel speed nR and the torque character-
istic for Pmax ¼ const. denoted as the ‘‘ideal traction

hyperbola’’. The following applies to the torque MR acting
on the gear wheel incorporating the reduction iges (gear
stage, axel drive and differential) and all mechanical
losses with Zges:

MR ¼ iges � Zges �M:

At a running speed of cF¼ 2 � p � R � nR, the following applies
to driving performance that overcomes all rolling resistance
SFW:

PR ¼ 2 � p � nR �MR ¼ CF � SFW:

Transmission design matched to the consumption map
(Fig. 1-14) can achieve favorable fuel consumption with
good driving comfort (see Sect. 17.1).

1.3 Combustion Cycle Simulation

1.3.1 Introduction

The processes in a diesel engine cylinder run intensely tran-
siently since the working cycles of compression, combustion,
expansion and charge follow one another in fractions of a
second. Hence, it is impossible to use the simple means of the
ideal standard cycle to simulate a diesel engine accurately
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enough for engine development. Rather, the differential equa-
tions of mass and energy conservation must be solved math-
ematically, incorporating thermal and calorific state
equations.

The rapid development of data processing made it possible
to solve these differential equations mathematically for the
first time in the 1960s [1-18]. Since the mathematical work
helped reduce high test bench costs, the first tests were per-
formed in the large engine industry.

In the meantime, combustion cycle simulation has
become a standard tool in engine development and will
continue to gain importance in the future [1-19]. Applica-
tions range from simple descriptions of the processes in a
cylinder up through the complex, transient processes for
transient additional loading of diesel engines with two-
stage sequential turbocharging allowing for dynamic user
behavior [1-20–1-22].

Thermodynamic analysis of the cylinder pressure curve
constitutes state-of-the-art testing today, Thanks to advanced
computers, it is not only able to ascertain the instantaneous
combustion characteristic but also other operating para-
meters such as the residual exhaust gas in a cylinder in real
time [1-23]. This can be built upon for control based on
cylinder pressure for new combustion systems, e.g. the
HCCI system, for use in mass production, provided accurate
and stable pressure sensors are available.

Naturally, an introduction to engine process simulation
cannot treat every thermodynamically interesting engine
assembly such as the cylinder, exhaust gas turbocharger or
air and exhaust manifold systems. Hence, taking modeled
thermodynamic processes in a cylinder without a divided

combustion chamber as an example, the following sections
only explain the fundamentals of engine process simulation.
The individual sections provide references to more detailed
literature.

1.3.2 Thermodynamic Foundations of Engine Process
Simulation

1.3.2.1 General Assumptions

Thermodynamic Cylinder Model

The assumptions put forth in Sect. 1.2 to analyze the ideal
combustion cycle can no longer be retained by engine process
simulation that simulates the change of state of the cylinder
charge (pressure, temperature, mass, composition, etc.) dur-
ing a combustion cycle. Suitable thermodynamic models
must be defined for both the individual cylinder and the
process boundary conditions such as energy release by com-
bustion, wall heat losses or the conditions before and after the
cylinder (Table 1-4).

System boundaries are set for the cylinder’s working
chamber (Fig. 1-16). To this end, the pressure, temperature
and composition of the gases in the cylinder are generally
assumed to be alterable as a function of time and thus crank
angle, yet independent of their location in the cylinder.
Consequently, the cylinder charge is considered homoge-
nous. This is referred to as a single zone model. Naturally,
this premise does not correspond to the actual processes in a
diesel engine cylinder; however, it yields computerized
results that are accurate enough for most development
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Engine characteristic maps for a vehicle engine with four-speed
transmission
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work as long as there is no intention to simulate concentra-
tions of pollutants. The formation mechanisms of pollu-
tants, especially nitrogen oxides, are highly dependent on
temperature and require the temperature in the burned
mixture (post-flame zone) as an input value. It is signifi-
cantly higher than the energy-averaged temperature of the
single zone model. In this case, the cylinder charge is
divided into two zones (two zone model [1-24–1-27]).
One zone contains the unburned components of fresh air,
fuel and residual exhaust gas (relatively low temperature),
the other zone the reaction products of exhaust gas and
unutilized air (high temperature). Both zones are separated
by an infinitesimally small flame front in which the (pri-
mary) fuel oxidizes. Figure 1-17 presents both the average
temperature of the single zone model and the temperatures
of both zones of the two zone model for a diesel engine’s
high pressure cycle. Clearly, the burned zone has a

significantly higher temperature level than in the single
zone model. Nonetheless, only the single zone model will
be examined to introduce the methods of real cycle
simulation.

Thermal and Calorific Equations of State

The state of the charge in the cylinder is described by pressure
p, temperature T, volume V and composition (masses mi of
the components i). A physical relation exists between these
values, the thermal equation of state. In the case of the ideal
gas, it is:

p � V ¼ m � R � T ð1-16Þ

where R is the gas constants and the total mass m is the total of
the partial masses of the individual components:

m ¼ m1 þm2 þ . . .þmi ð1-17Þ

If the cylinder charge is regarded as a real gas, then Eq. (1-16)
must be replaced by one of the many equations of state for
real gases familiar from the literature (e.g. Justi [1-28],
Zacharias [1-29]).

With the aid of the calorific equation of state, the state
variables p and T yield the specific internal energy ui for every
component i. In the case of the ideal gas, this is

duiðTÞ ¼ cv;iðTÞ � dT ð1-18Þ

where cv is the specific isochoric thermal capacity. As a rule, cv

is a function of temperature. In the case of real gases, cv and
thus u is a function of temperature and pressure and can, for
example, be taken from appropriate collections of tables or
calculated [1-30–1-32, 1-27, 1-29].

Laws of Mass and Energy Conservation

The cylinder contains a charge mass m with a certain com-
position. The mass can change by being fed in or drawn off
through the intake valve dmE, the exhaust valve dmA or the
injection valve dmB. (Gas losses by leaks are disregarded

Table 1-4 Differences of different submodels in the ideal and real cycle

Submodel Ideal cycle Real cycle

Physical properties Ideal gas
cp, cv, � ¼ constant

Real gas; composition changes during the cycle
Physical properties are a function of pressure, temperature and composition

Gas exchange Gas exchange as heat dissipation Mass exchange through the valves, residual exhaust gas remains in the cylinder
Combustion Complete combustion based on

specified, idealized regularity
Different combustion characteristics possible depending on mixture formation and

combustion cycle; fuel burns partially or incompletely
Wall heat losses Wall heat losses are ignored Wall heat losses are factored in
Leaks Leaks are ignored Leaks are partially factored in, however ignored in this introduction

System boundary

dmE

dQW

UZ, pZ, TZ, VZ, mZ,i

dW

ϕ

dQB

dmA
pA

TAdmB

pL

TL

Fig. 1-16 Thermodynamic model of the cylinder
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here). The law of mass conservation yields the following
equation:

dm ¼ dmE þ dmA þ dmB ð1-19Þ

The influent masses are entered positively in Eq. (1-19) and
the effluent masses negatively.

The first law of thermodynamics describes the conserva-
tion of energy. It states that the energy inside the cylinder U
can only change when enthalpy dH is supplied or removed
through the system boundary in conjunction with mass dm,
heat dQW or work (dW ¼ � p � dV). The energy released by
the combustion of the injected fuel is regarded as internal heat
input dQB. The law of energy conservation from the first law
of thermodynamics describes the correlation between the
individual forms of energy:

dWþ dQW þ dQB þ dHE þ dHA þ dHB ¼ dU ð1-20Þ

When the individual terms of this differential equation are
known, then it can be solved with appropriate mathematical
methods. The Runge-Kutta method (cf. [1-33]) or algo-
rithms derived from it are usually applied. First, the initial
state in the cylinder when ‘‘intake closes’’ is estimated and
then Eq. (1-20) is integrated with the algorithm selected for
one combustion cycle in small crank angle steps. A check at
the end of the combustion cycle to determines whether the
estimated initial state is produced when the ‘‘intake closes’’.
If this is not the case, improved estimated values are
employed to calculate combustion cycles until the estimated
values are reproduced with sufficient accuracy.

Wall Heat Losses

Wall heat losses are calculated according to the relationship

dQW

dj
¼ 1

o
� h � A � ðT � TWÞ ð1-21Þ

where the angular velocity is o ¼ 2 � p � n, the mean heat
transfer coefficient a, the heat transferring area A and the wall
temperature TW. The heat transferring area consists of the
areas of the cylinder head, piston crown and cylinder liner
enabled for the particular crank angle. Either known from
measurements or estimated, an average wall temperature is
needed for every area. Since exhaust valves have a signifi-
cantly higher temperature than the cylinder head, the area of
the cylinder head is normally divided into the exhaust valve
area and remaining area.

Many authors already deal with calculating the heat trans-
fer coefficient before beginning to simulate the engine pro-
cess. The equation used most today stems from Woschni
[1-34] (see Sect. 7.2 and [1-26, 1-35, 1-27]).

Gas Exchange

The enthalpies of the masses flowing in and out through the
intake and exhaust valves are produced from the product of
specific enthalpy h and mass change dm:

dHE ¼ hE � dmE

dHA ¼ hA � dmA
ð1-22Þ
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The specific enthalpies are simulated with the respective
temperature before, in or after the cylinder. The following
equation yields the mass elements that cross the system
boundary [1-26, 1-27]:

dmid

dj
¼ AðjÞ

2 � p � n �
pv

ðR � TvÞ0:5

� 2 � k
k� 1

pn

pv

� �2=k

� pn

pv

� �ðkþ1Þ=k
" #( )0:5

ð1-23Þ

The states ‘‘v’’ and ‘‘n’’ each relate to the conditions before or
after the valve analyzed (e.g. to the state of the charge air and
the state in the cylinder for an intake valve with normal
inflow, i.e. without backflow).

Equation (1.23) is based on the flow equation for the
isentropic (frictionless and adiabatic) port flow of ideal
gases [1-26, 1-27]. Area A denotes the geometric flow cross-
section enabled by the valve at a given instant (see Sect. 2.1).

In real engine operation, frictional losses and spray con-
traction generate a mass flow that is reduced compared to the
ideal value. Defining a standard cross section, this is factored
into the flow factors m determined in experiments on a swirl
flow test bench [1-36]. Therefore, the related reference areas
must always be known whenever flow factors (also denoted
with m, s or a) are compared (see Sect. 2.1).

The pressures before the intake valve and after the exhaust
valve are needed to calculate the charge flow according to Eq.
(1-23). In the case of an exhaust gas turbocharged engine, boost
pressure und exhaust gas pressure before the turbine are pro-
duced by balancing the exhaust gas turbocharger with the aid of
measured compressor and turbine maps (see Sect. 1.3.2).

Combustion Characteristic

In addition to the physical models treated thus far, a descrip-
tion of combustion is required to model a cylinder. The
energy released by combustion is produced by the specific
calorific value Hu and the unburned fuel mass dmB:

dQB ¼ Hu � dmB ð1-24Þ

while disregarding the enthalpy of the injected fuel dHB.
A function of time or the crank angle, the curve of the energy

released by combustion (combustion characteristic dQB/dj) is
one of the most important set parameters for engine process
simulation. In contrast to ideal cycles (Sect. 1.2) in which the
combustion characteristic directly results from the desired
pressure curve (e.g. constant pressure or constant volume
cycle), a real engine’s combustion characteristic depends on
many parameters.

An approach that follows Fig. 1-18 would be optimal: The
injection pump’s delivery curve is the sole set parameter.
The injection system (injection pump, rail and nozzle) is
then simulated with suitable models to calculate the

injection characteristic from the delivery curve. If there
were sufficient knowledge of the physical processes during
spray disintegration, evaporation and mixture formation, it
would be possible to simulate the ignition delay and com-
bustion (combustion characteristic) with mathematical
models [1-37, 1-38].

However, the models and methods developed so far are not
yet able to predetermine diesel engine combustion with the
accuracy desired to simulate the engine process. Knowledge
about the combustion processes in internal combustion
engines mostly comes from cylinder pressure indication.
These measurements supply information on the processes
inside a cylinder, piezoelectric pressure gauges being
applied when the resolution is high, e.g. every 0.58CA or
less [1-39–1-41]. When the cylinder pressure curve is
known, the combustion characteristic can be determined by
inverting Eq. (1-18) (pressure curve analysis). This delivers
insight into the conversion of energy in the engine.

Instead of the combustion characteristic calculated from
the pressure curve analysis, a simple mathematical function,
the rate of heat release, is usually employed to simulate the
engine process. Optimization methods can be applied to
select this function’s parameters so that the combustion char-
acteristic known from the pressure curve analysis is optimally
reproduced. If cylinder pressure indication is unavailable,
measured engines are simulated on a test bench with the aid
of engine process simulation and a selected rate of heat release
is estimated so that the measured and calculated parameters
concur.

The most commonly applied rate of heat release goes
back to the work of Vibe [1-42] who uses an exponential

Injection
characteristic

Delivery
characteristic

Combustion characteristic

Injection
delay

Ignition
delay

Crank angle

dm
/d

ϕ

Fig. 1-18 Delivery curve, injection characteristic and combustion characteristic
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function to specify the integral of the rate of heat release
(total combustion characteristic or combustion function
QB(j)):

QBðjÞ
QB;O

¼ 1� exp �6:908 � j� jVB

jVE � jVB

� �mþ1
" #

ð1-25Þ

jVB: start of combustion
jVE: end of combustion
QB,0: total energy QB(jVE) released at the end of combustion
m: form factor.

The factor �6.908 is produced by calibrating the asymptotic
exponential function moving toward zero to a numerical
value of 0.001 at the end of combustion.

The rate of heat release dQB/dj is obtained as a derivative
of Eq. (1-25):

dQB
dj ¼

QB;0
jVE � jVB

� 6:908 � ðmþ 1Þ � j� jVB
jVE � jVB

� �m
�

exp �6:908 � j� jVB
jVE � jVB

� �mþ1
� �

ð1-26Þ

An equation called the Vibe function describes combustion
with three parameters: the start of combustion jVB, the

duration of combustion DjBD ¼ jVE � jVB and the form
factor m. As can be gathered from Fig. 1-19, the form factor
defines the relative position of the maximum of the Vibe
function.

One important task of engine process simulation is to
ascertain the influence of changed boundary conditions,
e.g. ambient conditions, on the combustion cycle in para-
meter studies (Sects. 1.3.3.3 and 1.3.3.4). The prerequisite
for such simulation is knowledge of the influence of sig-
nificant engine parameters on the rate of heat release as
boundary conditions.

Woschni/Anisits [1-43] calculated the following depen-
dencies of the air/fuel ratio l, conversion factor Zu, speed n
and state during ‘‘intake closed’’ (index IC) for the Vibe
function:

DjBD

DjBD;0
¼ lV

lV;0

� ��0:6

� n
n0

� �0:5

�Z0:6
u ð1-27Þ

m
m0
¼ DjBD

DjBD;0

 !�0:5

� pEs

pEs;0
� TEs

TEs;0

n
n0

� ��0:3

ð1-28Þ

Index 0 refers to the known initial operating point.
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The start of combustion ensues from the start of delivery
jFB, the injection delay DjEV and the ignition delay DjZV:

DjEV

DjEV;0
¼ n

n0
ð1-29Þ

DjZV

DjZV;0
¼ n

n0
�

exp
b

Tzv

� �

exp
b

Tzv;0

� � � pZV

pZV;0

� ��c

ð1-30Þ

pZV: pressure in the ignition delay phase
TZV: temperature in the ignition delay phase
b, c: from parameters of the equation that have to be deter-

mined from measurements.

Other approaches to ignition delay can be found in [1-44–
1-46].

Since its simple mathematical form prevents the Vibe
function from reproducing combustion characteristics with
sufficient accuracy, especially for high speed direct injection
diesel engines, two Vibe functions are sometimes combined
as a ‘‘double Vibe function’’ [1-47]. Figure 1-20 presents an
operating point for a high performance high speed diesel
engine reproduced by the Vibe function and the double

Vibe function. Clearly, the simple Vibe function (Eq.
(1-29)) cannot describe the rise of the combustion character-
istic at the start of combustion (‘‘premixed peak’’).

1.3.2.2 Indicated and Effective Work

The solution to the differential equation Eq. (1-20) for the
first law of thermodynamics delivers the pressure curve in the
cylinder and thus the indicated work Wi from which the
mean indicated pressure pi and the specific indicated work
wi can be derived as engine parameters (see Sect. 1.2). How-
ever, in general, the so-called brake mean effective pressure pe

and the specific effective work we are usually of interest.
Hence when simulating the real cycle, model statements are
used to simulate frictional losses expressed by the mean friction
pressure pr as the difference of pi and pe (pr ¼ pi – pe) if
unknown from measurements.

The literature contains various suggestions for calculating
frictional work [1-38, 1-48, 1-49], which, depending on the
author, may be a function of speed, load, engine geometry,
boost pressure and water and oil temperatures. Starting from
the friction pressure (index 0 in Eq. (1-31)) determined in a
design point according to [1-38] for example, the following
applies

pr � pr;0

pr;0
¼ 0:7 � n� n0

n0
þ 0:3 � pi � pi;0

pi;0
ð1-31Þ
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according to which only speed and mean indicated pressure
have to be specified.

1.3.2.3 Modeling the Complete Engine

A cylinder was modeled as an example in Sects. 1.3.2.1 and
1.3.2.2. Naturally, every significant engine component must be
modeled to simulate a complete engine. Likewise, the basic
physical equations of mass conservation (continuity equation),
impulse (conservation of impulse) and energy (first law of
thermodynamics) as well as the second law of thermodynamics
must be solved for every flow process outside the cylinder in
such engine components as the intake and exhaust manifolds,
intercooler, catalytic converter or exhaust gas turbocharger.
The first simulations of this type were performed with the
program system PROMO [1-50, 1-51]. Commercial pro-
grams such as GT-Power (a component of the GT-Suite
[1-52]) or Boost (from AVL [1-53]) are generally used today.

Various methods, which also describe real conditions
more accurately as complexity increases, lend themselves

to the simulation of air and exhaust manifolds. In the
simplest case, pressures in the charge air and exhaust
manifolds (i.e. infinitely large reservoirs) are assumed to
be constant (so-called zero dimensional models). The so-
called filling and emptying method models the manifolds
as reservoirs of finite volume, which are transiently filled
and emptied by the cylinders and continuously filled and
emptied by the supercharger or the turbine. In this
method, the pressure in the manifolds varies temporally
but not locally (i.e. the sound of speed is infinitely
great).

When the equations are employed for nonstationary,
one-dimensional and compressible pipe flow, the changes
of state in the intake and exhaust system are captured
with the methods of transient gas dynamics (characteris-
tic method or simplifying acoustic method [1-54]). This
one-dimensional method can also simulate local pressure
differences and pipe branches, the mathematical work
required being far greater than the filling and emptying
method.

Fig. 1-21 Model for simulating a supercharged V6 diesel engine: (CL1) air filter, (TC1) exhaust gas turbocharger, (CO1) intercooler, (CAT1) catalytic converter, (PL1) muffler,
(PL2, PL3) V engine intake manifold, (C1 to C6) engine cylinders, (J) connections and branches, (ECU1) engine electronics to control injection and the turbocharger’s wastegate
[1-39]
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More recently, quasidimensional models have been devel-
oped in which variables that are a function of position and
time factor in local phenomena. Examples include flow cycle,
combustion and heat transfer models [1-27].

Figure 1-21 presents a model of an exhaust gas turbo-
charged six cylinder diesel engine simulated with the Boost
program as an example [1-53]. It incorporates all the signifi-
cant components attached to the engine, beginning with the
air filter to the exhaust gas turbocharger up through the
catalytic converter and exhaust muffler. The modeled engine
electronics (ECU1), which controls injection and the turbo-
charger’s wastegate, is added to this.

So as not to prolong this introduction to engine process
simulation, the authors refer readers to further literature (e.g.
[1-26, 1-27] or [1-55, 1-56]) and Sect. 2.2.

1.3.3 Typical Examples of the Application of Engine
Process Simulation

1.3.3.1 Introduction

Basically, two types of application are distinguished:
1. Measured data is already available for the engine operat-

ing point being simulated.
In this case, engine process simulation determines

parameters that are already known from measurement.
Comparing the computed and measured results allows
checking the plausibility of the measured results for
instance or computing the physical submodels of the
process simulation (e.g. rate of heat release, wall heat
transfer and mean effective friction pressure).

2. Measured data is not yet available for the engine operat-
ing point being simulated.

In this case, the engine process simulation is a pro-
jection of a yet unknown operating point. First, the
parameters of the physical submodels must be esti-
mated, i.e. they are adopted from a similar operating
point and, if necessary, corrected with the conversion
equations specified in Sects. 1.3.2.2 and 1.3.2.3. Natu-
rally, the results of this process simulation are only as
precise as the relationships used for the conversion.
Therefore, in practice, they are checked and calibrated
for the particular engines by resimulating as many
measured operating points as possible with the engine
process simulation and comparing the results with the
measured values.

Thus, the difference between a process simulation to design
new engines and a resimulation of already measured engines
is insubstantial.

1.3.3.2 Results of Engine Process Simulation

Based on Sect. 1.3.2, typical input variables for engine process
simulation are:

Engine geometry, valve lift curve, valve flow coefficients,
speed, engine power, mechanical efficiency, rate of heat
release, coefficients for the heat transfer equation, component
wall temperatures, charge air pressure and temperature
before the cylinder and pressure after the cylinder.

Typical Results Are

Pressure curve, temperature curve, wall heat losses, effective
fuel consumption, net efficiency, internal efficiency, maxi-
mum combustion pressure, maximum final compression
pressure, maximum rate of pressure rise, maximum cycle
temperature (average energy value), temperature before the
exhaust gas turbine, gas exchange losses, charge flow and the
air/fuel ratio.

When, in addition to the cylinder, the exhaust gas turbo-
charger can also be described thermodynamically as well, e.g.
by employing appropriate compressor and turbine maps,
then the engine process simulation ascertains the pressure
before and after the cylinder. Then, the ambient condition
counts as an input variable. If the potentially present inter-
cooler is also modeled in the further course of process simu-
lation, then, when the ambient temperature is given, the
engine process simulation also yields the charge air tempera-
ture in addition to the water temperature when the charge air
is water cooled.

As an example, Fig. 1-22 presents the results of a process
simulation of an engine with a cylinder displacement of
4 dm3 and a specific effective work we of 2 kJ/dm3 for the
operating point n ¼ 1,500/min. It represents pressure, tem-
perature, combustion characteristic, mass flow in the cylin-
der and valves as well as the wall heat losses as a function of
the crank angle. The correspondence between the engine
process simulation and reality is verified by comparing
global values, e.g. exhaust gas temperature, charge flow or
boost pressure, with measured values. When they corre-
spond, it is assumed that even the unverifiable values such
as temperature curve or mass curve have been simulated
correctly.

1.3.3.3 Parameter Studies

A significant field of application for engine process simula-
tion is parameter studies that analyze the influence of bound-
ary conditions on the combustion cycle in depth. The results
are needed in the design phase of new engines or to optimize
or enhance the performance of existing engines. Parameter
studies may have optimum fuel consumption, power and
torque values as possible target parameters. Optimizations
may be implemented so that engineering or legal limits for
maximum combustion pressure, rate of pressure increase,
exhaust gas temperature or pollutant emissions are not
exceeded.

The outcome of a typical parameter study is presented
below. Since the maximum combustion pressure limited
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by engineering greatly influences a cycle’s net efficiency
and thus its fuel consumption, one of the most important
parameter studies serves to determine the dependence of
net efficiency Ze on maximum combustion pressure
pZmax. When the combustion characteristic is given, the
maximum combustion pressure is defined by the para-
meters of start of delivery (and thus start of combustion)
and final compression pressure. The latter, in turn, pri-
marily depends on the compression ratio and the boost
pressure. The boost pressure is itself essentially defined by
the exhaust gas turbocharging efficiency and the desired
air/fuel ratio. Figure 1-23 presents the net efficiency Ze as
a function of the compression ratio e for various max-
imum combustion pressures at constant numerical values
for the exhaust gas turbocharging efficiency ZTL and the
air/fuel ratio l. The dotted lines indicate the position of
the start of combustion. An optimum compression ratio
with a maximum efficiency Ze exists for every maximum
combustion pressure. (By contrast, theoretical standard
cycles state that maximum net efficiency is attained at
the maximum compression ratio.)

1.3.3.4 Other Examples of Application

Apart from parameter studies, engine process simulation also
serves many other purposes.

– heat balance, loss analysis: simulation of heat balances and
analyses of losses to assess engines (development potential,
optimization, cooling system design)

– design of exhaust gas turbocharging groups: simulation of
the energy supply available for supercharging (exhaust gas
mass flow and temperature) and the boost pressure
requirement and air flow rate [1-57]

– optimization of valve lift and valve gear timing: simulation
of the gas exchange with the goal of low gas exchange losses
and large volumetric efficiencies

– temperature field simulation: simulation of engines’ heat
balance and thermal load (input variables for simulating
the temperature fields in the cylinder, cylinder liner, piston
and valves) (see Sect. 7.1)

– gas pressure curves for further studies: simulation of the
gas pressure curves as input variables for further studies
such as strength simulation, torsional vibration analysis,
piston ring movement simulation

– wet corrosion: analysis of the danger of wet corrosion
(undershooting of the exhaust gas dew-point temperature)

– nitrogen oxide emissions: application of a combustion
model (e.g. two zone model) to analyze nitrogen oxide
emissions [1-24–1-27]

– ambient conditions: determination of engines’ operating
values when ambient conditions (pressure and tempera-
ture) change
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– plausibility check: plausibility check of measured values or
hypotheses for a damage analysis

– transfer of experimental single cylinder results to multi-
cylinder engines: conversion of the operating values mea-
sured in an experimental single cylinder engine to condi-
tions for multi-cylinder engines.

1.3.4 Future Studies/Work in the Field of Engine
Process Simulation

Engine process simulation is an instrument suitable for rela-
tive statements (e.g. parameter studies). The requirements for
submodel accuracy are not as great. Absolute statements (e.g.
supercharger or cooling systems design, comparisons of dif-
ferent engines) require far more accurate submodels. There-
fore, many and diverse efforts are being made to further
improve the models.

When maximum combustion pressures are elevated above
200 bar, the cylinder charge may no longer be considered an
ideal gas and the real gas properties of the components
involved have to be factored in [1-29].

Present heat transfer models calculate wall heat losses in
the part load region too small. Furthermore, they only allow
for heat losses radiating from soot particulates during com-
bustion imprecisely or not at all. Consequently, the calculated
losses are too small, especially when combustion is poor.
Pressure curve analysis yields apparent energy losses in the
compression phase, which may be due to inaccuracies in the
dependence of the crank angle in the wall heat models
employed. New heat transfer models may be found in
[1-58–1-63].

Simulation of the charge flow can be improved by apply-
ing computationally very intensive simulations of three-
dimensional flow fields. Such simulations enable optimiz-
ing flow conditions in cylinder heads for example. Flow
field simulations may also be applied to analyze mixture
formation and in part to already simulate the combustion
cycle [1-26, 1-27].

Work is being done on simulating the combustion
characteristic directly from injection data [1-64, 1-65,
1-37, 1-38, 1-24, 1-66, 1-67]. On the other hand, the
models of the rate of heat release and its conversion in
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the map have to be improved [1-68] in order to be able
to describe combustion with better precision when simu-
lating nitrogen oxide emissions [1-24].

Other studies also being performed on converting the
mean effective friction pressure in the map are aimed at
determining the individual assemblies’ contribution to the
total frictional losses [1-48].
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2 Gas Exchange and Supercharging

Helmut Pucher

2.1 Gas Exchange

2.1.1 General

Beginning at the conclusion of the expansion stroke, the gas
exchange phase basically performs two functions, namely:
– replacing the utilized cylinder charge (exhaust) with fresh

gas (air in a diesel engine), a basic prerequisite for an
internal combustion engine, and

– dissipating the heat as required to conclude the thermo-
dynamic cycle.

Gas exchange can proceed based on the four-stroke or the
two-stroke cycle. Regardless, the outcome of gas exchange can
be characterized and evaluated by a series of dimensionless
parameters, the following being stipulated first:
mZ total mass of working gas in the cylinder at the end of

gas exchange,
mL total air mass that has flowed into the cylinder

through the intake element,
mLZ mass of fresh air in the cylinder at the end of gas

exchange,
mRG mass of residual exhaust gas in the cylinder at the

end of gas exchange,
rL density of the air before the intake elements
mLtheor theoretical air mass.

The theoretical air mass

mLtheor ¼ rL � Vh (2-1Þ

corresponds to the mass of air with the density rL brought
into the cylinder to exactly fill the cylinder displacement Vh.

The air efficiency

la ¼
mL

mLtheor
(2-2Þ

is a measure of the total quantity of air relative to the theore-
tical air mass that flows into the cylinder during gas exchange.
For a steady-state engine operating point, it corresponds to
the measured air flow rate.

The volumetric efficiency

ll ¼
mLZ

mLtheor
(2-3Þ

specifies the quantity of inflow air mass remaining in the
cylinder relative to the theoretical air mass.

Accordingly, the retention rate is defined as:

lz ¼
mLZ

mL
¼ ll

la
: (2-4Þ

Boost efficiency and scavenging efficiency play a role as well,
especially for two-stroke engines.

Boost efficiency

lt ¼
mZ

mLtheor
(2-5Þ

specifies the amount of working gas mass located in the cylin-
der at the end of gas exchange relative to the theoretical air
mass. The proportion of the working gas mass mZ that consists
of fresh air mLZ is expressed by the scavenging efficiency:

ls ¼
mLZ

mZ
(2-6Þ

The following applies to the residual gas mRG, i.e. residual
working gas from the preceding combustion cycle remaining
in the cylinder:

mRG ¼ mZ �mLZ: (2-7Þ

2.1.2 Four-Stroke Cycle

2.1.2.1 Control Elements

Gas exchange in four-stroke reciprocating piston engines is
now almost exclusively controlled by valves. Although for-
merly used in vehicle gasoline engines, slide valve control
[2-1] failed to even establish itself in gasoline engines because
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of sealing problems resulting from the variable cold and hot
clearance as well as thermally induced warping. It is thoroughly
unfeasible for diesel engines, particularly since they have higher
in-cylinder pressures. Universally common today, a valve
shape with a conical seat (Fig. 18-31) perfectly seals a cylinder
chamber against maximum in-cylinder pressures because the
increased internal pressure also directly generates increased
contact pressure and thus a sealing effect in the valve seat.
The lift produced by the cam in cam-actuated valve drives,
which are still primarily in use, is transmitted to the valve
– by a tappet, push rod and rocker arm in underhead

camshafts,
– by a rocker arm or cam follower or by a bucket tappet in

overhead camshafts and the valve is lifted against the valve
spring’s force.

Since they have single-cylinder heads, large diesel engines
down to and including commercial vehicle engines are
equipped with underhead camshafts. Car diesel engines
(block cylinder heads) predominantly have overhead cam-
shafts because this can lessen the valve gear masses being
moved.

2.1.2.2 Valve Lift Curves and Timing

Theoretically, a four-stroke engine requires one entire crank-
shaft revolution for its gas exchange. According to the pre-
mise of the theoretical engine process, the gas exchange ele-
ments (valves) must open and close exactly in their dead
centers and have a rectangular lift characteristic (Fig. 2-1).

However, the valves in a real engine are only able to open
and close gradually because of the accelerations in the valve

gear. Since not only the valve gear masses but also each of the
gas columns flowing in and out at the cylinder first have to
be accelerated and the flow initially stops when a piston
reverses, the opening time is set before and the closing
time is set after the respective dead center. In detail, this
so-called timing is defined as follows:

Exhaust Opens (EO)

When the exhaust valve opens, a supercritical pressure
ratio normally exists between the pressure in the cylinder
and the pressure in the exhaust line. Therefore, the exhaust
initially flows out through the narrowest cross section (at
the valve seat) at sonic speed. As a result, the pressure in the
cylinder decreases relatively rapidly. Thus, the work of
expulsion the piston has to apply during its subsequent
upward stroke is none too great. However, timing EO
very advanced to minimize this work of expulsion would
accordingly reduce the work of expansion transferrable to
the piston by the working gas during the expansion stroke.
Therefore, EO is optimally set when the total power losses
(loss of work of expansion and work of expulsion) reach a
minimum or the indicated work reaches a maximum. This
optimum is relatively ‘‘flat’’ and set in the range of 40–608 CA
before BDC.

Valve Overlap

Since the exhaust valve only opens after the intake valve but
already before top dead center (TDC in Fig. 2-1), so-called
valve overlap ensues.

Theoretical process

Real process
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Fig. 2-1
Valve lift curves of a four-stroke
engine
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Without any valve overlap, the case presented schemati-
cally in Fig. 2-2a would occur. If the exhaust valve were closed
in TDC, the compression volume Vc would still be filled with
exhaust, which would appear in the subsequent combustion
cycle as residual exhaust gas.

Close to top dead center, the piston moves with very low
velocity. Thus, it is practically unable to exert any expulsion
or intake effect on the working fluid during this phase. If,
however, the intake valve already opens before top dead
center and the exhaust valve also remains open beyond top
dead center, the dispersing exhaust column exerts a suction
effect on the cylinder and the connected intake port, causing
fresh gas (air) to flow into the cylinder and residual exhaust
gas to be scavenged out (Fig. 2-2b). Only valve overlap of up
to approximately 40–608CA may be implemented in a natu-
rally aspirated engine. However, this suffices to largely sca-
venge the residual exhaust gas. If it were selected substantially
larger, essentially symmetrical to TDC, exhaust would also be
forced into the intake manifold during the expulsion stroke
and exhaust aspirated out of the exhaust manifold during the
subsequent intake stroke. The valve overlap in highly super-
charged diesel engines (see Sect. 2.2) in which the mean
pressure before intake is higher than the mean pressure in
the exhaust manifold may be selected to be significantly
longer (up to 1208CA). This is employed to scavenge fresh
air through the cylinder by purging residual exhaust gas
(Fig. 2-2c). On the one hand, this relieves the thermal load
of the components adjacent to the combustion chamber. On
the other hand, it allows keeping the exhaust temperature
before the turbocharger turbine below a certain limit. This is

especially important for the operation of large diesel engines
that run on heavy fuel oil (see Sect. 3.3).

Intake Closes (IC)

Intake closes has to be set so that the charge with fresh air,
i.e. the volumetric efficiency ll, becomes a maximum since
it determines the drivable engine load for a specific air/fuel
ratio. Thus the specification of IC has very special signifi-
cance. IC is normally set after BDC (see Fig. 2-1) because
the inertia of the influent air causes the inflow into the
cylinder to continue when the piston practically no longer
exerts any suction effect upon reaching the proximity of
BDC. If IC is set too far after BDC, an undesired back thrust
of inflow air into the intake line occurs. Typical values are
IC = 20–608CA after BDC. Just like volumetric efficiency,
the optimum value for IC is primarily a function of engine
speed. At a fixed value for IC, the volumetric efficiency as a
function of speed assumes a curve as in Fig. 2-3 (solid line).
This curve’s drop to the left or right of the peak mainly
depends on IC being set too late or too early in the respec-
tive speed range. If, for example, an engine is intended to be
operated chiefly in the upper speed range in the future, then
it would make sense to set IC suitably later (dashed curve in
Fig. 2-3).

2.1.2.3 Valve Cross Section and Flow Coefficient

When the valve and valve port are designed to be stationary,
the gas mass that flows through during the opening duration

TDC

TDC

hV

Vc TDC

a b c

TDCVc Vc

Ec

I E I E I E

Δϕ = 0°CA Δϕ = 40... 60°CA Δϕ = 60... 120°CA

Ec EcIo Io Io

TDC TDC

Fig. 2-2 Influence of valve overlap �’ on residual exhaust gas scavenging
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is not only a function of the adjacent pressure ratio but
primarily also the valve lift characteristic. This directly influ-
ences the free flow cross section.

The geometric valve cross section AV(j) enabled by the
valve during a particular lift hV(j) is calculated with the inner
valve seat diameter di and the valve seat angle b as in Fig. 2-4
based on:

AvðjÞ ¼ p � hvðjÞ � cos b � ½di þ 0; 5 � hvðjÞ � sin 2b�:
(2-8Þ

The effective valve cross section AVeff(j) actually available for
the flow during a specific valve lift hV(j) is normally smaller
than AV(j). It corresponds to the cross section that has to be
inserted in the Saint-Venant equation (Eq. (2-9)) to obtain
the actual mass flow _m for given values for the total state of

the gas on the inflow side (p01, T01) and the static pressure p2

on the outflow side

AVeff ¼
_m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R � T01
p

p01 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2k

k� 1
p2

p01

� �2
k� p2

p01

� �kþ 1
k

2
64

3
75

vuuuut
: (2-9Þ

To experimentally determine AVeff(j) on a stationary flow
test bench as in Fig. 2-5, the cylinder head under test is placed
on a tube with an inner diameter equal to the cylinder’s bore
D and a tube with an inner cross section equivalent to a
continuation of the valve port cross section AK is connected
to the outer port end of the valve under test.

The valve port’s effective cross section AVeff can then be
determined for both possible directions of flow as a function of
valve lift. To this end, each of the following must be measured
for discrete valve lifts over the entire valve lift range:
– total state at position 1 (p01, T01),
– static pressure at position 2 (p2) and
– mass flow _m.

By definition, all flow losses that occur between control points
1 and 2 are incorporated in AVeff. Hence, as a rule, AVeff will
always be smaller than the related geometric port cross section
AK (Fig. 2-4a). Such stationary flow measurements deliver
the boundary conditions relevant for engine process simula-
tion (see Sect. 1.3) as well as direct information on the aero-
dynamic quality of a given valve and valve port design. When
the AVeff characteristic, a dashed line in Fig. 2-4a, progresses
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horizontally before the maximum valve lift is reached, an
excessively large lift has been selected, provided the volumetric
efficiency is satisfactory. If the volumetric efficiency is not high
enough, the valve port is too narrow for the maximum valve
lift. Valve and valve port geometry and the maximum valve lift
have to be matched so that the narrowest flow cross section is
always in the valve seat for the entire range of the valve lift.

In practice, valve flow properties are usually not repre-
sented by the effective valve cross section AVeff (hV) but rather
by a valve flow coefficient m (hV), which according to

mðhVÞ ¼
AVeff ðhVÞ

Abez
(2-10Þ

is equal to the effective valve cross section relative to a refer-
ence cross section Abez. In practice, two versions are primarily
used for the reference cross section:

Version 1: Abez = AK

The constant port cross section AK (see Fig. 2-4) is used as the
reference cross section to produce a flow coefficient m1 that
is in the range of 0 � m1 � 1 for the entire range of valve lift
(Fig. 2-4b).

Version 2: Abez = AV(hV)
The thusly defined flow coefficient m2 (hV) is undefined for
hV = 0 and may also assume values larger than 1 for low hV

values (Fig. 2-4c).

2.1.2.4 Intake Swirl

As a rule, high-speed direct injection diesel engines depend
on intake swirl for satisfactory mixture formation and com-
bustion, i.e. the rotation of the influent air in the cylinder
around the cylinder’s axis normally generated by a swirl port,
which is usually further intensified by compression (see also
Sect. 3.1).

Since both an unduly weak swirl and an unduly intense
swirl can be detrimental to a given combustion system, swirl
intensity needs to be specified objectively (swirl number). To

do so, a stationary flow test bench (Fig. 2-5) is equipped with a
vane anemometer that has defined dimensions and is
installed in a defined position. To characterize the swirl, the
vane speed nD is placed in relation to an intended engine
speed n obtained when the measured mean axial flow velocity
ca is equated with the mean piston velocity cm, i.e.

ca ¼ cm ¼ 2s � n (2-11Þ

and thus

n ¼ ca

2 � s : (2-12Þ

The ratio nD/n changes with the valve lift and must be
averaged as a function of it when the mean swirl (swirl
number D) representative for a particular valve port is sought
[2-2]:

D ¼ nD

n

� �
m
¼ 1

p

ZTDC

BDC

nD

n
� ck

cm

� �2

dj: (2-13Þ

In Eq. (2-13), cK signifies instantaneous piston velocity
assigned to the particular crank position at speed n calculated
according to Eq. (2-12).

2.1.2.5 Influence of the Intake Manifold

Along with the geometry and aerodynamic engineering of the
intake tract inside the cylinder head (valve and intake port),
the volumetric efficiency ll defined in Eq. (2-3) also particu-
larly depends on the geometry of the connected intake
manifold.

Imagine a four-stroke single-cylinder engine with a
smooth pipe connected on the intake side as schematically
represented in Fig. 2-6. The pipe has the (elongated) length L
and an ‘‘open pipe end’’ at the end opposite the cylinder. The
pressure p inside the pipe directly before IO is equal to the
external pressure p0 (p/p0 = 1). When the intake valve is
opened, the vacuum that ensues from the intake stroke in

Outflow Inflow

AK
hv

n0

m

2

2

D

1

1

m

Fig. 2-5
Measurement of the valve flow coefficients and the swirl number in a
steady-state flow test
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the cylinder causes a suction wave (p/p0 < 1) to spread from
the intake valve toward the open end of the pipe (t1).
According to acoustic theory on which this idea is based,
this suction wave moves with sonic speed a0, which in
accordance with

a0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k � R � T0

p
(2-14Þ

directly depends on the gas temperature T0 in the pipe,
assumed to be constant here. After the time t = L/a0, the
suction wave reaches the open end of the pipe where it is
reflected (t2) as a pressure wave (p > p0), which then returns
(t3) to the intake valve at the speed a0. If the intake valve is still
open when the pressure wave arrives, then this can boost
volumetric efficiency. To this end, the entire wave travel
time Dt = 2L/a0 must be shorter than the valve opening
duration DtIO�IC . This allows formulating the following
condition

L � a0

720 � n � DjIO�IC (2-15Þ

Clearly, at the given intake valve timing and thus also the
given intake valve opening duration DjIO�IC at a particular
speed n, the intake pipe must have a particular length L to
attain maximum volumetric efficiency. The converse is more
important for practice however, i.e. at a given timing, a given
intake pipe length L only produces maximum volumetric
efficiency at a particular speed and usually only produces
relatively high volumetric efficiency values within a relatively

narrow span of speed. Logically, the intake manifold’s funda-
mental influence on volumetric efficiency elucidated with the
example of a single-cylinder engine can be transferred to
multi-cylinder engines and systematically employed to set
the maximum cylinder charge for a very definite speed range
(intake manifold tuning and variable length intake manifold).

2.1.3 Two-Stroke Cycle

2.1.3.1 Distinctive Features of Two-stroke and Four-stroke
Gas Exchange in Comparison

The two-stroke working cycle corresponds to two piston
strokes or one crankshaft revolution (= 3608CA). Gas
exchange has to occur in the temporal environment of bottom
dead center (BDC). Two consequences can be inferred
directly from this:
– Since gas exchange already commences before BDC and

only terminates after BDC, a portion of the expansion and
compression stroke is unusable.

– Instantaneous piston velocity is so low during the entire gas
exchange phase that the piston is virtually unable to exert
any intake or expulsion effect on the cylinder charge.
Hence, gas exchange can only occur when a positive
scavenging gradient exists, i.e. overpressure from the intake
to the exhaust side, to which end, two-stroke engines must
be equipped with a scavenging blower (or scavenging
pump) as a matter of principle.

Both valves and ports are applied in both pure and mixed
forms as gas exchange elements. In the case of port timing
(ports in the surface of the cylinder liner), the piston also
assumes the function of a control slide.

2.1.3.2 Scavenging Methods

All two-stroke scavenging processes implemented thus far
can be classified in two basic categories
– loop scavenging and
– uniflow scavenging.

MAN reverse scavenging, loop scavenging, was important
for large two-stroke diesel engines (with D = 250–900 mm)
until the start of the 1980s. The stroke to bore ratio was just
above s/D = 2. Fig. 2-7a presents a schematic of the arrange-
ment of exhaust and inlet ports and the related timing
diagram.

The pre-release phase (from EO to IO) begins when the
downwardly moving piston enables the exhaust ports. During
this phase, the pressure in the cylinder, which is still relatively
high at the time of EO, ought to dissipate enough by the
discharge of a portion of the cylinder charge that it is already
lower than the scavenging pressure when the inlet ports sub-
sequently open. Only then can fresh air already flow into the
cylinder as of IO. This should develop a loop flow in the
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Fig. 2-6 Wave travel in the intake pipe based on acoustic theory
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cylinder interacting with the still discharging cylinder gas as
indicated in Fig. 2-7a. After reversing in BDC, the piston first
closes the inlet ports during its upward stroke and again expels
part of the cylinder charge through the exhaust ports as of IC.
This loss of fresh gas connected with the so-called post-exhaust
is a significant drawback of every loop scavenging system and
has its origins in the symmetrical timing diagram (at BDC).

Uniflow scavenging has asserted itself over reverse scaven-
ging for two-stroke large diesel engines since the early 1980s,
primarily because of the necessity for larger stroke to bore
ratios (s/D to > 4) (see Sect. 18.4). Uniflow scavenging is
generally implemented with inlet ports and a single exhaust
valve centered in the cylinder head (see Figs. 18-36 and 18-43).
The free selection of exhaust valve timing this allows makes
an asymmetrical timing diagram (see Fig. 2-7b) possible and
eliminates post-exhaust. By appropriately tapering the inlet
port’s edges, a swirl can be superimposed on the longitudinal
direction of scavenging running from bottom to top. This
additionally stabilizes scavenging and also makes it possible
to exert influence on mixture formation and combustion. The
ability to control the exhaust valve’s high thermal load is
essential (see Sect. 6.1).

The parameters defined in Sect. 2.1.1 may be used to derive
the correlation represented in Fig. 2-8 to assess two-stroke
scavenging. The optimal scavenging characteristic, i.e. pure

displacement scavenging, exists when the air efficiency la only
has to be maintained commensurately with the volume Vh +
Vc or la = e/(e – 1) to obtain the scavenging efficiency ls = 1.0,
i.e. complete scavenging. The straight line ls = 0 corresponds
to the short-circuit flow, i.e. no scavenging is obtained when
the air efficiency la is still so large. The curve denoted as a
total mixture corresponds to scavenging during which every
mass element of the fresh charge entering the cylinder com-
pletely mixes with the total charge mass instantaneously
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located in the cylinder and only mass elements from the
instantaneous mixture charge flow through the exhaust.

Understandably, of all the scavenging systems, uniflow
scavenging comes closest to pure displacement scavenging.

2.2 Diesel Engine Supercharging

2.2.1 General

2.2.1.1 Definition and Goals of Supercharging

As the following remarks are intended to illustrate, combus-
tion engine supercharging is primarily a method to enhance
power density.

In accordance with the definition of effective efficiency
(Eq. (1-8)), net engine power increases with the fuel mass
_mB converted in the unit of time. Depending on the combus-

tion system, a particular air mass flow _mLZ is required for
combustion. Applying the air/fuel ratio lV and the stoichio-
metric air/fuel ratio Lmin as well as the volumetric efficiency
delivers the conditional equation for Pe in the form:

Pe ¼
Hu

Lmin
� VH

a
� 1
lV
� ll � nM � rL � Ze (2-16Þ

where a = 2 for a four-stroke engine and a = 1 for a two-stroke
engine (see Sect. 1.2). Applying a particular fuel (Hu, Lmin)
and a particular combustion system (lV), this indicates that,
at a particular speed nM (! ll = const.) and irrespective of the
effective efficiency Ze, a particular engine’s net power (VH, a)
is still only a function of the density rL of the air before engine
intake.

When the air before intake is supplied to the engine with a
higher density than the ambient air, this is supercharging.

Since the density of air rL depends on the pressure pL and
the temperature TL calculated by the thermal equation of the
state of a gas:

rL ¼
1
R
� pL

TL
(2-17Þ

and TL may normally not be lowered below the ambient tempera-
ture, supercharging is primarily an elevation of pressure before
intake to a value above ambient pressure, the so-called boost
pressure pL. The unit employed to do this is called a supercharger.
The options for supercharging are stipulated by DIN 6262.

2.2.1.2 Exhaust Gas Turbocharging and Mechanical
Supercharging in Comparison

Since exhaust gas turbocharging and mechanical superchar-
ging have attained the greatest practical significance, their
different interactions with a basic engine shall be illustrated
with the aid of the idealized cycle (Fig. 2-9). In the case of
mechanical supercharging, the supercharger powered by the
engine supplies the cylinders air with a pressure p2 = pL

identical to the cylinder pressure during the intake stroke so
that compression starts at a higher pressure than in a naturally
aspirated engine (1Z). Once the expansion stroke has con-
cluded (5Z), the exhaust valve opens and the cylinder charge
is expelled against the ambient pressure (p1). This produces
positive gas exchange work WLDW (areas 1Z, 6Z, 7Z, 8Z, 1Z) in
the sense of work delivered by the engine. The (isentropic)
supercharger work WL the engine has to produce is greater
than its gas exchange work though. The perpendicularly
hatched area corresponds to the loss of work that arises from
the cylinder charge being throttled from the state 5Z to the
pressure p1 (after the exhaust valve) rather than being
expanded isentropically (loss through incomplete expansion).
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Exhaust gas turbocharging also has to produce equally great
supercharger work WL at the same boost pressure p2 and in the
same high pressure phase of the engine process as mechanical
supercharging. Further, the cylinder has the same state at the
end of expansion (5Z). Rather than being diverted from the
crankshaft work, supercharger work WL is covered by the
(equiareal) turbine work WT, drawn from the exhaust energy.
Since the exhaust temperature T3 before the turbine is higher
than T2, under the condition WT = WL, the exhaust pressure p3

before the turbine is lower than p2. Thus, gas exchange work
WLDW is positive here too. In addition, the higher back pressure
at the outlet makes the loss of work as a result of incomplete

expansion of the cylinder charge (vertically hatched area) lower
than in the case of mechanical supercharging. The higher tem-
perature in point 3 than 30, which would adjust to the exhaust
pressure p3 if the cylinder charge expanded isentropically, indi-
cates that the exhaust turbine even recovers a portion of this loss
of work on the cylinder side. Even though Fig. 2-9 only corre-
sponds to idealized changes of state, it still indicates that exhaust
gas turbocharging certainly provides better conditions for over-
all engine efficiency than mechanical supercharging.

2.2.2 Engine and Supercharger Interaction

2.2.2.1 Supercharger Types and Maps

Every familiar supercharger type can be classified in one of
two groups based on the operating principle, namely:
– positive-displacement superchargers and
– turbo compressors.

Accordingly, two basic forms of supercharger map also exist.
A supercharger map is a representation of the supercharger
pressure ratio pL = p2/p1 as a function of the volume flow rate
_V1 relative to a defined reference condition (p1, T1) with

families of lines of constant supercharger speed nL (super-
charger characteristic curve) and constant isentropic super-
charger efficiencies ZsL (Figs. 2-10 and 2-11).

Positive-Displacement Superchargers

Not only the reciprocating piston compressors formerly only
used to supercharge large two-stroke engines but also Roots
blowers, various rotary piston compressors (rotary piston
superchargers and sliding-vane superchargers), spiral-type
superchargers (G superchargers) and screw-type superchar-
gers are positive-displacement superchargers (Fig. 2-10).

Supercharger characteristic curves (nL = const.) develop
relatively steeply according to the principle of positive dis-
placement. They would even slope exactly vertically if a
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supercharger were loss-free, the flow rate only being a func-
tion of the speed and not the pressure ratio.

Depending on its design, a real positive-displacement
supercharger’s leakage losses or losses caused by re-expansion
of the compressed medium in the dead space increase as the
pressure ratio increases and (at nL = const.) the volume flow
rate correspondingly decreases. From this, it follows that:
– The attainable pressure ratio is not a function of speed.

Therefore, high pressure ratios are possible even at low
speeds and thus small volumetric flows.

– The volume flow rate _V1 is practically only a function of
speed.

– The map is stable in the entire region and consequently
usable for supercharging.

Turbo Compressors

Turbo compressors include axial and radial compressors.
Since, unlike axial compressors, radial compressors can deli-
ver a high pressure ratio even in a one-stage design, they are
used virtually exclusively for purposes of supercharging.

Figure 2-11 presents a schematic map of a radial compres-
sor. The volume flow rate _V1 increases roughly proportion-
ally and the pressure ratio pL roughly quadratically with the
compressor speed nL. The compressor characteristic curves
reach the surge line as the volumetric flow rate decreases in
the proximity of their respective peaks. This divides the
compressor map into a stable (right) and an unstable (left)
map range. A compressor must always be adjusted to an
engine so that the anticipated operating range comes to be
to the right of the surge line [2-3]. This prevents surging,
which is manifested in pulsating pressure and a volume flow
rate that – apart from transient delivery – excites blade
vibrations in a compressor, which can damage it.

Three key points have been established:
– The attainable pressure ratio is a function of speed; high

pressure ratios cannot be attained at low speeds and small
volumetric flow rates.

– The volume flow rate is a function of the speed and the
pressure ratio.

– The map region to the left of the surge line is an unstable
region.

2.2.2.2 Engine Mass Flow Characteristics

Representing the engine as the ‘‘consumer’’ in the supercharger
map is an expedient method to illustrate engine and super-
charger interaction. The consumer characteristic is denoted as
the engine mass flow characteristics and has a fundamentally
different curve for four-stroke and two-stroke engines.

Four-Stroke Engine

Assuming scavenging losses are negligibly small, the follow-
ing applies to the volumetric flow rate _V1 ‘‘consumed’’ by an

engine relative to the intake condition (p1, T1)

_V1 ¼
_mL

r1
¼ VH � ll �

nM

2
� rL

r1
(2-18Þ

By logically applying Eq. (2-18), Eq. (2-19) can be rendered in
the following form for a particular engine (VH = const.)

pL ¼
pL

p1
� TL

ll � nM
� _Vl (2-19Þ

This states that, at a particular engine speed nM and thus also
at a given volumetric efficiency ll, the boost pressure ratio pL

and volumetric flow rate _V1 are directly proportional at a
particular charge air temperature TL. In Fig. 2-12, this corre-
sponds to a straight line through the origin. The straight line
exhibits a smaller slope for a higher speed (nM2 > nM1). This
family of straight lines only has practical meaning for pres-
sure ratio values pL � 1 through, pL = 1.0, which correspond
to a naturally aspirated engine.

Incorporating the increase of TL with pL produces the
family of thick lines for pL � 1. If valve overlap (VO) is
additionally implemented in the engine being analyzed,
then the mass flow characteristics take on the form of the
dashed curves. This implies that the pressure p1 is on the
exhaust side.

Two-Stroke Engine

A pressure gradient from the intake to the exhaust side is
essential for two-stroke cylinder gas exchange. Independent
of engine speed, a two-stroke cylinder’s intake and exhaust
openings act like two throttles connected in a series, which
can be replaced by a single throttle providing the same
resistance to the flow in which the pressure ratio is pL/pA.
Accordingly, using the pressure pA after exhaust as the
parameter, the mass flow characteristic in Fig. 2-13 assumes
the form of a throttle characteristic curve in which the
pressure ratio pL increases approximately quadratically
with the flow rate _V1.

2.2.2.3 Engine Operating Lines

Every one of a supercharged engine’s operating points
appears in the supercharger map as the intersection between
the related engine mass flow characteristic and the related
supercharger characteristic curve. Connecting every possible
intersection for a particular engine operating mode produces
the engine operating line.

The engine operating line for some practically important
supercharging processes is presented schematically below.

Mechanical Supercharging

When a four-stroke engine is mechanically supercharged with
a positive-displacement supercharger, an engine operating line
that only slightly slopes with the engine speed appears in the
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supercharger map for a constant gear ratio ü between engine
speed nM and supercharger speed nL. Thus, relatively high
boost pressure is still on hand even in the lower speed range.
This enables a car engine to have good accelerating perfor-
mance for instance. Enlarging the gear ratio ü can elevate the
overall boost pressure level or, conversely, lower it (Fig. 2-14,
top).

A turbo compressor on the other hand performs entirely
differently when used for mechanical supercharging. At the
same boost pressure for rated speed as a positive-displace-
ment supercharger, boost pressure decreases more strongly as
engine speed drops (Fig. 2-14, bottom). A variable gear ratio
is always a fundamental feature of the concept anytime efforts
are made in development to also implement turbo

compressors for mechanical supercharging because of their
high efficiency.

2.2.3 Exhaust Gas Turbocharging

Rather than being directly determined by engine speed as in
mechanical supercharging, compressor speed in exhaust gas
turbocharging is determined by the engine’s instantaneous
supply of exhaust gas energy (exhaust power) to the exhaust
gas turbocharger.

The top part of Fig. 2-15 presents a design that attains the
desired boost pressure in the rated power point for a four-
stroke diesel engine. Taking this as the starting point, the
operating point in the compressor map shifts depending on
the load characteristics (see Sect. 1.2).

In generator operation (nM = nNenn = const.), the operat-
ing point moves downward along the engine mass flow
characteristics as engine power decreases because the
exhaust power also decreases with it. At least in steady-
state operation, this drop in boost pressure is unproblematic
because a lower engine load also only requires lower boost
pressure.

If the engine power is reversed under the condition M=
const. (speed decrease at rated engine torque), then a drop in
boost pressure due to diminishing exhaust power must also be
accepted, even when constant boost pressure would be desir-
able for M = const. In addition, the operating point reaches
the surge line relatively quickly.

In the case of propeller operation, the correlation M � nM
2

applies to a fixed propeller. The particular boost pressure at
reduced engine speed is normally sufficiently high, at least in
steady-state mode.
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In a turbocharged two-stroke diesel engine, only one
single engine operating line is produced for all three of the
modes of operation considered. The exhaust back pressure
pA rises after the cylinders and before the turbocharger
turbine as the flow rate ( _V1) increases. While every possible
engine operating point lies on this engine operating line, the
operating points of 50% power in propeller operation and
50% generator power, for example, are not located in the
same point.

2.2.3.1 Turbocharger Fundamental Equations,
Turbocharger Efficiency

The principle of exhaust gas turbocharging in steady-state
operation presupposes that an equality of power always exists

between the compressor and turbine:

PL ¼ PT (2-20Þ

Under the generally accepted assumption that the com-
pressor and turbine are adiabatic machines (adiabatic = with-
out loss or gain of heat), the following applies to compressor
power (see Fig. 2-16)

PL ¼ _mL � DhsL �
1

ZsL � ZmL
(2-21Þ

with the isentropic enthalpy difference DhsL of the compressor

DhsL ¼ CpL � T1
p2

p1

� �kL � 1
kL � 1

6664
7775 (2-22Þ
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and, analogously, for turbine power

PT ¼ _mT � DhsT � ZsT � ZmT (2-23Þ

DhsT ¼ cpT � T3 1� p4

p3

� �kT � 1
kT

2
64

3
75 (2-24Þ

Thus, Eq. (2-20) can be rendered as

_mL�cpL�T1
p2

p1

� �kL�1
kL �1

2
64

3
75¼ZsL�ZmL�ZmT �ZsT� _mT

�cpT�T3 1� p4

p3

� �kT�1
kT

2
64

3
75

(2-25Þ
Since the turbine and compressor share a shaft, the related

mechanical losses can be summarized in the turbocharger’s

mechanical efficiency ZmTL:

ZmTL ¼ ZmL � ZmT: (2-26Þ

In practice, the (complete) turbocharger’s mechanical losses
are superimposed on the isentropic turbine efficiency ZsT,
thus transforming it into the turbine efficiency ZT:

ZT ¼ ZsT � ZmTL: (2-27Þ

The product chain of overall efficiency in Eq. (2-25) is
denoted as turbocharger efficiency ZTL:

ZTL ¼ ZsL � ZT: (2-28Þ

Applying Eq. (2-28), Eq. (2-25) can be converted into the 1st
fundamental turbocharger equation:

pL¼
p2

p1

¼ 1þ _mT

_mL
�cpT

cpL
�T3

T1
�ZTL � 1� p4

p3

� �kT�1
kT

2
64

3
75

8><
>:

9>=
>;

kL�1
kL

:

(2-29Þ

Apart from the subsequent increase of the boost pressure
ratio as the exhaust pressure, temperature and turbocharger
efficiency ZTL increase, it further follows that the transition
to a turbocharger with higher efficiency ZTL for a desired
boost pressure p2 only requires a slight buildup of exhaust
gases before the turbine (smaller values for p3, T3), where-
upon the engine runs with lower residual exhaust gas
and reacts with lower fuel consumption because of the
lower work during expulsion. Equation (2-29) can
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additionally be transformed into the conditional equation
for turbocharger efficiency:

ZTL ¼
_mL

_mT
� cpL

cpT
� T1

T3

p2

p1

� �kL�1
kL �1

1� p4

p3

� �kT�1
kT

: (2-30Þ

It is simultaneously the conditional equation for so-called super-
charging efficiency too. This term may be applied quite generally
to supercharging systems with exhaust gas energy recovery.

The supercharging system is viewed as a ‘‘black box’’ into
which exhaust gas with the state p3, T3 is fed. It expands in the
‘‘black box’’ to the back pressure p4 and, in the return, com-
presses air from its intake state p1, T1 to the boost pressure p2.
In addition to an (one-stage) exhaust gas turbocharger, this
‘‘black box’’ may also stand for a pressure-wave supercharger
(Comprex, see Sect. 2.2.5) or a two-stage turbocharger unit
together with an intercooler between the low pressure and
high pressure compressor.

The conditional equations that produced them and, in
particular, incorporation of the state variables (p, T) for the
conditions 1–4 as static values or as total state variables
constitute important information when concrete numerical
values are adopted for ZTL.

In steady-state operation, an engine’s exhaust mass flow
corresponds to that supplied to the turbine. This produces the
2nd fundamental turbocharger equation:

_mT¼ATeff �
p03ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R�T03
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kT

kT�1
p4

p03

� � 2
kT� p4

p03

� �kTþ1
kT

2
64

3
75

vuuuut :

(2-31Þ

It corresponds to the flow equation for a throttle with an
effective cross section equal to the effective turbine cross
section ATeff. In addition to the geometry of the turbine
guide vane and rotor, it particularly depends on the turbine
pressure ratio p03/p4. The larger it becomes, the larger ATeff

becomes.
Thus, for axial turbocharger turbines, the following empiri-

cal correlation applies to ATeff:

ATeff �
p03

p4

� �0:204

for
p03

p4
� 1: (2-32Þ

Not only the turbine efficiency ZT but also the turbine flow
rate of vehicle turbocharger turbines, which are virtually
always radial turbines, is usually plotted in the turbine map
as a reduced mass flow _mTred

_mTred ¼
_mT �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T03
p

p03

¼ ATeffffiffiffi
R
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kT

kT � 1
p4

p03

� � 2
kT� p4

p03

� �kT þ 1
kT

2
64

3
75:

vuuuut

(2-33Þ

as a function of the turbine pressure ratio p3/p04 (see
Fig. 2-17).

If, assuming an operating point of the engine and thus also
the turbocharger was hitherto steady-state ((PT, PL,
nTL)=const.), the supply of exhaust gas energy to the turbo-
charger is changed, then the turbine power PT increases
or decreases compared to the instantaneous compressor
power PL. As a result, the turbocharger speed nTL changes
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according to the principle of conservation of angular momen-
tum (Eq. (2-34)).

dnTL

dt
¼ 1

4p2 �YTL � nTL
ðPT � PLÞ: (2-34Þ

The smaller the turbocharger rotor’s mass moment of inertia
YTL, the larger this change of speed turns out to be. Above all,
this is important for good turbocharger acceleration perfor-
mance (response).

2.2.3.2 Pulse Turbocharging and Constant Pressure
Turbocharging

Influence of the Exhaust Manifold

The exhaust manifold is particularly important for exhaust
gas turbocharging. It should be engineered so that
– the connected cylinders do not interfere with each other

during the exhaust process,
– the technically utilizable exhaust energy is transported

from the cylinder to the turbine with minimal losses and
– the exhaust energy is supplied to the turbine over a period

that ensures it is converted into turbine work with max-
imum efficiency.

Two important basic forms are distinguished, pulse turbo-
charging and constant pressure turbocharging.

Pulse Turbocharging

Pulse turbocharging goes back to Büchi’s patent of 1925 for a
so-called pressure wave system [2-4]. According to it, in pip-
ing with a flow cross section equal to the outlet cross section
of the cylinder head, only the exhaust gases from each of only
those cylinders of a cylinder bank that are far enough apart in
the ignition interval that they do not interfere with each other
during their outlet phase should be combined into a common
subbranch of the exhaust manifold and conducted to a sepa-
rate turbine inlet. In turn, the ignition interval of two of a
subbranch’s successively expelling cylinders also may not be
so large that the exhaust pressure in the related subbranch of
the exhaust manifold drops to the turbine back pressure
between two exhaust pulses.

These requirements are best met by triple-pulse turbocharging
with an ignition interval of 3 � 2408CA in four-stroke engines
and 3� 1208CA in two-stroke engines. In pulse turbocharging,
the exhaust pressure pA drops below the boost pressure
pL during the valve overlap phase as is evident in Fig. 2-18.
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Fig. 2-18
Exhaust gas pressure curves and exhaust gas line guidance for a six-
cylinder engine with pulse turbocharging based on [2-5]
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As a result, the cylinder is still scavenged even when the mean
exhaust pressure is as high or even higher than the boost
pressure: However, the triple-pulse turbocharging considered
ideal can only be implemented when the numbers of cylinders is
z = 3n (n = 1, 2,. . . N) per cylinder bank.

Symmetrical double-pulse turbocharging is an option for
other numbers of cylinders, provided they are whole numbers
divisible by two. Since the ignition interval (for a four-stroke
engine) is then 2� 3608CA, the exhaust pressure drops to the
turbine back pressure after every exhaust pulse.

On the other hand, the single ‘‘pressure elevation’’ decays more
slowly than with the triple-pulse because the partial cross section
of the turbine inlet assigned to each subbranch of the exhaust
manifold only has to accommodate the exhaust from two cylin-
ders and is accordingly smaller than in the case of a triple-pulse
(see Fig. 2-19). The latter’s effect of impeding scavenging can be
largely eliminated by setting the valve overlap later.

Pulse turbocharging may only be implemented in engines with
five or seven cylinders per cylinder bank by combining each
double or triple asymmetrical double-pulse with a single-pulse.
The aforementioned disadvantages of the symmetrical double-
pulse over the triple-pulse become increasingly apparent then. In
a five-cylinder engine, the cylinders of each of the two double
combinations have ignition intervals of 288 and 4328CA. The
ignition interval for the single-pulse is 7208CA (Fig. 2-20).

In addition to the symmetrical double-pulse, a quadruple
pulse is also a possible variant of pulse turbocharging for
numbers of cylinders per cylinder bank that are whole numbers
divisible by four. The ignition interval is then 4 � 1808CA.

Since the exhaust pulse of the subsequently expelling
cylinder consequently already reaches the exhaust valve

of the cylinder during its scavenging phase, a quadruple-
pulse would be particularly disadvantageous for the preceding
reasons alone. This was also true until perhaps twenty-five
years ago. Given today’s tremendously increased turbochar-
ger efficiencies, all that is needed for a desired boost pressure
is an exhaust gas pressure low enough to prevent exhaust gas
pulsations that develop during the valve overlap phase in
quadruple-pulse turbocharging from reaching boost pressure
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and, thus, a positive scavenging gradient during the entire
scavenging phase. The exhaust pressure curve for quadruple-
pulse turbocharging still has only relatively low amplitudes
because of the short ignition interval and the relatively large
inlet cross section of the turbine per subbranch of the exhaust
manifold and delivers a largely steady supply of exhaust gas
energy to the turbine over time.

Constant Pressure Turbocharging

In constant pressure turbocharging, relatively short connect-
ing pipes connect every cylinder of a cylinder bank on the
exhaust side to a manifold pipe that is guided along the
cylinder bank and connected with the turbocharger turbine
on one end. The inner cross section of the manifold is usually
selected somewhat smaller than the cylinder bore (see Fig.
19-35). The exhaust manifold’s relatively large volume ensures
that the exhaust energy flow at the turbine is largely uniform
despite intermittent pressurization by the cylinders. This
turbocharging system is also called a constant pressure turbo-
charger because the exhaust pressure before the turbine only
fluctuates just slightly. Consequently, the number of cylinders
no longer plays any appreciable role in a constant pressure
turbocharged engine, i.e. an inline five-cylinder engine no
longer differs from a six-cylinder in terms of its superchar-
ging. There is also a structural advantage. The exhaust mani-
fold for differing numbers of cylinders can be assembled of
equally many subsections. Among other things, this simplifies
spare parts stocking and, all in all, can be considered a sig-
nificant cost argument for constant pressure turbocharging.

From the perspective of thermodynamics, the advantage of
largely continuous turbine pressurization in constant pres-
sure turbocharging is offset by the disadvantage of larger
throttling losses than in pulse turbocharging during the dis-
charge from the cylinder because the exhaust pressure in the
manifold remains at a nearly constant level over time, while

the exhaust back pressure ‘‘felt’’ by the cylinder in pulse
turbocharging rapidly climbs close to the level of the instan-
taneous cylinder pressure because the exhaust pipes of the
manifold are narrower.

Generally, the view on the question of whether the use of
constant pressure turbocharging or pulse turbocharging is more
advantageous in steady-state medium-speed diesel engines as a
function of the supercharging rate is now that constant pressure
turbocharging is advantageous as of brake mean effective pres-
sures of pe 	 18 bar or specific work we 	 1.8 kJ/dm3, which
corresponds to boost pressures of approximately 3.4 bar [2-6].

Pulse turbocharging basically always outperforms constant
pressure turbocharging in terms of part load performance
and acceleration performance. In both cases, the turbine
operates with very low efficiency when engine power is low
and the engine cylinders’ supply of exhaust gas energy is
correspondingly low. However, since its throttling losses at
the cylinder are lower, pulse turbocharging delivers a bit more
usable exhaust energy to the turbine. In addition, since the
principle of pulse turbocharging causes the exhaust pressure
to ‘‘undershoot’’ the boost pressure during valve overlap, resi-
dual exhaust gas scavenging is improved and thus more oxy-
gen content is in the cylinder at the end of the gas exchange
phase. However, its level also determines the amount of the
fuel rate increased during the initiation of the acceleration
process that is really convertible into acceleration power.

Since good acceleration performance is especially impor-
tant in vehicle engines, their exhaust manifolds should be
largely engineered based on the requirements of pulse turbo-
charging. Disregarding any company traditions this once, not
only a type engine’s supercharging rate but also its primary
use in particular should determine any decision for pulse or
constant pressure turbocharging for all other categories of
engines.

It has generally been possible to improve turbocharger
efficiencies tremendously in recent years. This defuses the

Fig. 2-21 Exhaust pipe of an MWM TBD 604 BV 16 engine (D = 170 mm, s = 195 mm)
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conflict of objectives and permits exhaust manifold designs
that may be considered mixed forms and optimal compro-
mises between pulse and constant pressure turbocharging in
every case (see Fig. 2-21).

2.2.3.3 Intercooling

When the air in a supercharger compresses from state 1 to
pressure p2, the temperature at the supercharger outlet (T2),
which is normally higher than the corresponding temperature
T2S for isentropic compression, also rises with the pressure.

When the isentropic supercharger efficiency ZsL deter-
mined in testing according to

ZsL ¼
T2s � T1

T2 � T1
with T2s ¼ T1 �

p2

p1

� �k� 1
k (2-35Þ

or taken from the supercharger map is known, then the
temperature T2 can be calculated (see Fig. 14-3):

T2 ¼ T1 � 1þ 1
ZsL
� p2

p1

� �k� 1
k �1

2
64

3
75

8><
>:

9>=
>; (2-36Þ

Undesirable in the engine, the temperature increase in the
supercharger can partly be canceled by isobaric recooling (at
p2 = const.), i.e. intercooling in an intercooler.

Apart from the temperature level of the available cooling
medium (coolant inlet temperature TKe), the intercooler’s
effectiveness determines the potential reduction of tempera-
ture in the intercooler (see Fig. 2-22). This is expressed in the
heat recuperation rate ZLLK, also called intercooler efficiency:

ZLLk ¼
T2 � T2

T2 � TKe

(2-37Þ

Large engine intercoolers that operate according to the coun-
tercurrent principle attain the highest values for ZLLK (> 0.90)
(see Sect. 14.3).

Disregarding the complexity of its engineering, intercool-
ing only brings benefits, namely

– lower thermal loading of the engine,
– lower mechanical loading of the engine because intercool-

ing attains a desired value of cylinder charge density at a
lower boost pressure and

– lower NOx emission.

2.2.3.4 Steady-State and Dynamic Engine Drivability
during Exhaust Gas Turbocharging

Boost Pressure Control

Like every turbomachine, an exhaust gas turbocharger’s com-
pressor and turbine are each designed for a particular operating
point (design point) in which each operates under optimal
conditions.

A turbocharger has been tuned to a particular engine
operating point when the exhaust gas energy flow from the
turbocharger delivered by the engine in this operating point
provides the desired boost pressure (see point A in Fig. 2-23).

Every operating point in the engine map under the tractive
force hyperbola (line of constant rated power) corresponds to
a lower engine power than the rated power. Since it also only
delivers lower exhaust power to the turbocharger, the related
boost pressure is also lower than in point A.

The engine operating lines for the three operating modes
singled out:
– generator operation (nM = const.)
– propeller operation (M � nM

2)
– speed decrease at rated engine torque (M = const.)

have been plotted in the engine map (Fig. 2-23, left) and (for a
four-stroke engine) in the compressor map (Fig. 2-23, right)
(see also Fig. 2-15).

Provided the engine operating points change quasistatically
(steady-state drivability), then, as explained in Sect. 2.2.2.3, the
drop in boost pressure during generator and propeller opera-
tion is unproblematic. However, a speed decrease at rated
engine torque can only be implemented by decreasing the
air/fuel ratio. In addition to an increase of exhaust blackening,
an increase of the thermal load of combustion chamber com-
ponents can be expected. A speed decrease at rated engine
torque additionally holds the risk of dangerously nearing or
even exceeding the surge line (Fig. 2-23, right).

Since, taking the rated power point as the starting point, not
only a horizontal but also even an ascending full load line is
required as speed drops, the turbocharger must, however, be
adapted differently for vehicle engines than for large engines. A
distinction is made between turbochargers with fixed and with
variable turbine geometry. A turbocharger with fixed turbine
geometry (Fig. 2-24) is selected so that it already produces the
boost pressure required for the maximum engine torque Mmax

at the related partial engine speed n2. This is set at approxi-
mately 60% of the rated engine speed n3 for commercial vehicle
engines and at approximately 40% for car engines. In turn, for
the aforementioned reasons, the boost pressure and the related
full load torque for lower engine speeds (n < n2) based on it
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decrease more intensely relative to Mmax than in a naturally
aspirated engine, which naturally has the maximum ‘‘boost
pressure’’ at every speed.

Without any control intervention in the turbocharger, the
full load boost pressure steadily increases at engine speeds
that are increasingly higher than those at maximum engine
torque (n > n2). This full load boost pressure increase can
usually still be accepted in commercial vehicle engines since
they are basically constructed more ruggedly and is used to
produce a correspondingly large air/fuel ratio since the full
load torque curve slopes toward rated speed.

The full load boost pressure in a car engine would rise
particularly steeply for speeds n> n2 because of the altogether
greater range of speed to be covered and n2 	 0.40 � n3. The
high mechanical load of the crankshaft assembly con-
nected with this makes this inacceptable simply because
of the high compression ratio required in car diesel
engines.

Hence, boost pressure control or at least boost pressure
limiting by an open loop wastegate is imperative in turbo-
charged car engines (Fig. 2-25). A boost pressure-pressurized
diaphragm opens the wastegate valve against a spring and
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exhaust is conducted around the turbine when the boost
pressure has reached the allowable upper limit. Prompted
by the special requirements of gasoline engines in this respect
(quantity control), gasoline and diesel engines now predomi-
nantly have electronic boost pressure control systems. A
controller compares the actual value of the boost pressure
with the operating point-dependent nominal value stored in
the engine control unit and adjusts it, in this case by electro-
pneumatic control of the wastegate (closed loop wastegate).
The lower the boost pressure adjusted at part load is than the
boost pressure at full load, the lower the exhaust pressure
before the turbine is too. Not least, this is reflected in corre-
spondingly lower engine fuel consumption.

Variable turbine geometry (VTG) can also obtain a conver-
gence of the turbocharger’s supply of air with the engine’s
operating point-dependent air requirement, which continues
to diverge when an uncontrolled turbocharger is employed,
especially as engine speed decreases. The turbocharger tur-
bine is selected with a cross section so (large) that the desired
boost pressure is attained in the engine’s rated power point.
As engine speed decreases, a drop in boost pressure is coun-
teracted by constricting the inflow cross section to the turbine
rotor, preferably by adjustable turbine guide blades
(Fig. 2-26). This generates an increased buildup of exhaust
before the turbine – higher values for p3 and T3 in Eq. (2-29) –
and thus higher boost pressure. However, the constriction of
the cross section of the turbine’s guide vane system may not
be allowed to excessively degrade the flow conditions in
the rotor. Otherwise, an excessive decrease of ZT and, further,
of ZTL (see Eqs. (2-28) and (20-29)) makes too little of the
supply of exhaust gas energy useable to increase boost
pressure.

The mechanically more dependable solution of partially
covering the turbine rotor’s inflow cross section with a sleeve
able to slide in the axial direction of the rotor (see Fig. 2-27)
must be classified as poorer in terms of efficiency because a
reduction of the turbine cross section is connected with
partial pressurization of the turbine rotor.

Turbochargers with adjustable turbine guide blades,
which allow adjusting the turbine cross section in a range
between 100% and approximately 70% of the full cross
section, were already developed for large diesel engines in
the 1970s [2-7]. However, they are no longer used in pro-
duction since the generally high level of turbocharger effi-
ciencies now attained makes other solutions preferable for
large diesel engines [2-8].

Vehicle diesel engines on the other hand are predomi-
nantly equipped with VTG turbochargers. In addition to the
pneumatic actuators that were solely common initially, elec-
tric actuators are now increasingly being used because their
adjustment speed is higher by a factor of 10 [2-9] and the
control characteristic is improved significantly.

Sequential turbocharging provides another solution,
i.e. adapting the turbocharger turbine cross section to the
engine’s demand [2-10]. To this end, an engine is equipped
with several turbochargers connected in parallel, each of
which can be engaged or disengaged by flaps on the air and
exhaust side so that each ‘‘correct’’ turbine cross section is
available to the engine as a function of the operating point.
Since this enables operating every single turbocharger rela-
tively closely to its best point, relatively good supercharging
efficiency of the engine is produced even in operating ranges
(low load and low speed) in which a single large turbocharger
operates far from its best point.

Fig. 2-25 Boost pressure limiting with a wastegate [2-5]

Fig. 2-26 Vehicle turbocharger with variable turbine geometry (adjustable
guide blades) (Source: BorgWarner Turbo Systems)
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The advantages of sequential turbocharging become parti-
cularly apparent during engine acceleration. At the start of
the acceleration stage, the entire available exhaust energy is
supplied to only one single turbocharger of a total of four for
example. Consequently, its speed revs up very high, not least
because its rotor assembly also has a lower mass moment of
inertia than a single large turbocharger. The faster buildup of
boost pressure connected with this allows increasing the
amount of fuel injected more rapidly.

Since the engine revs up to high speed faster and delivers an
increased exhaust energy rate, the other turbochargers can be
engaged sequentially and the operating point desired at a
higher level is obtained far faster than when a single (large)
turbocharger is employed. A significant disadvantage of
sequential turbocharging is the supercharging system’s more
complex configuration (several turbochargers, choke and
exhaust flaps and their control) and the increased capital
expenditure connected with this.

Sequential turbocharging has been effectively implemented
in high-speed high performance diesel engines with two-stage
supercharging for many years (see Sect. 18.4). It is now also
being applied to vehicle engines, albeit usually only with two
turbochargers [2-11]. When two differently sized turbochar-
gers are used, engaging and disengaging them may give an
engine a total of three differently sized overall turbine cross
sections.

The VMP (variable multi-pulse) system produced by MaK
(today Caterpillar Engines) provides another interesting
method to produce a variable turbine cross section for med-
ium speed engines for marine applications. However, it is no
longer used in the current engine program [2-12].

In the power range below 75% of the rated power, a slide
valve called a variator closes part of the cross section of the
axial turbine’s nozzle ring (Fig. 2-28). Thus, the turbine builds
up higher exhaust pressure and temperature and, conse-
quently, higher charge air pressure is available for the engine

Left scroll

Right scroll
Slide valve

Bypass

Fig. 2-27 VST turbocharger with a variable slider ring turbine (Source: BorgWarner Turbo Systems)

open

closed

Variator

Fig. 2-28 Adjustment of an exhaust gas turbocharger turbine cross section
based on MaK’s variable multi-pulse (VMP) method
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[2-12]. According to the manufacturer’s specifications, this
can cut fuel consumption by up to 10 g/kWh.

2.2.3.5 Downsizing

Downsizing refers to concepts intended to produce a desired
rated engine power through a smaller engine (smaller total
displacement, possibly also a smaller number of cylinders),
which is correspondingly highly supercharged. The smaller
engine’s lower friction increases its mechanical and thus also
effective efficiency. In addition, the engine’s weight is low-
ered. Therefore, downsizing has become an important fea-
ture of design, above all in the development of vehicle
engines.

2.2.4 Special Forms of Exhaust Gas Turbocharging

2.2.4.1 Two-Stage Turbocharging

Two-stage turbocharging connects two freewheeling exhaust
gas turbochargers in a series, the one designated as a low
pressure turbocharger and the other as a high pressure tur-
bocharger. There are two variants;
– unregulated two-stage turbocharging and
– regulated two-stage turbocharging.

Unregulated Two-Stage Turbocharging

Boost pressure ratios of up to six and above are a basic
requirement for unregulated two-stage turbocharging when
brake mean effective pressures in the range of pe = 30 bar and
greater have to be generated [2-10].

If two superchargers (compressors) are connected in a
series and, for example, each of them builds up a pressure
ratio of pL = 2.5 at an isentropic supercharger efficiency of
ZsL = 80%, then both supercharging stages attain a total boost
pressure ratio of pLges = 6.25 with an isentropic efficiency of at
least still 77.5%. In fact, a single radial compressor stage could
possibly still produce a boost pressure ratio of 6.25, yet only
with significantly lower efficiency. This advantage of two-
stage compression is further heightened when an intercooler
is integrated. It reduces the temperature of the air before it
enters the high pressure supercharger and thus, in accordance
with Eq. (2-22), the compressor power to be applied for the
desired pressure ratio. Each of the two effects positively influ-
ences supercharging efficiency and thus an engine’s specific
fuel consumption.

The more the instantaneous boost pressure (at partial
power) deviates from the maximum boost pressure (at rated
power), the smaller the positive effect of intercooling becomes
on supercharging efficiency and thus directly on overall
engine efficiency because correspondingly less also has to be
cooled then.

To keep an engine’s mechanical load induced by the
maximal cylinder pressure (firing pressure) under control at
such high supercharging rates as two-stage turbocharging
permits – values already run up to pZmax 	 200 bar [2-13] –
the compression ratio e is lowered significantly compared
with values common for one-stage turbocharging. However,
a drop of e as a single factor always represents a deterioration
of engine efficiency. This is a basic reason for the fundamen-
tally higher specific fuel consumptions of high-performance,
high-speed two-stage turbocharged engines (with pe 	
30 bar) over medium-speed one-stage turbocharged engines
(with pe 	 21. . .24 bar).

Thus, two-stage turbocharging – applications were proto-
typed in the 1970s – has not been able to establish itself for
medium-speed diesel engines. On the other hand, maximum
values for power density as produced by two-stage turbo-
charged high-speed diesel engines, e.g. speedboat engines,
are given top priority and low specific fuel consumption
only secondary priority.

Regulated Two-Stage Turbocharging

Regulated two-stage turbocharging has come to be applied to
commercial vehicle and car diesel engines not necessarily as a
means to produce particularly high boost pressure but rather as
an alternative to twin turbocharger sequential turbocharging.

The basic difference to unregulated two-stage turbo-
charging is one controllable bypass apiece around the
high pressure turbine and the high pressure compressor
(see Fig. 2-29) as well as a wastegate in the LP turbine in
applications for cars. Vehicle engines also already need
maximum boost pressure in the lower engine speed range
for high acceleration power. Simple exhaust gas turbochar-
ging (without boost pressure control) cannot produce this
because the engine’s exhaust mass flow is low. Both bypass
valves are kept closed in this phase of operation. This
causes the entire exhaust mass flow and the entire exhaust
energy flow to be conducted to the (smaller) HP turbine,
which, similar to a narrowly set VTG turbine, rotates very
quickly so that the HP compressor generates the desired
high boost pressure. The downstream LP turbine obtains
merely a small remainder of exhaust energy in this phase
of engine operation. Thus, it rotates correspondingly
slowly and, although it forces the entire air mass flow
through the LP compressor, only builds up a very small
pressure ratio.

As the working gas mass flow through the engine and the
exhaust energy flow from the engine increase as engine speed
increases and load rises, the two bypass valves open ever
further until the HP and LP turbochargers operate as a type
of mixed form of series and parallel connections. Engines
equipped with such a supercharging system, exhibit tremen-
dously good response [2-14].
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2.2.4.2 Miller System

The prerequisite for the Miller system [2-15] is a four-stroke
engine with exhaust gas turbocharging and intercooling in
which the timing of ‘‘intake closes’’ (IC) can be adjusted in
operation. The goal is to reach a lower cylinder temperature at
a desired cylinder pressure at the start of compression than
the given intercooler usually can in the normal case. To this
end, the turbocharger has to be tuned so that, corresponding
to the early closing of the intake valve (yet before BDC) and
the continued expansion of the cylinder charge afterward, it
delivers such high boost pressure that the initial compression
pressure stipulated for the normal case is attained neverthe-
less. The attendant expansion cooling of the cylinder gas
causes its temperature in BDC to drop to values below what
the temperature would be in the normal case, i.e. when
‘‘intake closes’’ (IC) later.

This method allows shifting the detonation limit in super-
charged gasoline engines to higher engine loads. The methods
of early intake closing (EIC) or late intake closing (LIC) already
being applied to gasoline engines with and without superchar-
ging can be used to largely put the throttle ‘‘out of work’’. This is
referred to as dethrottling a gasoline engine. In a diesel engine,
the larger cylinder charge (than in the normal process) at the
start of compression obtainable by the Miller system at equal
cylinder pressure can either enhance performance or result
in operation with a larger air/fuel ratio. Since the cylinder
pressure level is lower, it can also be used to cut NOx emission.

However, any assessment of the Miller system in its pure
form must consider that the higher boost pressure generated
by the compressor than in the normal process is obtained by
the engine’s increased work of expulsion. This alone affects
engine efficiency adversely.

The Miller system could also open the possibility of con-
trolling an engine’s boost pressure with a fixed geometry
turbocharger. To this end, the turbocharger and, in particular,
its turbine would have to be adapted to the engine (turbo-
charger matching) so that it already produces the requisite
boost pressure for the desired full load characteristic in the
low engine speed range, the engine being operated here with
normal IC (after BDC). This turbocharger design’s boost
pressure and, consequently, cylinder pressure level is kept
from growing too large in the upper engine speed range and
thus at high flow rates by closing the intake valve correspond-
ingly early (before BDC) with a positive secondary effect of
in-cylinder expansion cooling.

2.2.4.3 Electrically Assisted Supercharging

Electrical power temporarily taken from a vehicle’s electrical
system can also be used to obtain a faster buildup of boost
pressure, which turbocharged vehicle engines need for better
acceleration performance, than what the turbocharger is cap-
able of generating on its own. So far, this has been prototyped
in two forms, namely the eBooster and the electrically assisted
turbocharger (EAT).

Fig. 2-29 Controlled two-stage supercharging, block diagram (Source: BorgWarner Turbo Systems)
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eBooster

Usually placed before the turbocharger compressor, an elec-
trically powered turbo compressor (radial compressor) is
serially connected to the exhaust gas turbocharger’s compres-
sor. This additional electrically powered compressor is only
activated at the start of the engine acceleration stage though.
The rest of the time, it remains switched off and a bypass
around the additional compressor feeds the intake air directly
to the turbocharger compressor (see Fig. 2-30). The limits on
this process for a 12 V electrical system are the maximum
potential propulsion power and the maximum electrical
power extractable per acceleration sequence for the given
battery capacity.

EAT

A boost pressure deficit in the lower engine speed range can
also be reduced by using a separate electric drive to bring the
turbocharger rotor to a higher speed than can be done by the
instantaneous exhaust energy flow from the engine alone. To
this end, the electric motor’s rotor is integrated in the turbo-
charger rotor in addition to the respective compressor and
turbine rotors (see Fig. 2-31). However, this system has only
been possible since the existence of electric motors with speed
ranges that extend into those of vehicle engine turbochargers,
i.e. at least up to 100,000 rpm.

The same upper power limits provided by the electrical
system that apply to the eBooster apply to EAT. However,

EAT has a crucial disadvantage over the eBooster, namely it
increases the turbocharger rotor’s mass moment of inertia.
While the exhaust energy flow alone might indeed accelerate
the basic turbocharger (without an electric motor on the
rotor) just enough in a particular situation of engine opera-
tion, this would no longer be possible (without electrical
assistance) if the electric motor’s rotors were additionally
present on the rotor (see the influence of Y in Eq. (2-34)).
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Fig. 2-31 Electrically assisted turbocharger (EAT) (Source: BorgWarner Turbo
Systems)
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The electric motor integrated in the turbocharger rotor
could however also be utilized as a generator if the intention
were to convert any excess exhaust energy flow not needed for
supercharging into electrical power and resupply it to the
electrical system (see Sect. 2.2.4.4 and [2-17]).

2.2.4.4 Turbocompounding

Turbocompounding refers to the operation of an internal
combustion engine together with one or more gas turbines,
the brake horsepower being drawn from not only the engine
but also at least one of the turbines. Of the types of circuits
[2-18] presented in Fig. 2-32, variant 4 has attained practical
significance for large diesel engines and variant 1 for com-
mercial vehicle diesel engines.

A turbocharged engine constitutes the initial version in
both cases. Once again, although around for decades, this
method [2-5, 2-19] has only been being implemented for
the few years since turbocharger efficiencies increased tre-
mendously, an absolute prerequisite for turbocompounding.

According to [2-18], a commercial vehicle engine can cut
fuel consumption by up to 5% by utilizing a downstream
power turbine (variant 1 in Fig. 2-32) with a fixed gear
ratio. Moreover, the boost pressure and thus the air/fuel
ratio are higher toward lower load and speed than in the
basic engine. Since an engine normally operates with a rela-
tively small air/fuel ratio at lower speed and full load, this is a

positive side effect of turbocompounding. However, the
power turbine causes an increase in specific fuel consumption
below brake mean effective pressures of 5 bar because –
intensified by the fixed gear ratio – it runs far afield from its
design point and its efficiency is commensurately low. How-
ever, simulations of consumption per distance in [2-18] have
demonstrated that the improvement obtainable by switching
off the power turbine in the lower load range is not worth the
effort.

Better acceleration performance than that of the basic
engine because the turbocharger turbine is narrower is
another positive effect of a downstream power turbine.

Turbocompounding with large four-stroke and two-stroke
diesel engines (Fig. 2-32, variant 4) processes up to 12.5% of
the exhaust gas flow in correspondingly smaller power tur-
bines connected in parallel. (Since turbocharger efficiency is a
function of size, variant 4 is out of the question for commer-
cial vehicle engines.)

Thus, medium speed constant pressure turbocharged die-
sel engines can achieve an additional brake horsepower of
approximately 4% while lowering specific fuel consumption
by 4.5 g/kWh, which is still approximately 2.5 g/kWh for 40%
propeller power [2-20]. Even more significant cuts in fuel
consumption can be achieved when the power turbine is
switched off in the (propeller) power range below 75%
because the entire exhaust energy flow supplied by the engine
is then supplied to the turbocharger turbine and a higher
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boost pressure is generated, especially since a turbocom-
pound engine’s turbocharger turbine must generally be
designed more narrowly than that of the basic engine (with-
out turbocompounding). In principle, a power turbine ought
to remain switched off below 40% engine power.

Low speed two-stroke diesel engines achieve comparable
results [2-21]. Higher turbocharger efficiency is the basic
prerequisite for an appreciable increase of overall engine
efficiency by turbocompounding. Today, large diesel engines’
turbochargers can achieve values of over 70% [2-22, 2-23].

2.2.4.5 Turbobrake

A turbobrake is not a supercharging system in the narrower
sense. Rather, it additionally utilizes a commercial vehicle
engine’s VTG turbocharger to increase engine braking
power. Mercedes Benz and Iveco were the first commercial
vehicle manufacturers to mass produce this system for heavy
duty commercial vehicles [2-24].

This system is preferably implemented on the basis of
turbochargers with turbines with a twin-scroll inflow hous-
ing. A slide valve that can be shifted toward the rotor shaft can
close a maximum of one of the two scrolls at the inlet to the
turbine rotor (see Fig. 2-27). Should the braking effect be
activated – the engine operating in overrun condition and
without combustion – the slide valve closes one of the two
turbine scrolls. With the relatively high mass flow from the
engine, the then narrower turbine produces high turbochar-
ger speed and correspondingly high boost pressure. This
demands correspondingly high compression output from
the engine during the compression stroke, which acts as
braking power. The exhaust valve already opens at the end
of the compression stroke so that the compressed cylinder gas
is not fully discharged to the piston as (positive) work of
expansion, which would counteract the braking effect. This
produces a negative high pressure loop in the engine’s indi-
cator diagram. A blow-off mechanism before the turbine, i.e.
a wastegate, ensures that excessively high boost pressure does
not overload the engine during either braking or operation.

A turbobrake can be used to produce significantly higher
engine braking power than the particular rated engine power.

2.2.5 Pressure-Wave Supercharging (Comprex)

Just like an exhaust gas turbocharger, the pressure-wave
supercharger known by its brand name Comprex also uses
the exhaust energy supplied by the engine to generate boost
pressure but, unlike an exhaust gas turbocharger, by
directly transmitting energy from the exhaust gas to the
air being compressed. Building upon Burghard’s (1912)
and Seippel’s patents (1940) and Berchtold’s seminal work
[2-25], BBC (today ABB) developed this supercharging
unit, primarily designed for vehicle diesel engines, for
mass production in the 1960s and 1970s. Its functional
principle is fascinating.

The pressure-wave supercharger’s particular strength is its
capability derived from its principle to promptly convert an
exhaust energy rate abruptly increased by the engine into
increased boost pressure. In such a case, a turbocharger
must first overcome the mass inertia of the turbocharger’s
rotor assembly (turbo lag). This feature made the pressure-
wave supercharger appear particularly predestined for vehicle
engines and engines to which high load steps are applied
[2-26]. Turbochargers have now caught up to Comprex
though, at least in terms of acceleration performance. More-
over, they cost less to manufacture, weigh less and furnish
greater freedom of installation in an engine. Hence, Comprex
is no longer installed as standard.

2.2.6 Mechanical Supercharging

As explained in Sect. 2.2.2, common mechanical superchar-
ging already has a relatively high boost pressure in the lower
speed range, as a result of the full load torque shifts roughly
parallel to higher values compared with a basic naturally
aspirated engine (Fig. 2-33). The coupling of boost pressure
and engine speed causes this to happen not only in steady-
state but also in dynamic operation (acceleration). As much
as this speaks for applying mechanical supercharging in car
diesel engines too, its higher specific fuel consumption than
exhaust gas turbocharging’s argues against it.

The incorporation of a boost pressure control system is
required to minimize this disadvantage, i.e. the supercharger
may only be permitted to generate as much boost pressure
and consume the corresponding propulsion power at any
time as the engine actually requires as a function of the
operating point. In addition to a variable ratio drive super-
charger, a controllable bypass in the supercharger can also do
this. A magnetic clutch would only allow switching in the
supercharger when the ‘‘naturally aspirated engine’s supply of
air’’ to the engine is depleted.

An expedient application of mechanical supercharging for
diesel engines might be a mechanically driven positive-dis-
placement supercharger placed in a commercial vehicle
engine’s air path before the turbocharger compressor, which
a (magnetic) clutch only switches in in each acceleration
phase. This corresponds to an eBooster’s function (see Sect.
2.2.4.3).

2.3 Programmed Gas Exchange Simulation

In addition to the simulation of in-cylinder changes of state,
the simulation of changes of state in the intake and exhaust
lines, so-called gas exchange simulation, constitutes the heart
of engine process simulation (see Sect. 1.3).

Disregarding methods of simulation that take an extremely
simplified premise of a spatiotemporal constant gaseous state
in the intake and exhaust line as their point of departure, the
computer programs in use can be divided into two groups.
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Programs based on the quasi steady-state procedure of the
filling and emptying method only simulate a temporal char-
acteristic of the changes of state in the gas exchange system.
Hence, they are also regarded as zero-dimensional methods.
To this end, a turbocharged multi-cylinder engine’s exhaust
pipe, for example, is regarded as a reservoir of constant volume
intermittently charged with exhaust gas according to the con-
nected cylinder’s firing sequence and continuously discharged
by the exhaust gas turbine. Basically, applying the equation of
mass and energy balance and the equation of state of a gas to
this control volume allows simulating the characteristics of the
pressure and temperature and thus, among other things, the
supply of exhaust gas energy to the turbocharger turbine as
well. Their maps are used to enter a turbocharger’s turbine and
compressor into the simulation as boundary conditions. The
comparison of simulation and measurements in Fig. 2-34
verifies that thoroughly realistic results are obtainable.

The higher the level of speed and the longer and narrower
the lines of the gas exchange system of the engine being
simulated, the less the filling and emptying method’s basic
conditions are fulfilled. The local dependence of the state
variables in the lines of the gas exchange system must also
be allowed for by incorporating appropriate methods of
unsteady simulation, e.g. the method of characteristics. The
flow in the lines of the gas exchange system is treated as a one-
dimensional unsteady pipe flow [2-28, 2-29].

Pucher [2-27] compares the application of the quasi steady-
state filling and emptying method and the method
of characteristics to different four-stroke diesel engines
(Fig. 2-35): The method of characteristics can reproduce the
intensely gas-dynamic exhaust gas pressure curve for a high-
speed high performance diesel engine with symmetrical double-
pulse turbocharging relatively well; the filling and emptying
method can only reproduce its general tendency.

Since its beginnings in the 1960s and as computer tech-
nology rapidly evolved, engine process simulation has
become an indispensible tool of engine development. In
addition to simulations of the changes of state in the cylin-
ders and in the lines of gas exchange, it can also incorporate
modeling of a driven vehicle (vehicle longitudinal
dynamics) and the driver. Thus, for instance, operating
strategies can be developed to use a vehicle engine with
controlled two-stage turbocharging in a very particular
type of vehicle [2-30]. Figure 2-36 presents the engine
speed and boost pressure characteristics of a two-stage
turbocharged car diesel engine at full load acceleration
from 0 to 100 km/h. In particular, the speed characteristic
reveals the time of a particular gear shift accompanied by
a steep drop in speed. The real-time capability of engine
process simulation that has been attained [2-31] allows
applying it as HIL (hardware in the loop) among other
things.
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3 Diesel Engine Combustion

Klaus B. Binder

3.1 Mixture Formation and Combustion

3.1.1 Process Characteristics

The preferred drive engines for motor vehicles are based on
combustion engines. They utilize the oxygen in the combus-
tion air to convert the fuel-based chemical energy that pre-
dominantly consists of hydrocarbons into heat, which in turn
is transferred to the engine’s working medium. The pressure
in the working medium rises and, by exploiting the expan-
sion, can be converted into piston motion and thus into
mechanical work.

The replacement of the working medium, also designated
as a working gas, after expansion and combustion takes place
inside the engine’s combustion chamber is referred to as
‘‘open process control with internal combustion’’ [3-1]. It
applies to both gasoline engines and diesel engines. By con-
trast, a Stirling engine, for example, is described as an engine
with closed process control and external combustion.

In conventional gasoline engines, the air/fuel mixture
forms in the intake manifold. A predominantly homogeneous
mixture forms during the intake and compression cycle,
which is ignited by a spark plug. This combustion system is
also characterized by ‘‘external mixture formation’’, a homo-
geneous mixture and spark ignition. Starting at the spark
plug, energy is released as the flame propagates and is there-
fore proportional to the surface area of the flame front. The
flame speed depends on the fuel, the mixture temperature and
the air/fuel ratio. The rate of combustion is additionally
influenced by the surface area of the flame front. ‘‘Flame
folding’’ induced by turbulences in the mixture causes it to
increase with the engine speed. Flows of the mixture caused
by the intake process and compression as well as combustion
itself are a significant factor influencing flame folding. The
fuel must be ignition resistant (detonation resistant) to pre-
vent auto-ignition or premature ignition. The compression
ratio is limited by ‘‘knocking’’ combustion or premature

ignition. In knocking combustion, conditions for ignition
are obtained in the entire mixture not yet reached by the
flame, the so-called ‘‘end gas’’. The highly compressed and
therefore energy rich mixture burns nearly isochronously
without controlled flame propagation. This produces steep
pressure gradients with characteristic pressure oscillations
and causes very high local thermal and mechanical stress of
components. Longer operation during knocking combustion
results in complete engine failure and must therefore be
strictly avoided. Limited compression, necessary load control
systems (quantity or throttle control) and limited superchar-
ging capability diminish the efficiency of the process with
external mixture formation and spark ignition. However,
this process does not have any fuel induced particulate emis-
sion since no regions with a rich mixture appear in the
combustion chamber because operation is homogeneous
when l = 1. Modern gasoline engines also operate with direct
fuel injection and, depending on the injection timing, may
form a homogeneous or inhomogeneous mixture. In diesel
engines, this is referred to as ‘‘internal mixture formation’’.

Air rather than a mixture is compressed in a diesel engine.
The fuel is highly compressed shortly before top dead center
and hot combustion air is injected in with it. Thus, mixture
formation elapses in the engine’s combustion chamber extre-
mely quickly and ignition occurs without any external ignition
source solely by transferring the heat from the compressed air
to the fuel. Therefore, a diesel engine is an engine with ‘‘internal
mixture formation’’ and ‘‘auto-ignition’’. Highly ignitable fuels
must be used and the necessary temperatures guaranteed to
ensure ignition is initiated. The latter is effected by high com-
pression (compression ratio 12 < e < 21) and, if necessary, by
additionally heating the air (e.g. with a glow plug). Ignition
problems can occur especially when starting an engine. The low
starting speed eliminates any boosting effects in the intake
system. Therefore, in its compression phase, the piston forces
already aspirated air back into the intake manifold. This process
only concludes when the intake valves close and compression
may only begin at this late time. As a result, the effective
compression ratio and thus the compression temperature
drop starkly. The increased loss of heat from the working gas
air to the cold walls of the combustion chamber during a cold
start intensifies this problem with starting.
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The injection rate and the speed of mixture formation influ-
ence energy conversion in diesel engines. Since mixture forma-
tion is heterogeneous, the flame propagation typical in gasoline
engines is absent and any danger of ‘‘knocking combustion’’ is
eliminated. Therefore, high compression ratios and boost pres-
sures can be produced in diesel engines. Both benefit efficiency
as well as an engine’s torque characteristic. The limit of com-
pression and boost pressure is not predetermined by ‘‘knocking
combustion’’ – as in gasoline engines – but rather by the max-
imum allowable cylinder pressure, which is why modern diesel
car engines operate in ranges of approximately 160–180 bar and
commercial vehicle engines in ranges of approximately
210–230 bar. The low compression ratio range specified here
applies to highly supercharged large diesel engines.

Since the mixture formation is internal, the time required
for fuel evaporation and mixture formation limits a diesel
engine’s speed. Therefore, even high speed diesel engines
seldom operate at speeds above 4,800 rpm. Resultant disad-
vantages in power density are compensated by their particular
suitability for supercharging.

The injection of the fuel into a secondary chamber of the
main chamber, a ‘‘swirl chamber’’ or ‘‘prechamber’’, is
referred to as ‘‘indirect fuel injection’’. It was formerly used
to better form the mixture and utilize air in the main chamber
as well as to control combustion noise. Advanced diesel
combustion systems, i.e. direct injection engines, inject the
fuel directly into the main combustion chamber.

Internal mixture formation and the attendant retarded
injection of fuel into the combustion chamber produce dis-
tinct air/fuel gradients (l gradients) in the combustion cham-
ber. While virtually no oxygen is present in the core of the fuel
spray (l � 0), there are zones in the combustion chamber
with pure air (l =1) too. Every range between1 > l > 0
exists more or less pronouncedly in a diesel engine’s combus-
tion chamber during injection. Complete air utilization is
virtually impossible in heterogeneous mixture formation. The
time is far too short to produce and completely burn a
homogeneous mixture. Therefore, diesel engines also operate
at full load with excess air of 5–15%. Large low speed diesel
engines must be operated with even far greater excess air
because of the thermal loading of components.

This affects any potentially required exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment systems. Three way catalysts (TWC), operated homoge-
neously in gasoline engines at l= 1.0, cannot be employed since
an ‘‘oxidizing’’ atmosphere is always present in the exhaust.

The air/fuel gradient is not only responsible for differences
in mixture quality but also local differences in temperature in
a combustion chamber. The highest temperatures appear
outside the fuel spray in ranges of 1 > l, the lowest in the
spray core in ranges of l � 0. As Fig. 3-1 illustrates, nitrogen
oxides form in the zones with excess air and high tempera-
tures. Combustion temperatures in the lean outer flame zone
are so low that the fuel cannot completely oxidize. This is the
source of unburned hydrocarbons. Soot particulates and their
precursor carbon monoxide form in air deficient zones in the

spray core. Since the rich mixture region makes it impossible
to prevent soot formation in a heterogeneous mixture, mod-
ern diesel systems aim to oxidize particulates in the engine.
This can be improved substantially by maintaining or gener-
ating greater turbulence during the expansion stroke. Conse-
quently, modern diesel systems burn up to 95% of the parti-
culates formed in the engine.

Internal mixture formation involving high compression
and a method of load control (quality control) is the basis of
excellent overall diesel engine efficiency.

3.1.2 Mixture Formation

3.1.2.1 Main Influencing Variables

Apart from the air movement in the combustion chamber
(squish or squish flow and air swirl), which can be shaped by
the design of the combustion chamber and the intake port,
internal mixture formation is essentially dominated by the
injection. An injection system must perform the following
tasks: Generate the required injection pressure, meter the fuel
[3-2], ensure spray propagates, guarantee rapid spray
breakup, form droplets and mix the fuel with the combustion
air (see also Chap. 5).

3.1.2.2 Air Swirl

Air swirl is essentially a ‘‘rotary flow of solids’’ around the axis
of the cylinder, the rotational speed of which can be shaped by
the design of the intake port and increases with the engine
speed because the piston velocity increases. A basic function
of the air swirl is to break up the compact fuel spray and to

Injection nozzle

SootHC

HC
NOx

NOx

Fig. 3-1 Regions of pollutant production in a combustion chamber with a
heterogeneous mixture
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mix the air sectors located between the fuel sprays with the
fuel. Obviously, the swirl requirement decreases as the num-
ber of nozzle holes increases. This is advantageous because an
increasing level of swirl causes increased wall heat losses and
swirl generation must be obtained with charge losses. While
supercharging can compensate for charge losses, the adverse
effects of swirl generation on gas exchange efficiency and thus
fuel consumption persist.

Swirl can be generated quite easily when the air flows into
the cylinder tangentially. However, this arrangement pro-
duces extremely high charge losses, disproportionately
increases swirl as a function of engine speed and is extremely
critical for manufacturing tolerances.

Helical ports, in which the air already spirals in the port,
are better suited in this regard (Fig. 3-2). This facilitates a
nearly linear increase of the level of swirl as a function of
engine speed and thus a constant ratio of swirl speed to engine
speed (nDrall /nMot) and can produce a good compromise
between the necessary level of swirl and acceptable loss of
volumetric efficiency.

Beveling one side of the annular valve seat can facilitate the
discharge of the air in the direction of swirl and increase swirl
in the lower valve lift range. This measure can also be cleverly
used in combination with valve timing to decrease swirl as a
function of engine speed.

Shrouded valves – another method to generate swirl – must
be installed in a fixed position and are consequently unsuited
as a standard method to generate swirl for reasons of wear but
are optimally suited for basic tests.

Since air swirl generated by the port geometry swirls faster
as engine speed increases, the air segments blown over per
degree of crank angle also grow larger. However, this self-
regulating effect, which accelerates mixture formation with
the speed, can only be utilized when the injection time also

acts similarly. When the injection time defined in 8CA (e.g. at
full load) as a function of speed is constant, swirl and injection
time can be adjusted optimally in the engine’s entire speed
range. However, when the injection time (in 8CA) as a func-
tion of speed increases, the swirl in the lower speed range is too
low and the air utilization unsatisfactory or it is too high in the
upper speed range and the individual spray regions are blown
over. Both eventualities reduce the attainable brake mean
effective pressure and cause increased emissions. This problem
crops up in any injection system that operates with constant
nozzle hole diameters, i.e. every standard system today. A high
speed ratio (nmax/nmin) and/or a large mass ratio of full load
fuel delivery to idle fuel delivery complicate engine design.
Variable injection pressure in the map and the use of so-called
register nozzles constitute attempts to solve this problem.

Although the swirl speed as a function of engine speed does
exactly what it should and the swirl/engine speed ratio is
constant in a helical port at least, in the absence of suitable
starting points in the injection system, attempts are made to
mistune the swirl and adjust it to the injection system’s
‘‘misbehavior’’. In engines with two or more intake valves,
the swirl can be boosted in the lower speed range by disen-
gaging an intake valve (intake port shut-off IPSO) and thus
adjusted to the short injection time common in this range.
Infinitely variable throttle adjustment even allows adjusting
the level of swirl for every map point as a function of the
opening angle (Fig. 3-3). However, this is suboptimal because
it accelerates mixture formation in an engine’s lower speed
range and retards it in the upper speed range.

Fig. 3-2 Swirl design with a helical port designed as an intake port
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Fig. 3-3 Level of swirl as a function of the position of the IPSO valve [3-3]
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Flexible injection systems are also only able to counter the
conflict of objectives between swirl and injection time to a
limited extent by adjusting the injection pressure. This mea-
sure would cause the pressure to drop in the lower speed
range. The optimal solution would be a nozzle with a variable
flow cross section that increases with the speed.

3.1.2.3 Squish

Air is increasingly squished into the piston bowl during the
compression stroke. This increases the air swirl. The smaller a
piston bowl is, the greater the swirl becomes.

A squish flow increasingly interferes with the aforemen-
tioned air swirl generated by the intake flow into the cylinder
or combustion chamber bowl as the piston approaches top
dead center. The squish flow is generated by the displacement
of the air located between the piston crown and the cylinder
head into the piston bowl (Fig. 3-4).

The squish flow counteracts the propagation of the fuel
spray and consequently supports the exchange of momentum
between the combustion chamber air and injection spray,
which is important for mixture formation.

The direction of flow reverses when the expansion stroke
begins. Appropriately designing the bowl geometry, especially
the bowl rim, enables generating a highly turbulent flow in the
piston gap, which facilitates mixture formation and acceler-
ates combustion.

3.1.2.4 Kinetic Energy of the Fuel Spray

The kinetic energy of the fuel spray is the dominant para-
meter in mixture formation. It not only depends on the fuel
mass in the injection spray but also the pressure gradient at
the injection nozzle. Together with the spray cone angle, it
determines the exchange of momentum between the combus-
tion chamber air and fuel spray as well as the size range of the

droplet diameters. Above all, the spray cone angle depends on
the internal nozzle flow and thus the nozzle design and the
adjacent pressure as well as the air density. As the cavitation
in a nozzle hole increases, the spray cone angle grows larger
and the exchange of momentum with the air intensifies. In
cam driven injection systems, the injection pump’s delivery
rate and the flow cross sections in the injection nozzle can
influence the spray energy. Rail pressure is the crucial para-
meter in accumulator injection systems.

The injection spray transports the fuel to the outer regions
of a combustion chamber. Since the air is highly compressed,
hot and thus highly viscous, this function ought not to be
underestimated. The pressure curve at the nozzle hole is
critically important. Rising or at least constant pressure as a
function of injection time is advantageous [3-4]. Pressure that
drops during injection fails to facilitate any interaction of the
individual fuel zones in the spray and therefore ought to be
avoided as far as possible. Coverage of the outer regions of a
combustion chamber is the prerequisite for good utilization
of the combustion chamber air and consequently high engine
power density. Only a limited number of nozzle holes and
thus a high fuel mass in the spray can accomplish this when
injection pressure is limited. The number of injection sprays
may be increased as injection pressure rises and thus fuel
distribution in the combustion chamber improved without
impairing spray propagation. This is manifested by the cor-
relation between spray penetration depth, the injection pres-
sure or the pressure gradient at the nozzle outlet and the hole
diameter. Accordingly, spray penetration depth is a function
of the pressure adjacent to the nozzle hole, the diameter of
one nozzle hole, the fuel density, the reciprocal value of the air
density and the time after the start of injection [3-5]. Provided
the injection time is approximately identical, the diameter of
the individual hole and thus the fuel mass in the individual
spray decrease as the number of nozzle holes increases. Thus,
the spray momentum decisive for spray propagation must
again be compensated by proportionately increasing the pres-
sure. The entrance of air into the spray (air entrainment)
intensifies as the injection pressure rises and thus the local l
in the spray increases. According to Wakuri [3-5], the greater
spray penetration depth alone already increases the local air/
fuel ratio as injection pressure increases.

The importance of swirl and squish decreases as injection
pressure increases. Modern commercial vehicle combustion
systems operate in conjunction with nozzles with eight to ten
holes at injection pressures above 2,000 bar and are virtually
free of swirl and squish. Faster running car engines use the very
stable swirl flow to oxidize particulates during the expansion
phase. Further, the larger speed range requires a relatively deep
and thus narrow bowl, which inevitably produces a squish flow.

3.1.2.5 Spray Breakup

Direct injection requires the completion of evaporation and
mixture formation in a few milliseconds. This necessitates

Cylinder head

Squish flow

Four-hole
injection nozzle

Swirl flow

Spray propagation
without air swirl

Spray propagation
with air swirl

Fig. 3-4 Overlaid flow processes in an engine’s combustion chamber influence
fuel spray propagation and mixture formation
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extremely rapid breakup of the compact spray and the for-
mation of many droplets with large surface areas.

Two mechanisms ensure that the fuel spray breaks up rapidly
and the surface area of the fuel created is large: ‘‘primary
breakup’’ in the region adjacent to the nozzle induced by the
turbulent flows and cavitation in the nozzle and ‘‘secondary
breakup’’ induced by aerodynamic forces in the nozzle’s far field.

3.1.2.6 Primary Breakup

The primary breakup of a fuel spray injected into highly
compressed, highly viscous combustion chamber air is influ-
enced by the redistribution of the velocity profile inside the
spray (interaction of different segments in the spray), the
surface tension, the aerodynamic forces (exchange of
momentum between moving spray and ‘‘resting’’ air), the
turbulence (largely induced by the spray momentum) and
the cavitation [3-6]. Cavitation is produced by the movement
of the fuel flowing turbulently in the nozzle. Strong deflec-
tions influenceable by the ratio of the radii of the nozzle
curvatures to the radius of the hole, hydrodynamic flow
effects and hole shape and conicity play an important role.
Knowledge of both the velocity and turbulence parameters
and the vapor and gas content by volume can be applied to
determine the size and number of the cavitation bubbles.
Cavitation bubbles in a nozzle hole influence spray breakup,
spray propagation and droplet formation as well as the
accumulation of deposits in a hole and a nozzle’s durability.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the breakup phenomena of an injection
spray adjacent to a nozzle.

Fuel temperature and composition determine the property
of volatility and play a key role in spray breakup since the

formation of cavitation nuclei is influenced by the degassing
of gases dissolved in the fuel as a result of the saturated vapor
pressure fallen below locally [3-7].

Initially, a compact liquid spray core is observed at close
range to the nozzle. However, air and fuel vapor bubbles
already subject it to strong breakup at a distance from the
nozzle outlet, which is five to ten times the nozzle hole
diameter. The relation of the aerodynamic forces to the sur-
face forces, i.e. the Weber number, describes droplet size and
droplet distribution:

We ¼ rk � u2
inj � d � s�1

where rK signifies the fuel density, ninj the spray velocity at
the nozzle hole, d the nozzle hole diameter and s the surface
tension. The Weber number denotes the relation of the
kinetic energy of the continuous spray column emerging
from the nozzle hole per unit of time and the energy of the
free surface area generated per unit of time.

3.1.2.7 Secondary Breakup

The secondary breakup actually ‘‘atomizes’’ the injection spray
from coarse ligaments into medium sized droplets by wavy
disintegration and into microdroplets by atomization. The for-
mation of the latter is essential for fast heating and evaporation
– and thus to shorten the physical ignition delay. Aerodynamic
forces play the crucial role in secondary atomization. The
injection pressure, injection pressure curve, spray cone angle
and air density are significant influencing parameters.

Two effects that proceed simultaneously during secondary
breakup deserve attention:
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Fig. 3-5 Spray disintegration and breakup adjacent to the nozzle [3-7]
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(a) the deformation of the primary droplets decelerated by
the frictional forces as a result of the greater inertia of the
spray core than the edge of the spray and

(b) the shearing of droplets in the mm range as a result of the
wavy disintegration of the flanks of the edge of the spray.

Here too, the parameter defined above, i.e. the Weber
number, is a characteristic value used to calculate the density
of the spray’s ambient air.

Pressure at the nozzle hole that rises as a function of
injection time facilitates the exchange of momentum between
the combustion chamber air and fuel spray and is therefore
conducive to rapid spray breakup.

Not only does more air reach the spray but the droplet
diameters also grow smaller as the injection pressure rises.
According to Sauter, the statistically mean droplet diameter
d32 (the Sauter mean diameter) is a function of the Weber
number described above, the Reynolds number and the
nozzle hole diameter or pressure gradient at the nozzle out-
let Dp, the fuel density rK, the air density rL and the fuel
viscosity nK.

d32 ¼ f
1

Dp; rk; rL; uK

� �

3.1.2.8 Fuel Evaporation

The fuel must be vaporous so that chemical reactions can
proceed in the thusly formed heterogeneous mixture of air
and liquid fuel droplets of varying size and distribution.

Crucial importance is attached to the heat transport of the
air heated by compression to the liquid fuel. This process is
fundamentally influenced by the fuel spray’s kinetic energy
and thus, in turn, by the injection pressure (Fig. 3-6). A high
relative velocity between droplets and their environment

facilitates both the creation of free droplet surfaces and mass
transport and heat transfer. The finer the atomization of the
droplets and the higher the relative speed of the dispersed fuel
phase and the continuous charging phase of the combustion
chamber, the sooner temperatures that lead to perceptible
evaporation are reached in the outer shell of the droplet sur-
face, the surface film. The air/fuel mixture in the thusly form-
ing diffusion and reaction zones is combustible once the air/
fuel ratio l is in a range between 0.3 < l < 1.5 (Fig. 3-7).

3.1.3 Ignition and Ignition Delay

The ignition performance of the fuel injected into the com-
pressed and therefore hot combustion chamber air depends
on the rate of the reaction that forms ignition radicals as a
result of thermal excitation of the molecules. Dependent on
the previously described heating and diffusion processes fol-
lowing the secondary breakup, both the thermodynamic con-
ditions in the combustion chamber, i.e. pressure and local
temperatures, and the local concentration of vapor, deter-
mine the conditions for auto-ignition. Naturally, the fuel itself
plays an important role. The cetane number CN describes its
ignition quality. Extremely highly ignitable n-hexadecane
(cetane) is assigned an index of 100 and slow-to-ignite methyl
naphthalene an index of 0. The higher its cetane number, the
more highly ignitable a fuel is. Cetane numbers CN > 50 are
desirable for compliance with extremely stringent exhaust
and noise regulations (see Chap. 4).

The time interval between the start of injection and the
start of ignition is crucially important for efficiency, pollutant
emission, combustion noise and component load. Usually
calculated from the nozzle needle lift and the indication of
the combustion chamber pressure, the time between these
two events is referred to as ignition delay and is a significant
feature of diesel engine combustion (Fig. 3-8).

A distinction is made between a physically and a chemi-
cally induced component in ignition delay. Physical ignition
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delay encompasses the processes of primary and secondary
spray breakup described above, the evaporation of the fuel
and the processes that generate a reactive air/fuel mixture.
Chemical ignition delay specifies the timeframe during which
the ignition radicals (e.g. OH) form in a pre-reaction.

Modern highly supercharged diesel engines that operate with
injection pressures of up to 2,000 bar have ignition delays of
between 0.3 and 0.8 ms. Naturally aspirated engines, have
ignition delays of between 1 and 1.5 ms with correspondingly
low injection pressures.

Apart from the cetane number, values that describe the
temperature at the start of injection (compression ratio, intake
air temperature, injection time) and the state of the air in the
cylinder (boost pressure, air swirl, squish flow, piston velocity)
also enter into the complex calculation of ignition delay.

Numerous empirical formulas have been developed over
the course of time to describe ignition delay [3-8 – 3-10].

Usually, the prepared fuel initially ignites at the edge of the
spray in the lee side (low air penetration) of the injection spray.
The l gradients that appear are significantly lower in this
region of the diffusion zone, i.e. there are fewer inhomogene-
ities in the composition of the mixture, than on the luff side or
at the spray tip. As a result, higher temperatures than in the
zones with high l gradients are also possible here. Therefore,
ignition is impossible at close range to the injection nozzle
because, as described above, a compact fuel spray dominates.

3.1.4 Combustion and Rate of Heat Release

A fundamental feature of diesel engines is their ability to use
the time and the manner fuel is introduced into the combus-
tion chamber (rate shaping) to control combustion and thus
energy conversion. While this facilitates efficiency, it is also

responsible for the conflicts of objectives between particulate
emission (particulate matter PM) and nitrogen oxide (NOX)
on the one hand and fuel consumption and NOX on the other
hand. The less fuel reaches the combustion chamber walls in
liquid form and the better liquid fuel is retained in the
combustion air and evaporates rapidly, the more the injec-
tion rate shapes the rate of heat release. The penetration
velocity and evaporation rate of the spray play an important
role. Optionally even combined with accumulator injection
systems (common rail systems with injection pressure as a
function of load and speed), electronically activated control
elements can be used to implement injection rate shaping,
multiple pilot injections and/or multiple post-injections
(Fig. 3-9). Along with increased switching frequency, the
advance from solenoid valves to piezo injectors basically
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provides an option to specify defined paths for the switching
element (variable throttle). However, since mixture forma-
tion profits from high pressure in the nozzle hole, throttling
must be prevented in the needle seat (see Chap. 5).

Modern direct injection diesel engines have very short
ignition delays in the range of 0.3–0.5 ms at full load and
0.6–0.8 ms at lower part load. Since the injection time is thus
longer than the ignition delay in a broad load range, only a
small fraction of the fuel is injected before the start of ignition.
This fuel fraction is mixed with the combustion air very well
and has high l values and a low l gradient. While this
prevents the formation of soot particulates in these mixture
regions, a significant portion of the nitrogen oxides origi-
nates inside the engine in this ‘‘premixed flame’’ phase of
combustion. What is more, the proportion of the premixed
flame influences combustion noise and fuel consumption. A
larger proportion of a premixed flame (constant volume
combustion) increases noise but benefits fuel consumption
(Fig. 3-10).

The majority of the fuel is injected during combustion that
is already underway. Given the locally low l values, little NOX

but much soot forms in this ‘‘diffusion flame’’ (constant
pressure combustion). Thus, soot oxidation inside engines is
one emphasis of modern diesel engine engineering. Excellent
boundary conditions for oxidation prevail since small still
uncoagulated particulates with large surface areas are present
when temperatures are sufficiently high. The necessary tur-
bulence can be provided, for instance, by high spray kinetics
based on the high injection pressures. Further, post-injection

is a suitable means to increase temperature and turbulence
and thus to reduce particulates by oxidation inside the engine.

Energy conversion should be completed early on to prevent
undesired heat losses. Increasingly necessary to comply with
future exhaust standards, exhaust gas aftertreatment systems
impose particular requirements on exhaust temperature and
exhaust composition. Consequently, ever more importance is
being attached to the analysis of the overall engine/aftertreat-
ment system.

Engine components are increasingly being furnished with
ever more variable parts. In principle, fully flexible injection
systems, variable valve timing, variable swirl, variable turbine
geometry, variable compression and/or coolant temperature
control provide many parameters to optimize a combustion
cycle for different requirements. Increasing importance is
being attached to the sensor and actuator systems and engine
management. When aftertreatment systems are included in
the analysis, then even regulated systems are usually too slow
in transient engine operation. ‘‘Model-based closed loop con-
trol strategies’’ are becoming more and more important and
achieve the desired objectives.

3.1.5 Pollutant Production

In principle, the air/fuel mixture can be ignited in a relatively
broad air/fuel ratio range of 1.5 > l > 0.5. However, the best
ignition conditions exist at the edge of the spray. While the
temperature in the spray core is low (fuel temperature), the
temperatures at the edge of the spray are virtually those of the
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compressed air. Consequently, the mixture begins to ignite in
the rather lean region at the edge of the spray. The highest
combustion temperatures develop in zones around l = 1.1
(see Fig. 3-1). These are the favored regions of nitrogen oxide
formation since not only oxygen but also nitrogen is present.

Figure 3-11 indicates that nitrogen oxides form in the lean
mixture region at temperatures above 2,000 K. Not only the
local air/fuel ratio but also the formation of thermal nitrogen
monoxide described by Zeldovich is a function of the resi-
dence time and increases exponentially with the local tem-
perature. Some regions along the outwardly diluting mixture
are so lean that combustion fails to ignite the mixture despite
the rising temperature. Unburned hydrocarbons form in this
‘‘lean outer flame zone’’.

Soot particulates form in rich mixture zones at tempera-
tures above 1,600 K. Such high temperatures only occur after
ignition has been triggered. Rich regions are primarily found
in the spray core or in the region of fuel spray blocked up by
the bowl wall. The fuel must be vaporous for soot to form in
the first place. Thus, the size of the fuel droplets has no direct
influence on the size distribution of the particulates emitted.

In the phase of ignition delay, the spray has time to propagate
at temperatures below the temperature of soot formation, to
dilute and to deplete the rich regions. Thus, in principle, a longer
ignition delay is better for a low rate of soot formation. However,
the dilution of the mixture also produces largel regions in which
nitrogen monoxide forms (premixed flame). The lean outer
flame zones in which unburned hydrocarbons are produced
also expand. Since fuel burns very quickly in a premixed flame,
a long ignition delay also affects combustion noise adversely.
Therefore, a shorter ignition delay is striven for in modern
combustion systems.

Figure 3-12 presents a schematic of the injection process as
a function of time as a rectangle. With a more or less steep
gradient determined by the premixed flame, the heat release
begins after ignition delay. Controlled by diffusion combus-
tion, the second phase of energy conversion elapses substan-
tially slower. Clearly, the nitrogen oxides form in the first phase
of combustion and, over time, are reduced negligibly little by
the hydrogen or carbon monoxide that is briefly present.

Since the rich mixture must be subjected to appropriately
high temperatures, soot particulates also only begin to form as
energy is converted. However, the soot concentration in the
combustion chamber perceptibly decreases as combustion
proceeds. Up to approximately 95% of the soot formed in
the combustion chamber is reoxidized in the expansion
phase. High temperatures and turbulences facilitate soot
oxidation. Since they only coagulate to larger particles over
time, the continued smallness of the particles has a beneficial
effect. The conditions for soot oxidation grow poorer as
expansion proceeds because the pressure, temperature, tur-
bulence and surface area of the particulates decrease (as a result
of coagulation). Therefore, the time required to oxidize parti-
culates increases with expansion. The oxidation conditions in
the exhaust become so unfavorable that soot oxidation is not
worth mentioning. The particulates must be trapped in a filter,
a diesel particulate filter or DPF, to produce the required
residence time. Since it is still impossible to guarantee an
adequate temperature in diesel engines’ broad operating
ranges, additional measures are required in the DPF to reach
the combustion temperature of the soot particulates.

3.2 Design Features

3.2.1 Combustion Chamber Design

A distinction in the structural design of combustion cham-
bers is made between engines with undivided combustion
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chambers in which the fuel is injected directly into the main
combustion chamber (direct injection) and engines with
divided combustion chambers. In the latter, the fuel is
injected into a prechamber (or swirl chamber). Therefore,
this is referred to as ‘‘indirect’’ injection. Part of the fuel is
burned in the prechamber. The rise in pressure blows vapor-
ized fuel and/or elements of partially oxidized fuel into the
main chamber where it continues burning with the air there.
Thus, partial combustion of the fuel generates the energy
necessary to cover the main chamber. This two-stage com-
bustion generates advantages in terms of combustion noise
but disadvantages in terms of fuel consumption because of
the long duration of combustion and the increase in wall heat
losses. Especially in the lower speed range, the combustion in
the main chamber and the attendant rise in pressure prolong
the escape of the gases from the prechamber. The transfer
cross sections from the prechamber to the main chamber
determine the duration of combustion in the upper speed
range. A compromise has to be found between the pressure
needed in the chamber to utilize the main chamber air and the
duration of combustion.

As injection technology for higher injection pressures and
options for pilot injection and injection rate shaping have
been refined, more fuel efficient direct injection engines have
increasingly edged prechamber engines from the market.
Therefore, the features of prechamber engines are not treated
any further here.

Only a combustion chamber that is compact and thus
simultaneously good in terms of wall heat losses can produce
the high compression ratio diesel engines need to vaporize
and ignite fuel (15 < e < 20; large engines 12 < e < 16).
Therefore, diesel engines usually have a flat cylinder head
with parallel overhead and recessed valves. Since the gap
between the cylinder head and the piston is kept as small as
possible (< 1 mm), the combustion chambers of direct injec-
tion diesel engines are nearly exclusively formed by a bowl
located in the piston. Thus, the air in the region of top
dead center available for fuel combustion is overwhelmingly
concentrated (80–85%) in the piston bowl. A squish flow

directed into the bowl is generated during compression as
well as after the initiation of ignition and a turbulent flow
back into the piston gap during expansion. The design of the
piston bowl, especially the edge of the bowl, can influence
both flows. They facilitate the mixing of air and fuel substan-
tially. The effect can be intensified with ‘‘retracted’’ bowls.
However, the edges of such piston bowls are highly loaded
mechanically and thermally.

Air swirl furnishes another option to facilitate mixture
formation. Describable as solid body rotation of the combus-
tion air chiefly around the cylinder axis, this flow is influenced
by the design of the intake port, the diameter of the bowl and
the engine’s stroke and serves to cover the air sectors between
the injection sprays. The level of swirl required can be lowered
as the number of nozzle holes increases. Long-stroke engines
operate at higher piston velocity and thus at higher inlet
velocity and therefore run with a lower level of intake port
swirl. Bowls with a small diameter also increase the swirl
generated by the ports.

The intake ports of direct injection engines that generate
swirl are designed as helical ports or tangential ports. Both
variants may be used in four-valve technology or also com-
bined with a charge port.

The design of the piston bowl should always be viewed in
conjunction with the injection nozzle’s design and the engine’s
speed range. Liquid fuel has to be prevented from reaching the
bottom of the bowl. Therefore, engines with a large speed range
tend to operate with narrow and deep piston bowls (b to d in
Fig. 3-13). A very starkly retracted bowl generates a highly
turbulent flow in the piston gap. This accelerates diffusion
combustion and shortens the duration of combustion. The
thermomechanical load of the bowl rim places constraints on
these measures. Low-swirl commercial vehicle engines usually
have broad and flat piston bowls (a in Fig. 3-13).

3.2.2 Injection Nozzle Configuration

The injection nozzle significantly influences spray breakup,
droplet formation and the coverage of the combustion air by

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3-13
Combustion chamber bowls of direct
injection diesel engines
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the injection spray. Two-valve technology’s configuration of
the gas exchange valves entails positioning the injection noz-
zle eccentrically relative to the cylinder and the piston bowl.
For optimal air coverage, eccentrically positioned nozzles
should be designed with differing hole diameters and an
asymmetrical distribution of holes on the circumference.
This is usually foregone though for reasons of cost and man-
ufacturing. Further, since the fuel sprays ought to strike the
bowl wall at the same height, the holes have to be configured
with a different angle relative to the nozzle axis, i.e. the angle
of the nozzle hole cone deviates from that of the nozzle axis.
This adversely affects flow conditions in the nozzle tremen-
dously and, despite great efforts in the field of nozzle design
and nozzle manufacturing, the properties of individual sprays
vary widely.

Four-valve technology allows centering the nozzle relative
to the cylinder and thus facilitates symmetrical conditions for
fuel sprays. This benefits mixture formation and thus the
characteristic engine parameters of consumption, combus-
tion noise and emissions and enables optimizing the partly
countervailing influences.

Together with the injection timing and the spray velo-
city, nozzle projection and nozzle hole cone angle deter-
mine the fuel sprays’ point of impact on the bowl rim
(Fig. 3-14). The point of impact ought to be as high as
possible. Design work must allow for a potentially present
squish flow’s influence on the point of impact as a function
of speed and the increasing air density’s interference with
spray propagation. Figure 3-15 presents an option for
central nozzle configuration for four-valve technology
and the configuration of a glow plug necessary for cold
start assist.

3.2.3 Exhaust Gas Recirculation, Combustion
Temperature Decrease

Very inert once formed, nitrogen monoxide hardly reforms in
the expansion phase (see Sect. 3.1.1.5). Even the additional
introduction of hydrogen, carbon monoxide or hydrocarbons
has little effect. If nitrogen oxides are not prevented from
forming, only exhaust gas aftertreatment can effectively
reduce them. Familiar from gasoline engines, established
three-way catalyst technology cannot be implemented
because excess air is always present.

Since the nitrogen monoxide produced according to the
Zeldovich mechanism – also called the thermal NO mechan-
ism – forms very quickly (prompt NO) and the local l zones
prevalent during heterogeneous mixture formation and
conducive to NO formation cannot be prevented, lowering
the combustion temperature furnishes a technically effective
approach to reducing NO formation.

The best known method to lower temperature is exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR), which has been in use in car diesel
engines for a long time. Essentially, the increased heat capa-
city of the inert combustion products of vapor and carbon
dioxide affect the local temperature. Cooled EGR is particu-
larly effective and diminishes the adverse effects on fuel con-
sumption but stresses the heat balance of a vehicle’s radiator.
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Fig. 3-14 Spray propagation and its influencing factors [3-13]

Fig. 3-15 Configuration of a central injection nozzle for four-valve technology
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Hence, the cooling capacity of a vehicle’s radiator may limit
the potential EGR rate in some load ranges. Since exhaust
gases are aggressive, radiators must be made of stainless steel.
Supercharged diesel engines especially lend themselves to
EGR since they facilitate the transport of exhaust gas from
the exhaust gas system into the intake tract. When exhaust gas
is extracted before the turbine and fed to the air after inter-
cooling, this is referred to as ‘‘high pressure EGR’’ (short path
EGR). ‘‘Low pressure EGR’’ extracts the exhaust gas after the
turbine or after the diesel particulate filter (DPF) and feeds it
to the intake air before the compressor (long path EGR). This
configuration stresses the compressor and intercooler and is
not as good in terms of efficiency but has advantages in terms
of the mixing of the exhaust gas with the combustion air and
uniform distribution in the cylinder. A pneumatically,
hydraulically or electromagnetically activated EGR valve con-
trols the recirculation rate in every case. Since the exhaust gas
supplied usually replaces portions of the combustion air, this
is referred to as ‘‘replaced EGR’’. The air/fuel ratio is reduced
in this type of EGR. Increased boost pressure is required when
the air/fuel ratio ought to be kept constant despite EGR. This
is referred to as ‘‘additional EGR’’.

Turbochargers with variable turbine geometry are particu-
larly suited for EGR since they enable regulating the pressure
gradient necessary for exhaust gas transport in broad load
ranges and even make ‘‘additional EGR’’ possible.

EGR transport necessitates considerable pressure buildup.
Hence, the turbine can no longer be fully depressurized. A
second, downstream turbine can utilize the residual pressure
gradient remaining. It is either connected with a second
compressor (two-stage turbocharging) or releases its energy
to the crankshaft (turbocompounding TC).

Another option for exhaust gas transport involves taking
advantage of the exhaust pressure peaks. The pressure peaks’
overpressurization of a reed valve briefly enables a connection
between the exhaust manifold and intake manifold.

Selecting a retarded start of injection is a simple method to
lower combustion temperature since the rise in pressure and
thus temperature caused by combustion conflicts with the
drop in pressure caused by expansion. However, this effect
adversely affects soot oxidation and engine efficiency.

The so-called Miller cycle can also be used to lower the
combustion temperature. Early ‘‘intake closes’’ utilizes part of
the exhaust cycle to expand the aspirated air. As a result, its
temperature is lowered and combustion proceeds at a lower
temperature level. This technique is primarily being
researched for use in large diesel engines and is quite con-
ducive to the objectives desired in the part load range, parti-
cularly since l is also lowered. A disadvantage of this concept,
early ‘‘intake closes’’ adversely affects volumetric efficiency
and thus power and must be compensated by measures in
the supercharger.

Water injection is also a means to lower the combustion
temperature. The introduction of water in the intake mani-
fold displays the least effect and additionally has the

disadvantage of diluting the oil. While injecting water into a
combustion chamber through a separate nozzle is better suited,
cooling it is problematic. A ‘‘dual fuel nozzle’’ is the most
effective but most elaborate method. During the pause in
injection, a metering pump stores water in the injection nozzle.
The water is positioned so that first diesel fuel, then water and
once again diesel fuel are introduced into the combustion
chamber. This has the big advantage of not prolonging ignition
delay and the end of combustion and making the water avail-
able at the right place at the right time to lower the temperature.

In this respect, the introduction of water as a diesel/water
emulsion is less suitable and supplying the water is proble-
matic in every case.

3.2.4 Effect of Supercharging

As Fig. 3-16 indicates, exhaust gas recirculation can signifi-
cantly reduce nitrogen oxide emission. However, the air/fuel
ratio l drops significantly with replaced EGR. The poorer
conditions for soot oxidation cause an increase in particu-
lates. The original particulate values can nearly be reached at
an identical air/fuel ratio l, i.e. with so-called additional EGR.
At the same start of injection, NOX emission only increases
marginally. Additional EGR makes great demands on super-
charger engineering, the heat balance and an engine’s allow-
able peak pressure.

Since a reciprocating piston engine and a turbomachine or
turbocharger’s air flow rate as a function of speed exhibits
different mass flow characteristics, turbine cross-sections
either have to be sized excessively large in the lower speed
range or excessively small in the upper. Rapid supercharger
response requires a turbine designed for small mass flows. As
a result, it clogs in the upper speed range. This impairs the
efficiency of gas exchange and increases the internal exhaust
gas recirculation. A pressure-controlled discharge valve can
solve this problem but at the expense of optimal exhaust gas
energy recovery. A turbine with ‘‘variable turbine geometry’’
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or sequential turbocharging are better alternatives where this
is concerned [3-14].

Supercharging not only helps defuse the conflict of objec-
tives between NOX and PM. It is also tremendously important
for increasing power density and adapting an engine’s torque
performance. Hence, modern European diesel engine con-
cepts already include two-stage turbocharging with charge air
intercooling.

3.3 Alternative Combustion Processes

The diesel engine’s heterogeneous mixture formation causes
conflicts of objective between PM and NOX and between
NOX and consumption. A conventional diesel engine’s het-
erogeneous mixture always contains temperature and l
ranges in which both nitrogen oxides and particulates can
form. Since, unlike the particulates formed in the combustion
chamber, nitrogen oxides can no longer be reduced in the
engine once they have formed, modern combustion systems
aim to prevent nitrogen oxides from forming in the first place
by lowering the temperature (later start of injection, EGR,
Miller cycle, water injection). Methods to oxidize soot (higher
injection pressure, post-injection, supercharging) must be
increasingly applied when a particular measure comes at the
expense of soot formation.

A good approach is also provided by the fuel itself. Since
aromatics exhibit the basic annular structure of soot particulates
and thus deserve to be regarded as their precursors, aromatic-
free fuels help ease the conflict of objectives between NOX and
PM. GTL ( gas to liquid) fuels produced from methane (natural
gas) by means of the Fischer-Tropsch process solely consist of
paraffins and are thus ideal diesel fuels (see Chap. 4).

The oxygen atoms present in their molecules, keep oxygen-
containing fuels such as methanol or dimethyl ether (DME)
from forming any soot. However, their low ignition propen-
sity (methanol) or their vapor (DME) makes them less sui-
table for conventional diesel injection.

Rape oil methyl ester (RME) is only approved by engine
manufacturers to a limited extent. Oil change intervals are
significantly shorter. The widely varying quality of commer-
cially available RME also produces differences in viscosity,
which influences mixture formation. Therefore, most engine
manufacturers tend to advocate an unproblematic blend of
up to 5% RME in conventional diesel fuel. Engine manufac-
turers view pressed rape oil (without conversion into methyl
ester) very critically since it can lead to problems in an injec-
tion system and cause engine damage as a result.

Since only the fruit of the plant is used in RME, the latest
approaches to biomass utilization are aimed at gasifying
entire plants. The gas can especially be used in stationary
plants or liquefied in a further step for mobile applications
(as the example of GTL demonstrates).

Alternative combustion systems attempt to lower the com-
bustion temperature and fully prevent the critical l ranges

around 1.3 > l > 1.1 (NOX formation) or 0 < l < 0.5 (soot
formation). The goal is to operate an engine substantially
leaner, homogeneously and at low temperatures. Most
approaches reach the time that is absolutely necessary for
adequate homogenization by prolonging the phase of igni-
tion delay.

The homogeneous charge late injection process (HCLI)
comes closest to conventional diesel mixture formation. The
process functions with somewhat more advanced injection
timing than conventional diesel engines and thus a longer
ignition delay. This is intended to prolong the time to reduce
rich regions and increase the share of lean mixture regions.
The process requires EGR rates in the magnitude of 50–80%
to prevent premature ignition and therefore may only be
applied in the part load range.

The highly premixed late injection process (HPLI) also
functions with a long ignition delay but a moderate exhaust
gas recirculation rate. As the name indicates, the long ignition
delay is obtained by extremely retarding injection signifi-
cantly after TDC. The process has drawbacks in terms of
fuel consumption and the exhaust gas temperature limits
the drivable map range.

In the dilution controlled combustion system (DCCS),
EGR rates > 80% are intended to lower the temperature
below the temperature of NOX and soot formation at con-
ventional injection timing.

Homogenization to lower NOX and soot is crucially
important to the classic homogeneous charge compression
ignition process (HCCI). The mixture is given a great deal of
time to homogenize and therefore injected in the compres-
sion cycle very early (90–1408CA before TDC) or even
external mixture formation is worked with. Dilution of
lubricating oil caused by poorly vaporized diesel fuel may
cause problems. Combustion is initiated when the requisite
ignition temperature has been reached by compressing the
mixture. Control of the thermodynamically correct ignition
point and the combustion cycle under the different boundary
conditions is critically important to this concept, which is
closely related to the principle of the conventional gasoline
engine. The process requires lowering the compression ratio to
12:1< e< 14:1 and employing higher EGR rates (40–80%) to
prevent premature ignition. Higher exhaust gas recirculation
rates are partly produced by employing a valve gear assembly
with variable valve timing. Such valve gear assemblies also
permit applying the Miller cycle with which the mixture
temperature can be lowered. Nevertheless, the line between
combustion, premature ignition and misfires is very fine. At
extreme part load, the latter additionally requires throttling of
the intake air for EGR. In light of these constraints, this
process is also only feasible in the lower and medium load
range.

Figure 3-17 presents the air/fuel ratio and temperature
ranges favored and striven for in the processes described
above. DCCS achieves the largest drivable l range and the
lowest temperatures. HCCI furnishes the smallest drivable l
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range. Intake air throttling is additionally required in the lowest
load range for EGR. The ability of one of these processes to
establish itself will not only depend on the drivable load range
and the air management required but also on the effectiveness
of the compromise of engine parameters at full load and part
load. If these processes predominantly designed for the part
load range bring excessive disadvantages in the full load range,
the likelihood of implementation will diminish.

The hope of achieving better homogenization and more
precise control of the ignition point by adapting the fuel to the
changed boundary conditions might well be difficult to fulfill.

Multifuel engines do not place any requirements on fuel in
terms of detonation limits (octane number ON) or ignition
quality (cetane number CN), and therefore ought to be
equally compatible with gasoline and diesel fuel. As explained
in Sect. 3.1.1, ignition resistant gasolines require an external
ignition source in the form of a spark plug. While highly
ignitable fuels do not need any external ignition source, they
may only be introduced into a combustion chamber very late
in order to prevent premature ignition. Thus, they require late
internal mixture formation. An engine run solely with gaso-
line could in turn dispense with this. A multifuel engine
intended to run with both types of fuel necessitates internal
mixture formation with retarded injection and additional
spark ignition. The application of such processes is mostly
limited to niche products (e.g. military vehicles).

3.4 Process Simulation of Injection
Characteristic and Rate of Heat Release

In addition to experiments, programs that simulate process con-
trol in combustion engines have become indispensible tools to
optimize frequently conflicting engine parameters [3-15]. Process

simulation can significantly shorten development times and
reduce test runs to finely optimize processes. Not only can the
tools available today be used to perform sensitivity studies that
forecast trends, they also provide detailed quantitative infor-
mation in subareas. Such phenomenological approaches as
3D simulation are equally helpful. The entire process of
engine combustion must be described from intake flow and
injection to evaporation, mixture formation und combus-
tion up through the formation and emission of pollutants.
The extremely complex thermodynamic system of hetero-
geneous (diesel engine) combustion can only be controlled
by breaking it down into subprocesses. Various simulation
platforms for modeling are commercially available as com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. Established pro-
grams include FLUENT, STAR CD and FIRE. The PROMO
program system is also used to simulate gas exchange. So-
called ‘‘zero-dimensional phenomenological models’’ are
frequently applied to parameter studies.

Interactive simulation systems oriented toward the con-
crete geometries of the ports and the combustion chamber
serve as the basis for 3D modeling to optimize combustion
systems. Fundamental equations for flow processes are solved
with the aid of mathematical techniques and facilitate accu-
rately detailed representations of the intake and compression
stage incorporating piston and valve movement. The basis for
describing combustion processes is CFD modeling of fuel
spray propagation, spray breakup and droplet formation,
droplet evaporation, vapor mixture with combustion air,
initiation of ignition and combustion and the production of
exhaust as well as its reduction in the engine.

The aforementioned software also integrates the ‘‘discrete dro-
plet model’’, the method of describing injection sprays based on
statistical mechanics generally common today. It describes the
dynamics of a multiparticulate system’s probability distribution
in which every particulate is subjected to a continuous process of
change (e.g. evaporation and retardation for droplets as well as
collisions or breakup and coagulation processes).

A simple mechanism of chemical reaction in which che-
mical species that exhibit identical or similar behavior are
merged into ‘‘generic species’’ is applied to describe auto-
ignition reactions in the gas phase [3-16]. This can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of computation steps required in a
multidimensional computer program.

Simulation of the combustion cycle builds upon model cal-
culations of mixture formation since they significantly influence
combustion and pollutant production. However, mathematical
models harbor the risk that the model parameters may interact
with the numerics and consequently produce false results. This
was the experience with spray models and their use for injection
systems, which permitted an ever higher injection pressure.
CFD software abstracts the real geometry as the system
configuration. 3D simulation is often unable to describe micro-
geometries, e.g. as they appear in nozzle holes, with sufficient
resolution of the system configuration or to appropriately
represent the relevant numerical values with system points
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[3-17]. However, it is impossible to refine system configuration
at the nozzle at will for various reasons. Hence, the need to
verify the results from model calculations and check them
against reliable measured results continues to persist.

Proceeding from the assumption that the oxidation process
elapses significantly faster than the process of mixture forma-
tion between air and vaporized fuel, the ‘‘single-stage global
reaction’’ model is used for the high temperature phase of
combustion in which the fuel oxidizes with the oxygen of the
combustion air to form carbon dioxide and water.

Models incorporating the subprocesses of nucleation and
coagulation as well as oxidation also exist for soot formation.
Nitrogen oxide formation is described with the aid of the
Zeldovich mechanism. Since the formation of thermal NO
takes significantly longer than the oxidation reactions in the
flame, it may be treated uncoupled from the actual combus-
tion reactions.
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4 Fuels

Gerd Hagenow, Klaus Reders, Hanns - Erhard Heinze, Wolfgang Steiger,
Detlef Zigan, and Dirk Mooser

4.1 Automotive Diesel Fuels

4.1.1 Introduction

When Rudolf Diesel developed the first auto-ignition
combustion engine at the close of the nineteenth century, he
realized that gasoline’s resistance to auto-ignition made it
unsuitable as fuel. Comprehensive tests with various fuels
revealed that so-called middle distillates were clearly more
suitable. These are components that evaporate when crude oil
is distilled at higher temperatures than gasoline. Until then,
their potential uses had only been limited. In those days, they
were typically used as lamp oil and as an additive to city gas,
whence the still common designation of middle distillates
as ‘‘gas oil’’ originates, which is still a standard customs
designation.

Despite many technical problems at first, its better effi-
ciency and the initially lower costs of diesel fuel production
led to the diesel engine’s commercial success. For a long time,
diesel fuel was a byproduct of gasoline production.

In principle, auto-igniting engine combustion may employ
widely differing fuels, provided they are highly ignitable
enough and the engines and fuels are matched to each another
(diesel fuels for road engines and residual oils for marine
engines). Among other things, increasing demands on opera-
tional safety and exhaust and noise emissions have generated
additional quality factors for diesel fuel for road vehicles, e.g.
– cleanliness,
– oxidation stability,
– flowability at low temperatures,
– lubrication reliability and
– low sulfur content.

Present day diesel fuels are specified just as precisely and
strictly as gasoline. Partially contradictory requirements, e.g.
ignition quality and winter capability or lubricity and low
sulfur content, increasingly necessitate the use of additives.

Distinctly different fuels are basically used for the many
applications for auto-ignition engines in road vehicles, loco-
motives or ships for economic reasons. Engineering measures
can match particular engines to the different fuels.

A trend toward maximally standardized fuel is increas-
ingly discernible on the global diesel vehicle market (cars
and commercial vehicles). In fact, differences throughout
the world are sometimes considerable. Gasoline engines and
gasoline continue to have broad influence in the USA.
Nonetheless, a trend toward advanced diesel cars and
accordingly adapted diesel fuels can even be detected in
the USA of late.

Unlike gasoline, usually only one grade of diesel fuel was
formerly available for road traffic. Diesel fuels of differing
grades, e.g. so-called truck diesel or premium diesel, have only
recently also started being marketed in some countries with
large populations of diesel vehicles.

Diesel fuels are still primarily produced from petroleum.
Qualitatively high-grade components (with high ignition
quality) have also been being produced from natural gas of
late. Renewable raw material components (biofuel compo-
nents) are blended with diesel fuel in low concentrations in
some countries, e.g. in Germany since 2004 (DIN EN 590
[4-1]) and as a mandatory blend required by law since
January 1, 2007.

4.1.2 Availability

As presently used throughout the world, diesel fuel is
obtained almost exclusively from crude oil/petroleum.
Reserves of some 150 billion tons of petroleum are exploitable
at this time. However, this amount is dependent on the
technology available, which has advanced dramatically, and
on the capital available for exploration and extraction. The
more crude oil costs on international markets, the more
capital can be raised for exploration, development, produc-
tion and transport. At the same time, this also increases the
opportunities for alternative and hitherto uneconomical raw
materials and manufacturing processes. The ratio between
annual extraction and definitely exploitable reserves is a para-
meter that measures availability. At present, it is assumed that
the reserves will last approximately 40 years.
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Crude oil deposits and consumption are distributed very
unevenly throughout the world. Most reserves lie in the
Middle East. Current scenarios assume the production of
petroleum will peak in the twenty-first century. Only the
timeframe and the maximum producible quantity are in dis-
pute, depending on the particular scenario [4-2]. The synth-
esis of alternative fuels from natural gas and renewable raw
materials is of particularly great interest (see Sects. 4.2 and
4.4).

While worldwide consumption of petroleum products
including diesel fuel will initially continue to rise, more intel-
ligent utilization will cause consumption to decline in classic
industrial nations. Approximately 200 million tons of diesel
fuel were consumed in Europe in 2008.

4.1.3 Production

The yield from classic production of diesel fuel by distilling
crude oil (Fig. 4-1) varies depending on the crude oil used
(light, low viscosity or heavy, high viscosity) (Table 4-1).

Diesel fuel is produced from middle distillates. Along with
simple atmospheric and vacuum distillation, a whole raft of

other methods (thermal or catalytic cracking, hydrocracking)
also exist, which increase both the yield from the crude oil
and/or the quality of the components of the diesel fuel pro-
duced Fig. 4-2.

Every cracking process breaks up high boiling crude oil
fractions and converts them into lower boiling hydrocarbons.
Thermal cracking (visbreaker, coker) solely uses high pres-
sure and high temperature. A catalyst is additionally present
in catalytic cracking. As a result, the finished product’s com-
position (molecular structure) can be controlled better and
fewer unstable hydrocarbons form. Hydrocracking allows
maximum flexibility in terms of the yield structure (gasoline
or middle distillate). In this process, hydrogen (obtained from
the catalytic reformer in gasoline production) is fed to the
feedstock obtained from distillation at high pressure and high
temperature. This process significantly reduces hydrocarbons
with double bonds, e.g. olefins and aromatics, which are less
suitable for diesel fuels.

Desulfurization is another important process. Depending
on its provenience, crude oil contains varying quantities of
chemically bonded sulfur. Concentrations between 0.1 and
3% are typical (Table 4-2).

Crude
oil

Desalter Heat
exchanger

Tub
furnace

Residue
(Feedstock for vacuum distillation,

cracking, bitumen production, residual fuel oil)

Atmospheric
distillation

(Fractionating
column)

Gases

Gas oil
(Feedstock for

Diesel fuel and
light heating oil)

Kerosene, jet fuel

Heavy naphta

Light naphta

Fig. 4-1 Simplified schematic of a distillation plant

Table 4-1 Percentage distilled yield of various crude oils

Crude oil type Middle East
Arabia Light

Africa
Nigeria

North Sea
Brent

South America
Maya

Liquefied gas
Naphta (gasoline fraction)
Middle distillate
Residual oils

<1
18
33
48

<1
13
47
39

2
18
35
45

1
12
23
64
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Extremely effective desulfurization is required to obtain the
low sulfur content stipulated for diesel fuel (e.g. the EU only
still allows sulfur-free fuels, their actual limit being a max-
imum of 10 ppm of sulfur). To this end, hydrogen-rich gas
from a catalytic reformer is fed to the feedstock, e.g. from
crude oil distillation, and conducted to a catalyst after being
heated (Fig. 4-3). In addition to the desulfurized liquid phase
(diesel fuel components), hydrogen sulfide is produced as
an intermediate product from which a downstream system
(Claus process) produces elementary sulfur.

Depending on the crude oil used and the refinery systems
available, diesel fuel is produced from various components so
that the product is a high grade fuel that is stable for engines
in conformity with the quality requirements for summer and

winter fuels stipulated in the standards. Common compo-
nents from atmospheric and vacuum distillation are:
– kerosene,
– light gas oil,
– heavy gas oil and
– vacuum gas oil (basically as feedstock for downstream

cracking processes).

Furthermore, components with names corresponding to their
production process are also employed. While components
from distillation have differing compositions that depend
on the crude oil utilized, the composition of components
from cracking largely depends on the process (Table 4-3).

Good filterability at low temperatures is usually the dis-
tinctive feature of low boiling components and components
with higher aromatic contents (e.g. kerosene). Therefore,
their concentration is increased in winter. However, their
ignition quality is lower. High boiling components with low
aromatic content (e.g. heavier gas oils) have higher ignition
quality but poorer filterability in winter. Thus, their use must
be reduced in winter. Where necessary, ignition improvers
can compensate for winter fuels’ potential loss of ignition
quality (see Sect. 4.1.5).

Once fuels are blended from the basic components, special
metering units blend in additives to obtain the standardized
level of quality (low temperature performance, ignition qual-
ity and wear protection) or a specific brand’s properties
(injection nozzle cleanliness and foam inhibition).

Fuels with quality levels that significantly exceed the stan-
dard are produced by specially selecting the components and,
of late, also by using synthetic components such as gas-to-
liquid (GTL) from Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis (SMDS).

Distillation
1

Crude oil

Residue

Distillation
2

Gas oil

Waxy

Naphtha

Naphtha

Gas oil

Kerosine

Kerosine

Lubricating
oil distillate

Gasoline
Treater 2

H2S from

Catcracker

Hysomer

Platformer

Furfural
dearoma-
tization/

Dewaxing

Visbreaker

Claus
Scot

Sulfur

Liquefied gas
(LPG)

Gasoline
Plus/Midgrade
Regular
Premium

Turbine fuel
Diesel fuel
Light fuel oil

Lubricating
oil basestocks

Heavy fuel oil
Bitumen

Gasoline
Treater 1

Gas oil
Treater
HDS 2

Gas oil
Treater 1

Oil-
Treater
1, 2, 3

Cat-
Cracker

Fig. 4-2
Simplified schematic of an oil refinery

Table 4-2 Typical sulfur contents of some crude oils

Provenience Designation Percentage sulfur content
by weight

North Sea Brent 0.4
Middle East Iran heavy

Arabia light
Arabia heavy

1.7
1.9
2.9

Africa Libya light
Nigeria

0.4
0.1 – 0.3

South America Venezuela 2.9
Russia 1.5
Northern Germany 0.6 – 2.2
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This process synthesizes a diesel fuel component with very
high ignition quality (a cetane number of roughly 80) from
natural gas.

Synthetic diesel fuels are nothing new. The Fischer-
Tropsch process was utilized during the Second World War
to produce diesel fuel from coal. However, the low price of
crude oil for many years made this process uneconomical.
Developments in the synthesis of fuels from renewable raw
materials have better prospects for commercial success at
present. Unlike the ‘‘biodiesel’’ from plant seeds (fatty acid
methyl ester or FAME) currently in use, future fuels will
much more likely be produced from entire plants or even
organic residues.

Low concentrations of FAME are presently employed
as a blending component in commercial diesel fuel. The
EU is aiming for a concentration equivalent to 6.25% of the
fuel’s energy content to reduce CO2 emissions. However,
this concentration is not yet achievable because of restric-
tions on availability. FAME from certain regions is unac-
ceptable because its production endangers indigenous rain
forests.

4.1.4 Composition

Crude oil and the fuels obtained from it are a mixture of
different hydrocarbon compounds that may roughly be divided
into paraffins, naphthenes, aromatics and olefins. Other ele-
ments, e.g. sulfur, are present in very low concentrations and
must be removed as far as possible during fuel production.

The potential range of variations of individual hydrocarbons
increases as the boiling range increases. While the lightest
energy source, natural gas, only consists of very few and pre-
cisely defined hydrocarbons, basically methane, gasoline con-
tains more than 200 various hydrocarbons and diesel fuels even
significantly more because of the frequently present combina-
tion of types of hydrocarbons described below. Aromatics have
the greatest variety of paraffinic or olefinic side chains. Hydro-
carbons with approximately 10–20 carbon atoms are present in
diesel fuels’ boiling range since it is standardized.

Unlike spark ignited gasoline engines, diesel engines need
hydrocarbons that facilitate good auto-ignition at high pres-
sures and high temperatures. These are primarily normal
paraffins.

Desulfurized
refinery fuel gas

Hydrogen-rich
gas from
gasoline refining

Feedgas
compressor

Recycle gas
compressor

Sulfur containing
diesel fuel from
crude oil distillation

Feedgas
separator

Recycle gas
separator

Heat exchanger
Feed pump

Fired heater

Hydrogen-rich recycle gas
Hydrogen
sulfide
containing
gas to sulfur
separation

Separator

Reactor
with
catalyst

Heat exchanger

Desulfurized diesel fuel feedstock

Fig. 4-3
Simplified schematic of diesel fuel
desulfurization

Table 4-3 Composition of diesel fuel components produced in various processes

Diesel Fuel Components Paraffins Olefins Aromatics

‘‘Straight run’’ distilled gas oil
Thermally cracked gas oil with hydrogenation
Catalytically cracked gas oil
Hydrocracker gas oil
Synthetic gas oil (SMDS)

Variable: middle to high
High
Low
Very high
Very high

Variable: low to very low
Very low
None
None
None

Variable: middle to low
Low
High
Very low
Very low to none
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Normal paraffins are chain-like hydrocarbons with a sim-
ple carbon bond. They represent a subgroup of saturated
hydrocarbons (alkanes), the term saturated referring to the
chemical bonding of hydrogen. The simple carbon bond in a
paraffin molecule produces the maximum potential (satu-
rated) hydrogen content. Normal paraffins are usually pre-
sent in crude oil in high concentrations. However their poor
flow characteristics when cold (paraffin separation) is disad-
vantageous for vehicle operation. Flow improvers (see Sect.
4.1.5) in modern fuels can compensate for this. Cetane
C16H34 is one example (Fig. 4-4). Unlike normal paraffins,
branched isoparaffins with identical empirical formulas are
unsuitable for diesel engines because of their high resistance
to auto-ignition (e.g. isocetane with a cetane number of 15,

see Fig. 4-4). The molecules become more unstable as their
chain length (molecule size) increases and thus their ignition
quality increases (Fig. 4-5).

Naphthenes (Fig. 4-6) are cyclic saturated hydrocarbons
(a simple bond between the carbon atoms in the molecule).
Present in crude oil in varying quantities, naphthenes are
produced by hydrogenating aromatic middle distillates.
Naphthenes produce good low temperature performance in
diesel fuel but only a medium cetane number (yet higher than
aromatic hydrocarbons).

Olefins (alkenes) are simple or polyunsaturated, chain-like
or branched chain hydrocarbons. While their cetane numbers
are lower than those of n-paraffins, they are still quite high. For
instance, the n-paraffin cetane C16H34 has a cetane number of
100, yet 1-cetene C16H32, a simple unsaturated olefin with the
same number of carbon atoms, has a cetane number of 84.2.
Unlike the short chain olefins used in gasoline, the simple
double bond in long chain diesel fuel olefins only slightly
influences physical properties and combustion performance.

Aromatics are cyclic hydrocarbon compounds in which
the carbon atoms are alternately double bonded with one
another, e.g. benzene, a compound not found in diesel fuel
though because of its boiling point of 808C. A distinction is
generally made between mono, di, tri, and tri+aromatics
based on the number of aromatic ring systems. Figure 4-7
presents a few examples relevant for diesel fuel. Since their
boiling range is approximately 180–3708C, a large number of
the most widely varying aromatic compounds may be present
in diesel fuel. Predominantly monoaromatics with variously
configured side chains (approximately 15–25% by weight) are
present in conventional diesel fuels. Diaromatics account for
approximately 5% by weight and triaromatics and higher
polyaromatics usually make up less than 1% by weight.

Cetane (Hexadecane) C16H34
Cetane number: 100 Carbon (C)

Hydrogen (H)

Isocetane C16H34 (2,2,4,4,6,8,8 - Heptamethylnonane)
Cetane number: 15
(not suited for diesel fuel)

Fig. 4-4 Examples of paraffins
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The properties of monoaromatics with paraffinic side
chains vary. While aromatic properties (e.g. high solubility
of other products and low cetane number) are dominant in
molecules with relatively short side chains, molecules with
long side chains have properties that make them behave more
like paraffins. Polynuclear aromatics and their derivatives
(see Fig. 4-7) are undesired in diesel fuels because of their
poor ignition quality. They also cause increased particulate
emission and are therefore limited to a maximum of 11% in
the European standard EN 590 in force since 2004. The actual
concentrations are usually significantly smaller. One reason is
that the standardized method of analysis (high pressure liquid
chromatography or HPLC) detects entire molecules includ-
ing their paraffinic side chains. Thus, the real content of
aromatic rings is significantly lower. Fatty acid methyl esters
(FAME) appear in low concentration. (For the properties of
FAME, see Sect. 4.2 Alternative Fuels.)

4.1.5 Diesel Fuel Additives

The production of modern standard diesel fuels is all but
impossible without additives. The partly conflicting properties
of the individual components (molecular groups) must fre-
quently be equalized by additives to satisfy the high require-
ments for operational safety, rate of heat release and exhaust
emission throughout an engine’s entire service life. This has
undergone a definite change in recent years. As a rule, more
varieties and quantities of diesel fuels than gasolines are addi-
tized. With the exception of antifoaming agents, all additives
consist of purely organic compounds. Described in more detail
below, the most important groups of additives, are:
– flow improvers and wax anti-settling additives that

improve winter capability,

– ignition improvers that shorten ignition delay and improve
combustion performance,

– anti-wear additives that protect injection nozzles and pumps;
– antifoaming agents that prevent foaming and spilling when

pumping fuel,
– detergent additives that keep injection nozzles and fuel

systems clean,
– anti-corrosion additives that protect fuel systems and
– antioxidants, dehazers and metal deactivators that improve

fuels’ storage stability.

Odor masking agents are also used occasionally. Antistatic
additives are used during manufacturing and subsequent
redistribution (logistics) to the extent they are necessary to
prevent electrostatic charging at high pumping rates. The use
of biocides to prevent fungus infestation on tank bottoms in
the water/fuel phase may be foregone when fuel distribution
systems are serviced regularly.

4.1.5.1 Flow Improvers and Wax Anti-settling Additives
(WASA)

Flow improvers and wax anti-settling additives make it
possible to utilize paraffinic components with high cetane
numbers in winter, yet limit low temperature performance.
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Fig. 4-6 Examples of naphtenes in diesel fuel
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While flow improvers cannot inhibit the formation of paraf-
fin crystals, they can however reduce their size and prevent
them from coalescing.

Typical products are ethyl vinyl acetates (EVA). On their
own, flow improvers can drop the CFPP (cold filter plugging
point) below the cloud point by more than 108C. The CFPP
can be lowered even further by additionally using WASA.
This simultaneously reduces the sedimentation of paraffin
crystals when fuel is stored below its cloud point for a long
time (Figs. 4-8, 4-9, 4-10 a: formation of paraffin crystals in
fuel, b: fuel sample in a glass flask).

These (usually prediluted) cold flow additives must be
meticulously worked into still warm fuel at the refinery.
Subsequent blending into cold fuel in a vehicle tank is usually
ineffective.

4.1.5.2 Ignition Improvers

Ignition improvers facilitate an economical increase of the
cetane number with a correspondingly positive influence on
combustion and exhaust emission. Organic nitrates are the
active ingredients. Ethyl hexyl nitrate has especially proven
itself as a commercial ignition improver.

4.1.5.3 Anti-wear Additives

Also known as ‘‘lubricity additives’’, these products became
necessary when low-sulfur and sulfur-free diesel fuels were
introduced. Diesel fuels lose their natural lubrication proper-
ties when hydrogenated to remove sulfur compounds. Fatty
acid derivatives are typical products and were also already
used earlier in aircraft turbine fuels.

4.1.5.4 Antifoaming Agents

Antifoaming agents assure easy refueling and safe automatic
shutoff of the fuel nozzle at a gas station without the spilling
frequently encountered earlier and thus lower environmental
pollution at gas stations. Extremely low concentrations of
silicon fluids are employed. They are also used in engine oils
to prevent foaming in the crankcase (Fig. 4-11).

4.1.5.5 Detergent Additives

Diesel fuels can form carbonaceous deposits in injection
nozzles and thus alter the injection characteristic while
adversely influencing the combustion cycle and exhaust

(b)

Fig. 4-8 Diesel fuel with flow improvers at �108C: Solid, unpumpable (the
glass flask is upside down)

(b)

Fig. 4-9 Diesel fuel solely with flow improvers at �228C: Paraffin crystal
sedimentation

Fig. 4-10 Diesel fuel with flow improvers and wax anti-settling additives at
�228C: No paraffin crystal sedimentation
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emission. A whole series of complex organic compounds is
capable of preventing nozzle coking. The active ingredients
continuously have to be adapted to injection technology.
Developments of new additives necessitate elaborate tests
in complete engines, preferably under realistic operating
conditions. Suitable detergent additives are derived from
groups of amines, amides, succinimides and polyetheramines
for example. Requirements for ‘‘cleanliness’’ and a diesel fuel’s
detergent effect keep increasing as advances in diesel engine
development continually increase injection pressures while
reducing the size of nozzle holes

4.1.5.6 Corrosion Protection

Anti-corrosion additives are particularly necessary when
small quantities of water have infiltrated the fuel, e.g.
condensation during longer downtimes (Fig. 4-12). Polar
molecular groups of esters or alkenoic succinimide acids
build up a monomolecular protective coating on metallic

surfaces and prevent direct contact with water and acids
(Fig. 4-13).

4.1.5.7 Antioxidants, Dehazers and Metal Deactivators

These additives are primarily used to improve fuel storage
stability. Initially, they do not directly influence a fuel’s
engine performance at all. However, they prevent fuel dete-
rioration over long periods and thus ensure a fuel’s filter-
ability is good and deposits are minimal after extended
vehicle downtimes. They were especially necessary in fuel
components from thermal and catalytic cracking plants
because fuel components from these plants had higher con-
tents of unstable hydrocarbons. Antioxidants prevent oxida-
tion and polymerization. In part, dehazers are required to
facilitate rapid settling of finely dissolved water particles.
Metal deactivators prevent catalytic effects of metals on fuel
ageing. Now more advanced, the hydrogenation of diesel
fuel (hydrocracking, desulfurization, limitation of polynuc-
lear aromatics) has caused these kinds of additives to lose
their importance.

4.1.6 Quality Requirements

In and of themselves, diesel engines seemingly make com-
paratively small demands on fuel quality and, unlike spark
ignited engines, even allow operation with fuels with extre-
mely widely varying properties, e.g. residual fuels in low speed
marine diesel engines. However, other than in cars and
trucks, the fuel is cleaned and heated on board before being
fed to the engine. Qualitatively better fuel for starting and
operating an engine is also frequently available in more envir-
onmentally sensitive regions.

Barring filtering for sporadically potential impurities, fuel
preparation is impracticable in road vehicles. What is more,
road vehicle fuel systems and engines must operate under
extremely variable conditions. This alone necessitates stricter
fuel quality requirements.

Unlike gasoline engines that can be destroyed when fuel
has inadequate detonation limits, diesel engines also run
on fuels with lower ignition quality, albeit not well. Diesel
engines are expected to deliver optimal results with respect
to power, consumption, noise, exhaust emission, etc. under
all conditions. However, an engine can only be successfully
optimized when the interaction of the fuel and combustion
system is painstakingly matched and the fuel is specified
relatively narrowly. Hence, any deviation from one of the
fuel properties that influences optimization generates more
or less substantial disadvantages in engine performance.
Therefore, the stability and narrowest possible toleration
of the fuel properties are just as important for diesel
engines as the absolute values and the properties of the
fuel.

While great importance has always been attached to the
quality of gasoline, this was not the case for diesel fuels for a

Fig. 4-12 Effect of anti-corrosion additives in a lab test

Fig. 4-11 Fuel with antifoaming agents foams less when pumped
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long time. The cetane number was only considered impor-
tant for cold starts. Inadequate cold flow properties made
diesel operation a problem on cold days. Boiling character-
istics were virtually unrestricted. The sulfur content was
high. Additives were unknown. Purity was not particularly
high. Since the quality of diesel fuel is now known to influ-
ence an engine’s exhaust, noise, drivability and service life,
diesel fuel quality has gained the attention it is due in large
parts of the world.

In the past, quality differed considerably throughout the world.
Even in such a highly industrialized country as the USA, diesel
fuel and the network of filling stations was largely unsuited for
cars and consumers did not accept diesel cars at first.

Historically, the quality of diesel fuel was initially largely
dependent on the crude oil processed since practically only
distillates were available. Quality also varied accordingly. As
cracking plants that produce gasoline increased around 1970,
the components they produced, which were unsuitable for
gasoline because of their high boiling range, also began stea-
dily accumulating. Since intensive hydrogenation was not
yet available, the mineral oil industry increasingly considered
blending these components into diesel fuel at that time. These
components’ aromatic and olefinic constituents would
have degraded diesel fuel quality though. However, these
ideas were not pursued any further because of resistance
from the engine industry as well as mounting quality require-
ments ensuing from limits on exhaust emissions. On the
contrary, diesel fuels were additized against deposits and
foaming and even to improve odor. Ignition improvers were
employed and, above all, cold drivability based on climatic
conditions was guaranteed in winter, e.g. at �228C in
Germany.

In the meantime, many countries have additional types of
diesel fuel with significantly improved properties, which,
among other things, even lower untreated emissions. One
example and trendsetter is Sweden’s ‘‘city fuel’’.

While lawmakers formerly only regulated maximum sulfur
content, regulations corresponding to those for gasoline are
now in force in the European Union. In addition, it has an act
on flammable liquids (flash point), a customs tariff and fuel
oil designations.

4.1.7 Fuel Standards

Standards that regulate minimum requirements are indis-
pensible for communication between engine manufacturers
and fuel producers, retailers and consumers. Here too, much
has changed positively in terms of suitability and environ-
mental compatibility. While every country formerly had its
own specifications, the standard EN 590 has been in effect
for all of Europe since 1993 [4-1] and applies to all the
countries represented in the European Committee for Stan-
dardization (CEN). However, every country may enact
(additional) individual regulations in a national appendix.
Special classes specifying flow characteristics during cold
weather with correspondingly low CFPP (cold filter plug-
ging point) and CP (cloud point) were implemented for
arctic countries. EN 590 has largely defined every relevant
fuel parameter at a relatively high level of quality. The most
recent version from 2008 is currently undergoing the pro-
cess of adoption (Table 4-4). Section 4.1.8 outlines the
individual parameters.

Regular revision of the standards and the test methods
applied guarantees the inclusion of new or modified criteria

Nonpolar
residue

Polar
group
of the

molecule

Liquid phase of fuel

Metal surface

Fig. 4-13
Function of anti-corrosion
additives (monomolecular
protective coating)
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Table 4-4 Diesel fuel quality: Minimum requirements according to DIN EN 590: 2008–2009

Unit Minimum requirements Test procedure

Density at 158C kg/m3 Moderate climate
820–845

Arctic climate
800–840 or 845

EN ISO 3675
EN ISO 12185

Cetane number Min. 51 Min. 47, 48 or 49 EN ISO 5165
EN 15195

Cetane index Min. 46 Min. 43 or 46 EN ISO 4264

Distillation: percentage recovered
to 1808C
to 2508C
to 3408C
to 3508C
95% recovered

Percent by volume
Percent by volume
Percent by volume
Percent by volume
8C

Max. 65

Min. 85
Max. 360

Max. 10

Max. 95

EN ISO 3405

Flash point 8C Min. 55 EN ISO 2719

Viscosity at 408C mm2/s 2.00–4.50 1.2; 1.4 or 1.5–4.0 EN ISO 3104

Filterability / CFPP
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Class E
Class F

8C
8C
8C
8C
8C
8C

Max. +5
Max. 0
Max. �5
Max. �10
Max. �15
Max. �20

EN 116

Class 0
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

8C
8C
8C
8C
8C

Max. 20
Max. 26
Max. 32
Max. 38
Max. 44

Cloud point
Class 0
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4

8C
8C
8C
8C
8C

Max. 10
Max. 16
Max. 22
Max. 28
Max. 34

EN 23105

Sulfur content mg/kg Max. 10 EN ISO 20846
EN ISO 20884

Carbon residue Percent by weight Max. 0–30 EN ISO 10370

Ash content Percent by weight Max. 0.01 EN ISO 6245

Cu corrosion Corrosion rating Class 1 EN ISO 2160

Oxidation stability g/m3

h
Max. 25
Min. 20

EN ISO 12205
pr EN 15751

Total impurities mg/kg Max. 24 EN 12662

Water content mg/kg Max. 200 EN ISO 12937

Lubricity (HFRR) mm Max. 460 EN ISO 12156-1

Polyaromatics Percent by weight Max. 11 EN 12916

Fatty acid methyl ester content (FAME) Percent by volume Max. 5 EN 14078
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for requirements. For instance, wear protection (lubricity)
and limits on polyaromatics have been newly incorporated
in recent years.

The test methods applied in the standard and to ongoing
quality control are also based on standardized laboratory
methods. By performing extensive tests in complete engines
for example, working groups from the engine and petroleum
industry and independent institutes ensure that the standar-
dized methods are relevant to the application of fuel in
vehicles.

EN 590 contains legal regulations from EU directives
and compromises negotiated between the automotive and
petroleum industries in the CEN working group TC19/
WG24.

Furthermore, the German government has enacted the
Fuel Quality Act [4-3] and related provisions for its imple-
mentation [4-4]. State authorities are able and required to
review the conformity of fuels offered for public purchase to
the standards. These efforts are aimed at ensuring that cus-
tomers who purchase fuel with an EN 590 designation can be
confident that the fuel is suitable for their engines and is
environmentally compatible.

4.1.7.1 Worldwide Fuel Charter

In the early 1990s, diesel engine manufacturers were univer-
sally unhappy with the minimum requirements specified for
diesel fuel, the unduly slow progress of international standar-
dization and the fragmentation stemming from national
differences in quality. Peugeot and Renault compiled a Cahier
des Charges that not only contained higher diesel fuel quality
specified by lab values but also a method to test the cleanliness
of injection nozzles (additivation).

The automotive associations in Europe, the USA and Japan
have compiled performance specifications for ‘‘good’’ quali-
ties of diesel fuel. A logical consequence of globalization was
the drafting of a Worldwide Fuel Charter by the world’s
automotive associations, the fourth edition of which was
published in 2006 [4-5]. It applies to both gasoline and diesel
fuel and contains four categories for differently developed
markets, which are defined by the requirements of emission
control legislation.

The Fuel Charter outlines laboratory and engine test meth-
ods with related limits. Category 4 requires sulfur-free fuel,
i.e. with a maximum sulfur content of 5–10 ppm. Commer-
cially available diesel fuels now fulfill a large number of
stipulated quality criteria.

4.1.7.2 Reference Fuels

Reference measurements, legal approval, engine devlop-
ments, engine oil tests, etc. require defined reference fuels.
Naturally, these can only be defined when everyone involved
collaborates. The Deutscher Koordinierungsausschuss (DKA)

is responsible for the development of test methods for
the evaluation and development of fluids for combustion
engines in Germany. The Coordinating European Council
(CEC) is responsible for the same in Europe. A CEC refer-
ence fuel for diesel engine emission tests is legally stipulated.
By definition, it is a weighted mean value of the European
commodity.

Engine oil tests for diesel engines primarily check piston
cleanliness, sludge formation and wear, which are also influ-
enced by the fuel. Therefore, a CEC reference fuel is used in
most diesel engines even for oil tests.

4.1.8 Basic Parameters and Test Methods

4.1.8.1 Ignition Quality (Cetane Number, Cetane Index)

Naturally, a fuel’s ignition quality plays a prominent role in
auto-ignition engines. Prior experience has demonstrated
that laboratory equipment is unable to determine it accurately
enough. Rather, it can only be reliably determined in an
engine, preferably a modern multi-cylinder engine. However,
ignition quality is determined in standardized single cylinder
engines for reasons of standardization. The CFR engine com-
pliant with EN ISO 5165 is used worldwide. The so-called
BASF engine compliant with EN 15195 is also used, mainly in
Germany. The cetane number specifies ignition quality.
Where the CFR engine is used, it is calculated for a fuel
under test by varying the engine’s compression ratio for
constant ignition delay (high fuel-ignition quality requires a
drop in the compression ratio and vice versa). The air/fuel
ratio in the BASF engine is varied to obtain a constant and
defined ignition delay. Cetane and a-methylnaphthalene with
defined cetane numbers of 100 and 0 respectively are used as
reference fuels (Fig. 4-14). By definition, a fuel that produces
the same engine settings in a test engine as a mixture of 52%
cetane and 48% a-methylnaphthalene (percent by volume)
has a cetane number of 52.

Fuels with insufficient ignition qualities produce greater
ignition delays. This leads to poor cold starting, high pressure
peaks and thus higher exhaust and noise emission.

Paraffins have high cetane numbers, while hydrocarbons
with double bonds and aromatics in particular have low
ignition quality. The cetane numbers of paraffins increase as
the length of their chains increases, i.e. as their molecular
weight and boiling point increase (Figs. 4-5 and 4-15).

EN 590 stipulates a minimum cetane number of 51.
German diesel fuels have a cetane number of approximately
52 with a tendency toward higher values in summer fuels and
lower values in winter fuels (because high boiling paraffins are
eliminated partly to ensure safe low temperature filterability).

The ignition quality of conventional diesel fuels is ade-
quately characterized by their cetane numbers. This is also
true for fuels with ignition qualities enhanced by ignition
improvers. By contrast, alcohol fuels with large quantities of
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ignition improvers perform differently in a complete engine
than their cetane number might lead one to expect.

Starting and noise properties and, in particular, gaseous
exhaust emissions of HC and CO as well as NOX improve in
diesel engines as the cetane number increases.

High pressure and high temperature hydrogenation ele-
vates the cetane number of refinery components. The refinery
processes of hydrocracking and desulfurization are headed in
this direction to some extent. Plants that produce synthetic
diesel fuel components (e.g. from natural gas) for premium
fuels have now become cost effective. The available quantities
of such components are still limited however.

Alternatively, the cetane index may be calculated from the
fuel density and boiling characteristics according to EN ISO
4264 to evaluate the ignition quality of conventional diesel
fuels without measuring the cetane number. The empirical
formula developed for typical commercial fuels is based on
an analysis of approximately 1,200 diesel fuels. With a
number of corrections, the fundamental statement asserts
that the cetane number drops as density increases (i.e. the
fraction of cracking products with double bonds or aro-
matics increases) and the cetane number increases as the
high boiling components increase (the chain lengths of
molecules grow).

The formula has been altered repeatedly to reflect longer-
term changes in refinery structures and diesel fuel compo-
nents. However, it is less suitable for individual fuel compo-
nents. By the same token, it cannot specify the cetane number
of fuels with ignition improvers.

The imprecision of the empirical formula (in particular
the non-inclusion of fuels containing ignition improvers)
and the relatively broad spread in the measurement of
cetane numbers result in variations between the measured
cetane number and the calculated cetane index of up to 3
units.

4.1.8.2 Boiling Characteristics

Diesel fuels consist of hydrocarbon mixtures that boil in a
range of approximately 170–3808C. EN ISO 3405 defines
distillation equipment and distillation conditions (among
others, a variable supply of energy for a constant distillation
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rate of 4–5 ml/min). The method does not specify any phy-
sically exact boiling range but rather practical conditions of
boiling characteristics approximating rapid vaporization.
Low boiling components are partially retained when a pro-
duct mixture’s temperature rises, while high boiling compo-
nents are already entrained. Therefore, the physically exact
initial or final boiling point is lower or higher than specified.
Nevertheless this standardized method is well suited for eval-
uating diesel fuels.

In principle, hydrocarbons outside the usual boiling range
are also suitable for diesel engine combustion, e.g. marine
engines run with fuels that evaporate at considerably higher
temperatures. A number of other constraints (e.g. viscosity,
low temperature flowability, density, ignition quality and
flash point) limit the boiling range of fuels allowable for
vehicle operation and fuel system design.

Therefore, EN 590 stipulates only three points that
define fuel in the mid to final boiling point range
(Fig. 4-16). However, the final boiling point of diesel fuels
is not precisely determinable, in part because cracking
processes may already commence in the distillation equip-
ment at temperatures above 3508C when the final fuel
fractions are being vaporized. This uncertainty is also the
reason why EN 590 does not explicitly define the final
boiling point.

Diesel engines react less critically to a fuel’s boiling rate.
Lowering the final boiling point has proven to enhance com-
bustion performance and reduce exhaust emissions in high
speed diesel engines. Therefore, the latest revision of EN 590
lowered the temperature for a 95% vaporized fraction from
370 to 3608C.

4.1.8.3 Sulfur Content

Crude oil already contains varying quantities of sulfur. SO2

formation during combustion, engine oil acidification, sul-
fate emission, increased particulate emission and damage to
exhaust gas aftertreatment systems (catalysts) make the
desulfurization of diesel fuel essential. Even though road
traffic contributes little directly to sulfur dioxide pollution,
exhaust gas aftertreatment systems require sulfur-free fuel
(S <10 ppm). The sulfur contents can be ascertained with
different methods, e.g. UV fluorescence or X-ray fluores-
cence. EN ISO 20846 and EN ISO 20884 describe the appro-
priate methods for diesel fuels. The limits for the maximum
allowable sulfur content have been lowered steadily. Diesel
fuel’s formerly higher sulfur content seriously affected
engine service life. The acidic products produced during
combustion caused corrosive wear, above all on the cylinder
barrel and in the piston ring zone, which, in turn, caused
increased oil consumption and loss of power. Cylinder wear
particularly increases during stop-and-go operation. How-
ever, highly alkaline engine oils can neutralize the acidic
combustion products that accrue. Reducing oil change
intervals is another option when the sulfur content is
higher. The EU has limited the maximum sulfur content
to 50 ppm since 2005 and to 10 mg/kg (sulfur-free) since
January 2009.

4.1.8.4 Low Temperature-Flowability

The hydrocarbons generally viewed as beneficial for opera-
tion in diesel engines, paraffins unfortunately frequently
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precipitate as paraffin crystals at low subzero temperatures,
which coagulate and clog the fuel filter, lines and injection
system and thus impede an engine’s operation. Although a
start is frequently still possible, the lack of fuel causes the
engine to stop without suffering damage.

Diesel fuels’ low temperature flowability is measured with
the cold filter plugging point (CFPP), which ascertains the
lowest temperature at which a diesel fuel still flows unim-
peded and is filterable. EN 116 stipulates measuring this with
a sieve with a mesh width of 45 mm and gauge of 32 mm at a
cooling rate of approximately 18C/min.

Fuels without cold flow additives have a CFPP just slightly
below the cloud point, i.e. the start of paraffin separation.
Depending on the type and quantity of additives, cold flow
additives reduce paraffin crystals so that the CFPP can be
lowered more than 208C below the cloud point. The
cloud point (CP) is the measured temperature at which
the first crystallizing paraffins visibly cloud fuel. It is
irrelevant for diesel fuel filterability in modern vehicles
and therefore also not specified in DIN EN 590. CFPP
values of up to approximately 158C below the cloud point
can solely be obtained by using flow improvers. Further
reductions are possible by combining flow improvers and
wax anti-settling additives.

EN 590 calls for low temperature resistances that corre-
spond to ambient temperatures and are expressed by the
CFPP. The values presented in Table 4-5 were selected for
Germany, i.e. a Central European country. Arctic fuels
require adequate filterability at lower temperatures. These
fuels also have a cloud point specification with a difference
of 108C between the cloud point CP and cold filter plugging
point CFPP.

The CFPP approximately describes a vehicle’s operational
reliability. Since the fuel contains small paraffin crystals below
the cloud point and in the CFPP range, filters ought to be
installed in a fuel system whenever the engine or other mea-
sures heat the filter once an engine starts. Vehicles with
actively heated filters facilitate reliable operation even at
temperatures lower than specified by the CFPP. The reliable
operational temperature in vehicles with filters heated by
engine heat approximately corresponds to the fuel’s CFPP.

4.1.8.5 Density

Density is the mass of a certain volume of fuel specified in
kg/m3 at 158C (EN ISO 3675, EN ISO 12185). Fuel density
has traditionally been measured with aerometers or, more
recently, on the basis of the principle of flexural vibration. A
pipe bent into a U-shape is filled with a small amount of the
fuel under test. The pipe is excited to vibrate and the resultant
resonant frequency is measured and converted into a density
value.

Diesel fuel’s density increases as its carbon content
increases, i.e. as the chain length of the paraffinic molecules
increases and the proportion of double bonds increases

(aromatics and olefins). Accordingly, an increasing hydrogen
fraction in diesel fuel lowers its density. A fuel’s volumetric
calorific value also rises as its carbon content increases, i.e.
increasing density is an indication of higher calorific value per
volume. Hence, the energy supplied to an engine increases
when the fuel density increases while the volume injected
remains constant. Since the quantity of fuel injected in stan-
dard vehicle diesel engines is not yet controlled as a function
of fuel, high fuel density in the full load range can simulta-
neously boost engine power and increase particulate and
smoke emission. This is especially true of volume metering
injection systems. Accordingly, when the same power is
delivered, the volumetric fuel consumption drops as density
increases. Decreasing density has the converse effect, i.e.
higher volumetric consumption and less particulate emission
with potential loss of power at full load. A recent revision of
EN 590 lowered the maximum density from 860 to 845 kg/m3

with the goal of reducing particulate emissions in the existing
car fleet.

These correlations are only valid when fuels’ combustion
performance remains roughly constant. The higher hydro-
gen and thus energy content in synthetic (gas-to-liquid) fuel
than in conventional diesel fuel manifests itself positively
relative to the gravimetric calorific value.

4.1.8.6 Viscosity

Viscosity (resistance) is the capability of a flowable material to
absorb stress while deforming. It is only dependent on the rate
of deformation (see DIN 1342). Fuel viscosity influences the
fuel delivery characteristic in delivery and injection pumps
and the fuel’s atomization by the injection nozzle. A distinc-
tion is made between dynamic viscosity Z in Pa �s and kine-
matic viscosity n, the latter being the quotient of dynamic
viscosity and density specified in m2/s or in mm2/s.

The Ubbelohde capillary viscosimeter (EN ISO 3104) mea-
sures diesel fuels’ kinematic viscosity by measuring the time it
takes a sample quantity of 15 ml to flow through a defined
capillary tube at a temperature of 408C.

EN 590 stipulates a viscosity range of 2.0–4.5 mm2/s for
diesel fuels. Lower minimum values down to minimum
values of 1.2 mm2/s apply to arctic fuels.

Commercially available fuels have a range of 2.0–3.6 mm2/s
at the stipulated temperature of 408C. Viscosity is usually not

Table 4-5 Seasonal cold filter plugging point (CFPP) specification of diesel fuels
according to EN 590 (in Germany)

Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

November 16–February 28
March 1–April 14
April 15–September 30
October 1–November 15

Class F
Class D
Class B
Class D

Max. �208C
Max. �108C
Max. +/–08C
Max. �108C
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a primary criterion in fuel production. Rather, it results from
other fuel parameters.

Viscosity increases as the temperature drops and the
pressure rises. For instance, the viscosity of diesel fuel
doubles when the temperature drops from 40 to 208C
(Fig. 4-17) or the pressure increases to approximately
600 bar. Viscosity influences a fuel’s flow and pump
characteristics in a fuel system and the development of
the injection spray in the combustion chamber, which is
shaped by the injection nozzle. Excessively high viscosity
impedes pumpability at low temperatures and causes cold
start problems, while excessively low viscosity makes hot
starting difficult and causes power losses at high tempera-
tures and pump wear.

4.1.8.7 Flash Point

A liquid’s flash point is the lowest temperature at normal
pressure at which it vaporizes in a closed vessel in such
quantity that a vapor-air mixture is produced, which external
ignition can cause to ignite (as defined by EN ISO 2719). The
flash point is a safety parameter. It is not important for
combustion in engines.

The risk of ignition decreases as the flash points increase
(in 8C). A maximum of 558C is specified for diesel fuel. A
number of ordinances and technical regulations regulate the
storage and transportation of inflammable liquids, the hand-
ling of hazardous substances and industrial safety. The flash
point is one of the major criteria in most of these ordinances
when they are applied to diesel fuel.

Gasoline has a much lower flash point (<28C). The ingress
of even small quantities of gasoline can reduce the flash point
of diesel fuel below the limit of 558C and represents a safety

hazard, e.g. when alternately transported in the same tank
chambers used for diesel fuel.

The flash point limits the use of low boiling components in the
production of diesel fuel. The flash point’s limit is one reason why
the initial boiling point of diesel fuel does not have to be specified.

4.1.8.8 Aromatics

With their cyclic and double bonded molecular structures,
aromatics are basically unsuitable for diesel engine combus-
tion because of their poor ignition quality (see Sect. 4.1.4).
However, the mononuclear aromatics with longer side chains
present in diesel fuels have properties similar to long chain
paraffins. Benzene (without side chains), toluene and xylene
(ring benzene with short side chains) have boiling points that
are too low for diesel fuel and are therefore not contained in it.
Given their higher boiling point, polynuclear aromatics, e.g.
naphthalene (2-ring) or anthracene (3-ring), may also be
present without ‘‘thinning’’ side chains. 4-ring aromatics
boil above 3808C, i.e. above diesel fuel’s boiling range, and
are therefore only allowed to be present in traces.

Finding a suitable method for continuous quality control
that identifies the aromatics in diesel fuel was problematic. For
a number of years, the total polyaromatics have been measured
with high pressure liquid chromatography and refractive index
detectors in accordance with EN 12916. This determines the
mass of polyaromatic ring structures including their side
chains, i.e. the content of aromatic ring structures actually
present is lower than detected. The content of polynuclear
aromatics in commercial diesel fuels drops as the number of
rings increases. Mononuclear aromatics with long side chains
are now known to behave similarly to paraffins, particularly
with respect to exhaust emission and particulate formation.
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Polynuclear aromatics have an adverse affect and are therefore
limited in EN 590 to a maximum of 11% by weight.

4.1.8.9 Purity

Purity includes the standardized criteria of carbon residue,
ash content, total impurities and water content. Since diesel
fuel is a high grade resource and its use in diesel engines
entails strict requirements, it is supposed to be clean and
pure when pumped into a vehicle’s tank. It must be free of
acids and solid impurities and clear at room temperature.

In conjunction with other criteria, carbon residue (accord-
ing to Conradsen) is a significant indicator of the formation
of deposits in an injection system and combustion chamber.
Hence, this residue is also limited. Carbon residue is mea-
sured by carbonizing the last 10% from the boiling analysis at
low temperature according to EN ISO 10370. A maximum of
0.3% may be present. Commercially available fuels contain
approximately 0.03%. Since some diesel fuel additives
(e.g. ignition improvers) elevate carbon residue, only unaddi-
tized fuels ought to be investigated.

Ash content describes the content of inorganic contami-
nants in the fuel. It is ascertained by incinerating/ashing a fuel
sample according to EN ISO 6245 and may not exceed 0.01%
by weight. It is usually below the detection limit in typical
commercial fuels.

Total impurities specify the total undissolved contami-
nants (sand, rust, etc.) in a fuel according to EN 12662. This
is measured by filtering and weighing after washing with
n-heptane. Twenty-four milligrams per kilogram are the per-
missible maximum. Values below 10 mg/kg are usually
common. Higher values may cause problems, especially in
winter when paraffin crystals additionally load filters that are
partially clogged by contaminants.

Water is already present in crude oil and also winds up in
fuel during some refinery processes. Hence, fuel is dried
afterward. The amount of dissolved water decreases as the
temperature and aromatics content decrease. Roughly
between 50 and 100 mg/kg at 208C, it is significantly lower
than in gasoline. Two hundred milligrams per kilogram are
the permissible maximum. Water content is measured by
titration based on the Karl Fischer method in EN ISO 12937.

Any ingress of water in diesel fuel ought to be prevented,
especially in winter, because ice crystals can quickly clog
filters together with paraffin crystals.

The careful handling of diesel fuel required also entails pre-
venting the formation of any algae, bacteria and fungi. This can
usually be accomplished merely by cleaning and regularly
dewatering the storage tanks in a distribution network.

4.1.8.10 Lubricity

Diesel fuels with very low sulfur content have proven to
potentially cause high wear in fuel-lubricated injection
pumps. This is caused not by the absence of sulfur as such

but rather by the absence of wear reducing polar substances
removed during desulfurization. Additives assure the requi-
site lubrication reliability. This can be ascertained by a fast
mechanical test using a high frequency reciprocating rig
(HFRR) based on EN ISO 12156-1. The HFRR test simulates
sliding wear in an injection pump by rubbing a sphere (with a
6 mm diameter) on a polished steel plate under liquid at a
constant pressure at a test temperature of 608C (Fig. 4-18).
The measured flattening of the sphere produced after 75 min-
utes is the test result (mean wear diameter in mm). EN 590
allows a maximum wear diameter of 460 mm.

4.1.8.11 Calorific Value

A distinction is made between the gross calorific value Ho

and the net calorific value Hu (now only designated as
calorific value H). The gross calorific value Ho, or calorific
power, is ascertained by complete combustion in a bomb
calorimeter with an oxygen atmosphere of 30 bar. Carbon
dioxide and potentially present sulfur dioxide are gaseous
after combustion, while the steam produced condenses.
Since the steam does not condense during engine combus-
tion, the calorific power is unrealistically high for a practical
evaluation of fuels. Therefore, the hydrogen content is deter-
mined in an elemental analysis and the heat of condensation
from the steam produced is calculated and subtracted from
the calorific power to ultimately obtain the calorific value
(DIN 51900).

Calorific value is a value that results from density, boiling
characteristics and fuel composition. It is not measured for
the purpose of quality control during fuel production. Only
fuels used for particular research and development work must
be measured. Table 4-6 presents values of some typical diesel
fuels. Given their higher densities (higher carbon fraction),
diesel fuels have volumetric calorific values that are approxi-
mately 15% higher than those of gasolines.

Result: Mean diameter of spherical calotte wear [μm]

s = 1000 μm
f = 50 Hz
t = 75 minutes

m = 200g
1-2ml fuel

T = 25°C/60°C

Fig. 4-18 Schematic lab apparatus for the determination of fuel lubricity
(HFRR lubricity test)
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4.1.8.12 Corrosiveness on Metals

Diesel fuel inevitably comes into contact with moisture and
oxygen during its transport, storage and use in vehicles.
Resultant temperature changes and condensation can cor-
rode lines and reservoirs. Corrosion products can cause
damage in a vehicle’s distribution chain and fuel system
including its sensitive injection nozzles.

Steel’s corrosion behavior is tested according to DIN
51585. A steel rod is inserted in a mixture of fuel and distilled
water (variant A) or artificial saltwater (variant B) with a 10:1
ratio for twenty-four hours at 608C. Once the test has con-
cluded, the formation of rust is evaluated visually. This
method is used, for example, to test the effectiveness of anti-
corrosion additives (see Fig. 4-12).

The corrosion of cupreous materials that come into contact
with fuel (e.g. fuel pump components) is problematic for two
reasons. On the one hand, components are damaged. On the
other hand, dissolved copper is catalytically active and causes
the formation of substantial molecular impurities in the fuel. A
fuel’s corrosiveness basically depends on its water content,
oxygenic compounds, the type and quantity of sulfur com-
pounds and, naturally, the anti-corrosion additive employed. A
ground copper strip is brought into contact with diesel fuel at
508C for three hours (EN ISO 2160) to test the corrosion limit
stipulated in EN 590. Even under adverse conditions, additives
largely protect all the metals that come into contact with fuel.

4.1.8.13 Oxidation Stability

Fuels may partially oxidize and polymerize when stored over
long periods (> 1 year as strategic stocks/petroleum reserves).
This can cause insoluble constituents to form and thus filters
to clog later in vehicles. The chemical mechanism is the
cleavage of hydrogen and the attachment of oxygen, espe-
cially to unsaturated olefinic fuel molecules. Antioxidants
(additives) can prevent or effectively interrupt the process of
oxidation and polymerization caused by the formation of
‘‘free radicals’’ during the process.

Oxidation stability is measured in a lab by artificially
ageing fuel for sixteen hours in an open vessel aerated by

pure oxygen (3 l/h) at a temperature of 958C (EN ISO
12205). No more than 25 g/m3 of soluble and insoluble resi-
nous material may form. The quantity of resinous material this
method measures in commercially available diesel fuels is sub-
stantially lower, generally below 1 g/m3. A new test method has
been developed for fuels containing FAME and was introduced
in the European standard EN 590 and pr EN 15751. In this test,
filtered air is fed through the fuel sample and the air-fuel vapor
is passed through distilled water. The water’s electrical con-
ductivity is measured. The time measured until a steep rise in
conductivity is observed is employed as a quality criterion. A
minimum of twenty hours is required. At present, this test
method is unsuitable for pure hydrocarbon fuels.

4.1.9 Future Trends

Their high efficiency, which enables fuel economizing, and
the still competitive production costs of diesel fuels compared
to gasoline will ensure diesel engines retain a large share of the
engine market for road vehicles for a long time. Growing
acceptance engendered by diesel engines’ effective exhaust
gas aftertreatment systems as well as good drivability, high
performance and reduced noise emissions will encourage this
trend and wrest more market share from gasoline engines.
Recent successes in racing clearly document this develop-
ment. Moreover, the consumption of diesel fuel is steadily
increasing. Alternative resources for the production of diesel
fuel from biomass are well established.

However, vegetable oils are unsuitable for current and
future engines without chemical processing. Conversion
enables producing products, e.g. vegetable oil methyl ester
or fatty acid methyl ester (FAME), that may be used as fuels
when they meet the requirements formulated by the working
group TC19/WG24 (see Sect. 4.2). These products may be
blended into petroleum-based diesel fuel.

A number of countries stipulate small concentrations of
FAME as a blending compound to reduce CO2 emissions.
Accordingly, the European standard EN 590 allows blending a
maximum of 7% FAME (which in turn must comply with the
requirements of EN 14214 [4-6]). The basis for this is the EU
Biofuels Directive 2003/30/EG [4-7]. However, the quantities

Table 4-6 Calorific values und elemental analyses of commercially available diesel fuels (Source: DGMK, Hamburg)

Diesel fuel Density at 158C [kg/m3] Elemental analysis Ho MJ/kg Hu MJ/kg Hu MJ/l

C H O

Percent by weight

A 829.8 86.32 13.18 – 45.74 42.87 35.57
B 837.1 85.59 12.7 – 45.64 42.9 35.91
C 828.3 86.05 13.7 – 46.11 43.12 35.72
Mean 831.7 85.99 13.19 – 45.84 42.96 35.73
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are small at present because availability is limited, in part
because products from certain region are inacceptable since
they potentially damage rain forests. In the past, only tax breaks
made biodiesel competitive. However, the costs of biodiesel
production were recently in ranges similar to conventional
diesel fuels because of the significant rise in crude oil prices.

Quality requirements and monitoring are even more
important for biodiesel since the quality of natural products
varies more greatly. While the use of biomass to produce fuel
holds promise in the medium and long-term, its short-term
development is unclear. As tax privileges for and compulsory
blending of conventional diesel fuel expire, biodiesel as a
separate, pure variety may only be expected to retain a small
market share, especially since its use in conjunction with
state-of-the-art exhaust gas aftertreatment systems is not
without problems.

Engines and fuels, especially their synthetic components
and additives, are both being developed further. Develop-
ments in the production of fuel components from renewable
raw materials are also promising. Unlike rape oil methyl ester,
these, e.g. CHOREN’s BTL process (see Sect. 4.2.2.4), are able
to utilize entire plants or residues as raw material. Such
developments will also further postpone the longer range
depletion of conventional diesel fuel.

4.2 Alternative Fuels

4.2.1 Introduction

Globally increasing energy consumption, related emission of
gases that affect the climate, the projected depletion of fossil
fuels (see Sect. 4.1.2), unstable political situations in important
petroleum and natural gas supplier countries and rising energy
prices are intensifying the search for possible alternatives to
conventional diesel fuels and gasolines produced from petro-
leum and for solutions for a secure and sustainable supply of
fuel. The goal of sustainability has been outlined in the demand
in [4-8] to ‘‘Limit transport related greenhouse gas emissions
emissions to sustainable levels,’’ i.e. ‘‘to eliminate transportation
as a major source of greenhouse gas emissions.... This likely will
require both the development of hydrogen as a major transport
energy carrier and the development of advanced biofuels.’’
However, sustainability also requires an ecological and eco-
nomic balance that incorporates sociological aspects.

Figure 4-19 presents an overview of potential fuel paths.
Basically, two groups of fuel alternatives have been identi-

fied [4-9]:
– conventional fuels based on fossil fuels as well as synthetic

fuels and hydrogen and

Fig. 4-19 Potential fuel paths (source: WBCSD, Mobility 2030, 2004 [4-8])
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– renewable alternatives from, among others, biogenic
energy, water power or photovoltaic.

Fuel contributes to meeting the stated goal in two ways:
1. Directly (in/at the engine):

– improved energy conversion in conventional combus-
tion systems,

– prevention of the formation of pollutants and
– new, alternative combustion systems and exhaust gas

aftertreatment systems.

2. Indirectly:
– closed CO2 cycle for biofuels and
– reduction of fuel’s C/H ratio up through H2.

Short to medium-term, this yields three groups of alternative
fuels:
– synthetic fuels from fossil fuels (GTL),
– first and second generation biofuels and
– low to carbon-free fuels (CNG to pure hydrogen).

Hydrogen powered fuel cells presently have the potential for
maximum efficiency as a single energy supply for vehicles.
However, this is conditional on the availability of renewable
hydrogen since hydrogen can only help reduce CO2 emis-
sions when it is also produced from primary energy free of
CO2. Three critical technological barriers are hampering
this:
– the lack of a storage system for mobile use that is acceptable

to customers,
– the lack of a distribution infrastructure and
– the lack of an economically feasible technology to produce

renewable hydrogen.

Since a technological solution to these three barriers is not yet
available, hydrogen and thus fuel cell drives as well only
constitute a long-term solution.

If hydrogen will only be available in the long-term, then a
short to medium-term solution that also has real prospects in
the long term also becomes a challenge.

The four basic requirements for a future fuel for road
vehicles (and in a broader sense also for ships, rail vehicles
and aircraft) are:
– high power density,
– certain supply,
– overall economic feasibility and
– the incorporation of environmental and climate protection

requirements.

No currently available energy source, not even hydrogen,
fulfills these requirements.

A multitude of variants have been discussed and also
researched in part [4-10]. A trend toward increased diversi-
fication of fuels is emerging. Figure 4-20 presents an overview
of the most frequently discussed variants.

Alternative fuels may be classified according to their pri-
mary energy, type of production and properties, thus making
it possible to define groups of liquid fuels made from vege-
table oils and fats, alcohol fuels produced by fermentation and
gaseous fuels. Alternative liquid fuels obtained from agricul-
tural products are called first generation biofuels. Their use is
controversial because their production competes with food
production. Liquid synthetic fuels with properties that can be
influenced by the production process are becoming increas-
ingly important. Synthetic fuels made from renewable bio-
mass (utilizing the entire plant) are second generation
biofuels.

4.2.2 Liquid Fuels

4.2.2.1 Fuels from Vegetable Oils and Fats

Vegetable oils are pressed from oleaginous fruits. Rudolf
Diesel already recognized their utilizability in diesel engines.
Their high energy content approaching diesel fuel’s is

Fig. 4-20
Overview of alternative fuels
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advantageous. However, their inadequate physical properties
such as viscosity and high boiling temperature that result in
poor combustion are highly disadvantageous.

In addition, their cold start performance is unsatisfactory
and they are only stable in storage for a limited time. Some
characteristic values of vegetable oils are compared with
diesel fuel in Table 4-7.

Pure Vegetable Oils

The fuel properties of vegetable oils necessitate modified
engines. Rape oil has acquired limited importance for power-
ing agricultural machinery and tractors [4-11]. Compliance
with the fuel standard is important [4-12].

The automotive industry rejects the use of pure vegetable
oils as well as their blending in diesel fuel because of their
poor fuel properties. Another potential use of vegetable oils
for fuel production might be their addition to the refinery
process, the outcome being a higher quality diesel fuel par-
tially produced from biomass [4-13].

Biodiesel

The term biodiesel (also called first generation BTL) origin-
ally denoted esterified rape oil (rape oil methyl ester or RME):
Esterifying this vegetable oil fundamentally improved its

properties. The term biodiesel has been expanded to include
esterified fatty acids (vegetable oils, animal fats and used
cooking oils).

A blend of up to 7% biodiesel (B7) by volume in diesel fuel
is now accepted in accordance with EN 590 and DIN 51628.
This corresponds to the European standard EN 14214 for
fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) [4-1, 4-6]. Once larger areas of
the market are supplied with a 7% blend (e.g. EU 25), the
biodiesel content could conceivably be increased by up to 10%
by volume (B10) at first and even by up to 20% by volume
(B20) later, provided the appropriate compatibility tests have
concluded successfully. Problems may well arise, specifically
with the latest diesel engine engineering and particulate filter
systems. Should acceptance nevertheless still be possible, EN
590 shall have to be revised in due time.

Pure biodiesel (B100) is unlikely to receive any further
approval for car engines in the future for reasons of emissions.

4.2.2.2 Alcohols

While alcohols possess excellent combustion properties, their
energy density (vehicle range), cold start performance and
corrosion behavior toward metals and elastomers are signifi-
cant disadvantages (Table 4-8). Hence, larger percentages of
alcohol (>15% by volume) necessitate the development of
special engines.

Table 4-7 Comparison of vegetable oil and diesel fuel specifications (DF)

Parameter Unit Diesel Rape Oil Sunflower Oil Linseed Oil Soy Oil Olive Oil Palm Oil

Density
Viscosity (208C)
Calorific value
Cetane number
Flash point

g/cm3

mm2/s
MJ/kg
–
8C

0.83
�2
43
50
55

0.915
74
35.2
40
317

0.925
65.8
36.2
35.5
316

0.933
51
37.0
52.5
320

0.93
63.5
39.4
38.5
330

0.92
83.8
(40.0)
39
325

0.92
39.6
35
42
267

Table 4-8 Fuel specifications of alcohols

Characteristic value Unit Gasoline Diesel Methanol Ethanol

Calorific value
Calorific value
Stoichiometric air requirement
Calorific value of the air/fuel mixture
Density
Boiling temperatures
Heat of evaporation
Vapor pressure
Ignition limits at �V

Cetane number
Octane number ROZ

MOZ
Sensitivity MOZ – ROZ

MJ/kg
MJ/dm3

kg/kg
kJ/kg
kg/m3

8C
kJ/kg
bar

�42
�32
14–14.7
�2,740
730–780
30–190
419
0.45–0.90
0.4–1.4
–
98–92
88–82
�10

42–43
36
14.5
2,750
810–855
170–360
544–785
–
0.48–1.40
45–55

–

19.7
15.5
6.46
2,660
795
65
1,119
0.37
0.34–2.00
–
114.4
94.6
�20

26.8
21.2
9.0
2,680
789
78
904
0.21

–
114.4
94.0
�17
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Methanol

Methanol is primarily produced from primary fossil fuels
(natural gas, coal). However, renewable energy sources (bio-
mass) may also be used. Methanol in the form of methyl
tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) is primarily added to gasoline
as an anti-detonation agent. EN 228 allows up to 15% MTBE.
Up to 3% methanol may also be directly added secondarily.
Larger percentages of methanol ought to be avoided for
reasons of toxicity.

Ethanol

Ethanol is fermented directly from sacchariferous or amylac-
eous raw materials (grains, sugar beets, sugar cane, etc). Wood
and culmiferous feedstocks may be used when the lignocellu-
lose (e.g. straw) is pulped enzymatically. Such a process was
developed by the Canadian company IOGEN [4-14] and has
been implemented on an industrial scale (Fig. 4-21).

Ethanol is suitable for gasoline engines. First and foremost,
EN 228 calls for up to 15% ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE)
by volume (47% ethanol content) [4-15]. Secondly, EN 228
allows directly using up to 5% ethanol (E5) by volume [4-16].
It is impossible to supply all of Europe at present because too
little is available. Should the rapidly growing capacities make
this possible in the future, it may initially increase to 10% by
volume (E10) and later even up to 15% by volume (E15).
Many new gasoline engines entering the market are already
designed for a 10% blend. However, EN 228 shall have to be
duly revised.

E85 and FFV (flexible fuel vehicles) will only be justified
once large quantities of ethanol become available on the
entire fuel market (e.g. in Brazil).

Blending ethanol with diesel fuel for cars is largely rejected
because of the poor mixture stability and other problems, yet
is locally important for commercial vehicles deployed in fleets
(e.g. in the USA and Brazil) [4-17].

4.2.3 Gaseous Fuels

Gaseous under ambient conditions, these fuels (see Sect. 4.4)
have extremely low energy density (relative to volume) and
require considerable technology, in part to be stored on board
a vehicle.

4.2.3.1 Natural Gas

Natural gas (predominantly methane) is a natural fossil fuel,
the processing of which merely entails cleaning and the
removal of sulfur and other disturbing components. In the
future, it will be used increasingly in nonroad domains
(power plants and CHP). Biogas processed into fuel gas
with the quality of natural gas is a sustainable alternative
with a potential that cannot be ignored [4-18].

Storing natural gas on board a car to guarantee acceptable
ranges is very complex:
– Either it is stored liquefied at �1678C (liquefied nat-

ural gas or LNG). This is connected with high eva-
poration losses when a vehicle is stopped for longer
periods and thus has not established itself for use in
cars.

– Or it is stored gaseous at approximately 200–250 bar (com-
pressed natural gas or CNG) in large, weight-optimized
pressure tanks.

Natural gas has high detonation limits and is therefore parti-
cularly suited for gasoline engines.

Fig. 4-21
The IOGEN process for bioethanol
production (2nd generation)
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In Germany for instance, substantial tax cuts have ensured
that natural gas will enjoy increasing use in the coming years.
Natural gas can be and is used to power vehicles directly.
However, in light of the known disadvantages of all gaseous
fuels in terms of range, the space requirements for tanks and the
increased work exhaust gas aftertreatment requires to comply
with strict emission limits, natural gas may only be expected to
supplement fuels to a limited degree, not replace them.

Natural gas has achieved a certain level of importance in
road traffic in some markets such as Italy, Argentina and
Russia (and is used in approximately four million vehicles
worldwide) and is anticipated to have a market share of
approximately 5% in Europe by 2020.

4.2.3.2 Liquefied Gas

A butane-propane mixture, liquefied gas or liquefied petro-
leum gas (LPG) is a companion product of petroleum
production and processing and thus of fossil origin. Its lim-
ited sales volume has only enabled it to garner a niche market.
It may be stored on board vehicles as a liquid at a pressure of
approximately 5–10 bar. LPG is used practically only in con-
junction with spark ignition.

Liquefied gas has achieved particular importance in road
traffic especially in Italy, the Netherlands and Eastern Eur-
ope (and is used in approximately nine million vehicles
worldwide). LPG vehicle lines are basically only retrofits.

4.2.3.3 Dimethyl Ether (DME)

DME can be produced from natural gas or biomass. Like
LPG, it may be stored as a liquid on board a vehicle at a
pressure of approximately 5–10 bar.

DME is a suitable fuel for diesel engines. Its excellent
combustion properties (soot-free and low NOx emissions)
are undercut by the disadvantages of its low lubricity, low
viscosity, low energy content (halving of the range) and
corrosiveness.

An injection system would have to be appropriately refined
since the fuel in the tank is under pressure. The high costs and
low quantities render this idea unsustainable.

4.2.3.4 Hydrogen

Clearly, renewable hydrogen can help relieve the environ-
ment. Nevertheless, a well-to-wheel analysis demonstrates
that the use of fossil hydrogen in the transportation sector
does not make any sense because of the CO2 emissions.

Storing hydrogen on board a car to guarantee acceptable
ranges is very complex:
– It is stored liquefied at �2538C. This is connected with

high evaporation losses when a vehicle is stopped for
longer periods.

– Or it is stored gaseous at approximately 700 bar.
– Or it is stored in large, heavy metal hydride tanks.

A tank shape that is cost effective from the perspective of
mass production is not in sight. The absence of cost effective
renewable hydrogen production and the extremely capital-
intensive infrastructure required to produce and market it
make it improbable that both hydrogen and fuel cell technol-
ogy will become marketable and competitive enough for mass
production within the next two decades.

4.2.4 Synthetic Fuels

Parallel offerings of every fuel on the market, e.g. diesel,
gasoline, methanol, ethanol, natural gas and other fuels, can-
not be a cost effective solution since every one of these fuels
not only necessitates the development of an independent
engine but also an independent distribution infrastructure.
Hence, blending alternative fuels into standard fuels within
acceptable upper limits makes considerable sense. The sale
and use of these blends are assured everywhere.

The introduction of other alternative energies on the mar-
ket will require seeking an opportunity to diversify the pri-
mary energies and simultaneously restrict the energy sources
being utilized for vehicles to a minimum of variants. Synthetic
fuels such as gas-to-liquid (GTL) and biomass-to-liquid
(BTL) provide such an opportunity.

4.2.4.1 Fossil Fuels (GTL)

Well known and industrially tested processes such as Shell
Middle Distillate Synthesis (SMDS) can be used to produce
other secondary energy carriers from natural gas.

At present crude oil price levels, such gas-to-liquid tech-
nologies are highly economical in many regions of the world
with supplies of inexpensive natural gas or oil-associated gas.
Companies such as Shell, Sasol, ConocoPhilips and Chevron
have begun expanding their production capacities consider-
ably. Nonetheless, given the investments and construction of
synthesis plants this requires, five to eight years will certainly
pass before the supply of these synthetic fuels is stable. Thus,
this only constitutes a short to medium range solution.

Synthetic fuels hold great potential to improve the engine
combustion process. The specification of a synthetic diesel
fuel is impressive, most notably because of its high cetane
number and absence of aromatics and sulfur.

The improvements of emissions with the synthetic fuel
Shell GTL over a commercially available sulfur-free diesel
fuel are presented in Fig. 4-22 as an example.

The latest technology has proven to provide a basis for
substantial improvements as well – Golf TDI vehicles met
Euro 4 limits even with diesel fuel. Without modified calibra-
tion or other measures, a reduction of particulate emissions of
over 50% was measured in part even in older concepts that
only comply with Euro 3 exhaust legislation. Thus, even these
vehicles were below the Euro 4 limits of particulate matter
[4-19].
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4.2.4.2 Renewable Sources (BTL)

Once the input stages have been modified accordingly, the
production process for synthetic fuels will be able use the widest
variety of primary energy sources, e.g. even renewable energy
sources such as residual timber, residual straw, energy plants or
biowaste. Even wastes largely ignored before will become highly
interesting residual materials that may be supplied as more
material and subsequently as energy. A crucial advantage is
the independence of the final product’s quality from the nature
of the primary energy used. The energy stored in the world’s
annual crop growth corresponds to approximately fifty times
humankind’s energy consumption, i.e. tremendous potential
for substitution exists. From a policy perspective as well, the
use of biomass relieves the supply sector since, unlike fossil
energy sources, biomass is distributed relatively uniformly all
over the world. While, this does not reduce local CO2 emissions
to zero, it does create a nearly neutral CO2 cycle for which the
sun delivers the operating power (see Fig. 4-23). Thus, the fuel
cycle is integrated in the natural CO2 cycle into which approxi-
mately 98% of all CO2 emissions are routed.

The biomass available is basically dispersed among residual
materials and cultivated energy plants. Widely varying views
exist about the potential to substitute existing fuels. Literature
that postulates a potential of 10% to 15% in Europe takes the
actual present situation as its point of departure. Agriculture
will be able to massively increase yields as soon as the target of
breeding and production is optimized quantity rather than
quality food plants. Bearing these factors in mind, a potential
for approximately 25% substitution could presumably be
reached by 2030 [4-20].

Along with analyses of the cultivation of different fast grow-
ing timbers and special energy plants (see Fig. 4-24), residual
materials and, in particular, the potential of industrial and
municipal biowastes and other wastes deserve in depth study.
In the future, all collections of biomass could be fed to the
production of high grade fuels instead of composting.

Figure 4-25 schematically depicts a plant that produces
SunFuels1 based on the BTL process. Depending on the pro-
cess, pyrolysis converts the biomass into gaseous, liquid and
solid constituents in an initial stage. The CHOREN pyrolysis
process [4-21] produces a pyrolysis gas and biocoke. Other
processes of Canadian and American companies chiefly pro-
duce solid or liquid substances as the pyrolysis product, which
are called biocrude. This pumpable primary product is similar
to crude oil. When it is precompressed in smaller distributed
units, biomass is particularly suited for transport to a large
central plant. This can increase the efficiency of the actual
central production plant considerably, without the biomass
transport negating the efficiency of the entire product chain.
Such pyrolysis plants remain within a financially manageable
scope and may even be operated by communities or agricul-
tural machinery cooperatives in place of composting plants.
Another advantage is the usability of both moist and dry feed-
stocks as well as the potential to remove the mineral constitu-
ents and return them to the soil as fertilizer.

A second stage, the actual gasification, produces a synthesis
gas. After appropriate cleaning, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
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Comparison of synthetic fuel (GTL) and diesel
fuel emissions (fleet test with 25 VW Golf 1.9 l
TDI in Berlin in 2003)

Fig. 4-23 CO2 cycle with BTL (SunFuel1)
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(FT synthesis) followed by hydrogenation and subsequent
distillation converts the synthesis gas into high grade fuel
and waxes. The waxes serve as a basis for the production of
synthetic oils that are predominantly produced from petro-
leum and natural gas at present.

Since it is not yet economically feasible, this biomass-to-
fuel solution (also called second generation BTL) also remains
a medium range prospect. The pure production costs without
taxes (based on a production plant sized for 200 MWth) tally
up to a cost disadvantage of approximately 20–30 cents per
liter compared with fuel from fossil sources (with production
costs of approximately 35 cents per liter at a crude oil price of
$50 per barrel). However, the production costs are signifi-
cantly lower than current service station prices. Thus, until its

economic feasibility can be demonstrated, it lies in govern-
ment’s hand to promote the development of the process
through appropriate tax laws and the initial introduction of
the fuel. In and of itself, Germany’s tax exemption of BTL
fuels until 2015 will not be enough to ensure this.

The nearly unlimited possibilities to sell this fuel addition-
ally furnish a tremendous opportunity to safeguard jobs in
agriculture. Particularly in light of the restructuring of EU
subsidy guidelines, the provision of energy plants could also
stabilize income in the long-term. The development and
construction of production plants will furnish industry a
new source of revenue too.

As soon as it is available, less expensive renewable hydro-
gen could also be added to the SunFuel1 production process.

Fig. 4-24 Energy plants utilizable to produce SunFuel1
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This would allow nearly doubling the yield of fuel. It also
means that the establishment of a hydrogen industry would
not inevitably result in the utilization of hydrogen in the
mobile economy. Viewed holistically, biomass-based syn-
thetic fuels could prove to be expedient, especially in terms
of sustainability.

Alternative energy sources will rapidly become more
important in the future as the technical limits of petroleum
production are approached and the world’s demand for
energy increases. The demands on conventional fuel’s quality
and purity are rising too. Related cost increases are encoura-
ging the introduction of generally more expensive alterna-
tives. Volkswagen AG anticipates an evolution of fuel in the
coming years, which will proceed from conventional petro-
leum-based fuels to synthetic SynFuels produced from
natural gas up through biomass-based SunFuel1. Hydrogen
will only be able to play a role as an energy source in mobile
applications in the distant future once every technological
barrier has been eliminated. Figure 4-26 describes such a
scenario.

The intermediate stage between first and second genera-
tion biofuels has been dubbed NExBTL [4-13]. This is a BTL
fuel obtained from vegetable oils and animal fats by means
of FT synthesis and, like GTL, usable as a blend component
in conventional diesel. Table 4-9 compares the most impor-
tant properties.

Given the constraints on present day knowledge about the
utilization of agricultural lands and the efficiency of the
processes, substituting 15 to 20% of the EU’s fuel requirement
with SunFuels1 appears possible. Higher values also appear
realizable by improving biomass production, processes and
logistics. However, stable boundary conditions such as a
sustainable commitment to biofuels on the part of govern-
ment are also a prerequisite.

The EU’s biofuel directive to promote the use of biofuels or
other renewable fuels in the transportation sector [4-7]
defines biofuel fractions as reference values based on an
energy content of 2% in 2005 and 5.75% in 2010.

The EU intends to revise its biofuel directive by 2008.
Among other things, issues of cost effectiveness and the
environmental impact of biofuels shall be incorporated and
objectives shall be formulated for the period after 2010.
Improving the boundary conditions for higher blending
ratios in conventional fuels will also be essential.

4.2.5 Life Cycle Assessment

An analysis of all the phases of the life cycle is particularly
important for the development of future environmentally
friendly propulsion and fuel concepts. Merely optimizing
just one segment of the life, e.g. a car’s use phase and its
attendant emissions, does not always deliver the ecological
optimum when the entire life cycle is analyzed.

Therefore, life cycle assessment is used as an instrument to
analyze a product’s environmental profile throughout its
entire life cycle. Life cycle assessments identify the time and
way one ecological problem is solved at the cost of another.
Shifting problems become recognizable and environmental
strategies can thus be formulated more reliably.

In a joint project, DaimlerChrysler and Volkswagen devel-
oped a comparative life cycle assessment of SunDiesel and
conventional diesel to evaluate the environmental profile of
BTL fuels throughout their entire life cycle. The cultivation of
biomass, the synthesis of fuel from biomass and the use of the
fuels in vehicles were analyzed. The BTL fuel analyzed had been
produced from wood with the CHOREN process (Fig. 4-27).

The study came to the conclusion that SunDiesel can cut
between 61 and 91% more greenhouse gases than conventional
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Fig. 4-26 European scenario for energy carriers in mobility
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diesel throughout the entire life cycle. These cuts are primarily
based on the CO2 emissions from normal driving being reab-
sorbed by growing plants and CO2 consequently being routed
into the cycle.

In addition, the use of SunDiesel also lowered the hydro-
carbon emissions that contribute to summer smog approxi-
mately 90% over conventional diesel. The lower HC
emissions during normal driving and the HC emissions pre-
vented during drilling and refining crude oil for conventional
diesels are responsible for this.

An analysis of the entire life cycle leads to holistic ecologi-
cal product development. Precise analyses replace blanket
assumptions. Thinking in life cycles identifies the concrete
boundary conditions under which certain propulsion or fuel
strategies may be formulated more environmentally
compatibly.

The diesel fuel produced from wood with the BTL process
is nearly CO2-neutral and, based on the analysis, deserves to
be called SunFuel1 for good reason.

4.2.6 New Combustion Systems

All these considerations demonstrate that liquid hydrocar-
bons will presumably be available and dominant as fuel even
in the coming 30 years. At the same time, synthetic fuels
furnish potential to optimally adapt fuel properties to com-
bustion. Further reducing exhaust emissions or reducing the
considerable complexity of exhaust gas aftertreatment will
only be feasible when, first and foremost, the raw NOX emis-
sions of stratified combustion systems can be lowered. This
means the production of NOX must be suppressed during
combustion without diminishing engine efficiency, making it
essential to retain direct injection quality control. This will

Table 4-9 Properties of alternative fuels [4-13]

NExBTL GTL FAME (RME) Swedish class 1 diesel Summer DF (EN 590)

Density at +158C (kg/m3)
Viscosity at +408C (mm2/s)
Cetane number
Distillation 90% by volume (8C)
Cloud point (8C)
Calorific value (MJ/kg)
Calorific value (MJ/l)
Total aromatics (percent by weight)
Polyaromatics (percent by weight)
Oxygen content (percent by weight)
Sulfur content (mg/kg)
Lubricity HFRR at +608C (mm)

775 ... 785
2.9 ... 3.5
�80 ... 99
295 ... 300
��5 ... �25
�44.0
�34.4
0
0
0
<10
<460

770 ... 785
3.2 ... 4.5
�73 ... 81
325 ... 330
�0 ... �25
�43
�34
0
0
0
<10
<460

�885
�4.5
�51
�355
��5
�37.5
�33.2
0
0
�11
<10
<460

�815
�1.8
�53
�280
��30
�43
�35
�4
0
0
<10
<460

�835
�3.5
�53
�350
��5
�42.7
�35.7
�30
�4
0
<10
<460

Fig. 4-27 Results of the SunDiesel life cycle assessment
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necessitate uniting the respective advantages of gasoline and
diesel engines in one new process (see Sect. 3.3).

The combustion systems of both engine concepts had
already grown significantly more alike when direct injection
was introduced for gasoline engines too. The next stages in
combustion system development will entail intensifying this
trend (see Fig. 4-28).

The development of ‘‘partially homogenized diesel
combustion’’ and the current stage of development of ‘‘auto-
igniting gasoline engines’’ in research and development labs are
likewise already based on hardware with a comparable core.
Thus, developing a new combined combustion system that sub-
sumes the fundamental features of both systems is only logical.
Volkswagen calls this a combined combustion system (CCS).
The basis of the system is a new synthetic fuel with modified
specific properties [4-22, 4-23].

Numerous obstacles still have to be overcome to imple-
ment the CCS. Hence, a market launch may no longer be
expected in this decade.

4.2.7 Conclusion

Figure 4-29 presents a complete potential scenario for the
development of future drives and related fuels [4-24].

Present day petroleum-based fuels and conventional
engines will facilitate further decreases of specific CO2 emis-
sions that correspond with the automotive industry’s volun-
tary commitments and technical advances. Engines with
direct fuel injection will play a key role.

In addition to petroleum-based fuels, synthetic conven-
tional fuels primarily based on natural gas will be launched
on the market this decade. Since all the commercial features
and distribution structures shall be retained, the introduction
of synthetic fuels will not change anything for vehicle users.
Synthetic fuels are free of sulfur and aromatics and their
properties can be toleranced more narrowly than current
fuels. These advantageous properties will enable carmakers

to further develop their products to reduce fuel consumption
and improve emissions, especially in diesel engines.

If, instead of being produced from fossil fuels, synthesis gas
is produced on the basis of CO2-free or CO2-neutral energy,
then the specific CO2 emissions of vehicle operation will drop
even when consumption remains unchanged. This holds true
regardless of the type of fuel, i.e. even synthetic fuel made of
renewable raw materials (SunFuel1). The great advantage of
this route is its retention of the current fuel infrastructure
even in this phase.

In the medium term, novel engine combustion systems will
be implemented, which will combine the consumption
advantages of present day diesel engines with the emission
potential of gasoline engines and their exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment. The appropriate fuels will have to be customized for
these hybrid combustion systems. Synthetic fuels (SynFuel
and later SunFuel1) provide the best conditions for this.

Above all, the electric motor is regarded as the optimal
drive for sustainable mobility in the long term. Whether such
vehicles will have advanced battery systems or hydrogen as
the energy source with fuel cells as energy conversion systems
is still hard to judge. This is unlikely in the next 20 years at the
least. Whatever system establishes itself later, one undisputed
advantage will be its ability to generate electrical power and
hydrogen from renewable energies such as wind, water or
sunlight. The fact that electric motors do not cause the local
emissions combustion engines do is advantageous too.

4.3 Operation of Marine and Stationary
Engines with Heavy Fuel Oil

4.3.1 Heavy Fuel Oil

Heavy fuel oil is a mixture of residual oils that accumulate
from fractioned distillation during petroleum (crude oil)
processing. Their main constituents are hydrocarbon

Fig. 4-28
Evolution of engine combustion systems
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compounds that remain as high boiling fractions after
crude oil has been distilled. Since residual oils are con-
siderably less expensive than distillates, e.g. gasoline or
light fuel oil, there is an economic incentive to use these
components as fuel.

In most cases, distillates are blended into the residual oils to
secure specific product properties and, in particular, to adhere
to a predefined upper viscosity limit.

Heavy fuel oils have viscosities between 4.5 and 55 mm2/s (cSt)
relative to 1008C and are specified in the standard ISO 8217.

On the basis of this ISO standard, the Conseil International
des Machines a Combustion (CIMAC) classified heavy fuel
oils based on their physical-chemical data with even more
requirements. These ‘‘requirements for residual fuels for die-
sel engines’’ are part of the operating specifications issued by
every manufacturer of diesel engines compatible with heavy
fuel oil (see Fig. 4-30).

The properties or composition of heavy fuel oils vary
within broad limits based on the crude oils’ provenience
and dependent on the different processing processes in the
refineries (see also [4-25]). Apart from their significantly
higher viscosities, heavy fuel oils are characterized by higher
densities, higher sulfur contents and greater propensity to
coking than distillates. The incombustible content (ash) is
two orders of magnitude higher, the ignition and burning
properties are poorer because of the higher aromatic and
asphalt contents and appreciable quantities of water and
solid contaminants that induce wear may also be present.

Heavy fuel oil’s greater density than gas oil’s (correspond-
ing to DF) indicates a gain of the weight ratio of carbon to

hydrogen. Regardless of the sulfur content, this reduces the
net calorific value Hu (see Fig. 4-31).

The constant tendency of heavy fuel oils to diminish in
quality is the result of the increasing spread of such
conversion processes as catalytic and thermal cracking
in modern refineries to better utilize crude oil. (The
residue fraction is 32–57% in classic atmospheric distilla-
tion, 12–25% in a conversion refinery.) The high aromatic
content connected with this lessens ignition quality (see
Sect. 4.3.4.1), the increased asphaltene fraction the stabi-
lity. Intensified sludge and resin formation can disrupt
fuel processing.

Other adverse effects stem from an intensified trend
toward disposing of used lubricating oils, organic solvents
or chemical wastes in the residual oils.

Adapting diesel engines to the given conditions, assuring
the quality of heavy fuel oils through standards (ISO, CIMAC,
Fig. 4-30) and, in particular, optimally processing heavy fuel
oil are instrumental in making cost effective, trouble-free use
of heavy fuel oil possible in diesel engines under these
conditions.

4.3.2 Heavy Fuel Oil Processing

Heavy fuel oil must be processed to be used as fuel in diesel
engines. This eliminates or largely reduces undesired impu-
rities such as water with any corrosive substances possibly
dissolved in it as well as solid impurities such as coke, sand,
rust, catalyst residues from the refinery and sludge-like con-
stituents such as agglomerated asphaltenes.

Fig. 4-29 Volkswagen’s fuel and power train strategy
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If these damaging impurities are not removed, corrosion
and/or wear damage must be expected in the injection system
(e.g. pumps and nozzles) and in the engine itself (e.g. on
cylinder liners, pistons and piston rings) in the short-term
with every aggravating consequence this entails.

Another function of processing is to provide the injection
viscosity the heavy fuel oil needs for optimal engine opera-
tion. This requires preheating temperatures between 90

and 160 (170)8C, depending on the initial viscosity (see
Fig. 4-32).

Figure 4-33 presents the components used in an optimal
heavy fuel oil processing system based on the current state-of-
the-art.

The heavy fuel oil travels from the storage tanks to the
settling tanks. A twenty-four hour residence time at tempera-
tures around 708C facilitates precleaning.

The next station is the centrifugal separators, which play a
key role in the processing system. Connected in a series or in
parallel, they act – depending on the setting – as a separating
stage (also called a purificator) to remove water and foreign
substances or as a clarifying stage (clarificator) to remove only
foreign substances. To this end, the heavy fuel oil is preheated
to approximately 958C to obtain low viscosities and high
density differences for high purification efficiency.

Modern separators independently adjust to changed heavy
fuel oil parameters, e.g. density, viscosity and water content,
and are self-emptying as well.

Designed as a buffer for at least eight hours of full load
operation, the day tank supplies the heavy fuel oil to the
booster system where, controlled by a viscosity controller, it
is preheated to the requisite injection viscosity. The system
pressure is higher than the evaporation pressure of water to
prevent the formation of steam and gas.

An automatic backflush filter with a very fine mesh width
(10 mm) provides for the final purification of the fuel and,
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based on its backflushing frequency, constitutes a useful indi-
cator of the effectiveness of the upstream processing elements.

4.3.3 Distinctive Features of Heavy Fuel Engines

4.3.3.1 Heavy Fuel Engines and Their Problems

Heavy fuel oil processing requires both considerable invest-
ment and appropriate space for installation. Hence, heavy
fuel oil operation is chiefly encountered on board ships and
in large stationary engines. Only long operating periods with
correspondingly high fuel consumption in conjunction with
the price of heavy fuel oil, which is roughly 35% lower than
DF, and the specific distinctive features of heavy fuel engines
gone into below justify the high plant costs.

The two types of engines that may operate with heavy fuel
oil have already been named indirectly:
– medium speed four-stroke engines with a piston diameter

of approximately 200–600 mm and a speed of 1,000 to
approximately 400 rpm and a power of 500 kW to approxi-
mately 18,000 kW per engine and

– low speed two-stroke engines with a piston diameter of
approximately 250–900 mm and a speed of approximately
250–80 rpm and a power of 1,500 to approximately
70,000 kW per engine.

Apart from the processing (see Sect. 4.3.2) absolutely neces-
sary for reliable heavy fuel oil operation, other distinctive
features set heavy fuel oil operation apart from gas oil opera-
tion, namely the:
– risk of high temperature corrosion of the components

surrounding the combustion chamber because of the
fuel’s vanadium and sodium content,

– risk of low temperature corrosion when the dew point is
exceeded because of the fuel’s sulfur content and the com-
bustion gas’ water content,

– risk of increased wear through abrasion because of the solid
coke, sand and rust residues and catalyst residues as well as
asphaltenes and water remaining in the fuel,

– risk of unacceptable deposits of combustion residues on
combustion chamber components and in the exhaust lines
and the exhaust gas turbine,

– risk of sticking, lacquering and congealing of fuel injection
system components,

– risk of lubricating oil contamination through fuel leaks in
injection pumps, nozzles and nozzle holders,

– risk of lubricating oil contamination because of insufficient
combustion quality resulting in unreasonably short filter
service life,

– risk of corrosion of the main and connecting rod bearings
resulting from the fuel’s reaction with the lubricating oil and

– risk of the formation of deposits in cooling ducts cooled
with lubricating oil and the resultant diminished dissipa-
tion of heat, likewise as a result of the fuel’s (asphalt con-
tent’s) reaction with the lubricating oil.

4.3.3.2 Effects on Engine Components

Injection Equipment

Heavy fuel engines are equipped with single injection pumps.
Common rail heavy fuel systems are in the implementation
phase (see Sect. 18.3).

Injection equipment comes directly into contact with the
preheated heavy fuel oil. Depending on the viscosity grade of
the heavy fuel oil used, the preheating temperature is as high
as 1608C to ensure the injection viscosity is the 12 cSt desired
(see Fig. 4-32). This relatively high temperature level alone
makes it necessary to solve several problems. Sealing elements
such as O-rings have to be suitable. Plunger and pump cylin-
der clearance have to be appropriately designed to operate
without seizing under higher temperature on the one hand
and to ensure that leak rates are still permissible when switch-
ing to cold gas oil on the other hand.

Furthermore, specially heat treated materials have to be
used for the injection elements to isolate unacceptable struc-
tural transformation resulting from the increased fuel
temperature and to prevent pump seizing.

Other distinctive features of injection pumps are measures
that prevent sticking and lacquering such as:
– Fuel rack lubrication: Separate lubrication protects the fuel

rack and control sleeve from the ingress of fuel and keeps
them clean and running smoothly.

– Leak fuel removal in the suction chamber: A circular
groove in the piston guide and a connection to the suction
chamber remove leak fuel in the fuel cycle.

– Leak fuel removal from the pump: Another groove in the
piston guide collects the remaining leak fuel, which an
additional connection to the pump conducts into the leak
fuel tank.

In addition, leak oil and leak fuel must be prevented from
reaching the engine’s crankcase through the pump drive.
Therefore, these leak quantities are trapped separately and
also conducted back to the leak fuel tank through a leak oil
line.

Another distinctive feature of heavy fuel oil operation is
injection nozzle cooling to prevent carbonaceous deposits
on the nozzle holes. This is done with a separate cooling
circuit with supply and discharge through the nozzle
holder. Lubricating oil, gas oil or water is employed as
the coolant.

For trouble free operation, the heavy fuel oil in the injection
system must be unable to cool down when the engine stops
and block the injection pump for instance. The heated heavy
fuel oil continues circulating through the engine when it is
stopped for shorter periods. In order to start a cold engine
without any problems, it has to be switched over to gas oil and
then run ‘‘clean’’ before being shut down.

Figure 4-34 presents an example of an injection pump for
heavy fuel oil operation.
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For the heavy fuel oil to be distributed optimally in the
combustion chamber and ignite well, it must be injected at
very high pressure and finely atomized by many nozzle holes
of small diameter. A medium speed engine with the following
data serves as an example:
– brake mean effective pressure pe = 27 bar (or we =

2.7 kJ/dm3)
– injection pressure pE = 1,800 bar
– number of holes z = 10–14

Turbocharging

Several specific factors must be considered when turbochar-
ging heavy fuel engines.

The engines generally run with an excess of air so that the
air/fuel ratio is lV > 2 in every operating state to prevent high
temperature corrosion. Principally induced by the correspond-
ingly high charge air pressure, the high air flow rate lowers the
temperature during combustion and thus also at the compo-
nents surrounding the combustion chamber. This prevents
sodium-vanadium compounds from depositing as liquid ash,
which causes high temperature corrosion. The critical tem-
perature in valve seats, above which ash deposits, is approxi-
mately 4508C. Thus, maintaining a sufficient safety margin is
essential. Along with corrosion damage in the valve seat, which
causes the valve disk to break in the final stage, corrosion
damage on the underside of the valve must be prevented by
keeping component temperatures sufficiently low.

A larger air flow rate is also beneficial for the exhaust
temperature at the turbine inlet. Temperatures significantly
below 5508C prevent deposits of combustion residues in the
turbine and thus a drop in turbine efficiency as well as boost
pressure and air flow rate. Otherwise, the combustion
chamber temperature and thus the risk of high temperature
corrosion and, in turn, deposits in the turbine would
increase.

This self-reinforcing effect and its adverse effects must be
prevented at all costs. Therefore, both the compressor and the
turbine must be cleaned at regular intervals. At reduced
power, a special device sprays water into the turbine inlet so
that deposits flake off the nozzle ring and rotor.

Special fuel consumption standards apply to heavy fuel
diesel engines. Hence, the requisite boost pressure and air
flow rate may not be obtained by increasing gas exchange
losses (piston work), i.e. maximum efficiency is required from
the exhaust gas turbocharger. This is the only way to generate
high boost pressure at low exhaust back pressure (before the
turbine). At the same time, a good scavenging gradient is
produced during valve overlap. This is a prerequisite for low
component temperatures and contaminant free operation of
the gas exchange elements.

Among other things, supercharging also determines the
capability to operate at part load with heavy fuel oil. This is
addressed in detail in [4-26] (see Sect. 2.2.3.4).

Thermal Efficiency and Fuel Consumption

A combustion chamber’s design codetermines mixture for-
mation and combustion and ultimately determines an
engine’s capability to reliably burn heavy fuel oil in contin-
uous operation. High efficiency requires rapid combustion of
the prepared mixture and consequently a compact combus-
tion chamber with a high compression ratio (see Fig. 4-35).

Uniform distribution of the fuel throughout the entire com-
bustion chamber is essential. Four-stroke engines accomplish
this with a maximum number of fuel sprays targeted far out-
wardly. Two-stroke engines have several injection nozzles dis-
tributed on the periphery. Fuel droplets should be as fine as
possible. Injection pressure and small nozzle bores achieve this.

Fig. 4-34 Heavy fuel oil injection pump with fuel rack lubrication and leak fuel
removal; blind hole element for high injection pressure (L’Orange). (a) Only a
high pressure sealing face; (b) rigid monoelement for high pressures in heavy
fuel oil operation; (c) special sealing elements for all types of heavy fuel oil;
(d) central tappet with a hydraulic seal to protect the engine lubricating oil
against fuel contamination; (e) scavenging connection for the governed range;
(f) dual drainage for good sealing against heavy fuel oil; (g) large suction
chamber – low pressure amplitudes to protect heavy fuel oil equipment on the
low pressure side
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High Temperature Corrosion

Low combustion temperatures and intensive, steady cooling
of components prevent high temperature corrosion on the
components surrounding the combustion chamber. Among
other things, the shape of the piston crown, the direction of
spray and number of spray jets and the type of air movement
(intake port) additionally influence the temperature of the
exhaust valves.

Low Temperature Corrosion

Basically, low temperature corrosion can attack the cylinder
liner, piston rings and ring grooves. A gentle combustion
pressure curve and sufficiently high component temperatures
at the pertinent points can help prevent such corrosion.
Hence, an appropriate temperature profile for the cylinder
liner is particularly important.

Cylinder Liner Wear and Oil Consumption

To keep cylinder liner wear low in the area of the gusset
and thus assure lubricating oil consumption is low over a
long period, hard oil coke that induces wear must be pre-
vented from depositing on the piston crown. This is done by
cooling the piston crown well and limiting its clearance to
the cylinder liner. Furthermore, the piston edge is elevated
to protect the cylinder wall so that the fuel sprays do not
strike the cylinder bore surface. This may limit the direction
of spray.

Flame or calibration rings arranged in the upper region of
the cylinder liner are another means to reduce wear. The
smaller diameter of the calibration ring and piston in this
region is intended to prevent the coke deposited on the piston
top land from abrading the cylinder liner’s contact surface
during the piston’s upward stroke (see Fig. 4-35).

In addition, the mating of liner and piston ring materials
decisively influences a cylinder liner’s wear performance.
Hardened liner surfaces (nitriding, induction hardening,
laser hardening) are combined with piston ring coatings,
e.g. chrome, chrome-ceramic and plasma coatings.

Constant oil consumption requires that pistons’ ring
grooves retain their original geometry over long periods.
The distinctive feature of heavy fuel pistons is the placement
of the hardened compression ring grooves in the composite
piston’s steel crown.

Compression Ratio

The ignition performance of occasionally ignition resistant
heavy fuel oils can be positively influenced by fuel droplets on
the injection side as well as by a maximum final compression
temperature with a correspondingly high final compression
pressure. This entails selecting a high compression ratio for
the combustion chamber. As the stroke/bore ratio increases, e
values of approximately 13–16 are common for medium
speed engines and values of 11–14 for low two-stroke speed
engines.

Since, as the compression ratio increases, the air density
in the combustion chamber increases when ignition is
applied, the temperature peaks of the fuel gas drop at the
sources of ignition. Furthermore, the pressure curve and rate
of heat release can be shaped more smoothly as the com-
pression ratio increases. This reduces nitrogen oxide emis-
sion. Thus, a high compression ratio is also beneficial for
emission performance.

The aspects of combustion chamber design chiefly illu-
strated here with the example of a four-stroke engine, neces-
sitate various compromises, which are easier to strike, the
larger the engine’s stroke/bore ratio is. Hence, modern med-
ium speed four-stroke engines have relatively large stroke/
bore ratios of up to s/D = 1.5 (see Fig. 18.35).

Fig. 4-35
A heavy fuel engine’s combustion chamber
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The rationale behind present day low speed two-stroke
engines’ extremely long strokes (s/D �4) has less to do with
their suitability for heavy fuel oil than efforts to run engines or
propellers at minimum speed at the same mean piston velo-
city. This allows a maximum propeller diameter and thus
maximum efficiency.

4.3.4 Running Properties of Heavy Fuel Engines

4.3.4.1 Ignition and Combustion Performance

The ignition and combustion performance of diesel engines
that run on heavy fuel oil continues to be the subject of
numerous research studies, the majority of which are cited

in [4-25]. Fuels with a high percentage of aromatics have
particularly proven to cause ignition difficulties. Given their
molecular structure, aromatics resist thermal splitting in die-
sel engines far more than paraffins, olefins and naphthenes.

If the engine is not modified, then large ignition delays
occur when fuels containing aromatics are burned. High
slopes in the cylinder pressure curve are the consequence. In
the extreme case, ‘‘detonating’’ combustion with mechanical
and thermal overloading is observed [4-27, 4-28].

Thus, problem fuel must be identified to prevent engine
damage. Aromatics’ property of high density with low visc-
osity can be drawn on to do so. Empirical values served as the
basis for Fig. 4-36, which provides information on the relia-
bility of a fuel as a function of density and viscosity.
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The calculated carbon aromaticity index (CCAI) is a useful
indicator for estimating ignition performance from density r
(in kg/m3 to 158C) and viscosity n (in mm2/s at 508C) and is
calculated with the following empirical relationship:

CCAI ¼ r� 141 loglog ðnþ 0:85Þ � 81:

Generally, a higher CCAI translates into poorer expected
ignition performance.

In the vast majority of cases, heavy fuel oils do not present
any problems for commercial combustion systems. The
cylinder pressure curve for a modern medium speed engine
only varies slightly when gas oil and heavy fuel oil are
burned. The ignition delay for heavy fuel oil operation
tends to be slightly larger and the maximum pressure some-
what lower.

The rate of heat release (Fig. 4-37) also differs only slightly.
The start of combustion is delayed somewhat and the end of
combustion is the same within the accuracy of evaluation.
Even the maximum rates of combustion hardly vary.

4.3.4.2 Emission Performance

Heavy fuel engines are basically used as main and auxiliary
marine engines and as stationary engines to generate electri-
city in countries with underdeveloped infrastructures and
must be compliant with the emission regulations of the
International Marine Organization (IMO) or the World
Bank, which frequently finances stationary diesel power
stations.

The IMO limit for nitrogen oxide emission is:

NOx ¼ 45 � n�0:2 in g=kWh;

n being the engine speed in rpm.

The limit is constant in the speed range below 130 rpm
(in two-stroke engines). The emission value ensues from
weighting measurements in four power points according to
ISO 8178-4. Preparations are underway to tighten the regula-
tion and presumably lower the limit by 30%.

The IMO does not specify a limit for particulate emission.
A requirement is imposed on ship operators based on invi-
sible smoke emission, which corresponds to a Bosch smoke
number of SN <0.5.

The World Bank’s limit for nitrogen oxide emission is:

NOx ¼ 940 ppm

with 15% oxygen in the exhaust. A cut (NOx = 710 ppm) is
planned here too.

The World Bank’s limit for particulate emission is PM =
50 mg/m3.

In-engine measures that prevent nitrogen oxide emission
in order to comply with the aforementioned limits are pre-
dominantly aimed at lowering the temperature level of the
combustion gas during the formation of NOx. Examples
include high boost pressure, retarded start of delivery, high
compression ratio, shaped and, where necessary, split injec-
tion and valve timing to apply the Miller cycle.

On the other hand, a reduction of visible smoke and
particulates necessitates an increase of the fuel gas tempera-
ture in the critical operating range.

The more stringent emission requirements become, the
more difficult it is to resolve the conflict between NOx emis-
sion and particulate emission. Hence, engine manufacturers
are also implementing variable injection systems that are
suitable for heavy fuel oil operation, e.g. the common rail
system and variable valve timing.

Other very effective measures that reduce particulate emis-
sion include lowering lubricating oil consumption and
employing heavy fuel oil with low sulfur content.

The exhaust gas opacity and particulate emission (soot) of
heavy fuel oil combustion is distinctive:

Using the filter paper method BOSCH designed for small
vehicle engines (see Sect. 15.6.2.4) to determine exhaust gas
opacity usually produces a very low value far below 1 for large
diesel engines, inviting the assumption that the soot produc-
tion is correspondingly low. Measurements taken on behalf of
the FVV (Research Association for Combustion Engines)
demonstrated that the low soot emission inferred only
applied to operation with normal gas oil. The BOSCH
smoke number SN is meaningless for heavy fuel oil operation
(see Fig. 4-38).

The dust emission according to VDI 2066 is many times
greater than the ‘‘soot emission’’ calculated from the smoke
number SN by means of a correlation. The particulate
emission measured according to ISO 8178 and resembling
pollutant input indicates correspondingly high air pollution.
The fuel’s sulfur content is a fundamental influence because
particulate emission increases approximately linearly with the
sulfur flow in the engine.
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Consequently, in addition to improving combustion, limit-
ing heavy fuel oil’s sulfur content like diesel fuel’s (see
Sect. 4.1) would seem the obvious course to pursue. In an
initial step, the IMO has limited the sulfur fraction to 4.5%
worldwide and to 1.5% for the Baltic Sea, the North Sea and
the English Channel. As of 2010, auxiliary diesel engines for
onboard power supply shall only be allowed to be run in
harbors with fuels with a maximum sulfur fraction of 0.1%.

4.3.5 Lubricating Oil for Heavy Fuel Engines

The use of heavy fuel oil in diesel engines necessitates the use
of engine lubricating oils specially developed for them.

Two fundamentally different engine designs are distin-
guished when defining the requirements for these oils:

Two-stroke crosshead engines have separate lubrication sys-
tems for the cylinder area and the crankcase because of the
seal created by the piston rod stuffing box; the cylinder and
crankcase in trunk piston engines are interconnected.

A crosshead engine’s separate cylinder lubrication is pure
loss lubrication, i.e. the cylinder lubrication system constantly
replenishes the quantity of oil consumed. The cylinder oil
must have the following qualities to perform or support the
following important functions:
– good wetting and distribution capacity to ensure uniform

distribution on the cylinder surface,
– high neutralization capacity to prevent corrosion resulting

from the high sulfur content in the fuel,
– high cleaning capacity (detergent effect) to prevent depos-

its of combustion residues,

– high oxidation and thermal stability to prevent products
from lubricating oil decomposition with attendant deposits
and

– high load bearing capacity to prevent high wear and risk of
seizing.

Measured in milligrams of potassium hydroxide per gram of
lubricating oil (mgKOH/g), the Total Base Number (TBN) is
applied as a measure of a lubricating oil’s neutralizing
capability.

Typical cylinder oils for crosshead engines have viscosities
of SAE 50 and TBN values of 70–90.

Oils with comparatively low doping, a viscosity grade of
SAE 30 and a TBN of approximately 6 mgKOH/g serve as
engine oils for crosshead engines.

Unlike crosshead engines, four-stroke trunk piston engines
have no partition between their cylinders and crankcases.
Hence, aggressive combustion gases constantly load the lubri-
cating oil in trunk piston engines. Acids, coke and asphalt-like
residues load the lubricating oil together with abrasive solids
from heavy fuel oil combustion, especially when specific
quantities of circulating oil are low (i.e. relative to power
output) and the consumption of lubricating oil is low (low
refill quantities). Apart from the quality of the fuel, the load-
ing of lubricating oil is significantly influenced by the operat-
ing conditions to which engine maintenance, the piston rings’
sealing effect and the lubricating oils’ processing contribute.
In addition, the oil fill is normally not changed, i.e. it must
perform its functions over many thousands of operating
hours.
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Fig. 4-38
Smoke number SN and the soot emission calculated with the SN,
dust emission based on TA Luft and particulate emission
measurement taken in conformance with the EPA. Medium speed
engine (s/D = 320/240 mm/mm) at full load with gas oil (DF) and
heavy fuel oil IF 380 (HF) compared to the full load values of an
older model truck engine
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This generates the following requirements for trunk piston
engine oil compatible with heavy fuel oil:
– high oxidation and thermal stability to prevent the oil from

causing lacquering and coke-like deposits,
– high neutralization capacity of acidic combustion residues

to prevent corrosion,
– particularly good cleaning and dirt suspending capacity

(detergent/dispersant effect) to neutralize the coke and
asphalt-like combustion residues, which increasingly form,

– particularly careful matching of the detergent/dispersant
additives in order to effectively clean the lubricating oil in
separators and filters as required and

– low propensity to emulsify and low sensitivity of the active
ingredients to water to maintain effective oil care and
prevent premature losses of additives.

In addition, high requirements are imposed on its load bear-
ing capacity, good foaming tendency and low propensity to
evaporate.

Typical lubricating oils for trunk piston engines powered
by heavy fuel oil have viscosities of SAE 40 and TBN values of
30–40.

4.4 Fuel Gases and Gas Engines

4.4.1 Historical Review

Precursors of present day gasoline engines, the first combus-
tion engines were spark ignited gas engines that utilized
generator gas or city gas obtained from coal or wood as fuel
gas. The brake mean effective pressures and efficiencies
attained in those days were modest. An easier to store liquid
fuel, gasoline was used only later as vehicles began being
motorized. With that, the gas engine, only still in use on a
small scale as a stationary engine, e.g. in iron and steel works
to recover blast furnace gases, disappeared from collective
memory. Rudolf Diesel [1-3] initially also envisioned gas
operation for his new rational heat engine. This prompted

Krupp along with MAN to acquire an interest in the con-
struction of a test engine. More recent tests on the use of
hydrogen in large diesel engines have made Diesel’s idea
timely again.

The gas engine has been able to catch up with the diesel
engine, specifically to generate power in cogeneration units,
only by fully taking advantage of lean burn combustion’s
potential to reduce exhaust emission (see Sect. 14.2 for
more on CHP).

4.4.2 Fuel Gases, Parameters

4.4.2.1 Fuel Gases for Gas Engines

Table 4-10 contains the most important fuel gases used in gas
engines with their characteristic combustion values. The pure
gases solely appear in gas mixtures such as natural gases. Only
hydrogen H2 can be used as pure gas, provided it is available.
Landfill and digester gas are some of the renewable fuel gases
produced when biomass, e.g. feces, garden cuttings or straw,
decomposes. This relieves the environment in two ways:
Their release is prevented and their use conserves fossil
fuels. Their basic constituents are 40–60% methane and car-
bon dioxide. In addition, they may also contain harmful
substances, e.g. chlorosulfide, fluorosulfide und hydrogen
sulfides, which can be removed from the environment when
these fuels are burned. In principle, the same combustion
characteristics used to calculate combustion with liquid
fuels apply to gases (see Sect. 1.2.3.1). However, the gas
volume in m3

n under standard conditions is often selected
as the reference value.

The hydrocarbons contained in natural gas are mostly
paraffins (aliphates) with chain-like configurations of C and
H atoms and the structural formula CnH2n+2. The simplest
hydrocarbon, methane CH4 is followed by ethane C2H6,
propane C3H8 and butane C4H10. Like methane, they are
gaseous under standard conditions. Called isomerism, the
alteration of the molecules’ chain-like structure already
appears in butane. Thus, the physical properties of isobutane

Table 4-10 Parameters of the most important fuel gases relative to the volume of gas under standard conditions (Table 3-5, 2nd Ed.)

Type of gas Calorific value Hu

kWh/m3
n

Minimum air requirement Lmin

m3/m3
Calorific value of the air/fuel mixture hu

kWh/m3
n

Methane number MN
–

Methane
Natural gas L
Natural gas H
Propane
N-butane
Landfill gas
Digester gas
Coke ovengas
Carbon monoxide
Hydrogen

9.97
9.03

11.04
25.89
34.39

4.98
6.07
4.648
3.51
2.996

9.54
8.62
9.89

23.8
30.94

4.73
5.80
4.08
2.381
2.38

0.95
0.93
0.96
1.03
1.03
0.86
0.89
0.91
1.038
0.89

100
88
70
34
10
>130
130
36
75
0
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change from the standard form (n-butane) while the molar
mass remains identical (see Table 4-11). These factors must
be allowed for, especially when chemical waste gases are
utilized in gas engines.

4.4.2.2 Combustion Parameters

Calorific Value and the Calorific Value of the Air/Fuel Mixture

Butane’s calorific value of Hu = 34.4 kWh/m3
n, is the highest

among the fuel gases used in gas engines (see Table 4-10). A
single gas, hydrogen has the lowest calorific value of 2.99 kWh/
m3

n. The difference in these single gases’ calorific value corre-
sponds to a factor of more than 11. Mixing them with inert
gases, e.g. carbon dioxide CO2 or nitrogen N2, further increases
this difference. The ‘‘weakest’’ low energy content gas mixtures
that gas engines are still able to utilize have calorific values of
around 0.5 kWh/m3

n with a sufficient H2 fraction, i.e. the ratio
of the calorific values of ‘‘poor gas to rich gas’’ can be as high as
1:60. These differences in calorific value result from the differ-
ing C and H2 fractions, which also affect the differences when
stoichiometric combustion has a minimum air requirement
Lmin. By contrast, pairing Hu and Lmin causes the calorific
values of the air/fuel mixture hu = Hu/(1 + lv Lmin), which
are determinative for the energy yield, to display a rather uni-
form pattern of values with only slight differences.

Methane Number MN

The methane number MN is defined by the volumetric mix-
ture ratio of methane (MN = 100) and hydrogen (MN = 0)
and thus directly furnishes information on a gas mixture’s
detonation limits. A methane number near 100 signifies high
detonation limits, a methane number near zero low detona-
tion limits. Accordingly, a mixture of 20% hydrogen H2 and
80% methane CH4 has a methane number of 80. Cartellieri
and Pfeifer, who simultaneously also determined the methane
number of other gases and gas mixtures in tests on a one
cylinder CFR test engine, formulated their definition at an air/
fuel ratio of l = 1 [4-29].

The methane number in three-component gas mixtures
can be determined with the aid of ternary diagrams, which
also contain parameter lines of constant methane numbers
for the lines of the constant gas fraction. Figure 4-39 illus-
trates the method of reading such a diagram: Point P in the
diagram to the left represents the mixture for the percentage
fraction a, b and c of the three components A, B and C. The
diagram to the right additionally contains the line of con-
stant detonation limits or the methane number passing
through P.

Figure 4-40 is a ternary diagram of the composition of
digester gases’ three main components methane, carbon diox-
ide and nitrogen with the resultant methane numbers.

Table 4-11 Influence of isomerism on the characteristic combustion data of butane (Table 3-6, 2nd Ed.)

C4H10 �u Percentage of gas in
air by volume

�o Percentage of gas in
air by volume

Auto-ignition
temperature
K

Molar mass
kg/kmol

Density
kg/m3

n

Boiling point at
101.325 kPa
K

Isobutane
N-butane

1.8
1.9

8.4
8.5

733
678

58.123
58.123

2.689
2.701

261.43
272.65

Fig. 4-39 Plotting of a ternary diagram to determine the methane number for a mixture of three gases [4-30]
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Various manufacturers sell programs that compute the
methane number. The program developed by AVL is primar-
ily used in Europe [4-30]. Contingent on the operating point’s
H2 content, it can shift toward the ‘‘lean’’ side when applied to
hydrogen gas mixtures. However, since the computation is
based on an air/fuel ratio of l = 1 it fails to state the detona-
tion characteristics correctly.

Laminar Flame Velocity

Laminar flame velocity specifies the velocity with which the
flame propagates in laminar flow conditions. It is largest in
the range of stoichiometric conditions and decreases as the
mixture is increasingly leaned as well as enriched (l<1). The
individual fuel gases behave differently (see Fig. 4-41).
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Ternary diagram for digester gas composed of methane, carbon
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Ignition Limits

Single gases’ ignition limits strongly influence fuel gases’
mixture formation (Fig. 4-42). They specify the hypostoichio-
metric or stoichiometric air/fuel ratios at which ignition can
still occur. Hydrogen has the broadest ignition limits,
methane a relatively small ignition range. Hence, it is impor-
tant to understand the processes during mixture formation
in order to be able to implement appropriate measures
for ignition in the combustion chamber. The requirements
for mixture formation or the fuel admission system are rather
moderate when hydrogen is used as fuel. Particularly high
demands are made on the homogeneity of a natural gas
mixture, above all for extremely lean operation.

4.4.2.3 Evaluation of Gas Quality

The quality of a gas intended for gas engines is evaluated
primarily on the basis of the air/fuel mixture’s calorific value
and the methane number. While the calorific value of the
air/fuel mixture defines a gas system’s design (gas pressure
and gas valve opening duration), the methane number
determines the detonation limit and thus the maximum
engine power.

Gases from different sources are blended together to
ensure reliable gas delivery. Natural gas is blended into the
base gas according to the allowable limits of the gas family.
As a rule, gases are blended (usually a propane/butane gas
mixture) in such a way that either the calorific value of the
air/fuel mixture or the Wobbe index (characteristic value of
the thermal load of gas burners) is constant. Even when the
air/fuel mixture’s calorific value is constant, this distinctly
changes the methane number. Smooth engine operation
without detonating combustion and resultant engine
damage requires keeping the distance to the detonation
limit sufficiently large. The losses of efficiency and power
this causes are prevented by active detonation control, thus

making it possible to operate an engine at the detonation
limit under optimal conditions and at maximum engine
efficiency.

4.4.3 Definition and Description of Gas Engines

4.4.3.1 Classification of the Combustion Systems

The combustion systems employed in gas engines are derived
from the air/fuel mixture’s type of gas blending and type of
ignition. The generally accepted definition of combustion sys-
tems allows a division into spark ignited (SI) engines, dual fuel
(DF) engines and gas diesel (DG) engines (Fig. 4-43).

Both SI and DF engines operate based on the gasoline
engine system. Only their type of ignition differs. However,
the heterogeneous mixture in gas diesel engines is ignited by
auto-igniting the fuel gas with the aid of a small quantity of
diesel fuel (pilot fuel) and thus corresponds to the diesel
engine system.

Spark Ignited (SI) Engines

Based on the system of the gasoline engine, the homogeneous
air/fuel mixture of spark ignited engines is produced outside
the combustion chamber [4-31]. The mixture may form
centrally in the engine air intake as well as after the compres-
sor or before every intake valve in supercharged engines.
Consequently, the requisite gas pressure must be higher
than the intake air pressure or the charge air pressure.

A spark plug initiates ignition electronically. Glow plug
ignition for prechamber engines might also be conceivable
but would require a controlled supply of gas into the com-
pressed mixture in the prechamber to trigger ignition [4-32].
Engine power is determined by the mass of the air/fuel mix-
ture supplied and thus quantity-controlled.

The compression ratio in production diesel engines routi-
nely used as SI engines must be adjusted to the detonation
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limits (methane number) of the fuel gas available so that the
air/fuel mixture is unable to auto-ignite. This reduces the
power by approximately 20% over the diesel system.

Dual Fuel (DF) Engine

Diesel and spark ignited engines resemble one another in terms
of their type of ignition and mixture formation and thus operate
on the basis of the system of the gasoline engine, the funda-
mental difference being the type of ignition source. Unlike
electric ignition in SI engines, ignition in DF engines is initiated
by injecting diesel fuel, so-called pilot fuel [4-33, 4-34]. In
principle, it is possible to boost the quantity of pilot fuel to
100 in order to also run the engine in pure diesel operation
(dual-fuel engines). A micropilot engine limits the pilot fuel to
only the percentage that starts the engine in diesel operation
and the quantity of pilot fuel required, approximately 10 to 15%
of the quantity injected at full load. Since its mixture prepara-
tion and delivery resemble that of SI engines, this combustion
system’s engine power is also determined by the mass of the air/
fuel mixture supplied and thus quantity-controlled.

Since, on the one hand, the pilot fuel must auto-ignite
and, on the other hand, the homogeneous air/fuel mixture
that delivers the main energy for engine operation may not
tend to detonate, i.e. it must have a sufficiently high
methane number, DF engines require a lower reduction
in the compression ratio than SI engines. The application

engineering of production diesel engines does not require
replacing the injection equipment in dual fuel engines with
an ignition system (injection pumps) and spark plugs
(injection nozzles) as in spark ignited engines.

Gas Diesel (DG) Engines

Based on the system of the diesel engine, gas diesel engines are
fundamentally auto-igniting, the mixture being produced by
injecting the gases into the compressed combustion air. Thus,
the mixture in the combustion chamber is inhomogeneous at
the time of ignition [4-35]. Ignition is initiated by injecting an
additional amount of diesel fuel. Engine power is only deter-
mined by the gas mass and is thus quality-controlled.

The compression ratio needs no significant adjustment to
ensure the pilot fuel ignites. Thus, the same engine power can
be produced as in the diesel system.

4.4.3.2 Spark Ignited (SI) Engines

Two basically different ignition concepts are distinguished,
direct ignition and prechamber ignition. With a few excep-
tions, the direct ignition concept illustrated in Fig. 4-44a
applies to high-speed engines (n � 1,500 rpm) with bore
diameters of up to 170 mm. This essentially corresponds to
the ignition concepts employed in car gasoline engines.
At lower speed (n = 800–1,200 rpm) and richer combustion
(l = 1), the flame speed in the combustion chamber is high

Spark Ignited

External mixture formation
Homogeneous mixture

Quantity control
Spark ignition

Internal mixture formation
Heterogeneous mixture

Quality control
Autoignition
Pilot fuel/gas

Pilot fuelElectric
-

pGas > p1 or p3
P ≈ 0.8 PDiesel

xeB = 0.5% ... 100%
pGas > p1 or p3
P ≈ 0.9 PDiesel

xeB = 5% ... 100%
pGas > px

P = PDiesel

Dual Fuel Gas Diesel

Fig. 4-43 Definition of the combustion process in gas engines
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enough to even implement this concept for bore diameters of
up to 250 mm. Lean burn engines (l � 1.7) with bore
diameters of 200 mm and larger require precombustion
chamber ignition (Fig. 4-44b), i.e. the combustion chamber
is divided into a main and secondary combustion chamber
called the precombustion chamber, which has a volume of
between 1 and 5% of the compression volume. The precom-
bustion chamber has its own gas supply, which enriches the
mixture in the chamber up to an air/fuel ratio in the range of
l �1 to guarantee ignition.

Thus, the rich mixture from the precombustion chamber
allows reliable ignition of extremely lean mixtures (l � 2.2).
High speed SI engines can achieve NOX emissions that are
compliant with the Technical Instructions on Air Quality
Control (TA Luft) in the range of 250–500 mg/m3

n with net
efficiencies of over 45%.

Unscavenged precombustion chambers are also imple-
mented in lean burn engines with bore diameters below
200 mm to enhance the ignition conditions at the spark
plug (see Sect. 4.4.4.3).

4.4.3.3 Dual Fuel (DF) Engines

Auto-ignition of the injected diesel fuel, the pilot fuel, initiates
the spark ignition of the gas mixture. Rudolf Diesel already
proposed this system to burn difficult to ignite fuels such as coal.

The quantity of pilot fuel fundamentally influences the level
of NOx emission from dual fuel engines. Since the combustion
cycle of the mixture ignited by the injection sprays nearly
doubles the NOx values (1,500–2,000 mg NOx/m3

n), NOx

limits can presently only be met with SCR catalysts when the
quantities of pilot fuel are above 5% (dual-fuel engines). Redu-
cing the quantity of pilot fuel (energetically) to approximately
0.5% of the full load quantity (as in micropilot engines) makes
it possible to comply with NOx values of 500 mg/m3

n (TA Luft
limit) even without exhaust gas aftertreatment.

The advantage of the dual-fuel engine concept is its
capability to continue running as a diesel engine should the
gas run out (mainly important for emergency power applica-
tions). The engine is started as a diesel engine so that gas, as
the primary energy source, can then be successively mixed
into the air flow. This type of engine is chiefly used for large
quantities of gas with low calorific values and low flamm-
ability, e.g. gases with high percentages of inert gas.

The relatively high methane number required is a draw-
back since a compression ratio must be selected, which is
sufficient for the diesel fuel to auto-ignite during a start.
When gases or gas mixtures have low methane numbers,
countermeasures, e.g. lead reduction or ‘‘leaning’’, must guar-
antee operation without detonation by replacing the fraction
of fuel gas energy with larger quantities for pilot ignition. This
is particularly problematic in hydrogen-rich synthesis gases
since it means accepting either only moderate mean pressures
(at the level of naturally aspirated engines) or high levels of
diesel fuel consumption.

4.4.3.4 Gas Diesel Engines

The gas diesel engine concept is characterized by mixture
formation in the combustion chamber. The high pressure
fuel gas is upstream from the pilot ignition and then subse-
quently ignited by the diesel spray [4-36]. The ignition quality
of the gas is of such secondary importance that this method
can even use gases with low methane numbers without
special measures. This development is based on the presence
of such high pressure gas (approximately 200 bar) as accu-
mulates as a ‘‘byproduct’’ on CNG tankers or is available in
the petroleum industry on drilling platforms or in pumping
stations. Since the requisite gas pressure must be higher
than the final compression pressure, increased demands
are placed on the gas system (compression resistance and
safety).

Pure fuel gas

Homogeneous
lean mixture

(a) Direct ignition (b) Prechamber ignition
Fig. 4-44
Directed ignition (a) and precombustion chamber ignition (b) in
spark ignited engines
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This concept’s efficiencies are practically just as high as
those of diesel engines. However, the NOx emissions of any
engines operating on the basis of the pilot ignition concept
require exhaust gas aftertreatment with a deNOx catalyst.

4.4.3.5 Hydrogen Operation of Gas Diesel Engines

In the future, efforts to utilize alternative fuels and reduce
environmental pollution from engine exhaust gases will
attach great importance to hydrogen [4-37], provided it is
not obtained by electrolysis using electrical power generated
with fossil fuels. With an eye toward even being able to use
hydrogen in large diesel engines at some point, pertinent tests
were conducted on a single cylinder diesel engine with a
piston diameter of 240 mm [4-38]. In the current stage of
development, hydrogen compressed to 300 bar is supplied to
the engine shortly before top dead center by an injection valve
with several spray holes, which replaces the centered injection
nozzle. Then, the air/hydrogen mixture auto-ignites. In the
course of the tests, the compression ratio was increased from
its original e = 13.7 in the diesel version to 16.8–17.6. The air/
hydrogen mixture’s sizeable ignition range largely allows
quality control comparable to load adjustment common in
diesel engines. The brake mean effective pressures of approxi-
mately 19 bar corresponding to specific work we = 1.9 kJ/dm3

attained in test operation of a supercharged engine suggest
advances may approach 25 bar in the future. This is compar-
able to the power level of present day marine diesel engines.

Combustion proceeds soot-free. The greenhouse gas car-
bon dioxide CO2, carbon monoxide CO and hydrocarbon
compounds HC only appear in insignificantly small concen-
trations. Nitrogen oxides are the sole quantitatively relevant
components. Their concentration exceeds the emission level
of emission-optimized diesel engines. The strong inhomo-
geneities of the air/fuel mixture and the extremely short
duration of combustion with high conversion rates, which
cause local high temperatures in the combustion chamber
and thus increased NO formation, can be regarded as the
reasons for this. Further work on development is needed here.
Aftertreatment systems that reduce NOx, which may become
necessary, function extremely effectively because of the purity
of the exhaust.

Even though a hydrogen powered diesel engine remains a
future option from the current vantage point, it already fulfills
two of Rudolf Diesel’s visions, namely smoke-free operation
of his rational heat engine and its suitability for fuel gases too!

4.4.3.6 Gas Engines as Vehicle Engines

Spark ignited engines derived from diesel engines on the basis
of the l = 1 concept are used in municipal vehicles, commuter
vehicles and public transportation. Such vehicles use natural
gas (CNG) compressed to 200 bar carried in roof tanks. They
are easily modified and handle like a vehicle designed with a
diesel engine.

Systematic development toward lean burn engines (l �
1.7) is opening significantly expanded options with enhanced
power, efficiencies and ranges [4-39]. The demand for higher
power at lower fuel consumption and minimal emissions
has generated numerous changes in the basic diesel engine,
e.g. combustion chamber shape, piston design, intensive
cooling of cylinder head and liner, lubricating oil con-
sumption, fuel system and engine control. Thus, today’s
vehicle gas engines represent independent developments
[4-40].

Gas engines in industrial locomotives should now be
regarded more as an exception. However, they are sporadi-
cally necessary in areas of operation with special environ-
mental regulations.

4.4.4 Mixture Formation and Ignition

4.4.4.1 Potentials of Mixture Formation

Similar to car gasoline engines, a distinction can be made
between gas engines with:
– central mixture formation by means of mixture-forming

equipment or a gas mixer (corresponding to single-point
injection) and

– individual mixture formation before the intake into the
combustion chamber or in the engine’s combustion cham-
ber (corresponding to the options of multi-point injection).

The central gas mixer in supercharged gas engines may be
placed before or after the supercharger group’s compressor.
Placement on the suction side is advantageous since it only
requires low gas pre-pressure, e.g. for digester or landfill gas
(30–100 mbar). The homogenization of the mixture in the
compressor generates another advantage. This provides every
bank in V engines an exactly equal air/fuel ratio. Placing the
gas mixer on the pressure side (p2) requires a correspondingly
higher gas pre-pressure, which must be generated by an
internal gas compressor case by case. In addition, there is
always a risk of disruptively rich stream filaments, making it
expedient to connect a homogenizing unit downstream from
the gas mixer.

Individual mixture formation is found in larger engines
(D> 140 mm). Provided the engine is not naturally aspirated,
the gas pressure level must be elevated commensurately with
the charge air pressure. Additional gas intake valves are
necessary in both cases. This requires design changes in the
cylinder head. When a throttle is used to adjust the air supply
to control the torque, the valve cross section in the gas valve
must be adjusted so that the mixture continues to be ignitable.
The requisite air mass flow in supercharged engines is
adjusted by controlling the boost pressure with an exhaust
bypass (wastegate), compressor bypass or variable turbine
geometry (VTG), the torque being changed either by means
of load-dependent gas pressure control or gas intake valves
with variable opening durations.
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4.4.4.2 Gas Mixers

Most gas mixers function on the basis of the venturi principle:
A venturi nozzle positioned in the intake air flow lowers the
stationary pressure in the narrowest cross section where two
bores interconnected by a annular channel that admits gas are
located (Fig. 4-45). The differential pressure in the inlet and
thus the influent gas mass flow also increase as the cylinder
charge increases, e.g. when speed increases. Since the densi-
ties of gas and air change simultaneously, additional control
functions are necessary to maintain the desired air/fuel ratio.

A variable restriction gas mixer (IMPCO) is frequently
used in engines with low emission requirements. Figure 4-46
presents its functional principle. The distinctive feature of this
type of gas metering valve is its external shape, which allows
obtaining a mass flow-dependent air/fuel ratio curve rela-
tively easily. When another characteristic is desired, then
the shape of the control valve is adapted to the desired
mixture ratio. The spring located in the vacuum chamber
provides another potential control function. This type of gas
mixer may be implemented on the suction or the pressure
side. Since it has no electronic actuator, the simple mechanics
are a significant advantage. However, its fixed setting

corresponding to the geometry and thus a particular air/fuel
ratio value when it is adjusted are a disadvantage. This con-
cept precludes any control function to compensate for vari-
able calorific values or changing ambient conditions (intake
temperature and air pressure).

Its high flow losses and the attendant charge losses make
this type of mixer unsuitable for supercharged gas engines
with high specific power.

Another widespread basic concept utilizes the area ratio of
the air and gas cross section to adjust the mixture ratio.
Already relatively old, the underlying idea – corresponding
to a variable venturi carburetor – was taken up by Ruhrgas
AG in the mid 1980s and refined to its current state (with the
brand name HOMIX).

The advantage of this concept for lean burn engines is the
ability to regulate the air/fuel area ratio relatively easily during
operation. This type of gas mixer always requires a pressure
regulator (zero pressure regulator) that adjusts the pressure
conditions in the gas feed to the pressure in the suction
pipe before the compressor.

A so-called gas train is needed to adjust the pressure level in
the gas systems to the pressure level of the mixture formation
intended in the gas engine. In addition to adjusting the
pressure, the gas train or ‘‘gas path’’ usually integrates the
required safety equipment [4-41].

4.4.4.3 Electric Ignition Systems and Spark Plugs

As in car gasoline engines, the air/fuel mixture in spark
ignited engines ignites with the aid of a spark plug. In use
until the early 1990s, mechanically driven generator ignition
units (e.g. from Altronic) have been abandoned in favor of
electronic ignition in which a thyristor controls a capacitor’s
discharge to easily vary the ignition point, e.g. when there is a
risk of detonating combustion. It is important to differentiate
between the maximum potential gate-trigger voltage (gate-
trigger voltage supplied) and the voltage required for arcing
(gate-trigger voltage required). The amount is primarily deter-
mined by the gap size between the center and ground electrode.

Gas intake
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valve
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Air intake

Fig. 4-45
Venturi mixer
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Fig. 4-46 Gas mixer: IMPCO variable restriction carburetor
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The required gate-trigger voltage also increases with the charge
density at the ignition point and thus with the specific work we

(or the brake mean effective pressure Pmi).
Commercially available electrodes protected with precious

metals (platinum, iridium or rhodium), e.g. Champion RB
77WPC and Denso 3-1, increase the life of spark plugs in
stationary engines. Some engine manufacturers also rely on
internal developments.

Unscavenged Precombustion Chamber and Precombustion
Chamber Spark Plugs

Since their ignition conditions strongly depend on the
conditions in the combustion chamber, e.g. charge movement
and mixture inhomogeneities, lean burn engines impose spe-
cial requirements on ignition systems. One measure is the use
of precombustion chamber spark plugs (unscavenged pre-
combustion chambers without their own gas feed). The
spark plug is surrounded by a chamber that relatively small
passages (transfer bores) connect with the main combustion
chamber. This establishes constant ignition conditions for the
spark plug, which improve ignition conditions and thus the
spark plug’s life [4-42]. The mixture can be leaned out, thus
producing lower NOx emissions than in an undivided com-
bustion chamber.

Laser Ignition

Concepts that employ a pulse laser to ignite the mixture in the
combustion chamber are being developed as alternatives to
electronic ignition systems with spark plugs [4-43]. Through
an optical access to the combustion chamber, a fiber optic
cable focuses light from a laser source anywhere in the com-
bustion chamber in such a way that ignition of the mixture is

initiated. By virtue of the principle, its advantage is its elim-
ination of spark plug wear. Further, several ignition sources
may be implemented in a combustion chamber, thus produ-
cing extremely rapid mixture conversion rates.

Goals of development are stable optical accessibility to the
combustion chamber, the minimization of power losses
between the laser source and the combustion chamber and
the reduction of the cost of the overall system. The latter
particularly continues to hinder the use of such systems in
production. The brake mean effective pressures of up to
30 bar corresponding to specific work we = 3.0 kJ/dm3 envi-
sioned for future spark ignited engines are only conceivable
with laser ignition.

4.4.5 Gas Engine Emissions

4.4.5.1 Combustion of Homogeneous Gas Mixtures

Presented as a function of the air/fuel ratio l in Fig. 4-47, the
emission characteristic of the regulated exhaust emissions of
carbon monoxide CO, total hydrocarbons HC and nitrogen
oxides NOx is typical for the combustion of a homogeneous
fuel-air mixture. While CO and HC strongly decrease as the
excess air (l> 1) increases after stoichiometric combustion,
NOx emission only reaches its maximum at l�1.1 because
the temperatures in the combustion chamber connected
with the oxygen supply are still very high at l> 1. The
emission level decreases when air/fuel ratios are increased
further, reaching a level in the extreme lean range at l �1.6,
which is acceptable for the emission control legislation in
TA Luft.

The boundaries in the figure indicate the two types of opera-
tion for an emission-optimized gas engine: combustion of a
stoichiometric (l = 1) or a lean air/fuel mixture with l � 1.6.
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Air/fuel ratio and exhaust emission, limits of the
concept for NOx reduction
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European emission control legislation is essentially oriented
toward Germany’s TA Luft (see Sect. 15.2) with the noteworthy
distinction that, instead of referring to power as is often com-
mon, the limits refer to the charge flow rate in m3

n with an O2

content of 5% in exhaust. Thus, the amount of power generated
from the same quantity of fuel gas is inconsequential since the
efficiency of utilization does not enter into the calculated
emission values. Therefore, individual countries such as Den-
mark factor in net efficiency when establishing their limits for
unburned hydrocarbons. Emission limits not only exist for
NOx, CO and HC but also non-methane hydrocarbons
(NMHC), dust or particulate emission (based on stipulated
measuring procedures, see Sect. 15.6) and C compounds clas-
sified as C1, C2, C3, etc. as well as dioxins and furans.

4.4.5.2 Gas Engines with Stoichiometric Mixtures

As in car gasoline engines, a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio is the
prerequisite for use of a three-way catalyst that simultaneously
lowers CO, HC and NOx emission by post-oxidation or reduc-
tion. The air/fuel ratio must be controlled with a lambda
oxygen sensor that ensures the catalyst functions within the
very narrow limits of the ‘‘lambda window’’ of 0.980–0.991.
Only hypostoichiometric combustion (l �0.997) can effec-
tively reduce NOx.

In conjunction with the influences generated by oil ash
and the problem gases contained in the fuel gas, the high
thermal load diminishes catalyst efficiency. Hence, servicing
and maintenance costs are relatively high. This limits the use of
three-way catalysts to engines with lower power, predomi-
nantly naturally aspirated engines (pme � 8 bar or we �
0.8 kJ/dm3). However, a combination of exhaust gas turbochar-
ging and exhaust gas recirculation can simultaneously lower
the thermal load and raw NOx emission and thus costs.

4.4.5.3 Lean Burn Engines

Mixture Control with a Lean Oxygen Sensor

Lean burn operation in compliance with TA Luft limits
requires lean mixture supercharging to compensate for the
losses of effective brake work connected with lean combus-
tion by supercharging. A premixed air/fuel mixture has
proven to be easily precompressible in the exhaust gas turbo-
charger’s compressor with advantages for mixture homoge-
nization (see Sect. 4.4.4.1). Only lean burn engines can be
used for biogases loaded with such pollutants as chlorine,
fluorine and silicon compounds and hydrogen sulfide H2S
since these ‘‘catalyst poisons’’ would render a three-way
catalyst inoperable in no time.

A closed loop control maintains the requisite stability of
the lean air/fuel ratio (comparable to air/fuel ratio 1 opera-
tion). The ‘‘lean oxygen sensors’’ employed to do this deliver
an electrical signal usable by the control loop starting only at
an air/fuel ratio of l > 1.6. The sensors’ limited lives,

particularly when used in biogases with extremely harmful
constituents (Cl, F, S, etc.), make this concept so extremely
cost intensive for an engine operating time of 8,000 h/a that
alternative concepts have been developed to control mixture
composition.

Alternative Concepts for Lean Burn Engines

Combustion Chamber Temperature (TEM) Measurement

Deutz’s [4-44] concept envisions measuring representative
temperature in a volumetric element of the combustion
chamber to maintain the air/fuel ratio. The relatively slow
sensor (thermocouple) does not measure the true tempera-
ture in the volumetric element, a recess in the bottom of
the cylinder head. Rather, it measures a mean temperature
reached during the combustion cycle, to which the average
NOx emission measured at an operating point and stored in
the controller (TEM) is assigned.

The sensor’s decreasing sensitivity due to isolating deposits
has an adverse effect since the mixture is enriched at a pseudo
excessively low average temperature. Operation at the deto-
nation range on the other hand produces better heat transfer
in the sensor so that the controller readjusts toward ‘‘lean’’ as
desired and thus prevents detonation.

LEANOX

Developed and patented by Jenbacher [4-45], the LEANOX
concept employs the pressure and temperature values mea-
sured after the throttle, which correspond to the energy
supply at a given engine setting. In conjunction with the
related NOX values, a correlation exists between the air/fuel
ratio and NOX emission. The advantage of this concept is its
independence from an engine’s operating life, which has no
influence on the measurement. Moreover, the controller’s
interpretation of this as a deviation toward ‘‘lean’’ equalizes
any decrease of calorific value. This produces the desired
enrichment of the mixture.

Ionization Sensor

Caterpillar uses an ionization sensor for its large 3600 and
G-CM34 series. The basic principle is based on capturing the
speed of the flame front from the spark plug to the ionization
sensor mounted close to the cylinder liner. The flame speed is
assigned to an NOX emission during ‘‘calibration’’. The signal
detected by the sensor is relatively unclear and the control
system no longer functions precisely enough when combus-
tion is very lean (l > 2.5).

Light Emission Measurement

Research findings have demonstrated that flame radiation
can be attributed to the range of the OH band for 310 nm of
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NOx emission. Thus, a distinct correlation exists. The con-
tamination of the combustion chamber window that occurs
as the running period lengthens is problematic for real engine
operation. The frequent readjustment required is cost inten-
sive and limits the system’s precision and thus its application.

Cylinder Pressure Measurement

Cylinder-selective pressure measurement and the online ther-
modynamic analysis it enables provide an extremely elegant
option. The advantage of this method is the ability to use other
relevant parameters for control and monitoring, e.g. mean indi-
cated pressure Pmi, maximum cylinder pressure, ignition point,
duration of combustion and even detonation phenomena. This
(still very expensive) concept is implemented in large marine
diesel engines for the purpose of engine management [4-46]. In
conjunction with inexpensive powerful computers, new sensors
and methods of pressure measurement [4-47] could facilitate
future use of this concept for gas engines too [4-48].

Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment

Oxidation Catalyst

TA Luft limits gas engines’ CO emission to � 650 mg/m3
n.

State-of-the-art, efficiency-optimized gas engines have raw
emission of approximately 800–1,100 mg CO/m3

n. The CO
primarily stems from incomplete reactions during combus-
tion. Formaldehyde is an intermediate product of methane
oxidation. Both emission components and higher hydrocar-
bons can be reduced greatly when the oxidation catalyst is
adequately sized (space velocity and precious metal content).

Thermal Post-oxidation

Thermal post-oxidation is employed to reduce partially or
unburned components in the exhaust of efficiency-optimized
gas engines, which contains biogases with the aforementioned
content of problem gases, which are ‘‘catalyst poisons’’ that
render oxidation catalysts inoperable in no time. Sufficient
oxygen O2 is present in the exhaust depending on the com-
bustion concept. However, an increase of the required oxida-
tion temperature of > 7608C is necessary. Recuperative or
renewable heat exchangers are used to reduce the energy
required. GE Jenbacher’s CL.AIR system has established itself
for landfill gas plants.
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5 Fuel Injection Systems

Walter Egler, Rolf Jürgen Giersch, Friedrich Boecking, Jürgen Hammer,
Jaroslav Hlousek, Patrick Mattes, Ulrich Projahn, Winfried Urner,
and Björn Janetzky

5.1 Injection Hydraulics

A description of the processes in injection systems entaills the
interdisciplinary application of methods of fluid mechanics,
technical mechanics, thermodynamics, electrical engineering
and control engineering. Pressures are very high and pilot
injection to the main injection requires a minimum delivery
of 1.5 mm3 of fuel per injection with a metering accuracy of
– 0.5 mm3 in flexibly selectable intervals. This imposes sub-
stantial demands on the quality of models and numerical
methods. Moreover, the processes in the compressible fluid
are profoundly transient. Thus, components are endangered
by cavitation erosion and can be excited to oscillations with
high mechanical loads. Substantially influencing fuel proper-
ties and bearing or plunger/liner clearances in pumps, the
considerable heating of the fuel by throttling and frictional
losses must be quantifiable as well.

5.1.1 Equation of State for Fuels

Knowledge of the fluid properties is the prerequisite for
understanding and modeling hydraulic behavior. Density r
and specific volume v = 1/r describe the compressibility of
fuel and test oil. The literature contains a number of
approaches based on systematic measurements in high pres-
sure labs that approximate the densities or specific volumes of
fluids as a function of pressure p and temperature T [5-1].
One, the modified Tait equation

vð p;TÞ ¼ v0ðTÞ 1þ CðTÞln pþBðTÞ
p0þBðTÞ

� �
v0ðTÞ ¼ a1 þ a2T þ a3T2 þ a4T3

BðTÞ ¼ b1 þ b2=T þ b3=T2

CðTÞ ¼ c1 þ c2T

(5-1Þ

has consistently proven itself for diesel fuels and test oils
where p0 is the ambient pressure.

Changes of state proceed so rapidly during an injection that
they may be considered adiabatic. Compression and expan-
sion processes with insignificant frictional and momentum
losses may additionally be regarded as reversible and thus as
isentropic. Since

a2 ¼ ðdp=drÞs ¼ �1=r2ðdp=dvÞs (5-2Þ
applies to the speed of sound a(p, T) at constant entropy s, it
characterizes both the rate of linear pressure wave propaga-
tion and local isentropic pressure changes. According to
[5-2], isentropic changes of state additionally correlate with
the change of temperature

ðdT=dpÞs¼�T=ðcpr2Þðdr=dTÞp¼T=cpðdv=dTÞp (5-3Þ

The following correlation relates the specific heat capacity cp

to the speed of sound at a known density r(p, T)

cp ¼ ðdr=dTÞ2p=½ðdr=dpÞT � 1=a2�T=r2

¼ �ðdv=dTÞ2p=½ðdr=dpÞT þ ðv=aÞ2� � T (5-4Þ

Thus, the description of state behavior is theoretically completed
when the correlations r(p, T) or v(p, T) and a(p, T) or cp(p, T) are
established. However, the partial derivatives make the equation
extremely susceptible to error. Thus, an inherently consistent,
accurate approximation is difficult to obtain by means of empiri-
cal equations of state with limited measurements. According to
Davis and Gordon [5-3], if the speed of sound is known in the
entire region of state of interest, v(p, T) can be calculated for
discrete points by integrating Maxwell’s equation

ðdcp=dpÞT ¼ �Tðd2v=dT2Þp (5-5aÞ

and the equation derived from Eq. (5-4)

ðdv=dpÞT ¼ �½T=cpðdv=dTÞ2p þ ðv=aÞ2� (5-5bÞ

A further development proposed by Jungemann [5-4]
calculates the selected equation of state’s coefficients in a
minimization problem so that the thusly ascertained fluid
values optimally fulfill the system of partial differential
equations (5-5) and the speed of sound and specific heat
are expressed optimally. This method was used, for example,
to determine the empirical equation of state based on
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Eq. (5-1) for a common test oil compliant with ISO 4113. It was
based on values for the speed of sound measured in the entire
region of state and values for the specific volume and specific
heat capacity measured along the isobars at ambient pressure.
Figure 5-1 presents the calculated fluid properties.

5.1.2 Modeling, Simulation and Design

Diesel injection systems are now substantially developed and
designed with the aid of numerical simulation based on math-
ematical modeling, i.e. a description of reality with mathema-
tical equations. It is expected to correctly describe mass flows,
pressure oscillations and pressure losses over time. Target
parameters, e.g. the characteristic of the rate of injection,
depend on the complex interplay of various system compo-
nents and necessitate both an analysis of the overall system that
appropriately allows for local influences and individual ana-
lyses with very high local resolution. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) may be employed to analyze local three-
dimensional flows in detail. This is addressed in Sect. 5.2.

Current tools for system simulations (cf. [5-5–5-7]) allow
selecting parameterizable model elements from a kit and
merging them into a complete model that is usually sup-
ported by graphic interfaces. Incorporating every relevant
3D effect, the streamline theory is employed to model hydrau-
lic zones. This produces a ‘‘hydraulic network model’’. The
most important model elements are highlighted below.
Chamber: This model element has elementary significance as
a node in the network. Chambers may be fuel-filled parts,
injectors and high pressure pump barrels. By definition, local
changes of pressure and temperature are disregarded. The
contact surfaces of the allocated reference space can transport
mass flows with the velocity vector v! resulting from moving
walls (so-called ‘‘body bound surfaces’’) and from the flow of
free surfaces A. Using Eq. (5-2) to incorporate compressibil-
ity, a mass balance yields the following for pressure changes:

ðV=a2Þðdp=dtÞ ¼ �rðdV=dtÞ �
Z
A

r~vdA (5-6Þ

Lines: Linear wave propagation, e.g. between the pump and
the high pressure accumulator or between the high pressure
accumulator and the injectors, plays a significant role in
highly transient processes. Corresponding to Eq. (5-6), the
differential balance along a flow tube with the coordinate x
and the velocity w is

ðdp=dt þ wdp=dxÞ=ða2rÞ þ dw=dx
þðdA=dt þ wdA=dxÞ=A ¼ 0:

(5-7Þ

Expanded by friction, Euler’s equation of motion

dw=dt þ wdw=dx þ ð1=rÞðdp=dxÞ þ r ¼ 0 (5-8Þ

incorporates the fuel’s inertia as a momentum balance. The
partial differential equation system consisting of Eq. (5-7) and
(5-8) is based on a very precise calculation using the model
element of the line.
Short pipe: The fuel’s inertia plays a significant role in rela-
tively short segments, e.g. fuel bores in an injector’s nozzle
region, but the pressure wave propagation does not. Hence, a
model of a short pipe dispenses with Eq. (5-7). Equation (5-8)
makes allowance for flow pressure losses and the fluid’s
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Fig. 5-1 Fluid properties of test oil according to ISO 4113. (a) Density � from
Eq. (5-1); (b) speed of sound a from Eq. (5-4); (c) specific heat capacity cp from
Eq. (5-5a); (d) Isentropic temperature change from Eq. (5-3)
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inertia. A short pipe requires substantially less computing
time than a line. Even flows in longer bores or lines can be
approximated well by connecting short pipes and chambers
in series.
Throttles and valves: The volumetric flow in throttles and
valve seats depends on the adjacent differential pressure and
an effective cross section area determined by the geometric
conditions. Bernoulli’s equation expanded by friction is a
suitable mathematical model:

Z2

1

ðdw=dtÞdx þ
Z2

1

ð1=rÞdpþ ðw2
2 � w2

1Þ=2þ
Z2

1

rdx ¼ 0:

(5-9Þ

It is produced by integrating equation (5-8) between the cross
sections ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’. Phenomenological statements for pres-
sure losses caused by wall friction and discontinuities enter
into r. Since the lengths of the segments analyzed are extre-
mely short, the inertia and thus the first term may usually be
disregarded.
Gap flow: Leaks, e.g. in high pressure pumps or injector
plunger guides, may be calculated as a planar flow with
the Reynolds lubrication equation [5-8]. Additional
influences such as gap expansion at high pressures and
eccentric plunger position must be additionally incorpo-
rated in many cases. Since there is no guarantee that the
flow remains laminar, further corrective interventions
are necessary.

Pressure Forces: Pressure forces play a crucial role in mov-
ing components, e.g. pressure valves or nozzle needles. The
modeling of this coupling of hydraulics and mechanics is
based on the mathematical statement

~F ¼
Z
o

pd~O (5-10Þ

Were the pressure distribution on the surface O known from
a parallel coupled 3D flow simulation, Eq. (5-10) would
deliver the exact force. This effort can be eliminated in most
cases.

~F ¼
X

i

ðpi � AF;iÞ (5-11Þ

reduces the calculation of the force to the adjacent chamber
pressures pi and allocated areas of effective pressure AF,i.
Local deviations of chamber pressure are accommodated
with pressure and stroke-dependent maps of the areas of
effective pressure.
Cavitation: Vapor pockets form, i.e. cavitation occurs, when
the pressure reaches the vapor pressure locally. For instance, a
throttle in an injector before the solenoid valve is intention-
ally designed so that cavitation occurs during injection, thus
rendering the flow independent of back pressure and solenoid
valve lift. This has substantial advantages for volumetric
stability. In 1966, Schmitt [5-9] already identified a method

to relatively simply link hypotheses with the energy Eq. (5-8)
in order to also be able to compute the flow in throttles. What
is more, the development of cavitation models and their
integration in three-dimensional CFD requires great effort
to assure the quality of projections of component damage
[5-10].
Parameterization: The known dimensions, e.g. the nozzle
needle’s mass, the lines’ lengths and diameters and the injec-
tor and the rail’s trapped volumes, are used to parameterize
injection system models. A lift and pressure-dependent map
specifies the effective cross sectional areas of the valves and
the effective areas of valve pressure. These maps are com-
puted with 3D CFD or detailed streamline models [5-4] and
inserted into the models in an appropriate form.

Given the high system pressures, component deformations
may cause the hydraulic function to change. Influences of
elasticities are determined with the aid of the finite element
method (FEM) and integrated in the models.
Actuators: Precise reproduction of the actuating elements,
e.g. the solenoid valve or piezoelectric actuator, also plays a
very large role in precise metering of the injected fuel quan-
tity. Electromagnetic models, which can be directly coupled
with the hydraulic and mechanical models, are used to calcu-
late the generation and abatement of the actuating force over
time. Taking a piezoelectrically controlled system as an exam-
ple, Fig. 5-2 presents typical simulation results for quintuple
injection.

5.2 Injection Nozzles and Nozzle Holders

Injection nozzles are the interface between the injection sys-
tem and combustion chamber. They significantly influence
an engine’s power, exhaust emissions and noise and seal the
injection system from the combustion chamber between
injections. They are incorporated in nozzle holder assemblies
(NHA), unit injectors (UI) and common rail injectors (CRI)
and mounted together with them in the cylinder head as a
functional unit positioned very exactly to the combustion
chamber (Fig. 5-3).

Pertinent subsections of Sect. 5.3 explain unit and common
rail injectors.

The following functional principles apply to nozzle needle
control:
Needle closes/seals the injection system from the combus-
tion chamber: A mechanically or hydraulically generated
closing force that acts on the end of the needle presses the
nozzle needle into the nozzle seat.
Needle opens: The nozzle needle opens at the start of the
injection phase as soon as the ‘‘hydraulic’’ force FD on the seat
side (the injection pressure acting on the annulus area
between the needle guide and nozzle seat) becomes greater
than the closing force FS.

NHA and UI are cam-driven injection systems with pres-
sure controlled nozzle needles, CRI are pressure accumulator
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injection systems with lift controlled nozzle needles, i.e. a
‘‘hydraulic’’ closing force can be modulated as a function of
a fuel map-dependent system pressure and, thus, the needle
can be lift controlled (see also Sect. 5.3.1.1, Fig. 5-14).

5.2.1 Injection Nozzles

By systematically distributing and optimally atomizing
the fuel in the combustion chamber, nozzles strongly influ-
ence mixture formation and they influence the injection
characteristic.

5.2.1.1 Design, Types

A standard nozzle consists of a nozzle body with a high
pressure inlet, needle guide, seat and spray hole zone and an
inwardly opening needle. Three basic nozzle designs based on
the combustion system and needle control are common
(Fig. 5-4):
– Pintle nozzles for NHA applications in IDI engines are no

longer significant in engine development.
– Hole-type nozzles are utilized in NHA, UI and CRI appli-

cations in DI engines.

– Nozzle modules, i.e. hole-type nozzles with an integrated
hydraulic control chamber, are utilized for CRI applica-
tions in DI engines. Inlet and controlled outlet throttles in
the injector modulate the pressure in the control chamber.
The control chamber’s volume is hydraulically rigid, i.e.
designed with a small internal volume to obtain a low
injected fuel quantity.

Nozzle size depends on cylinder displacement and the
injected fuel quantity. Hole-type nozzles and nozzle modules
are further divided into valve covered orifice or sac hole
designs (Fig. 5-5).
Design: Every current DI engine concept employs hole-
type nozzles and nozzle modules. The goal of nozzle
design is to convert pressure energy into kinetic energy
with optimized efficiency, i.e. into injection sprays with
penetration, breakup and atomization characteristics opti-
mally adjusted to the combustion system, combustion
chamber geometry, injected fuel quantity, engine air man-
agement and the load and speed-dependent injection
pattern.
Seat geometry: The seat’s design incorporates the sealing
function and its diameter determines the opening pressure.
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Fig. 5-2 Simulation results for a piezo controlled common rail injector for cars. (a) Valve lift; (b) Pressure in the injection nozzle; (c) Nozzle needle lift; (d) Injection
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At smaller lifts, the seat gap acts as a flow throttle and
influences the spray holes’ inflow and thus the spray prepara-
tion as well as the needle’s dynamics through the pressure
fields in the gap induced by the flow. In terms of length and
angle differences to the body, the needle seat and needle tip
cone are designed based on the system and are a compromise
of needle dynamics (injected fuel quantity and injection char-
acteristic) and long-time stability (wear and resultant injected
fuel quantity drift).
Needle guide: The needle guide in the nozzle body centers the
needle on the body seat during injection and separates high
and low pressure regions. (This does not apply to nozzle
modules). Guide clearances are in the range of 1–5 mm. The
higher the injection or system pressure, the smaller the guide
clearance is in order to minimize leakage losses. Valve cov-
ered orifice nozzles often have a second guide in the nozzle
shaft to improve needle centering on the seat and thus fuel
distribution to spray holes and needle dynamics. Sac hole

nozzles are more rugged in this respect since the flow in the
seat does not directly influence the conditions in spray holes.
Needle lift: The hydraulic design keeps the throttling losses
in the seat insignificant at full lift. The needle is either lifted
ballistically or is limited by a solid stop. The advantage of
ballistic lift is a nearly linear (smooth) fuel supply character-
istic as a function of the duration of injection. However, it is
only expedient for common rail injectors, which control the
opening and closing time far more precisely than other
systems.
Valve covered orifice, sac hole design and trapped volume
(Fig. 5-5): The size of the so-called trapped volume remaining
under the seat edge after the needle closes is the feature in
valve covered orifice and sac hole nozzles relevant for emis-
sions. The fuel content evaporates suboptimally burned and
increases HC emissions. A valve covered orifice nozzle has the
smallest possible trapped volume, followed by conical and
cylindrical sac hole nozzles. The spray holes in valve covered
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orifice nozzles are arranged in single or multiple rows in the
seat cone below the needle seat. A minimum residual wall
thickness has to be maintained because of the spray holes’
inflow and for reasons of strength. Sac hole nozzles require
significantly smaller minimum distances between spray holes.
Spray hole length (Fig. 5-6): Current spray hole lengths are
between 0.7 and 1 mm. Since the spray holes’ are close to the
point of attack of forces in the seat, they influence the spray as

well as the tip strength, especially in valve covered orifice
nozzles.
Hole geometry and spray: The goal is to produce optimal fuel
distribution, atomization and mixture preparation in the
combustion chamber. The number of spray holes and the
direction of the sprays, each of which has a spatial correlation
to the cylinder head, the glow plug and the combustion
chamber bowl, are designed first.
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Fig. 5-5
Valve covered orifice and sac hole
designs
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The spray hole cross section is defined by the maximum
injected fuel quantity, the related injection pressure and the
acceptable duration of injection.

The number of spray holes depends on the combustion
system and air management (including swirl). The sprays
may not intermix. At present, seven to nine spray holes with
diameters of 105–135 mm are employed in cars and six to
eight spray holes with diameters of 150–190 mm in commer-
cial vehicles.
Spray configuration: Certain parameters are available to
optimally design a nozzle spray hole. Suitable parameters
must be selected to allow for the high susceptibility of nozzles
with efficiency-optimized, virtually cavitation-free spray hole
flows to coking. Research is being done on the potential of
hole-selective spray hole designs (i.e. every spray hole is
designed individually), double hole configurations and even
clusters of holes or combinations of valve covered orifice and
sac hole designs with parallel, diverging or intersecting sprays

(Table 5-1). This requires smaller spray hole diameters and a
spark erosion or laser drilling system specifically developed
for them.

5.2.1.2 Spray Analysis, Simulation

Optical spray pattern analysis: By comparing their spray
contours, spray patterns recorded with a high speed camera
quickly deliver information on spray shape, spray pattern
symmetry, spray development at the start and end of injection
and shot-to-shot variations (Fig. 5-8).
Spray force analysis: This analysis delivers precise informa-
tion on efficiency, symmetry, spray breakup and structure. A
pressure sensor scans the injection spray at varying distances
to the nozzle and captures the unconditioned signal and the
spray structure (Fig. 5-9).

Existing procedures are continuously being refined and new
techniques tested (Fig. 5-10) in order to obtain more

Fig. 5-6 Spray hole geometry. 1 Spray hole diameter; 2 Spray hole length; 3 Hydroerosive rounded spray hole inlet; 4 Tapered spray hole

Table 5-1 Overview of spray hole design

Parameter Design targets

Number of nozzle
holes

The number ought to be as high as possible, however intermingling of sprays is critical

Nozzle hole cross
section

The smallest possible cross section is optimal for atomization and mixture formation

Hydroerosive
rounding

(Inflow edge)

Hydroerosive rounding anticipates wear and, depending on the extent of rounding, influences the internal spray hole flow (with/without
cavitation) Figs. 5-6 and 5-7

Conicity In conjunction with hydroerosive rounding and spray hole length, conicity influences the efficiency of the pressure conversion and the spray
breakup

Spray hole length The shorter the length, the smaller the depth of spray penetration (at equivalent efficiency)
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information on the spray, e.g. spray breakup, droplet size,
vaporization, air entrainment, mixture formation and
combustion.

Knowledge of these quantities is the prerequisite for
simulation of the process chain from internal nozzle flow
through combustion and for numerical simulation of emis-
sion (Fig. 5-11). Intensive research and development are
being pursued in every domain of this process chain. Excel-
lent models of injection systems already exist, which even
reproduce the hydraulic effect of changes to components
throughout the life cycle.
Materials, tip temperature: The pressure oscillations in com-
mon rail systems generate relative motions in the seat
between the needle and body. Surface coatings are applied
to reduce wear.

Nozzle tips are thermally highly loaded (up to approxi-
mately 3008C in cars and > 3008C in commercial vehicles).
Heat resistant steels and thermally conductive bushings are
employed for the higher temperature range.

Nozzles operated at low temperatures (< approximately
1208C) for a prolonged time may suffer corrosion in the
entire seat/spray hole area (exhaust gas and water react and
form sulfuric acid).

5.2.2 Nozzle Holders and Nozzle Holder Assemblies

Nozzles are combined with single spring and dual spring
nozzle holders (Fig. 5-12) to form nozzle holder assemblies,
which are used in cam-driven systems. Single spring holders
(1SH) are used in commercial vehicles and dual spring
holders (2SH) in cars since the added pilot injection may be
used to reduce combustion noise.
Function of a single spring holder: See the introduction to
Sect. 5.2 (needle closes and needle opens). The compression
spring’s load generates the needle’s closing force.
Function of a dual spring holder: The nozzle needle
initially opens against the force of the compression spring

Fig. 5-7
Flow simulation: Comparison of spray
holes (rounded and unrounded inlet)

Penetration depth

Spray
cone
angle

Shot-to-shot variationSpray symmetrySpray shape

Direction of spray

Fig. 5-8
Optical spray pattern analysis
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1 (15, lift h1, pilot injection phase), which acts on the needle
through a push rod. For the main injection (lift h2), the
hydraulic force must use a lift adjustment sleeve to overcome
the force of the compression spring 2 (18) additionally acting

on the needle. The first stage is passed very quickly at high
speeds.

The closing forces and the opening pressures are set by
prestressing the compression springs with adjusting shims.
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Electronically controlled injection systems employ nozzle
holders with needle motion sensors. A pin connected with the
push rod plunges into an induction coil in the nozzle holder and
delivers signals for the start, end and frequency of injection.

5.3 Injection Systems

5.3.1 Basic Functions

The basic functions of a diesel injection system can be broken
down into four subfunctions:
– Fuel delivery (low pressure side) from the tank through the

fuel filter to high pressure generation. This function is
assumed by the ‘‘low pressure circuit’’ subsystem, which is
generally equipped with the components of pre-filter, main
filter (heated if necessary), feed pump and control valves.
The low pressure circuit connects the vehicle tank to the
high pressure system feed and return by lines through the
low pressure components. The functionally determinative
pressure and flow specifications of the connected high and
low pressure components must be observed.

– High pressure generation and fuel delivery (high pres-
sure side) to the metering point or in an accumulator with
high efficiency during compression. Optimal steady state
and dynamic injection pressure both have to be provided as
a function of the engine operating point. The required
injected fuel quantity and system-dependent control and
leak quantities have to be delivered. This function is
assumed by the high pressure pump and, depending on
the system, an accumulator. Valves are installed in the high
pressure circuit to control the mass flows and pressures. In
advanced injection systems, they are electronically
actuated.

– Fuel metering that precisely meters the fuel mass into the
combustion chamber as a function of speed and engine
load and is supported by exhaust gas aftertreatment sys-
tems. Advanced injection systems meter fuel with the aid of
electrically actuated solenoid or piezo valves mounted on
the high pressure pumps or directly on the injectors.

– Fuel preparation by optimally utilizing the pressure
energy for primary mixture formation for the purpose of
a fluid spray that is optimally distributed in the combustion
chamber in terms of time and location. The fuel is prepared
in the injection nozzle. The metering valve’s interaction
with the nozzle needle control and the routing of the flow
from the nozzle inlet until its discharge at the nozzle holes
are of key importance.

5.3.1.1 Types

Overview

The basic functions described above are implemented differ-
ently depending on the type of injection system. Figure 5-13
presents an overview of commercially available injection sys-
tems and typical fields of application.

An initial distinction must be made between conventionally
designed systems and systems with high pressure accumula-
tors. Injection systems without accumulators always have high
pressure pump plungers driven directly by a cam and thus
generate a pressure wave in the high pressure system, which is
directly utilized to open the injection nozzle and inject the fuel
cylinder-selectively according to the firing sequence.

The next level of classification includes systems with a
‘‘central injection pump’’ that serves every cylinder and delivers
and meters the fuel. Typical representatives are inline pumps
and distributor pumps with axial and radial pump elements.

Common Rail System

Unit Pump System

Unit Injector System

Radial Piston Pump

Axial Piston Pump

PF Pump

Inline Pump

Exhaust Gas Treatment

Fig. 5-13
Present injection system designs and their applications
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The other design is characterized by ‘‘detached injection pumps
per engine cylinder’’. One discrete pressure generation unit
driven by the engine camshaft is attached for every one of the
combustion engine’s cylinders. The fuel is metered by rapidly
switching solenoid valves integrated in the pump unit. The unit
injector is one familiar example of this type of injection system.

Accumulator systems on the other hand have a central high
pressure pump that compresses the fuel and delivers it to an
accumulator at high pressure. Low pressure and high pressure
valves control the pressure in the accumulator. The fuel is
metered from the accumulator by injectors, which are in turn
controlled by solenoid or piezoelectric valves. The name com-
mon rail system stems from the ‘‘common accumulator/distri-
butor’’. Based on the type of actuator in the injectors, a distinc-
tion is made between ‘‘solenoid common rail’’ systems and
‘‘piezoelectric common rail’’ systems as well as special designs.
Nozzle needle lift/pressure control: All injection systems
prepare the fuel independently of the design of the injection
nozzle, which is either connected with the pump unit by a
high pressure line or directly integrated in the pump unit
housing or in the injector. The type of nozzle needle control is
a main feature that sets conventional and common rail injec-
tion systems apart. While the nozzle needle in cam-driven

injection systems is ‘‘pressure controlled’’, the injector in
common rail systems is ‘‘lift controlled’’. Figure 5-14 com-
pares the types of nozzle needle control and summarizes their
main features.

The implementation of common rail systems in virtually
every engine can be expected in the future. Since they are
more flexible than conventional designs, these injection sys-
tems are already the main application for cars. The capability
to freely select the pressure and the number of injections per
working cycle as a function of engine speed and load and
other parameters is indispensible to fulfilling the target engine
parameters. Moreover, an accumulator makes it possible to
situate injection very late relative to the engine crank angle to
control exhaust gas aftertreatment. This will be essential for
compliance with future emission standards. Although a pres-
sure controlled nozzle needle also has advantages for emis-
sions, it is foregone in favor of flexible multiple injections and
the lift control of the nozzle needle in common rail injectors is
relied on. In an analysis of the overall system, the advantages
of lift controlled fuel metering in terms of precision, mini-
mum injected fuel quantity and minimum spray intervals
outweigh those of conventional systems with pressure con-
trolled needles.

Lift-controlled Pressure-controlled

Δp

Δp

Features of pressure controlled injection

•   Nozzle needle is only operated ballistically (not to maximum lift)
    when quantities are very small or non-ballistically (reaching
    maximum lift)

•   High needle speed usually produces high seat throttling at part load
    at the nozzle seat; therefore, the usable differential pressure over the
    spray hole is large

•   Pressure is modulated by the pump through a line or by the metering
    valve through the line from the accumulator

•   Nozzle opens and remains open until the pressure drops below the
    initial closing pressure

•   Pressure wave coming from the metering valve elevates the
    pressure in the nozzle chamber until opening pressure is reached

•   Rate shape facilitates better emission; more noises and poorer
    multiple injection than lift-controlled injection

Features of lift controlled injection

•   Nozzle may be actuated directly or with a servo valve

•   Put simply, high pressure is constant up to the variable cross
    section; pressure is modulated by the drop in pressure in the
    nozzle seat
•   Nozzle needle is operated ballistically (not to maximum lift) or non-
    ballistically (reaching maximum lift)

•   Nozzle is power operated, cross section is variable

•   Cross section control usually produces high seat throttling at part
    load at the nozzle seat; therefore, the usable differential pressure
    over the spray hole is small

•   High pressure may be delivered by pump and line or accumulator
    and line

•   Rate shape causes poorer for emission; fewer noises and better
    multiple injection than pressure controlled injection

•   Nozzle may close quickly independent of delivery pressure

Fig. 5-14 Comparison of pressure and lift controlled injection
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Inline Pumps (Fig. 5-15)

Main Features

– There is one pump element per engine cylinder and the
elements are arranged inline.

– The plunger is driven by the pump camshaft and reset by
the plunger spring and the plunger stroke is constant.

– Delivery starts when the plunger closes the spill ports.
– The plunger compresses fuel when it moves upward and

delivers it to the nozzle.
– The nozzle operates pressure controlled.
– The inclined helix re-clears the connection to the spill port

and thus reduces the load on the plunger chamber. The
nozzle closes as a result.

– The effective stroke is the plunger stroke after the plunger
chamber closes until shutoff. The effective stroke and thus
also the injected fuel quantity may be varied by using the
control to rotating the plunger.

Axial Distributor Pumps (Fig. 5-16)

Main Features

– There is one axial pump elements for all engine cylinders.
– The cam plate is driven by the engine camshaft and the

number of cams equals the number of engine cylinders (� 6).
– Cam lobes roll on the roller ring and this generates rotary

and longitudinal motion of the distributor plunger.
– A central distributor plunger opens and closes ports and

bores.
– The fuel flow is distributed to outlets to the engine cylinders,
– The plunger compresses axially and delivers fuel to the

pressure controlled nozzle.
– A control collar varies the effective stroke and thus the

injected fuel quantity.
– The start of delivery is varied by an injection timing

mechanism, which rotates the roller ring relative to the
cam plate.

Fuel flow to injection valve

Pump cylinder
High pressure line

Nozzle holder

Nozzle

Inlet port
Effective stroke

Helix

Pump plunger

Camshaft

Plunger rotated by
the control rack
(injected fuel quantity)

Fig. 5-15
Design and functional principle of an inline
pump

Roller
Cam plate

Axial piston

Control sleeve

High pressure chamber

Fuel outflow to nozzle

Metering slot
Effective
strokeInjection timing by rotating

roller ring

Fig. 5-16
Design and functional principle of an axial
distributor pump
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Radial Distributor Pumps (Fig. 5-17)

Main Features

– High pressure is generated by a radial plunger or one or
two pairs of plungers or three independent plungers.

– The number of cam lobes on the cam ring equals the
number of engine cylinders (� 6).

– A distributor shaft driven by the engine supports roller
tappets.

– Roller tappets roll on the cam ring and generate pump
motion.

– Plunger pairs compress fuel toward the center and deliver
it to the pressure controlled nozzle.

– A central distributor shaft opens and closes ports and
bores.

– The fuel flow is distributed to outlets to the engine
cylinders.

– A solenoid valve controls the injected fuel quantity (and
start of delivery).

– High pressure builds when the solenoid valve is closed.
– The start of delivery is varied by a solenoid controlled

injection timing mechanism, which rotates the roller ring
relative to the distributor shaft.

Unit Injectors (Unit Injectors) (Fig. 5-18)

Main Features

– One unit injector per engine cylinder is integrated in the
engine’s cylinder head.

– It is driven by the engine camshaft by means of an injection
cam and tappet or roller rocker.

– High pressure is generated by a pump plunger with spring
return.

– High pressure is locally generated directly before the noz-
zle. Hence, there is no high pressure line.

– The nozzle operates pressure controlled.
– A solenoid valve controls the injected fuel quantity and

start of injection.
– High pressure builds when the solenoid valve is closed.
– A control unit computes and controls injection.

Unit Pump Systems (Unit Pumps) (Fig. 5-19)

Main Features

– Its principle is comparable to the unit injector
system.

– However, a short high pressure line connects the nozzle in
the nozzle holder with the pump.

– There is one injection unit (pump, line and nozzle holder
assembly) per engine cylinder.

– It is driven by an underhead engine camshaft (commercial
vehicles).

– The nozzle operates pressure controlled.
– A high pressure solenoid valve controls the injected fuel

quantity and start of injection.

Common Rail System (Fig. 5-20)

Main Features

– It is an accumulator injection system.
– High pressure generation and injection are decoupled.
– A central high pressure pump generates pressure in the

accumulator, which may be adjusted in the entire map
independent of engine speed and load.

– Repeated extraction of fuel from the rail per working cycle
of the engine allows high flexibility of the position, number
and size of injections.

– One injector (body with nozzle and control valve [solenoid
or piezo actuator]) is mounted per engine cylinder.

– The nozzle operates lift controlled.

Roller tappets
Radial piston

Metering slot

Fuel outflow to
nozzle

High pressure
chamber

Cam ring

Injection timing by
rotating cam ring High pressure solenoid valve Fig. 5-17

Design and functional principle of a radial distributor pump
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– The injector operates time controlled and the injected fuel
quantity is a function of the rail pressure and duration of
control.

– A control unit controls the number and position of injec-
tions and the injected fuel quantity.

5.3.2 Inline Pumps

5.3.2.1 Configuration and Operation

Consisting of pump barrels and pump plungers correspond-
ing to the number of engine cylinders, an inline pump’s pump

elements (Fig. 5-21) are typically united in their own housing.
The pump’s own camshaft, which is driven by the engine’s
timing gear drive, moves the pump plungers. The quantity of
fuel is metered solely by helix control by rotating the pump
plunger. Every pump plunger has an oblique helix so that, in
conjunction with the spill port fixed on the cylinder side, a
different delivery stroke and thus a differing injected fuel
quantity can be delivered or adjusted as a function of the
pump plunger’s angular position. The complete plunger
stroke is constant in each case and corresponds to the cam
lift. A pressure valve in the inline pump’s high pressure outlet
separates the high pressure region in the pump from the
injection line and the nozzle holder so that the fuel located
in the line-nozzle system after injection remains pressurized,
i.e. a certain static pressure exists there. A return flow restric-
tor that prevents any secondary injection merely with low
injection pressure is often integrated in the pressure valve. A
control sleeve that interlocks with a longitudinally moving
control rack rotates the plunger for every barrel simulta-
neously. Thus, the delivery rate may be regulated between
zero delivery and maximum quantity. The control rack itself
is moved by a controller connected with the injection pump.

The controller may either be a mechanical centrifugal
governor that slides the control rack as a function of speed
and thus regulates full load speed in particular or an electro-
nic controller that uses an electromagnetic actuator mechan-
ism to act on the control rack. Mechanically controlled
pumps require auxiliary devices, e.g. a boost pressure-depen-
dent full load stop, to adjust the injected fuel quantity to the
different operating conditions.

A low pressure feed pump actuated by a special cam on the
pump’s own camshaft is mounted on the inline pump to
reliably supply the pump elements with fuel. This feed
pump supplies the inline pump’s fuel gallery with fuel under
a pressure of up to approximately 3 bar.

Pump barrel
High pressure line

Nozzle holder

Nozzle

High pressure solenoid valve

Pump plunger

Cam
Fig. 5-19
Design and functional principle of a unit pump
system

Cam

Pump plunger

High pressure solenoid valve

Fuel inlet

Fuel return

Nozzle

Fig. 5-18 Design and functional principle of a unit injector
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Models, Variants

Various sizes of inline pumps have been adapted to appropriate
engine powers. Inline pumps now have injection pressures of
between 400 and 1,150 bar on the pump side, depending on
whether they are used for chamber or direct injection engines.

The A and P pump are typical Bosch types. Various var-
iants of the P type are implemented depending on the injec-
tion pressure, injected fuel quantity and duration of injection.
The so-called control sleeve injection pump with variable
settings for the start of delivery is used for commercial vehicle
engines.
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Fig. 5-21
P-type inline pump. 1 Pressure valve holder; 2 Filler
piece; 3 Pressure valve spring; 4 Pump barrel; 5
Delivery valve cone; 6 Inlet and control port; 7 Helix;
8 Pump plunger; 9 Control sleeve; 10 Plunger control
arm; 11 Plunger spring; 12 Spring seal; 13 Roller
tappet; 14 Camshaft; 15 Control rack
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High pressure pump
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Leak and control fuel quantity

2/2 Solenoid valve

Fig. 5-20
Design and functional principle of a common rail
system
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5.3.3 Distributor Injection Pumps

Distributor injection pumps [5-11–5-15] are compact, low
cost pumps. Their chief field of application is direct injection
car engines (formerly, IDI engines too) as well as commercial
vehicle engines of up to approximately 45 kW/cylinder. A
distributor pump usually consists of the following assemblies:
– high pressure pump with distributor,
– speed/fuel controller,
– injection timing mechanism,
– low pressure feed pump,
– electric cutoff device (pumps with control collars) and
– add-on functional units (mechanically controlled pumps).

Types include the axial plunger pump that generates up to
1,550 bar pressure in the injection nozzle and the radial
plunger pump that generates up to 2,000 bar pressure (see
Figs. 5-22 and 5-23). The utilizable number of engine cylin-
ders is limited to six in both types. Their basic function is
described in Sect. 5.3.1.

5.3.3.1 Adjusting the Start of Injection

Dependent on load and speed, the adjustment of the start of
injection in a distributor pump is taken over by an injection
timing mechanism that can rotate the roller ring in an axial
piston pump or the cam ring in a radial piston pump to a cam
angle of approximately 208(from extremely retarded to extre-
mely advanced). The rings are rotated by pressurizing or
depressurizing the injection timing piston with a pressure

that is proportional to the speed and generated by a vane
presupply pump integrated in the high pressure pump. When
necessary, the pressure in this piston can be set precisely with
the aid of a pulse width modulation controlled solenoid valve
in conjunction with an injection start sensor.

Along with this simple variant of an injection timing
mechanism, there is also a follow-up movement injection
timing device with a control piston integrated in the timing
piston. This improves the control dynamics since the control
piston reacts independently of the influences of friction on
the roller ring and the injection timing piston.

5.3.3.2 Variants

Mechanically controlled distributor injection pumps:
Purely mechanically controlled distributor pumps are char-
acterized by various, individually configurable functional
add-ons, e.g. to adjust start of delivery, to control idling and
full load or to improve cold start performance. A centrifugal
governor controls pump speed.
Electronically controlled distributor injection pumps:
Since it controls the quantity of fuel and start of delivery
and injection by sensors and the control unit, the design
pictured in Fig. 5-22 does not require separate functional
add-ons. The fuel quantity actuator is a rotary magnet actua-
tor with an inductive sensor that delivers the engine control
unit very precise information on the control collar’s position.
This facilitates precise and fully flexible fuel metering.
Solenoid controlled distributor injection pumps: Figure 5-23
pictures a solenoid controlled radial piston distributor pump.

6 11 4 5 3 2 1

7 8 9 10

Fig. 5-22
Electronically controlled axial piston distributor injection
pump, VE, Robert Bosch GmbH. 1 Distributor plunger;
2 Solenoid valve for injection timing; 3 Control collar;
4 Injection timing mechanism; 5 Cam plate; 6 Feed pump;
7 Electric fuel quantity actuator with feedback sensor;
8 Setting shaft; 9 Electric shutoff device; 10 Pressure valve
holder; 11 Roller ring
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The particular advantages of this type of control are its high
precision (adjustable by the physical unit of the control unit
and pump), high fuel dynamics (cylinder-individual fuel
metering) and influence on the delivery rate by variable start
of delivery.

The time of the 2/2 high pressure solenoid valve’s closing
determines the start of delivery. Its opening time defines the
delivery rate through the piston stroke. The start and end of
delivery (duration of delivery) are controlled in the pump
control unit by processing angle and speed signals from
internal pump and engine sensors. For one pilot injection,
the pump control unit actuates the solenoid valve of the pump
twice - first, for the pilot fuel injection (typically 1.5–2 mm3/
injection) and, then, for the main fuel injection.

5.3.4 Single Plunger Pump Systems

Basically, cam and time controlled single plunger fuel injec-
tion systems in which a pump is fitted to each engine cylinder
may be classified as unit injector or unit pump systems. These
injection systems are mainly used in heavy duty engine appli-
cations [5-16–5-21].

5.3.4.1 Design and Function

Unit injector systems: The pressure generating pump and
the injection valve form a physical unit, which enables mini-
mizing the trapped volume in the injection system and reach-
ing very high injection pressures (over 2,000 bar at rated
power). Each engine cylinder has its own unit injector
installed directly in the cylinder head. The nozzle assembly
is integrated in the unit injector and projects into the

combustion chamber. The engine camshaft has an individual
cam for each unit injector. A roller rocker transmits its stroke
to the pump plunger. This moves it up and down with the aid
of the return spring.

Modern single plunger pump systems are controlled with a
high pressure solenoid valve or piezo actuator, opening and
closing the connection between the low pressure circuit and the
pump’s plunger chamber. The fuel under constant excess
pressure in the low pressure stage flows into the pump’s plun-
ger chamber during the suction stroke (when the pump plun-
ger moves upward). The high pressure solenoid valve closes at
a certain time determined by the control unit. The exact closing
time (‘‘electric start of injection’’ or start of delivery) is ascer-
tained by analyzing the coil current in the solenoid valve and is
applied to control the start of injection and correct the duration
of the drive input pulse (reducing fuel tolerances). The pump
plunger compresses the fuel in the plunger chamber until it
reaches the nozzle opening pressure (‘‘actual start of injection’’).
As a result, the nozzle needle is elevated and the fuel injected
into the combustion chamber. The pump plunger’s high deliv-
ery rate causes the pressure to continue to rise during the entire
injection process. The maximum peak pressure is reached
shortly after the solenoid is shut off. The pressure drops very
rapidly afterward. The duration of solenoid valve control deter-
mines the injected fuel quantity.

Mechanically and hydraulically controlled by an accumulator
plunger, pilot injection is integrated in unit injectors for cars to
reduce noise and pollution (Fig. 5-24). Very small quantities of
fuel (approximately 1.5 mm3) may be pilot injected.

Unlike systems with mechanical metering by helices, the
position of the injection piston in systems controlled by solenoid
valves is not imperatively connected with the delivery stroke.
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Fig. 5-23
Electronically controlled radial piston distributor
injection pump with solenoid valve control, VP44,
Robert Bosch GmbH. 1 Solenoid valve; 2 High
pressure port; 3 Distributor shaft; 4 Injection
timing mechanism; 5 Pump plunger; 6 Cam ring;
7 Vane pump; 8 Drive shaft; 9 Angle of rotation
sensor; 10 Electronic pump control unit
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Sensors capture the camshaft’s angular position and the control
unit computes the delivery stroke from the specified quantity. In
order to minimize the tolerances of the start of injection and the
quantity injected, the camshaft’s angular position must exactly
reproduce the geometric position of the pump plunger’s stroke
unrestricted by any cylinders. This requires a very rigid design of
the engine and the unit injector’s drive.
Unit pump systems: This system consists of a high pressure
pump with an integrated solenoid valve similar to those in
unit injectors, a short injection line, high pressure connectors
and conventional nozzle holder assemblies (Fig. 5-25). The
start of injection and quantity of fuel are controlled as in the
unit injector system.

The modular design (pump, high pressure line and nozzle
holder assembly) enables integrating the unit pump laterally
in the engine. This eliminates reengineering of the cylinder
head and simplifies customer service. The pumps are attached
to the engine block above the camshaft by a flange integrated
in the pump body. The camshaft and pump plunger are
directly connected by a roller tappet.

Unit injector and unit pump systems have a triangular
injection characteristic. Car unit injector systems additionally
furnish the option of separated pilot injection.

In addition to solenoid controlled unit pump systems,
mechanically controlled single plunger pumps (helix con-
trolled) are also widely used in small and very large engines.
Their basic function corresponds to that of mechanically con-
trolled inline pumps with control racks.

5.3.5 Common Rail Systems

5.3.5.1 Design

Unlike cam-driven injection systems, the common rail system
decouples pressure generation and injection. The pressure is
generated independently from the injection cycle by a high
pressure pump that delivers the fuel under injection pressure to
an accumulator volume or rail. Short high pressure lines con-
nect the rail with the engine cylinders’ injectors. The injectors
are actuated by electrically controlled valves and inject the fuel
into the engine’s combustion chamber at the desired time. The
injection timing and injected fuel quantity are not coupled with
the high pressure pump’s delivery phase. Separating the func-
tions of pressure generation and fuel injection renders the
injection pressure independent of speed and load. This pro-
duces the following advantages over cam driven systems:
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Fig. 5-24
Unit injector for cars mounted in the cylinder head. 1 Roller rocker; 2 Drive
camshaft; 3 Pump body assembly; 4 High pressure chamber; 5 Accumulator
plunger; 6 Needle-valve spring; 7 Cylinder head; 8 Nozzle; 9 Follower spring;
10 Solenoid valve; 11 Fuel return; 12 Fuel inlet; 13 Damping unit
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– continually available speed and load-independent injection
pressure allows flexibly selecting the start of injection, the
injected fuel quantity and the duration of injection,

– high injection pressures and thus good mixture formation
are possible even at lower speeds and loads,

– it provides high flexibility for multiple injections,
– it is easily mounted on the engine and
– drive torque peaks are significantly lower.

Common rail systems are employed in all DI engine applica-
tions for cars and commercial vehicles (on and off-highway).

Maximum system pressures are 1,800 bar. Systems for pres-
sures > 2,000 bar are in development.
– A common rail system can be divided into the following

subsystems (Fig. 5-26):
– low pressure system with the fuel supply components (fuel

tank, fuel filter, presupply pump and fuel lines),
– high pressure system with the components of high pressure

pump, rail, injectors, rail pressure sensor, pressure control
valve or pressure limiting valve and high pressure lines and

– electronic diesel control with control unit, sensors and
actuators.
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Fig. 5-25
Unit pump system. 1 Nozzle holder; 2 Pressure fitting; 3 High
pressure delivery line; 4 Connection; 5 Stroke stop; 6 Solenoid
Valve needle; 7 Plate; 8 Pump housing; 9 High pressure
chamber; 10 Pump plunger; 11 Engine block; 12 Roller tappet
pin; 13 Cam; 14 Spring seat; 15 Solenoid valve spring; 16 Valve
housing with coil and magnet core; 17 Armature plate;
18 Intermediate plate; 19 Seal; 20 Fuel inlet (low pressure);
21 Fuel return; 22 Pump plunger retention device; 23 Tappet
spring; 24 Tappet body; 25 Spring seal; 26 Roller tappet;
27 Tappet roller
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Driven by the engine, the continuously operating high
pressure pump generates the desired system pressure
and maintains it largely independent of engine speed
and the injected fuel quantity. Given its nearly uniform
delivery, the pump is smaller in size and generates a
smaller peak driving torque than pumps in other injec-
tion systems.

The high pressure pump is designed as a radial piston
pump and, for commercial vehicles, partly as an inline or
single plunger pump (driven by the engine camshaft). Var-
ious modes are employed to control rail pressure. The pres-
sure may be controlled on the high pressure side by a
pressure control valve or on the low pressure side by a
metering unit integrated in the pump (housed in a separate
component for single plunger pumps). Dual actuator sys-
tems combine the advantages of both systems. Short high
pressure lines connect the injectors with the rail. The engine
control unit controls the solenoid valve integrated in the
injector to open and reclose the injection nozzle. The open-
ing time and system pressure determine the injected fuel
quantity. At constant pressure, it is proportional to the time
the solenoid valve is switched on and thus independent of
engine and pump speed.

A basic distinction is made between systems with and
without pressure amplification. In systems with pressure
amplification, a stepped piston in the injector amplifies the
pressure generated by the high pressure pump. The injection
characteristic can be shaped flexibly when the pressure inten-
sifier is separately controllable by its own solenoid valve. The
systems predominantly in use today operate without pressure
amplification.

5.3.5.2 Low Pressure System

The high pressure pump’s fuel supply from the tank and the
leakage and overflow quantities returned to the tank are
united in the low pressure circuit. Figure 5-27 shows the
configuration in principle. The basic components are the:
– fuel tank,
– primary fuel filter with hand primer (optional) and main

fuel filter,
– cooler for the control unit (optional),
– presupply pump and
– (optional) fuel cooler.

Electric fuel pumps (EFP, Fig. 5-28) or gear pumps (GP) are
used as presupply pumps. Systems with EFP are used solely
for cars and light commercial vehicles. EFP are usually
installed in fuel tanks (in-tank pump) or, optionally, in the
feed line to the high pressure pump (inline pump). The EFP
switches on when the starting process begins. This ensures
that the necessary pressure exists in the low pressure circuit
when the engine starts. The fuel is delivered continuously and
independently of engine speed. Excess fuel flows back to the
tank through an overflow valve. Roller cell pumps (see the
scheme in Fig. 5-28) are usually used for diesel applications.
The fuel cools the electric motor. This attains high engine
power density. A non-return valve that prevents the fuel lines
from running empty once the pump is shut off is integrated in
the connection cover. EFP have advantages over mechanically
driven presupply pumps in terms of starting performance
when fuel is hot, when first started and after engine servicing
(e.g. filter change).
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EDC 16 Fig. 5-26
Common rail system: 1 Fuel tank; 2 Presupply
pump with sieve filter; 3 Fuel filter; 4 High
pressure pump with metering unit; 5 Rail;
6 Pressure control valve; 7 Rail pressure sensor;
8 Injector; 9 Electronic control unit with inlets for
sensors and outlets for actuators
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GP are utilized in car and commercial vehicles systems as
presupply pumps. Only GP are used for heavy commercial
vehicles. The GP is usually integrated in the high pressure
pump and driven by its drive shaft. Thus, the GP delivers
fuel only when the engine is running, i.e. it must be designed
so that pressure is generated sufficiently faster during the
start. This necessitates quantity limiting for high speeds (the
delivery rate being approximately proportional to engine
speed). As a rule, this is done by throttling on the GP’s
suction side.

Protecting the injection system from impurities in the fuel
(solid particles and water) and thus ensuring the requisite
service life requires the use of a fuel filter matched to the
particular operating conditions. Pre-filters with integrated
water separators are primarily used for commercial vehicles
in countries with poor fuel quality and for industrial engine
applications. Their separator characteristic is adapted to the

main filter. The main filter is normally placed on the pressure
side between the presupply pump and high pressure pump.

An infinitely variable solenoid valve, the metering unit
(only in systems with suction side fuel delivery control) as
well as the overflow valve and the zero delivery throttle are
located in the high pressure pump’s low pressure stage. The
metering unit adjusts the quantity that reaches the high
pressure pump so that only the quantity of fuel required by
the system on the high pressure side is compressed to high
pressure. The excess quantity of fuel delivered is conducted
through the overflow valve into the tank or before the pre-
supply pump. In fuel lubricated pumps, throttles in the
overflow valve serve to bleed or guarantee a sufficient lubri-
cation quantity. The zero delivery throttle removes leakage
quantities that appear when the metering unit closes. This
prevents an undesired increase in rail pressure and ensures
pressure decays rapidly.
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Fig. 5-27 Low pressure circuit for cars (left, suction and high pressure side control) and commercial vehicles (right, suction side pressure control). 1 Fuel tank; 2 Pre-filter with
water separator and hand primer; 3 Electric /mechanical presupply pump; 4 Fuel filter with/without water separator; 5 Metering unit; 6 Overflow valve; 7 Zero delivery
throttle; 8 Rail; 9 Injector return line; 10 Pressure limiting valve; 11 Pressure control valve
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Fig. 5-28
Single-stage electric fuel pump (left) and roller cell pump (right).
1 Pressure side; 2 Non-return valve; 3 Motor armature; 4 Pump
element; 5 Pressure limiting valve; 6 Suction-side; 7 Inlet;
8 Slotted rotor; 9 Roller; 10 Base plate; 11 Pressure side
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5.3.5.3 High Pressure System

A common rail system’s high pressure region is subdivided
into three regions, pressure generation, pressure accumula-
tion and fuel metering with the following components:
– high pressure pump,
– rail with pressure sensor and pressure control valve or

pressure limiting valve,
– high pressure lines and
– injectors.

The engine drives the high pressure pump. The transfer ratio
has to be selected so that the delivery rate is sufficient to
satisfy the system’s mass balance. Moreover, delivery should
be synchronous with injection to obtain largely identical
pressure conditions at the time of injection. The fuel com-
pressed by the high pressure pump is delivered through the
high pressure line(s) to the rail whence it is distributed to the
connected injectors. Along with its accumulator function,
the rail has the function of limiting the maximum pressure
oscillations generated by pulsating pump delivery or the
injectors’ extraction of fuel in order to ensure injection
metering is precise. On the one hand, the rail volume
ought to be as large as possible to satisfy this requirement.
On the other hand, it has to be small enough to ensure
pressure is generated rapidly during starting. The accumu-
lator volume must be optimized to this effect in the design
phase.

The rail pressure sensor’s signal with which the current fuel
pressure in the rail is ascertained serves as an input variable
for pressure control. Various modes are applied to control
pressure (Fig. 5-29):
High pressure side control: A pressure control valve
(a proportional solenoid valve controlled by the control
unit) controls the desired rail pressure on the high pressure
side. In this case, the high pressure pump delivers the max-
imum delivery rate independent of the fuel requirement.
Excess fuel flows through the pressure control valve back
into the low pressure circuit. While this control allows rapid
adjustment of the rail pressure when the operating point
changes, the constant maximum delivery and the discharge
of the fuel under high pressure are disadvantageous from an
energetic perspective. Its poor energetic performance limits
the application of such a system to low pressure regions
(1,400 bar maximum). This type of control was utilized for
the first common rail systems for cars. The pressure control
valve is usually in the rail but also installed in the high
pressure pump in individual applications.
Suction side control: This method controls the rail pressure
on the low pressure side by a metering unit that is flange-
mounted on the high pressure pump. Suction side delivery
control only delivers the quantity of fuel to the rail with which
the required rail pressure is maintained. Thus, less fuel must
be compressed to high pressure than in high pressure side

control. Consequently, the pump’s power consumption is
lower. On the one hand, this affects fuel consumption posi-
tively. On the other hand, the temperature of the fuel return-
ing into the tank is lower. This type of pressure control is
utilized in all commercial vehicle systems.

A pressure limiting valve is mounted on the rail to prevent
an unacceptable rise in pressure in a fault scenario (e.g. a
metering unit malfunction). If the pressure exceeds a defined
value, a moving piston enables a drainage port. It is designed
so that, unrestricted by any engine speed, a rail pressure is
reached, which lies significantly below the maximum system
pressure. This limp-home function enables limited continued
driving to the next service station, a feature that is extraordi-
narily important in the transportation industry in particular.
Suction and high pressure side control: When the pressure
can only be set on the low pressure side, the pressure decay in
the rail may last too long during negative load cycles. This
particularly pertains to injectors with little internal leakage,
e.g. piezo injectors. A pressure control valve mounted on the
rail is additionally utilized to step up the dynamics to adjust
pressure to changed load conditions. This dual actuator sys-
tem combines the advantages of low pressure side control
with the favorable dynamic performance of high pressure side
control.
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Fig. 5-29 Common rail system high pressure control. 1 High pressure pump;
2 Fuel inlet; 3 Fuel return; 4 Pressure control valve; 5 Rail; 6 Rail pressure sensor;
7 Injectors connections; 8 Connector fuel return; 9 Pressure limiting valve;
10 Metering unit; 11 Pressure control valve
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The possibility of control only on the high pressure side when
the engine is cold produces another advantage over low pressure
side control alone. The high pressure pump delivers more fuel
than is injected. Thus, the excess fuel is heated significantly
faster and the need for separate fuel heating is eliminated.

High pressure lines connect the high pressure pump and
injectors with the rail. They must withstand maximum sys-
tem pressure and pressure variations of very high frequency.
They consist of seamless precision steel tubes that may also be
autofrettaged for very high strength requirements. Given the
throttling losses and compression effects, the cross section
and line length influence the injection pressure and quantity.
Hence, the lines between the rail and injector must be of equal
length and kept as short as possible. The pressure waves
generated by injection spread in the lines at the speed of
sound and are reflected at the ends. As a result, close con-
secutive injections (e.g. pilot and main injection) interact.
This can affect metering accuracy adversely. In addition, the
pressure waves cause increased injector stress. Installing opti-
mized throttles in the port to the rail can significantly
decrease pressure waves. The effect on metering accuracy is
compensated when specifying the maps or by an appropriate
software function (see Sect. 5.3.5.7).

The high pressure lines are attached to the engine with
clamps mounted at defined distances. Thus, no or only dam-
pened vibrations (engine vibration, delivery pulse) are trans-
mitted to high pressure lines and connected components.

The injectors are attached in the cylinder head by clamping
elements and sealed toward the combustion chamber by
copper gaskets. Various model types adapted to particular
engine concepts are available, which connect the injector with
the rail and low pressure circuit (fuel return) (Fig. 5-30). For
cars and light duty applications, high pressure is connected by
an integrated high pressure connector (a sealing cone on the
high pressure line and a union nut). It returns through a slip
joint in the injector’s head or a threaded socket.

Internal ports establish the appropriate connections in
engines for heavy commercial vehicles. A separate high pres-
sure connector for the high pressure port is implemented as
the connecting element between the high pressure line and
injector. A bolted connection in the engine block presses the
high pressure connector into the injector’s conical inlet pas-
sage. It is sealed by the sealing cone at the tip of the pressure
pipe. At the other end, it is connected with the high pressure
line by a conventional pressure port with a sealing cone and
union nut. The maintenance-free edge filter installed in the
high pressure connector traps coarse impurities in the fuel.
The injector’s electrical contact is established by a slip joint or
bolted connection.

The control unit specifies the injection timing and injected
fuel quantity. The duration of control by the actuators
mounted in the injector determine the fuel quantity. An
electronic diesel control’s angle-time system controls injec-
tion timing (EDC, see Sect. 6.2). Electromagnetic and piezo-
electric actuators are used. The use of piezoelectric actuators
is now exclusively limited to injectors for car applications.

5.3.5.4 High Pressure Pumps

The high pressure pump is the interface between a common
rail system’s low and high pressure stage. Its function is to
hold the quantity of fuel required by the system ready at the
operating point-dependent pressure level desired. This not
only encompasses the injected fuel quantity the engine
requires at that moment but also additionally includes reserve
fuel quantities for a rapid start and a rapid rise in pressure in
the rail as well as leakage and control quantities for other
system components including their wear-related drift
throughout a vehicle’s entire service life.

Design and Function

First generation car common rail systems predominantly
utilize high pressure pumps with eccentric shaft drives and
three radially arranged pistons (see Fig. 5-31). This design
serves as an example below to explain the function of a
common rail high pressure pump.

The central drive component is the eccentric shaft (1). The
pump elements, i.e. the functional groups of plunger (3),
barrel (8), related valves (5, 7) and fuel inlet and outlet (4,
6), are positioned radially to it and are each offset by 1208 on
the circumference of the pump. A 1208 thrust ring, a so-called
polygon (2) transmits the eccentric’s stroke to the pump
plungers. The plunger’s foot plate (9) slides back and forth
on the polygon. When forced to move upward by the elastic
force, the plunger suctions fuel out of the pump’s intake port
(4) through a suction valve (5) designed as a non-return valve.
Depending on the type of high pressure pump, a mechanical
pump integrated in the pump or an external electric presup-
ply pump takes over the delivery of the fuel from the tank to
the pump and the generation of suction pressure in the intake
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Fig. 5-30 Common rail injector designs (LD: light duty, MD: medium duty, HD:
heavy duty). 1 Electric connection; 2 External fuel return; 3 External high
pressure connection; 4 Electric screw connection; 5 Internal fuel return;
6 Internal high pressure connection
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port. The suction valve closes shortly after the bottom dead
center of plunger motion and, during the plunger’s subse-
quent upward motion, the fuel in the barrel is compressed
until it reaches the opening pressure of the high pressure valve
(7), likewise designed as a non-return valve. This approxi-
mately corresponds to the pressure in the rail. After the high
pressure valve opens, the fuel flows from the pump to the rail
through the connecting high pressure line (6). The end of the
delivery stroke is reached at the plunger’s top dead center and
the pressure in the cylinder drops again during the following
upward movement. This closes the high pressure valve. The
process of cylinder charging then begins anew.

Combustion engines drive high pressure pumps with a
fixed transfer ratio. Only certain values are expedient depend-
ing on an engine’s number of cylinders and the pump. Trans-
fer ratios of 1:2 and 2:3 relative to engine speed are wide-
spread in four-cylinder engines connected with three-piston
pumps. Were the transfer ratios smaller, the pump would
have to be designed unreasonably large to compensate for
the geometric delivery volume. Larger transfer ratios on the
other hand make greater demands on a pump’s speed stabi-
lity. Pump delivery synchronous with injection serves to
attain constant pressure conditions in the rail and injector
at the time of injection.

The number of pump delivery strokes per camshaft rota-
tion corresponds to the number of an engine’s cylinders. In
four-cylinder engines with three-piston pumps, this would be
provided with a transfer ratio of 2:3. The ideal state of delivery
synchronous with pump elements is obtained when the same
pump element is always assigned to each single injector furing
synchronous injection. In principle, this is only feasible for

four-cylinder engines with one or two-piston pumps and an
appropriately adapted transfer ratio.

Such coupling of the pump element and injector is necessary
for fuel compensation control to reduce the differences in the
injected fuel quantity among the cylinders and can also be
provided during asynchronous delivery when the pump strokes’
phase position relative to the time of injection is retained after
every camshaft revolution. Setting an exact value for the phase
position of the pump delivery strokes to the injections in degree
cam angle by defining the angle of camshaft and pump drive
shaft rotation can further enhance the precision of the injected
fuel quantity when a pump is assembled.

By virtue of their principle and because of the larger control
quantities for the injector, high pressure pumps for pressure
amplified common rail systems require a higher delivery rate
than pumps for unamplified systems with the same injected
fuel quantity. However, the pump is able to deliver fuel at a
low level of pressure since the pressure in the injector
increases. The increased delivery rate partially compensates
the greater component loading.

Fuel Delivery Control

Given the aforementioned design criteria, a high pressure
pump usually delivers significantly more fuel than required
by the engine or system, especially in part load engine opera-
tion. Without regulating measures, this leads to an unneces-
sarily high expenditure of work when high pressure is gener-
ated. This results in heating of the fuel system, which, among
other things, is detrimental because it diminishes the hot
fuel’s lubricating action.

A suction throttle control is implemented in modern high
pressure pumps to adjust the delivery rate to the engine
requirement. An electrically adjustable throttle, the metering
unit (see Fig. 5-32 for the design) is mounted in the inlet
passage of the pump elements. A solenoid valve’s plunger (10)
enables a flow cross section based on its position. It is actuated
by means of a pulse width modulated electric signal. Its pulse
duty factor is converted into a corresponding intake cross
section. In part load engine operation, the restricted inlet
passage does not completely charge the pump barrels. Fuel
vapor is produced in the latter in certain operating states and
the pump’s delivery rate decreases altogether. The vapor
pocket generated in the pump barrel only collapses during
the pump plunger’s upward movement before the start of
part stroke pressure generation and fuel delivery to the rail.
The instantaneous generation of pressure after the collapse of
the vapor pocket in the pump barrels causes more loading
of the crankshaft assembly than in pumps without suction
throttle control.

Main Types for Cars

Without exception, radial piston high pressure pumps used
for cars are fuel lubricated. Fuel’s lower lubricity than engine
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Fig. 5-31 Common rail radial piston high pressure pump (schema, radial
section). 1 Eccentric shaft; 2 Polygon; 3 Pump plunger; 4 Intake passage; 5 Inlet
valve; 6 High pressure port to the rail; 7 Outlet valve; 8 High pressure cylinder;
9 Plunger foot plate
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oil’s imposes high demands on the surface quality of the
components involved in the generation of high pressure.
Fuel lubrication prevents any intermixing of the fluids fuel
and engine oil, which is undesired because of the risk of oil
dilution and nozzle coking by oil fractions in the injected fuel.
Common rail three-piston radial high pressure pump:
Already described above, this pump principle is characterized
by very uniform fuel delivery with three sinusoidal delivery
processes offset at eccentric angles of 1208, which yields an
extremely constant characteristic for the pump’s driving tor-
que. Torque peaks are lower in common rail pumps than in
distributor pumps by a factor of five to eight or than in unit
injectors with their strongly swelling, pulse-like torque. As a
result, a pump drive can be designed more cost effectively.
However, the reserve delivery rates necessary in common rail
systems produce a comparatively higher mean torque.

The Bosch CP3 pictured in Fig. 5-33 is a typical three-piston
radial high pressure pump with suction throttle control (12)

and an external gear pump for fuel delivery, which is flange-
mounted directly on the pump housing (8). Unlike the CP1
(without suction throttle control), the polygon’s movement is
not directly transferred to the piston but rather to the bucket
tappet (2) placed in between. This keeps the lateral forces
induced by friction away from the piston (5) and conducts
them to the pump housing (7). As a result, the piston may be
loaded more highly. Hence, thusly configured pumps are sui-
table for higher pressure ranges and larger delivery rates.

The low pressure ports in the CP3 are chiefly located in the
aluminum pump flange (1), which represents the customized
interface component to the engine and is bolted with the forged
steel housing in a monoblock design (7). This attains high
compressive strength yet requires extensive machining for the
long high pressure bores inside the very hard to machine
housing material.
Common rail one and two-piston radial high pressure
pump: Newer high pressure pump developments, especially
for small and medium-sized car engines, reduce the number
of pump elements to two and even one to cut costs. Measures
are implemented (and also combined if necessary) to com-
pensate for the resultant reduced delivery rate:
– enlarging cylinder volumes (producing efficiency disad-

vantages when the piston diameter is enlarged),
– increasing speed (by adapting the drive transfer ratio) and
– implementing a drive shaft with a double cam instead of an

eccentric shaft with a polygon (which doubles the piston
strokes per drive shaft revolution).
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Fig. 5-32 Metering unit design. 1 Plug with electrical interface; 2 Solenoid
housing; 3 Bearing; 4 Armature with tappet; 5 Winding with coil body; 6 Cup;
7 Residual air gap; 8 Magnetic core; 9 O-ring; 10 Piston with control slots;
11 Spring; 12 Safety element
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Fig. 5-33 Common rail three-piston radial-high pressure pump, CP3, Robert
Bosch GmbH. 1 Pump flange; 2 Bucket tappet; 3 Eccentric shaft; 4 Polygon on
eccentric; 5 Pump plunger; 6 Intake non-return valve; 7 Monoblock housing;
8 Gear presupply pump; 9 High pressure port to the rail; 10 High pressure non-
return valve; 11 Return port to tank; 12 Metering unit; 13 Low pressure port
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Depending on the drive system concept, the pump elements
of two piston pumps have a throw of 90 or 1808 to obtain a
uniform delivery flow.

The CP4 pump (Fig. 5-34) has pistons arrayed at 908 and a
drive shaft with a double cam. A further transmission element
must be inserted between the cam (6) and bucket tappet (8) to
prevent point contact between them. This type has a roller (7)
supported in the tappet and running on the cam.

This pump is also produced as a one piston variant, which
can be advantageously driven with a transfer ratio of 1. This
produces delivery synchronous with the pump elements in
four-cylinder engines and, with regard to the delivery rate,
additionally compensates well for the low number of
pistons.

Main Types for Commercial Vehicles

The pumps described thus far are also used in the commercial
vehicle sector, especially in light and medium duty applica-
tions. Allowing for the large loads caused by their high deliv-
ery rates and the required service life, the pumps utilized in
the heavy duty sector are often designed to be oil lubricated.
This is possible because the larger nozzle hole diameters
lessen the effect of potential spray hole coking by oil fractions
in the fuel.

Common rail inline high pressure pump: Pumps such as the
Bosch CP2 in Fig. 5-35 are used for very large commercial
vehicle engines, which often require installation compatibility
with conventional inline pumps (see Sect. 5.3.2). It is an inline
two-piston pump with the pump elements arranged side by
side. A metering unit (2) placed between the presupply pump
(5) and intake valves in the manner described above takes
over the fuel delivery control. The pump feeds the fuel to the
compression chambers and further conducts it to the rail
through a combined intake/high pressure valve (7).

5.3.5.5 Rail and Add-on Components

Rail Function

Accumulator injection systems have a high pressure accumu-
lator also called a (common) rail. The rail’s main functions are
– accumulating fuel under high pressure and
– distributing fuel to the injectors.

These main functions also include damping the pressure
fluctuations when fuel is supplied to and discharged from
the rail. The permissible rail pressure fluctuations represent a
design criterion for the rail. Moreover, the rail also performs
secondary functions as:
– an add-on point for sensors and actuators in the high

pressure circuit,
– throttle elements to damp line pressure oscillations

between the high pressure pump and rail as well as the
injectors and rail and

– a connecting element for the components in the common
rail system’s high pressure circuit, e.g. high pressure pump
and injectors through the high pressure lines.

The fuel compressed by the high pressure pump reaches the
rail through a high pressure line, is stored there and distrib-
uted to the injectors through other high pressure lines con-
nected with them. In conjunction with the fuel’s compressi-
bility, the volumes stored in the rail enable the rail to damp
pressure fluctuation caused by extracting fuel from and sup-
plying it to the rail. Thus, the pressure in the rail depends on
the consumers and the pump connected to the rail and the
performance of the rail’s accumulator itself. A rail pressure
sensor measures the current pressure in the rail. Not only the
pump and the injectors but also the pressure control valve
that may be mounted on the rail itself or on the high pressure
pump are actuating variables that influence rail pressure.

Rail Design

Rail design pursues the target compromise of producing max-
imum storage capacity and thus damping by a large volume to
keep rail pressure constant and, on the other hand, to react as
dynamically as possible to changes in rail pressure setpoints,
e.g. when pressure is generated during starting or the engine
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Fig. 5-34 Common rail two-piston radial high pressure pump, CP4, Robert Bosch
GmbH. 1 Metering unit; 2 Cylinder head; 3 Pump flange; 4 Drive shaft; 5 Aluminum
housing; 6 Double cam; 7 Roller; 8 Bucket tappet; 9 Pump plunger; 10 High pressure
port to the rail; 11 High pressure non-return valve; 12 Intake non-return valve
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load changes dynamically. Large pressure generation and
decay rates may be required depending on the load change. A
minimum high pressure volume would be optimal. Simula-
tions of the overall system in representative load points and
verification on hydraulic test benches are employed to deter-
mine the minimum rail volume required as a function of
the main injection quantity for a given engine configuration.
Table 5-2 presents typical configurations for the rail volume of
production applications. The boundary condition of equal line
lengths in the high pressure system to prevent variances from
cylinder to cylinder can, for example, specify the length of the
rail in the engine. The structural space specified in the vehicle
and aspects of rail manufacturing represent other factors.
Thus, the rail volume actually selected is often larger than the
functionally specified minimum volume without noticeably
undershooting the requirements of dynamics.

The damping bores placed at the rail outlets are configured
as a compromise between the minimum pressure drop and
maximum damping of the reflection waves between the rail
and the consumers. Functionally, the throttle elements serve
to reduce pump and injector loading and to damp line pres-
sure fluctuations that can diminish metering quality during
multiple injections.

Rail Types

The rail design selected significantly depends on the engine
characteristics and the design of the common rail system
itself. Figure 5-36 shows a typical four cylinder rail for a car

common rail system with a mounted pressure control valve
and rail pressure sensor. Depending on the manufacturing
concept, rails are made of forging blanks or tube preforms.
Cuts made during machining are normally rounded to obtain
the required strength. The damping passages in the high
pressure outlet to the injector and pump may be bored or
press fit as separate components. Inline engines have one rail
implemented the system, while V engines usually employ one
rail per cylinder bank. Again, the specific configuration
depends on the engine and may include compensating lines
between the rails or even connecting rails that ensure pressure
is distributed as equally as possible between the engine banks
and cylinders.

Rail Pressure Sensor

The rail pressure sensor serves to capture the current rail
pressure. The sensor is installed in the rail and electrically
connected with the control unit. Other sensor designs are
presented in Sect. 6.3.

Pressure Control Valve

A high pressure side actuator in the high pressure control loop,
the pressure control valve’s function is to set the rail pressure.
This is accomplished by altering a cross section in the pressure
control valve through which, depending on the pressure and
electrical power, more or less fuel is depressurized from high to
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Fig. 5-35
Common rail two-piston inline high pressure pump for
commercial vehicles, CP2, Robert Bosch GmbH. 1 Zero
delivery throttle; 2 Metering unit; 3 Internal gear;
4 Pinion; 5 Gear presupply pump; 6 High pressure
port; 7 Two-part intake/high pressure valve;
8 C-coated plunger; 9 Plunger spring; 10 Oil inlet bore;
11 C-coated roller bolt; 12 Concave cam
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low pressure. The valve is primarily mounted on the rail and
feeds its depressurized quantity to the common rail system’s
low pressure circuit. Figure 5-37 presents its configuration and
the functionally determinative components.

The valve body houses a valve seat that is in the flow
passing through a throttle cross section. The inflow and the

elastic and magnetic force exerted by the solenoid valve bolt
on the valve ball place it in an equilibrium of hydraulic forces.
Larger flow rates through the valve cross section increase the
hydraulic force, displacing the ball and thus the solenoid valve
bolt even more. This generates an increase of the elastic force
and thus a proportionally negative feedback. When a larger
mean pressure has to be withstood, the control unit impresses
a higher mean current on the magnet by pulse width modula-
tion, which increases the magnetic force. In terms of control
system engineering, the valve is designed as a PI element with
a slowly integrative reference variable and a rapidly propor-
tional feedforward control. This proportionally equalizes
highly dynamic pressure fluctuations and integrators in the
cascaded control loops bring the steady state deviations to
zero.

A dither frequency that keeps the solenoid pin in
constant motion is superimposed on the current signal
to eliminate undesired hysteresis effects. The frequency is
selected so that it does not affect the current rail pressure
adversely.

Dependent on the pressure control valve’s operating point,
the flow values in typical four cylinder car applications are
between 0 and 120 l/h and the mean electrical currents are
< 1.8 A at pressures between 250 and 1,800 bar.

Fig. 5-36 Typical rail with attached components for a four-cylinder application for cars

Fig. 5-37 Sectional view of a pressure control valve

Table 5-2 Production designs for typical applications

QE, max.
[mm3/H]

Throttle Ø
[mm]

V RAK
[ccm]

Total VHD
[ccm]

Number of rails Connecting
rail/line

Car engine
R4
R6
V6
V8
Commercial vehicle engine
R4
R6

�80
�80
�80
�90

�200
� 50

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.85
0.85. . .1.3

�25
�35
�20
�25

14. . .20
20. . .40

�20
�40
�50
�60

20. . .30
35. . .65

1
1
2
2

1
1

–
–
YES
YES

–
–
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Pressure Limiting Valve

Pressure limiting valves (Fig. 5-38) are primarily used for
commercial vehicle applications that, on the one hand, do
not have any high pressure side actuator in the pressure
control loop and, on the other hand, require dry running
properties of the engine and thus limited modes of injection
system operation. This gives rise to the pressure limiting
valve’s main functions in the high pressure control loop
fault scenario:
– limiting system pressure to a maximum value and
– assuring rail pressure is controlled in the restricted range.

A pressure limiting valve is bolted on the rail and uses a spring
loaded valve bolt to maintain contact with the highly com-
pressed fuel through a sealing seat. On the back of the sealing
seat, a line connects the valve with the common rail system’s
low pressure return. When the rail pressure varies within the
allowable range, the applied elastic force keeps the valve
closed and sealed against the return flow. If the maximum
allowable rail pressure is exceeded in the fault scenario,
the valve bolt opens, limits the system pressure and uses
the working motion of a second valve plunger to control the
passage of the high pressure flow. The control edge of the
control piston aligned coaxially to the valve plunger on
the low pressure side produces the pressure-flow character-
istic. Error detection in the control unit makes it possible to
maintain the high pressure pump’s delivery rate as a function
of engine speed so that emergency operation pressure in the
rail follows the pressure limiting valve’s flow characteristics.
The emergency operation characteristic is shaped so that
emergency operation pressure remains within limits expedi-
ent for the engine in order to operate a commercial vehicle in
a restricted load range.

5.3.5.6 CR Injectors

Common rail injectors with identical basic functions are
employed in car and commercial vehicle systems. An injector

primarily consists of an injection nozzle (see Sect. 5.2. Injec-
tion Nozzles), injector body, control valve and control cham-
ber. The control valve has a solenoid or piezo actuator. Both
actuators allow multiple injections. The advantage of the
piezo actuator’s large actuating force and short switching
time can only be exploited when injector design has been
optimized to do so.

Injectors in a common rail diesel injection system are
connected with the rail by short high pressure fuel lines. A
copper gasket seals the injectors from the combustion cham-
ber. Clamping elements attach the injectors in the cylinder
head. Common rail injectors are suited for straight or oblique
installation in direct injection diesel engines, depending on
the design of the injection nozzles.

The system characteristically generates injection pres-
sure independent of the engine speed and the injected
fuel quantity. The electrically controllable injector con-
trols the start of injection and the injected fuel quantity.
The electronic diesel control’s (EDC) angle-time function
controls the injection timing. It requires two sensors on
the crankshaft and on the camshaft for cylinder recogni-
tion (phase detection).

Various types of injectors are currently standard:
– solenoid valve (SV) injectors with a one or two-piece

armature (Bosch),
– inline SV injectors (Delphi),
– tophead piezo injectors (Siemens) and
– inline piezo injectors (Bosch, Denso).

Solenoid Valve Injector

Configuration

An injector can be broken down into different functional
groups:
– the hole-type nozzle (see Sect. 5.2),
– the hydraulic servo system and
– the solenoid valve.

The fuel is conducted from the high pressure port (Fig. 5-39,
Pos. 13) through an inlet passage to the injection nozzle and
through the inlet throttle (14) into the valve control chamber
(6). The valve control chamber is connected with the fuel
return (1) by an outlet throttle (12) that can be opened by a
solenoid valve.

Function

The injector’s function can be subdivided into four operating
states when the engine is running and the high pressure pump
is delivering fuel:
– injector closed (with adjacent high pressure),
– injector opens (start of injection),
– injector opened and
– injector closes (end of injection).

Fig. 5-38 Sectional view of a pressure limiting valve with limp-home
functionality
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These operating states are regulated by the distribution of
forces to the injector’s components. The nozzle spring closes
the injector when the engine is not running and there is no
pressure in the rail.
Injector closed (resting state): The injector is not actuated in
its resting state (Fig. 5-39a). The solenoid valve spring (11)
presses the valve ball (5) into the seat of the outlet throttle
(12). The rail’s high pressure is generated in the valve control
chamber. The same pressure also exists in the nozzle’s cham-
ber volume (9). The forces applied to the lateral face of the
valve piston (15) by the rail pressure and the force from the
nozzle spring (7) hold the nozzle needle closed against the
opening force acting on its pressure shoulder (8).
Injector opens (start of injection): The injector is in its neutral
position. The solenoid valve is actuated with the ‘‘pickup
current’’, which serves to open the solenoid valve quickly (Fig.
5-39b). The short switching times required may be obtained by

appropriately designing the energization of the solenoid valves
in the control unit with high voltages and currents.

The actuated electromagnet’s magnetic force exceeds the
valve spring’s elastic force. The armature elevates the valve
ball from the valve seat and opens the outlet throttle. After a
brief time, the increased pickup current is reduced to a lower
holding current of the electromagnet. When the outlet throt-
tle opens, fuel is able to flow from the valve control chamber
into the cavity located above it and to the fuel tank through
the return. The inlet throttle (14) prevents the pressure from
fully equalizing. Thus, the pressure in the valve control cham-
ber drops. This causes the pressure in the valve control
chamber to be lower than the pressure in the nozzle’s cham-
ber volume, which always continues to have the pressure level
of the rail. The reduced pressure in the valve control chamber
decreases the force on the control piston and causes the
nozzle needle to open. Injection begins.
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Fig. 5-39 Solenoid valve injector (functional principle). (a) Resting state; (b) Injector opens; (c) Injector closes; 1 Fuel return; 2 Solenoid coil; 3 Overlift spring; 4 Solenoid
armature; 5 Valve ball; 6 Valve control chamber; 7 Nozzle spring; 8 Nozzle needle pressure shoulder; 9 Chamber volume; 10 Spray hole; 11 Solenoid valve spring; 12 Outlet
throttle; 13 High pressure port; 14 Inlet throttle; 15 Valve piston (control piston); 16 Nozzle needle
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Injector opened: The nozzle needle’s opening speed is deter-
mined by the differential flow between the inlet and outlet
throttles. The control piston reaches its top position and
remains there on a fuel cushion (hydraulic stop). The cushion
is generated by the fuel flow produced between the inlet and
outlet throttles. The injector nozzle is then fully opened. The
fuel is injected into the combustion chamber at a pressure
approximating the pressure in the rail.

At the given pressure, the injected fuel quantity is propor-
tional to the solenoid valve’s operating time and independent
of the engine and pump speed (time controlled injection).
Injector closes (end of injection): When the solenoid valve is
deenergized, the valve spring pushes the armature downward,
whereupon the valve ball closes the outlet throttle (Fig. 5-39c).
The closing of the outlet throttle causes the inlet throttle to build
up rail pressure in the control chamber again. This pressure exerts
increased force on the control piston. The force from the valve
control chamber and the force from the nozzle spring then exceed
the force acting on the nozzle needle from below and the nozzle
needlecloses. Theflowfromthe inlet throttle determinesthenozzle
needle’s closing speed. Injection ends when the nozzle needle
reaches the nozzle body seat again and thus closes the spray holes.

This indirect control of the nozzle needle by a hydraulic force
boost system is employed because the forces needed to quickly
open the nozzle needle cannot be generated directly with the
solenoid valve. The ‘‘control quantity’’ required in addition to the
injected fuel quantity reaches the fuel return through the control
chamber’s throttles. In addition to the control quantity, leakage
quantities are in the nozzle needle and the valve piston guide.
The control and leakage quantities are returned to the fuel tank
by the return with a manifold to which the overflow valve, high
pressure pump and pressure control valve are also connected.

Piezo Injectors

There are two types of piezo injectors:
– Tophead CR injectors (Siemens) and
– inline CR injectors (Bosch, Denso).

The Tophead CR injector functions like Bosch’s CR injector
with a servo valve. The different temperature correlation of
the ceramic actuator and the housing must be compensated in
a CR injector with a piezo actuator. The actuator housing
assumes this function in a Tophead injector, the hydraulic
coupler assumes it in a piezo inline injector. The following
describes the inline injector’s function in detail.

Design and Function of a Piezo Inline Injector

The body of a piezo inline injector is composed of the follow-
ing assemblies (see Fig. 5-40):
– actuator module (3),
– hydraulic coupler or amplifier (4),
– control or servo valve (5) and
– nozzle module (6).

Attaining a high overall stiffness within the actuator chain of
the actuator, hydraulic coupler and control valve was a prior-
ity when this injector was designed. Another distinctive
design feature is the elimination of the mechanical forces on
the nozzle needle, which a push rod may generate in Tophead
injectors (solenoid or piezo). All in all, it was possible to
greatly reduce the moving masses and friction and thus
improve the injector’s stability and drift compared with
other systems.

The injection system additionally makes it possible to
implement very short intervals between injections. At
present, the amount and configuration of fuel metering
can cover up to seven injections per injection cycle and
thus be adapted to the requirements in the engine oper-
ating points.
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Fig. 5-40 Bosch piezo inline injector design. 1 Fuel return; 2 High pressure
port; 3 Piezo actuator module; 4 Hydraulic coupler (amplifier); 5 Servo valve
(control valve); 6 Nozzle module with nozzle needle; 7 Spray hole
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Since the servo valve (5) is closely connected with the
nozzle needle, the needle directly reacts to actuator operation.
The delay time between the beginning of electric control and
the nozzle needle’s hydraulic reaction is approximately 150
microseconds. This satisfies the conflicting requirements of
simultaneously high needle speeds and minimal reproducible
injected fuel quantities.

What is more, by virtue of its principle, the injector does
not contain any direct leakage from the high pressure region
to the low pressure circuit. This enhances the entire system’s
hydraulic efficiency.

Piezo Inline Injector Control

The injector is controlled by an engine control unit, the out-
put stage of which was specially designed for this injector. A
setpoint for the actuator’s voltage is assigned as a function of

the rail pressure of the operating point. It is energized inter-
mittently (Fig. 5-41) until a minimum deviation between the
setpoint and control voltage has been obtained. The voltage
rise is proportionally converted into the piezo actuator’s
stroke. Hydraulic amplification causes the actuator stroke to
generate a pressure rise in the coupler until the force equili-
brium is exceeded in the solenoid valve and the valve opens.
As soon as the solenoid valve has reached its final position,
the pressure in the control chamber above the needle begins
to drop and injection takes place.

Their principle gives piezo inline injectors advantages over
SV injectors, namely:
– multiple injection with flexible start of injection and inter-

vals between the individual injections,
– production of very low injected fuel quantities for pilot

injection and
– low manufactured injector size and weight (270 g instead of

490 g).
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Fig. 5-41
Actuating sequences of the piezo inline injector for one
injection. (a) Current and voltage curve for the actuated
injector; (b) Valve lift and the coupler pressure curve;
(c) Valve lift and injection rate
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5.3.5.7 Metering Functions

Definition and Objectives

Metering functions encompass open and closed loop con-
trol structures in the electric control unit, which, in con-
junction with monotonous injector action, ensure the
requisite metering accuracy during injection. The func-
tions utilize a specifically developed action of the injec-
tion hydraulics and apply signals from existing sensors as
auxiliary quantities as well as model-based approaches
based on the physical laws of conservation to precisely
meter fuel.

The use of such functions is driven by the increasingly
more strictly formulated performance specifications for fuel
metering, which, in turn, stem from diesel engine develop-
ment targets, specifically ever lower raw emissions with
simultaneously higher demands for comfort and perfor-
mance with unrivaled low consumption. Regulating the
required accuracies in fuel metering in the hydraulic com-
ponents themselves and endeavoring to maintain these
throughout their service life has proven to be an unecono-
mical approach.

Overview

Figure 5-42 presents an overview of the four most important
metering functions that achieve the metering tolerances
required for EU4 applications and future emissions standards
worldwide.

While the function of injector quality adaptation adjusts
injectors’ manufacturing tolerances when they are new,
pressure wave correction corrects the pressure waves’
quantitative influence during multiple injections on the
basis of models. Both functions operate controlled and
require results from measurements of the hydraulic system
as input variables.
Zero fuel quantity calibration utilizes the auxiliary quantity
of speed change to learn an injector’s minimum quantity in
situ throughout its period of operation.
Fuel mean value adaptation calculates the air mass of the
average injected fuel quantity based on the l signal. The latter
two functions are adaptive injection quantity control functions
that utilize auxiliary quantities available from sensor signals.

Injector Quality Adaptation (Fig. 5-43)

This function employs results of measurements from factory
wet tests after the final assembly of the injectors. Every injec-
tor’s injected fuel quantity is measured, e.g. in four test points
(energizing time and pressure), and the result is compared
with the setpoint for the particular measuring point. This
information is stored in the injector as a data matrix code.
When an individual injector’s tolerance at its test points is
known relative to the average injector, the map of which is
stored in the control unit, the individual injector can be
adapted to the average injector’s map. The prerequisite for
this is a sufficiently precise description of the entire map by
the individual injector’s performance based on the four test
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points, e.g. by correlation factors. The correlation factors for
all injectors of the same type are stored in the control unit
together with the average fuel quantity map. The individual
information on an individual injector’s performance is
entered in the control unit’s writeable memory by reading
in the data matrix codes. In vehicle production, this is done at
the end of the assembly line.

Injector quality adaptation represents an efficient method
to equalize quantities of fuel that injectors inject based on
their test values. All in all, the method allows a ‘‘win–win’’
strategy by increasing metering accuracy as well as produc-
tion volume while extending adjustment tolerances. This has
a positive impact on costs.

Pressure Wave Correction (PWC) (Fig. 5-44)

Variably positioned and applied to different engine load points
and thus, in turn, having different pressures and injecting
different masses, multiple injections are indispensible to
achieving the emission and comfort goals for diesel engines.
Given diesel fuel’s compressibility, pressure waves are always
triggered during injections in the system, which can in turn
influence fuel metering in the combustion chamber as soon as
multiple successive injections are initiated. The thusly triggered
‘‘quantity waves’’ expand the tolerance for one or several injec-
tions. This is undesired and may influence emission and noise
behavior extremely adversely. Along with damping measures
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in the hydraulic system (see Sects. 5.3.5.4 and 5.3.5.5), physical
models may serve as the basis to correct the quantitative
influences induced by pressure waves. This is the function of
pressure wave correction. The quantities of fuel injected in the
instantaneous and prior injection, the fuel’s pressure and tem-
perature and the injection intervals are variables that influence
the changes in fuel quantity. Pressure wave correction effec-
tively corrects quantitative influences on the basis of these
variables and the response characteristic of the hydraulic sys-
tem itself. Pressure wave correction enables incorporating
hydraulic injection intervals that are optimal for an engine’s
thermodynamic application and equalizing the fuel tempera-
ture’s influence on the fuel waves even when injection intervals
are constant. Since pressure wave correction constitutes a
model-based control, it is of utmost importance that the fault
applied in the model also corresponds to the fault in the
hydraulic system, i.e. the reproduction of the existing hydraulic
system based on measurements and the utilization of the
injectors’ physically correct control map has elementary
importance for the function of pressure wave correction.

Zero Fuel Quantity Calibration (ZFC) (Fig. 5-45)

From the perspective of the engine, the inherent conflict in the
application of pilot injection to lower combustion noise on the
one hand and only minimally increase particulate emission on
the other hand has to be resolved. Hence, the adaptive function
of zero fuel quantity calibration is to ensure that minimum
pilot injection quantities are stable over the lifetime. Zero fuel
quantity calibration utilizes a highly resolved speed signal from
the engine as an auxiliary quantity. It delivers information on
cylinder-selective torque generated during the combustion of

minimum quantities. The function only operates under over-
run conditions so as not to disrupt normal driving. The mod-
ulation of every single injector’s energizing time allows succes-
sively detecting the time an injector has injected a minimum
quantity of fuel, the so-called ‘‘zero quantity’’, by analyzing the
speed signal. The duration of control is applied to detect and, if
necessary, correct changes in the hydraulic system throughout
its period of operation. The response characteristic of mini-
mum injected fuel quantities and the speed response depend
on the drive train of the vehicle applied and must therefore be
calculated specifically. Notably, this function operates without
additional sensors and is able to detect minimum quantities of
fuel with certainty within an accuracy of less than 0.4 mm3.
Thus, smaller quantities of pilot injected fuel than 1 mm3 can
be represented in the map region as a function of the combus-
tion limit required by the engine.

Fuel Mean Value Adaptation (FMA) (Fig. 5-46)

To reliably obtain the particulate and NOX emission limits on
all certified vehicles, all the tolerances in the air and injection
system’s sensor and actuator systems must ensure that the right
air mass is always available to burn the fuel mass supplied. This
is done by controlling the exhaust gas recirculation rate. If the
injected mass deviates from the presumed mass in the control
unit, the original application shifts along the exhaust gas recir-
culation rate’s particulate-NOX tradeoff. If somewhat less fuel
is injected in a specific load point than presumed by the control
unit, then the exhaust gas recirculation will be too low to
provide the higher amount of oxygen assumed to be required
for combustion. Unlike the nominal application, this produces
a rise in NOX emissions that facilitates particulate emissions.
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Excess fuel during injection produces the converse and is
commensurate with the soot-NOX tradeoff. The function of
fuel mean value adaptation is to ascertain the mass actually
injected based on the l signals and then adjust the air mass flow
to obtain the original compromise in the particulate-NOX

concept. Fuel mean value adaptation’s response to errors in
the injected fuel quantity as well as its compensation for the air
mass sensor’s errors based on the l signal is a desired side
effect. Thus, tolerances in the air path and engine tolerances
may also be compensated. This ultimately manifests itself in a
considerably smaller safety margin for emission limits of par-
ticulates and NOX for the corresponding application. When
the level of emissions is based on typical distributions of the
tolerances of all the components involved, then fuel mean value
adaptation can, at the least, halve the safety margin for a Euro 4
application over the original margin of emission limit values
without fuel mean value adaptation.

5.3.6 Injection Systems for Large Diesel Engines

5.3.6.1 Field of Application

The range of injection system applications for large diesel
engines covers
– cylinder outputs of 70 to 2,000 kW (in large low speed two-

stroke diesel engines up to 4,500 kW),
– engine speeds from 60 to 1,800 rpm,
– full load injected fuel quantities from 180 to 20,000 mm3/

injection,
– numbers of engine cylinders from 1 to 20 and
– a range of fuel from standard diesel fuel through heavy fuel

with a viscosity of up to 700 cSt at 508C.

Fundamental aspects of the development, engineering and
manufacturing of injection systems for large diesel engines
include:
– high reliability and long service life,
– large proportion of full load operation,
– easy interchangeability with existing injection systems,
– applicability to any cylinder configurations,
– ease of servicing,
– fuel compatibility,
– competitive costs when manufacturing small quantities

and
– controllability of all injection parameters to comply with

emission standards.

5.3.6.2 Conventional Injection Systems

Inline pumps with pump plunger diameters of up to
20 mm and pump plunger strokes of up to 15 mm are
still used in large engines with cylinder outputs of up to
approximately 160 kW. Flexible adaptation to differing
numbers of cylinders is only possible with unit pumps.
They allow the implementation of short and standardized
injection lines.

The rotating injection cam mounted on the engine camshaft
moves the pump plunger by a roller tappet (see Fig. 5-47) or
valve lever kinematics.

Direct placement of the single cylinder pumps at their
related cylinders allows extremely short injection lines. This
improves system efficiency because the hydraulic losses are
low. Identical components simplify adaptation to engine
design and the number of cylinders as well as spare parts
management.
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The unit pump illustrated in Fig. 5-47 has a pump barrel
with a sac hole design, which supports pump side peak
pressures of up to 1,500 bar. A constant pressure valve is
mounted in the deformation-resistant flange section of the
pump barrel. It prevents the nozzle from post-injecting by
rapidly dissipating the pressure after the end of delivery and
also keeps the pressure in the injection line high to prevent
cavitation in the system. This design avoids large-area high
pressure sealing.

Unit pumps for heavy fuel operation usually have three
ring grooves incorporated in the pump barrel below the spill
port, which perform different functions. As in all diesel appli-
cations, the upper groove returns leak oil to the inlet chamber.
Lubricating oil from the engine oil circuit, which acts as

sealing oil and prevents the fuel from diluting the engine oil,
is fed to the bottommost groove through a fine filter. A groove
for pressureless removal of compound oil consisting of fuel
and lubricating oil is placed in between.

The drive cams for single cylinder pumps are mounted on
the same camshaft as the cams for the engine’s valve gear.
Therefore, cam phasing shared with the drive gear may not
be used to shift injection timing. Adjusting an intermediate
element, e.g. a roller rocker mounted eccentrically between the
cam and roller tappet, can produce an advance angle of a few
degrees. Thus, consumption and emission can be optimized or
even adapted to the differing ignition quality of various types of
fuel. The high structural complexity of this solution led to the
development of solenoid controlled pumps.

5.3.6.3 Solenoid Controlled Pumps

Figure 5-48 presents a solenoid controlled single cylinder
pump (unit pump). The injection cam on the engine cam-
shaft drives the pump plunger with a roller tappet. A short
high pressure line establishes the connection to the nozzle
holder assembly in the engine cylinder. These pumps are
utilized in high speed (> 1,500 rpm) and medium speed
engines (rated speed < 1,200 rpm) and have pump plunger
diameters of 18–22 mm and piston strokes of between 20
and 28 mm.

The pump plunger has neither helices nor grooves; the
pump barrel has no spill ports. A pressure valve is installed
instead of a solenoid valve with a control piston.

This system’s advantages are its:
– smaller installation space,
– good suitability for conventional cylinder head designs,
– stiff drive,
– rapid switching times and precise fuel metering with freely

selectable start of delivery,
– easy replacement during repair and servicing and
– option of cylinder shutoff in part load operation.

5.3.6.4 Common Rail Systems

Until recently, speed and load-dependent injection timing
was inessential in large high speed and medium speed
engines. Marine engines have a fixed speed and load correla-
tion. Generator engines run at constant speed with variable
load. Thus, both applications allow employing an upper helix
in the pump plunger of conventional pumps to adjust load-
dependent start of delivery.

More stringent exhaust emission regulations partly in
force in 2006 require the use of new injection concepts
even in large diesel engines. The common rail system estab-
lished in the commercial vehicle sector has advantages that
current large diesel engine applications cannot do without.
However, the requirements summarized below have to be
observed even more strictly than in systems for vehicle
engines:

Fig. 5-47 Single cylinder pump with integrated roller tappet (Bosch PFR1CY).
1 Constant pressure valve; 2 Barrel; 3 Plunger; 4 Housing; 5 Roller tappet
(= 4–35, 2nd Ed.)
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– speed-independent, freely controllable system pressure of
up to 2,000 bar,

– higher efficiency and thus low pump drive power at low
peak torque,

– higher pressure before the spray hole through low pressure
losses in high pressure lines, valves and in the nozzle,

– option of multiple injection,
– injection rate shaping,
– low variation from injector to injector, low injected fuel

quantity drift throughout the service life,
– high reliability and long service life for life cycles with a

high proportion of full load,
– stability with variable fuel quality and contamination,
– easy interchangeability with conventional systems replaced

in especially long-lived large engines,
– easy servicing and repair options and
– particularly reliable electronics with redundance and limp-

home functions.

System pressures in current applications are 1,400–1,600
bar and 1,800 bar for special applications such as recreational
boats. Measures that reduce nitrogen oxides, e.g. exhaust
gas recirculation or injection rate shaping, require high injec-
tion pressures to compensate for the disadvantages in terms
of particulate emission and fuel consumption. The better
atomization through increased fuel pressure definitely
reduces particulate emission. The pressure increase is con-
nected with higher energy consumption to drive the high
pressure pump. Thus, leakage losses, throttling losses and
heat generation must also remain low to prevent high losses.
Should this not function, the higher drive energy would
eliminate the consumption advantages from optimized
combustion.

Increasing the system pressure only has the desired effect
when it also increases the mean injection pressure and the
maximum spray hole pressure. In order to accomplish this,
the following aspects have to be observed:
– The injector’s design has to be optimized for low throttling

resistances and to eliminate regions critical for cavitation.
– Throttling in the region of the nozzle seat has to be kept

low during the opening and closing of the nozzle needle.

Thus, the criterion of a high quality injection system is not
maximum nominal pressure delivered by the high pressure
pump to the rail but rather uniform and high pressure directly
at the spray hole, which alone is responsible for appropriately
atomizing the fuel for combustion.

Multiple injections are an effective means to reduce emis-
sions. Post-injection reduces particulate emission. Pilot injec-
tion moderately increases cylinder pressure with low noise
emission. Injectors with multiple injections must be able to
inject consistently small quantities of fuel without introdu-
cing pressure peaks in the high pressure system.

Pressure controlled injection systems are only able to
shape the injection rate by influencing the speed of needle
opening. Injection rate shaping largely independent of the
injection pressure requires a complex multiple actuator
injector design.

Manufacturing costs are a fundamental criterion for the
selection of a concept, even for injection systems for large diesel
engines. Systems that allow retrofitting long-lived engines to
comply with more stringent emissions specifications have cost
advantages because larger quantities are manufactured.

5.3.6.5 Common Rail Systems for Diesel Fuel

Pressure amplified systems with one or two actuators are in
development for large high speed diesel engines with cylinder
outputs of up to 150 kW. They offer advantages for injection
rate shaping and multiple injection. Their variance, fuel
quantity drift, efficiency and, in particular, cost are disadvan-
tages. The increase in the length of the pressure line from the
rail to the injector as engine dimensions increase has an
adverse effect. This is the reason for the development of the
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Fig. 5-48 Single cylinder pump with solenoid valve (Bosch PFR1Z). 1 Solenoid
valve; 2 Barrel; 3 Plunger; 4 Roller tappet; 5 Fuel feed; 6 Fuel discharge
(= 4–36, 2nd Ed.)
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concept of a modular common rail system (see Fig. 5-49) with
an injector design based on Fig. 5-50.

A high pressure pump with a multiple cylinder design is
driven by the engine and contains a relatively small accumu-
lator volume (see Fig. 5-51).

Delivery is controlled by any inlet metering valve con-
trolled by an ECU. A pressure limiting valve and the pressure
sensor are integrated in the high pressure pump. A high
pressure line leads from the high pressure pump’s accumu-
lator to the individual injectors, each of which has an inte-
grated accumulator chamber. The short distance between the
accumulator chambers and the solenoid valve allows multiple
injections of minimum quantities of fuel. A rugged design
with low wear at the solenoid valve and nozzle seat reduces
the fuel quantity drift throughout the period of operation.
Large sealing lengths in the pump elements and low throttling
losses in the valves deliver high efficiency during pressure
generation. Pumps and plungers may be retrofit since the
installation space is available.

Conventional systems in medium speed engines with
cylinder outputs of up to 500 kW may be replaced by
common rail systems. The modular common rail system
pictured in Fig. 5-52 is advantageous and cuts costs.

Single plunger pumps generate the high pressure. The
pressure peaks from low frequency pressure generation are
damped in a larger accumulator, which has a pressure sensor
and a pressure limiting valve. A shared controlled suction
throttle valve controls the single plunger pumps’ delivery.
Connected in a series, the individual injectors’ accumulator
volumes allow equalizing the pressure between the injectors.
This system can significantly improve particulate and noise
emissions. Retrofitting costs are low.

A broad range of fuel, including heavy fuel of up to 700 cSt
at 508C, may be employed in medium speed engines, espe-
cially marine engines. Demands for low fuel consumption,
reduced exhaust emissions and improved running smooth-
ness are not only made by users but also appear in IMO
emission regulations. Additional requirements include the
usability of different grades of fuel with high fractions of
impurities and high temperatures of up to 1808C, the option
of cylinder shutoff and cylinder balancing control based on
fuel temperature or the injector. Obviously, a common rail
system for heavy fuel would fulfill these requirements out-
standingly. Its trouble-free adaptation to different engine
sizes and numbers and configurations of cylinders is an
important aspect.
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Close interaction between the manufacturers of engines
and the manufacturers of injection systems is indispensi-
ble for the development of accumulator injection systems
for heavy fuel. It is the only way to develop and

extensively test an effective concept. High fuel tempera-
tures and impurities require new materials and structural
concepts with which even the requisite long service life
can be attained.
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Fig. 5-50
Injector for a modular common rail system.
1 Nozzle; 2 Orifice plate; 3 Solenoid valve;
4 Injector body with accumulator; 5 Flow
limiter; 6 Electrical connector
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Fig. 5-51
High pressure pump for a modular common rail
system. 1 Camshaft; 2 Pump element; 3 Suction
valve; 4 Pressure valve; 5 Accumulator;
6 Pressure limiting valve; 7 Low pressure pump
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Figure 5-53 presents a retrofittable modular common
rail system for heavy fuel, the distinctive features of which
are described below. The fuel supply system is provided
with a heating system that preheats the fuel to up to 1608C.
The injection system in the engine is initially charged to
ensure that the diesel fuel is free of bubbles. A special
scavenging system charges the fuel supply system with
heavy fuel in another sequence before the engine com-
mences operation.

Circulating preheated heavy fuel continually heats the high
pressure pumps, pressure accumulators and solenoid valves
during operation and during normal short engine shutoffs.
However, whenever the engine is shut off longer, e.g. for
maintenance, it is switched over to diesel operation for a
short time beforehand. This consumes the heavy fuel in the
injection system and then charges the system with low visc-
osity diesel fuel. After an emergency engine stop, the injection
system is purged with diesel fuel and only the high pressure
lines to the injectors and the injectors themselves contain a
charge of heavy fuel. This heavy fuel plug can be purged later
when the engine is started.

The considerable dimensions of a large diesel engine make
the installation of a single pressure accumulator along the
entire length of the engine problematic. Since it is virtually

impossible to obtain identical injection conditions for every
engine cylinder, excessive pressure oscillations in the system
have to be prevented. Thus, it is more practical to divide the
accumulator unit into several physical units with a suitable
accumulator volume and to divide the supply among at least
two high pressure pumps.

One advantage of such a configuration is the greater flex-
ibility when assembling an injection system for different
engine configurations. This is of interest for retrofit solutions.
More compact physical units enable better utilization of the
structural space available in the engine and yield advantages
for assembly and spare parts management.

A low pressure fuel pump delivers the fuel through electro-
magnetically controlled throttle valves to two high pressure
pumps, which force the fuel through pressure valves into the
pump accumulator whence the fuel is conducted to the accu-
mulator units connected in a series. The accumulator units
consist of a massive section of pipe with an accumulator cover
attached to each of the two end faces, sealing them. The
accumulator cover contains radial ports for the high pressure
lines leading to the injectors and for the connecting line to the
next accumulator unit.

Interposing the pump accumulator supplied by two to four
high pressure pumps can keep dynamic pressure oscillations
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low. The electronic control unit calculates the high pressure
pumps’ delivery rate by analyzing the fuel pressure reported
by the rail pressure sensor and the engine’s particular operat-
ing state. The electromagnetically controlled throttle valve in
the low pressure line measures the quantity of fuel supplied to
the high pressure pumps.

Each accumulator cover contains components and ports,
which facilitate the supply and transport of fuel and the
control of fuel injection in the injectors. The fuel is conducted
through a flow limiter on its way from the interior of the
accumulator to the 3/2 way valve and from there to the
injector. A spring loaded piston in this component completes
a stroke proportional to the injected fuel quantity for every
injection and returns to its original position when there is a
pause in injections. However, when the injected fuel quantity
ought to exceed a defined limit value, then the piston is
pressed against a sealing seat on the outlet side at the end of
its stroke, thus preventing continuous injection in the
injector.

Each accumulator cover also contains a 3/2 way valve
actuated by a 2/2 way valve that is electromagnetically con-
trolled by the control unit and thus clears the path for the high
pressure fuel from the accumulator unit to the injector
through the flow limiter. Activating the 3/2 way valve multi-
ple times in the course of the injection process produces pilot
and post-injections.

A pressure limiting valve that opens when a defined pres-
sure is exceeded and thus protects the high pressure system
from overloading is mounted on the pump accumulator.

The high pressure lines and accumulator units are con-
structed with double walls so that no fuel can escape when
connections typically leak, break or lose their seal. Float
switches warn operators in such a case.

The fuel supply system is equipped with a heating system to
preheat the heavy fuel. To start a cold combustion engine with
heavy fuel, the injection system’s high pressure stage is heated
with hot circulating heavy fuel. To depressurize it, a pneu-
matic control opens the scavenging valve placed at the end of
the last of the accumulator units connected in a series. Once
the injection system has been sufficiently heated, the scaven-
ging valve is closed and the engine started.

The scavenging valve also serves to relieve the pressure of
the injection system’s high pressure stage for maintenance or
repairs. Delivering the high pressure fuel to the pump accu-
mulator through two high pressure pumps is advantageous
because it enables an engine to continue operating at part load
if one of the two pumps fails.

The arrangement of the 3/2 way valve in the accumulator
cover and the utilization of a conventional injector substan-
tially simplify retrofitting of an existing type of engine. This
eliminates the pressure oscillations that occur in the high
pressure line between the rail and injector in other common
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rail systems, especially at the end of injection, and thus
reduces the stress on the pressurized components. The mod-
ularization of the physical units and their allocation to the
individual engine cylinders reduces assembly and mainte-
nance work and allows short line lengths to the injectors.
Engine customers already value the use of mechanical injec-
tors. Evidently, it will take a few years until ship engineers and
mechanics fully place their trust in the electronics.

Low cost retrofittable heavy fuel common rail injection
systems for medium speed large diesel engines have been in
use in lab engines since 2003 and several field engines with
operating times of several thousand hours. The first steps of
optimization have already significantly improved smoke and
NOX emissions over mechanical systems.

5.4 Injection System Metrology

Optimization and assessment of the quality of modern
injection systems and system components requires
highly developed measurement and testing systems.
The following overview describes the basic aspects of
the technology utilized to test an injection system’s
hydraulic function. Standard test oil compliant with
ISO 4113 is used.

5.4.1 Measurement Principles and Their Application

Flow measurement: Measuring instruments operated in a
closed line system based on the gear principle that continu-
ously measure the flow in injection system components are
widespread. Detected by a sensor coupled with the gear pair,
the gear speed correlates with the fluid’s volumetric flow. This
enables determining the quantity of fuel the high pressure
pumps return in the low pressure circuit. Common flow
measurements are 5–150 l/h. Instrument designs that operate
between the gear pair’s inlet and outlet without differential
pressure are also in widespread use. A controlled servomotor

drives the gears. These highly precise instrument designs can
be applied to detect both the smallest leaks and flows with a
minimum value of 0.01 l/h and (in other designs) large flows
of 350 l/h.

Another flow measurement system in use is based on the
Coriolis principle. A measuring tube connected with a test
bench’s line system is excited to vibrate at its natural fre-
quency. The Coriolis force’s effect on the flowing test oil
causes a phase shift of the two tube ends’ vibrations. This
constitutes a quantity for the instantaneous flow. The dis-
tinguishing feature of this continuously operating measure-
ment system is its particularly simple design with little
susceptibility to faults. Its measuring time is in a range of a
few seconds. The Coriolis measurement system is predomi-
nantly employed in production testing, e.g. to determine
high pressure pumps’ delivery rates and injection nozzles’
throughputs. At – 0.1% of the measured value, the measure-
ment uncertainty of individual commercially available
instruments based on the flow measurement principles pre-
sented is already very small.
Measurement of the injected fuel quantity: The most impor-
tant hydraulic quantity measured in an injector is the injected
fuel quantity per injection cycle. Since irregularities in the
injected fuel quantity directly influence output engine power
and exhaust emission, injection quantity tolerances must be very
small from injector to injector, e.g. less than – 2.5% at full load.
Therefore, particularly high demands are made on the absolute
accuracy and resolution of measuring equipment used to mea-
sure the injected fuel quantity. Fuel quantity indicators that
employ a measuring principle consisting of a chamber with a
sliding piston have proven their value to measure flows in
product development and quality testing [5-22]. The injected
fuel quantity, which may be dispersed among several partial
injections per injection cycle, is injected into the measuring
chamber filled with test oil and displaces a moving piston, the
stroke of which is determined with an inductive displacement
measuring device (Fig. 5-54). The measuring chamber is pres-
surized with a defined back pressure to suppress piston
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oscillations and prevent the release of air. At the end of the
injection cycle, the measuring chamber is evacuated by means
of a valve. The injected fuel quantity m(r, h) can be easily
calculated:

mðr; hÞ ¼ rðT; pÞ � h � AKolben (5-12Þ
The test oil density r(T, p) in (5.12) is a function of the
chamber temperature T and the back pressure p in the measur-
ing chambers. h is the piston stroke and AKolben the piston area.

State-of-the-art measuring instruments that operate based
on the principle of piston displacement have a measurement
uncertainty of – 0.1% of the measured value. These devices’
measuring range is matched to car and commercial vehicle
applications and lies between 0.2 and 600 mm3/injection with
a resolution of 0.01 mm3. The specified minimum injection
time interval in which two consecutive partial injections can
be detected separately is 0.25 ms. Up to ten partial injections
can be measured per injection cycle.
Measurement of the injection characteristic: The injection
characteristic in the injector nozzle is obtained by differen-
tiating the injected fuel quantity according to time during the
injection cycle. In principle, this can be done with the injec-
tion quantity measuring systems described above. However,
given an oscillating piston’s dynamic properties, this method
may only be applied conditionally to take temporally highly
resolved measurements of the injection characteristic. A mea-
suring instrument based on the principle of the tube indicator
is better suited to determine the injection characteristic [5-
23]. The quantity of test oil the injector nozzles inject into a
tube over time generates a pressure wave that propagates at
the speed of sound in the already filled tube. A pressure sensor
captures the dynamic increase of pressure p(t) in the tube.
The injection characteristic dm/dt is calculated with the tube’s
cross sectional area ARohr and the temperature and pressure-
dependent speed of sound c in the test oil:

dm
dt
¼ ARohr

c
pðtÞ (5-13Þ

The injected fuel quantity is calculated by integrating (5.13).
Current instrument designs based on the tube indicator prin-
ciple specify a flow measurement range of nearly 0–150 mg/
injection with a resolution of the injected fuel quantity of
0.01 mg/injection. Up to five partial injections are standardly
detectable. Instruments based on the tube indicator principle
are used in injector development.

Unlike the tube indicator, which injects fuel into a long tube
loop to measure the injection characteristic, the measuring
principle of the hydraulic pressurization system is based on
injection into one chamber with a constant measurement
volume. This causes the pressure in the chamber to rise. The
characteristic of the injection rate and the injected quantity can
be calculated from the change of pressure over time, [5-22]. In
current instrument designs, the measuring chamber is filled with
test oil and pressurized to prevent the release of dissolved air and
cavitation. The injection characteristic dm/dt is calculated with

the aid of the chamber volume VKammer, the speed of sound c
and the absolute pressure change in the chamber dp/dt (5-14):

dm
dt
¼ VKammer

c2

dp
dt

(5-14Þ

Distinguished by its very short response time, a highly accu-
rate piezo pressure sensor measures the pressure in the cham-
ber. An ultrasonic transducer is employed to calculate the
speed of sound from the echo time of one sonic pulse in the
measuring chamber. Such hydraulic pressurization systems
are applied in injector development to measure the injection
characteristic and quantity simultaneously.

5.4.2 Demands on Metrology

The demands on injection system measurement and test
equipment must be considered separately for their two fields
of application: development and production. As a rule, devel-
opment places high demands on both the temporal and local
resolution of the test signals and the scope of the test results.
Test bench tests serve to experimentally verify the theoretical
potentials of new injection systems. To this end, any measur-
ing device used in development must be as flexible and
versatile as possible. In contrast to its flexible use in develop-
ment, test equipment in production requires extensive auto-
mation and standardization of both the measuring devices
and the measuring processes and sequences. This is necessary
to ensure that the manufactured quality of injection system
components is consistently high (see Sect. 5.4.3).
Measuring process capability: Regular testing of a measuring
process’s capability and monitoring of its stability is intended
to ensure that a measuring device is able to dependably take
measurements of a characteristic of a product, e.g. injected
fuel quantity, at its place of operation over a long time with a
sufficiently small scattering of measured values relative to the
tolerance. The automotive industry formulated criteria [5-24]
that help evaluate measuring process capability. Several mea-
suring devices implemented in mass production to inspect
products must have similar structural designs and testing
sequences to ensure that they all have identical test boundary
conditions for a product.

5.4.3 Injector Testing

Measuring device for injector testing: During manufac-
turing, special measuring devices test the precise injection
and return quantities required of a completely assembled
injector. In and of themselves, such measuring devices
already constitute a complete common rail system. This
guarantees maximum transferability of an injector’s func-
tional performance on a test bench to its later perfor-
mance in an engine. While an injection system is usually
adapted to a specific engine, the measuring devices’ com-
mon rail components are always identical for one gen-
eration of injectors (see Fig. 5-55).
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Injector test sequence: An injector’s delivery of the injected
fuel quantity per operating point is tested according to a
defined test sequence. The required mechanical and electrical
contact of the injector with the measuring device is established
fully automatically to ensure that installation conditions are
always identical and to obtain short cycle times. The test
sequence following this has to be optimized so that, on the
one hand, the specified features can be measured with suffi-
cient accuracy in short time and, on the other hand, stable test
boundary conditions are assured. Injection and return quan-
tities are usually measured in several characteristic injector
operating points, e.g. idle, part load, full load and pilot injec-
tion. The absolute pressure in the rail and the duration of the
injector’s electric control in the operating point tested must be
matched to the particular engine type.

The low pressure circuit in the injector must be bled
completely at the beginning of the test sequence. Afterward,

the entire system warms up until it reaches a stable state. The
test sequence specifies the time sequences of the subsequent
measurements, which are identical for all injectors. A func-
tion of the operating point, the thermal energy input to the
injector and the flowmeter is in part considerable. At high
inlet pressures, temperatures of up to 1508C develop inside
the injector and the measuring device. As a rule, the times
required for the requisite buildup of temperatures are many
times longer than the actual measuring time, which is only a
few seconds for each operating point. Apart from stable
temperature boundary conditions for the measuring device,
stable pressure conditions at the inlet, i.e. in the rail, are
essential for accurate and reproducible measurements of the
injected fuel quantity. The inlet pressure is controlled with the
aid of highly accurate pressure sensors and signal amplifiers.
When combined, they achieve an accuracy of – 1 bar at an
absolute pressure of 2,000 bar.
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Fig. 5-55 Schematic measuring device for injector testing. 1 Test oil tank with temperature control; 2 Low pressure supply pump; 3 Sensors for inlet pressure and
temperature; 4 CR high pressure pump with drive and synchronizer; 5 Flexible high pressure line to the rail; 6 Rail with sensors for pressure and temperature; 7 Pressure control
valve with return line; 8 High pressure line to the injector; 9 Common rail injector (here, a piezo CRI); 10 Injected fuel quantity measuring device based on the principle of
plunger displacement; 11 Low pressure return from the injector; 12 Sensors for return pressure and temperature; 13 Pressure regulator for low pressure return; 14 Flowmeter
based on the principle of a gear; 15 Return of the injected quantity of fuel; 16 Test bench control; 17 Sensors and data input; 18 Control and data output
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6 Fuel Injection System Control Systems

Ulrich Projahn, Helmut Randoll, Erich Biermann, Jörg Brückner, Karsten Funk,
Thomas Küttner, Walter Lehle, and Joachim Zuern

6.1 Mechanical Control

6.1.1 Functions of a Mechanical Speed Governor

Rugged and easily serviceable, mechanical governors con-
tinue to be used all over the world, especially in off-highway
applications and nonroad engines. An inline pump illustrates
the basic functions of mechanical control.

The hallmark of closed loop control is feedback of a con-
trolled variable to the actuated variable, e.g. the injected fuel
quantity specified by the setting of the inline pump’s control
rack. Increasing the injected fuel mass at a constant load
causes the speed to increase. In turn, the centrifugal force
acting on the control device also increases and reduces the
amount of rack travel. This creates a closed loop control
circuit.

The basic function of every governor is to limit the max-
imum speed to prevent a diesel engine from exceeding its
allowable maximum speed. Other functions of a mechanical
speed governor are:
– providing the starting fuel quantity,
– controlling idle speed,
– maintaining a specified speed at various engine loads and
– adjusting the torque characteristic with torque control or

auxiliary units.

6.1.1.1 Proportional Degree

When a diesel engine’s load is reduced without varying the
accelerator pedal’s position, the speed in the control range
may only increase by a quantity permitted by the engine
manufacturer. The increase in speed is proportional to the
change in load, i.e. the more the engine load is reduced, the
more the speed changes. This is called proportional behavior
or proportional degree. The proportional degree is defined as
the difference between maximum no load speed nLo and
maximum full load speed nVo divided by maximum full load

speed nVo (rated speed):

d ¼ 100
nLO � nVo

nVo
in %:

Common proportional responses are approximately 0–5% for
generator engines and approximately 6–15% for vehicle engines.

6.1.2 Design and Function of a Mechanical Speed
Governor

An articulated rod connection establishes a connection with
the injection pump’s control rack. RQ and RQV(K) gover-
nors (Fig. 6-1) have two flyweights that act directly on the
governor springs integrated in the control device, which are
designed for the desired rated speed, proportional degree and
idle speed. Increasing quadratically with the speed, the cen-
trifugal forces of the rotating centrifugal weights are counter-
acted by elastic forces from the governor springs. The control
rack’s setting corresponds to the particular deflection of the
flyweights produced by the biasing of the governor springs
resulting from the centrifugal forces.

6.1.2.1 Governor Designs

An RQ idle speed-maximum speed governor is described as an
example of governor design. Usually, diesel engines for vehicle
applications do not require any control in the speed range
between idle and maximum speed. In this range, the driver
uses the accelerator pedal to directly control the equilibrium
between the vehicle torque demand and the engine torque, i.e.
the fuel demand. The governor controls the idle speed and the
maximum speed. The following governor functions are iden-
tifiable from the schematic governor map (Fig. 6-2):
– The cold engine is started with the starting fuel quantity

(A) when the accelerator pedal is fully depressed.
– Once the engine has started and the accelerator pedal is

released, the speed adjusts in the idle position (B).
– Once the engine has warmed up, the idle speed (L) adjusts

along the idle curve.
– Fully depressing the accelerator pedal when the engine is

running but the vehicle is standing still increases the deliv-
ery rate to the full load value and the speed from nLu to n1.
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Then, the torque control activates. The delivery rate is
reduced marginally and the speed increases to n2, the end
of torque control. The speed increases again until the
maximum full load speed nVo is reached. Then, corre-
sponding to the proportional degree designed in, the reg-
ulation of full load speed begins. The delivery rate is
reduced until maximum no load speed nLo is reached.

– During in-use driving, the driver uses the accelerator pedal
to control the current driving condition by establishing
equilibrium between the engine torque released and the
current torque demand. Based on the accelerator pedal
position and the coupled control rack, the injection pump
delivers the particular quantity of fuel required.

Readers are referred to [6-1] for other governor designs and
auxiliary units/add-on equipment.

6.2 Electronic Control

Since 1986, diesel injection systems have been increasingly
equipped with digital electronic control systems. In the begin-
ning, mechanically governed distributor pumps were used. As
of 1987, inline pumps with electronic controllers were used to
recirculate exhaust gas and control the fuel quantity.1 With the

changeover to advanced direct injection systems, i.e. common
rail systems as of 1997 and unit injector systems as of 1998, all
automatic control functions were located in one electronic
control unit (electronic diesel control EDC). The most impor-
tant features of electronic engine control are its high avail-
ability throughout a vehicle’s entire life, full functionality even
under extreme environmental conditions and real-time opera-
tion in every operating state and at every engine speed.

6.2.1 Control Unit System Overview

Unit injector systems and, even more so, common rail direct
injection systems allow setting one injection to divide into
several single injections (pilot, main and post-injections).
The common rail system also allows setting the injection
pressure in the control unit as a function of a very large
number of engine, vehicle and ambient parameters. Up to
10,000 parameters (i.e. characteristic values and characteristic
curves or maps) must be set in advanced control systems and
the systems’ computing power, memory and functions have
grown considerably in complexity in the last ten years to
make this possible (Fig. 6-3). Thus, engine control is follow-
ing Gordon Moore’s rule, which is familiar from digital elec-
tronics and states that the complexity of integrated circuits
increases exponentially [6-2].

6.2.1.1 Functional System Description

Electronic engine control systems can be divided into three
groups: the input circuitry consisting of sensors and setpoint
generators, the control unit itself and the output circuitry
consisting of actuators and displays. In addition, bidirectional
communication data buses also exchange information with
other control units. The control unit itself is functionally
subdivided into an input circuit (signal conditioning), a
central processing unit and output stages with the power
electronics that control the actuators (Fig. 6-4).

Factoring in a multitude of other input signals such as
engine speed, vehicle speed, air and engine temperature, air
mass, etc. the control unit ascertains the torque desired by a
driver from the accelerator pedal signal (driver demand). This
information is matched with other torque requirements, e.g.
the additional torque for the generator or the torque desired by
the ESP (electronic stability program). Factoring in the torque
efficiency in the various parts of the injection (pilot, main and
post-injections), the resulting torque is split into the various
parts and transmitted to the injectors by the output stages.

Along with the actual engine control, a large number of
other functions have been integrated over the course of time,
e.g. electronic immobilizers, alternator controls and air con-
ditioning compressor controls for cars or variable speed gov-
ernors for commercial vehicles. In the latter case, the engine
may be utilized to drive auxiliary units even when the vehicle
is standing.
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Fig. 6-1 Control device with internally integrated governor springs1 Adjusting
nut; 2 Governor spring; 3 Flyweight; 4 Joint element; 5 Camshaft; 6 Spring
loaded bolt; 7 Bell crank; 8 Drag spring; 9 Sliding bolt; 10 Sliding block; 11
Control lever; 12 Cam plate; 13 Linkage lever; 14 Control rack; 15 Fulcrum lever

1 Electronic governors that regulate the start of injection/delivery already existed in the
early 1980s.
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6.2.1.2 System Requirements from Ambient Conditions

The electronics in motor vehicles must be designed for
special environmental stress because of the particular
installation and operating conditions. In principle, the elec-
tronics are designed for a vehicle’s lifetime. Thus, their
service in cars is typically designed for ten years and
250,000 km. Table 6-1 lists more typical ambient conditions
they frequently encounter when installed in a car’s engine
compartment.

6.2.2 Assembly and Interconnection Techniques

Engine control units are typically designed as printed circuit
boards with four to six layers of printed circuit board mate-
rial. The housing consists of a base/cover combination of die
cast aluminum and deep-drawn aluminum plate bolted and
bonded together. A diaphragm impervious to water is pro-
vided to equalize the air pressure. Thus, the control unit may
be equipped with an atmospheric pressure sensor used to
correct injected fuel quantities based on the air pressure, i.e.
based on the altitude. A typical commercial plug and socket
connection has 154 contacts divided among two chambers
(Fig. 6-5).

6.2.3 Digital Central Processing Units

Their design includes a 32 bit central processing unit with
clock frequencies of up to 150 MHz. Including the calibration
parameters, the software fills a 2–4 Mb flash memory. In
addition, it has a RAM memory of 32 Kb to execute programs.
An EEPROM memory of 2–8 Kb for computed adaptation
values, characteristic numbers for an individual vehicle and a
fault memory are provided so that the control unit is able to
turn off completely without current when switched off. A
monitoring circuit checks whether the microcontroller is
active and computing with the correct clock frequency.

6.2.4 Input and Output Circuits

The input circuitry converts incoming signals (switching
level of switches, analog voltages of sensors and messages
through serial interfaces such as CAN [controller area net-
work]) into digital values and supplies them processed to
the microcontroller. The output side turns the computed
values into electric signals for the injection valves and actua-
tors or messages for serial interfaces. In addition, the input
and output circuitry must protect against electromagnetic
irradiation and, conversely, prevent interfering radiation.
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Fig. 6-2 Governor map of an idle speed-maximum speed governor with positive torque control; A Control start position; B Cold engine idle point; L Warm engine idle point;
nLu minimum idle speed; n1 Start of torque control; n2 End of torque control; nVo maximum full load speed; nLo maximum no load speed
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Special monitoring circuits in the output stages detect short
circuits to ground, battery voltage and cable faults. The
sensors on the input side are also specified so that short
circuits and cable faults generate implausibilities in the input
circuitry and are detected.

6.2.5 Functions and Software

A control unit usually operates out of sight. Thus, a vehicle’s
driver is only aware of the software. Programmed in C, the
software is increasingly also generated directly from the sys-
tem specification by autogenerating the executable code. A
control unit’s functions can be divided very roughly into
engine functions and vehicle functions, both of which are
implemented in a common architecture.

Serial bus systems connect a control unit with other control
units in a vehicle. One or more CAN buses are common.
Faster bus systems with defined real-time performance, e.g.
FlexRay, will be added in the future. For instance, transmis-
sion communication controls the optimal operating point as
well as engine torque limiting in the switch point so that the
power train cannot overload. Other examples of serial data
exchange are communication with the glow control unit, the
immobilizer, the alternator or the air conditioner.

6.2.5.1 Software Architecture

Software architecture constitutes a control framework for
interaction between an extremely large number of widely
varying functions. One important aspect of a highly complex

Fig. 6-3 Growth of EDC complexity (BOSCH)

Table 6-1 Typical ambient conditions for engine compartment installation in cars

Ambient temperature
Tropicalization
Dustproofness
Waterproofness
Anticorrosiveness
Chemical resistance
Acceleration resistance

�408C � +858C
858C and 85% relative humidity
IP 5 k xx
IP xx 9 k
Salt spray
Fuel, engine oil, degreaser, etc.
�3 g

In moving ambient air

In all spatial axes
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Fig. 6-4 System overview of a control unit: Left: signal conditioning; center: digital central processing unit; right: output stages to control the actuators (BOSCH)
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system’s control is its modularity, i.e. its subdivision into
controllable individual functions and its reusability for eco-
nomic reasons. To start with, the interfaces of the functions
in an engine control unit must be defined according to
standardized criteria. Physical quantities (e.g. torque) have
established themselves over measured quantities (e.g. air
mass), which were employed earlier. The architecture also
defines the communication between functions, e.g. how
information is provided, requested and transmitted. In the
same way, the architecture must incorporate the desired
real-time performance: Some functions (e.g. the injection
system) must be computed synchronously with engine
speed, others, in turn, proceed in fixed time rasters (e.g.
communication with other control units in a vehicle). A
third software category is event-controlled, i.e. the software
reacts to an externally incoming signal. This requires real-
time operation systems suitable for engine control, which
are compliant with the OSEK standard (see Open Systems
and the Corresponding Interfaces for Automotive Electro-
nics at www.osek-vdx.org).

Since its scope is increasing tremendously, software will
have to be integrated in different control units across manu-
facturers in the future. To this end, AUTOSAR is being
standardized as a cross-manufacturer architecture (see
www.autosar.org). The goal is modularity, scalability, reusa-
bility, portability and interface standardization that will
enable controlling significantly more complex software sys-
tems at reasonable costs.

6.2.5.2 Digital Controllers

The digital implementation of controllers in microproces-
sor systems gives rise to a number of features that set
them apart from analog representations. For example, it
enables representing virtually any complex control algo-
rithms. The controllers are not subject to any aging
effects and the monitoring of limits may be utilized for
system diagnostics. Controllers may be coupled with each
other in the widest variety of ways, e.g. several controllers
may be time synchronizable and the input variables
simultaneously available to many controllers even though
the controllers are located in several control units inter-
connected by a data network.

Analog sensor signals are usually quantized by 8 bit analog/
digital converters (ADC). Ten bit ADC are also used when
greater resolution is required. This makes it possible to map
the sensors’ measuring range and accuracy within their phy-
sical resolution without any loss of information. Digital signal
handling filters the signal to suppress EMC irradiation,
micro-interruptions and other disturbances. Moreover, the
signal is linearized based on the sensor’s characteristic curve,
thus making the physical value of the measured quantity
available to subsequent controllers. Current microcontroller
systems process this physical value as a 32 bit numerical
representation. Since the resolution is high, the control algo-
rithms themselves do not have any perceptible influence on
the accuracy of the result.

Fig. 6-5
Cutaway of an engine control unit (BOSCH)
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6.2.5.3 Engine Functions

From the measurement of the air mass to the control of the
injection valves, all the functions that control the combustion
cycle are designated as engine functions. Exhaust gas after-
treatment functions utilized to control combustion and cata-
lysts utilized to optimize exhaust gas quality and stay under
legal limits constitute a special category of engine functions.

Table 6-2 provides an overview of engine functions,
Table 6-3 a summary of important exhaust gas functions.

Torque Management

Torque is the dominant physically conserved quantity in the
power train. It is identical for gasoline and diesel engines.
Thus, functional structures are independent of the type of

combustion engine selected and torque is therefore used to
coordinate the power train. A driver demands a particular
torque to the wheels by operating the accelerator pedal. This
is back computed using the differential, i.e. the transmission
(with transmission losses) for the torque at the clutch. Since
various auxiliary units (air conditioner compressor, alterna-
tor, etc.) require different torques for themselves at any
moment, these torques must be known and included in the
initial engine torque. Once the frictional losses of the engine
itself have been incorporated, the engine’s inner torque is
delivered. It is the basis for the injected fuel quantity required.
However, modern vehicles do not convert a driver’s desire
this directly: Traction control systems, cruise control systems
or brake assistants may additionally influence wheel torque.
Particular advantages of torque management are protection
of the power train components by limiting torque, smooth
gear shifting in automatic transmissions at constant torque
and ease of integration of additional auxiliary drives.

Model-based Air Management

Optimal mixture formation in the cylinder presupposes that
the air mass in the cylinder is determined with high accuracy.
To this end, a physical model of the air movement in the
intake tract and the exhaust gas admixed from exhaust gas
recirculation is employed to compute the gas parameters
directly at the intake valve with high dynamic accuracy (Fig.
6-6). A chamber model is applied to model the geometric
conditions in the intake tract and, in particular, to include the
storage and delay effects at high dynamics. A throttle valve
model includes a physical model of the flow rate. An air
mixing model simulates the mixture cycle of fresh air and
exhaust. Finally, a combustion model simulates the combus-
tion cycle itself and the exhaust temperature.

The significantly reduced complexity required for its cali-
bration, especially for various operating modes (normal opera-
tion, regeneration operation for exhaust gas aftertreatment
systems), give this method an advantage over map specifica-
tions of the intake air mass. Further, rapid control makes the
transitions between the various operating modes imperceptible
to a driver. It is particularly important that the quantities of air
and exhaust are always regulated synchronously. This reduces
emission tolerances during operation with exhaust gas recircu-
lation, even in normal operation.

Table 6-2 Engine functions

– Glow plug indicator
– Main relay control
– Start system control
– Injection output system

– Division into pilot, main and post-injections
– Real-time output synchronous with the engine

– Engine coordinator
– Engine status
– Servo control
– Cutoff coordinator
– Engine torque calculation
– Torque limiting
– Torque gradient limiting
– Fuel consumption calculation
– Coordinator for engine overrun condition

– Idle controller
– Surge damper
– Load reversal damper

– Injection control
– Injected fuel quantity coordinator
– Quantity limiter
– Torque! fuel mass conversion
– Smoke limiting amount

– Engine speed and angle measurement
– Overspeed protection
– Misfire detection

– Engine cooling
– Fan control
– Water and oil temperature monitoring

– Air system
– Exhaust gas recirculation control
– Boost pressure control
– Air intake swirl valve control
– Air butterfly valve control
– Air mass measurement (by hot film air mass sensor)

– Immobilizer
– Diagnostic system
– Communication through a serial BUS (CAN)

Table 6-3 Exhaust functions

– Diesel particle filter (DPF)
– NOx storage catalyst (NSC)
– Lambda closed-loop control
– Combustion detection using cylinder pressure
– Selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
– Exhaust temperature model
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Model-based Exhaust Gas Management

Emission control legislation for vehicles is growing increas-
ingly more stringent throughout the world. Taking Euro 4
(2005) as its point of departure, the EU has the reduced the
exhaust limits in Euro 5 (2008) by approximately 30% for
NOX and 80% for diesel particulates. Compliance with these
standards necessitates complex strategies.

The exhaust temperature model simulates the temperature
in every point of the exhaust system. This is important for
strategies for optimal catalyst use. Consequently, the number
of temperature sensors that would be necessary otherwise can
be reduced and the points in the exhaust system where water
from the combustion reaction condenses can be ascertained
by means of a dew point analysis. The exhaust temperature
model includes a thermodynamic simulation of the exhaust
system. Important submodels are the geometry and the ther-
modynamic model of the exhaust system, i.e. a thermody-
namic model of the turbocharger and the catalysts.

Lambda closed loop control captures the oxygen content of
the combustion emissions with the aid of a lambda oxygen
sensor in the exhaust. First, a model of the control system
simulates the oxygen content at the lambda sensor’s position

and then compares it with the measured value. Then, the
difference is entered into the air model as a corrective value
where its serves to correct the air mass, quantity of fuel and
exhaust gas return rate. This enables keeping the exhaust
constant within narrow tolerances, even during non-station-
ary operation and despite aging of the mechanical injection
components.

Diesel particulate filters are utilized to reduce diesel soot.
Particulates deposit on their reactive surface. This would clog
a catalyst after a while. Therefore, the soot must be burned off
cyclically in so-called regenerative operation.

Various measures increase the temperature for regenera-
tion. The most important are attached and retarded post-
injection with combustion in the oxidation catalyst.

The goal is to increase the temperature to 6008C at which
soot burns. A loading model simulates the filter’s loading
state from the engine’s operating parameters and the duration
of its operation and differential pressure sensors above the
particulate filter measure it. The system is able to identify
malfunctions by checking the plausibility of the information
from both. The control unit switches to regenerative opera-
tion when the appropriate loading state has been reached.
Both regenerative operation itself and the transitions to and

Fig. 6-6 Model-based combustion air management in a diesel engine
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from regenerative operation must proceed torque neutrally so
that a driver does not notice anything.

Since diesel engines run with excess oxygen in normal
operation, they emit more nitrogen oxide than gasoline
engines. At present, it is reduced by two alternative measures:
Both NOX storage catalysts (NSC) and selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) may be used in cars. Only SCR is employed
in commercial vehicles.

During in-use driving, the NSC initially stores NOX and SO2

from combustion emissions. When the storage catalyst is full,
excess fuel is generated in the exhaust mixture by means of very
retarded additional injections. This is employed to initially
generate CO in the oxidation catalyst, which reduces the NOX

to N2 in the NSC. Finally, the exhaust temperature in the
catalyst is increased to over 6508C in an approximately stoi-
chiometric air/fuel mixture. This burns off the sulfur molecules
that would otherwise clog the catalyst over the course of time.

An SCR on the other hand employs a significantly less
expensive catalyst material in conjunction with a separate
injection of an aqueous urea solution before the SCR catalyst.
This solution (with the brand name of AdBlue1) does not
require any engine modifications. Rather, it may be addition-
ally mounted separately in the exhaust tract. Along with fuel,
AdBlue1 also has to be refilled after several thousand kilo-
meters though.

Injection Management

Injection management computes the exact course of the
injection cycle from the torque requirement, the additional
requirements of exhaust gas aftertreatment and the current
operating point. The injection cycle in a common rail system
may consist of several pilot injections, one or more main
injections and several post-injections. The start of injection
relative to the cylinder’s top dead center and the duration of
the injection must be computed for every single injection of
an injection cycle. In addition, the single injections necessary
for the injection cycle must be defined. The control unit’s
ability to likewise control injection pressure (rail pressure) as
a function of the operating point provides an additional
degree of freedom. The single injections have extremely dif-
ferent functions: Very early pilot injections serve to precondi-
tion the cylinder for the subsequent combustion cycle,
retarded pilot injections optimize engine noise, main injec-
tions serve to generate torque, attached post-injections
increase the exhaust’s temperature for exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment and retarded post-injections deliver fuel, e.g. as a reduc-
tive agent in the exhaust gas aftertreatment system.

Furthermore, the injection system contains four functions
that correct the injected fuel quantity (see also Sect. 5.3.5.7):
Injector quality adaptation (IQA) compensates for manufac-
turing tolerances during the production of injectors and thus
improves emissions. An injector is measured when it is man-
ufactured and labeled with its characteristic parameters. In
engine and vehicle manufacturing, this data is transmitted to

the control unit as corrective values dependent on the oper-
ating points.

Fuel quantity adaptation (FQA) ascertains differences in
the individual cylinders’ torque contribution based on the
irregularity of the crankshaft revolution and corrects them.
This improves the smoothness of the entire engine’s opera-
tion. Zero fuel quantity calibration (ZFC) compensates for the
pilot injections’ injected fuel quantity drift. This serves to
reduce emissions and noise. The energizing time is varied in
an engine overrun condition until a change of engine speed is
observable. This yields the smallest energizing time effective
on torque.

Finally, pressure wave correction (PWC) allows for the fact
that the fuel pressure does not remain constant but rather drops
when the injection valve opens. This generates pressure waves
between the injector and the rail, which influence the injected
fuel quantities of subsequent injections. This effect is corrected
by corrective values dependent on the operating points, thus
narrowing the fuel tolerances for multiple injections.

Monitoring Concept

The safety of individuals and, above all, a vehicle’s passengers
is top priority for the design of electronic systems. Therefore,
the control unit includes a monitoring concept with three
independent levels, which enables safely controlling a vehicle
even in the case of a fault. Should another controllable system
reaction no longer be possible, the engine is cut off.

Level 1 of the monitoring concept is the driving functions
with their plausibility checks and input and output circuit
monitoring. Plausibility checks may include reciprocal checks
of the identicalness of the values of the boost pressure in the
turbocharger outlet and the atmospheric pressure at engine
start. Special circuits in the input and output circuits enable
directly detecting short circuits or cable faults, storing them in
the fault memory and initiating alternate responses.

At Level 2 of the monitoring concept, continuous torque
monitoring is computed from the raw sensor signals inde-
pendent of the software program. On the one hand, the
maximum allowable torque is computed from a redundant
signal evaluation and, on the other hand, the current torque is
computed from the measured energizing time of the injection
output stages. In addition, a check is run in engine overrun
condition, i.e. when a vehicle reduces torque when braking for
instance, to determine whether the energizing time of the
injection valves’ output stage is also actually zero in this
operating state in which the accelerator pedal is not operated.

Level 3 of the monitoring concept finally checks the correct
functioning of the microcontroller itself, both in terms of its
computing and its time response, thus making it possible to
detect if the microcontroller gets caught in an endless pro-
gram loop. To this end, the control unit has a second circuit
unit that may be another microcontroller or an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) furnished with a time base
(crystal oscillator) independent of the main microcontroller.
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6.3 Sensors

The use of sensors in a motor vehicle requires a high level of
sensitivity toward mechanical, climatic, chemical and electro-
magnetic influences. Not only high reliability and long service
life but also high accuracy is demanded. The most important
sensors and their functions for diesel engine control are
described below (Fig. 6-7).

An accelerator pedal module (APM, Figs. 6-7, 7) detects
the driver’s desired vehicle acceleration. Its signal serves as
an input variable to compute the injected fuel quantity in the
engine control system. An accelerator pedal module consists
of the pedal specific to the vehicle, a mounting bracket and
an angle of rotation sensor. The sensor is designed redun-
dantly as a reference and monitoring sensor and contains
either a double potentiometer or a contactless pair of Hall
effect elements. The potentiometer is screen printed. The
Hall effect elements are integrated in two independent Hall
IC, which also contain the control and decoding electronics.
The sensor output signal is proportional to the pedal
position.

Temperature sensors (TS) measure the temperature of the
air (ATS), coolant (CTS), oil (OTS) and fuel (FTS). As sensor

elements, they normally contain an NTC resistor with a
negative temperature coefficient, i.e. their resistance decreases
logarithmically as the temperature increases. A temperature
sensor’s time constant is dependent on the installation of the
NTC in the sensor (heat accumulator), the type of medium
being measured (thermal capacity) and its flow rate (quantity
of heat transferred). Temperature sensors have an extremely
large time constant for air because of the plastic housing
usually employed. An exposed NTC may be utilized for
high dynamic requirements. This variant is also used in hot
film air mass sensors and boost pressure sensors.

A speed sensor (SS, Fig. 6-7, 6) measures engine speed with
the aid of a pulse generator wheel that is connected and
meshed with the crankshaft. This inductive sensor contains
a soft iron core enclosed by a coil with a permanent magnet
and is positioned directly opposite the pulse generator wheel.
The permanent magnet’s magnetic field closes above the soft
iron core and pulse generator wheel. The magnetic flow
through the coil is dependent on the presence of either a
pulse generator wheel space with a large air gap or a tooth
with a small air gap opposite the core. A running engine’s
tooth-space alternation causes sinusoidal flow changes, which
induce a sinusoidal output voltage. A speed sensor may be

Fig. 6-7 System diagram of diesel engine sensors 1 Air mass sensor; 2 Boost pressure sensor; 3 Butterfly valve; 4 Exhaust gas recirculation valve; 5 Rail pressure sensor;
6 Speed sensor; 7 Accelerator pedal module; 8 Exhaust temperature sensor; 9 Lambda sensor; 10 Exhaust temperature sensor; 11 Differential pressure sensor
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manufactured with a digital output signal for use in smaller
pulse generator wheels with Hall IC.

Beyond purely measuring engine speed, a speed sensor
facilitates the implementation of engine functions that can,
for example, correct the injected fuel quantity relative to a
cylinder on the basis of measurements of smaller speed
changes. Thus, the minutest differences in an individual
cylinder’s particular injected fuel quantities can be corrected
(fuel quantity adaptation) or longitudinal vehicle vibrations
can be prevented (active damping of engine bucking).

A phase sensor (PS) detects the position of the camshaft
with the aid of a pulse generator wheel that is connected and
meshed with the shaft. The pulse generator wheel’s small
diameter precludes the use of an inductive speed sensor.
Therefore, the phase sensor contains a Hall sensor, which,
similar to a speed sensor, uses the pulse generator wheel to
detect changes in the magnetic field and outputs them as
processed digital signals. The crankshaft’s absolute angular
position at the first engine cylinder’s top dead center (TDC) is
computed from phase and speed sensor signals. This makes it
possible to reduce emissions and implement comfort func-
tions, e.g. quick start. Should the speed sensor fail, the phase
sensor can partially take over its function.

An electric butterfly valve (BV, Fig. 6-7, 3) is mounted in the
intake manifold on the cold side of the engine in the direction of
flow before the exhaust gas recirculation line. It enables reducing
the intake cross section in the part load range and thus control-
ling the pressure level after the valve. Closing the valve increases
the flow rate of the intake air and consequently also the vacuum
after the valve. The increase of the vacuum increases the exhaust
gas return rate by up to 60%. Such exhaust gas return rates make
it possible to reduce emissions considerably.

Other functions of a butterfly valve are:
– increasing exhaust temperature to regenerate the particu-

late filter by throttling and opening the bypass to the
intercooler,

– acting as an air controlled governor with an air/fuel ratio<
1 during regeneration of the NOX storage catalyst,

– providing safety and comfort shutoff and
– throttling in idle to optimize noise by lowering the peak

cylinder pressure.

Independent of temperature and density, a hot film air mass
sensor (HFM, Fig. 6-7, 1) measures the air mass aspirated by an
engine and thus the oxygen available for combustion. The hot
film air mass sensor is installed between the air filter and
compressor. The air mass flow is measured by conducting it
through a thin and heated silicon diaphragm. Four tempera-
ture-dependent resistors measure the temperature distribution
in the diaphragm. The air mass flow changes the diaphragm’s
temperature distribution and this causes a resistance difference
between the upstream and downstream resistors. Since the
resistance difference is a function of direction and magnitude,
the hot film air mass sensor is able to measure pulsating air
mass flows with high dynamics and correct the sign. This

enables the engine control unit to precisely compute the
mean value of the air mass. Optionally, a temperature sensor
may be additionally implemented in the hot film air mass
sensor to measure the intake air temperature.

Since the measured air mass signal serves as the actual
value to control exhaust gas recirculation and to limit the
injected fuel quantity (smoke limiting), high accuracy of the
hot film air mass sensor is especially important for compli-
ance with emission limits.

A boost pressure sensor (BPS, Fig. 6-7, 2) measures the
pressure of the aspirated air in the intake manifold, which
the compressor supercharges to a higher pressure. Thus,
more air mass reaches the individual cylinders. The boost
pressure supports the boost pressure control. The current
actual pressure and engine speed may be used to compute
the air mass introduced. Exact knowledge of the air mass is
important to prevent the injection of an excess of fuel into the
engine (smoke limiting function).

The boost pressure sensor’s sensor element is a silicon chip
onto which a diaphragm has been etched. Pressurization causes
the sensor diaphragm to bend and the measuring resistors
located in the diaphragm to change their resistance. Boost
pressure sensors are designed as absolute pressure sensors, i.e.
the measured pressure is generated on the one side of the
diaphragm and a small insulated reference vacuum is located
on the other. The signal evaluation circuits integrated on the
chip amplify the changes of resistance and convert them into a
voltage signal that is fed to the control unit.

The function of a differential pressure sensor (DPS, Fig. 6-7,
11) is to measure the pressure drop in the particulate filter in
the exhaust system. This may be used to determine the degree
of filter loading with soot. When it is sufficiently loaded, a
regeneration cycle is initiated.

The differential pressure sensor’s sensor element is a sili-
con chip similar to that of a boost pressure sensor. However,
each of the two measured pressures – pressure before and
after the DPF – acts on one side of the pressure diaphragm.
The differential pressure signal is generated by the pressure
measured on the front of the diaphragm minus the pressure
measured on the back of the diaphragm. Pressure changes on
both sides of the diaphragm cause the sensor diaphragm’s
bend to change and thus the measuring resistors’ resistances
to change accordingly. The signal evaluation circuits on the
chip amplify and convert the changes in resistance into a
voltage signal that is fed to the control unit.

A rail pressure sensor (RPS, Fig. 6-7, 5) measures the fuel
pressure in a common rail injection system’s distributor rail.
The current rail pressure determines the quantity of fuel
injected and serves as the actual value for the rail pressure
control system.

The rail pressure sensor’s sensor element is a stainless steel
diaphragm on which a resistance bridge made of thin film
resistors is located. Diaphragm deflection at maximum pressure
is only roughly 1 mm in this design. Nevertheless, although small
(10 mV), the measurement signal delivered by the resistance
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bridge is very stable and precise throughout the sensor’s life. It is
amplified in an electronic circuit and fed to the control unit.

The sensor’s pressure port securely seals the very high rail
pressure (180. . .200 MPa maximum) from the rail with a so-
called knife-edge seal (metal on metal).

A lambda oxygen sensor (LS, Fig. 6-7, 9) measures the O2

concentration in exhaust. This may be used to determine the
air/fuel ratio l in the engine’s entire operating range. The
exhaust passes through a diffusion barrier to a measuring
chamber from which the oxygen can be pumped back into
the exhaust pipe through the sensor ceramic. A control circuit
keeps the O2 concentration in the chamber constant at a very
low value (ideally zero). The pump current is a measure of the
O2 concentration in the exhaust.

Today, the dominant application for LS (in conjunction
with the air mass signal from the HFM) is the correction of
the injected fuel quantity for compliance with a vehicle’s
exhaust emission values throughout its lifetime. A new addi-
tion will be the use of LS to monitor and control the regen-
eration of the NOX storage catalyst (NSC).

Exhaust temperature sensors (ETS, Fig. 6-7, 8 and 10) have
the function of measuring the exhaust temperature at differ-
ent points in the exhaust pipe. The basic difference between
exhaust temperature sensors and other temperature sensors is
their measuring range and dynamics. Their most important
installation positions are after the oxidation catalyst (diesel
oxidation catalyst DOC) and in front of and behind the diesel
particulate filter (DPF). An ETS serves both to monitor and
control the DPF and to protect components should the parti-
culates in the filter burn off uncontrolled.

Depending on their case of application and measuring
range, exhaust temperature sensors consist of ceramic mate-
rials with a negative temperature coefficient (NTC ceramics),
platinum with a positive temperature coefficient (PTC) or
thermocouples, i.e. mechanically connected metallic wires
that – based on the Seebeck effect – supply an electrical
voltage when subjected to a temperature gradient.

An NOX sensor is important for the monitoring and con-
trol of NOX catalysts. Its principle not only enables an NOX

sensor to determine the nitrogen oxide concentration in
exhaust but also the values of the air/fuel ratio. It consists
of a two-chamber sensor element. The exhaust passes
through a first diffusion barrier to the first chamber in
which, comparable to a lambda oxygen sensor, the oxygen
content is determined. The oxygen content of the exhaust in
the chamber is reduced to nearly zero. The thusly processed
exhaust passes through a second diffusion barrier to a sec-
ond chamber in which the oxygen is extracted from the
nitrogen oxide by catalytic reduction and measured. This
principle of oxygen measurement also corresponds to that of
the lambda oxygen sensor.

This sensor may be used both to control NOX catalysts
(minimum NOX concentration control) and monitor assem-
blies important for compliance with exhaust emission limits
(NOX concentration threshold value monitoring).

Future exhaust gas aftertreatment concepts, e.g. particulate
filters and NOX catalysts, will necessitate the use of other
sensors both to operate and monitor systems. Along with
exhaust temperature and exhaust pressure, specific pollutant
fractions in the exhaust flow, e.g. hydrocarbons, nitrogen
oxides and soot, will be particularly important.

6.4 Diagnostics

The continually mounting requirements and increasing com-
plexity of the systems utilized for operation have steadily
increased the importance of diesel engine diagnostics. Diag-
nostics development is now an integral part of engine, system
and component development and is incorporated in the
entire vehicle life cycle from development to production up
through service.

The basic functions of monitoring and diagnostics during
in-use driving are to ensure reliability and compliance with
legal regulations. In a damage scenario, the rapid localization
of the defective component has priority (Fig. 6-8).

Driving monitoring and diagnostics during in-use driving
are based on the continuous monitoring of functions in the
engine control unit and also includes the legally mandated
on-board diagnostics (OBD) of components and systems
relevant to emissions.

In addition to the results of diagnostics during in-use driving,
garages are able to retrieve special diagnostic functions, which
are either available in the engine control unit or a diagnostic
tester. Moreover, additional testing and measuring instruments
support guided troubleshooting in the case of damage.

6.4.1 Diagnostics During In-Use Driving

Monitoring and diagnostics are performed during in-use
driving without auxiliary equipment and belong to the basic
scope of electronic engine control systems.

It is divided into the OBD system required by law to
monitor systems and components relevant to emissions
and, where applicable, other manufacturer-specific tests of
parameters irrelevant to emissions. Both units take advantage
of the control unit’s self-monitoring, electrical signal moni-
toring, plausibility checks of system parameters and tests of
system and component functionalities. Detected faults are
stored in the control unit’s fault memory and can be exported
through a serial interface, which is usually specific to the
manufacturer.

Part of monitoring and diagnostics during in-use driving
is ensuring that the system state is controllable to prevent
consequential damage in a fault scenario. When necessary,
such default responses employ default functions/values to
control limp-home operation or cut off an engine in serious
cases.

Diagnostic system management (DSM) is the central
management element of diagnostics during in-use driving.
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DSM consists of the actual storage of faults in the memory,
algorithms for fault debouncing and remedying, test cycle
monitoring, an exclusivity matrix to prevent entries of sec-
ondary faults and the management of default responses.

6.4.2 OBD (On-Board Diagnostics)

As mandated by law, the engine control unit must monitor all
components and systems relevant to emissions during in-use
driving. The malfunction indicator lamp (MIL) in the instru-
ment cluster signals the driver when an OBD emission limit
value has been exceeded.

The activation of diagnostic functions may be linked to
certain switch-on and exclusivity conditions. The frequency
of activation (In Use Monitor Performance Ratio IUMPR)
must also be monitored.

If a fault disappears again (‘‘remedying’’), then input
usually still remains entered in the fault memory for forty
driving cycles (warm up cycles), the MIL usually being shut
off again after three fault-free driving cycles.

OBD legislation requires the standardization of both
fault memory information and its accessibility (plug and
session protocol). Fault memory information relevant to
emission is accessed through a diagnostic plug that is
easily accessible in every vehicle with the aid of the appro-
priate commercially available scan tools from various
manufacturers.

Legislators may order recall actions at the cost of the
vehicle manufacturer when a vehicle fails to fulfill the legal
OBD requirements.

California and four other US states enacted the second
stage of OBD II (CARB) legislation for diesel engines in
1996(following the first stage in 1988). It requires the mon-
itoring of all systems and components relevant to emissions.
Approval requires the demonstration of a monitoring fre-
quency (IUMPR) of diagnostic functions that is adequate
for the particular in-use driving. OBD II limits are defined
relative to the legal emission limits.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) laws have been in
effect in the other US states since 1994. The current scope of
these diagnostics basically corresponds to the CARB laws
(OBD II).

OBD adapted to European conditions is designated EOBD
and is functionally based on the EPA’s OBD. EOBD for cars
and light commercial vehicles with diesel engines has been
binding since 2003. Absolute EOBD emission limits are in
force in Europe.

6.4.3 Service Diagnostics (Garage Diagnostics)

The function of garage diagnostics is to rapidly and positively
localize the smallest replaceable unit. The use of a diagnostic
tester, which is usually computerized, is absolutely essential in
advanced diesel engines.

In Normal Driving In the Garage

Additional off-board test equipment

ECU tester

Function
monitoring

On-Board Diagnostics

Fault detection and
fault code setting

Off-Board Diagnostics

Complete guided troubleshooting
Symptom-oriented
Perform diagnostic test

Measured data

Fig. 6-8 Diagnostics and monitoring in in-use driving and garage diagnostics
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Garage diagnostics utilizes the results of diagnostics during
in-use driving (fault memory entries) and special garage diag-
nostic functions in the control unit or a diagnostic tester and
testing and measuring equipment. In a diagnostic tester, these
diagnostic options are integrated in guided troubleshooting.

6.4.3.1 Guided Troubleshooting

Guided troubleshooting is an integral part of garage diagnos-
tics. Taking the symptom or the fault memory entry as the
starting point, a garage employee is guided through fault
diagnostics with the aid of a result-driven routine. Guided
troubleshooting combines every diagnostic option in a pur-
poseful diagnostic routine, i.e. symptom analysis (fault mem-
ory entry and/or vehicle symptom), garage diagnostic func-
tions in the engine control unit (ECU) and garage diagnostic
functions in the diagnostic tester and additional test equip-
ment/sensor systems (Fig. 6-9).

6.4.3.2 Symptom Analysis

Faulty vehicle performance may either be directly perceived
by a driver and/or documented by a fault memory entry. At
the start of fault diagnostics, a garage employee must identify
the symptom as the starting point for guided troubleshooting.

6.4.3.3 Reading and Deleting Fault Memory Entries

All faults occurring during in-use driving are collectively
saved with the defined ambient conditions at the time of
their occurrence and may be read through an interface pro-
tocol, which is usually customer-specific. The diagnostic tes-
ter may also delete the fault memory.

6.4.3.4 Additional Test Equipment and Sensor Systems

Additional sensor systems, test equipment and external ana-
lyzing units extend the diagnostic options in a garage. In a
fault scenario, the units are adapted to the vehicle in the
garage. The test results are generally evaluated in a diagnostic
tester.

6.4.3.5 Control Unit-based Garage Diagnostic Functions

Once they have been started by the diagnostic tester, diag-
nostic functions integrated in the control unit run completely
autonomously in the control unit and report the outcome to
the diagnostic tester once finished. A diagnostic tester is
designed to parameterize the diagnostic functions. This
allows adapting a vehicle’s diagnostics even after it has been
launched on the market.

Symptom Diagnostic Module Components or Cause
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System

Injected fuel quantity drifted

••• Simplified depiction

Return quantity too high
External leak

Compression too low
Engine bearing worn
Hydraulic valve tappet worn

Leaky high pressure valve

Stiff suction valve
Sticking FOV

Kink in line
Clogged filter
Mechanically defective EFP

Low pressure test

High pressure test

Compression test

Revving test

Injector return

Pressure fluctuation

MU test

Pressure buildup test

Cabling test

Fuel compensation control
corrective values

Engine
shakes in
idle

Engine
does
not start

Black
smoke

Fault Code
(DTC)
P0398

MU-Metering Unit
FOV-Fuel Overflow Valve
EFP-Electric Fuel Pump

Fig. 6-9 Diagnostic procedure, principle of guided troubleshooting
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6.4.3.6 Diagnostic Tester-based Garage Diagnostic
Functions

These diagnostic functions are run, analyzed and evaluated in a
tester. The vehicle sensors’ ECU and/or additional test sensor
systems ascertain the measured data referenced for analysis.

Since their default values enable diagnostic testers to utilize
their structure variably, dynamic test modules provide a
maximum of flexibility. A test coordinator coordinates this
functionality in an ECU. Test results from different sensors
may either be transmitted to a diagnostic tester in real time or
temporarily stored and evaluated in it.

Any garage diagnostic function can only be employed
when a diagnostic tester is connected and, as a rule, only
when a vehicle is standing. The operating conditions are
monitored in the control unit.

6.5 Application Engineering

6.5.1 Significance of Application Engineering

The electronic engine control unit uses electronic actuators
to optimally adjust basic engine tuning, performance and
emissions to the particular operating conditions, e.g. during
cold start and warm-up and at extreme heat or altitudes.

The term application or calibration describes the function
(or process) of adjusting the functionalities programmed in
the electronic control unit to the individual hardware accord-
ing to desired specifications. Ultimately, this means utilizing
sensors and electronic and electromechanical actuators to
give a vehicle combined with its engine and transmission
the appropriate performance (engine power, torque charac-
teristic, combustion noise, smooth operation and response).
Moreover, legally mandated emission limits must be met and
a system’s self-diagnostics capability suitably assured.

A multitude of application engineering data, i.e. character-
istic values, characteristic curves and maps, has to be applied
(calibrated) to achieve these objectives.

Advanced engine control systems process over 10,000 dif-
ferent application data during the application process. The
application system (calibration system) supplies this parame-
terizable data to engineers. The application is produced in
labs, at engine and vehicle test benches and on test tracks
under real ambient conditions. Once this process has been
completed, the data obtained is extensively verified for use in
production and stored write-protected in read only mem-
ories, e.g. EPROM or Flash.

Understanding the correlations during the entire engineer-
ing process is becoming ever more demanding and challen-
ging. Systems are increasing in complexity because of:
– several intercommunicating control units in a vehicle

network,
– higher numbers of injections per working cycle (pilot, main

and post-injections),

– exhaust gas aftertreatment systems with new requirements
for basic engine tuning,

– higher requirements from emission laws,
– interactions of the application engineering data and
– extensions of diagnosability.

As a result, the number of characteristic values, characteristic
curves and maps that have to be applied is continually
increasing.

6.5.2 Application Engineering Systems

The job of application engineering is performed by tools that
enable application engineers to measure internal signals through
electronic interfaces to the engine control unit and simulta-
neously adjust the free application engineering data. The user
interfaces to the tools use description files to represent and
modify the measured signals and application data on the imple-
mentation level or the physical level or even graphically. Addi-
tional instrumentation supplements and references the internal
variables of engine control to complete the application tasks.

Generally, a distinction is made between offline and online
calibration systems. When parameter values are being mod-
ified or adjusted, offline calibration interrupts the software
program’s execution of open loop control, closed loop control
and monitoring functions. The need to interrupt these func-
tions adversely affects the calibration process, particularly
when they are being used at test benches or in vehicle tests.

The open loop control, closed loop control and monitoring
functions are active during the online calibration process.
Thus, the effects of modifications made may be evaluated
directly in driving mode and the calibration process is com-
pleted more effectively. However, online calibration imposes
greater demands on the calibration system and the stability of
the open loop control, closed loop control and monitoring
functions employed since the software program must be
designed more reliably for potential emergency situations,
e.g. caused by discrepancies in the distribution of interpola-
tion nodes, while the tool is making adjustments.

6.5.3 Application Engineering Process and Methods

The application engineering process entails the completion of
the widest variety of tasks. The methods and tools employed
are developed for the type and complexity of tasks as well as
the frequency of their usage as a project progresses.

The first task is to calibrate the sensors and actuators so that
the physical input and output signals computed in the engine
control unit correspond with the real values measured in the
engine or vehicle as accurately as possible. The distinctive
features of the sensors and actuators, the effects caused by
installation conditions, the signal evaluation circuits and the
sampling frequency in the electronic control unit are factored
in. The application engineering is validated by reference
measurements with external sensor systems.
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Control functions consist of setpoint values, computed
actual values, the actual energization of the governor or con-
troller and the computed on/off ratio for the actuators. Boost
pressure, rail pressure, driving speed or idle speed control are
some examples of tasks in this domain. Setpoint values are
adjusted according to the particular operating state, e.g. cold/
warm engine, ambient conditions and driver demand. The
controller is designed by identifying the system (e.g. deter-
mining the frequency response), modeling the controlled
system and applying methods to design controllers (e.g.
Bode diagram, Ziegler-Nichols, pole assignment). The con-
trol loop’s stability and control quality is subsequently
checked in real operation and under extreme conditions.
Stability is especially important for different aging processes.
Extreme conditions are simulated to determine and improve
the durability of already optimized systems.

Statistical design of experiments (DOE) has replaced com-
plete raster measurement in basic engine tuning. The reason
for this is the drastically increasing complexity of optimiza-
tion tasks caused by the
– continually increasing number of freely selectable parameters

(e.g. time and quantity metering of pilot, main and post-
injections, rail pressure, EGR rate and boost pressure) and

– the increasing number of complex engine optimization
criteria and operating states (e.g. rich operation, lean
operation, particulate filter regeneration and homogeneous
operation).

The goal of the statistical design of experiments is to greatly
reduce the number of operating points measured and to deter-
mine the respective local models for representative operating
states on the basis of a minimum of parameter variations. The
most influential parameters are varied in the representative
operating points and their significance for emissions, con-
sumption, power, exhaust temperature, noise, rise in combus-
tion pressure and cylinder pressure is measured.

Repetitive measurements and ‘‘filling points’’ and measur-
ing points in the border operation area provide a basis to
compute local engine models, evaluate the statistical value of
the results, evaluate the model error and better safeguard
against measuring errors.

The reproducibility of the results of measurements and
certain detection of outliers is also crucial for the quality of
the models. The variations of parameters may not exceed the
limits for the engine and specific components, e.g. allowable
cylinder pressure or maximum exhaust temperature, during
the entire process of measurement.

The optimal parameters for the calibration of the map
structures in the engine control unit are determined sta-
tionarily on the basis of the computed models. Since the
data has only been determined in a rough raster based
on a few selected operating points, the requisite inter-
mediate ranges must be computed by interpolation rou-
tines. Calibration is normally performed offline. The
result obtained must still be validated and documented

in stationary operation on an engine test bench and on
the vehicle in dynamic operation.

Application engineering takes components with average
values as its starting point. In addition, the influence of the
manufacturing tolerances must be evaluated to validate the
calibrated data for use in production. This may either be
simulated by adjusting sensor and actuator characteristic
curves or experimentally tested on an appropriately pre-
pared test prototype. Another option is the application of
intelligent corrective functions to adjust component toler-
ances or to correct drift to make the system employed
against component aging even more durable, thus prevent-
ing adverse effects on performance and emissions. Cylinder-
specific correction of the injected fuel quantity to obtain
extremely smooth engine operation is one example of this
approach.

Engine and transmission protection functions ensure, for
example, that the maximum torque and maximum allowable
engine operating temperature are not exceeded even under
extreme conditions (heat, cold, altitude and high load opera-
tion). These functions are applied and validated in road tests
under the aforementioned conditions or on air conditioned
vehicle test benches.

The scope of engine and vehicle diagnostics in application
engineering is assuming even greater significance. Specially
developed functions make it possible to identify defective
components for maintenance and to perform guided trou-
bleshooting. The wealth of knowledge and experience
acquired in the entire development process is referenced
for diagnostics application engineering and entered into
the calibration data. Diagnostics application engineering
also defines default reactions that have to be executed
when a component is defective. Design criteria include the
safety of the vehicle, protection of components and the
prevention of secondary faults or undesired secondary
reactions.

In light of the large quantity of application engineering
data, the division of work among vehicle manufacturers,
suppliers and application engineering service providers, the
large number of variants of datasets (vehicle, engine, trans-
mission and emission combinations) and the simultaneous
engineering of components, software functions and applica-
tion engineering itself, the defined objectives are only achiev-
able with efficient and knowledge-based data management.
Various tools (database systems) provide application engi-
neers support to manage data efficiently and satisfy the strin-
gent quality requirements.

Increasingly shorter development times and increasing
complexity are making the development of improved metho-
dological approaches to application engineering more and
more important. The development of methods for automatic
system calibration, the use of hardware-in-the loop systems in
application engineering and more efficient computation of
parameterizing models will become established in application
engineering.
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7 Engine Component Loading

Dietmar Pinkernell and Michael Bargende

7.1 Mechanical and Thermal Loading
of Components

7.1.1 Mechanical Loading of Components

The determination of the effective loads in a diesel engine is
crucially important for the design of its individual engine
components and assemblies. The determination of stress is
an important prerequisite for component sizing. It forms the
foundation for determining the geometric dimensions, the
material employed or even the manufacturing process
applied. Thus, load analysis plays an important role in cost
and capacity estimates in the development process and fun-
damentally determines a diesel engine’s reliability.

A stress analysis must differentiate between different types
of loading since they have different effects. Basically, three
types of loading are distinguished.

7.1.1.1 Static Loading

Since a diesel engine’s individual assemblies are normally
joined by bolted joints following the engineered design, bolt
tightening produces a strikingly large static preload in
engines. Related problems with sizing are normally handled
on the basis of VDI Guideline 2230 [7-1]. Interference fits
(e.g. in thermally or hydraulically joined components) also
cause static stresses.

Some stress concepts additionally also interpret internal
stresses as a static load. They can be generated by the manu-
facturing process (e.g. casting or forging, welding and
machining) or introduced by a specifically applied mechan-
ical or chemothermal surface treatment such as shot peening,
rolling, nitriding, carburizing or the like. However, the deter-
mination of these stress variables is difficult and not always
feasible. In addition, potential stress redistributions in later
engine operation complicate the evaluation of component
reliability.

7.1.1.2 Thermal Loading

Thermal loading is relevant for components adjacent to the
combustion chamber [7-2] and for diverse pipe systems and
the exhaust system. Fluctuating greatly during the combus-
tion cycle, the gas temperature heats these components.
Figure 7-1 indicates that high peak temperatures are reached
briefly in diesel engines. However, the inertia of the heat
transfer on the component surface renders this temperature
fluctuation practically ineffective, the insulating effect of
layers of soot playing a major role here. Accordingly, the
temperature fields that appear in components may frequently
be regarded as quasistationary, i.e. when the engine load does
not change, the temperature fields do not change either. This
is explicitly untrue for thermal loads produced by switching
on and off.

Thermal conduction causes temperature fields to appear in
all combustion chamber components, which exhibit the lar-
gest temperature gradients from their heated surface toward
their cooled surface. The resultant temperature differences
generate corresponding thermal expansions and thus also
thermal stresses. The absolute level of the temperature influ-
ences the tolerable stresses (temperature-dependent strengths
of materials) as well as the level of the stresses occurring.

The thermal load may be evaluated by interpreting it as a
quasi-static load and is then frequently factored into the mean
stress. However, other cases may require evaluating the ther-
mal load as a temporally varying load. This especially holds
true whenever stresses that cause lasting deformation (local
yielding) occur in components because their expansion is
impeded. Then, appropriate low cycle concepts are referenced
for an evaluation.

7.1.1.3 Dynamic Loading

One basic cause of temporally varying mechanical loading is
the variable gas pressure in the cylinder (Fig. 7-1), which
directly loads such combustion chamber components as the
piston, cylinder head or cylinder liner. Since connecting
components transfer the gas forces further, loads generated
by the gas pressure are ultimately demonstrable in every one
of a diesel engine’s components. Determining the loads acting
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on a discrete part requires analyzing the transfer and equili-
brium of forces inside the engine.

A significant sizing parameter for many components, the
maximum gas force ensues from the maximum gas pressure
(firing pressure). This simplifying quasi-static approach no
longer has validity when elastic components are excited to
vibrate, which is the case for instance when components
exhibit natural frequencies excited by the gas forces’ strong
harmonic components, i.e. when a resonance case exists.
Resonant modes relevant to stress are principally to be feared
in components with low natural frequencies since the dama-
ging resonant amplitudes rapidly attenuate toward higher
natural frequencies. Add-on parts such as pipe systems or
cowlings as well as turbocharger groups or pumps are fre-
quently affected. Along with the resonant range, the respec-
tive intrinsic damping, which can assume a magnitude of
1–10%, also plays a role.

Other dynamic loading of components results from the
inertial forces caused by engine dynamics [7-3]. A distinction
is made between the rotating masses that induce rotating
inertial forces (centrifugal forces) and masses oscillating with
piston motion that generate oscillating inertial forces. These can
excite vibrations too (see Sect. 8.2). At constant speed, centri-
fugal forces produce static loading of a component. However,
oscillating forces may arise in components that must absorb
reactive forces resulting from a centrifugal load. Centrifugal
forces in the crankshaft, for example, cause unbalance effects
and structural deformations that induce vibratory stresses in
the mount and thus in the engine casing. Component stresses
caused by inertial forces are much the same as those caused by
gas forces, i.e. the maximum inertial forces make quasi-static
sizing sufficient for certain components, while the excitation of
additional vibrations particularly has to be factored in for
others, especially for resonance cases.

Impact dynamics appear, for instance, when valves set
down on their valve seats or when the injection nozzle needle
closes and may induce high stresses with extremely detrimen-
tal effects on component strength or wear.

Total vibration stress not only has to allow for the indivi-
dual cylinders’ gas and inertial force characteristics but also
their interaction. This causes a phase shift during one com-
bustion cycle dependent on the firing sequence with corre-
sponding effects, e.g. on the crankshaft’s torsional stress or
the complete engine’s performance.

7.1.2 Component Stress

7.1.2.1 General Background

In principle, the methods to determine stress in a component
or assembly can be divided into methods of calculation and
methods of measurement.

A common method of calculation to determine stresses is
the classic theory of strength of shafts, bolts, pipes, etc. In
many cases, such methods obtain results sufficient for a
stress analysis while requiring relatively little effort. The
use of analytical and/or empirical methods of calculation is
generally widespread in the domain of component design
and particularly well suited for draft designs, simulations of
alternatives and preoptimization. However, the output
quantities and their accuracy frequently have limited valid-
ity since the incorporation of important input data, e.g.
structural elasticity, nonlinear material and contact beha-
vior, is usually impossible. The finite element method (FEM)
[7-4] is primarily employed to integrate the full complexity
of boundary conditions and component geometries in stress
calculations. It obtains the best quality and diversity of
results. However, the application of this method in the
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Fig. 7-1
Time characteristic of gas pressure (curve a) and
the averaged gas temperature (curve b) for a
medium speed four-stroke engine
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design process is comparatively involved and thus time
consuming.

Multibody simulation (MBS), computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) or bearing calculations (HD/EHD) are being combined
with increasing frequency to properly capture the boundary
conditions for such calculations. This makes it possible to
simulate an entire functional group, e.g. the crank mechanism,
shaft assembly or combustion chamber. The ultimate goal of
this development is integrated modeling of the overall ‘‘diesel
engine’’ system.

Measurement with strain gauges is the most important
method of measurement for stress analysis in engine design
[7-5]. Measurements are taken of components’ local expan-
sion proportional to stress, which is generated by the static
and dynamic load of the component being measured. Applied
in many cases, the three-wire method of measurement can
measure both expansion amplitudes and mean strains. Thus,
not only dynamic components but also quasi-static stresses,
e.g. stresses induced in a component by thermal expansion,
can be measured. This method has reached a state that even
allows taking measurements under difficult conditions, e.g.
when surfaces are washed over by water or subjected to high
temperatures or measured values are transmitted from mov-
ing components (Fig. 7-2).

Ensuring a maximum of certainty when determining com-
ponent stress necessitates combining the methods of calcula-
tion and measurement (inasmuch as accessibility and propor-
tions allow). Thus, theory and practice are united in one
holistic analysis and complement one another outstandingly.

7.1.2.2 Stress of Selected Engine Components

Connecting Rod of a Medium Speed Diesel Engine

Typically, only mechanical loads have relevance for the
strength of an engine’s connecting rod. The component tem-
peratures are in the range of the oil temperature and have
only small gradients. Thus, they neither play a role in the
ultimate strength factors nor the stress. The main stresses in a
connecting rod are induced by the maximum gas force in
ignition TDC (compressive stress) and by the inertial force of
the piston or connecting rod itself in gas exchange TDC
(tensile stress). In some evaluation points, the maximum
stresses cannot be allocated to a TDC position. Thus, for
example, transverse bending may be determinative for some
points (e.g. the connecting rod bolts). Even natural frequen-
cies may play a role in some connecting rod designs. When
they are excited by corresponding excitation frequencies (e.g.
from the gas pressure characteristic), then this alone can
cause the component to fail. More and more frequently, the
relative motions between individual components (e.g.
between the bearing body and bearing bushing) must also
be tested exhaustively. In conjunction with compressive com-
ponents, an unacceptable degree of relative motion can cause
tremendous damage to the area of contact and thus a drop in
fatigue strength. Consequently, the determination of a con-
necting rod’s stress is a substantial task that ought to be
completed by applying every mathematical and experimental
method available.

Fig. 7-2
Typical strain gauge application with wireless
inductive transmission, here on a water
pump shaft (torque measurement)
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Components Adjacent to the Combustion Chamber

Gas pressure and heating highly load all the components
surrounding a combustion chamber. Moreover, additional
loads caused by inertial forces have to be allowed for in the
piston and the gas exchange valves. What is more, surfaces on
the side of the combustion chamber must be kept at a tem-
perature level that does not unduly affect the material’s
strength.

When thermal loads resulting from combustion are large,
thin walls help lower the surface temperature on the side of
the combustion chamber and likewise – as a result of the low
wall temperature gradient – reduce the thermal stresses.
However, this could eliminate the design’s resistance to high
combustion pressures.

All these circumstance ultimately make combustion cham-
ber components more difficult for engine developers to control
than other components. Intensive preliminary tests, e.g. of the
combustion process or the coolant flow, are already needed
during the selection of the proper boundary conditions. This

means investing large, frequently unfeasible amounts of time
and money. In addition, some processes, e.g. oil spray cooling,
can hardly be calculated in advance. Hence, a multitude of
assumptions are already required to define the boundary con-
ditions. Difficult to measure contact behavior (sliding pro-
cesses and thermal conduction) in a thermally loaded assembly
may adversely affect the quality of results.

Figure 7-3 presents the FEM model needed to calculate a
cylinder liner’s temperature field and the structural analysis
that builds upon it. Stresses from the prestressing force of the
cylinder head bolts and from the gas pressure are other stress
variables that must be factored in.

Presented in Fig. 7-4, the temperature distribution in the
steel top section of a composite steel piston, the piston head,
clearly shows that the greatest temperature stress and largest
temperature gradient appear here. Hence, great importance is
attached to the determination of the thermal stresses occur-
ring and the influence on the ultimate strength factors. The
mechanical loads from the gas and inertial forces are domi-
nant in the bottom section. Secondary piston motion also

Fig. 7-3 FEM model of a cylinder liner calculation for a large diesel engine with a detailed depiction of the liner collar and supporting ring
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plays an important role in the stress of the piston skirt,
particularly in larger diesel engines.

Gas Exchange Valve with Drive

In addition to gas forces and thermal loads in the valve cone,
inertial forces particularly play a crucial role in this assembly.
The cam defines the curve of the valve stroke and the resulting
accelerations generate considerable inertial forces in every com-
ponent (tappet, push rod, roller rocker, valve spring and valve).
The most important prerequisite for a perfectly functioning
valve gear is a valve spring force greater than the inertial forces
counteracting it at any time. Only this prevents contact losses
between the parts of the drive, e.g. when the cam lifts the tappet,
and thus high impact forces in the entire system.

In an initial step, analytic multimass models may be
employed to calculate valve gear kinematics. Basically, this
is based only on the stroke characteristic, acceleration, com-
ponent masses and valve spring forces. This approach is
unable to capture valve gear dynamics that are frequently
determinative for a system.

Therefore, multibody simulations, which additionally
allow for structural elasticity, system damping, contact stiff-
ness and clearances, are employed as required [7-6]. Such
modeling is essential, for example, when the intention is to
improve the gas exchange through steeper stroke curve flanks
and larger valve diameters. This affects the level of the inertial
forces in two ways, i.e. by increasing the accelerations and by
increasing the valve mass. Figure 7-5 presents an example of a
thusly calculated force characteristic of a push rod, which
corresponds to the measured characteristic very closely.

When designing a valve gear, a stress analysis is necessary
to ascertain the stresses occurring in the valve stem and valve
head. Suitable simulations can do this. The gas pressure stress
when the valve is closed and when it is setting on the seat are
important boundary conditions. Here too, metrological vali-
dation of the results is strongly recommended (provided it
is feasible) since the stress is subject to strong variations
(Fig. 7-6) caused by free bending vibrations during the open-
ing phase, play in the valve guide and potential valve rotation.
As a result, the setting conditions on the valve seat are never
clearly defined and are thus subject to stoichiometric fluctua-
tions. This produces a band for the stress curve that varies
greatly from combustion cycle to combustion cycle. Manifes-
tations of wear and contamination, which magnify these
effects, may additionally appear in the seat and guide region
in long-time engine operation.

7.1.3 Component Stress Analysis

Merely determining the stresses (effective stresses and actual
stresses) that occur during engine operation does not suffice
for an evaluation of component reliability. Determining the
tolerable stresses, i.e. component strength, is just as impor-
tant. The ratio of tolerable to maximum stress is crucial. This
ratio is equivalent to a component’s safety factor.

The gas and inertial forces furnish the maximum effective
stresses for very many diesel engine components. A compo-
nent’s number of load cycles reaches values in the range of
over 106 alternations of load after relatively short operating
times, thus making it necessary to design in fatigue strength
[7-7–7-9]. Assuming a truck engine has a service life of

Maximum
temperature

Minimum
temperature

Fig. 7-4
FEM model of a composite piston with
mathematically determined temperature
distribution
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20,000 h, then the engine casing must tolerate approxi-
mately 109 load cycles caused by the maximum gas force in
this time without fatigue failure. Static stresses in a compo-
nent (e.g. caused by bolting forces) as well as thermal stres-
ses in combustion chamber components are superimposed
on the high frequency dynamic stresses. Thermal stresses
vary with engine power and, strictly speaking, thus also

ought to be interpreted as ‘‘alternating loading’’. However,
since the ‘‘stress amplitudes’’ from thermal stresses have
extremely low frequencies, thermal stresses are normally
assumed to be quasi-static in engine design. Appropriate
concepts that allow for low cycle fatigue (LCF) have to be
applied in some cases, e.g. when evaluating local plastic
deformations.
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High cycle fatigue (HCF) is normally evaluated in a fatigue
strength diagram, which expresses the correlation of the tol-
erable stress amplitude (fatigue strength) to the effective static
stress (mean stress).

Formerly common practice, solely allowing for material
behavior no longer suffices for the materials now utilized in
diesel engine design. Hence, it is advisable to employ compo-
nent-based fatigue strength diagrams in which specific bound-
ary conditions of concrete components can be allowed for in
the assessment point. Important input parameters are the
surface finish (roughness), the supporting effect in the assess-
ment point, the technological size factor, the local component
temperature or even a potential surface treatment (surface
layer influence). A stress analysis performed on the basis of
local component stresses is outlined in the FKM Guideline
‘‘Computerized Stress Analysis/Proof of Strength in Mechan-
ical Components’’ (Fig. 7-7), [7-10].

According to the FKM Guideline, the safety factors differ
depending on the consequences of damage, the probability of
the occurrence of the maximum load, options for component
inspection and prior quality assurance measures (specifically
for components made of cast iron). Any uncertainties in the
determination of stress are not included and must be addi-
tionally factored in during the stress analysis. Even when
superior methods to determine the effective stresses are avail-
able and the fatigue strength can be calculated specifically for
a component, experience has demonstrated that an overall
safety factor of 1.5–2 or (even up to 3 for cast materials) must
be planned in to cover remaining uncertainties.

A stress analysis proves to be particularly difficult when
stress conditions are complex, e.g. rotating stress tensors or
non-proportional principle stress curves. Such cases necessi-
tate the incorporation of correspondingly complex concepts.
Normally, the analysis is then performed by special structural
integrity software.

Since traditional stress analyses assume material is flawless,
another aspect when performing stress analyses is the testing
of a component’s fracture mechanical aspects. Hence, the
application of fracture mechanics [7-11] supplements the
evaluation of material defects and is thus an important instru-
ment for diesel engine quality assurance.

Component tests with real components and long-time
engine operation on test benches are other options for
analyses of operational reliability. Although extreme load
sequences may be used to a limited extent to obtain a
time lapse effect, the substantial work required only jus-
tifies this approach for smaller components and vehicle
engines.

7.1.4 Typical Component Damage in Diesel Engines

As in other domains of mechanical engineering, damage is
caused by product defects (design, material and manufactur-
ing) and operating errors (maintenance and operation). Typi-
cal examples in both categories exist for diesel engines. Natu-
rally, they greatly depend on the load situation of the
components. Influences that can only be factored in insuffi-
ciently or not at all when sizing components but nevertheless
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manifest themselves and then cause engine failure are equally
important for engine developers and operators.

Failure caused by a fatigue fracture (fatigue failure) is the
most frequent type of damage in diesel engines. It ensues from
the dominant alternating loading of most of the components
caused by gas and inertial forces. Fatigue fractures are relatively
easy to detect in steel components because of their surface
structure. A fatigue fracture’s surface is usually smooth and
fine-grained, while a residual fracture (overload fracture sur-
face) exhibits a rough, fissured surface structure. So-called
beach marks generated by the uninterrupted progression of a
crack are frequently found concentric to a fracture’s point of
origin. As in other machines, incorrect sizing or undetected
material defects may be causes of fatigue fractures.

Fatigue fractures induced by fretting (fretting corrosion) in
areas of contact between components appear particularly
unexpectedly and often only after a long period of operation.
Fretting reduces fatigue strength to approximately 20% of its
initial value. A fracture is often detectable in a small projection
in the start of a fracture caused by the shear stresses that trigger
the first incipient cracks. Among other things, mounting bores
for sliding bearing shells (e.g. in connecting rod and main
bearings), fitted bolts or press fits on shafts are endangered.

Cavitation can be another cause of fatigue failures. It affects
components with coolant or lubricating oil conduits, the
media of which are subject to strongly fluctuating pressures
or high deflection rates. Crankshaft assemblies or injection
components are prime examples. It is always caused by a drop
below the particular fluid’s vapor pressure, which causes
vapor locks to form and break up. This causes the appearance
of high accelerations, temperatures and pressure peaks in the
medium, which can cause tremendous damage to the surface
close to the wall. Vibration cavitation, which occurs on the
coolant side of cylinder liners for example, is particularly a
problem. It can be triggered by high frequency bending vibra-
tions of the cylinder liner, which may be excited by secondary
motion of the piston. If the coolant is chemically active as
well, then a destructive, local corrosive attack also appears in
addition to the cavitation [7-12]. This especially strikes high
speed high performance diesel engines.

The extent of the damage very much depends on the type of
corrosion. While the damage is relatively slight when a cor-
rosive attack (surface corrosion) is uniform, it increases sig-
nificantly when an attack is not (e.g. pitting) because of
greater notching in the corroded spots. Vibration corrosion
cracking is particularly damaging and becomes possible when
a corrosive attack and dynamic tensile stresses occur simul-
taneously. In such a case, a component no longer has any
fatigue strength because its service life is only determined by
the rate at which the crack progresses and this, in turn
depends, on the material, the corrosive medium and the
level of the stress amplitude. Hence, it is very important for
engine operators to follow manufacturer’s instructions for
coolant care using appropriate anticorrosion agents (see
Sect. 9.2.6).

Wet or low temperature corrosion caused by the condensa-
tion of steam when sulfur dioxide is present is another type of
corrosion, especially in large diesel engines operating with
heavy fuel. It allows a very aggressive sulfurous acid to form.
The process is defined by the interaction of the temperature
and pressure level and, apart from the exhaust lines, primarily
affects the cylinder liner. Wet corrosion that occurs during an
engine’s light load accelerates wear (see Sect. 4.3).

Surfaces on the side of the combustion chamber experience
types of damage connected with locally high temperature.

The fuel’s combustion products disintegrate protective
oxide layers. While the material matrix partially dissolves,
the material corrodes with commensurate material attrition.
High thermal loading of a piston, e.g. in larger two stroke
engines, may cause the piston crown to weaken locally and
thus limits service life. Known as high temperature corrosion,
this phenomenon also occurs in high pressure valves [7-13].
Countermeasures include limiting the valve temperature in
the valve seat (preventing deposits of molten slag and thus
accompanying corrosive attacks) and using special, corrosion
resistant materials with high temperature stability values.

Thermal compression cracks that result from thermal over-
loading are another type of damage. They arise in spots where
a component is strongly heated locally and the volume of
surrounding colder components greatly impedes free thermal
expansion. This generates compressive stresses that induce
plastic buckling in the material. High internal tensile stresses
appear in these spots once an engine has been stopped and the
temperature equalized. The high ‘‘low cycle’’ stress amplitude
produced when this process repeats ultimately causes incipi-
ent cracks. Such incipient cracks are common in cylinder
heads in the piston lands between the valve openings, on
the inner top edge of cylinder liners and on the rim of
combustion chamber bowls. Root causes of such damage
may be a disrupted combustion process, increased heat trans-
fer during knocking or detonating combustion (e.g. in dual
fuel engines) and insufficient cooling.

Readers are referred to the literature for more information
on damage analysis and prevention [7-12, 7-14].

7.2 Heat Transfer and Thermal Loads in Engines

7.2.1 Introduction

In addition to the exhaust gas enthalpy HA and the usually
negligible leakage enthalpy HL, the wall heat loss QW is the
most important internal loss in a combustion engine’s inter-
nal energy balance (Eq. (7-1)).

Qb þ Qw þ HA þ HE þ HB þ HL þWi ¼ 0 (7-1Þ

Unlike the other components of the energy balance, the
internal work Wi, the intake and fuel enthalpy HE and HB

and the released fuel energy QB, it can be only be measured
with difficulty.
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However, since its effect on the process flow, efficiency and
the formation of pollutants is so substantial, wall heat loss has
been intensively researched virtually right from the start of
combustion engine development and no end is in sight today.
Hence, the literature on this subject is correspondingly extensive.

A search query of the Society of Automotive Engineers
website (www.sae.org) with the keywords ‘‘wall heat transfer’’
delivers approximately 2,000 different SAE papers published
in the last 5 years.

Although published in 1977, the standard work Der Wär-
meübergang in der Verbrennungskraftmaschine by Pflaum
and Mollenhauer [7-2] is a highly recommendable introduc-
tory treatment of the subject.

Therefore, this relatively short section only presents the
basics and measurement systems, heat transfer equations and
some cases of application, which are most important for
understanding wall heat transfer. In addition, it addresses
the special problem of modeling heat transfer in 3D CFD
(computational fluid dynamics).

7.2.2 Basics of Heat Exchange in Combustion Engines

Wall heat loss (Qw) in an engine combustion chamber is
usually calculated in an engine process simulation by utilizing
Newtonian heat transfer as an integral over one combustion
cycle (ASP):

Qw ¼
1
o
�
Z

ASP

h � A � ðTw � TzÞ � dj (7-2Þ

The temperature difference of the wall-gas temperature
(Tw�Tz) is defined to produce a negative sign for the numer-
ical value of the wall heat when energy leaves the ‘‘combustion
chamber’’ system. Other values in Eq. (7.2) are the crank angle
j, angular frequency o, instantaneous combustion chamber
surface area A and heat transfer coefficient h.

Applying the Newtonian statement already implies that the
mechanism of heat transfer in engine combustion chambers
is essentially forced convection and the two other heat
exchange mechanisms (radiation and thermal conduction)
are negligibly small in comparison. The heat exchange in
direct proximity to the wall must indeed be caused by thermal
conduction since the flow there must be laminar. However,
the mechanism of forced convection clearly dominates out-
side the boundary layer’s viscous bottom layer.

The proportion of heat exchanged by radiation greatly
depends on how much soot forms in the combustion cham-
ber during combustion since only solid body radiation ema-
nating from the soot is energetically relevant (cf. [7-15, 7-16]).
Potential gas radiation on the other hand may be disregarded
completely because gases are selective radiation sources and
therefore only radiate in narrow wavelength bands. In turn,
the proportion of soot radiation loss not only depends on the
radiating soot mass and its temperature but also the amount
of convective heat transfer. Realistically, radiation loss may

only be assumed to attain a significant rate in large low speed
diesel engines [7-17]. Therefore, the most frequently applied
heat transfer equations dispense with an explicit radiation
term (see Sect. 7.2.4).

All state variables (pressure, temperature and gas composi-
tion) in an engine combustion chamber may fundamentally
be assumed to differ at any time and in any place. This also
applies to the wall surface temperature and turbulence that
strongly influence heat transfer. Moreover, an absence of
developed flow conditions may be expected. Instead, stagna-
tion flows and transient initial flows may be assumed, making
this situation virtually unfathomable.

If, however, the conditions in the proximity of the combus-
tion chamber wall are analyzed entirely in principle (Fig. 7-8), it
becomes clear that, as in many other technical heat transfer
problems, applying similarity theory to analyze the phenom-
enon of ‘‘heat transfer’’ is conducive to the desired objectives.
Dimensionless coefficients describe the phenomena and their
relationship. In the case of forced convective heat transfer, this
is the Nusselt number Nu ¼ h�d

l

� �
for the temperature and the

Reynolds number Re ¼ w�d�r
Z

� �
for the flow boundary layer.

The Prandtl number Pr ¼ u
a

� �
describes the interaction

between the two boundary layers. Both boundary layers are
equally thick in Pr = 1, for example. Pr is always< 1 for air and
exhaust gas and thus the flow boundary layer is always thinner
than the temperature boundary layer. Strictly speaking, all these
analyses only apply to stationary and quasistationary cases, i.e.
changes must occur so slowly that no transient effects, e.g.
inertia effects, appear. Heat transfer in the combustion chamber
of an internal combustion engine is certainly not ‘‘quasistation-
ary’’. Rather, it changes very rapidly temporally and locally,
especially in high speed engines. Nevertheless, a quantitatively
significant influence of transient effects on heat transfer has not
yet been measurably demonstrable (see Sect. 7.2.8).

The heat transfer coefficient h may be calculated by linking
the dimensionless coefficients by means of a general power
law model:

Nu ¼ C � Ren � Prm (7-3Þ

Extensive tests [7-18] have demonstrated that the numerical
values n = 0.78 and m = 0.33 for the exponents m and n known
from the turbulent pipe flow are valid for combustion engines.

Consequently, within the relevant temperature range, Pr0.33

is constant within a tolerance of – 1% and may be added to the
constant C. This produces a general heat transfer equation for
engine combustion chambers based on similarity theory:

h ¼ C � d�0:22 � l � w � r
Z

� �0:78

(7-4Þ

Pflaum [7-2] includes empirical polynomials for thermal
conductivity l and dynamic viscosity Z dependent on the
temperature and gas composition. Thermal equations of
state may be used to formulate density r as r ¼ const � p

T.
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Thus, the explicit setup of a heat transfer equation requires
a proper interpretation of the characteristic length d and rate
w relevant to heat transfer based on measured values and
‘‘scaling’’ by means of the constant C.

‘‘Based on measured values’’ means that, in absence of a
numerical or even analytical solution to the problem, suita-
ble measurements of designed engines must be utilized to
create a base of data that allows semi-empirical modeling
intended to be as universally valid as possible to ensure that
it will also be applicable to future combustion system
developments.

7.2.3 Methods of Heat Flux Measurement

Based on the current state of knowledge, three methods are
essentially suited to create a base of data to mathematically
model a heat transfer equation.

The ‘‘internal heat balance’’ (Fig. 7-9) allows calculating the
temporal and local mean wall heat loss based on the combus-
tion chamber’s internal energy balance (Eq. (7-1)). Intake,
exhaust gas, leakage and fuel enthalpy must be measured. The
heat of combustion Qb is produced by multiplying the mass of
injected fuel by the net calorific value Hu (Qb = mb � Hu). In
turn, the internal work is delivered by the ring integral over
one cycle of the pressure characteristic pz measured as a
function of the crank angle multiplied by the volumetric
change dV/dj (see Sect. 1.2).

Assuming the measurements have been taken meticulously,
the ‘‘internal’’ heat balance is a necessary but inadequate

method to determine wall heat losses [7-19]. Since only the
total energy balance is evaluated, it is impossible to provide
information on the development of the local mean wall heat
flux over time, e.g. for an analysis of the thermodynamic
pressure characteristic (see Sect. 1.3).

Direct methods of measurement to determine wall heat
losses are
(a) a heat flux sensor that determines local temporal mean

wall heat flux density qw and
(b) the surface temperature method that measures local

temporally variable wall heat flux density (see Fig. 7-10).

Fig. 7-9 Principle of the internal heat balance to determine the temporal and
local mean wall heat loss Qw

Thermal
boundary layer

Flow
boundary layer

Combustion
chamber

Combustion chamber
wall

Nusselt number

Reynolds number

Prandtl number

Fig. 7-8
Schematic of heat transfer by forced convection
to a combustion chamber wall
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Heat flux sensors should be installed as flush with the com-
bustion chamber surface as possible. Insulation created by an
air gap establishes a defined, one-dimensional heat conduc-
tion path inside the sensor. When the thermal conductivity of
the material of the heat conduction path is known, measure-
ments of the two temperatures T1 and T2 in the defined
interval s may be used to easily calculate the wall heat flux
density with the equation for one-dimensional stationary
thermal conduction.

_qw ¼ l � T2 � T1

s
(7-5Þ

Figure 7-11 presents a heat flux sensor of the type effectively
implemented in [7-19] and [7-2]. While the method’s prin-
ciple is very simple, its practical application necessitates rela-
tively complex sensor designs whenever high accuracy is
required.

Nevertheless, the relatively easy application of this method
of heat flux measurement and the high accuracy achievable are
advantageous since it only requires measuring a few compo-
nent temperatures highly precisely and does not require form-
ing the differences of measured values from several different
methods of measurement. As in the method of ‘‘internal heat
balance’’, their absolute value in the normal case would be even
greater than the differential value being determined.

However, there is one clear disadvantage. Normally a heat
flux sensor may only be installed in one or at the most two
positions in a combustion chamber since it must be mounted
absolutely flush to the surface. Otherwise, the convective heat
transfer would be unduly altered by edges that are not present
otherwise. Thus, the results of measurement merely represent
the local conditions at the point of installation and cannot
provide information on the development over time at all.

The temporal mean wall heat flux ascertained with the
methods described varies with the gas temperature that con-
stantly changes during a combustion cycle and thus also

Cooling

Measuring cylinder

T2

T1

T3, T4, T5, T6
M14 × 1.25

Fig. 7-11 Heat flux sensor with cooling, compensation measuring points and a
pure iron graduated cylinder

Air gap
insulation

Combustion chamber surface area(a)

(b)

Temperature
measuring point Temperature

sensor

Combustion chamber
surface area

Fig. 7-10
Principle of probes to directly measure (a) the
local, temporal mean and (b) the local,
temporally variable wall heat flux density qW on
the combustion chamber wall
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influences the working process. The surface temperature
method is the only method known to measure local variable
wall heat flux density. Figure 7-10b presents the principle of
this method of heat flux measurement.

In the surface temperature method, temperature sensors
are installed flush with the surface of the combustion cham-
ber. Their actual temperature measuring point is less than
2 mm beneath the surface. This makes it possible to measure
the surface temperature oscillation caused by the variable wall
heat flux. This method may employ sheathed thermocouples.
A metal film with a thickness of merely 0.3 mm applied by
means of thin film technology produces their actual measur-
ing junction. Figure 7-12 pictures an example of the design of
one such thermocouple [7-19].

Figure 7-13 presents typical calculated temperature oscilla-
tions in various component depths produced during powered
operation of a commercial vehicle DI diesel engine. The
slightness of the temperature oscillations relative to changes
of the gas temperature is immediately conspicuous and is
caused by the widely varying heat penetration coefficient b
(Eq. (7.7)), which is larger for metals than gases roughly by a
factor of 500. The amplitude of the temperature oscillation is
correspondingly smaller. The very fast decay of the oscillation
in the component is additionally evident. A temperature field
may already be assumed to be purely stationary at a depth of
2 mm. Thus, the ‘‘true’’ surface temperature can only be
measured when the temperature measuring junction is no
more than 2 mm away from the surface.

Taking the periodicity of the temperature oscillation and a
one-dimensional transient temperature field on the combustion
chamber wall that expands infinitely in one direction as the

starting point, the wall heat flux densities that cause the tem-
perature characteristics may be calculated with Laplace’s differ-
ential equation. Eichelberg was the first to formulate Laplace’s
differential equation in the form of a Fourier series [7-21]

dT
dt ¼ a � d

2T
dx2

Tðt; xÞ ¼ Tm �
_qm
l � x þ

P1
i¼1

e
�x

ffiffiffiffiffi
io
2a

q
:

Ai � cos iot � x
ffiffiffiffi
io
2a

q� �
þ Bi � sin iot � x

ffiffiffiffi
io
2a

q� �h i
_q ¼ �l � dT

dx

� �
x¼0

_q ¼ _qm þ l �
P1
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffi
io
2a

q
�

ðAi þ BiÞ � cosðiotÞ þ ðBi þ AiÞ � sinðiotÞ½ �
(7-6Þ

The accuracy achievable with the surface temperature
method greatly depends on the meticulousness of the instal-
lation of the surface thermocouples in the combustion cham-
ber wall, i.e. both their thermal connection to the surrounding
materials and their absolute flushness with the surface are
crucially important.

In addition, the heat penetration coefficient

b ¼ lffiffiffi
a
p ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r � c � l

p
(7-7Þ

valid for the surface thermocouples including the surround-
ing materials must be calibrated individually based on the
temperature. This may be done mathematically [7-19] or with
a special experimental method [7-22].

Ultimately, how to ascertain the temporal mean wall heat
flux density _qm when employing the surface temperature
method remains a question. Metrologically, this might be
possible by integrating surface thermocouples in heat flux
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d: 0.25... 3 mm
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(MgO+binder)

Inconel shield

NiNi Cr

Fig. 7-12 Surface thermocouples based on [7-19]
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Fig. 7-13 Calculated surface temperature oscillations. Commercial vehicle DI-
diesel, over-run condition, n = 2,300 rpm [7-20]
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sensors. A maximum number of thermocouples would have
to be installed for the surface temperature method to be able
to form a representative local mean value. This will still have
to be demonstrated.

One alternative is the ‘‘zero crossing method’’, which utilizes
the temperature difference’s passage through zero (Tw – Tg) = 0.
This usually occurs during the compression stroke because,
disregarding potential transient effects, the instantaneous wall
heat flux density must also be _q ¼ 0 according to Eq. (7.2).
Thus, Eq. (7.6) becomes:

_qm ¼� b �
ffiffiffiffi
o
2

r
�
X1
i¼1

ffiffi
i
p
�

ðAi þ BiÞ � cosðiot0Þ þ ðBi þ AiÞ � sinðiot0Þ½ �

t0 ¼ tðTg¼TwÞ

(7-8Þ

In particular, Eq. (7.8) can be used with sufficient accuracy,
even locally, for individual surface temperature measuring
points since the very great local gas temperature differences
that exist during combustion do not exist during compres-
sion. Thus, the thermal equation of state calculates the gas
temperature Tg as the mass average temperature Tz.

Tg ¼ Tz ¼
p � V

mz � Rg
(7-9Þ

The formation of deposits (soot, carbon, etc.) in the measuring
points during operation is a problem that arises in diesel engines
in particular but also in gasoline engines too. As a result, the
actual temperature measuring point is no longer directly at the
surface and, thus, the measuring signal is damped. The tem-
perature characteristics then take on the appearance in Fig. 7-13.
Methods to correct such deposits, provided they have not grown
too thick and an evaluable vibration is no longer measurable, are
specified in [7-19] and [7-22]. In principle, operation with soot-
free model fuels is very advisable to prevent this problem
entirely. However, this is seldom done since, on the one hand,
it is feared that the influence of non-standard fuels on wall heat
transfer will not be transferrable and, on the other hand, certain
phenomena can only be represented with difficulty with model
fuels, e.g. identical mixture formation properties during inter-
action with the wall (droplet formation, penetration, wall coat,
vaporization and ignition quality). Instead, the ability to only
measure a few operating points before the cylinder head and/or
the piston has to be removed again, cleaned, recoated and
remounted is tolerated.

Usually, just a few commercially available surface thermo-
couples [7-23] are used to minimize work and costs (see
[7-24] through [7-25]). However, a very large number of
surface thermocouples were used in [7-19]. Although this
was a gasoline engine, fundamentally important conclusions
are nevertheless inferable. Figure 7-14a presents 182 wall heat
flux density characteristics for powered engine operation. As

a pure charge port, the intake port’s shape caused the flow
field to solely consist of non-directional turbulence. Thus, all
the measuring points averaged over 100 combustion cycles
display nearly identical characteristics. The conditions during
combustion are entirely different (Fig. 7-14b).

The wall heat flux densities rise steeply after the ignition point
(IP) as soon as the flame front has reached the surface tempera-
ture measuring point. The flame front loses intensity (the tem-
perature drops in the burned fractions after peak pressure) as
the distance to the spark plug increases, i.e. as the time of
combustion is increasingly retarded. The steep rise of the wall
heat flux density visibly levels out as a result. While the
sequences when the flame front overruns the measuring points
are easily interpreted, a convincing explanation of the drop in
wall heat flux density after reaching its maxima without any
discernible system is challenging. Individual behavior character-
ized by chaotic turbulent states in the burned fractions when the
piston expands appears at every measuring point.

This example impressively demonstrates the need to employ
a large number of surface temperature measuring points in
order to be able to form a genuinely representative local mean
value. Though found repeatedly in the literature, comparisons
of wall heat flux density characteristics measured at single
measuring points with the familiar heat transfer equations
that describe a local mean value are invalid and meaningless.

Since the locally highly variable gas temperatures outside the
temperature boundary layer are unknown during combustion
and the driving gas-wall temperature gradient consequently has
to be determined from the mass average temperature Tz calcu-
lated by the thermal equations of state, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient h can only be calculated from the representative local wall
heat flux density averaged for the entire combustion chamber.

Figure 7-15 presents an example of such an analysis. The
discontinuity that appears in the heat transfer coefficient in the
range of 1108CA stems from the determination of the temporal
mean wall heat flux density _qm by means of the ‘‘zero crossing
method’’. Thus, this is by no means proof of a ‘‘transient effect’’.
Instead, it is more the product of minor phase shifts (the measur-
ing chain’s electrical delay time) between the measurement of
combustion chamber pressure from which the mass average
temperature Tz was calculated and the surface temperature mea-
surements from which the wall heat flux densities were calcu-
lated. The formation of the quotients _q=ðTz � TwÞ ¼ _q=DT = h
then produces the effect displayed in the range of _q ¼ 0. Ideally, a
pole would have to be produced mathematically.

No method is known to directly allow measuring the local
mean and temporally variable characteristic of wall heat losses.
Each of the known methods is only able to either deliver local
and temporal mean values or local time curves. Even though
the latter, the surface temperature method, is very complex, it is
the only method that meets every requirement when an ade-
quate number of measuring points are employed.

Used most, the heat transfer equations presented below were
either set up with the aid of one or more of the three methods
of measurement or at least verified with them many times over.
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7.2.4 Heat Transfer Equations for Engine
Process Simulation

The history of published heat transfer equations that calculate
the local mean but temporally variable wall heat losses as part of
an engine process simulation began with Nusselt at the start of
the last century. Although he formulated his Nusselt number as
an essentially dimensionless coefficient to calculate forced con-
vective heat transfer, the heat transfer equation he published in
1923 [7-26] was formulated purely empirically and was not
based on similarity theory. In 1928 [7-21], Eichelberg merely
modified the constants and exponents of the ‘‘Nusselt equation’’
without any fundamental changes. Other empirical equations
based on the empirical ‘‘Nusselt equation’’ were produced in
German and English speaking regions. Given their purely
empirical character, all these equations are virtually nontrans-
ferable to any other engines than those for which they were
modified and consequently lack any universal validity.

In 1954, Elser was the first to apply an equation based on
similarity theory [7-27]. His equation received relatively little
attention though.

It was left to Woschni to formulate the first heat transfer
equation for combustion engines based on similarity theory.
It is still in use today. Initially developed for engine process
simulation as part of the implementation of EDP at MAN, it
was already published in ‘‘raw form’’ in 1965 [7-28]. Since
1970, the final equation has been [7-18]:

h ¼ 130 � D�0:2 � T�0:53
z

� p0:8
z C1 � cm þ C2 �

Vh � T1

p1�V1
� pz � p0ð Þ
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Where

C1 = 6.18 + 0.417 cu/cm from exhaust opens to intake
closes

C1 = 2.28 + 0.308 cu/cm from intake closes to exhaust
opens

and

C2 = 0.00324 m/(s K) for engines with undivided com-
bustion chambers

C2 = 0.0062 m/(s K) for engines with divided com-
bustion chambers (into main
and secondary combustion
chambers)

C2 = 0 for compression and gas
exchange

In addition to rounding the Re number’s exponent n (see Eq.
(7.4)) from 0.78 to 0.8, Woschni selected a cylinder diameter
D as the characteristic length. Applying the mean piston
velocity cm, he formulated a flux term w with the integrated
combustion term while dispensing with heat radiation.
Accordingly, combustion generates turbulences that are
modeled by the difference between ‘‘pressure with combus-
tion pZ and pressure without combustion p0 (engine overrun
condition)’’ and scaled by the quantity C2 dependent on the
combustion process and by the swirl-dependent quantity C1 =
f (cu/cm) for the flow velocity (to determine the swirl number
and the peripheral velocity cu [see Sect. 2.1.2.4]).

Different constants apply to the gas exchange phase than to
the high pressure phase. Changing the constants and ‘‘switch-
ing off’’ the combustion term when exhaust opens yields a
somewhat less attractive ‘‘bend’’ in the wall heat flux curves
(Fig. 7-16).

The calculated mass average temperature Tz (Eq. (7.9)) is
used to simulate the wall heat flux for the driving temperature
difference to the wall. Different ‘‘wall temperature ranges’’
(e.g. cylinder head, piston and cylinder liner) may be incor-
porated. However, this is not intended to produce a correla-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient. In addition, the equation
is adjusted so that the surface of the piston top land is
disregarded as if it were not part of the combustion chamber.
When the piston top land is explicitly calculated in the pro-
cess simulation, then the wall heat loss produced there has to
be reincorporated into the combustion chamber in a suitable
form with an inverted sign. Otherwise, the energy balance
cannot be correct.

Equation (7.10) is by far the heat transfer equation most
frequently employed throughout the world for over 35 years.
Under Woschni’s direction, the equation has been repeatedly
verified (c.f. [7-24] and [7-29]), improved with additions and
adapted to specific problems.

Kolesa [7-30] studied the influence of high wall tempera-
tures on wall heat loss, his finding being that the heat transfer
coefficient increases significantly as of a certain wall tempera-
ture (Tw > 600 K) because the flame burns closer to the wall.
Thus, the flame quenches in the proximity of the wall later. As
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Fig. 7-15 Area-related local mean values and local mean heat transfer coefficient determined from 182 wall heat flux density characteristics, gasoline engine, disk
combustion chamber, operating, n = 1,500 rpm, pi = 7.35 bar [7-19]
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a result, the thermal boundary layer grows thinner and the
temperature gradient increases within the boundary layer.
This explains the increase of the heat transfer coefficient.
This increase counteracts the decline of the wall heat flux
caused by the driving temperature difference that grows
smaller as the wall temperature rises. Thus, the wall heat
loss even increases at first and only begins to decrease at
higher wall temperatures until the state of an adiabatic engine
is reached when the temperature is identical with the ener-
getic mass average temperature (see Sect. 7.2.7).

The modification developed by Kolesa only affects the
constant C2 of the combustion term and was only verified
for engines with undivided combustion chambers:

Tw � 600 K

C2 ¼ 0:00324

Tw4600 K

C2 ¼ 2:3 � 10�5 � ðTw � 600Þ þ 0:005

(7-11Þ

Schwarz eliminated the undesirable distinction of cases in
1993 by converting Eq. (7.11) into a constant form [7-31].

Tw5525 K

C�2 ¼ C2 ¼ 0:00324

Tw � 525 K

C�2 ¼ C2 þ 2:3 � 10�6 � ðTw � 525Þ

(7-12Þ

More frequent use of Woschni’s heat transfer equation
revealed that the established equation’s calculation of heat
transfer was too low for low loads and powered engine opera-
tion. In addition, wall heat loss was discovered to be a func-
tion of the sooting of the combustion chamber surface.

Therefore, Huber [7-22] and Vogel [7-32] supplemented
Eq. (7.10) with a variable term that yields a modified velocity

element w. Only the constant C3 is specified for diesel engines.
For other combustion systems and fuels, C3 = 0.8 applies to
gasoline and C3 = 1.0 to methanol.

If:

2 � C1 � cm �
Vc

Vj

� �2

� C3 � C2 �
Vh � T1

p1 � V1
� pz � p0ð Þ

then:

h ¼ 130 � D�0:2 � T�0:53
z � p0:8

z � w0:8
mod (7-13Þ

where:

wmod ¼ C1 � cm � 1þ 2 � Vc
Vj

� �2

�C3

 !

C3 ¼ 1� 1; 2 � e � 0:65lv

Equation (7.10) is also being developed further in the USA
too. In 2004, Assanis et al. [7-25] adapted the basic Woschni
equation to HCCI combustion systems.

Nonetheless, experience has shown that none of the mod-
ifications mentioned is widely applied. Rather, mainly the
original form of Eq. (7.10) is applied despite its known weak-
nesses. Whenever this now standard form is deviated from,
another equation is usually selected for the heat transfer
coefficient HTC.

In 1980, Hohenberg published an equation for heat transfer
in diesel engines, which is also based on similarity theory
[7-33]:

h ¼ 130 � V�0:06 � T�0:53
z � p0:8

z � T0:163
z cm þ 1:4ð Þ

� �0:8

(7-14Þ

Arranged relatively simply, it is frequently referenced for
comparison with the Woschni equation.
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Fig. 7-16
Comparison of the results of Eq. (7.10)
with surface temperature
measurements for a diesel engine
[7-29] and gasoline engine [7-24]
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Hohenberg employed the radius of a sphere with a volume
corresponding to the instantaneous volume of the combus-
tion chamber as the characteristic length. He chose a sphere
because it is the only geometric body that can be described by
specifying a geometric quantity. Engines with differing
stroke/bore ratios are reproduced better as a result. Notably,
incorporating the exponent ‘‘3’’ (V = pr3) produces a very
small exponent (–0.06), thus demonstrating that the heat
transfer coefficient is largely independent of an engine’s geo-
metric dimensions.

For the influence of velocity, Hohenberg likewise selected
mean piston velocity cm supplemented by a constant (1.4)
for the influence of combustion and a slight temperature
correlation of this term: 1.4 TZ

0.163. While Hohenberg
described in [7-33] how he also experimentally detected a
slight influence of pressure on velocity relevant to heat
transfer (pZ

0.25 �0.8), he nevertheless also reduced the pure
pressure exponent from 0.8 to 0.6 so that pressure does not
exert any influence on velocity mathematically in the strict
sense of similarity theory (Re0.8) and, all in all, the pressure
exponent remains at 0.8.

Unlike the Woschni equation, Eq. (7.2) also allows for the
surface of the piston top land in the calculation of the instan-
taneous total surface of the combustion chamber A:

A ¼ ACombustion chamber þ APiston top land � 0:3 (7-15Þ

The factor 0.3 takes into account that the heat transfer in the
piston top land constitutes merely 30% of the heat transfer in the
combustion chamber. The piston top land surface APiston top land

ensues from the size of the combustion chamber multiplied by
the height of the piston top land times two (APiston top land = D �
p � 2 � hPiston top land).

Equation (7.14) is the outcome of extremely extensive
experimental tests on a larger number of very different
engines with the widest variety of methods of measurement
in [7-33] and [7-34].

In 1991, Bargende published [7-19], [7-13] another rela-
tionship for the HTC initially developed for gasoline engines,
which however is also applied to diesel engines [7-35] and
[7-36]. It too is based on similarity theory.

h ¼ 253:5 � V�0:073 � Tz þ Tw

2

� ��0:477

�p0:78
z � w0:78 � D

(7-16Þ

Instead of a rounded value (0.8), the exact value is used for the
exponent n = 0.78. Hohenberg’s formulation was adopted as
the characteristic length (d�0.22 ffi � V�0.073). A temperature
averaged from the mass average temperature and wall tem-
perature Tm

TzþTw
2

� �
is utilized as the temperature relevant for

the heat transfer coefficient since the gas to wall temperature
is balanced within the thermal boundary layer, thus requiring
the calculation of the physical characteristics (l, Z) and den-
sity r with an average temperature.

A correlation of the gas composition as a function of the air
content r may also be incorporated to satisfy greater
demands. The air content r is defined as

r ¼ l� 1
lþ 1

Lmin

 !
l�1

(7-17Þ

and varies in numerical value between r = 0 for a stoichio-
metric air/fuel ratio (l = 1) and r = 1 for pure air (l!1).
The material variable term is then:

l� r
Z

� �0:78
¼101:46� 1:15�rþ2:02

½R�ð2:57�rþ3:55Þ�0:78� TzþTw
2

� ��0:477�p0:78
z

(7-18Þ
The velocity w relevant for heat transfer is described with a
global k-e turbulence model:

w ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8
3 � kþ c2

k

q
2

(7-19Þ

where ck is the instantaneous piston velocity. The following
applies to the change of the specific kinetic energy:

dk
dt
¼ �2

3
� k
V
�dv
dt
�e�k

1:5

L
þ eq �

k1:5
q

L

 !
j4ITDC

2
4

3
5

IC�j�EO

(7-20Þ

with e = e q = 2.184 and the characteristic vortex length

L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6=ðp � VÞ:3

p
To calculate the specific kinetic energy of

the squish flow kq, a cup-shaped bowl must be defined, which
optimally reproduces the real conditions that usually deviate
from the ideal case [7-19].

Most recently, a very similar form of this k-e model was
applied in [7-17] to model the convection relevant for heat
release.

Unlike Woschni and Hohenberg’s models, it does not
employ a formulation integrated in the flux term as the
combustion term. Rather, the multiplicative combustion
term D models the different driving temperature gradients
of unburned fractions to the combustion chamber walls with
a temperature Tuv and of burned fractions with a temperature
Tv [7-19].

Bargende’s heat transfer equation is distinctly less clear than
Woschni and Hohenberg’s older equations with regard to the
influence of changed engine parameters on wall heat loss. The
influence of a speed increase on wall heat losses can be gathered
immediately from Woschni and Hohenberg’s equations. The
Bargende equation obscures such simple interpretation with
the k-e model employed to model the velocity term.

This clearly demonstrates that today’s exclusively pro-
grammed application of such models allows dispensing with
clarity in exchange for higher accuracy. As the recent studies
of heat transfer modeling [7-17] and [7-16] demonstrate, this
trend will continue in the future. However, modeling may not
be allowed to mistakenly give an impression a ‘‘false gain of
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accuracy’’. This occurs whenever experimentally unverifiable
phenomena are incorporated in modeling. Such equation
systems only appear to be ‘‘physical’’ modeling. In actuality,
they are purely empirical adjustments with a correspondingly
limited range of validity.

7.2.5 Examples of Application

The different results obtained with the heat transfer equations
described in the preceding section are compared relatively
frequently, usually either to classify a new equation formula-
tion or to compare results of measurement and computation.

Therefore, the three heat transfer equations are also com-
pared here to make it easier for users to select one that
matches their problem.

The diagram on the left in Fig. 7-17 presents the measured
pressure characteristic and the characteristic of the mass
average temperature analyzed from it thermodynamically
and the combustion characteristic of a typical, modern direct
injection (DI) common rail (CR) car diesel engine in part load
in conventional heterogeneous operation with applied pilot
injection. The diagram on the right in Fig. 7-17 presents the
heat transfer coefficient according to Woschni (Eq. (7.10)),
Hohenberg (Eq. (7.14)) and Bargende (Eq. (7.16)) and the wall
heat losses in the high pressure section (HD) relative to the
converted heat of combustion.

Accordingly, Fig. 7-18 presents the results of an analysis of
homogeneous combustion (HCCI, see Sect. 3.3) for an iden-
tical engine. Similar to precombustion in appearance, ‘‘cold
combustion’’ (cool flame) directly before the main combus-
tion (hot flame) is clearly recognizable in the combustion
characteristic.

The altogether earlier and shorter HCCI combustion
causes the peak pressure to rise significantly higher than
heterogeneous combustion and to be reached at an earlier
crank angle position relative to ignition TDC. Since the pres-
sures are higher, all three equations basically yield slightly
higher heat transfer coefficients for HCCI operation. In com-
bination with the mass average temperatures and especially
because little fuel energy Qb is burned, relative wall heat losses
produced in the high pressure section (HD) are noticeably
higher when combustion is homogeneous than when it is
heterogeneous.

The differences between the relative wall heat losses calcu-
lated by the three equations are remarkably large and stem
from the strong differences in the characteristics of the heat
transfer coefficient calculated over time.

Such discrepancies also appear in the energy balances
(Fig. 7-19) as a quotient of the maximum of the integrated
combustion characteristic QbMax and the supplied fuel energy
QKrst, reduced by the incompletely (CO) and imperfectly (HC)
burned energy fractions QHC,CO. The latter is particularly

CR DI | n = 2000 rpm | imep = 5.4 bar | 20% EGR

Crank angle [°CA] Crank angle [°CA]
ITDC ITDC

h
h
h

Fig. 7-17 Comparison of Woschni, Hohenberg and Bargende’s heat transfer equations for a heterogeneously operated CR DI car diesel engine in part load with applied pilot
injection and 20% cooled external EGR
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HCCI | n = 2000 rpm | imep = 5 bar | 60% EGR

h
h
h

Crank angle [°CA] Crank angle [°CA]
ITDC ITDC

Fig. 7-18 Comparison of Woschni, Hohenberg and Bargende’s heat transfer equations of a homogenously (HCCI) operated CR DI car diesel engine in part load with 60%
cooled external EGR
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Comparison of the energy balances for Woschni,
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losses during heterogeneous (conventional CR DI) and
homogeneous (HCCI) combustion (CR DI car diesel
engine, n = 2,000 rpm, part load, cooled external EGR
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necessary for HCCI operation since significant unburned and
partially burned energy fractions are present in the exhaust gas.

For some time, the Woschni equation has been known to
deliver unduly low balance values for heterogeneous opera-
tion ([7-22] and [7-32]). Whether the Hohenberg or the
Bargende equation delivers the more accurate result for
heterogeneous operation is unclear since energy balances
analyzed from measured combustion chamber pressure
characteristics have a confidence interval of at least – 2%
even when the measuring equipment has been meticulously
calibrated and applied. This relativizes the issue of accuracy
somewhat since the deviations for heterogeneous combus-
tion based on Hohenberg and plotted in Fig. 7-19 are less
than – 4%.

All in all, it is remarkable that results with any plausibility
can be calculated for HCCI operation since none of the three
equations was developed or verified for homogeneous auto-
ignited diesel combustion. This is clear evidence that heat
transfer equations rigorously and meticulously developed on
the basis of similarity theory actually achieve a largely uni-
versal validity.

However, as expected, the Bargende equation delivers the
result with the best energy balance since HCCI operation is
energetically relatively similar to premixed gasoline engine
combustion with turbulent flame propagation emanating
from a single point of ignition.

Significant differences also result when the three equations
are applied to the full load of DI diesel engines. The top
diagram in Fig. 7-20 presents the mean indicated pressure
imep and the indicated efficiency Zi as a function of engine
speed for full load operation of a car common rail diesel
engine tuned to Euro 4 limit values. The bottom diagram
presents the relative wall heat losses in the high pressure
section (HP). All three equations have identical qualitative
characteristics but their quantitative heat losses differ signifi-
cantly, above all in the Woschni equation. The high percen-
tage loss at n = 1,000 rpm is particularly conspicuous,
although the indicated efficiency (calculated from internal
work and injected fuel mass) does not display any irregularity
when compared with n = 1,500 rpm. Calculated as less than
10% of the energy with the Woschni equation, the wall heat
losses at higher speed also appear to be somewhat too low.

A more exact analysis of the heat transfer coefficients
invites the conclusion (Fig. 7-21) that the Woschni equation
reproduces the influence of combustion on the heat transfer
unduly strongly when n = 1,000 rpm and unduly weakly when
n = 4,000 rpm. This explains the differences in the relative
wall heat loss.

A comparison of the three relationships for heat transfer
produces varying results. The Woschni equation appears
to deliver the best results for large diesel engines [7-37].
The Hohenberg equation [7-33] appears to do so for

imep

QwHP Woschni/Qfuel

Engine speed [rpm]

QwHP Bargende/Qfuel

QwHP Hohenberg/Qfuel

Fig. 7-20 Full load comparison of the Woschni, Hohenberg and Bargende heat transfer equations (CR DI car diesel engine)
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commercial vehicle diesel engines in particular. The Bar-
gende equation likely does so for homogeneous and semi-
homogeneous combustion processes, which more strongly
resemble gasoline engine process flows, particularly as
regards crank angle position and the duration of heat
release ([7-38, 7-39]).

However, the Bargende equation is now more than fifteen
years old, the Hohenberg equation is more than twenty-five
years old and the Woschni equation was published over
thirty-five years ago.

The diesel engine process flow has experienced distinct
changes since then. The common rail system’s flexibilization of
the design of injection provides a representative example. A
multitude of publications have discussed the effects on the mod-
eling of wall heat losses. Nevertheless, despite all its known
weaknesses including those presented in this comparison, the
oldest of all the heat transfer equations based on similarity theory,
the Woschni equation is still employed most frequently.

‘‘Heat transfer from the combustion chamber gas to the
combustion chamber walls’’ is far from finished as a subject of
research.

Hence, given the current state, the only viable recommen-
dation is to always critically verify each of the heat transfer
equations employed. However, this should be done within the
scope of physical plausibility. A balance error of significantly
more than 5% for example is certainly not caused by an
‘‘incorrect’’ heat transfer equation. Parallel use of equations
is always helpful because it makes a plausibility check

significantly easier. Ultimately, nothing can replace a good
deal of experience with their application. Moreover, a uni-
versally correct solution does not yet exist.

7.2.6 Heat Transfer for Gas Exchange and Intake
and Exhaust Ports

By definition, gas exchange extends from exhaust opens to
intake closes. The heat transfer in the cylinder during this
phase of the process flow has not been researched anywhere
near as intensively as the high pressure section of the pro-
cesses from intake closes to exhaust opens.

Ever higher demands are being made on the accuracy of
engine process simulation. Thus, the wall heat loss during gas
exchange is also assuming importance. It significantly
influences:
– the exhaust gas enthalpy and thus the energization of an

exhaust gas turbocharger turbine,
– the exhaust gas temperature and, thus indirectly, the tem-

perature of external exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and,
even more intensely, the temperature of the internal
exhaust gas that returns through the intake port during
valve overlap or remains in the cylinder and

– the fresh charge and its temperature by heating it more or
less strongly during the induction phase, which in turn
significantly influences the formation of pollutants (nitro-
gen oxides) indirectly by changing the temperature level of
the entire process.

ITDC

Crank angle [°CA]

ITDC
Crank angle [°CA]

n = 1000 rpm | Full load n = 4000 rpm | Full load

h
h
h

h
h
h

Fig. 7-21 Full load comparison of the Woschni, Hohenberg and Bargende heat transfer equations at n = 1,000 rpm and n = 4,000 rpm (CR DI car diesel engine)
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The direct influence on gas exchange efficiency is relatively
low. Rather, the aforementioned influences generate second-
ary influences on overall process efficiency.

As in the high pressure section, the Woschni equation is
most frequently used to calculate cylinder side heat transfer in
gas exchange:

h ¼ 130 � D�0:2 � T�0:53
z � p0:8

z � ðC1 � cmÞ0:8 (7-21Þ

where C1 = 6.18 +0.417 cu/cm for gas exchange.
The constant C1 has also been revised, for instance by

Gerstle in 1999 [7-40], for use for medium speed diesel
engines to capture exhaust gas enthalpy more accurately:

C1 ¼ f ¼ 2:28þ 0:308 � cu
cm

� �
jIC�j�jIO

C1 ¼ ðk � f ÞjIO5j5jIC
mit k ¼ 6:5 bis 7 :2

As a result, the wall heat loss from exhaust opens to intake
opens is lowered significantly and the ‘‘heating up’’ of the
fresh charge during intake is increased significantly over the
original version.

According to [7-33], the Hohenberg equation may be used
for the high pressure and gas exchange section with identical
constants.

Since the Bargende equation only applies to the high pres-
sure section of IC to EO, gas exchange requires switching to
the Woschni equation.

Along with the heat transfer in the cylinder, a gas exchange
simulation or analysis also requires appropriate models for
the intake and exhaust port as boundary conditions.

In 1969, Zapf [7-41] also published two equations for the
ports based on the similarity theory for pipes with turbulent
flows:

NuEK ¼ 0:216 � Re0:68 � 1� 0:785 � hv
di

� �

NuAK ¼ 2:58 � Re0:5 � 1� 0:797 � hv
di

� � (7-22Þ

Their use requires resolving the Nusselt numbers for the
intake port NuEK and the exhaust port NuAK based on the
heat transfer coefficient h. The term hv/di describes the quo-
tient from the valve lift and inner valve diameter.

Equation (7.22) was researched very extensively and
systematically in [7-42] and proved to be very well
suited to calculate the heat transfer in ports with good
accuracy.

7.2.7 Energetic Mean Gas Temperature for the
Calculation of Thermal Loading of Components

Calculating the temperature fields in combustion chamber
walls does not require temporal resolution of the combustion
cycle on the scale of a crank angle. Implementing both the heat
transfer coefficient and the gas temperature as mean values

over one combustion cycle suffices to calculate the boundary
condition of ‘‘wall heat flux density on the surface of the
combustion chamber’’.

An even lower temporal resolution is recommended for the
calculation of cold and warm starts as well as general changes
of the operating point to keep calculating times limited and
ensure a good convergence [7-43].

The following applies to the mean heat transfer coefficient
hm:

hm ¼
1

ASP
�
Z

ASP

h � dj (7-23Þ

The following applies to the energetic mean mass average
temperature Tzm:

Tzm ¼

R
ASP
ðh � TzÞ � djR

ASP
h � dj (7-24Þ

This weighting of the mass average temperatures Tz with the
instantaneous heat transfer coefficient h produces signifi-
cantly higher temperatures than mathematical averaging
over the combustion cycle (ASP). The calculation of tempera-
ture fields with a mathematically average temperature yields
wall temperatures that are utterly incorrect and far too low.
The wall heat loss and the thermal loads of the components
are significantly underestimated.

However, this also means obeying the condition:R
ASP

dQw=dj � dj ¼ 0! DT ¼ 0! Tw ¼ TzmR
ASP
ðh � TzÞ � dj=

R
ASP

h � dj

to obtain an adiabatic engine. Accordingly, the wall tempera-
ture at full load would have to reach significantly more than
Tw=1,000 K. Apart from this difficulty, relevant studies [7-30]
have demonstrated that such measures are unable to achieve
any improvements in efficiency. On the contrary, fuel con-
sumption even increases.

7.2.8 Heat Transfer Modeling in 3D CFD Simulation

As fast computers became sufficiently available, transient
three-dimensional simulation programs were developed to
design the engine process flow and combustion in particular.
Initially, these simulation tools were expected to eliminate the
need for heat transfer equations based on similarity theory
and to make significantly better and, above all, locally
resolved calculations of wall heat fluxes possible.

Classic turbulent and logarithmic laws of the wall stem-
ming from turbulence modeling were employed just as they
are very effectively applied in other CFD applications. The
basic correlations are presented very clearly in [7-44] and
[7-45].
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However, compared with balance measurements and
engine process simulations, application of the logarithmic
law of the wall in a combustion engine was quickly proven
to underestimate the global integral wall heat loss by as much
as a factor of 5. Such a large discrepancy made it impossible to
expect that correct results could be obtained for all the other
parameters of interest.

The reason for these differences can be found in the extre-
mely thin boundary layers in combustion engines. The lami-
nar viscous bottom layers are in fact extremely thin as an
estimate using the following simple equation for the thickness
of the viscous bottom layer d0t corresponding to Sect. 7.2.2
demonstrates.

d0t ¼
l
h

(7-25Þ

Figure 7-22 presents the characteristics of the local mean
thicknesses of the thermal boundary layer’s viscous bottom
layer calculated with Eq. (7.25) for the four operating points
discussed in detail in Sect. 7.2.5. Although the simple relation-
ship can only be an estimate, a numerical discretization of a
bottom layer with a maximum thickness of 20 mm on the
combustion chamber wall surface is clearly impossible and
therefore approximations must be worked with.

Despite the advances in the localized formulation of a
problem of the law of the wall suitable for 3D CFD simula-
tions, developed by Reitz for instance (c.f. [7-15]), 3D CFD
simulation still very frequently employs one of the three heat
transfer equations discussed in Sect. 7.2.5. When implemen-
ted intelligently, this yields the invaluable advantage of an

ongoing check (or, if necessary, a correction) of the 3D CFD
simulation’s energy balance by a simultaneously executed
engine process simulation [7-46].
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8 Crankshaft Assembly Design, Mechanics
and Loading

Eduard Köhler, Eckhart Schopf, and Uwe Mohr

8.1 Designs and Mechanical Properties
of Crankshaft Assemblies

8.1.1 Function and Requirements of Crankshaft
Assemblies

Together with both the piston pins and the crankshaft’s
crank pins, the connecting rod in reciprocating piston
engines converts oscillating piston motion into rotary
crankshaft motion. Running smoothness is a universally
important criterion for the design of crankshaft assemblies.
High speed has priority in gasoline engines, thus making a
minimum of moving masses an absolute imperative. The
emphasis shifts somewhat for diesel engines. Firing pres-
sures can be twice as high as in gasoline engines and con-
tinue to increase as the size increases. Thus, controlling the
effects of the gas force is the primary challenge.

In conjunction with direct injection and one or two-stage
exhaust gas turbocharging and intercooling, car diesel
engines now attain the volumetric power outputs of gasoline
engines. Moreover, cuts in fuel consumption (reduction of
CO2 emission), strict emission laws and lightweight and
increasingly compact designs that do not sacrifice reliability
are currently driving engine development. However, in prin-
ciple, steadily increasing ignition and injection pressures
result in ‘‘harsher’’ combustion. This inevitably creates more
problems with acoustics and vibrations as demands for com-
fort increase. Now common in diesel cars, multiple injections,
optimized vibration damping, camshaft drives shifted to the
flywheel-side, dual-mass flywheels and partial encapsulations
serve to improve modern diesel engines’ acoustic and vibra-
tion performance. Not least, the steadily increasing ampli-
tudes of the gas torque characteristic make using the engine
mounting and the entire power train to control crankshaft
assembly vibrations, improve mass balancing and reduce the
excitation of vibrations even more important. In Europe, the
diesel engine has evolved from merely being the primary

commercial vehicle engine to also being a frequently used
car engine.

A modern diesel engine’s tremendous mechanical stress on
the crankshaft assembly also has to be accommodated. Crank-
shaft assembly components require a structural design opti-
mized for structural strength, stiffness and mass. Knowledge
of locally present fatigue limits of materials that affect compo-
nents has not quite kept pace with the simulation of loading
conditions, which has become quite precise in the meantime.
This reveals a potential weak point in fatigue strength simula-
tions in the limit range. Thus, even more precise measurement
of the practical impact of technological influences and quality
fluctuations in manufacturing will be essential in the future.

8.1.2 Crankshaft Assembly Forces

The literature includes numerous studies devoted to the crank-
shaft assembly of a reciprocating piston engine (c.f. [8-1, 8-2]).
Varying with the crank angle j, the piston force FK(j)acts
on the crankshaft assembly on the piston side. According to
Fig. 8-1, this ensues from the superimposition of the oscillating
inertial force Fmosz(j) on the gas force FGas(j):

FK ¼ FGas þ Fmosz (8-1Þ

The gas force FGas(j) is the product of the cylinder pressure
pZ(j) and the area of the piston AK. The cylinder pressure
characteristic can be measured by cylinder pressure indication
or calculated with the aid of engine process simulation.
The oscillating inertial force can be measured according to
Eq. (8-30). When c is the pivoting angle of the connecting
rod, the connecting rod force FPl in a housing-related refer-
ence system follows from the piston force FK:

FPl ¼
FK

cosc
(8-2Þ

The connecting rod’s oblique position causes the piston side
thrust FKN: to act on the area of the cylinder bore surface:

FKN ¼ FK tanc � FKlPl sinj (8-3Þ

where lPl is the stroke/connecting rod ratio (the quotient of
the crank radius r and connecting rod length lPl). In a
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crankshaft-related reference system, the tangential or tor-
sional force Ft acts on the crank’s crank pin:

Ft ¼ FPl sinðjþ cÞ ¼ FK
sinðjþ cÞ

cosc
(8-4Þ

The radial force Frad acts on the crank pin radially:

Frad ¼ FPl cosðjþ cÞ ¼ FK
cosðjþ cÞ

cosc
(8-5Þ

With the crank radius r as a lever arm, the tangential force Ft

generates the crank torque M. Dependent on the piston side
thrust FKN and the instantaneous distance h between the
piston pin and crankshaft axis, it can also be defined as a
reaction torque in the cylinder crankcase:

M ¼ Ftr ¼ �FKN h h ¼ r cosjþ lPl cosc (8-6Þ

The bearing forces FPlL or FKWHL in the connecting rod and
the crankshaft bearings are obtained by adding the vectors of
the connecting rod force FPl with the related rotating inertial
forces. In the case of the connecting rod bearing, this is the
inertial force of the assumed mass component of the connect-
ing rod FmPlrot rotating with the crank pin. In the case of the
crankshaft bearings, it is the entire inertial force Fmrot of
the masses rotating with the crank. The latter are the total
of the rotating inertial forces of the connecting rod FmPlrot and
the crank FmKWrot :

~FPlL ¼~FPl þ~FmPlrot ~FKWHL ¼ ~FPlL þ~FmKWrot ¼~FPl þ~Fmrot

(8-7Þ

The transmission of forces through adjacent cylinders – as a
function of their phase relation and distribution on the main
bearings of the crankshaft throw concerned – has to be
allowed for in the statically indeterminate crankshaft sup-
ports of multiple cylinder engines. Realistically, capturing
every effect (elastic deformation of the bearing bulkhead
and crankshaft, different bearing clearances, hydrodynamic
lubricating film formation in dynamically deformed bearings
and misalignment of the main bearing axis caused by manu-
facturing) proves to be commensurately difficult and complex
(see [8-3–8-8]).

At constant engine speed (angular frequency o), one crank
angle j run through in the time t is j = ot. The following
relationships deliver the correlation between the angles j
and c:

r sinj ¼ lPl sinc

sinc ¼ r
lPl

sinj ¼ lPl sinj

sinj ¼ lPl
r sinc ¼ 1

lPl
sinc

(8-8Þ

sin2 cþ cos2 c ¼ 1

cosc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� sin2 c

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

Pl sin2 j
q (8-9Þ

Thus, the equations containing the pivoting angle of the
connecting rod c may also be represented as a function of
the crank angle j.

Equation (8-9) only exactly applies to non-crankshaft offset
reciprocating piston engines, which additionally do not have
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FmPIrot
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FmKWrot

FmPIrot
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y
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Fig. 8-1
Forces acting in a reciprocating piston engine,
offset piston pin (TS – Thrust side, ATS –
Antithrust side)
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any piston pin offset. The offset is usually slight and hence
may be disregarded when the calculation is sufficiently accu-
rate. Otherwise, Eq. (8-8, left) is supplemented by the lateral
offset y or e (Fig. 8-2):

r sinj� y ¼ lPl sinc e ¼ y
lPl

(8-10Þ

A distinction is made between the offset on the thrust side for
reasons of noise (to control the contact change) and the
‘‘thermal’’ offset on the anti-thrust side (to prevent one-
sided carbon buildup) [8-9]. Both offsets enlarge the stroke
and move the top and the bottom dead center from its defined
position. The dead centers are reached in the so-called elon-
gated and overlapped positions, i.e. when the crank and con-
necting rod have the same direction geometrically. By accept-
ing interference with the mass balancing and the control of
the excitation amplitudes, a certain offset can be contem-
plated for inline engines to reduce the piston side thrust
induced by the gas force and thus the frictional losses.

8.1.3 Engine Design and Crankshaft Assembly
Configuration

8.1.3.1 Influencing Variables

The actions of the free gas and inertial forces determine a
crankshaft assembly’s mechanical and dynamic properties. In
this context, the
– number of cylinders z and the
– engine design as the configuration of the cylinders
take on fundamental importance.

Basic influencing variables are the
– cylinder pressure characteristic,
– crankshaft assembly masses,

– kinematic parameters of the crankshaft assembly,
– cylinder bore diameter and distance between cylinder bore

center lines and
– crankshaft throw configuration (ignition interval and firing

sequence).

8.1.3.2 Common Designs

Gasoline engines and high speed diesel engines for cars,
commercial vehicles, locomotives and small ships are con-
structed with trunk-pistons to cut space and weight. Low
speed engines, i.e. large two-stroke diesel engines, on the
other hand are designed with crosshead crankshaft assem-
blies. A crosshead is indispensible for the large stroke relative
to the cylinder bore, which is typical for these engines. Other-
wise, the limited pivoting angle would only make it possible to
design trunk-piston engines with extremely long connecting
rods. Another useful advantage is the complete structural and
functional separation between the piston, the head side of
which is part of the combustion chamber and thus thermally
highly stressed, and the linear guidance [8-10].

Inline (abbreviated with I) and V designs are common for
diesel engines. The opposed cylinder design plays a niche role
for gasoline engines. The cylinder banks or rows in V engines,
including VR engines [8-11], are V-shaped. They are
arranged fan-like in the special case of the W engine (only
gasoline engines [8-12]). A V angle aV or angles between the
cylinder banks is characteristic of the latter.

8.1.3.3 Number of Cylinders

The actions of the free gas and inertial forces are reduced
considerably as the number of cylinders z increases in a
suitable configuration. In particular, the torque delivered at
the flywheel is equalized (cf. [8-2]) as illustrated in Fig. 8-3.
On the other hand, a crankshaft’s susceptibility to torsional
vibrations (see Sect. 8.3) intensifies as its overall length
increases.

The installation situation and maintenance as well as the
desire to keep vibration damping measures to a minimum
limits the number of cylinders in vehicle engines. Hence,
gasoline engines and car and commercial vehicle diesel
engines are limited to six inline cylinders. Larger numbers
of cylinders require a V design with eight, ten and twelve
cylinders.

The running smoothness of higher numbers of cylinders
proves beneficial when large diesel engines are applied as
marine propulsion since it minimizes the vibration excitation
of a ship’s hull and superstructures. Likewise, the smoothest
possible torque characteristic is beneficial for generator
operation. The damping of torsional vibrations is particularly
important. Medium speed engines with uneven numbers
of cylinders are also available in increments of I6, I7, I8, I9
and I10 (e.g. MAN diesel SE, model L32/40). A low speed
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Fig. 8-2 Offset crankshaft assembly
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two-stroke engine series can also range incrementally from an
I6 engine up through and including I11 to I12 engines and
even an I14 variant (e.g. MAN Diesel SE, model K98MC
MK7). Medium speed diesel engines are manufactured in V
designs with different increments of up to twenty cylinders.

8.1.3.4 Throw Configuration and Free Mass Actions

Appropriate configuration of the throws suffices to obtain
quite good dynamic performance from a crankshaft assembly
in multiple cylinder engines. The first order free inertial
forces are fully balanced in inline engines when the crankshaft
is centrosymmetric (see Sect. 8.3.3.2 for a centrosymmetric
first order star diagram). This is the case when the crank-
shaft’s throw angle jK corresponds to one uniform ignition
interval jz:

jz¼
4p
z
ðFour-stroke engineÞ jz¼

2p
z
ðTwo-stroke engine)

(8-11Þ

The firing sequence does not play a role at all. If the second
order star diagram (a fictitious doubling of every cylinder’s
throw angle) remains centrosymmetric, then the second

order free inertial forces also disappear. Longitudinally sym-
metrical crankshafts of four-stroke inline engines with an
even number of cylinders are also free of all orders of
moments of inertia.

In a V engine, the forces of each single V cylinder pair act on
one double crankshaft throw. A ‘‘connecting rod next to con-
necting rod’’ configuration, i.e. two connecting rods that are
offset axially but connected to the same crank pin, has become
common. Axial connecting rod offset generates a bending
moment that is dependent on the gas and inertial forces and
transmitted by the crankshaft to the bearing bulkhead walls.
This has given rise to significantly more structurally complex
connecting rod designs such as a forked connecting rod and a
master connecting rod with a connected auxiliary connecting
rod. Although they eliminate the drawbacks, they are however
no longer employed for reasons of cost (Fig. 8-4).

As Sect. 8.3.3.2 explains in more detail, the conditions in V
engines appear more complex. A V crankshaft assembly’s first
order free inertial forces may be fully balanced by counter-
weights in the crankshaft when the following condition is
met:

d ¼ p� 2av (8-12Þ
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Fig. 8-3
Superimposition of the torsional forces and torques
generated in the individual throws of a four-stroke I6
cylinder engine
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Along with the V angle aV, d denotes the crank pin offset,
more precisely, the angle of connecting rod offset (the angle
by which a double throw’s crank pins may be offset, i.e.
counterrotated). At 908, this angle would be d = 08 for a V8
engine, d = 1808 for an opposed cylinder engine (a = 1808)
and d = +608 for a 608/V6 engine. The + sign signifies an
offset counter to the crankshaft’s direction of rotation. When
the angle of connecting rod offset is large, an intermediate
web between the offset crank pins is essential for reasons of
strength. This entails an increase of overall length though
since cylinder bank offset increases by its width at the least
(Fig. 8-5).

In conjunction with measures to enhance fatigue strength,
an intermediate web may be dispensed with entirely when the
crank pin offset (angle of connecting rod offset) is small. (This
is called a split-pin design.) Small crank pin offsets are
increasingly being applied to equalize non-uniform ignition
intervals in modular designs. This is primarily found in V6
and V10 engines at a V angle of 908 aligned for a V8 engine.

Assuming the engine is a four-stroke engine, the angle of
connecting rod offset is then calculated with the number of
cylinders z as follows:

d ¼ 4p
z
� av (8-13Þ

It follows that d = +308 for the 908/V6 engine and d = –188 for
the 908/V10 engine. (The signs are to be interpreted as
explained above.) A uniform ignition interval may have
more importance depending on the free torsional forces. A
balance shaft (see Sect. 8.3.6) additionally has to be incorpo-
rated to fully balance the first order free moment of inertia.
Given their regular, i.e. even, numbers of cylinders, V engines
only have longitudinally symmetrical crankshafts in excep-
tional cases. Then, first order free moments of inertia usually
do not occur. The crank pin offset in a centrosymmetric first
order star diagram neither produces a first order free inertial
force nor a first order free moment of inertia.

bz bz bz

a b c

δ
δ

Fig. 8-5
Different crankshaft throw designs for V
engines: a Common crank pin of two axially
offset connecting rods, b Double throw with
intermediate web with large crank pin offset
(angle of connecting rod offset), c Double
throw with small crank pin offset (special case
without intermediate web (split-pin design))

a b c

Fig. 8-4
Different connecting rod arrangements for V
engines: a Connecting rod next to connecting
rod, b Forked connecting rod, c Master and
auxiliary connecting rod
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8.1.3.5 Characterization of Diesel Engine Crankshaft
Assemblies

The following characterization of crankshaft assemblies is
based on the predominant working principle of the four-
stroke engine. Single cylinder diesel engines (see Sect. 8.3.3.1
on the balancing of masses of a single cylinder crankshaft
assembly) are important drives for small power sets. Uncon-
ventional solutions with combined measures that improve
running smoothness are also applied in small engines [8-13].

Conflicting goals exist for four-stroke I2 engines. At a
uniform ignition interval of 3608, the first and higher order
free inertial forces add up unfavorably. On the other hand,
free moments of inertia do not occur. A crankshaft with a
throw angle of 1808 (corresponding to a two-stroke I2 crank-
shaft) reverses the conditions. First order free inertial forces
do not occur but a first order free moment of inertia does. In
light of the shorter overall length, a uniform ignition interval
is less critical for the excitation of torsional vibrations. The
I2 diesel engine is insignificant as a car engine. The VW Eco
Polo [8-14] with an ignition interval of 3608 formerly repre-
sented this design (Fig. 8-6). A laterally mounted balance
shaft negatively (counter-) rotating at crankshaft speed fully
balances the first order inertial force. Single-sided configura-
tion generates an additional moment around an engine’s

longitudinal axis, which however favorably influences the
free inertial torque.

Disregarding four-stroke radial aircraft engines and the
more recent VW VI5 car engine [8-15], only an inline engine
is fundamentally suited for uneven numbers of cylinders.
The aforementioned engine types are designed as gasoline
engines. The VR design is less suited for the diesel process
because of the high loads (piston side thrust and bearing
load).

The four-stroke I3 engine is not particularly popular
because of its poor comfort due to the free moments of inertia,
particularly those of the first order. When the numbers of
cylinders are uneven, counterweights in the crankshaft can-
not manage the balancing alone. Nonetheless, I3 diesel
engines have occupied the niche of particularly fuel econo-
mizing small car engines for years (e.g. VW Lupo 3L [8-16],
DaimlerChrysler Smart [8-17]). The elimination of a balance
shaft is considered better for these small engines. In terms of
perceptibility in the passenger compartment, the 1.5 order
vibrations induced by the gas force become more critically
apparent than the first order mass actions [8-17]. Nonethe-
less, a balance shaft (counter-) rotating at crankshaft speed is
now used in Smart/Mitsubishi I3 diesel engines [8-18].

The majority of car diesel engines are inline four-cylinder
engines. The I4 engine does not have any first order free
inertial forces or any first and higher order free moments of
inertia. However, the inertial forces of all four cylinders add
up in the second order. What is more, ignition frequency and
the second order coincide poorly. Without proper reinforcing
measures, an engine-transmission unit’s lowest natural
bending frequency may be too close to the corresponding
excitation. Unpleasant humming noises in the passenger
compartment are the consequence. In light of the increased
demands on comfort, two balance shafts counterrotating at
double speed are increasingly being employed to improve
running smoothness (see [8-19]).

Reservations about the I5 engine are in turn based on the
conflicting goals when balancing masses. It is designed at the
expense of an unfavorably large first or second order tilting
moment (see Sect. 8.3.4) [8-20, 8-21]. The former cannot be
fully balanced by counterweights in the crankshaft alone. A
large crankshaft is comparatively heavy and, since it oscillates,
the latter requires a pair of balance shafts rotating in opposite
directions at double speed. Despite the recent development of
new R5 diesel engines (Fig. 8-7 [8-22]), this design appears to
be losing significance again.

I4 diesel engines’ high torque and increased volumetric
power output make it possible to utilize them as basic motors
for cars above medium size. Moreover, a trend toward V6
diesel engines is discernible. Vehicle package, crash length and
the option of transverse engine installation (an increasing
diversity of variants) are generally influencing this develop-
ment in all cars. While the I6 engine is built longer, its out-
standing running smoothness (no free mass actions even of
the fourth order) is impressive. It enjoys an outstanding

Fig. 8-6 Full balancing of the first order free inertial forces for a VW Eco Polo I2
diesel engine [8-14]
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reputation in commercial vehicles too, especially from the
perspective of cost and benefit.

V6 engines’ first and second order free moments of inertia
prevent them from attaining this quality of running smooth-
ness (the special case of aV = 1808 not being considered here).
However, a compromise, so-called normal balancing (see
Sect. 8.3.3) makes it possible to completely balance the first
order free moments of inertia for V angles of 608 – the crank
pin offset likewise being +608 – and 908. However, 908 is well
known to translate into unequal ignition intervals at the
throw angle of 1208 typical for V6 engines. Thus, based on
Eq. (8-13) already mentioned in Sect. 8.1.3.4, equalization in
the AUDI V6TDI1 engine [8-23] requires a crank pin offset
of +308. It is +488 in DaimlerChrysler’s V6 diesel engine with
an atypical V angle of 728 [8-24]. This produces a negatively
(counter-) rotating first order moment of inertia. A balance
shaft likewise rotating negatively at crankshaft speed provides
complete balancing.

The V8 design with a 908 V angle is widespread in larger
diesel engines. Neither first and second order free inertial
forces nor second order free moments of inertia occur in
this configuration. ‘‘Normal balancing’’ (see Sect. 8.3.3) can
in turn fully balance the remaining first order free
moments of inertia. The non-uniform ignition intervals
per cylinder bank (without continuous alternate ignition
of both cylinder banks) are acoustically perceptible
together with the gas exchange. This can only be prevented
with a ‘‘flat’’ crankshaft, i.e. a crankshaft offset by 1808
instead of 908 (I4 crankshaft), while accepting second
order free mass actions.

A V8 engine only deviates from the V angle of 908 for valid
reasons, e.g. 758 in DaimlerChrysler’s OM629 V8 car diesel
engine [8-25]. A uniform ignition interval is in turn given
precedence with a crank pin offset of +158. Hence, the

aforementioned first order balance shaft is used. It is housed
in the main oil gallery to save space. SKL’s 8VDS24/24AL
diesel engine with a V angle of 458 was designed for narrower
engine width [8-26]. A cross shaft with a +908 crank pin offset
balances the first order masses. A thick intermediate web is
essential for reasons of strength.

High engine powers not only require large displacement
but also large numbers of cylinders. V10 engines have
attained importance between V8 and V12 engines. Larger
diesel engines are usually based on cost cutting modular
engine concepts. The balancing of V8 engine masses nor-
mally dictates a uniform V angle of 908. First order free
moments of inertia no longer occur in ‘‘normal balancing’’
(see Sect. 8.3.3). Appropriate throw configuration (firing
sequence) can additionally minimize second order free
moments of inertia.

A 908 V series can be designed more broadly for four-
stroke medium speed engines and not only include V8, V10
and V12 but also V16 and V20 variants (e.g. MTU 2000
(CR), DEUTZ-MWM 604 [8-27], 616 and 620, MTU 396
and 4000). Figure 8-8 presents an MTU 4000 series V16
engine. The best standard V angle for other numbers and
increments of cylinders has to be determined allowing for
the particular boundary conditions. While the free mass
actions are increasingly less significant as of 12 cylinders
and upward, non-uniform ignition intervals on the other
hand require effective vibration damping. A V angle of 908
still creates sufficient space to house auxiliary units between
cylinder banks. However, increasing numbers of cylinders
reduce the V angle produced purely mathematically. An
engine grows increasingly top heavy whenever auxiliary
units continue to be mounted. This aspect may also influ-
ence the decision to select a proportionately larger V angle
for V12 and V16 engines as in the MTU 595 series [8-28]
(728 instead of 608 or 458).

Fig. 8-8 MTU 4000 series V16 diesel engine (source: MTU Friedrichshafen
GmbH)

Fig. 8-7 VW I5 TDI1 diesel engine crankshaft (with vibration damper
integrated in the engine front side counterweight [8-22])
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8.2 Crankshaft Assembly Loading

8.2.1 Preliminary Remarks on Component Loading
in the Crankshaft Assembly

Pistons, piston pins, the connecting rod and the crankshaft
(crankshaft assembly) as well as the flywheel all form a reci-
procating piston engine’s crankshaft assembly. The compo-
nents of the crankshaft assembly are not only subject to high
gas forces but also tremendous acceleration (mass actions).
Conflicting demands such as minimum mass on the one hand
and high stiffness and endurance strength on the other pre-
sent a challenge to component design. Since this handbook
handles the components of the piston and connecting rod
elsewhere (see Sect. 8.6), these remarks about their loading are
kept brief.

8.2.2 Remarks on Piston and Connecting
Rod Loading

Piston mass contributes substantially to the oscillating mass
and is thus subject to strict criteria of lightweight construc-
tion. Combustion chamber pressure and temperature highly
stress a piston thermomechanically. Highly thermally con-
ductive, aluminum piston alloys combine low material
density with high thermal load relief. However, their use in
diesel engines reaches its physical limits at firing pressures
above 200 bar.

The piston force (Eq. (8-1)) is supported in the piston pin
boss. The inertial force counteracts the gas force, decreasing
the load as speed increases. The piston skirt acts on the
cylinder bore surfaces with the kinematically induced side
thrust (Eq. (8-3)). Gas force predominantly stresses diesel
engine pistons. In high speed gasoline engines, the stress of
inertial force may outweigh the stress of the gas force. Pre-
venting the piston pin boss from overstressing necessitates
limiting the contact pressure and minimizing pin deforma-
tion (bending deflection and oval deformation). Diesel engine
piston pins have to be engineered particularly solidly even
though they contribute to the oscillating mass.

The connecting element between the piston pin and crank
pin, the connecting rod is divided into an oscillating and a
rotating mass component (Eqs. (8-24) and (8-25)). Light-
weight aluminum connecting rods only play a role in very
small engines. Titanium alloys are out of the question for
reasons of cost and primarily remain reserved for racing. Just
as for pistons, the reduction of mass and the optimization of
structural strength are inseparably interconnected.

The gas force (ITDC) and oscillating inertial force (ITDC
and GETDC) load a diesel engine’s connecting rod shank
with pulsating compressive stress. Above all, it must be ade-
quately protected against buckling. Alternating bending stress
of a connecting rod shank caused by transversal acceleration
is less important at diesel engines’ level of speed. Inertial force

generates pulsating tensile and bending stress in the connect-
ing rod small end and the eye. Bending, normal and radial
stresses act in the curved eye cross section. The oscillating
inertial force from the piston and connecting rod minus that
of the connecting rod bearing cap acts on the connecting rod
small end; only the oscillating inertial force from the piston
acts on the small connecting rod eye. The bolted connecting
rod joint produces static compressive prestress in the
clamped area. The press fit of the small end bushing and the
connecting rod bearing bushing halves causes static contrac-
tion stresses. The connecting rod eyes should only deform
slightly to prevent adverse effects on the lubricating film
including ‘‘bearing jamming’’. Eccentrically acting bolt and
motive forces cause bending moments in the parting line. The
one-sided gaping this facilitates in the parting line must be
prevented. A form fit (a serration or currently a fracture-split
connecting rod) prevents dislocation caused by transverse
forces, particularly in larger diesel engines’ connecting rod
small ends, which are split obliquely for reasons of assembly.

8.2.3 Crankshaft Design, Materials and Manufacturing

8.2.3.1 Crankshaft Design

A crankshaft’s design and outer dimensions are determined
by the crank spacing (distance between cylinder bore center
lines) aZ, the stroke s, the number of crankshaft throws and
the throw angle jK between them or, optionally, the crank pin
offset (angle of connecting rod offset d) and the number, size
(limited by free wheeling in the cylinder crankcase) and
arrangement of counterweights. A crankshaft throw’s
‘‘inner’’ dimensions are the main pin width and crank pin
width, the related journal diameters and the crankshaft web
thickness and width (Fig. 8-9). The flywheel flange is located
on the output end with its bolt hole circle and centering. The
shaft’s free end is constructed as a shaft journal for the
attachment of the belt pulley, vibration damper and so
forth. Powered by the crankshaft, the camshaft drive may be
mounted on the front end or, frequently in diesel engines, on
the flywheel end for reasons of vibrations.

The number of throws depends on the number of cylinders
z and the number of main crankshaft bearings ensuing from
the design (I engine: z throws, z + 1 main pins, V engine: z/2
double throws, z/2 +1 main pins).

The distance between cylinder bore center lines aZ – the
cylinder bore diameter DZ and the width of the wall between
cylinders DaZ – defines the crank spacing in inline engines.
Conversely, unlike corresponding inline engines, ‘‘inner’’
dimensions may be relevant for cylinder clearance in V
engines when, for instance, enlarged bearing width, rein-
forced crankshaft webs and a double throw with crank pin
offset and intermediate web become necessary. ‘‘Inner’’
dimensions determine the crank spacing anyway when there
are z +1 main bearings, i.e. a double throw is dispensed with,
particularly in the so-called ‘‘Boxer’’ design with
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(horizontally) opposing cylinder pairs with crankshaft throws
offset by 1808.

8.2.3.2 Crankshaft Materials and Manufacturing

Forged crankshafts made of high grade heat-treated steels are
best able to meet the high requirements off dynamic strength
and, in particular, stiffness too. Less expensive microalloyed
steels heat-treated by controlled cooling from the forging heat
(designated ‘‘BY’’) are increasingly being used. In less loaded
car engines (primarily naturally aspirated gasoline engines),
they may also be cast from nodular graphite cast iron (nod-
ular cast iron of the highest grades GJS-700-2 and GJS-800-2)
[8-29, 8-30]. This reduces the costs of both manufacturing
and machining a blank. 8 to 10% less material density than
steel and the option of a hollow design additionally benefit
crankshaft mass. A significantly lower Young’s modulus,
lower dynamic strength values and less elongation at fracture
than steel have to be accepted (the label ‘‘–2’’ stands for a
guaranteed 2%).

Cost effective machining limits the materials’ tensile
strength to approximately 1,000 MPa. Hence, measures that
enhance the fatigue strength of the transition and the concave
fillet radii, which are critical to loading, between the journal
and web are indispensible. Mechanical, thermal and

thermochemical processes are employed. Pressure forming,
roller burnishing [8-31] and shot peening, inductive and case
hardening and nitriding build up intrinsic compressive stres-
ses and strengthen the surface areas of materials (Fig. 8-10).

Each process enhances fatigue strength with varying
quality. Nitriding’s penetration is comparatively slight, thus
making it impossible to entirely rule out fatigue failures in the
core structure near the surface. The journals in vehicle
engines are also hardened. Inductive hardening is quite a
low cost process [8-32, 8-33]. The expense connected with
case hardening on the other hand limits its cost effective
application to larger crankshafts. The sequence of concave
fillets must be followed when they are hardened because of
distortion. The high heat output required during a very brief
heating-up period, makes thin intermediate webs or oil bores
in a shallow depth beneath the concave fillets critical during
tempering.

Casting and forging necessitate designing blanks adapted
to the manufacturing process. Sand (green sand or bonded
sand cores), shell mold, evaporative pattern or full mold
casting are used for cast crankshafts. Large lots are drop
forged (the fiber flow facilitating fatigue strength). Large
crankshafts on the other hand are hammer forged (poorer
fiber flow). Fiber flow forging is employed for larger crank-
shafts and smaller quantities. The shaft is cranked

A

X1 X2A–A B–B

X2X1

B

A B

Fig. 8-9 Example of crankshaft design: steel crankshaft of a MAN V10 commercial vehicle diesel engine [8-2]
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individually under a hammer or by hammering the throws in
partial dies. Crankshafts are increasingly also being hammer
forged in one plane and subsequently twisted in the main pin
areas. Low-speed two-stroke diesel engines have ‘‘full’’ or
‘‘half’’ composite crankshafts (shrink joint or submerged-arc
narrow gap welding) [8-34]. Machining of crankshafts is
limited to the pins, thrust collars and counterweight radii.
Only high stress justifies all-around machining. Larger crank-
shafts have bolted on counterweights (high-strength bolted
joints).

8.2.4 Crankshaft Loading

8.2.4.1 Loading Conditions

A crankshaft’s loading conditions are quite complex. The
directional components of the connecting rod force, the tan-
gential or torsional force and a component of the radial force
(Eqs. (8-4) and (8-5)) are based on the gas and oscillating
inertial force, which varies periodically with the crank angle.
An additional inertial force component of the radial force
only varies with the speed. The centrifugal force of the rotat-
ing component of the assumed connecting rod mass also acts
on the crank pin. The crank and the counterweights addi-
tionally exert centrifugal forces.

Circumferentially, the gas and mass torque characteristic
produces torque that varies with the crank angle but is never-
theless often denoted as ‘‘static’’. The superimposition of the
individual crankshaft throws’ torque contribution (Fig. 8-3)
generates widely differing torque amplitudes in the individual
main/crank pins. The torsional force characteristic’s harmo-
nics (see Sect. 8.3.8) additionally excite rotational vibrations
(torsional vibrations) of the crankshaft assembly. Torque

rises occur when the ‘‘static’’ torque characteristics are super-
imposed on the ‘‘dynamic’’ torque characteristics. The radial
force’s harmonics also excite bending and axial vibrations, all
modes of vibration being interconnected. In addition, weight
force and the flywheel or vibration damper’s lever arm
(flywheel wobble), belt forces or even forced deformation in
misaligned main bearings make gyroscopic effects unavoid-
able (precession in synchronous and counter rotation). The
resonance case additionally has a bending moment that
gyrates with precession frequency. Finally, a rapid rise in
firing pressure dpZ/dj in conjunction with bearing clearances
causes mass actions of the crankshaft, which likewise cause a
dynamic increase in crankshaft loading [8-35].

8.2.4.2 Equivalent Models for Crankshaft Simulation

Crankshafts are now usually designed in two steps, a con-
cept and a layout phase [8-8]. The concept phase involves
defining the main dimensions, elementarily designing the
bearings, simulating strength on the basis of analytical
methods (see Sects. 8.2.4.3 and 8.2.4.4) and simulating 1D
torsional vibration. The detailed analysis is then performed
in the layout phase where 3D multibody dynamics (MBS)
and the finite element method (FEM) are employed. All
significant phenomena are reproduced as realistically as
possible:
– stress on the multiply supported (statically indeterminate)

crankshaft under all spatially distributed and temporally
shifted external and internal forces and bending moments
in the entire working cycle,

– incorporation of additional stress resulting from coupled
vibrations including their damping (of the elastic dynamic
deformation of the rotating crankshaft),
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Fig. 8-10 Example of increased fatigue limit in nodular cast iron (GJS) crankshafts for different methods to strengthen the surface area (based on a lecture by H. Pucher,
‘‘Grundlagen der Verbrennungskraftmaschinen’’, TU Berlin)
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– incorporation of the reactions (including mass action) of
the only finitely rigid cylinder crankcase with elastically
flexible bearing bulkheads (bearing supporting action)
and

– elastically deforming main bearing bores, including their
clearances, with nonlinear hydrodynamic reactions of the
lubricating film (EHD).

Suitable approaches to simulation and proposals to
reduce computing time exist [8-8, 8-36, 8-37]. The permis-
sible simplification of equivalent models, also termed model
compression (Fig. 8-11) is extremely important. The basis
is a finite element or boundary element model (FEM,
BEM) of a crankshaft (stress simulation) discretized
from a 3D CAD model. It is used to derive a dynamically
equivalent 3D structural model (equivalent beam/mass
model) and dynamically equivalent 1D torsional vibration
model.

Only up-to-date mathematical simulation techniques reli-
ably manage to obtain higher stiffness with less mass and
satisfying dynamic behavior as well as uncover hidden risks to
endurance strength and prevent oversizing, specifically for
vehicle engines. A discussion of the pros and cons of common
models [8-36] and a treatment of dynamic simulations in
elastic multibody systems [8-37] would exceed the scope of
this handbook. Hence the following remarks are limited to
conventional, greatly simplified rough sizing of the crankshaft
in the concept phase.

Multiply supported statically indeterminate bearings and
temporally shifted influences of adjacent throws on the load
in multiple cylinder engines are disregarded. Thus, the math-
ematical model is reduced to the statically determined model
of a throw. According to the argumentation common earlier,
disregarding the main bearings’ fixed end moments is justifi-
able provided they counteract the moment of load and
consequently reduce the stress.

The radial force only subjects a throw to bending stress; the
tangential force subjects it to both bending (disregarded here)
and torsional stress (Fig. 8-12). Simulation concentrates on
the locations of maximum stress. These are the transitions
from the journals to the webs (e.g. [8-1]) where stress peaks
occur because of force deflection and the notch effect. Older
technical literature deals exclusively with the question of
whether the main pin or crank pin transition is more endan-
gered. Modern methods of simulation that deliver a very exact
stress distribution throughout an entire component have
relegated this issue to the background. The inconsistency of
some statements is related to the varying dimensions. While
thin crankshaft webs and sizeable journal overlap characterize
vehicle engine crankshafts, the opposite applies to large
engines. Tensile stresses occur in the crank pin transition
under gas force. The compressive stresses induced by the
transverse (normal) force act to relieve stress. Tensile stresses
in the crank pin have to be evaluated more critically than
compressive stresses in the main pin occurring under the
same conditions. However, they increase there by the

Automatic structural
model generation
[EXCITE Autoshaft]

3D-CAD model
(STL-format)

Equivalent 3D dynamic
structural model

1D torsional vibration model

M

Extraction of the
1D torsional vibration model
[EXCITE Shaftmodeller]

mi mi+1

Fig. 8-11
Computerized crankshaft
simulation; equivalent crankshaft
models satisfying specific
requirements [8-8]
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component of the transverse force. Test setups that load a
crankshaft throw with a constant rather than a triangular
bending moment disregard this condition.

8.2.4.3 Bending and Torsional Stresses

The simplified simulation of stresses is based on defined nominal
stresses resulting from bending, transverse force and torsion sbn,
sNn und tTn. Bending and normal stress relate to the crankshaft
web cross section AKWW [8-38–8-40] with an axial planar
moment of inertia Ip or moment of resistance Wb; torsional stress
relates to the particular journal cross section being analyzed with
a polar planar moment of inertia Ib or moment of resistance WT:

sbn ¼
MbI

Wb
MbI ¼ Frad

l2
2

Wb ¼
2Ib

hKWW
¼ bKWWh2

KWW

6

(8-14Þ

sNn ¼
Frad

AKWW
AKWW ¼ bKWWhKWW (8-15Þ

tTn ¼ MTI;II

WT

MTI ¼ Ft
r
2

MTII ¼ Ftr

WT ¼
2IP

dKWG;H
¼

pðd4
KWG;H � d4

KWGi;HiÞ
16dKWG;H

(8-16Þ

The bending moment MbI in Eq. (8-14) and torsional
moments MTI, II in Eq. (8-16) stem from Figs. 8-12 and
8-13 (see also the definition of the geometric parameters
there). Forces, moments and resultant stresses are quantities
that vary with the crank angle j. The quasistationary nominal

bending stress sbKWrot of the rotating inertial forces relative
to the center crankshaft web, i.e. the point x = l2 in Fig. 8-13, is
calculated separately:

sbKWrot ¼
l2

Wb

X
i

~mKWroti rio2 1� li
l

� �
(8-17Þ

mKWroti being the rotating mass components. The arrow
indicates that only the directional components of the inertial
forces lying in the throw plane have to be added for the
counterweights’ centers of mass. ri are the radii of the centers
of gravity and li the distances from the center main pin (point
x = 0 in Fig. 8-13).

The analytical method employs experimentally deter-
mined stress concentration factors for bending, transverse
force and torsion ab, aq and aT to allow for the local stress
peaks sb max, sN max and tT max in the transition radii and
concave fillets:

sbmax ¼ absbn sNmax ¼ aqsNn tTmax ¼ aTtTn (8-18Þ

Strictly speaking, the stress concentration factors only apply
to the range of the throw parameters covered by tests. The
German Research Association for Combustion Engines
(FVV) is representative of numerous efforts here [8-38,
8-39]. Supplemented by the influence of the recesses still
common in large crankshafts, the stress concentration factors
have now been adopted by every classification body in the
IACS Unified Requirements M53 [8-40].

The calculation of stress concentration factors is based on
empirical formulas. According to [8-38, 8-39] a specific con-
stant is multiplied by values fi calculated with the aid of
polynomials. The polynomials include powers of the geo-
metric throw parameters (with the exception of the concave
fillet radii), always in relation to the crank pin diameter.
The bending stress concentration factor ab for crank pin
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Fig. 8-12
Statically determined single throw
model, bending and torsional
moments resulting from crankshaft
assembly forces acting on the crank
pin
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transition, for example, is based on the following mathema-
tical approach:

ab ¼ 2:6914�

� f1
dKWHi

dKWH

� �
f2

dKWGi

dKWH

� �
f3

dKWW

dKWH

� �
f4

dKWW

dKWH

� �
�

� f5
SZ€u

dKWH
;

hKWW

dKWH

� �
f6

rKWH

dKWH

� �

(8-19Þ

with: sZü – journal overlap
rKWH – radius of the crank pin’s concave fillet

The other parameters are already known. Since its impor-
tance is diminishing, a complete presentation of the analytical
method is foregone here (e.g. [8-2]). Certain geometric con-
ditions may have deviations of up to 20% [8-36].

Strictly speaking, a stress concentration factor aK only
applies to static stress and must be converted by a fatigue
notch sensitivity factor ZK into a fatigue notch factor bK for
dynamic stress (cf. [8-41]). This has repeatedly been a source
of heated debate in the case of crankshafts. Reservations about
this approach are rooted in the related uncertainties com-
pared with aK values based on reliable measurements.

8.2.4.4 Reference Stresses

Allowing for the torsional vibrations, the journal with the
largest alternating torque is crucial for dynamic stress (see
Sect. 8.4). The hypothesis of energy of deformation allows
simulating a reference stress that results from bending and
torsional stress. Great importance is attached to the temporal
and spatial relation of both stress maxima. Strictly speaking,

relating them to a fatigue strength diagram would require
their simultaneous occurrence in the same place and synchro-
nous alternation, all of which does not hold true. Moreover,
the sudden phase shift of 1808 when passing through a
resonance (transient operation) additionally compounds the
problems of in-phase superimposition of bending and
torsion.

Nonetheless, the rough formulation allows the following
approach with a temporally exact allocation of bending and
torsional stress according to Table 8-1 (Eq. (8-20)): First, the
extrema of the bending and torsional stress characteristics
during one working cycle – the maximum and minimum
stresses so and su or to and tu for the related crank angles
j1 and j2 or j3 and j4 – are ascertained. The inertial force
acts against the gas force around ITDC; only the inertial force
acts around GETDC. The related reference stresses follow
from the mean and alternating bending and torsional stresses
that then have to be simulated. The alternating torsional
stress is of prime importance. It has a significantly higher
amplitude and frequency than alternating bending stress.

Figure 8-14 reproduces the principle of the characteristic of
the torsional moment in an I4 engine’s flywheel side main
bearing at full load based on [8-36]. Quantitatively, the simple
equivalent 1D torsional vibration model employed here
corresponds well with reality. Typical characteristics of the
bending moment are presented next to this (in the same
engine but at marginally higher speed). The dynamic char-
acteristic deviates distinctly from the purely kinematic
characteristic. While the need to capture every dynamic phe-
nomenon is evident, this requires a rotating 3D beam/mass
equivalent model. Deformation follows from the external
load as node shifts. The simulation of stress based on this
can, for example, be performed so that the simulated node
shifts are applied to the volume model (of the finite element
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Fig. 8-13
Geometric crankshaft throw parameters for the
simulation of nominal stresses and maximum stresses
in the journal-web transition (parameters additionally
necessary for the latter are indicated parenthetically)
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structure) incrementally. To simulate strength, this has to be
reasonably adjusted in the range of large stress gradients to
discretize and select the type of element. Figure 8-15 [8-42]
visualizes the distribution of the maximum main normal
stresses resulting from bending in the flywheel side throw
for a BMW V8 diesel engine.

8.2.4.5 Local Fatigue Strength in the Journal-Crankshaft
Web Transition

Exact knowledge about local fatigue strength constitutes a
particular challenge especially in the case of highly dynami-
cally stressed crankshafts since the influencing factors are
many and diverse:

– technological influences:
– casting quality: microstructure, pores, liquations and

oxide inclusions undetected during production
monitoring,

– forging quality: fiber flow, forging reduction, slag lines
not detected during production monitoring,

– internal stresses,
– heat treatment, quenching and drawing,

– the influence of aftertreatment (polishing, cold-work hard-
ening, tempering, nitriding),

– the influence of the surface: surface roughness,
– the influence of component size (fatigue strength decreases

as component size increases)

Table 8-1 Calculation of the mean reference stresses and reference alternating stresses in the journal-crankshaft web transition (Eq. (8-20))

Maximum positive and negative bending stress for the crank angles
j1 and j2

Maximum positive and negative torsional stress for the crank angles
j3 and j4

so = sb (’1) (at ITDC)
su = sb (’2) (GETDC, only inertial force)

to = tT (’3)
tu = tT (’4)

Related torsional stresses Related bending stresses
to = tT (’1)
tu = tT (’2)

so = sb (’3)
su = sb (’4)

Mean bending and torsional stresses Alternating bending and torsional stresses
sbm = 1

2 (so + su) (8.21) sba = | 1
2 (so – su) |

tTm = 1
2 (to + tu) (8.22) tTm = | 1

2 (to – tu) |
Mean reference stress Reference alternating stress
svm =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

bm þ 3t2
Tm

p
(8.25) sva =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

ba þ 3t2
Ta
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– the relative stress gradient in a component’s cross
section decreases as component size increases

w� ¼ 1
smax

ds
dx

� �
max

(8-21Þ

– forging reduction decreases as component size increases.

The size of the sample renders local sampling unfeasible for
the dynamic material test. On the other hand, a cast-on or
forged-on sampling rod does not deliver the local resolution.
Consequently, the local fatigue limit can only be inferred
indirectly. The outcome of several FVV projects, a formula
for the fatigue properties sw of the crankshaft material [8-43–
8-45] is based on a familiar approach [8-46]. This value allows
a direct comparison with the reference alternating stress sva

(and other proposals are also based on this approach: CIMAC
[8-40] and [8-47] for example):

sw ¼ 0:9009ð0:476Rm � 42Þð1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:05w�

p
Þ�

� 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� okÞ2 þ ð1� ikÞ2

q� �
(8-22Þ

influencing factors:
internal notch effect: ik ¼ 1� 0:2305 � 10�3Rm

surface quality:

ok ¼ 1:0041þ 0:0421 � lgRt � 10�6Rmð31:9þ 143 � lgRtÞ
relative stress gradient (bending):

w� ¼ 2
rKWH

þ 2
dKWH

The tensile strength Rm (in alternative formulas, the alternating
tensile-compression fatigue limit szdw) of the smooth forged-
on sampling rod is inserted in MPa, the depth of roughness Rt

in mm and the crank pin diameter dKWH and the related
concave fillet radius rKWH in mm (here). The mean reference
stress is initially ignored. While, as already noted in Sect. 8.1.1,
there are various proposals for auxiliary constructions of sui-
table fatigue strength diagrams, exact knowledge of materials’
properties is nevertheless likely continue to lag behind the
presently quite exact knowledge of their stress despite engines
manufacturers’ extensive experience. The usual reference to a
bending fatigue strength diagram is justified with the stress
tensor present at the maximally stressed location and stress
gradients (cf. [8-37]). The specified fatigue strength values
usually refer to a 90% probability of survival. According to
[8-37], a value of 99.99% means a safety factor of 1.33 (only
valid for a variation coefficient s/�x = 0.09). Assuming the
simulation model is suitable, estimating the uncertainty of
the simulated load of the crankshaft with the factor of 1.05
(accordingly low) suffices according to [8-37]. Multiplication
then produces a required safety factor of 1.4.

Figure 8-16 provides an impression of the relationship of
the reference alternating stress to the mean reference stress in

max

min

Fig. 8-15 Maximum principal normal stress distribution of the flywheel-side
crankshaft throw of a BMW V8 car diesel engine crankshaft [8-42]
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Fig. 8-16
Fatigue strength diagram based on [8-37] (representation based on
Smith);Example of the ratio of alternating stress amplitudes to mean stress in
the crank pin-web transition in a medium speed engine crankshaft, safety
clearance against fatigue failure
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the fatigue strength diagram for a simulation of a medium
speed engine’s crankshaft [8-37]. Without generalization, the
influence of the mean stress does not yet decisively diminish
the tolerable stress amplitude.

8.3 Balancing of Crankshaft Assembly Masses

8.3.1 Preliminary Remarks on Mass Balancing

A crankshaft assembly’s free inertial forces are based on the
acceleration of crankshaft assembly masses resulting from the
action of irregular motion even when engine speed and cen-
trifugal force are constant. The distances between the cylin-
ders in multi-cylinder engines and the crank pin offset in V
engines are lever arms that generate free moments of inertia.
Mass balancing facilitates vibrational comfort by minimizing
such mass actions through primary measures in the crank-
shaft assembly. Secondary measures that isolate vibrations
usually reach their physical limits quickly. The following
remarks are limited to the trunk-piston engines predomi-
nantly in use. Detailed presentations are contained in [8-1,
8-6] and summaries in [8-9, 8-48].

Mass balancing is largely related to constant engine speed.
At variable speed, additional harmonic components of the
free inertial forces and moments of inertia can be responsible
for the excitation of structure-borne noise in the drive train.
Counterweights in the crankshaft webs are standard balan-
cing measures. Depending on the engine concept and comfort
requirement, up to two balance shafts are additionally imple-
mented according to the particular needs. Oscillating crank-
shaft assembly masses also influence the characteristic of the
engine torque through their torsional force component. In a
good case, torque peaks and thus the crankshaft’s alternating
torsional stress can be reduced. Counterweight masses
increase a crankshaft’s mass moment of inertia. Depending
on their number, size and configuration, they exert influence
on a crankshaft’s bending stress as well as the loading of the
main bearing. The quality of crankshaft balancing must be
satisfactory and there are recommendations for the permis-
sible residual imbalance. (The Association of German Engi-
neers VDI recommends DIN ISO 1940-1(1993-12) for the
minimum quality level.) Master rings and possibly not yet
extant balancing masses must be simulated when a blank is
being mass centered. Unlike simulation, the somewhat com-
plicated utilization of master rings during final balancing also
helps allow for unavoidable manufacturing tolerances and
thus improve the quality of balancing.

8.3.2 Crankshaft Assembly Masses, Inertial Forces
and Moments of Inertia

Mass balancing distinguishes between oscillating and rotating
inertial forces. The latter rotate with the crankshaft and there-
fore only appear in the first order. Oscillating inertial forces

also have higher orders. However, mass balancing is limited
to the second order at most. Low residual imbalances of a
higher order may be virtually ignored. A Cartesian coordinate
system is beneficial for the calculation:

~F ¼ Fx

Fy

� �
~M ¼

Mx

My

Mz

2
4

3
5 (8-23Þ

Longitudinal forces Fxi act in the direction of a cylinder or
engine’s vertical axis, transverse forces Fyi in the transverse
direction, i.e. viewed along the longitudinal axis of an engine
(z-axis) perpendicular to the vertical axis of the cylinder or
engine. The total longitudinal forces generate a tilting
moment My around the y-axis, the transverse forces a long-
itudinal yawing moment Mx around the x-axis (Fig. 8-17).
The torques generated by gas and mass forces interfere with
one another, thus producing non-uniform engine torque
around the z-axis. In addition, the rotational moments of
inertia also act around this axis. They are generated by the
connecting rod’s non-uniform pivoting even at constant
speed and by the rotating masses’ angular acceleration at
variable speed (see Sect. 8.3.5).

As in Fig. 8-18, the parameters of a crankshaft assembly’s
free inertial forces are:
– total piston mass mKges, crankshaft mass without counter-

weights mKW and connecting rod mass mPl,
– crank radius r and radius r1 of the crank’s center of gravity,
– the connecting rod eyes’ center distance lPl and connecting

rod’s center of gravity distance lPl from the big end eye’s
center and the

– stroke/connecting rod ratio lPl = r/lPl .

The rotating crankshaft mass mKWrot is reduced to the crank
radius r. The connecting rod mass is divided into a compo-
nent oscillating with the piston (mPlosz) and a component

x x

y

y

z

z

+

+

+
ω

Transmission side

Positively defined direction of rotation (moments)

Camshaft drive
front side

Fig. 8-17 Engine coordinate system including the definition of an assumed
positive direction of rotation (x axis: vertical engine axis, y axis: diagonal engine
axis, z axis: longitudinal engine axis, coordinate origin: e.g. crankshaft center)
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rotating with the crankshaft (mPlrot). Thus, the oscillating
(mosz) and rotating masses (mrot) are defined as follows:

mKWrot ¼ mKW
r1

r
mPlosz ¼ mPl

lPl1

lPl
mPlrot ¼ mPl 1� lPl1

lPl

� �

(8-24Þ

mosz ¼ mKges þmPlosz mrot ¼ mKWrot þmPlrot (8-25Þ

The acceleration of the mass mosz follows from the piston
movement xK (viewed from the TDC position here), which
can be easily derived with the Eqs. (8-6, right) and (8-9):

xK ¼ r þ lPl � ðr cosjþ lPl coscÞ ¼

r 1þ 1
lPl
� cosj� 1

lPl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

Pl sin2 j
q� �

(8-26Þ

Equation (8-26) neither allows for piston pin nor crankshaft
offset (piston pin offset or lateral crank dislocation). An
alternative, initially still general representation by series is
expediently employed. Double differentiation based on time
t yields the acceleration:

€xk ¼ ro2�
� cosjþ B1 sinjþ B2 cos 2jþ B3 sin 3jþ B4 cos 4jþ . . .ð Þ

(8-27Þ
Without piston pin or crankshaft offset (piston pin offset or
lateral crank dislocation), the coefficients Bi are only power

series of the stroke/connecting rod ratio lpl. Thus, they are
reduced to the coefficients subsequently denoted with Ai, and
uneven orders disappear:

A2 ¼ lPl þ
1
4
l3

Pl þ
15

128
l5

Pl þ . . .

A4 ¼ �
1
4
l3

pl �
3

16
l5

pl � . . .

(8-28Þ

The following simple formula may be applied, usually with an
error of < 1%:

€xk ¼ ro2 cosjþ lPl cos 2jð Þ (8-29Þ

Thus, when rotary motion (o = const.) is idealized and
assumed to be regular, the first and second order oscillating
inertial forces F(1)

mosz and F(2)
mosz and the rotating inertial

force Fmrot can be defined as follows:

F 1ð Þ
mosz ¼ F̂ 1ð Þ

mosz cosj ¼ moszro2 cosj

F 2ð Þ
mosz ¼ F̂ 2ð Þ

mosz cosj ¼ moszro2lPl cos 2j

Fmrot ¼ mrotro2

(8-30Þ

Only longitudinal forces still appear in higher orders. The
first order splits into a longitudinal force and transverse force
component Fx

(1) and Fy :

F 1ð Þ
x ¼ F̂ 1ð Þ

mosz þ Fmrot

� �
cosj ¼ ro2 mosz þmrotð Þ cosj

Fy ¼ Fmrot sinj ¼ ro2mrot sinj

(8-31Þ

8.3.3 Balancing of Free Inertial Forces
by Counterweights

8.3.3.1 Counterweights for Single-cylinder Engines

Balancing of the rotating inertial force is considered the
minimum requirement for single cylinder engines. Incorpor-
ating Eqs. (8-24), (8-25) and (8-31), this is done by balancing
the transverse forces:

Fy ¼ 0 ! Fmrot ¼ 0: mKW r1 þmPlr 1� lPl1

lPl

� �
¼ 0

(8-32Þ

Fulfilling Eq. (8-32) means a negative sign for the crank’s
radius of the center of gravity r1, which is impracticable. This
problem is resolved by applying a counterweight mass mGg

with zero-torque (symmetrical). Its center of mass lies at the
distance rGg in the reverse extension of the crank. This shifts
the shared center of mass to the crankshaft’s axis of rotation.

mosz =

lPl

lPl1

mGg

rGg

r1

y
ϕ, ω

r

x

mPlrot

mKges + mPlosz

mKW
mKWrot = mKWr1/r

mrot = mKWrot + mPlrot

Fig. 8-18 Equivalent crankshaft assembly mass system
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Appropriately modified, Eq. (8-32) may be used to calculate
the necessary counterweight mass:

m0KW r01 ¼ mKW r1 �mGg rGg

mKW r1 �mGg rGg þmPlr 1� lPl1

lPl

� �
¼ 0

mGg ¼
1

rGg
mKW r1 þmPlr 1� lPl1

lPl

� �� � (8-33Þ

Solving Eq. (8-32) based on lPl1 requires lPl1 > lPl, i.e. shifting
the connecting rod’s center of mass beyond the small con-
necting rod eye’s axis of rotation. The minimized piston
compression height and low connecting rod clearance make
this solution impracticable.

When Eqs. (8-24), (8-25) and (8-31) are incorporated, the
inclusion of the first order oscillating inertial force leads to the
balancing of first order longitudinal forces:

F 1ð Þ
x ¼ 0 F 1ð Þ

mosz þ Fmrot ¼ 0 :

mKges þmPl
lPl1

lPl

� �
r þmKW r1 þmPlr 1� lPl1

lPl

� �
¼ 0

(8-34Þ

Analogous to Eq. (8-33, 1st line), counterweight masses are
required in the crankshaft, which shift the common center of
gravity to the crankshaft’s axis of rotation:

mKges þmPl
	 


r þmKW r1 �mGg rGg ¼ 0

mGg ¼
1

rGg
mKW r1 þ mKges þmPl

	 

r

� � (8-35Þ

The result obviously contradicts the balancing of transverse
forces (Eq. (8-33)). Although the oscillating inertial force is
compensated longitudinally, it appears transversely. The
necessary compromise – normal balancing – fully balances
the rotating inertial force and 50% of the first order oscillating
inertial force in addition. Incorporating these facts into

Eq. (8-34) reduces the counterweight mass accordingly:

mKges

2
þmPl 1� lPl

2lPl

� �� �
r þmKW r1 �mGg rGg ¼ 0

mGg ¼
1

rGg
mKW r1 þ

mKges

2
þmPl 1� lPl1

2lPl

� �� �
r

 �

(8-36Þ

Complete balancing of all the orders of the oscillating inertial
force is theoretically possible. The common center of mass
would have to shift to the crank pin. The condition Fmosz = 0
yields a negative center of gravity distance lPl of the connecting
rod. Concretely, a larger supplementary mass below the con-
necting rod small end fails because of the restricted conditions
in the crank chamber. Foot balancing delivers partial improve-
ments [8-49, 8-50], limiting the supplementary mass in the
connecting rod small end to a structurally justifiable dimension.

The free ‘‘residual force vector’’ in normal balancing rotates
at a constant magnitude. Underbalancing or overbalancing
balances less or more than 50% of the first order oscillating
inertial force. The peak of the residual force vector describes a
circular path or a path resembling an ellipse oriented verti-
cally or horizontally as a function of the degree of balance
(Fig. 8-19). The same holds for the perceptible vibration
amplitude of a single-cylinder engine.

The free inertial force or the residual force as a function of
the degree of balance can each be visualized as the addition of
the two vectors rotating in opposite directions at crankshaft
speed (Fig. 8-20). An inverted counterbalancing force vector
can only balance the vector rotating positively – in the crank-
shaft’s direction of rotation. Its value corresponds to half the
oscillating inertial force. Provided its peak does not describe a
circular path, the inertial force vector’s angular velocity varies
periodically when rotary motion is uniform. The literature
treats the method of adding positively and negatively rotating
vectors in detail (cf. [8-1, 8-6]). The analytical approach
favored here is beneficial for all problems and programming.

Fmosz

Fmosz

a) b) c) d)

Fmosz

BDC

TDC

Fmosz/2

Fmrot

Fy

Fx

Residual forces

Fig. 8-19
First order free inertial force and residual force
vector as a function of the degree of balance �:
a Starting state, b � = 0: Balancing of
transverse forces (rotating masses), c � = 0.5:
‘‘normal balancing’’ (100% rotating + 50%
oscillating masses), d � = 1 Balancing of
longitudinal forces
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8.3.3.2 Counterweights in Multi-cylinder Engines

Inline engines shall be considered first. The free inertial forces in
multi-cylinder engines compensate one another when their star
diagrams are centrosymmetric. The firing sequence plays no role
at all. Star diagrams of the ith order are produced by taking
cylinder 1 in TDC position as the starting point and applying the
throw angle jKk (k = 1, 2, . . ., z) allocable to the individual
cylinders or their multiples jKk

(i) (k = 1, 2, . . ., z; i = 1, 2, 4, 6)
counter to the direction of crankshaft rotation (Fig. 8-21).

In higher orders, the calculation is reduced to the long-
itudinal forces. The following generally applies to unbalanced
orders:

Xz

k¼1

cosj ið Þ
Kk ¼ c ið Þ

F ¼ z (8-37Þ

The values cF
(i) are denoted as influence coefficients of the

first order inertial forces. In inline engines, they correspond to
the number of cylinders z, i.e. the oscillating inertial forces of
all cylinders are added for the pertinent order.

Conditions for V engines are more complicated. Therefore,
a V cylinder pair (V2 engine) shall be analyzed first (Fig. 8-22),
i.e. the general case with any V angle aV and crank pin offset
(angle of connecting rod offset d). The longitudinal and
transverse forces of both single cylinder engines in cylin-
der-specific coordinates x1, y1 and x2, y2 do not require
further explanation (Eq. (8-30) and (8-31)). The bank-
specific crank angles j1 and j2 are measured starting from
both cylinders’ respective TDC positions. Once the crank-
shaft assembly forces have been broken down into their
directional components in the superordinate x-y coordinate
system and added up and one of the crank angles j mea-
sured from the x-axis has been inserted, the V2 engine’s first
order inertial forces can be specified with the transformation
equations:

j1 ¼ jþ av

2
j2 ¼ j� av

2
� d (8-38Þ

Higher orders then appear in both x and y direction:

F 1ð Þ
x ¼ F 1ð Þ

mosz cos
d
2
þ cos av þ

d
2

� �� �
þ 2Fmrot cos

d
2

 �
�

� cos j� d
2

� �

F 1ð Þ
y ¼ F 1ð Þ

mosz cos
d
2
� cos av þ

d
2

� �� �
þ 2Fmrot cos

d
2

 �
�

� sin j� d
2

� �

(8-39Þ

y

Longitudinal direction

Negatively rotating
vector

Positively rotating vector (in the
direction of crankshaft rotation)

Resulting vector

Transversal
direction

Fmosz/2

Fmosz/2+Fmrot

ω– ω+

Fig. 8-20 Free inertial force of a single-cylinder engine represented with
positively and negatively rotating vectors

ϕz = 360°
1st order

2nd order

Firing sequence 1 – 2 1 – 3 – 2 1 – 3 – 4 – 2 1 – 2 – 4 – 5 – 3 1 – 5 – 3 – 6 – 2 – 4
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Fig. 8-21
Ignition interval and first and second
order star diagrams for four stroke
inline engines
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Counterweights alone can fully balance the mass in the crank-
shaft under the following circumstances:

cos av þ
d
2

� �
¼ 0

1:Þ av ¼ 90� d ¼ 0�

2:Þ d ¼ 180� � 2av
(8-40Þ

The following condition then applies:

F 1ð Þ
mosz þ 2Fmrot ¼ 0: (8-41Þ

This corresponds to normal balancing. Since only one crank is
present, only half of one cylinder’s mass is incorporated per
cylinder. Already employed several times, the statement for
counterweight mass yields the following result:

mGg ¼
1

rGg
mKW r1þmKgesrþmPlr 2� lPl1

lPl

� �� �
respectively:

mGg ¼
r

rGg
mKW

r1

r
þmKgesþmPlaszþ2mPlrot

h i

(8-42Þ
V2 engines have only attained importance for motorcycle
engines. The first order inertial forces for V engines also com-
pensate one another when the star diagram is centrosymmetric.
When the number of cylinders z is even and the crankshaft with
its throws is centrosymmetrically offset by the angleDjK, the ith
order inertial forces can still be calculated as follows:

F ið Þ
x ¼ 2F ið Þ

mosz

Xz=2

m¼1

cos i
av

2
þ d

2

� �� �
cos

av

2
�

� cos i j� d
2
� 2 m� 1ð ÞDjK

� � �
;

(8-43Þ

F ið Þ
y ¼ 2F ið Þ

mosz

Xz=2

m¼1

sin i
av

2
þ d

2

� �� �
sin

av

2
�

� sin i j� d
2
� 2 m� 1ð ÞDjK

� � �

Alternatives to a ‘‘connecting rod next to connecting rod’’
configuration (Fig. 8-4) have little practical significance. Con-
sequently, their effects on mass balancing are not examined
any more closely here:
(a) forked connecting rod with an inner connecting rod

directly hinged on it (unequal connecting rod masses)
(b) master connecting rod with an auxiliary connecting rod

directly hinged on it (unequal connecting rod masses,
altered crankshaft assembly kinematics).

8.3.4 Balancing Free Moments of Inertia
with Counterweights

Free moments of inertia result from the longitudinal distribu-
tion of the free inertial forces from the lever arms (see the
definition of the longitudinal tilting moment and tilting
moment in Sect. 8.3.2). Free moments of inertia relate to a
reference point in the crankshaft assembly, by convention, the
center of the crankshaft. Four-stroke inline engines with even
numbers of cylinders have longitudinally symmetrical crank-
shafts and, consequently, all orders of free moments of inertia.
First and higher order free moments of inertia occur when the
number of cylinders is uneven. Counterweights can no longer

Longitudinal direction
xαv

Crank angle

Cylinder 2

Cylinder 1

Angle of connecting rod offset
(crank pin offset)

y (transversal direction)

ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ

δ

ω

Fig. 8-22
Schematic crankshaft assembly of a V
cylinder pair with any V angle aV and
crank pin offset (angle of connecting
rod offset d)
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fully balance a first order free moment of inertia under these
circumstances. A free moment of inertia can also be visualized
by adding two moment vectors rotating in opposite directions
(Fig. 8-23).

V engines likewise profit from longitudinal symmetry, at
least in the first order. This is a special case however. In
certain cases, counterweights in the crankshaft can none-
theless fully balance a first order free moment of inertia
without longitudinal symmetry through normal balancing
(cf. [8-1]). This requires a centrosymmetric star diagram,
V angles suitable to the throw angle, an appropriate throw
configuration and the requisite crank pin offset when neces-
sary. The latter does not produce any first order moments of
inertia when the crankshaft is centrosymmetric.

On the one hand, the balancing of moments of inertia
should not generate any free inertial forces. An I5 engine
serves as an example to explain the first order free moment
of inertia and its partial balancing for the firing sequence 1 – 2
– 4 – 5 – 3 (one of the (z – 1)!/2 = 12 ‘‘dynamically’’ varying
firing sequences). The ignition interval for a four-stroke
engine is jZ = 4p/5 = 1448. The firing sequence determines
the following phase relationships:

j1 ¼ j

j2 ¼ j� 144�

j4 ¼ j� 2 � 144� ¼ j� 288�

j5 ¼ j� 3 � 144� ¼ j� 432�

j3 ¼ j� 4 � 144� ¼ j� 576�

(8-44Þ

Incorporating the phase relationships, the first order tilting
moment My

(1) and the longitudinal tilting moment Mx can be
derived with the aid of the crank throw diagram (Fig. 8-24)
(the reference point being the center of the crankshaft,

assuming a clockwise moment with a positive sign):

M 1ð Þ
y ¼ F 1ð Þ

moszþFmrot

� �
az�

�
2cosjþcos j�144�ð Þ�cos j�288�ð Þ
�2cos j�432�ð Þ

� �

M 1ð Þ
y ¼ F 1ð Þ

moszþFmrot

� �
az �0:3633sinjþ0:2640cosjð Þ

(8-45Þ

Mx ¼ Fmrotaz
�2 sinj� sin j� 144�ð Þ þ sin j� 288�ð Þ
þ2 sin j� 432�ð Þ

� �

Mx ¼ �Fmrotaz 0:2640 sinjþ 0:3633 cosjð Þ
(8-46Þ

Experience requires at least balancing the rotating masses’
moment of inertia. This is also called longitudinal and partial
tilting moment compensation. Consisting of the components
My (component of the rotating inertial forces of My

(1)) and
Mx, the vector of the moment of inertia rotates at a constant
rate in the crankshaft’s direction of rotation and is conse-
quently fully balanceable with counterweights:

~M
�� �� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

M2
y þM2

x

q
¼ 0:449 Fmrotaz ¼ const: (8-47Þ

While the alternative firing sequence 1 –5 – 2 – 3 – 4 reduces
the second order influence coefficient from 4.980 to 0.449, it
increases the first order influence coefficient to 4.98, thus
creating a conflict of objectives [8-51]. Such results may also
be obtained with graphic vector addition using first and
second order star diagrams (Fig. 8-25). The moment vector’s
directional components yield its phase angle b relative to the

Positively rotating moment vector M+

Negatively rotating moment vector M–

Mx

My

ω+

ω–

Mass moment vector
1st order  M(1)

Mass moment vector
of the counterweights MGg

Residual moment vector MRest

→

→

→

→

→
Fig. 8-23
Free mass moment and its partial balancing by
counterweights represented with positively
and negatively rotating vectors
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TDC of cylinder 1 (j1 = j = 0):

tanb ¼ My

Mx
¼ �0:2640

0:3633
¼ �0:7267

b ¼ arctan �0:7267ð Þ ¼ 144�
(8-48Þ

Dynamic balancing attaches two counterweight masses mGg1,
mGg2 to both ends of the crankshaft spaced at aGg1, aGg2 at the
angles b1, b2 in such a way that free forces and moments do
not occur. If the counterbalancing masses mGg and lever arms
aGg are identical and a centrosymmetric crankshaft causes the
inertial forces to balance each other, the mathematical state-
ment to ascertain the counterbalancing force FGg and the

angle b1, b2 is reduced as follows:

X
i

Fxi ¼ 0
X

i

Fyi ¼ 0 cos b1 þ cos b2 ¼ 0

sin b1 þ sin b2 ¼ 0X
i

Myi ¼ 0 FGg aGg cos b1 � cos b2ð Þ þMy ¼ 0

X
i

Mxi ¼ 0 FGg aGg � sin b1 þ sin b2ð Þ þMx ¼ 0

(8-49Þ

Incorporating Eqs. (8-45) and (8-46) and the relation to the
TDC of cylinder 1 (j1 = j = 0), the equation system (8-49)

(Firing sequence 1 – 2 – 4 – 5 – 3 )
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Fig. 8-25 Graphic determination of the resulting mass moment vector – here the rotating inertial forces – and arrangement of the counterweights for the longitudinal and
partial tilting moment compensation in the crankshaft of an I5 engine
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yields the following results:

tanb1
sin b1

cos b1
¼ �Mx

My
¼ 0:3633

0:2640
¼ 1:3761

b1 ¼ 54� bzw: 234� �126�ð Þ
(8-50Þ

b1 must be selected so that the counterbalancing force becomes
positive. Accordingly, b1 = 2348 (see Eq. (8-51)) and b2 = 548
(Fig. 8-25). The counterweight mass mGg still has to be deter-
mined by means of Eq. (8-49), e.g. with the moment of inertia
My, one counterweight’s inertial force FGg, the crank radius r
and radius of the counterweights’ center of gravity rGg:

FGg ¼
�My

2aGg cosb1
¼ �0:2640Fmrotaz

2aGg cos 234�

mGg ¼ 0:2246
raz

rGg aGg
mrot

(8-51Þ

Not yet considered, the oscillating inertial forces generate a
residual vector of the oscillating tilting moment. Normal
balancing provides further improvement, i.e. halves the vector
magnitude. Then, only a negative residual torque vector
rotating at a constant magnitude remains, which can again
be fully compensated by an appropriate balance shaft. Using
the oscillating inertial force’s degree of balance to control the
primary direction of the excitation of vibrations is common
practice. A rotating residual torque vector causes engine
lurching. Unless it has a constant rate, its angular velocity is
likewise subject to periodic variations.

Further, uneven cylinder spacing can compensate for the
tilting moment [8-1]. It is seldom employed because it entails
lengthening the engine. Table 8-2 summarizes the features of
engines with practical importance.

8.3.5 Moments of Rotational Inertia

Moments of rotational inertia act around the z-axis, the
crankshaft’s axis of rotation. According to the principle of
angular momentum of mechanics, when a mass moment of
inertia exists, non-uniform rotary motion generates torque.
The connecting rod’s angular momentum TPl = TPlosz + TPlrot

may not be disregarded:

TPlosz ¼ �YPlosz
_c ¼ �mPloszk2

Plosz
_c (8-52Þ

TPlrot ¼ �YPlrot
_cþmPlrotr

2o ¼ mPlrot �k2
Plrot

_cþ r2o
� �

(8-53Þ

where:
YPlosz and YPlrot – mass moments of inertia of the masses

mPlosz and mPlrot,
kPlosz and kPlrot – related radii of gyration (the reference axis

being the piston pin or crank pin axis.),
_c – angular velocity of pivoting,

o – angular velocity of the crankshaft and
r – crank radius.

Inserting the connecting rod’s radius of gyration kPl relative to
its center of mass and the connecting rod mass mPl and
incorporating Eq. (8-24), the parallel axis theorem delivers
the following result:

mPlosz k2
Plosz þ lPl � lPl1ð Þ2

� �
þmPlrot k2

Plrot þ l2
Pl1

	 

¼ mPlk

2
Pl

mPloszk2
Plosz þmPlrotk

2
Plrot ¼ mPl k2

Pl � lPl1 lPl � lPl1ð Þ
� �

(8-54Þ
Only relevant when speed is variable, the crankshaft’s angular
momentum can be defined accordingly:

TKW ¼ YKWo ¼ mKW k2
KWo (8-55Þ

Finally, with the aid of the ‘‘reduced’’ mass moments of inertia
Yred1 andYred2, the total angular momentum of the ‘‘rotational
inertia’’ can be specified in the following simplified form:

Tges ¼ _cYred1 þ oYred2

Yred1 ¼ mPl lPl1 lPl � lPl1ð Þ � k2
Pl

� �

Yred2 ¼ mPlr
2 1� lPl1

lPl

� �
þmKW k2

KW

(8-56Þ

The change of the angular momentum produces the moment
of rotational inertia:

Mz ¼ �
dTges

dt
¼ � €cYred1 þ _oYred2

� �
(8-57Þ

€c being the angular acceleration of the connecting rod’s
pivoting, _o that of the crankshaft at variable speed (otherwise,
_o ¼ 0 applies). Based on expansion in a series and double

differentiation based on the time t, the pivoting angle c =
arcsin (lPl sin j) (Eq. (8-8)) delivers the following angular
acceleration of pivoting:

€c ¼ �lPlo2 C1 sinjþ C3 sin 3jþ C5 sin 5jþ . . .ð Þþ

þlPl _o C1 cosjþ C3
3 cos 3jþ C5

5 cos 5jþ . . .
	 


(8-58Þ
The constants Ci are polynomials of the stroke/connecting
rod ratio lPl:

C1 ¼ 1þ 1
8
l2

Pl þ
3

64
l4

Pl þ . . . � 1

C3 ¼ �
3
8
l2

Pl �
27

128
l4

Pl � . . . � � 3
8
l2

Pl

C5 ¼
15

128
l4

Pl þ
125

1024
l6

Pl þ . . . � 1
8
l4

Pl

(8-59Þ

The moment of rotational inertia is balanced when the reduced
mass moments of inertia (Eq. (8-56, second and third line))
become zero. The connecting rod’s radius of gyration must
satisfy the requirement k2

Pl = lPl1 (lPl – lPl1). It can be satisfied
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with small supplementary masses on the connecting rod small
end and small connecting rod eye but obviously not with a
connecting rod’s center of gravity distance lPl1 > lPl.

8.3.6 Mass Balancing with the Aid of Balance Shafts

Balance shafts generate additional work for engine design,
development and manufacturing. Hence, their use is usually
reduced to compensating the free residual forces and moments
that cannot be balanced by crankshaft counterweights. They
are integrated in the cylinder crankcase and power takeoff
concept to save space and driven by a chain, gear or toothed
belt. They must have long-lasting phase fidelity, be durable,
have low friction and be acoustically unobtrusive. Balance
shafts must be securely mounted on bearings. Doubled engine
speed imposes increased requirements for second order balan-
cing. Plain bearing mounting requires integration in the lubri-
cating oil circuit. As a rule, their positioning should neither
produce free forces nor moments.

8.3.6.1 Balancing Inertial Force with the Aid
of Balance Shafts

Balancing a free residual force vector requires two eccentric
shafts aligned symmetrically to the crankshaft’s axis of
rotation with (unilaterally) eccentric masses. Their resultant
inertial force vector counteracts the free residual force vector.
The following cases are differentiated (Fig. 8-26):
– Negatively (counter-) rotating first order residual force

vectors ! both eccentric shafts symmetrically aligned to
prevent a moment of inertia also rotate negatively with
crankshaft speed.

– Oscillating residual force vectors! mirror symmetrically
aligned eccentric shafts rotate in opposite directions at

crankshaft (first order) or double speed (second order).
The Lanchester system – shaft height offset – enables con-
trolling second order free torque to a limited extent but
only in a particular operating point (Fig. 8-27).

8.3.6.2 Balancing Moments of Inertia with the Aid
of Balance Shafts

One balance shaft suffices to balance a rotating free
residual torque vector. It has two eccentric masses twisted
1808 and mounted at the maximum distance. The thusly
generated balancing moment vector counteracts the resi-
dual torque vector. The balance shaft (counter-) rotates
negatively at crankshaft speed. (A rotating second order
moment of inertia corresponding to doubled speed also
appears in certain V engines in second order balancing.)
This already implies that counterweights fully balance the
positively rotating first order moment vector (see Sect.
8.3.4). The balancing of an oscillating moment of inertia
on the other hand requires two mirror symmetrically
aligned counterrotating balance shafts. The vector compo-
nents parallel to the residual torque vector but acting in
opposite directions add up. Those perpendicular to it com-
pensate each other. Consequently, the resulting vector
oscillates in phase opposition.

8.3.7 ‘‘Internal’’ Balancing of Crankshaft Assembly
Masses

The following aspects remain to be treated:
– inertial force’s stress of a crankshafts’ main bearings and
– excitation of vibrations resulting from internal bending

moments transmitted from the main bearings to the cylin-
der crankcase.

½ Fmosz(1) Fmrot + ½ Fmosz (1)

Fmosz (1) Fmosz (2)

Fmrot 

2 x ¼ Fmosz (1)

2 x ½ Fmosz (1)

2 x ½ Fmosz (2)

FGg = Fmrot + ½ Fmosz (1) FGg = Fmrot 

ω ω ω ωω

ϕ ϕ

2 ω2

ϕ2

Fig. 8-26 Options for completely balancing the first order free inertial force for a single-cylinder crankshaft assembly by means of normal balancing with two balance shafts
(left), balancing of the rotating inertial forces by counterweights (center); balancing of the second order inertial force (right)
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Counterweights are also employed to limit crankshaft defor-
mation and its interaction with the housing whenever
outwardly balanced mass actions do not require this. For its
part, the ‘‘internal’’ mass balancing should not generate any
free mass actions (centrosymmetry and longitudinal symme-
try). Otherwise, there are not any universally valid rules.
Appropriate counterweight masses are expediently provided
on every crankshaft web. The correction of the crankshaft’s
deflection curve obtained in the process is crucially
important.

The ‘‘internal’’ moment denotes the longitudinal distribu-
tion of the bending moments of an unsupported crankshaft,
i.e. ‘‘freely floating in space’’ (Fig. 8-28). Usually, two mutually
perpendicular planes of action must be considered. The
crankshaft’s free deflection under the ‘‘internal’’ moment is
a fictive reference parameter to assess the quality of ‘‘internal’’
mass balancing. The ‘‘bending moment of the housing’’ with-
out the support of the inner main bearing is also of interest.
Figure 8-28 illustrates this with a simple example of a four-
stroke I4 engine. The throws only allow analysis of one plane.
It also illustrates the reduction of the bending moment of the
housing when differently sized counterweight masses are
attached.

8.3.8 Torsional Force Characteristics

8.3.8.1 Inertial Force Induced Torsional Force
Characteristic

Varying with the crank angle, the torsional forces Ft(j) excite
torsional oscillations of the crankshaft assembly (see Sect.
8.4). Equation (8-4) calculates the torsional force Ft from
the piston force FK. In the case of the mass torque Ftmosz,
the piston force is reduced to the oscillating inertial force

Fig. 8-27
Arrangement of the balance shafts in the Lanchester system
(along with balancing the second order free inertial forces,
influence is exerted on the second order free moment of
inertia in a certain operating point)
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Fig. 8-28 Longitudinal distribution of the bending moment of an unsupported
crankshaft and the housing bending moment in an I4 four-stroke engine (top);
housing bending moment for differing internal mass balancing (bottom)
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Fmosz (Eq. 8-1):

Ft � FK sinjþ lPl

2
sin 2j

� �

Ftmosz � €xK mosz sinjþ lPl

2
sin 2j

� � (8-60Þ

Inserting the acceleration of the oscillating mass €x (Eq. (8-29)),
i.e. incorporating the first and second order terms, ultimately
yields the following result:

Ftmosz � moszro2�

� lPl

4
sinj� 1

2
sin 2jþ 3

4
lPl sin 3j� lPl

4
sin 4j

� �

(8-61Þ

The relation to the piston area AK delivers the oscillating
inertial force’s tangential pressure ptmosz = Ftmosz/AK. In
multi-cylinder engines, certain orders cancel each other out
as a result of superimposition during phase shift and do not
contribute to the resulting torque [8-1].

8.3.8.2 Gas Force Induced Torsional Force Characteristic

In the case of the gas torque FtGas, the piston force FK in Eq.
(8-60, top) is replaced by the gas force FtGas = pZ(j)AK acting
in the cylinder. Since the curve of the cylinder pressure pZ(j)
is periodic, the gas torque can be broken down into its
harmonic components by means of harmonic analysis
[8-52] and thus represented as a Fourier series (Figs. 8-29
and 8-30) [8-53]:

FtGas tð Þ ¼ FtGas0 þ
Xm¼n; i¼mk

m¼1

�FtGasi sin io t þ dið Þ (8-62Þ

two-stroke: k=1
four-stroke: k=1/2
m=1, 2, 3, . . ., n

F̂tGasi is the ith amplitude of harmonic excitation of the
torsional force, di of the related phase angle (i = 1/2 being
the lowest order for a four-stroke engine, i = 1 the lowest
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Fig. 8-29 Harmonic components of the torsional force (tangential force) Ft in a
four-stroke reciprocating piston engine
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order for a two-stroke engine). A tangential pressure (ptGas =
FtGas/AK) can also be defined for the gas force. In addition,
pmi = 2pFtGas0/AK applies to the mean indicated operating
pressure. In multiple cylinder engines, the ignition intervals
produce the phase shifts of the torsional force characteristics.
In turn, superimposition produces the resulting torque. In V
engines, it is expedient to first determine a cylinder pair’s
torsional force characteristic. Given their phase relationships,
the gas force and mass torque’s harmonics are superimposed
by adding the vectors (cf. [8-2]). Mass torque is negligibly
small above the fourth order.

8.3.8.3 Main and Secondary Exciter Orders

Torsional vibrations are excited by higher orders of gas tor-
que. Analogous to the star diagrams, there are also vector
diagrams corresponding to the harmonics of the torsional
forces. The vectors in a main exciter order iH are unidirec-
tional (Fig. 8-31). The vectors are first order secondary
exciters iN when they lie on one line but point in opposite
directions. Unlike the amplitudes of the secondary exciter
torques, the amplitudes of the resulting main exciter torques
are independent of the firing sequence [8-2], which has to be
selected to be appropriately advantageous (for rules on this,
see for example [8-1]).

8.3.9 Irregularity of Rotary Motion and Flywheel
Rating

A reciprocating piston engine’s irregular torsional force
characteristic generates a speed fluctuation Do during one

working cycle. Relative to the mean speed �o, this speed
fluctuation is the degree of cyclic irregularity dU 	 10%:

Do ¼ omax � omin �o ¼ 1
2

omax þ ominð Þ dU ¼
Do
�o

(8-63Þ

The internal work Wi produced during one working cycle
(assuming a four-stroke engine here) requires the following
equivalence for the mean tangential pressure �pl and the mean
indicated working pressure pmi:

Wi ¼ 4p�ptAK r ¼ 2pmiAK zr �pt ¼
z

2p
pmi (8-64Þ

AK is the piston area, r the crank radius and z the number of
cylinders. Incorporating the crankshaft assembly’s mass
moment of inertia Yges relative to the crankshaft, the change
of the kinetic energy of rotation during a phase of acceleration
or deceleration (o1!o2) in the crank angle range of j1 to j2

delivers an energy analysis:

1
2

o2
2 � o2

1

	 

Yges ¼ AK r

Zj1

j2

pt jð Þ � �pt½ 
dj (8-65Þ

Consequently, ‘‘excess work’’ WÜ – by definition, the differ-
ence between the largest positive and negative amount of
energy appearing – can be determined and the degree of cyclic
irregularity dU specified:

o2
max � o2

min ¼
2W€U

Yges
! dU ¼

W€U

�o2Yges
(8-66Þ
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Not least, acceptable idle quality requires a sufficient flywheel
mass moment of inertia YSchw. This can be correctly rated in
correlation with the crankshaft’s mass moment of inertia
YKWges including the related masses (cf. [8-2]):

YSchw ¼
W€U

�o2dU
�YKWges (8-67Þ

8.4 Torsional Crankshaft Assembly Vibrations

8.4.1 Preliminary Remarks on Crankshaft Assembly
Vibrations

A torsionally, bending and longitudinally elastic crankshaft
with its crankshaft assembly masses constitutes a vibration
system, which is excited to vibrations by the alternating
forces, alternating torques and alternating bending moments.
These cause additional dynamic stress of the crankshaft and
its bearings (see Sect. 8.2.4). Unduly large vibration ampli-
tudes can cause fatigue failure in the resonance case. In addi-
tion, vibrations of the crankshaft assembly contribute quite
substantially to structure-borne noise excitation. The inter-
mediate bearing support now common for every crankshaft
throw results in crankshafts with short main bearing spacing.
Bending-critical speeds increase beneficially as a result. While
all the vibrational phenomena are interconnected in reality,

flexural vibrations are initially not viewed with the same
importance as torsional vibrations in the phase of crankshaft
assembly design (for connected crankshaft assembly vibra-
tions, see Sect. 8.2.4.2; cf. [8-37]).

8.4.2 Dynamic Equivalent Models of the Crankshaft
Assembly

8.4.2.1 Equivalent Models for the Engine and Power Train

The irregular gas force and mass torque characteristics
(Eqs. (8-61) and (8-62)) as well as the variable load moments
in the power train excite reciprocating piston engines’ crank-
shaft assemblies to torsional vibration. The vibration ampli-
tudes, i.e. elastic, dynamic torsional deformations of the
crankshaft assembly, are superimposed on the rotary motion.
The simulation of torsional vibrations may apply to the
engine itself (crankshaft assembly including the flywheel) or
include the complete power train with or without branching
(engines, machine, interposed transmission, drive shafts, etc.)
(Fig. 8-32).

An isolated analysis of an engine is valid when, a conven-
tional flywheel – unlike a dual-mass flywheel – equals an
extensive decoupling from the rest of the power train in the
analyzed frequency range because of its large mass inertia.
Common equivalent torsional vibration models correspond
to the elastically coupled multi-degree of freedom system
(cf. [8-54]). Equivalent rotating masses are mounted on a

Equivalent engine
system with flywheel
and TVD

Equivalent rotating crank
drive assembly masses

TVD (torsional vibration damper)

Engine with flywheel and TVD

Crankshaft assembly with
branched power train

Flyweel

Flyweel

Engine

Transmision

Marine propeller with shaft

Equivalent system
of complete power
train

Generator

Generator

Transmission

Propeller with shaft

Fig. 8-32
Power train with branching consisting
of the engine with the flywheel,
transmission, generator and drive shaft
with a screw here; equivalent rotational
vibration systems
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straight, massless equivalent shaft. A crankshaft assembly has
one equivalent rotating mass per throw. The flywheel is added
to this. Simplified equivalent models for the entire power
train are common.

8.4.2.2 Mass and Length Reduction

The equivalent lengths lred of shaft sections and the equivalent
rotating masses Yred mounted in between are determined by
reducing the length and mass [8-1, 8-6]. Mass reduction is
based on the principle of the equivalent model’s equivalent
kinetic energy:

1
2
Yredo2 ¼ 1

2
mrotr

2o2 þ 1
2

mosz _x2
K (8-68Þ

(see Sect. 8.3.2 for the formula symbols). Unlike a rotating
mass, the kinetic energy of an oscillating mass and thus the
equivalent rotating mass (the mass moment of inertia) Yred

changes in a reciprocating piston engine with the crank
angle j:

Yred jð Þ ¼ r2 mrot þmosz sinjþ lPl sinj cosjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

Pl sin2 j
q

0
B@

1
CA

22
64

3
75

(8-69Þ

Hence, a representative value is required, which is delivered
by Frahm’s formula for instance:

�Yred ¼ r2 mrot þ
1
2

mosz

� �
(8-70Þ

The length is reduced so that the torsionally elastic deforma-
tion of an equivalent shaft segment corresponds to the length
lred of one crankshaft throw that, in reality, consists of two
components of the main shaft pin, the crank pin and the two
crankshaft webs. This inevitably establishes a relationship to
the main pin’s polar planar moment of inertia Ired = IKWG.
The equivalent torsional spring stiffness c of the following
equation suffices for a homogeneous crankshaft:

c ¼ G
Ired

lred
(8-71Þ

G is the shear modulus of the equivalent shaft’s material
consisting of the reduced lengths li = lred. Neither the pure
torsion caused by external torque nor the additional deforma-
tion resulting from the application of tangential force to the
crank pin may be ignored (see Fig. 8-12). The procedure to
reduce length must allow for this. The finite element method
(FEM) is particularly suited for this. On the other hand,
various reduction formulas may be used (rules of thumb for
large low speed diesel engines follow Geiger or Seelmann,
those for high-speed vehicle and aircraft engines the British

Internal Combustion Engine Research Association BICERA,
Tuplin or Carter (cf. [8-53, 8-55, 8-56])). Carter is clearest:

lred ¼ lKWG þ 0:8 hKWWð Þ Ired

IKWG
þ 1:274 r

Ired

I�KWW

þ 0:75 lKWH
Ired

IKWH

(8-72Þ

where:
Ired – polar planar moment of inertia of the reference cross
section,
IKWG, IKWH – corresponding value of the main pin and
crank pin cross section,
lKWG, lKWH – related journal lengths,

I�KWW ¼
hKWW bKWW

12 !ð Þ – equatorial planar moment of
inertia of a representative
(mean) crankshaft web cross
section (I*KWW \ IKWW) and

r – crank radius (see also Fig. 8-13).

8.4.2.3 Transmission Reduction

A power train with its transmission can be reduced to an
equivalent system with a continuous shaft and individual
rotating masses. The prerequisite is equivalence of the poten-
tial and kinetic energy. The reference shaft – normally the
crankshaft – corresponds to the real system. The transmission
ratio i (not to be confused with the index i) is utilized to
reduce the rotating masses Yi and torsional stiffness ci to the
reference shaft as follows (Fig. 8-33):

1
2
Yio2

2 ¼
1
2
Yiredo2

1 i ¼ o2

o1
¼ n2

n1
¼ r1

r2
Yired ¼ i2Yi

(8-73Þ

ω1

ω2

ω1

Θi-1(G1)

Θiϑi2

ϑi1

Θired
Θi-1 =

Θi-2

Θi-2

ΘGred

Θi-1(G2)

ci-1

ci-1

r1

r2
ci

cired

Fig. 8-33 Reduction of a real rotational vibration system with speed
transforming gear to an equivalent system with a continuous shaft
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1
2

ciW
2
i2 ¼

1
2

ciredW
2
i2 i ¼ Wi2

Wi1
cired ¼ i2ci (8-74Þ

Figure 8-33 contains the formula symbols not explained in
the text. A transmission’s rotating masses must be merged
into an equivalent rotating mass YGred according to the
following principle, the index ‘‘1’’ denoting the reference
shaft, the index ‘‘2’’ the geared shaft:

YGred ¼ YG1 þ i2YG2 (8-75Þ

8.4.2.4 Reciprocating Piston Engine Damping

Damping influences on a crankshaft assembly’s torsional
vibrations are extremely varied. Frictional and marginal oil
and splash oil losses damp externally and material properties
as well as joints in composite crankshafts damp internally. The
common approaches are linear and proportional to speed. The
insertion of realistic coefficients in the damping matrix K (see
Sect. 8.4.2.5) proves to be difficult because the external friction
changes with an engine’s operating state (lubricating oil tem-
perature) and operating time (wear of crankshaft assembly
components, aging of the lubricating oil, etc.). Strictly speaking,
internal damping is also a function of the torsional angle.
Further, both components are a function of frequency and
thus speed. Hence, practice is often oriented toward empirical
values from a comparison of measurement and simulation. A
common method is closely linked to decoupling the vibration
equation system (see Sect. 8.4.3.3). The following statement
applies to the external and internal damping components Ka,
Ki of the damping matrix K [8-54]:

K ¼ Ka þ Ki ¼ aYþ bC (8-76Þ

It contains the proportionality factors a for external damp-
ing relative to the matrix of the rotating masses Y and b for
internal damping relative to the stiffness matrix C.

8.4.2.5 Vibration Equation System, System Parameters

An equivalent rotational vibration model is a system of n
rotating masses and thus n – 1 natural frequencies and nat-
ural vibration modes (Fig. 8-34). The number of nodes cor-
responds to the level of the natural vibration mode. Since the
other critical speeds are above the operating speed range,
solely allowing for the mode of first degree vibration with
only one node is often sufficient.

The angular acceleration €Wi of the individual rotating mass
Yi follows from the principle of angular momentum:

Yi
€Wi ¼ MTiþ1 �MTi (8-77Þ

MTiþ1 ¼ ciþ1ðWiþ1 � WiÞ
i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n� 1 MT0 ¼ MTn ¼ 0 cn ¼ 0

(8-78Þ

the latter being the torsional moment resulting from the
torsional moments acting on both sides of a rotating mass.
The torsional moment MTi+1 in the analyzed shaft segment is
proportional to the difference of the torsional angles Wi+1 – Wi

of the adjacent equivalent rotating masses. The constant ci+1
is the torsional spring stiffness. As in Fig. 8-34, a system of
differential equations can be set up on the basis of Eqs. (8-77)
and (8-78):

Y€Jþ CJ¼ 0 (8-79Þ
Thus, disregarding the vibration system’s relatively low
damping, the modal variables can be determined. W or W
should be interpreted as vectors, Y as a matrix of rotating
masses and C as the stiffness matrix.

The simulation of forced torsional vibrations requires allowing
for damping in the form of the damping matrix K and the vector
of the excitation torques ME(t), i.e. the contributions of the
individual cylinders in a multiple cylinder engine (Fig. 8-35).
Attention must be paid to the phase relationships (ignition inter-
val and firing sequence). The damping moments are proportional
to the vibration velocities €W, also interpreted as a vector here:

Y€Jþ K _Jþ CJ ¼ MEðtÞ (8-80Þ
The differential equations of motion for an equivalent model
with four still manageable equivalent rotating masses assumes
the following form, extended to n equivalent rotating masses
on the basis of the system recognizable here:

Y0 0 0 0
0 Y1 0 0
0 0 Y2 0
0 0 0 Y3

2
664

3
775

€W0
€W1
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€W3

2
664

3
775þ

k00 k01 0 0
k10 k11 k12 0
0 k21 k22 k23

0 0 k32 k33

2
664

3
775
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_W3

2
664

3
775þ

þ
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664

3
775
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W3

2
664

3
775¼
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ME3ðtÞ

2
664

3
775

(8-81Þ
The excitation torques follow from the superimposition of
the torques related to gas and mass forces (see Sect. 8.3.8).

Θ0 Θ1 Θ2 Θ3 Θn-2 Θn-1

ϑ0 ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 ϑn–2 ϑn–1

c1 c2 c3 c4 cn-2 cn-1

MT1 MT2 MT3 MT4 MTn-2 MTn-1

Fig. 8-34 Torsional vibration equivalent model of a crankshaft assembly not
incorporating damping
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When the complete power train is analyzed for a multiple
cylinder engine, only a resulting excitation torque with its
relevant harmonics is formed as a component of the
vector of the excitation torques. This produces the same
work of excitation as the phase shifted excitation torques
of the individual cylinders (cf. [8-2]). Further, the parti-
cular load and frictional torques of the individual system
components are elements of the pertinent vector. Section
8.4.2.4 already differentiates between internal and external
damping (Eq. (8-76) being the common statement
for this). Allowing for the relationships represented in
Fig. 8-35, the following calculation rules apply to the
coefficients kij of the damping matrix and cij the stiffness
matrix:

k00 ¼ ka0 þ ki1 c00 ¼ c1

k11 ¼ ki1 þ ka1 þ ki2 c11 ¼ c1 þ c2

k22 ¼ ki2 þ ka2 þ ki3 c22 ¼ c2 þ c3

k33 ¼ ki3 þ ka3 c33 ¼ c3

k01 ¼ k10 ¼ �ki1 c01¼ c10 ¼ �c1

k12 ¼ k21 ¼ �ki2 c12¼ c21 ¼ �c2

k23 ¼ k32 ¼ �ki3 c23 ¼ c32 ¼ �c3

(8-82Þ

8.4.3 Simulation of Torsional Vibrations

8.4.3.1 Solution to the Differential Equation Systems
of Motion

The solution to the system of homogeneous differential
Eqs. (8-79) delivers the vibration system’s modal variables:
– natural angular frequencies o0k and
– related natural vibration modes Ŵek or M̂Tek, i.e. amplitudes

of the torsional angle and moments.

The natural vibration modes can be depicted in the form of
relative (standardized) torsional vibration amplitudes of the
equivalent rotating masses relative to Y0 or the greatest
value of Y and their number and position of nodes. The
system of inhomogeneous differential Eqs. (8-81) is solved
in two steps by:
– determining the amplitude frequency responses aij (o)

with the related phase relationships bij(o) and transmis-
sion factors gij and

– determining the torsional angle Wi(t) and torsional
moments MTi(t) in the individual shaft segments forced
by the excitation torques.

Unbranched as well as branched systems are character-
ized by coefficients of the stiffness and damping matrix
aligned symmetrically to the main diagonals. The band-
shaped structure of unbranched systems is additionally
striking (Eq. 8-81). The selection of suitable algorithms
is geared toward developing the aforementioned matrices.
The modal variables are provided as solutions to the
eigenvalue problem explained below. In particular, the
following algorithms are available to solve the equation
system:
– determinant method,
– Holzer-Tolle method and
– transfer matrix method.

The only difference between the latter two methods is their
mathematical representation. They ought to only be applied
to unbranched systems. The first two methods are explained
briefly below. The finite element method (FEM) may
employed to perform a modal analysis of an appropriately
discretized crankshaft assembly structure.

Θ0 Θ1 Θ2 Θ3 Θn-2 Θn-1

c1 c2 c3 c4 cn-2 cn-1

ϑ0 ϑ1 ϑ2 ϑ3 ϑn–2

– –

ϑn–1

MT1

ki1 ki2 ki3 ki4

MT2 MT3 MT4 MTn-2

ME0 ME1

ka1 ka2 ka3 kan-2
kan-1

ka0

ME2 ME3 MEn   2 MEn  1

kin-2 kin-1

MTn-1

Fig. 8-35
Torsional vibration equivalent model of a crankshaft
assembly incorporating the internal and external damping
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Determinant Method

For the equation system (8.85), the method of resolution

W ¼ Ŵ cosot (8-83Þ

produces the eigenvalue problem

ðC� o2YÞŴ ¼ 0: (8-84Þ

This equation system only has non-trivial solutions in the
following case:

detðC� o2YÞ ¼ 0 (8-85Þ

The calculation of the determinants produces a characteristic
polynomial of nth degree Pn(o), the zeros of which represent
the natural angular frequencies o0k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., n – 1,
(o00 = 0 being part of the rigid body motion, the trivial natural
vibration mode of which has equally large vibration ampli-
tudes for every degree of freedom). Once a particular natural
angular frequency o0k has been inserted, the solutions of the
equation system (8-85) form the related eigenvector of kth

degree Ŵek. Its n components, i.e. torsional vibration ampli-
tudes of the equivalent rotating masses, are represented
in standard form since the solutions are linearly dependent
(Fig. 8-36). The corresponding n – 1 standardized torsional
moment amplitudes of the vector M̂Tek can be calculated

according to Eq. (8-78). Common mathematics software con-
tains methods to solve such equation systems.

Holzer-Tolle Method

Once the statements

MTi ¼ M̂Ti cosot Wi ¼ Ŵi cosot i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n

(8-86Þ

have been inserted, the Eqs. (8-77) and (8-78) are rendered in
the following form:

M̂Tiþ1 ¼ �Yio2 Ŵi þ M̂Ti

Ŵiþ1 ¼ Ŵi þ
1

ciþ1
M̂Tiþ1

(8-87Þ

The initial values are M̂T0 ¼ 0 and any Ŵ0 ¼ 1 for exam-
ple. The recursive method is excellently suited for pro-
gramming. The starting value of the angular frequency is,
for example, o = 0. Then, the angular frequency is
increased from computational loop to computational
loop by a suitable increment of Do. If the ‘‘residual torsional
moment’’ satisfies the condition M̂Tn ¼ 0, then o = o0k.
The program terminates the calculation when k = n – 1
natural angular frequencies have finally been found when
‘‘automatically ramping’’ from o. The calculation also
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Fig. 8-36 Natural vibration modes (standardized vibration amplitudes) of a torsional vibration system with six degrees of freedom and related standardized torsional
moments in the shaft segments
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inevitably delivers the components of the eigenvector Ŵek

and M̂Tek.

8.4.3.2 Determination of the Frequency Responses

The transfer function H(o) is a quotient that describes the
relationship between a system’s dynamic input and output
variable that varies with the angular frequency o. The tor-
sional vibration amplitudes Ŵ are related to the amplitudes of
the excitation torques M̂E as a system response. It is expedient
to use mathematically complex notation and Euler’s formula
for any harmonic excitation torque ME(t) and to select an
analog statement for the torsional angle W(t):

MEðtÞ ¼ M̂Eðcosot þ j sinotÞ ¼ M̂Eejot WðtÞ ¼ Ŵejot

(8-88Þ

Then, the system of inhomogeneous differential Eqs. (8-80)
assumes the following form:

Ŵð�Yo2 þ joK þ CÞ ¼ ŴB ¼ M̂E

Ŵ ¼ B�1M̂E B�1 ¼ HðjoÞ
(8-89Þ

B�1 = H(jo), i.e. the inverted matrix B, is the matrix of the
transfer functions with the complex elements Hij(jo) (index j
must be distinguished from the imaginary unit j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

represented with the same symbol):

HijðjoÞ ¼ gijaij ðoÞe�jbijðoÞ i; j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n� 1 (8-90Þ

These transfer functions can be used to calculate the ampli-
tude frequency responses aij(o) and the related phase shifts
bij(o) of the equivalent rotating masses in the points i result-
ing from the excitation torques in the points j:

aijðoÞ ¼
1
gij

HijðjoÞ
�� �� ¼ 1

gij
HijðoÞ

bijðoÞ ¼ � arctan
Im HijðjoÞ
� �

Re HijðjoÞ
� � (8-91Þ

The variables gij denote the transmission factors. Figure 8-37
presents an example and schematic of a two degree of free-
dom system’s amplitude frequency responses aij(o) with and
without a particular damping.

8.4.3.3 Determination of the Forced Torsional Vibration
Amplitudes

Taking a statement analogous to Eq. (8-62) as the starting
point

two�stroke:k¼1

MEjðtÞ¼
Xq¼m;n¼qk

q¼1

M̂EjncosðnotþdjnÞ four�stroke:k¼1=2

q¼1;2;3;...;m

(8-92Þ
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Fig. 8-37 Schematic of the amplitude frequency responses a00(o), a11(o) and a01(o) for the rotating masses Y0 and Y1 of a two degree of freedom system relative to
the excitation torques ME0(t) and ME1(t) with and without damping
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the torsional angles of the equivalent rotating masses in the
points i can be calculated for the harmonic excitation torques
for the engine order n acting simultaneously in the points j
(see Sect. 8.3.8) by superposition (superimposition of the
individual components):

Wi ¼
Xl�1

j¼0

Wij ¼ ð8-93Þ

Xl�1

j¼0

Xq¼m;n¼qk

q¼1

HijðnoÞM̂Ejn cos not þ djn � bijðnoÞ
h i

When another random harmonic excitation is in the power
train, the exciting angular frequencies no in the Eqs. (8-92)
and (8-93) have to be replaced by noj. Then, k = 1 applies.
Alternatively, the torsional angle components Wij may also be
easily calculated with a Fourier transformation:

WijðjoÞ ¼ HijðjoÞMEjðjoÞ (8-94Þ

Instead of complex transfer functions, fully decoupled equa-
tions may also be referenced to describe dynamic system
properties. With the aid of modal variables, the Eq. system
(8-80) is transformed with the matrix of the eigenvectors We

into modal coordinates x (called main coordinates) and multi-
plied by the transposed vector We

T:

W ¼ Wex

ð _W ¼ We
_x €W ¼ We

€xÞ
(8-95Þ

WT
e xWe

€xþ WT
e KWe

_xþ WT
e CWex ¼ WT

e MEðtÞ (8-96Þ

The transformation (Eq. (8-95) that decouples the equations
only leads to the goal for K = 0 [8-54]. The matrices of the
system parameters We

TYWe and We
TCWe become ‘‘diagonal’’ as

a result. They only still contain modal (generalized) coeffi-
cients in the main diagonals. A statement following Eq. (8-76)
must be used for the damping matrix We

TKWe to ensure that
there is decoupling with damping. Then, independent, easy to
solve equations of a modal single degree of freedom system
exist for the k = 1 to n – 1 natural vibration modes:

Y�k€xk þ k�k
_xk þ c�kxk ¼ M�EkðtÞ (8-97Þ

Y�k ¼ WT
ekYWek k�k ¼ WT

ekKWek

c�k ¼ WT
ekCWek M�EkðtÞ ¼ WT

ekMEkðtÞ
(8-98Þ

It is then possible to employ modal damping Dk = k*k/
(2Y*kok) for the resonant amplitudes. The inverse transfor-
mation according to Eq. (8-95, first line) delivers the amplitude
of torsional vibration of the rotating mass Yi in the point i:

WiðtÞ ¼
Xn�1

k¼1

WeikxkðtÞ (8-99Þ

The related torsional moments in the shaft segments are in
turn calculated according to Eq. (8-78).

Figure 8-38 presents another significant example of the
influence of the firing sequence on the excitation of torsional
vibration. An I6 engine provides an example of the important
orders of equivalent excitation torques already mentioned in
Sect. 8.4.2.5. When the calculation is simplified, these are
intended as equivalents of n order excitation torques M̂Ejn

in the points j and act fictitiously on the free shaft end. The
relative torsional vibration amplitudes of the analyzed natural
vibration mode must be plotted in the direction of the rays of
the star diagram of the analyzed order. The sum of the vectors
delivers a resulting vector. Finally, its value must still be multi-
plied by the amplitude of the corresponding harmonic of the
torsional force and the crank radius. Figure 8-38 compares the
relative magnitudes of such equivalent excitation torques as
well as the relevant critical speeds (based on [8-2]).

8.4.4 Torsional Vibration Damping and Absorption

8.4.4.1 Torsional Vibration Dampers and Absorbers

In principle, appropriately tuning the system makes resonance-
free operation possible at a fixed engine operating speed.
However, rotational vibration resonances must be run through
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when accelerating and decelerating. Repeatedly running
through and temporarily remaining in resonant ranges can
hardly be prevented in transient operation. Hence, torsional
vibration dampers and absorbers are usually mounted on a
crankshaft’s free end where large vibration amplitudes occur.
They reduce vibration amplitudes in the pertinent resonant
frequency range, thus limiting vibration stress, act to reduce
wear and improve comfort. Figure 8-39 presents the operating
principle of vibration absorbers and dampers as well as the
operating principle for a combination of both concepts.
– Torsional vibration dampers convert kinetic energy into

heat. They consist of a supplementary rotating mass YD

connected with the shaft by a theoretically purely damping
(kD) but in reality elastic element (cD > 0). The damping
effect is produced by shear stresses in high viscosity silicon
oil, friction surfaces in conjunction with steel springs, oil
displacement or material damping by elastomers. The
unavoidable elasticity generates an additional resonant
frequency with the coupled damper mass that must be
below the excitation frequency range. The original
resonant frequency is shifted toward higher frequencies.
Sufficient heat dissipation is the prerequisite for the func-
tion and service life of damping primarily based on energy
dissipation. Appropriate materials’ spring stiffness and
damping are more or less a function of amplitude and
temperature. The additional effect of vibration absorption
is determined by the design. The farther away a damper is
installed from a node, the more effective it is.

– Torsional vibration absorbers generate an inertial torque
directed counter to the excitation torques. Rather than

eliminating vibrational energy, they deflect it for the most
part to the connected vibration absorber system. They also
consist of a supplementary rotating mass YT and a torsion
spring with the stiffness cT. The unavoidable damping
properties (kD > 0) of the torsion spring as well as the
entire vibration system reduce the vibration absorber’s
effectiveness in the frequency range for which it has
been designed. This vibration absorber natural frequency
oT0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cT=YT

p
is tuned to the exciting frequency (reso-

nance tuning). Large vibration amplitudes can occur in
processes of acceleration and deceleration as a result of
low damping when the resonant frequency additionally
caused by the vibration absorber is run through – the
original point of resonance being split in turn into two
neighboring points of resonance. This also applies to the
absorption mass itself. Hence, the acceptability of a
vibration absorber’s torsional vibration amplitudes has
to be verified when it is designed/adjusted. High torsion
spring stress limits a vibration absorber’s life. This is a
practical reason for combining vibration absorption with
damping.
‘‘Internal vibration absorption’’ entails an adjustment of
the system parameters – usually only possible in a narrow
frequency range afterward. Generally desirable, a ‘‘speed-
adaptive’’ vibration absorber can suppress the influence
of the excitation order to which a vibration absorber is
tuned in the entire speed range (cf. Sarazin-Tilger [8-1,
8-53]). Its natural frequency responds proportionally to
the speed. The function is based on the principle of a
centrifugal pendulum.
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Equivalent systems for vibration dampers and absorbers are
identical for the aforementioned reasons. Only their field of
application differs to a certain extent. Depending on their
particular layout (Fig. 8-40), they more or less satisfy both
requirements. Intrinsic damping by displacing lubricating oil
in the main and connecting rod bearings [8-56] is usually no
longer sufficient for more than four cylinders. A common,
simple ‘‘rubber damper with a flywheel ring’’ quickly reaches
its limits because of space limitations, thus making more
complex designs necessary as the number of cylinders
increases. Torsional vibration dampers and vibration absor-
bers are essential, especially at the very high gas torque

amplitudes of supercharged engines. A belt pulley and a
damper or absorber combination is also frequently found in
vehicle engines. Decoupled belt pulleys, additional crankshaft
flexural vibration dampers and camshaft and balance shaft
vibration absorbers and dampers are also being used
increasingly.

8.4.4.2 Dual Mass Flywheel

Current developments in the motor vehicle industry – high
dynamic torques, reduced mass in the drive train, increased
numbers of transmission gears, powershift transmission, low
viscosity lubricating oils and especially fuel economizing, low
speed driving – intensify the problem with vibrations in the
entire power train. Hence, a dual-mass flywheel (DMF) serves
to decouple the crankshaft assembly from the power train in
vehicle engines (Fig. 8-41). Its principle is based on the
separation of the flywheel mass into a primary engine side
and a secondary drive side mass by interposing torsionally
elastic or viscoelastic elements.

A DMF generates an additional, extremely low natural
frequency in the vibration system of the crankshaft assembly
and power train. Accordingly, it functions as a mechanical
low-pass filter. Its response changes with the engine speed
though. This has to be factored into design [8-57]. The
engine’s excitation of the transmission and the rest of the
power train is reduced considerably. The consequently nearly
uniform rotary motion of the transmission input shaft has an
extremely beneficial effect on the familiar noise phenomena
of a power train (transmission chatter, rear axle hum, etc.).
However, since the primary flywheel mass decreases, a DMF
increases the rotational irregularities of an engine itself. This
must be borne in mind when tuning a camshaft drive and
power takeoffs.

Flywheel ring
Damping
fluid

Rubber

Rubber

Centrifugal
force weight

Flywheel
ring

Hub
Hub

a b

c

Fig. 8-40 Designs of rotational vibration dampers/absorbers, a Rubber
torsional vibration absorber, b Viscoelastic torsional vibration absorber,
c Hydrodynamically damped torsional vibration absorber (sleeve spring damper,
MAN B&W Diesel AG)

Fig. 8-41
Dual-mass flywheel, schematic and example of
design (Photo: LuK GmbH & Co. oHG, Bühl)
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All in all, a DMF has a rather beneficial effect on a crank-
shaft assembly’s torsional and flexural vibrations because
the smaller primary side flywheel mass generates fewer crank-
shaft reactions (Fig. 8-42). A damper/absorber can even be
dispensed with under good conditions. The very slight rota-
tional irregularities on the drive side eliminate high fre-
quency torque amplitudes from the transmission. In diesel
engines, this allows transmitting a static torque that is up to
10% higher [8-58].

A sufficiently large secondary flywheel mass suppresses the
resonant frequency below idle speed. Nevertheless, running
through a resonance with large torque amplitudes constitutes
a certain problem when starting an engine. Diesel engines
with three and four cylinders constitute a particular challenge
in this respect. Auxiliary damping is partly necessary, yet
limits a DMF’s efficacy. High starting torque and high starter
speed as well as optimal tuning of the system parameters can
keep this problem within limits. Annoying bucking may
occur when starting an engine and rattling when stopping
it. ‘‘Wide angle designs’’ with a large angle of torsion at low
torsional resistance have proven themselves in diesel engines.

A torsional vibration damper in the clutch disc also fulfills
its function in the conventional power train of motor vehicles,
yet without appreciably isolating vibrations at low speeds.
Hydraulic torsional vibration dampers with a spring-mass
system are used as a link between the engine and transmission
in commercial vehicles. New developments (e.g. Voith’s
Hydrodamp1) are resolving the conflict of objectives
between damping and isolation. Integrated starter alternator
dampers (ISAD) also have an additional damper/absorber
function in the power train. Other applications also employ
highly flexible shaft couplings that function as a torsional
vibration damper and overload couplings in the power train.

8.5 Bearings and Bearing Materials

8.5.1 Bearing Locations in Diesel Engines’ Crankshaft
Assemblies

Just as in gasoline engines, plain bearings have proven to be
the best solution for engine crankshaft assemblies in diesel
engines. The primary reasons for this are:
– their capability to absorb strong shock-like loads because

the lubricant film between the bearing and shaft constitutes
a highly loadable bearing and damping element,

– their suitability for high speeds and their long operating life
that usually lasts an engine’s entire life span,

– their simple configuration as low-mass, thin-walled bear-
ing shells that can be easily split as necessary for lighter
weight assembly in combination with crankshafts and

– their potential for cost effective manufacturing by coil
coating, thus ensuring uniformly high quality.

Customized in shape and material for the particular case of
application, plain bearings are used as:
– crankshaft bearings in the form of half shells,
– connecting rod bearings in the form of half shells in the

connecting rod big end,
– connecting rod bearings in the form of bushings in the

connecting rod small end,
– piston bearings in the form of bushings,
– camshaft bearings in the form of half shells or bushings,
– rocker arm bearings in the form of bushings,
– idler gear bearings in the form of bushings in timing gears,
– balance shaft bearings in the form half shells or bushings,
– crosshead bearings in the form of half shells and
– crosshead guides in the form of guideways.
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Fig. 8-42
Transmission-side vibration isolation
of a dual-mass flywheel (DMF)
compared with a conventional
flywheel [8-58]
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Given the higher compression ratios and extremely high
gas pressures, especially because of turbocharging, plain bear-
ings are mechanically loaded far more greatly in diesel
engines than in gasoline engines. In addition, a considerably
longer operating life is demanded from diesel engines in
commercial vehicles and an even longer operating life from
industrial and marine engines. Both larger bearing dimen-
sions and bearing materials with a higher load carrying
capacity solve this problem for plain bearings.

8.5.2 Function and Stresses

8.5.2.1 Plain Bearing Hydrodynamics

Plain bearings in combustion engines function according to
the principle of hydrodynamics. The lubricating oil supplied to
a bearing at an expedient point travels in the direction of
rotation by adhering to the surface of the shaft. In conjunc-
tion with the lubricating wedge formed by the shaft’s
eccentric shift relative to the bearing, the thusly produced
drag flow builds up pressure in the lubricating oil. The pres-
sure field produced acts as a spring force. In addition to its
rotary motion, the load causes the shaft to execute move-
ments with a radial component. This squeezes the lubricant
out of the decreasing lubricating gap in both circumferential
directions and in both axial directions. The pressure field this
process produces acts as a damping force. The pressure fields
from rotation and displacement superimpose on each other,
thus producing a pressure field that generates the bearing

reaction force that separates the sliding surfaces of the shaft
and bearing. Figure 8-43 presents the two pressure fields and
the related bearing reaction forces.

The basis for the simulation of hydrodynamics in plain
bearings is the Reynolds differential equation (see for example
[8-59] for its derivation), which describes the lubricant flow in
the lubricating gap by simulating motion (Navier-Stoke’s equa-
tion) linked with the condition of continuity. For the sake of
simplification, numerous idealized assumptions and precondi-
tions are usually made in the only numerically possible solution
of the Reynolds differential equation (cf. [8-60] through
[8-64]). The acceptability of most of these assumptions has
been sufficiently validated in experiments and in the field.

The assumption that bearing geometry is completely rigid
constitutes an exception however. In earlier engines, lower loads
and sizing provided with reserves rendered this still approxi-
mately correct. Boosted substantially by enhanced performance
and lightweight construction, specific bearing loads now pro-
duce such large operating deformations, especially in car and
commercial vehicle diesel engines, that they must be taken into
account for mathematical bearing design to be reliable.

Such applications’ simulations of the hydrodynamics (HD)
of plain bearings with rigid bearing geometries now only serve
as initial rough estimates in the design stage. Once exact
component geometries exist (e.g. connecting rod, engine
block and crankshaft), simulations of plain bearings’ elasto-
hydrodynamics (EHD) normally follow, incorporating
mechanical-elastic component deformations and, if neces-
sary, thermal-elastic deformations (TEHD).
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Fig. 8-43
Pressure buildup in the lubricant of transiently
loaded hydrodynamic plain bearings. F bearing
load force; FD bearing reaction force from the
pressure field caused by rotation; FV bearing
reaction force from the pressure field caused by
displacement; e journal eccentricity; d position
angle of journal eccentricity; hmin minimum
lubricating film thickness; o angular velocity of
the journal
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8.5.2.2 Bearing Stress Simulation

Bearing simulation determines the operating parameters of a
plain bearing’s tribosystem consisting of the elements of
bearing housing, bearing shells, lubricant and shaft journal.
The operating parameters determined for every relevant oper-
ating state have to be compared with standard operating
values (limit values from tests and experience) and their
validity checked to verify operational reliability.

The mathematical check of plain bearings’ function chiefly
consists of determining the mechanical load and the journal’s
distance from the bearing (minimum lubricating film thick-
ness) in the operating state. Other parameters of evaluation
are the friction losses, lubricating oil flow rate and the resul-
tant bearing temperature.

The simulation of the operation of an engine’s plain bear-
ings begins by determining the load forces (see Sect. 8.2.4).

Figure 8-44 presents the typical characteristic of the bear-
ing load of a connecting rod in a commercial vehicle diesel
engine in the form of a polar diagram. The connecting rod’s
axis proceeds vertically and the shank above and the cover
below hare incorporated.

To simulate the displacement orbit of the journal in the
connecting rod bearings and main bearings, the bearing force
F is reduced to two components in the direction of
and perpendicular to the minimum lubricating gap hmin

(see Fig. 8-43), which are then set in equilibrium with the
corresponding components of the bearing reaction force FD

and FV (index D: development of pressure by rotation; index
V: development of pressure by displacement). The Sommer-
feld numbers then formed with FD and FV (see for example
[8-59] for an explanation of the dimensionless bearing oper-
ating number) are used to obtain the changes of journal
eccentricity De and its position angle Dd when the crank
angle is altered by the increment Dj. Adding these changes
to the respective current values simulates the journal’s dis-
placement orbit for one or more combustion cycles until a
periodic and closed curve, i.e. a convergence, is obtained.

Figure 8-45 presents the thusly simulated characteristic of
shaft journal displacement inside the bearing belonging to
Fig. 8-44. The distance between the displacement curve and
the outer circle is a measure of the distance between the shaft
journal and the bearing (minimum lubricating film thick-
ness hmin).

Conclusions about good positioning of structurally neces-
sary lubricant supply elements (lubrication holes, lubricating
grooves and lubricant recesses) in the bearings, which will
minimally affect their load carrying capacity, can also be
drawn for the load characteristics (Fig. 8-44) and the journal
displacement (Fig. 8-45) from polar diagrams with the bearing
shell reference frame. Polar diagrams with the journal reference
frame provide a corresponding aid to position the lubricant
supply elements in the journal (lubrication holes) [8-65].

Figure 8-46 presents an example of the strong influence of
the deformations of the connecting rod big end on bearing

performance. It not only affects the magnitude, position and
distribution of lubricating film pressures and the related
stress mechanisms in the bearing (with potential material
fatigue) and connecting rod but also the magnitude and
position of the lubricating film thicknesses and the related
risk of wear.

8.5.2.3 Operating Parameters of Present Day Bearings

The evaluation of the level of stress of plain bearings in
combustion engines is primarily based on the maximum
values of the specific bearing load and the lubricating film
pressure as well as the minimum values of the lubricating
film thickness. The extreme values of these evaluation criteria
for diesel engines have changed greatly in recent years.
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Fig. 8-44 Typical load characteristic in a commercial vehicle engine’s
connecting rod bearing specifying the crank angle ’ (bearing reference frame)
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In principle, the most extreme stresses occur in the
smaller types of plain bearings in turbocharged car engines
and tend toward somewhat more moderate operating
values as engine size increases. The most convincing reason
for this is the demand for longer operating life that
increases with engine size. In and of itself desirable and
demanded by the engine industry, a theoretically reliable
projection of plain bearings’ operating life is however just
as impossible today as a projection of a combustion
engine’s exact service life. Hence, since bearings are greatly
influenced by the different operating conditions during
engine use, especially speeds and loads, and any faults
caused by servicing errors for instance, any projection of
operating life must for the most part revert to tests, prac-
tical experience and statistics.

Despite increases in operating loads, it has proven possible
to meet the the demand for longer operating life in recent
years. Ultimately, this can be attributed to a whole cluster of
technical improvements.

Advances in engine plain bearings include:
– bearing materials,
– bearing shell and shaft journal finishing,
– low-deformation bearing design (e.g. by means of the finite

element method),

– lubricating oils,
– filter technology,
– lubricating oil circulation and
– precision and cleanliness during engine assembly.

The magnitude of the mathematical operating values may
differ depending on the method of calculation. All the values
specified in Table 8-3 were determined with the HD method
of calculation mentioned in Sects. 8.5.2.1 and 8.5.2.2. All the
data are extreme values from individual production diesel
engines. Further increases may be expected in coming years.
The majority of engines exhibit strongly moderated condi-
tions though. On average, the maximum loads are approxi-
mately 65% of the values specified in Table 8-3 and the
minimum lubricating film thicknesses approximately 150%–
200%.

8.5.3 Structural Designs

8.5.3.1 Basic Design

Plain bearings for diesel engines are now almost exclusively
made of composite materials. Steel strips are coated with
bearing material in different, usually continuous processes
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Fig. 8-45
Typical journal displacement orbit of the crank pin in a
commercial vehicle engine’s connecting rod bearing specifying
the crank angle’ (bearing reference frame). " = 2e/C relative
journal eccentricity; e absolute journal eccentricity; C absolute
bearing clearance (difference of diameters of bearing bore and
journal); 1 - " = hmin / (C/2)
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treated in more detail in Sect. 8.5.4. Blanks are punched out of
the bimetal strips, bent into half shells and subsequently
machined. In certain cases, additional extremely thin sliding
layers are also applied to the actual bearing material to
improve function.

When the dimensions are large (roughly diameters of
200 mm and up), steel tubes instead of steel strips are also
used as the base material, the bearing material being centri-
fugally cast onto the inner surface of the tube. Afterward, the
tubes are split into two half shells.

rigid

170 MPa 705 MPa

156

9682

Crank angle = 68°

elastic

hmin elastic = hmin rigid +  20%

elastic rigid

Crank
angle = 19°

Fig. 8-46
Influence of elastic operating deformations on
the values and distribution as well as position
of the lubricating film pressure in MPa and on
the minimum lubricating film thickness hmin

Table 8-3 Compilation of current operating extremes (computational values) of connecting rod bearings and main bearings of European mass produced car,
commercial vehicle and large diesel engines

Operating values Car diesel engines
Shaft diameter 	 75 mm
Expected service life 3,000 h

Commercial vehicle diesel
engines 75 mm 	
shaft diameter	 150 mm
Expected service life 15,000 h

Large diesel engines
Shaft diameter � 350 mm
Expected service life 50,000 h

Connecting rod
bearing

Main
bearing

Connecting rod
bearing

Main
bearing

Connecting rod
bearing

Main
bearing

Maximum specific bearing load in MPa
Minimum lubricating film thickness in mm

130
0.15

60
0.25

100
0.30

60
0.60

55
2

40
3
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8.5.3.2 Connecting Rod Bearings and Crankshaft Bearings

Figures 8-47 and 8-48 picture the structural design of a typical
connecting rod bearing and crankshaft main bearing (main
bearing for short) of a commercial vehicle diesel engine. The
relatively thin-walled design serves to reduce space require-
ments and weight.

Connecting rod bearings do not need any lubricating
grooves since the connecting rod journal supplies them with
lubricating oil. Connecting rod bearings have appropriate oil
holes in cases where the piston pin bushing in the connecting
rod small end is lubricated either by oil spray through a split
hole in the connecting rod big end or by pressurized oil from
the lubricating oil outlet bore in the crank pin through a
connecting rod shank bore.

Large engines frequently feed the pressurized oil to the
piston pin bushing through a groove in the cap shell and
through bores in the connecting rod big end and in the
connecting rod shank. The varying wall thickness in Fig. 8-47
(wall eccentricity) facilitates matching the connecting rod bore
geometry to obtain the shape of a regular cylinder optimal for
load carrying capacity and lubricating film thickness.

The main bearing shells in small and medium-sized
engines are normally designed with thicker walls than the
connecting rod bearing bushings in order to accommodate
sufficiently deep lubricating oil grooves. These not only serve

to supply oil to the main bearing but also the connecting rod
bearing. The oil flows from the grooves through crankshaft
bores of the main journal to the crank pin. Given the
improvement in load carrying capacity, only the housing
bearing half shells (upper shells) are provided with grooves
in diesel engines, while the cap bearing half shells (lower
shells) either have no grooves at all or only partial grooves
running from the groove root toward the sliding surfaces. The
lubricant is fed from the main oil gallery into the main
bearing either through round holes or slots, which benefit
any potential angular offset between the bores in the housing
and in the bearing shell.

The lugs in the joint face solely serve as assembly aids for
correctly positioned installation (positioning aid). A properly
designed press fit must prevent the bearing shell from moving
relative to the insertion bore.

The trend in all combustion engine and even diesel engine
design is geared toward steadily reducing the space require-
ments and cutting weight. Ever smaller diameters, widths and
shell wall thicknesses are being striven for in engine bearings.
Bearing-holding components are being constructed increas-
ingly lighter too. This means that particular attention will
have to be devoted in the future to obtaining just as adequate a
press fit of plain bearings in diesel engines as has already been
done in extremely lightweight gasoline engines for some time.

Common mean bearing clearances have a magnitude of
1/1000 of the inner bearing diameter. The smallest possible
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minimum clearances are targeted for reasons of better load
carrying capacity. The limits are established by the irregula-
rities of the elements forming a plain bearing (housing,
bearing shell and shaft) induced by manufacturing and
assembly and a continued sufficient cooling effect from the
oil flowing through the bearing.

8.5.3.3 Thrust Bearings

One of a crankshaft’s main bearing points is fitted with a
bilaterally acting thrust bearing to axially guide the crankshaft
and absorb the clutch pressure (and also to partly absorb
constant axial loads when automatic transmission is
employed). Earlier, vehicle engines often utilized flange bear-
ings in which radial bearings (shells) and thrust bearings (two
collars) consisted of one piece. Today, state-of-the-art flange
bearings are primarily constructed in a composite form. Bear-
ing half shells are connected with half thrust washers
(clinched or welded) on both sides. The advantage over
one-piece flange bearings is the possibility of making half
thrust washers and shells out of various materials adapted
to different tasks.

However, separate half thrust washers are often used,
which are inserted on both sides of a radial bearing in recesses
in the housing or in the bearing cap (Fig. 8-49). The present
trend in smaller engine sizes is mainly toward this lower cost
solution with loose thrust washers, which has always been
standard in large engines for reasons of manufacturing.

8.5.3.4 Piston Pin, Rocker Arm and Camshaft Bearings

Piston pin bearings und rocker arm bearings are basically
designed as bushings, the inner bores of which are normally
only finish machined after installation to comply with smaller
bearing bore tolerances. Where possible, bushings are also
used for camshaft bearings. However, bearing shells are
necessary in some cases for structural reasons.

8.5.4 Bearing Materials [8-66]

8.5.4.1 Stresses and Function of Plain Bearings in Engine
Operation

Plain bearings in combustion engines are mechanically loaded
by the gas forces and inertial forces that appear there. Due to
the dynamic load, the hydrodynamic oil film pressure
between the surfaces of the sliding partners, i.e. the bearing
and journal, cause pulsating pressure of the sliding surfaces.
The frictional heat inevitably produced and thermal inci-
dence from the combustion chambers that may occur gener-
ate the thermal stress.

Wear stress results from the inability to obtain the desired
virtually wear-free fluid friction with a complete separation of
the sliding surfaces by the lubricating film in every operating
point and the unavoidability of temporary mixed friction con-
ditions as a result. In addition, inaccuracies in manufacturing
and assembly cause mating surfaces to adapt to each other.
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Fig. 8-49
Half thrust washer of a commercial vehicle engine with a
wall thickness of 3.360 + 0.05 mm
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This also elicits additional compression and wear stresses of the
sliding surfaces as well as mechanically and thermally induced
deformations of the sliding surfaces in operation.

Ultimately, the sliding surfaces may also be subjected to
corrosive stresses if either externally or internally induced
changes of the lubricant cause chemical reactions with their
materials.

The following preconditions must be met in order to
ensure the tribological ‘‘plain bearing’’ system functions to
the extent the interaction of these stresses requires,:
– Undue mechanical or corrosive wear should not occur!
– Undue bearing temperatures should not occur!
– Material fatigue should not occur!

This catalog of basic requirements not only presupposes that
the conditions for hydrodynamic lubrication are fulfilled but
also demands quite a number of specific properties from the
plain bearings’ materials, which are described in the following.

8.5.4.2 Bearing Material Requirements

Compatibility in operation with the material of its sliding
partner, e.g. a shaft, is most likely the most important prop-
erty that makes a certain material a ‘‘plain bearing material’’.
ISO 4378/1 defines compatibility and other particulars
required of the performance of plain bearing materials.
These are:
– adaptability (compensation for geometric imperfections),
– embeddability (embedding of hard particles from the lubri-

cating oil),
– running-in ability (reduction of friction during run-in) and
– wear resistance (abrasion resistance).

Additional properties not in the list are:
– emergency running ability (maintaining bearing operation

during poor lubrication through good seizure resistance)
and

– fatigue resistance (against pulsating pressure).

Only relatively soft materials, usually with a quite low melting
range, facilitate adaptability and running-in ability as well as
the equally desired low tendency to seize. This imposes a limit
on further demand for fatigue resistance against pulsating
pressure as well as maximum wear resistance since such prop-
erties require rather relatively hard materials.

Good thermal conductivity and adequate corrosion resis-
tance, e.g. against aggressive components in the lubricating
oil, are additionally desirable. Technically and economically
good manufacturability is also of major importance. Bearing
shells and bushings that are solely joined by a press fit with
the insertion bore simplify replacement and are advantageous
in the case of repair.

The properties cited are prioritized according the particu-
lar use of a plain bearing and the operating conditions. If,
for example, disturbances of the fluid friction occur in

hydrodynamically lubricated plain bearings with low sliding
speeds, experience has shown that the resulting mixed friction
usually only produces abrasive wear. It increases with the
bearing load. While it shortens a bearing’s service life, damage
caused by spontaneous bearing seizing mostly occurs when
bearing loads become extremely high. If poor lubrication can-
not quite be prevented at high specific loads and low sliding
speeds (e.g. in piston pin bushings and rocker arm bushings),
priority is given to plain bearing materials with maximum wear
resistance and fatigue resistance values over those with high
adaptability. Relatively hard bearing materials are options.

Extremely high and diverse requirements are made on
bearing material when high sliding speeds occur at the same
time as strong, transient specific loads (i.e. in the connecting
rod bearings and main bearings of vehicle diesel engines).
Along with high fatigue resistance, the bearing material must
also possess maximum wear resistance and compatibility.

These diverse, partly contradictory requirements are best
met by heterogeneously structured bearing materials. Hetero-
geneity may be obtained both by the microstructure of the
bearing alloy itself (mixed crystals or insolubilities of the
alloying components) and by layering the bearing materials.

Hence, plain bearings consisting of multilayer compound
materials have been established in combustion engine design
for decades as half shells or bushings with a steel back that
produces the strength necessary for the press fit in the inser-
tion bore.

8.5.4.3 Basic Plain Bearing Materials and their
Compositions

Lead or tin bearing alloys were used earlier for low bearing
loads. Hard mixed crystals (normally antimony alloys) are
incorporated in a soft matrix with good emergency running
ability to improve the load carrying capacity and wear resis-
tance. These materials have as good as disappeared because of
their excessively low load capacity, the ban on lead in vehicle
combustion engines imposed by the European Directive on
End of Life Vehicles and the worldwide ban on the use of toxic
substances in combustion engines observed by most engine
manufacturers.

Aluminum bearing alloys are frequently used at medium
loads and copper bearing alloys at high loads.

Inverting the principle of lead and tin alloys, softer, lower
melting components (e.g. tin) are incorporated in a harder
matrix with a higher solidus point. The advantages are high
fatigue strength and good wear resistance, thus attaining the
requisite emergency running properties.

8.5.4.4 One-layer Bearings

One-layer plain bearings are used in some cases in combus-
tion engines as bushings in the connecting rod small end and
as piston pin bushings made of copper alloys in the pistons
but rarely as solid thrust washers made of aluminum alloys
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for crankshafts. In the vast majority of cases, multi-layer
bearing shells and bushings are used in both diesel and gaso-
line engines because of their greater strength for the operating
load and press fit.

8.5.4.5 Two-layer Bearings

Two-layer bearings are usually manufactured by continu-
ously coating steel strips with the sliding layer by cast coating,
sinter coating or roller coating.

One of the most important applications are heavy-duty,
wrapped bushings in the connecting rod small end or in
rocker arms and in the piston bosses in highly loaded pistons.
They are made of bronze bimetallic strips manufactured by
cast coating or sinter coating. Formerly standard, the alloy
CuPb10Sn10 has been replaced by lead-free alloys because of
the ban on lead. The base is normally a CuSn material with
different additional alloy elements. CuSn10Bi3 is one exam-
ple of the numerous new lead-free material developments.

Other applications of two-layer compound materials in
bushings include camshaft bearings and transmission bear-
ings. In light of the higher sliding speeds of the latter, some-
what softer adaptable alloys are usually employed.

Figure 8-50 presents micrographs of the lead-containing
cast alloy CuPb10Sn10 used earlier and the lead-free sintered
alloy CuSn10Bi3.

Roller bonded two-layer bearings are employed particu-
larly frequently. The bearing alloys are rolled on a steel strip.
This method has proven itself particularly well for aluminum
bearing materials.

AlSn20Cu is widespread. This bearing material is utilized
in crankshaft main bearings of both gasoline and diesel car
engines and also used for connecting rod bearings and crank-
shaft bearings in some large engines because of its good
corrosion resistance.

Figure 8-51 presents a micrograph of the material structure.
Virtually indissoluble in the aluminum, the tin is finely distrib-
uted by annealing, thus achieving satisfactory fatigue resistance.

Lead-free without exception because of the lead ban,
numerous AlSn alloys with different additional alloy elements
have been developed to obtain even higher fatigue resistances
approaching bronze. AlSn alloys with silicon have proven
advantageous when nodular cast iron crankshafts are
employed, a trend in car diesel engines. Thin additional layers
of various compositions between the aluminum alloy and
steel increase fatigue resistance.

8.5.4.6 Three-layer Bearings

Together with the high sliding speeds, the high specific loads
that occur in combustion engines’ connecting rod bearings,
which have been boosted extremely in recent years by steady
increases in specific power and the reduction of dimensions,
make maximum demands on plain bearing materials.

Steel Steel

CuPb10Sn10 CuSn10Bi3

Fig. 8-50 Micrographs of both two-layer composite materials steel/CuPb10Sn10 and steel/CuSn10Bi3

AISn20Cu

AI

Steel

Fig. 8-51 Micrograph of the two-layer compound material steel/AlSn20Cu
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Three-layer bearings are employed for these demanding
applications.

A third layer (sliding layer) that improves the emergency
running properties and the adaptability to and embeddability
of foreign particles in the lubricating oil is additionally elec-
troplated or vapor deposited onto relatively hard two-layer
compound materials, the second layer of which normally has
a thickness of 0.2–0.7 mm.

The very soft third layers in electroplated bearings should
only be approximately 0.010–0.040 mm thick to prevent them
from lowering a bearing’s loading capacity too greatly. Cast-
ing cannot achieve this.

The second layer is responsible for ensuring the requisite
load carrying capacity. However, the second layer must also
sufficiently resist seizing to ensure the bearing continues to
function in case the third layer wears locally.

Earlier second layer bronzes of three-layer CuPbSn
(e.g. CuPb22Sn) bearing shells have been replaced by lead-
free alloys because of the ban on lead. The base is normally a
CuSn material with different additional alloy elements. One
example of the numerous lead-free material developments is
CuSn8Ni with an increased load carrying capacity.

As a rule, formerly electroplated PbSnCu coats (e.g.
PbSn14Cu8) have been replaced by lead-free Sn alloys. One
example of the numerous lead-free third layer developments
is SnCu6.

Figure 8-52 presents a micrograph of the lead-containing
three-layer compound material steel/CuPb22Sn/PbSn14Cu8
formerly frequently used in the connecting rod bearings and
crankshaft main bearings of car and commercial vehicle
engines and large engines, in part with slightly varying alloy
components in the third layer. The 1–2 mm thick nickel
barrier additionally electroplated between the lead bronze
and the third layer serves to minimize the diffusion of tin
from the third layer toward lead bronze, which occurs at
operating temperature. Otherwise, this would greatly dimin-
ish the lead-containing third layer’s corrosion resistance.

Figure 8-52 presents a micrograph of the lead free three-
layer compound material steel/CuSn8Ni/SnCu6.

By maintaining the principle structure of lead-containing
bearing materials even in lead-free materials, combinations
with various novel intermediate layers significantly increase
fatigue resistance and wear resistance.

Given its good corrosion resistance, a third layer consisting
of SnSb7 is also used in heavy fuel diesel engines and gas
engines.

An earlier approach to improving the electroplated third
layer’s frequently inadequate fatigue resistance and wear
resistance entailed filling the recesses introduced in the sur-
face of a two-layer compound material by only electroplating
them rather than completely electroplating the sliding sur-
face. The harder regions increase load carrying capacity and
wear resistance. The softer regions still provide sufficient
emergency running ability. Once used as a connecting rod
and crankshaft bearing in commercial vehicles and medium
speed diesel engines, this type of bearing is now being used
more and more infrequently (particularly in the commercial
vehicle sector) because of its unsatisfactory service life
because the electroplating material washes out.

Despite increases in the wear resistance and fatigue resis-
tance by increasing their hardness (e.g. CuSn6), electroplated
third layers are frequently no longer a match for today’s max-
imum demands in highly supercharged diesel engines.

Therefore, even harder alloys have had to be developed for
the third layer. Physical vapor deposition (PVD) coating, also
called ‘‘sputtering’’, is utilized. Material is deposited in a
vacuum in the vapor phase.

Cast lead bronzes with increased tin content were pre-
viously used as a second layer for maximum load carrying
capacity. However, just like electroplated three-layer com-
pound materials, they have now been replaced by lead-free
alloys (e.g. CuSn8Ni) with even further increased load carry-
ing capacity. The relatively hard PVD third layer normally
consists of AlSn20 (Fig. 8-53).

PbSn14Cu8

Ni

CuPb22Sn CuSn8Ni

CuSn6

Ni

Fig. 8-52 Micrographs of both three-layer compound materials steel/CuPb22Sn/PbSn14Cu8 and steel/CuSn8Ni/CuSn6
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Examples of application are connecting rod bearings in
highly supercharged car diesel engines and connecting rod
and crankshaft bearings in highly supercharged commercial
vehicle diesel engines, especially those with state-of-the-art
direct injection and intercooling.

8.5.5 Bearing Damage and Its Causes [8-67, 8-68]

8.5.5.1 Impairment of Operation

Various disturbances can impair a bearing’s operation,
i.e. any causes that prevent hydrodynamic operation under
complete fluid lubrication despite proper design. This may
include poor lubrication, contaminated, diluted or air-
foamed lubricant, overloading and faulty geometry of the
sliding partners due to manufacturing or assembly errors.
Disturbances can cause wear, overheating, material fatigue
or corrosion. A bearing normally retains its functionality
when such impairments are only marginally present. How-
ever, in an advanced stage, they can ultimately cause a bearing
to fail.

8.5.5.2 Wear

If the thickness of the lubricating film between two sliding
partners is insufficient to fully separate their sliding surfaces
from one another, then mixed friction wear occurs instead of
wear-free complete fluid lubrication with pure fluid friction.
Surfaces roughened by manufacturing cause the harder of the
two sliding partners to score the softer partner and the peaks
of roughness to shear. Such microcutting processes are called
abrasive wear. It may be considered acceptable when the rate
of bearing abrasion is so low that it does not reduce the
targeted service life of the plain bearing. Planar abrasion is
less harmful than scoring abrasion since it impairs the
buildup of the hydrodynamic bearing pressure less. Laminar
break-in wear may also be viewed positively since the thusly
generated smoothing of the sliding surfaces improves hydro-
dynamics. Figure 8-54 pictures surface abrasive wear.

Bearing wear produced by hard foreign particles in the
lubricating oil is called erosive wear. Many small particles
tend to produce laminar wear, a few large particles scoring
wear.

Unduly high rates of wear can cause bearing material to
overheat and melt. This produces local connecting bridges
with the sliding partners, which cause adhesive wear during
shearing. When the adhesive bridges are no longer separable
or this entails substantial destruction, this is called bearing
seizure and normally means total bearing failure.

Corrosive wear can arise as a result of the bearing material’s
chemical reaction with aggressive media in the lubricating oil.
Especially when the thermal load is high and the lubricant has
deteriorated, media such as acids may form when stipulated
lubricant change intervals are exceeded. Corrosive media can
also reach the lubricating oil from the fuel (heavy fuel, landfill
gas). Corrosive wear is a chemical dissolution of bearing
material, which alters its properties and can frequently
cause material loss in the form of pitting and even irreparable
damage with bearing seizing.

Sputtered layer

Cu Pb 22 Sn

St

AlSn20

NiCr

CuPb22Sn

Fig. 8-53 Micrograph of a sputter bearing

Fig. 8-54 Abrasive wear in a three-layer bearing shell
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8.5.5.3 Fatigue

According to [8-59] and [8-69], excessively high dynamic
alternating peripheral stresses induced by the pulsating lubri-
cating film pressure cause fatigue cracks in bearings.

At variable bearing load, the pulsating pressure field that
appears in the lubricant between the sliding surfaces produces
tangential alternating normal and shear stresses in the bear-
ing material. Fatigue damage occurs when the material’s
fatigue strength is exceeded. Fatigue is purely a stress process.
The damage manifests itself as cracks running from the sur-
face into the depth and, in an advanced stage, as crumbling in
the sliding layer. Figure 8-55 presents typical fatigue damage
of electroplated plain bearings. According to [8-59] and
[8-69], not only the absolute level of the lubricating film
pressure but, above all, its local gradient also influences a
bearing material’s fatigue. The destruction of a bearing’s
sliding surface diminishes its load carrying capacity because
the hydrodynamic pressure buildup is disrupted. Additional
wear, overheating and, ultimately, irreparable damage caused
by seizing usually follow.

8.6 Piston, Piston Rings and Piston Pins

8.6.1 Function of a Piston

The piston is the first link in a combustion engine’s chain of
force transmitting elements. A moveable force transmitting
wall, it, together with the piston rings, must reliably seal the
combustion chamber against the passage of gas and the
inflow of lubricating oil in every operating and load state.
Specifically designed as an integral part of the combustion
chamber, the piston crown influences flow conditions during
gas exchange, mixture formation and combustion during
various operating modes. Increases in speed and brake
mean effective pressure by supercharging are constantly

raising the demands on the mechanical and thermal load
capacity of diesel engine pistons. However, increased loads
have made it increasingly difficult to meet the demands made
on modern piston designs. e.g. adaptability to changing oper-
ating conditions, seizure resistance, high structural strength,
NVH performance, low oil consumption and long service life.
Moreover, the limitations on the use of some conventional
piston designs and common materials have become apparent.
Hence, every option for material and structural design must
be explored when designing pistons for high performance
diesel engines.

8.6.2 Temperatures and Loads in Pistons

The extremely rapid conversion of fuel-based energy into heat
causes the temperature and pressure to increase considerably
during combustion. The various working principles require
different compression and air/fuel ratios. Thus, the gases in a
combustion chamber have peak temperatures between 1,800
and 2,6008C. Although the temperatures drop greatly during
the combustion cycle, the exhaust gases exiting a combustion
chamber can still have temperatures between 500 and 1,0008C.
The heat from the hot combustible gases is primarily trans-
mitted to the combustion chamber walls and thus the piston
crown by convection and only in small part by radiation (see
Sect. 7.2).

The strong periodic fluctuations of temperature in a com-
bustion chamber cause temperatures to vary in the upper-
most layer of the piston crown. The amplitudes of these
fluctuations have a magnitude of about 10–408C on the
surface and subside inwardly within a few millimeters accord-
ing to an exponential function [8-70].

A large part of the heat absorbed by the piston crown
during the expansion stroke is released to the coolant by
the piston ring zone and by the cylinder wall. Depending on
the design of the engine and the piston and influenced by the
operating mode and the piston velocity, between 20 and 60%
of the amount of heat that accumulates in a piston crown is
primarily released by the piston rings. A small portion of the
heat is transferred to the fresh gas during gas exchange. The
lubricating and cooling oil that reaches a piston’s inner wall
absorbs the rest of the dissipated heat.

The three-dimensional temperature field produced in a
piston can be simulated with finite element programs utiliz-
ing appropriate boundary values. Figure 8-56 presents char-
acteristic surface temperatures in pistons of gasoline and
diesel engines.

They are measured in an engine with non-electrical meth-
ods of measurement (fusible plugs, Templugs and residual
hardness) or sophisticated electrical methods of measure-
ment (thermocouples, NTC thermistors and telemetry).
Cooling (spray cooling and forced oil cooling) can influence
piston temperature significantly.

An equilibrium of gas, inertial and supporting forces (con-
necting rod and side thrust) prevails in a piston. The maximum

Fig. 8-55 Fatigue of the third layer of a three-layer bearing shell
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gas pressure is crucially important for a piston’s mechanical
stress. It is 80–110 bar in naturally aspirated diesel engines and
160–250 bar in supercharged diesel engines. The pressure
increases at a rate of 3–8 bar/8CA and can exceed 20 bar/8CA
when combustion is disrupted [8-71–8-73].

8.6.3 Piston Design and Stress

8.6.3.1 Main Piston Dimensions

A piston’s functional elements include the piston crown,
ring zone with piston top land, piston pin boss and skirt.
Additional functional elements such as the cooling gallery
and ring carrier are characteristic of piston design. The piston
assembly also includes the piston rings and the piston
pins and pin retainers.

The main piston dimensions (Fig. 8-57, Table 8-4 [8-74])
are closely interrelated to the main engine dimensions and the
dimensions of other components (crankcase, crankshaft
andconnecting rod). Apart from the cylinder diameter, the
most important piston dimension is the compression height,
i.e. the distance between the center of the pin and the upper
edge of the piston top land. Piston mass plays a major role,
especially in high speed engines.

8.6.3.2 Loading Conditions of Pistons

General Description

The gas, inertial and skirt side forces that act on a piston
generate deformations and thus stress in a piston. The pres-
sure from the combustion gases acts on the piston crown. The
piston transmits the resulting force to the crankshaft via the
piston pin and the connecting rod. Since the piston pin bosses

in the area of the skirt are supported on the piston pin, the
open end of the piston skirt deforms ovally.

Deformation is additionally influenced by the deformation
of the pin (ovalization and bending deflection) and by the
contact forces in the cylinder, which likewise promote piston
deformation.

Deformations produced by the temperature field in the
piston are superimposed on the piston deformations
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Fig. 8-56
Operating temperatures in aluminum pistons of vehicle
engines at full load (schematic)
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Fig. 8-57 Important piston dimensions and terms. F Piston top land; St Ring
land; s Crown thickness; KH Compression height; DL Length of elongation; GL
Total length; BO Pin bore diameter (pin diameter); SL Skirt length; UL Bottom
length; AA Boss spacing; D Piston diameter
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stemming from the mechanical forces. They cause the crown
to warp in pistons at operating temperature and diameters to
enlarge from the lower skirt end to the piston top land.

Piston design aims for wall thicknesses that are sufficient to
prevent fractures and deformations, even caused by side
forces, which, however, are elastic enough in certain regions
that they are able to yield to externally applied deformations

(e.g. from the cylinder). Since a piston is a rapidly moving
engine part, its mass should always be kept to a minimum.

Deformations and stresses resulting from the action of
forces and temperature fields may be simulated with the finite
element method (Fig. 8-58) [8-75].

Piston Crown Loading

A diesel piston crown is subjected to extreme temperature
loading with temperatures far above 3008C at which the
fatigue strength of the aluminum materials employed already
diminishes considerably. As far as possible, its design and that
of the bowl rim must prevent the occurrence of local tem-
perature peaks and weakening notch effects, which could
facilitate the initiation of cracks [8-76–8-78].

Engine operation produces significant thermal cycling at
the bowl rim. Local heating and the inhibition of deformation
by surrounding colder regions can cause piston materials to
yield locally and, in the extreme case, to develop thermal cycle
fatigue. Hard anodizing a piston crown produces a hard
aluminum oxide layer that reduces its propensity to incipient
thermal cracking.

The optimization of exhaust emission for direct injection
engines frequently necessitates designing combustion bowls
with the smallest possible radius and often with an undercut.
A pronounced temperature maximum inevitably arises at the
edge of the bowl. Aluminum oxide ceramic fibers incorporated

Table 8-4 Main dimensions of light alloy pistons for diesel engines

Four-stroke diesel engines

Diameter D in mm 75. . .100 >100
Total length GL/D 0.8. . .1.3 1.1. . .1.6
Compression height KH/D 0.50. . .0.80 0.70. . .1,00
Pin diameter BO/D 0.35a. . .0.40 0.36. . .0,45
Piston top land height F/D 0.10. . .0.20 0.10. . .0.22
1st ring land St/Db 0.07. . .0.09 0.07. . .0.12
Groove height for 1st ring in mm 1.5. . .3.0 3.0. . .8.0
Skirt length SL/D 0.50. . .0.90 0.70. . .1.10
Boss spacing AA/D 0.27. . .0.40 0.25. . .0.40
Crown thickness s/D 0.10. . .0.15c 0.13. . .0.20
Weight ratio GN/D in g/cm3 0.8. . .1.1 1.1. . .1.6
a Lower value for car diesel.
b Values apply to ring carrier pistons.
c For DI engines � 0.2 x recess diameter.

a b

325.[°C]

312.

299.

286.

273.

260.

247.

234.

221.

208.

195.

182.

169.

156.

143.

130.

Fig. 8-58 Finite element simulation of a piston. a FE mesh and temperature field in 8C; b Deformation under temperature load
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in the piston alloy significantly increase the strength of the
bowl rim. However, a special casting method is required to be
able to manufacture such pistons with fiber reinforced bowl
rims (Fig. 8-59) or locally fiber reinforced crown zones since
the piston alloy only penetrates the porous fiber package under
increased pressure in its liquid state [8-79].

Ring Zone Loading

Since their first (in some cases also their second) ring groove
is thermally and mechanically loaded, aluminum diesel
engine pistons require additional measures to attain the
required service life. The rings’ radial motion caused by the
piston’s rocking motion in the cylinder is the primary cause of
ring groove wear (flank wear). The axial motion resulting
from gas, mass and frictional forces and the rings’ rotation
also contribute to ring groove wear.

On the one hand, the high thermal stress of the first ring
groove particularly intensifies mechanical wear. On the other
hand, it can also cause the ring groove to coke and the first ring
in diesel engines to stick.

The first ring groove of aluminum diesel pistons is nor-
mally reinforced by casting in a ring carrier usually made of
‘‘Ni-resist’’. This is austenitic cast iron with approximately the
same thermal expansion as aluminum. The Alfin process
produces an intermetallic phase between the ring carrier
and the piston material, which prevents gas and inertial forces
from loosening the ring carrier and facilitates better heat
transfer.

Other measures that reinforce the ring groove such as steel
lamella in the upper groove flank or alloyed-in wear resistant
materials usually provide less wear protection than a ring
carrier.

Boss and Support Zone

The forces acting on a piston are transmitted by the piston pin
bore to the piston pin and by the connecting rod to the
crankshaft. The piston pin boss is one of a piston’s highly
stressed zones.

Various bore geometries (block, trapezoidal or stepped
support designs) are employed to properly support the piston
crown to transfer load. The pin bore contact pressure in larger
diesel engines for rail and marine drives is frequently reduced
by a stepped pin boss (stepped connecting rod). Center bores
that hold the piston pin are located in the boss supports. The
pin bores must be machined with a high quality finish since
they function as bearings.

The dimension of the piston pin and the width of the small
connecting rod eye significantly influence a pin bore’s load
capacity. When engine performance has been tuned, the
resulting operating conditions (firing pressure, temperature
and service life) may make it necessary to engineer the pin
bore’s fine geometry to deviate from the cylindrical contour to
ensure reliable operation in the pin bore without cracking
[8-80, 8-81]. A slight ovality of the pin bore or an optimized
conical shape toward the connecting rod can increase com-
ponent strength in the zone of the piston pin boss by approxi-
mately 5–15%. Side reliefs in the pin bore or piston pins with
profiled outer contours (see Sect. 8.6.5 for more on profiled
piston pins) furnish other options. However, every one of
these measures increases the mechanical stresses in the piston
crown.

Piston Cooling

A piston’s thermal load may only be increased to a limited
extent because AlSi alloys’ fatigue strength strongly
diminishes as temperatures increase above approximately
1508C. Hence, diesel engines need systematic piston cooling
in most cases [8-82]. Spray cooling the interior of a piston
with oil from stationary jets (reducing the temperature in the
first ring groove by 10–308C) suffices in many cases. An
annular cavity, a cooling gallery is frequently needed behind
the ring zone.

Cooling gallery pistons are manufactured with water-solu-
ble salt cores or as‘‘cooled ring carriers’’ with a sheet metal
cooling gallery attached to the ring carrier. A meticulously
adjusted jet with a fixed housing injects the cooling oil into
the annular cooling gallery through an inlet orifice in the
piston. Maintaining the correct quantity of oil decisively
influences heat dissipation. The outlet is formed by one or
more bores inside a piston, preferably positioned on the side
of the cooling gallery approximately opposite the inlet.

Fig. 8-59 Ceramic fiber reinforced piston with cooled ring carrier and pin bore
bushing
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The temperature at the bowl rim and in the ring, support
and boss zone can be dropped significantly depending on the
cooling gallery’s position. Temperatures in the zone of the
first groove can be lowered by 25–508C (Fig. 8-60, Table 8-5).

Cooling ducts, which facilitate effective cooling into the
region of the ring zone in particular, may be engineered in
the steel crowns of composite pistons. Usually, the cooling
oil is fed into the outer annular cooling gallery and returns

from the inner cooling gallery. The temperature in the
region of the first compression ring’s groove should not
fall below 1508C in the part load range because acids form
when the temperature drops below the dew point of the SO2

and SO3 contained in the combustion gases. Thus, it may
become necessary to modify cooling oil distribution in a
piston so that the piston crown is cooled before the region
of the ring zone.

Type of cooling/
configuration

Cooling duct piston
 (composite piston)
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Fig. 8-60 Options for piston cooling and cooling oil requirement

Table 8-5 Influence of engine operating conditions and cooling on vehicle engines’ piston temperatures

Operating parameter Change of the operating parameter Temperature change in the 1st ring groove

Speed n (pe = const.) 100/min 2. . .48C
Load pe (we) (n = const.) 1 bar (0.1 kJ/dm3) �108C (bowl rim �208C)

1 bar for cooling channel pistons 5. . .108C (bowl rim 15. . .208C)
Start of injection (advanced) 18 CA + 1. . .38C (bowl rim <4.58C)
Compression ratio By 1 unit 4. . .128C
Coolant temperature (water) 108C 4. . .88C
Coolant composition (water cooling) 50% glycol +5. . .+108C
Lubricating oil temperature (oil sump) 108C 1. . .38C
Piston cooling by oil Spray jet in connecting rod big end

Fixed oil jets
Cooling gallery
Cooling oil temperature 108C for cooling channel pistons

–8. . .–158C locally
–10. . .–308C
–25. . .– 508C
4 . . . 88C
(also at the bowl rim)
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8.6.3.3 Piston Designs

Car Diesel Engine Pistons

By virtue of their process, diesel engines not only experience
high thermal but also high mechanical loads. Hypereutectic
aluminum material with a silicon content of 18% is only
sufficient in relatively lightly loaded car diesel engines. The
ring carrier has established itself as very effective protection
against wear in the first groove in more highly loaded engines.
Such pistons are usually made of eutectic AlSi alloys with
11–13% silicon.

Piston cooling is essential in charged engines with higher
thermal loads. It may take the form of oil spray cooling of the
inner piston contour or forced oil cooling in pistons with
cooling galleries.

In addition to conventional salt core cooling gallery pistons
(Fig. 8-61), cast pistons with cooled ring carriers (Fig. 8-62) are
utilized, which create considerable potential to decrease tem-
peratures in critical component points. An effective reduction
of the temperature at the bowl rim by 158C more than doubles
service life.

Heavy Duty Diesel Engine Pistons

Gravity die cast ring carrier pistons have become the standard
design for commercial vehicle diesel engines. Cast pistons
without ring carriers only continue to be used in engines
with low specific power or limited service life.

Forged pistons were used in many vehicle diesel engines
because their increased strength set them apart from cast
pistons. However, as power increased, the first groove’s
wear performance revealed limits on the use of hypereutectic
alloys without a reinforced ring groove. The purely

mechanical anchoring between the ring carrier and piston
material in forged pistons has never been satisfactory.

Unlike pistons with oil only sprayed onto the piston under-
side locally, pistons with cooling galleries with a forced oil
flow generally allow lowering the temperature level. The cool-
ing channel is filled only partially to achieve the desired
‘‘shaker’’ effect with good heat transfer [8-70].

Aluminum cooling gallery pistons are now used for highly
loaded turbocharged diesel engines with intercooling and
brake mean effective pressures above 20 bar and maximum
cylinder pressures of up to more than 200 bar.

Higher cylinder pressures and combustion bowls with
modified geometries and exposed edges in the piston crown
further reduce the soot content in exhaust gas and increase
thermal efficiency. This increases the thermal load on pistons,
especially in the region of the combustion chamber.

Articulated pistons (Ferrotherm1 pistons, Fig. 8-63) are
designed for extremely high mechanical and thermal stresses.
They consist of two parts, a steel piston crown and an alumi-
num piston skirt flexibly interconnected by the piston pin.
Together with the piston rings, the piston crown assumes the
function of forming a seal against hot combustion gases and
transferring the gas force to the crankshaft assembly. The
piston skirt absorbs the side forces induced by the crankshaft
assembly and the resultant guideway forces. Another variant
is the one-piece steel piston (Monotherm1 pistons, Fig. 8-64),
which is finish machined from an unmachined forged steel
part. Its skirt is only connected to the pin bosses or, addition-
ally, to the piston crown. Since the iron material has poorer
thermal conductivity, the piston requires more intense cooling
than an aluminum piston to prevent oil aging. Spray jets feed

Fig. 8-61 Cooling gallery piston with ring carrier (salt core piston)

Fig. 8-62 Cooling gallery piston with cooled ring carrier
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the cooling oil into the piston’s cooling duct. Cover plates on
the underside of the cooling chamber in the piston head can
turn the open cooling duct into a closed cooling gallery much
like a cooling gallery piston (‘‘shaker’’ effect of the cooling oil).

Unlike an aluminum piston, the first ring groove of a steel
piston crown normally needs no additional reinforcement
[8-83].

Locomotive, Stationary and Marine Diesel Engine Pistons

The more stable operating conditions in power plants, marine
propulsions and railcar and locomotive engines formerly
allowed the utilization of aluminum full skirt pistons in
many cases.

The crown and ring zone in such pistons is constructed
sturdily and furnishes sufficient cross sections for heat flux.
Either such pistons with ring carriers and cooling coils or
cooling galleries are cast or the forged piston body and
the cast ring band incorporating the ring carrier and cooling
channel are joined by electron beam welding (Fig. 8-65).

The limit on the usability of lightweight alloys proved to be
in medium-speed engines powered with heavy fuel. They no
longer sufficiently resisted mechanical abrasion in the piston
top land caused by solid combustion residues.

Nodular cast iron’s better properties, especially when fuels
are highly sulfurous, led to one-piece lightweight iron pistons,
which, however, are very demanding to cast (monoblock,
Fig. 8-66).

Composite pistons on the other hand unite the properties of
various materials in one piston. Three generations of composite
pistons are in use today. All share a piston design in which the
piston crown with the ring zone forms the one main element of
the piston and the piston skirt with the piston pin bosses forms
the other. Both parts are interconnected by appropriate elements.

The classic composite piston design with a forged axisym-
metric steel piston crown with outer and inner cooling
chambers and a forged aluminum skirt (Fig. 8-67) has been
complemented by a design with a bore-cooled piston crown
(Fig. 8-68). Despite their thin walls, the feature that sets steel

Fig. 8-63 Articulated piston (Ferrotherm piston) with steel crown and
aluminum skirt

Fig. 8-64 One piece forged steel piston (Monotherm piston) Fig. 8-65 Electron beam welded piston with cooling channel and ring carrier
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piston crowns with radially aligned cooling oil bores apart from
conventional steel crowns is their increased bolting stiffness
while the effective heat dissipation remains unchanged.

The piston ring grooves of steel crowns are often induc-
tively hardened or chrome plated to reduce wear.

The advantage of aluminum skirts is the option of design-
ing them with thicker and stiffer walls without a weight
penalty than would be possible with other materials.

Low piston cold clearance and thus low secondary piston
motion, high seizure resistance and low corrosion are the
foremost considerations for composite pistons with nodular
cast iron instead of forged aluminum skirts. A classic forged,
axisymmetric steel piston crown with outer and inner cooling
galleries is employed (Fig. 8-69).

Composite pistons intended for use in the cylinder
pressure range exceeding 200 bar are designed with nodular
cast iron or forged steel skirts and steel crowns. Low deforma-
tions, high structural strength and small cold clearances are
characteristic properties of this design [8-84].

The use of materials with higher density increases the total
mass over an aluminum alloy piston by approximately
20–50%.

Pistons for two-stroke diesel engines (crosshead engines)
usually consist of a cup-shaped, axisymmetric steel part
(e.g. made of 34CrMo4) bolted to the piston rod directly or
connected by an insert or adapter (Fig. 8-70). The application
of bore cooling (a principle developed by Sulzer) leads to
simple, rugged designs with high reliability with regard to
thermal and mechanical loads. The mechanical stresses and
the unavoidable deformations of the piston crown can be
absorbed without appreciable increases in stress [8-85, 8-86].

Figure 8-71 presents fields of application for large bore
piston designs in medium-speed four-stroke diesel engines.

Fig. 8-66 One piece nodular cast iron piston (monoblock)

Fig. 8-67 Conventionally cooled composite piston with aluminum skirt

Fig. 8-68 Bore cooled steel crown of a composite piston
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8.6.3.4 Materials

Piston Materials

The use of dedicated alloys not used in other components for
pistons over the course of combustion engine development is
a manifestation of the unusual demands that have to be met
for this component. In fact, common piston materials con-
stitute a compromise between a whole series of in part contra-
dictory demands.

Aluminum silicon alloys (predominantly eutectic) are over-
whelmingly employed as materials to manufacture pistons
(Fig. 8-72). High thermal conductivity, low density, good
castability and workability as well as good machinability
and high high temperature strength are only a few of these
lightweight alloys’ properties (Table 8-6).

The noticeable decline in the material properties including
hardness starting at 150–2008C is a drawback. Modifications
of the alloy composition, especially a higher copper content,
have significantly increased AlSi alloys’ fatigue strength in the
range of temperatures above 2508C but at the expense of
increased casting complexity. AlSi alloys are utilized for cast
and forged components (Table 8-7).

Fig. 8-69 Conventionally cooled composite piston with thin-walled nodular
cast iron skirt

Fig. 8-70 Bore cooled piston for a two-stroke crosshead diesel engine
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Eutectic
Al-Si alloy

Hyperentectic
Al-Si alloy

Al-Cu alloy

Cast Forged

200 μm

Fig. 8-72
Examples of microstructures of aluminum
piston alloys

Table 8-6 Chemical compositions of aluminum piston alloys

Alloying elements % AlSi alloys

Eutectic Hypereutectic

AlSi 12 CuMgNi AlSi 12 Cu4Ni2Mg AlSi 18 CuMgNi AlSi 25 CuMgNi

Si
Cu
Mg
Ni
Fe
Mn
Ti
Zn
Cr
Al

11. . .13
0.8. . .1.5
0.8. . .1.3
0.8. . .1.3
	0.7
	0.3
	0.2
	0.3
–
Residual

11. . .13
3. . .5
0.5. . .1.2
1...3
	0.7
	0.3
	0.2
	0.3
–
Residual

17. . .19
0.8. . .1.5
0.8. . .1.3
0.8. . .1.3
	0.7
	0.2
	0.2
	0.3
–
Residual

23. . .26
0.8. . .1.5
0.8. . .1.3
0.8. . .1.3
	0.7
	0.2
	0.2
	0.2
	0.6
Residual
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These alloys are no longer sufficiently wear resistant when
larger amounts of dust form or operating temperatures are high.
Thus, ring carriers become necessary as mentioned in Sect. 8.6.3.2.

Nodular cast iron (GGG 70) is used for the skirts of com-
posite pistons or for entire pistons (monoblock) for marine
diesel and stationary engines, especially when they are oper-
ated with heavy fuel (Table 8-8). Steels (42CrMo4) are used
for the crown of composite pistons and for the crowns of
Ferrotherm pistons for commercial vehicle engines and for
Monotherm pistons. Their higher thermal stability, improved
wear performance, greater stiffness and altogether higher
strength are advantageous but their mass is usually greater
and their production more complex (Table 8-9).

Surface Coating

Different surface coatings are applied to pistons and can be
divided into two groups according to their function. The first
group includes coatings that particularly protect against ther-
mal overstress. The coatings in the second group are intended
to improve running properties.

Protective Coatings

Hard anodizing produces an aluminum oxide layer distin-
guished by its intimate bond with the base material. These
layers ensure a piston crown is protected against the thermal
and mechanical attack of hot combustion gases and increase

Table 8-7 Material properties of aluminum piston alloys (strength values determined from bars produced separately)

Parameter Eutectic
Hypereutectic

AlSi 12 CuNiMg
permanent mold
casting

AlSi 12
CuNiMg
forged

AlSi 12 Cu4Ni2Mg
permanent mold
casting

AlSi 18 CuNiMg
permanent mold
casting

AlSi 25 CuNiMg
forged

Tensile strength
Rm

N/mm2

208C
508C
2508C
3508C

200. . .250
180. . .200
90. . .110
35. . .55

300. . .370
250. . .300
80. . .140
50. . .100

200... 280
180... 240
100... 120
45... 65

180. . .220
170. . .210
100. . .140
60. . .80

230. . .300
210...260
100. . .160
60. . .80

Yield limit
Rp 0,2
N/mm2

208C
1508C
2508C
3508C

190. . .230
170. . .200
70. . .100
20. . .30

280. . .340
220. . .280
60. . .120
30. . .70

190. . .260
170... 220
80... 110
35... 60

170. . .210
150. . .190
100. . .140
20. . .40

220. . .260
200. . .250
80. . .120
30. . .40

Elongation at fracture
A
%

208C
1508C
2508C
3508C

0.1. . .1.5
1.0. . .1.5
2. . .4
9. . .15

1. . .3
2.5. . .4.5
10. . .20
30. . .35

<1
<1
1.5. . .2
7. . .9

0.2. . .1.0
0.3. . .1.2
1.0. . .2.2
5. . .7

0.5. . .1.5
1. . .2
3. . .5
10. . .15

Fatigue strength
(rotating bending
fatigue) sbw

N/mm2

208C
1508C
2508C
3508C

90. . .110
75. . .85
45. . .50
20. . .25

110. . .140
90. . .120
45. . .55
30. . .40

100. . .110
80. . .90
50. . .55
35. . .40

80. . .110
60. . .90
40. . .60
15. . .30

90. . .120
70. . .110
50. . .70
20. . .30

Young’s modulus E
N/mm2

208C
1508C
2508C
3508C

80,000
77,000
72,000
65,000

80,000
77,000
72,000
69,000

84,000
79,000
75,000
70,000

83,000
79,000
75,000
70,500

84,000
79,000
76,000
70,000

Thermal conductivity �
W/(mK)

208C
1508C
2508C
3508C

155
156
159
164

158
162
166
168

125
130
135
140

143
147
150
156

157
160
163
–

Mean linear thermal
expansion
20. . .2008C
(1/K)x10–6

20.6 20.6 20.0 19.9 20.3

Density �
(g/cm3)

2.68 2.68 2.77 2.68 2.68

Relative wear 1 1 �0.9 �0.8 �0.8

Brinell hardness
HB 2.5/62.5

90. . .125
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resistance against thermally and mechanically induced crack-
ing in the bowl rim and the piston crown.

Since hard oxide layers do not have good dry-running
properties, a piston’s skirt and ring zone are masked during
the coating process.

Skirt Coating

Above all, the mating of piston and cylinder materials and their
surface roughness determine a piston skirt’s operating perfor-
mance. Skirt roughness strongly influences the formation and

adhesion of a lubricating film capable of supporting a load even
when the oil supply is scant. In addition, thin soft metal or
graphite coatings can guarantee good sliding properties, at least
temporarily, even in the case of boundary lubrication.

Tin plating a piston produces good operating properties.
The coating process is based on the principle of ion exchange.
Aluminum pistons are submerged in solutions of tin salts.
Since it is nobler than aluminum in the electrochemical series,
tin is deposited on a piston’s surface. At the same time,
aluminum is dissolved during the process until a closed sur-
face of tin forms. The 1–2 mm thick metal coating produced is

Table 8-8 Cast iron materials, recommended values

GGG 70 Nodular cast iron Austenitic cast ironwith
lamellar graphite

Austenitic cast ironwith nodular
graphite

Alloying elements %
C
Si
Mn
Ni
Cr
Cu
Mo
Mg

3.5. . .4.1
2.0. . .2.4
0.3. . .0.5
0.6. . .0.8
–
	0.1
–
0.04. . .0.06

2.4. . .2.8
1.8. . .2.4
1.0. . .1.4
13.5. . .17.0
1.0. . .1.6
5.0. . .7.0
–
–

2.4. . .2.8
2.9. . .3.1
0.6. . .0.8
19.5. . .20.5
0.9. . .1.1
–
–
0.03. . .0.05

Tensile strength Rm in N/mm2

208C
1008C
2008C
3008C
4008C

�700
640
600
590
530

�190
170
160
160
150

�380
–
–
–
–

Yield limit Rp 0.2 in N/mm2

208C
1008C
2008C
3008C
4008C

�420
390
360
350
340

150
150
140
140
130

�210
–
–
–
–

Elongation at fracture A in %
20 8C �2 �2 �8

Brinell hardness HB 30
208C 240. . .300 120. . .160 140. . .180

Fatigue strength(rotating bending
fatigue) sbw in N/mm2 208C �250 �80 –

Young’s modulus E in N/mm2

208C
2008C

177,000
171,000

100,000
–

120,000
–

Thermal conductivity � in W/(mK)
208C 27 32 13

Mean linear thermal expansion
20. . .2008C (1/K)x10–6 12 18 18

Density � in (g/cm3) 7.2 7.45 7.4

Special properties and use Highly stressed pistons, piston crowns and
skirts for composite pistons

High thermal expansion;
for ring carriers

High thermal expansion and
strength; for ring carriers
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still applied to pistons for commercial vehicle and car engines
to a limited extent because of its good dry-running properties.

Graphite facilitates lubricant adhesion and itself develops
a lubricating effect should the lubricating oil film fail. Pro-
ducing strongly adhesive, protective graphite-filled polymer
coatings (solid lubricant) on a piston is important. To do so,
the metallic surface is coated in alkaline baths with a metal
phosphate layer approximately 3–5 mm thick. This is a good
primer for synthetic resin graphite coating, which consists of
a fine graphite powder mixed with a polyamide-imide (PAI)
resin. Once it has been applied, the approximately 10–20 mm
thick coating is cured at higher temperature (polymeriza-
tion). Such coatings are used for larger pistons and pistons
for gasoline and diesel car engines. Graphite protective coat-
ings may be applied both to aluminum and iron pistons.
Their ‘‘oil-friendly’’ surface has very good dry-running properties.

8.6.4 Piston Rings

8.6.4.1 General Description

Piston rings in internal combustion engines have the function
of sealing off pistons, as moving parts of the combustion

Table 8-9 Steel materials for forged piston parts, recommended values

AFP steel
38 Mn VS6

42 CrMo 4 V

Alloying
elements %
C
Si
Mn
Cr
Mo
V
(P, S)

0.34. . .0.41
0.15. . .0.80
1.2 . . .1.6
	0.3
	0.08
0.08... 0.2
(	0.025,
0.02...0.06)

0.38. . .0.45
0.15. . .0.40
0.60. . .0.90
0.90. . .1.20
0.15. . .0.30
–
(	0.02)

Tensile strength
Rm N/mm2;
208C
1008C
2008C
3008C
4008C
4508C

�910
–
–
840
–
610

�920
–
–
850. . .930
–
630. . .690

Yield limit Rp

N/mm2

208C
1008C
2008C
3008C
4008C
4508C

�610
–
–
540
–
450

�740
–
–
680. . .750
–
520. . .580

Elongation at
fracture A %
208C
2008C
3008C
4008C
4508C

�14
–
11
–
15

12. . .15
–
10. . .13
14
15. . .16

Brinell hardness
HB 30

240–310 265. . .330

Fatigue strength
(rotating bending
fatigue) sbw in
N/mm2

208C
2008C
3008C
4008C
4508C

�370
–
320
–
290

�370
–
340–400
–
280–400

Young’s
modulus E
N/mm2

208C
2008C
4008C
4508C

210,000
189,000
–
176,000

210,000
193,000
–
180,000

AFP-Stahl
38 Mn VS6

42 CrMo 4 V

Table 8-9 (Continued)

AFP steel
38 Mn VS6

42 CrMo 4 V

Density �
(g/cm3)

7.8 7.8

Thermal
conductivity �
W/(mK)
208C
2008C
3008C
4008C
4508C

44
–
40
–
37

38
–
39
–
37

Mean linear
thermal
expansion
(1/K)x10–6

20. . .2008C
20... 3008C
20. . .4008C
20... 4508C

–
13.2
–
13.7

–
13.1
13.2
13.7

Special properties
and use

BY steel for
pistons, crowns
and skirts of
composite
pistons

High temperature
quenched and
tempered steel for
pistons, piston crowns
and bolts of composite
pistons
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chamber, from the crankcase chamber as completely as pos-
sible. Further, they facilitate the dissipation of heat from
pistons to the cylinder wall and regulate the oil supply, dis-
tributing and scraping oil from the liner surface. Therefore,
the different rings are divided into compression rings and oil
control rings according to their function.

The rings are given the form of an open ring expander
(Fig. 8-73) to generate the required pressure against the cylin-
der wall. Once a section (gap) corresponding to the free gap
has been cut out, double cam turning, i.e. simultaneously
copy turning the inside and outside of the flanks on the cut
blank, gives a ring the radial pressure distribution desired for
its function in a cylinder. The ring forms a tight seal and
applies the specified radial pressure to the cylinder wall.

Once installed, the gas pressure behind the compression
ring intensifies the elastic force acting radially during engine
operation. The gas pressure applied to the ring flank essen-
tially generates the axial contact on the piston groove flank
(Fig. 8-74 [8-87]).

8.6.4.2 Compression Rings

Compression rings take over the function of sealing and
dissipating heat to the cylinder wall. In addition, they are
involved in regulating the lubricating oil supply. Their sealing
function primarily entails preventing combustion gases from
passing from the combustion chamber into the crankcase.
Increased blow-by endangers pistons and rings by
overheating, disrupts the lubrication on the cylinder wall

and adversely influences the lubricating oil in the crank
chamber.

Free gap m

Gap ends

Gap clearance

Untightened ring
Tightened ring

a

d

h

Ring running face

Ring flanks

Fig. 8-73 Piston ring denominations. a (radial) wall thickness; h (axial) ring
height; d nominal diameter

Cylinder

Gas pressure
Tangential force

Direction of
piston motion

Piston

Gas pressure

  Frictional force 

Frictional force

Inertial force

Fig. 8-74
Forces acting on the piston ring
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Rings with a rectangular or keystone cross section and
a convex, asymmetrically convex or conical contact sur-
face have proven to be the most efficient compression
rings. When the contact surface is designed conically in
the range of a few angular minutes (tapered compression
rings), then the linear area of contact initially produces
high unit loading between the ring contact surface and
the cylinder wall, which shortens the run-in process.
Structural asymmetry in the ring cross section (inner

angle and inner bevel) also achieves an identical effect.
Then, the cross section altered on one side twists the ring
into a dish shape when it is installed. It forms or inten-
sifies a conical surface of contact to the cylinder liner
(‘‘twist’’ effect). Under gas pressure, the ring is pressed
flat against the ring groove. This produces additional
dynamic stress in operation. The ‘‘twist’’ angle is likewise
in the range of only a few angular minutes (Table 8-10
[8-88]).

Table 8-10 Main types of compression rings

Rectangular ring with cylindrical contact surface (R ring).
For normal operating conditions

Rectangular ring with convex contact surface (R ring B).
Preferred for coated rings.

Rectangular ring with conical contact surface = taper face ring (M ring).
Short run-in phase with scraping effect.

Half keystone ring (ET ring).
Against coking and sticking in the groove.

Full keystone ring (r ring) with cylindrical, conical or convex contact surface.
Against coking and sticking in the groove, especially for diesel engines.

Applying an inner edge (IE) or an inner angle (IA) causes the ring to twist in its tightened state. Fits in the cylinder and groove are obtained.
Examples:

R ring with IE
For faster running-in by fitting in the lower edge of the contact surface.

T ring with IA
For faster running-in by fitting in the lower edge of the contact surface.

M ring with lower IE (reversed torsion)
Positioning the ring on the cylinder underside and on the upper inner groove flank causes negative twisting. Preferably installed in the
second groove.

Ring flanks labeled ‘‘top’’ must face the piston crown (combustion chamber).
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The first groove’s piston rings are usually convex on the
contact surface to achieve rapid run-in. When they are
asymmetrically convex, the ring floats far more during the
upward stroke and allows a larger quantity of oil in the top
dead center, the upper part of the cylinder liner being
endangered by liner wear from the mixed lubrication
conditions.

8.6.4.3 Oil Scraper Rings

Oil scraper or oil control rings regulate and limit the oil
supply. They scrape excess lubricating oil off the cylinder
wall and return it to the crankcase. Insufficient scraping can
cause oil coking or overflow into the combustion chamber
and thus increased oil consumption. Oil scraper rings usually
have two separated contact surfaces. Spiral expanders define
the contact pressure.

Taper faced rings or taper faced Napier rings occupy a
hybrid position. They function both as compression and oil
scraper rings (Table 8-11).

Even though a compression ring’s primary function is to form
a seal against combustion gases and an oil control ring’s primary
function is to distribute and scrape oil, their materials and the
surface coating and fine surface structure play an important role
in the tribosystem of the piston, piston ring and cylinder. Piston
rings usually consist of high-grade cast iron with lamellar or
nodular graphite. In addition, various special materials designed
for strength and low wear and various types of steel are used for
compression rings and oil control rings as well as for spiral
expanders that increase tangential stress.

To prolong the service life of piston rings, their contact
surfaces are chrome plated, filled or completely coated with
molybdenum spray coated with metallic, metal-ceramic and
ceramic mixed coats in flame spraying, plasma spraying or

Table 8-11 Main types of oil scraper rings

Napier ring with cylindrical contact surface (N ring).
The simplest oil scraper ring.

Napier ring with conical contact surface (NM ring).
The conical shape shortens the run-in phase and reinforces the scraping effect.

Oil control ring with spiral expander (SSF ring).
For normal operating and run-in conditions.

Double-beveled spiral expander ring (DSF ring), preferably with chrome plated bearing ridges.
Greater specific contact pressure causes shorter run-in phase and increased oil scraping effect.

Spiral expander top beveled oil control ring (GSF ring).
Accelerate run-in process and strong oil scraping effect.

Slotted oil control ring (S ring).
Profiles include: Beveled edge (D ring) and Double beveled (G ring)
Little used for lightly loaded engines.

Ring flanks labeled ‘‘top’’ must face the piston crown (combustion chamber).
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high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) processes or coated in a
PVD process.

The surface of the entire ring is treated to improve run-in
or reduce wear on the flanks and the contact surface. Methods
such as phosphating, nitriding, ferro-oxidation, copper plat-
ing, tin plating and others are used.

8.6.5 Piston Pins

The piston pin establishes the link that transfers force
between the piston and connecting rod. The piston’s oscillat-
ing motion and the superimposition of gas and inertial forces
subject it to high loads from varying directions. The lubricat-
ing conditions are poor (Table 8-12) because of the slow rotary
motion in the bearing surfaces between the piston, pin and
connecting rod.

The tubular piston pin has established itself as the standard
design for most applications (Fig. 8-75 (a)) and optimally
meets demands for simple technology and economical
manufacturing.

Circlip rings secure piston pins against laterally drifting out
of the center bore and running up against the cylinder wall.
Spring steel expanding snap rings inserted in grooves in the
outer edge of the center bores are employed for this almost
exclusively. Wound flat wire rings or punched expanding
snap rings are mainly used for commercial vehicle diesel
engines and large engines. A pin ‘‘floating’’ in the piston and
connecting rod is preferred for diesel engines. Profiled piston
pins in which grinding has slightly recessed the piston pin
boss area of the outer pin diameter in the region of the faces of
the inner bore edges are partially used to adapt the pin and
boss more gently (Fig. 8-75 (b)).

The cooling oil is frequently conducted from the connect-
ing rod to the piston through the pin, especially in large
pistons. Hence, pins are provided with longitudinal and
transverse bores and closed bore ends (Fig. 8-75 (c) and (d)).

A piston pin’s function generates the following requirements:
– low mass,
– maximum stiffness,
– adequate strength and ductility and
– high quality of finish and accuracy of shape.

Figure 8-76 is a schematic of the distribution of stress in a
piston pin loaded by the gas force. Pins are case hardened or
nitrided to increase the wear resistance in the contact surface
and the strength in the surface of the bore.

According to DIN 73126, case hardening steels (17Cr3,
16MnCr5) or, for more highly loaded engines, nitriding steels
(31CrMoV9) are used as pin materials.

Once they have been heat treated, these steels have the
required hard, wear resistant surface and a ductile core.
Piston pins for large bore engines are made of ESR materi-
als. Electroslag remelting (ESR) attains a higher degree of
purity.

a b

c d

Fig. 8-75
Piston pin designs. a Standard piston pin; b
Profiled piston pin (schematic); c Pin with oil
duct for piston with oil cooling; d Pin with
closing covers for piston with oil cooling

Table 8-12 Typical piston pin layout, recommended values

Application Ratio of outer
pin diameter
to piston
diameter

Ratio of inner
pin
diameter to
outer pin
diameter

Diesel
engines

Car engines
Commercial vehicle
engines
Medium-sized engines
(160...240 mm piston
diameter)
Large bore engines
(>240 mm piston
diameter)

0.30...0.42
0.36...0.45

0.36...0.45

0.39...0.48

0.48...0.52
0.40...0.52

0.45

0.30...0.40
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Piston pins’ bending stress, ovalization stress and overall
stress may be approximately simulated according to [8-89].
Extended approaches to simulation have been developed to
calculate stress more precisely [8-90]. The three-dimensional
finite element method can simulate the entire assembly of the
piston, piston pin and small connecting rod eye and their
stresses and deformations.

8.6.6 Trends in Development

Objectives of future diesel engine development will be:
– increasing volumetric power output,
– lowering specific fuel consumption,
– increasing service life and
– especially reducing exhaust emissions (NOX, soot/particu-

lates, CO, HC) as required by restrictions in emission
control legislation.

Other aspects will be noise, mass and cost reduction.
Engine-related goals of development affect piston develop-

ment in many ways. The pistons’ mechanical load (maximum
cylinder pressure) is increasing just like their thermal load.
Hence, AlSi alloy pistons require a more sturdily shaped inter-
ior geometry (wall thickness and dome), keystone or stepped
machined eye supports and enlarged outer pin diameters.
Given the increase in the stresses in the piston crown –
depending on the bowl geometry – very carefully considered
structural modifications are being made in the pin bore to
increase pin bore strength. Shrunk bushings (e.g. brass or
aluminum bronze) are increasingly being used (Fig. 8-77).
Apart from designing the geometry of the bowl with undercuts
in direct injection engines, positioning the first ring groove

higher satisfies the demand for minimum dead volumes in the
region of the piston top land to reduce emissions. This
increases the thermal load of the first ring and the ring groove
and the mechanical stresses at the bowl rim in the pin axis. This
may necessitate local reinforcement through fiber inserts. The
percentage of fibers by volume selected is usually 10–20%. At
the temperatures occurring at the bowl rim, this can increase
the fatigue strength (rotating bending fatigue) by approxi-
mately 30%. Steel pistons might also be an option for high
speed diesel engines if loads continue to increase.
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9 Engine Cooling

Klaus Mollenhauer and Jochen Eitel

9.1 Internal Engine Cooling

9.1.1 The Function of Engine Cooling

9.1.1.1 Heat Balance and Heat Transport

Depending on its size, principle of operation and combustion
system, a diesel engine converts up to 30–50% of the fuel
energy supplied into effective brake work. Apart from con-
version losses during combustion, the remaining percentage
is released into the environment as heat (Fig. 9-1), predomi-
nantly with the exhaust and by the cooling system. Only a
relatively small percentage reaches the environment by con-
vection and radiation through the surface of the engine. In
addition to the component heat transferred to the coolant, the
heat dissipated by a cooling system also includes the heat
dissipated in the lubricating oil cooler and intercooler.

Utilizing the energy loss for heating purposes and the like
(see Sect. 14) requires a detailed analysis of the enthalpy
content of the individual kinds of heat as well as the engine’s
use and type. The external cooling system (Sect. 9.2) also has
to be incorporated in the analysis. Internal engine cooling
essentially covers the wall heat losses that occur when energy is
converted in the combustion chamber (see Sects. 1.3 and 7.2)
and reaches the coolant by heat transmission. Other engine
components, e.g. injection nozzles, exhaust gas turbochargers
and exhaust manifolds, are often directly cooled too.

Analyzed from the perspective of energy conversion alone,
engine cooling appears to waste energy. This raises the ques-
tion of whether an uncooled adiabatic engine might not
represent a worthwhile goal of development. The belief that
high temperature strength and heat insulating materials had
been discovered in newly developed ceramic materials and an
adiabatic engine, one of Rudolf Diesel’s basic ideas, was one
step closer was widespread in the early 1980s.

The rise of engine component temperatures to approxi-
mately 1,2008C when cooling is discontinued was already

pointed out in 1970. Even today, this remains an uncontrol-
lable temperature level for reciprocating piston engines [9-1,
9-2] and is compounded by the decrease of the cylinder
charge and thus the specific power at such wall temperatures
when the charge loss is not compensated by supercharging or
increased boost pressure. Experimental tests on an engine
with an insulated combustion chamber detected a noticeable
deterioration of fuel consumption instead of the expected
improvement in consumption [9-3]. A strong rise of the
gas-side heat transfer coefficient in the first part of combus-
tion, thus causing more rather than less heat to reach the
coolant, was demonstrated to be the reason for this (see Sect.
7.2). Engine process simulations ultimately revealed [9-4]
that effective engine cooling that prevents component tem-
peratures from rising above the level common today is one of
the basic prerequisites for low nitrogen oxide emission.

Thus, one essential function of engine cooling is to lower
the temperatures of the components that form the combus-
tion chamber (piston, cylinder head and cylinder liner) far
enough that they retain their strength. Limited thermal
expansion of a piston must ensure that the running clearance
is sufficient to prevent frictional wear between the cylinder
liner and piston. Moreover, the lubricating oil must have the
requisite viscosity and may not be thermally overloaded. High
temperature corrosion establishes an additional temperature
limit for highly thermally loaded exhaust valves (see Sect. 4.3).

In addition, engine cooling also serves to
– improve performance by better charging,
– reduce fuel consumption and exhaust emission,
– improve turbocharger compressor efficiency and, finally,
– keep engines safe and protect operators.

Engine cooling is basically divided into liquid cooling and air
cooling. The type of cooling given preference depends on the
engine’s level of power and type of use, climatic conditions
and often buyers’ attitudes as well. Market demands and
rationales related to use have resulted in certain concentra-
tions of use of liquid and air-cooled engines in the past: Low
and medium power high speed diesel engines for construc-
tion, agricultural and auxiliary equipment in particular, are
frequently air-cooled. Air-cooled engines are limited to only
just a few makes in the commercial vehicle sector and have
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largely been edged out of the car sector by liquid-cooled diesel
engines in recent years.

Unlike air-cooled engines, liquid-cooled engines dissipate
component heat to the environment indirectly rather than
directly. A closed, separate cooling circuit transports the heat
absorbed by the coolant in the heated zones of the cylinder
head and cylinder to a coolant/air or coolant/water heat
exchanger where it is released to the environment as depicted
schematically in Fig. 9-2. Mathematical modeling of this heat
transport process in its entirety, which consists of several

processes of heat transfer and heat conduction, is extremely
involved. Engine engineers normally restrict themselves to the
heat transport from the working gas to the coolant, which, in
simplified terms, corresponds to the transmission of heat by a
flat wall. Section 7.2 already described the transfer of heat from
the working gas to the surrounding combustion chamber walls.

A liquid-cooled engine’s coolant is normally water or a
water/ethylene glycol blend with anti-corrosion and anti-cavi-
tation additives. The addition of ethylene glycol can lower a
coolant’s freezing point to �508C. While the cooling effect of
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water without added ethylene glycol is superior to any other
coolant, pure water cooling is limited to only medium and low
speed marine diesel engines and a few auxiliary equipment
engines in which either the aid of external power or the
engine’s location make it impossible for the cooling water to
freeze (For the sake of simplicity, water/ethylene glycol cooling
is referred to as water cooling from here on.)

Utilized for some lower power high speed engines, oil
cooling is a special case of liquid cooling (but is not the
same as utilizing lubricating oil for piston cooling; see Sect.
8.6). The cylinder heads and cylinders in oil-cooled engines
are cooled with the engine’s lubricating oil so that only two
resources (lubricating oil and fuel) are needed and additional
coolant can be dispensed with. However, the achievable cool-
ing capacity is limited since lubricating oil has poorer proper-
ties for cooling purposes (see Sect. 9.1.3).

9.1.1.2 Mathematical Analysis of Heat Transport

Along with model tests and experimental investigations on
prototypes, a variety of CAE techniques can now be drawn on
to analyze cooling water transport in an engine’s heated com-
ponents. Given the filigreed geometry of engine components
and their cooling chambers evident in the engines presented in
Sect. 17.1, the available programs based on the finite element
method are truly optimally suited to simulate flow models as
well as temperature fields and heat fluxes. They may be used to
already analyze the effects of varying boundary conditions, e.g.
geometry changes or parameter variations, during the design
stage without consuming much time or money.

Such simulations presuppose the generation of an FEM
system for an engine block’s cooling water jacket as pictured

in Fig. 9-3. Thus, for example, a flow model can serve as the
basis to analyze the velocity and pressure distributions in an
engine’s entire coolant jacket, localize existing dead zones and
optimize the coolant flow rate in the area of the valve bridge.
Further, it is also now possible to use the value of the coolant-
side heat transfer coefficient to obtain guide values.

Employing these values and utilizing engine process simu-
lation, the temperature distributions inside components can
be presimulated on the basis of structural models of the
cylinder head and the cylinder crankcase. The temperature
distribution in the cylinder head bottom of an oil-cooled
engine presented in Fig. 9-4 is the result of such a simulation.

9.1.2 Water Cooling

9.1.2.1 Water Cooling Heat Transfer

Sufficient cooling of cylinder heads and cylinder liners with
coolant is the prerequisite for effective component cooling.
Dead zones must be prevented in the cooling chambers. The
coolant flow must purge vapor locks that form in the highly
thermally loaded zones of components. Figure 9-2 contains
values that describe the heat transfer from a component to the
coolant. Assuming that the heat transferred from the compo-
nent wall to the coolant corresponds to the heat absorbed by
the cooling system and inserting the heat transfer coefficient
and the wall temperature on the coolant side, the following
applies to the heat flux density

qWK ¼ qK ¼ hK TWK � TKð Þ:

The coolant temperature and local wall temperatures can be
measured relatively easily. Determining the heat transfer

Coolant inlet Coolant outlet

Coolant outlet

Fig. 9-3
FEM mesh of a car diesel engine’s
coolant jacket (VH=1.9 l; VW)
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coefficient for the heat transfer on the coolant side proves to
be significantly more difficult. Along with the cooling water’s
flow velocity, density, specific heat capacity, thermal conduc-
tivity and composition, it also depends on the component’s

thermal load and shape as well as the flow conditions at the
component. In addition, nucleate boiling and cavitation
caused by engine vibrations sometimes strongly influence
the heat transfer locally. Thus, altogether very different local
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Fig. 9-4 Temperature distribution in a Deutz BF4M 2011 oil-cooled diesel engine’s cylinder head bottom (top) and cylinder head base plate (bottom); see Fig. 9-10 for the
cooling oil flow
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heat transfer conditions may exist in one engine. The laws of
heat exchange derived from similarity theory with its para-
meters [9-5, 9-6] and the relationships developed from them
mainly apply to geometric bodies and defined flow condi-
tions. Hence, they can only be transferred to engines condi-
tionally [9-7, 9-8].

Cylinder liner. Cooling water chambers of a larger engines’
cylinder liners (Fig. 9-5) predominantly have a vertical flow
with low flow velocities far below 1 m/s. Free convection has a
more dominant influence than forced convection below
0.5 m/s. As the temperature gradient TWK – TK increases
and the length L within the flow decreases, free laminar
convection turns into free turbulent convection and heat
transfer increases. In addition, rather than the smooth tubes
usually assumed, the roughness on the outside of the cylinder

liners also has to be allowed for. Thus, the empirical values
for the heat transfer coefficients (HTC) aK specified in
Table 9-1 and in the literature [9-9] often have to suffice.

Depending on the construction of the engine block and the
configuration of the cylinders (Fig. 9-6), the heat transfer to
the coolant in smaller (car) diesel engines (Sect. 17.1) may be
modeled as aligned tube bundles in a cross flow [9-10]. This
was demonstrated by comparisons of engine measurements
and simulations of both real engines and engine component
models and with water and oil as coolant. In addition, taking
the coolant velocity c0 in the empty port cross section and the
proportion of the flow port that is a cavity c as the starting
point and employing the values specified in Fig. 9-6, the
velocity cc is calculated as follows:

cc ¼ c0=c ¼ c0=½1� pD0=ð4HÞ�:

Where a = S1/D’ and b = S2/D’, the arrangement factor fA is
determined as

f A ¼ 1þ f½0:7ðb=aÞ � 0:21�=c1:5½ðb=aÞ þ 0:7�2g

With the outer diameter D’ of the cylinder in the flow and the
characteristic ‘‘overflow length’’ L = p � D’/2 and using cc as the
velocity term, the following ensues for the Reynolds number:

Rec ¼ cc � L=v ¼ cc � pD0=2v

Thus, when the Prandtl number Pr is known, the independent
Nusselt number Nu* can be determined (Fig. 9-7) as

Nu� ¼ Nu=fR ;

or when the tube bank coefficient

fR ¼ ½1þ ðz � 1ÞfA�=z;

incorporates the number of cylinder barrels z in the flow, the
Nusselt number Nu = hKL/l and thus the mean heat transfer
hK can be determined for the heat transfer in the cylinder
barrels in the flow (see Table 9-2 for the physical properties).

In highly loaded water-cooled engines, the piston’s impact
against the cylinder liner when it changes contact with the
cylinder liner can cause cavitation in the cylinder liner on the
coolant side [9-11]. This increases the heat transfer coefficient
locally by as much as tenfold and speeds up the destruction of
materials induced by the cavitation attack (see Sect. 7.1).

Table 9-1 Guide values for coolant-side heat transfer coefficients

Type of heat exchange hK in W/(m2 � K)

Water Water/ethylene glycol 50%/50% Oil

Free convection
Forced convection
Nucleate boiling

400. . . 2,000
1,000. . . 4,000
2,000. . .10,000

300. . .1,500
750. . .3,000
1,500. . .7,500

300. . .1,000

L

Fig. 9-5 Flow conditions in a larger water-cooled engine’s wet cylinder liner
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Cylinder head. Given their complex arrangement, every law-
like approach to the HTC, e.g. relationships for ‘‘plates in a
transverse flow’’ for cylinder head bottoms, falls short for
most cylinder heads too, particularly because a proper flow
rarely develops. Moreover, since there are only low flow
velocities in a cylinder head and the thermal load is higher,
the heat transfer is largely determined by intensive nucleate
boiling [9-8] with local heat transfer coefficients hK of up to
20,000 W/(m2 K) (see Table 9-1 and Sect. 9.1.2.3).

Accordingly, clear flow conditions only exist for bore-
cooled engine components (Fig. 9-8) where there is a turbu-
lent pipe flow with relatively large flow velocities induced by
the forced flow in narrow pipes. Nearly every surface tem-
perature desired may be obtained by varying the bores’ spa-
cing and diameters and their distance to the surface and the
coolant flow rate. Hence, the thickness of the main walls
decisive for mechanical stress may be freely selected [9-12].
Thus, bore cooling takes up the design principle of separating
thermal and mechanical loading (see Sect. 7.1).

9.1.2.2 High Temperature Cooling

As the name indicates, the significantly higher temperature
level of the coolant distinguishes high temperature cooling
from a conventional cooling system. High temperature cool-
ing aims for temperatures of up to 1508C on the engine’s
coolant outlet side in the part load range. Naturally, this
results in a corresponding rise of component temperatures.
However, suitable control of the coolant temperature must
ensure that the maximum permissible component tempera-
tures are not exceeded in any of the engine’s load points. A

component temperature-regulated cooling concept is
described in [9-13]. Since the vapor pressure of water at
1508C is just under 5 bar, engines with high temperature
cooling cannot use a conventional coolant unless the inten-
tion is to put the entire cooling system under high pressure
corresponding to the boiling pressure. Experience has shown
that the hermetic sealing this requires is unachievable. Thus,
the minutest leaks cause an engine to ‘‘mist’’.

Aircraft engines operated with high temperature cooling in
the past used pure ethylene glycol as coolant. However, pure
ethylene glycol reduces the heat transfer coefficient to a fifth of
that of pure water. The advantage of high temperature cooling is
a perceptible drop in fuel consumption in the engine’s lower
part load region. The comparatively higher lubricating oil
temperature and thus lower oil viscosity is the reason for this
and reduces an engine’s hydrodynamic frictional losses [9-14].
Despite the advantages in consumption and intensive research
primarily in the 1970s, high temperature cooling has still not
become widespread in high speed vehicle and industrial
engines because a suitable cooling medium that meets the
diverse requirements imposed on a coolant is lacking.
Described in Sect. 9.1.3, oil cooling in which the maximum
coolant temperature at the engine outlet is 1308C represents an
important step toward high temperature cooling.

9.1.2.3 Evaporation Cooling

Basics

Evaporation cooling is based on the physical principle of cool-
ing by latent heat and the inherent regulation of temperature

S2

D’

C0

S
1

H
/2

Fig. 9-6
Flow conditions and cylinder configuration for
vehicle engines
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connected with it. The cooling liquid in the components being
cooled is heated to boiling temperature so that nucleate boiling
causes heat to transfer to the coolant without having to force
the flow through the engine’s cooling chambers: When the

thermal load of the component is higher, the temperatures
on the surface on the cooling side rise so that an overheated
state is reached in the boundary layer near the wall although
the cooling liquid’s mean temperature is below its saturation

Table 9-2 Physical properties of air and water

Air at 608C Water at 958C Ratio of air to water

Density
Spec. heat capacity
Thermal conductivity
Kinematic viscosity
Thermal diffusivity

�

cp

�

�

a

kg/m3

kJ/(kg � K)
W/(m � K)
m2/s
m2/s

1.045
1.009
28.94 � 10–3

18.90 � 10–6

27.40 � 10–6

961.70
4.21
675.30 � 10–3

0.31 � 10–6

0.17 � 10–6

1 : 920
1 : 4.2
1 : 23
61 : 1
161 : 1
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temperature. The vapor locks produced by this are swept along
by the coolant flow, thus causing implosions in the proximity
of the wall and an intensive pulsation flow as a result of the
continuing vapor lock. This increases as the thermal load
increases and thus the heat transfer coefficient HTC increases
too. An experimentally corroborated relationship for the HTC
published in [9-10, 9-15] incorporates the simultaneous occur-
rence of nucleate boiling and convection.

Nucleate boiling occurs more or less strongly in every highly
thermally loaded component, even in the top region of cylinder
liners. The strong rise of the HTC connected with this translates

into thermal self-protection for the engine to a certain extent
since the increased heat transfer only causes the wall tempera-
ture on the coolant side to increase by approximately 10–20 K.
Nonetheless, the larger temperature gradient in a component
when nucleate boiling is local can cause stronger deformations
and stresses, especially during dynamic load operation.

Closed System Evaporation Cooling

The advantages of this type of cooling over forced circulation
cooling include a substantially more even temperature distri-
bution in the component while temperature fluctuations in the
coolant as a function of load are only slight. Since the coolant’s
boiling temperature depends on the vapor pressure and thus
the system pressure, programmed pressure control can keep
the components’ temperature level roughly constant at differ-
ing engine loads. Thus, as with high temperature cooling (see
Sect. 9.1.2.2), lower fuel consumption is attained in part load
operation as a result of the higher component temperatures
that persist in the normal range even at full load. The vaporized
coolant liquefies in the schematic of the closed circuit evapora-
tion system presented in Fig. 9-9. An electrically driven coolant
pump constantly circulates the coolant, which exists in both a
liquid and gaseous state, through the engine cooling chambers,
through the bypass line when the engine is cold and through
the heat exchanger when the engine is warm. The fluid/vapor
separator ensures that primarily vapor is conducted to the heat
exchanger. Given the water-based coolant’s high heat of eva-
poration, its volumetric flow is only approximately 1–3% of its
value in forced circulation cooling. Thus, relatively small
pumps with greatly reduced power consumption may be
used to facilitate lower fuel consumption.

To prevent cavitation in the pump inlet, the coolant suc-
tioned in must be sufficiently undercooled by designing the

Coolant

Section
A-A

A

A

Fig. 9-8 Bore cooling for a cylinder head of a large two-stroke diesel engine
(MAN B&W) based on [9-8]
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Fig. 9-9
Schematic of evaporation cooling (VW)
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vehicle heat exchanger and the coolant flow appropriately. The
flow of vapor into the heat exchanger is produced by the partial
pressure gradient opposite the engine cooling chambers.

In thermal equilibrium, a common ethylene glycol/water
blend with a content of 50/50% by volume produces system-
independent boiling temperatures of 105–1208C at a differen-
tial pressure in the system of 100–300 mbar, i.e. significantly
lower than the liquid circulation cooling common in cars. This
reduces the requirements on components’ compressive
strength. The achievable cuts in consumption are as much as
5% for gasoline engines but no more than 3% for diesel engines
because of their lack of thermal dethrottling [9-16, 9-17].

It is problematic that the usually additized ethylene glycol/
water blend is not azeotropic, i.e. the low boiling water frac-
tion in the engine’s cooling chamber distills and thus causes
the glycol concentration to increase. This entails a steady rise
of the boiling temperature and a constant feed of undercooled
cooling liquid to compensate. On the other hand, the glycol
fraction in the heat exchanger and thus the antifreeze protec-
tion are reduced. Suitable alternatives for the cooling liquid
have not been found yet.

Moreover, the continued lack of solutions to challenges
in the design of cooling chambers, e.g. additional space

requirements for the water separator, expansion reservoir,
larger pipe cross sections, etc., explains the failure thus far
to develop a state-of-the-art engine with evaporation cooling
to the stage of production despite its advantages, particularly
since it does not generate any cost advantages over conven-
tional cooling in terms of the overall technical work required.

Open System Evaporation Cooling

Used earlier even in Europe for small, rugged single-cylinder
diesel engines of low power, this cooling system has been
implemented as a horizontal single-cylinder diesel engine
millions of times, e.g. in China, to motorize so-called walking
tractors, which, among other things, relieve farmers or con-
struction workers from heavy physical labor. The evaporated
cooling water can be replenished with simple untreated water.

9.1.3 Oil Cooling

Oil cooling alters both the thermal stress of components and
the running properties of an engine. Oil neither freezes nor
boils in the relevant temperature range of �508C to 1508C.
Oil-cooled engines (Fig. 9-10) do not experience corrosion

Fig. 9-10
Schematic of a Deutz BF-4 M oil-cooled diesel
engine’s lubricating and cooling oil flow
[9-19]
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and cavitation problems. Cooling oil’s working temperature
of 100–1308C is significantly higher than the usual cooling
water temperatures. This results in a correspondingly higher
component temperature level, which, in turn, leads to slightly
less component heat being eliminated by the coolant and the
heat capacity of the exhaust gas flow being somewhat larger
than in conventional water-cooled engines. With its low
specific fuel consumption in the lower part load region, an
oil-cooled engine comes quite close to a ‘‘high temperature
cooled’’ engine.

Oil heated to 1308C has a density approximately 15%
lower, a specific heat capacity roughly only half as large,
thermal conductivity approximately only a fifth as high and
a dynamic viscosity 10–30 times greater than water at 958C.
Given the coolant’s greater viscosity, particular attention
must be devoted to the design of the cross section of cooling
chambers and cooling oil bores for oil-cooled engines.

The heat transfer coefficient in oil cooling reaches only 25–
30% of the value in water-cooled engines (see Table 9-1). The
exponent of the velocity in the correlation hK � cn averages
0.3. Given the moderate heat transfer coefficient on the cool-
ant-side, an oil-cooled engine naturally cannot attain the
same specific power as a water-cooled engine. A super-
charged, oil-cooled engine’s maximum specific power is
21 kW/l. However, the less intensive heat transfer and the
higher coolant temperatures have the advantage of lower
temperature gradients in the component and thus signifi-
cantly lower material stress. Compared to water cooling, oil
cooling is gentle cooling.

The new 2011 series of oil-cooled diesel engines [9-18] has
been presented as a further development of the 1011 series [9-
19] (see also Sect. 18.2). Primarily designed for light tractors,
construction equipment and auxiliary equipment, these
direct injection engines with a power of up to 65 kW at a
nominal speed of 2,800 rpm are distinguished by an ‘‘open
deck’’ oil-cooled cylinder crankcase with cast-in cylinder
liners and a cylinder head with block bore cooling, which is
also oil-cooled. The cylinder’s oil flows in the longitudinal
direction of the engine. All the coolant delivered by the oil
pump initially flows around the cylinder walls (Fig. 9-10). The
flow cross sections in the crankcase were varied from cylinder
to cylinder to ensure that the flow through the intermediate
cylinder walls is also adequate. The cylinder head bottom’s
cooling chamber geometry is a mirror image of the cylinder
crankcase and cooling oil flows through it in the opposite
direction (see Fig. 9-4).

The cylinder head gasket separates the crankcase and
cylinder head cooling chambers. The cooling oil from the
crankcase flows through bores located in it into the cylinder
head’s cooling gallery. Upwardly inclined and interconnected
bores meter every cylinder unit’s outflow of oil. Two V-
shaped bores arranged in the cylinder head above the last
cylinder on the side of the fan connect the cooling gallery in
the cylinder head bottom with the return gallery. All in all,
this reduces the resistance to flow in the cylinder head,

increases the flow rate and improves the cylinder head’s cool-
ing by uniformly distributing the cooling liquid. The experi-
ences acquired with oil-cooled engines have demonstrated
that deposits do not form in the cooling chambers, viscosity
properties do not deteriorate and oil oxidation does not
increase.

9.1.4 Air Cooling

9.1.4.1 Historical Review

The idea of air cooling – dissipating the heat of an engine’s
components directly to the ambient air – is as old as the
internal combustion engine itself. The Frenchman de Bisschop
already introduced an air-cooled internal combustion engine
in 1871. Lenoir’s single cylinder gas engine, which operated
according to the atmospheric principle [9-20], had longitudinal
fins cast on the working cylinder, which conducted the cooling
energy to the environment by free convection.

The meteoric development of the aviation industry after
Bleriot’s flight across the English Channel in 1909 also
included the development of an air-cooled aircraft engine
and was marked by the following milestones: The develop-
ment of aluminum alloys (1915), the introduction of light
alloy cylinder heads (1920) and research on the physical
correlations of heat dissipated by cooling fins [9-21], their
optimal design [9-22, 9-23] and the influence of the cooling
airflow routing.

Apart from the aircraft gasoline engines that attained
powers per unit piston area of approximately 0.5 kW/cm2 in
1944, many firms throughout the world saw themselves
induced in the 1930s to work on the development of aircraft
diesel engines to counter the danger of altitude induced mis-
fires and achieve higher efficiencies. Out of a total of twenty-
five projects, twelve engines were air-cooled, yet only Junkers’
Jumo 205 water-cooled opposed piston engine was produced
in larger quantities. Air-cooled vehicle diesel engines were
launched on the market at approximately the same time. In
1927, Austro-Daimler introduced the first high speed diesel
engine, a four-cylinder inline engine with 11 kW of power.

Water-cooled engine systems’ susceptibility to relatively
major breakdowns under extreme climatic conditions brought
the industry orders for developments of air-cooled commercial
vehicle and tank diesel engines during the Second World War.
Building upon the results obtained, air-cooled diesel engines
were developed and implemented in commercial vehicles and
agricultural and construction equipment as of the 1950s [9-24–
9-26]. In those days, a few engine firms deliberately only
offered air-cooled diesel engines: Klöckner-Humboldt-Deutz
(now Deutz AG) has been the global market leader since the
1950s. Around 1980, air-cooled diesel engines could be found
in 80% of the construction equipment made in Germany.

Initially, it was possible to counter the increase in thermal
component loading with a trend toward higher power density
by switching to direct injection and employing aluminum
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alloys with higher high temperature strength. Yet, the number
of air-cooled diesel engines produced has been declining since
the mid 1980s. Small industrial diesel engines with approxi-
mately 15 kW of power are still almost solely air-cooled
because of the cost advantage of the integrated cooling sys-
tem. Even today, air-cooled diesel engines with up to approxi-
mately 100 kW of power are still preferred for construction
equipment and auxiliary equipment. Both types of cooling
exist side by side in the higher power range of up to approxi-
mately 400 kW [9-27, 9-28].

9.1.4.2 Heat Exchange from Components
to the Cooling Air

Heat Transfer and Cooling Surface Design

The heat transfer coefficient h, temperature gradient DTK and
heat exchanging surface A determine the transferrable heat
(see Sect. 9.1.2). The heat transfer coefficient (HTC) is a
function of the flow velocity c and the material properties
(coefficient of thermal conductivity l, kinematic viscosity n
and thermal diffusivity a). The comparison of physical prop-
erties in Table 9.2 indicates the different heat transfer condi-
tions for air and liquid cooling.

With the aid of similarity theory and its parameters, i.e. the
Nusselt number Nu = h � D/l, Reynolds number Re = c � D/v
and Prandtl number Pr = v/a, the heat transfer in a turbulent
flow tube with an internal diameter D can be described by the
following power equation (104 < Re < 105):

Nu ¼ 0:024 � Re4=5 � Pr1=3:

Retaining the tube diameters and flow velocities, the follow-
ing ensues for the relationship of the heat transfer coefficients
for air and water (index ‘‘Lu’’ and ‘‘Wa’’):

hLu=hWa ¼ ðlLu=lWaÞ � ðvLu=vWaÞ�7=15 � ðhLa=hWaÞ�1=3 ;

and the following after inserting the physical properties
(Table 9.2):

hLu=hWa ¼ 1870:

Thus, under identical conditions, the heat transfer coefficient
for water cooling is approximately 900 times greater than for
air cooling. However, its significantly lower density than
water’s allows considerably greater air velocities and thus an
eight to tenfold increase of the heat transfer. Despite the
improvement this makes possible, according to a relation of

hLu=hWa ¼ 1=ð110:::60Þ

the same cooling capacity as for water cooling can only be
dissipated by larger temperature gradients between a compo-
nent and coolant and by giving the components fins and thus
enlarged surfaces. With the same cooling capacity and an
empirical ratio of temperature differences of

ðTWK � TKÞLu=ðTWK � TKÞWa � 2:::4

the heat dissipating surface on the cooling side must be
enlarged to

ALu=AWa � 15:::55:

For straight fins with a rectangular cross section, a fin height h,
width b and space width s and a coefficient of thermal con-
ductivity lR, the following applies to the cooling energy flow
qK at a wall temperature TWK in the fin base and a cooling air
temperature TK:

qK ¼ hKðTWK � TKÞ½ð2hþ sÞ=ðbþ sÞ� � ZR

with the fin efficiency factor

ZR ¼ tanhðh
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hK=lRb

p
Þ=ðh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hK=lRb

p
Þ;

which compares the heat flux actually released by one cooling
fin with that a fin with constant surface temperature would
transfer, i.e. with infinitely large thermal conductivity. As
indicated in Fig. 9-11, the fin height necessary for heat
exchange and thus the importance of finning decreases
rapidly as the heat transfer coefficient grows larger. There-
fore, the cooling chamber walls of water-cooled engines
remained unfinned. For the limit case where fin height and
fin thickness approach zero, the equation for the heat flux
density is simplified to the form that applies to a flat smooth
wall qK = hK (TWK – TK).

Knowledge of not only the local component temperature
but also the value of the heat transfer coefficient is the pre-
requisite for a sufficiently precise determination of the cool-
ing energy flow. In principle, the different equations for the
heat transfer coefficient can be traced back to one of the
approaches of [9-8]
– heat transfer in a turbulent flow channel or
– heat transfer in a body within a flow.

For the finned channel of a fully encased finned tube, the first
approach to channel flow can revert to a multitude of vali-
dated heat transfer equations for turbulent pipe flow inserting
the hydraulic diameter [9-29]. The second approach is based
on Krischer and Kast’s studies [9-30, 9-31] and corresponds to
an unencased finned tube. The mathematical treatment of
heat transfer applied to an air-cooled engine is described in
[9-27]. Experimentally obtained heat transfer coefficients
must be reverted to in cases when the flow conditions in the
finning are not known precisely enough [9-32].

The enlargement of the exothermic surface by means of
finning can be achieved both by greater fin height and a larger
number of fins. However, the two options do not inevitably
lead to the same increase of heat flux density when the enlarge-
ment of their surfaces is identical. Beyond a certain extent, the
increase of fin height does not cause any heat dissipation since
the temperature of the fin tip already approaches that of the
cooling air. As the comparison of aluminum finning with gray
cast iron finning in Fig. 9-12 reveals, the thermal conductivity
of the fin material decisively determines the temperature curve
between the fin base and fin tip.
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Likewise, the surface can only be enlarged to a certain
extent by increasing the number of fins and reducing the
space width. This is defined by the space width at which the
flow turns turbulent immediately before the adjacent bound-
ary films coalesce. The minimum, still economical space
width is approximately 1.2 mm [9-33]. Such small space
widths are at the limit of manufacturability and only found
in the machined steel cylinder barrels of high performance
air-cooled engines.

Fin heights of up to 70 mm with minimum space widths
of 3.5 mm at the fin base and fin thicknesses of 3–2 mm from
base to tip are cost effective and also perfectly feasible for
aluminum cylinder heads produced by permanent mold
casting. Given their lower thermal conductivity, gray cast
iron cylinder barrels are produced by sand casting with fin
heights of not more than 35 mm and space widths of 3 mm
at the fin base and fin thicknesses of 2.5–1.5 mm from base
to tip. Machining of the type in aircraft engine manufactur-
ing must be turned to for smaller fin thicknesses and space
widths.

When the mean heat transfer coefficient is hK = 250 W/
(m2K), the maximum heat dissipated in a cylinder barrel with
gray cast iron fins is estimated to be approximately 0.5 � 103

kW/m; in a cylinder barrel with machined Alfin fins it is
estimated to be approximately 0.2 � 103 kW/m2. By compar-
ison, water cooled highly thermally loaded components can
dissipate up to 5 � 103 kW/m2 of heat by locally occurring
nucleate boiling.

Cooling Airflow Routing and Heat Transfer

Cooling airflow routing influences the heat transfer and thus
the temperature distribution at a component. The cooling
air flowing through a finned cylinder barrel is initially
baffled at the point of incidence and then flows around the
cylinder barrel until it breaks away laterally in the height of
the meridian section so that a dead zone forms behind the
cylinder. This causes the highest wall temperature to appear on
the back of the cylinder and the lowest on the inflow side
(Fig. 9-13). Air cowling by encasing the finned cylinder barrel
is required to prevent different thermal expansions from warp-
ing the cylinder (Fig. 9-14). This may only be dispensed with in
engines with small bore diameters and low power outputs per
displacement, e.g. motorcycle engines.

The guide plates are intended to ensure cooling air passes
through the fin channels without dead zones. By virtue of the
principle, the absorption of the heat from the cooling air in
the finned channel makes it impossible to attain a fully uni-
form temperature distribution in the circumference when the
inflow is transverse. Experience has shown that, as a function
of the heating of the cooling air by DTKL, the following applies
to the maximum temperature deviation in the circumference
DTUmfang [9-34];

DTUmfang=DTKL � 0:8:

Consequently, the heating of the cooling air is limited to 50 K
for a maximum permissible temperature deviation of 40 K.
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9.1.4.3 Design Features of Air-cooled Engines

Overall Engine Design

The most striking design features of air-cooled engines are
their single cylinders and integrated cooling systems. Since
aluminum and cast iron have very different thermal expan-
sion, the virtually universal use of aluminum cylinder heads
(more uniform temperature distribution in the cylinder head
bottom and maximum dissipation of heat to the cooling fins)
and the requirement of unimpeded thermal expansion of
components inevitably necessitate single cylinder construc-
tion. Hence, air-cooled engines are downright predestined
for the modular principle with a large number of identical
parts and resultant cost advantages for manufacturing and
spare parts management, particularly for small and medium
quantities [9-36]. Further, a modular engine allows easy
maintenance around the cylinder head, cylinder barrel and
piston without having to remove the engine and disassemble
the oil pan.
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In most cases, an air-cooled diesel engine’s cylinder unit is
equipped with four tension bolts that connect the cylinder
head with the crankcase, brace the cylinder barrel between the
two and transfer the gas forces directly to the crankcase.
Tension bolts are slender, highly elastic expansion bolts that
reduce the alternating loads in the tensile stress areas of the
threads and limit the increase of force resulting from the
greater thermal expansion of the cylinder head and cylinder
barrel than of the significantly cooler bolts.

Significant for the overall length of an engine, the design of
the cooling fins and not the spacing of the crankshaft bearings
determines the cylinder clearance in air-cooled inline engines.
Relative to the cylinder bore, this is normally 1.35–1.45 and
only 1.275 in the extreme case (KHD engine model B/FL 913).

A comparison of the installation dimensions of air and
water-cooled engines including the latter’s external cooling
system reveals that an air-cooled engine with an integrated
cooling system is an exceptionally compact engine despite its

greater cylinder clearance. This is especially true of the V
engine in which the cooling fan is mounted between the
cylinder banks, thus saving space.

Crankcase

Together with the cylinder barrel, the crankcase absorbs the
load transfer from the cylinder head to the crankshaft assem-
bly with the crankshaft bearing and hence requires high
inherent stability for smooth piston travel, even when the
crankcase is simultaneously one of the vehicle’s bearing ele-
ments, e.g. in tractors. A comparison of the cross sections of
the crankcases of an air-cooled and a water-cooled engine
with identical main dimensions important for their flexural
and torsional rigidity in Fig. 9-15 reveals that an air-cooled
engine’s crankcase must be designed with greater care
because of the significantly smaller overall height due to
the absence of a water reservoir and the resultant poorer

Fig. 9-14 Cooling airflow routing: Argus shroud (left); shroud abutting the finned tube (right) [9-35]

Fig. 9-15 Cross section crucial for the inherent stability of an air-cooled engine with a cylinder barrel and single cylinder head (left) and a water-cooled engine with a block
cylinder head (right)
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conditions for strength. Effective and proven measures that
provide an air-cooled engine’s crankcase high inherent stabi-
lity are:
– side housing walls that are dropped far under the crank-

shaft axis and, if possible, curved,
– continuous bracing ribs in the side and cross housing walls

and a sturdy, broad oil pan flange,
– a relatively thick, only slightly perforated supporting cylin-

der base deck,
– a cast oil pan instead of a sheet metal oil pan and
– cross bolting of the main bearing cover with the housing

walls in V engines [9-37].

Air-cooled engines are also frequently constructed in a tunnel
design for reasons of rigidity [9-27].

Cylinder Barrel

Constructed as a cylinder liner with cooling fins, the cylinder
barrel is usually made of gray cast iron in one piece. Sand
casting remains economical even for larger quantities. The
walls in the upper and lower barrel region are usually
designed somewhat thicker and the uppermost cylinder bar-
rel zone provided with cooling fins closed along the circum-
ference to minimize liner deformations caused by the bolting
forces and the in-cylinder pressure. For reasons of strength
and cooling, engines with high power outputs per liter dis-
placement must switch to cast steel barrels and the filigreed
body of the cooling fins must be machined.

The composite casting process (Fig. 9-16) known as the
Alfin process [9-38] in which an approximately 0.03 mm

thick intermediate metal layer ensures a gap-free connection
between a steel barrel and its finned aluminum jacket is and
has only been used in aircraft engine manufacturing with the
exception of a few military applications. It is also employed
for diesel engines in the commercial sector, utilizing gray cast
iron instead of steel. Light alloy cylinder barrels with appro-
priately finished barrel surfaces are only used for gasoline
engines [9-39, 9-40].

Cylinder Head

Its diversity of functions and alternating mechanical and
thermal stresses make the cylinder head the most com-
plex component of an engine. A cylinder head must have
high inherent stability to transfer the gas forces acting on
it to the crankcase and simultaneously ensure that the
connection to the cylinder barrel is gastight. An air-
cooled cylinder head not only has to house the gas
ports, the injection nozzle, possibly a prechamber and
the cylinder head bolts but also the cooling fins and
flow cross sections necessary for the cooling air. This is
a difficult task considering that a direct injection diesel
engine, for example, requires a fin area 30–35 times
larger than the piston area to cool the cylinder head
bottom and the region of the exhaust port. In addition,
the cooling fins must be designed so that the maximum
cylinder head temperature between the valves remains
limited and large temperature differences are avoided to
prevent high thermal stresses in the cylinder head bot-
tom. Normally, only aluminum cylinder heads can satisfy
these requirements. Their high thermal conductivity facil-
itates the distribution of heat in the cylinder head bottom
and allows cost effective manufacturing of thin, high
cooling fins.

Such cylinder heads fundamentally require valve seat
inserts, which are usually centrifugally cast and shrink fit.
The transverse arrangement of the valves to the crankshaft
axis allows a better cooling fin design in the valve region
than a parallel arrangement as well as larger flow cross
sections for the cooling air. However, the combustion sys-
tem must allow the valves to incline strongly (gasoline
engines). When they are arranged parallel to the crankshaft,
the valves should only incline toward the cylinder axis
slightly. However, provided the combustion system permits
a weakly curved cylinder head bottom, this allows the cool-
ing fins an even somewhat larger area above the valve bridge.
Accommodating the maximum of cooling fins in the highly
thermally stressed area of the valve bridge necessitates
designing the gas ports’ cross section to be relatively narrow
and high. While four valve cylinder heads are virtually
standard in air-cooled motorcycle gasoline engines, the
extremely limited space above the cylinder head bottom
precludes the implementation of a cylinder with four valves
in air-cooled diesel engines.

1.2

1.8

 14 Bolts

φ 146

Fig. 9-16 Alfin cylinder barrel of an air-cooled diesel engine (Teledyne
Continental engine) [9-28]
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The distinctive feature of the cast aluminum alloys of air-
cooled cylinder heads is their particularly high high tempera-
ture strength and resistance to cyclic temperature. Both of
these material properties important for a cylinder head’s
dimensional stability are obtained by complex alloy composi-
tions (see Table 9-3), controlled cooling in the permanent mold
and special postheat treatment. The multi-alloyed material
RR350 high temperature strength of 230 N/mm2 at 2008C is
the highest by far and even its high temperature strength of
200 N/mm2 at 2508C is good. Aluminum alloys’ greater ther-
mal expansion and ductility make the danger of valve bridge
cracks disproportionately greater in air-cooled cylinder heads
than in water-cooled cylinder heads: Two cast-in steel plates
that function as expansion joints can keep the region of the
cylinder head base between the valves largely free of tensile
stresses when the cylinder head cools down and thus prevent
valve bridge cracks (Fig. 9-17). Thermal shock tests [9-41] in
which the valve bridge is warmed to 3008C and cooled to
1008C in approximately 2 min intervals are an important aid
for the development of air-cooled cylinder heads.

9.1.4.4 Engine-integrated Cooling Systems

Comparison of the External Cooling Systems
of Liquid-cooled Engines

By virtue of the principle, cooling systems in air-cooled
engines are engine-integrated since the component heat dis-
sipates directly into the ambient air. The engine and cooling
system constitute a unit. Cooling fans with cowling and
integrated lubricating oil coolers as well as equipment or
vehicle coolers, e.g. the hydraulic oil coolers of construction
equipment or transmission oil coolers of vehicles, are add-on
engine parts. Air-cooled engines require smaller quantities of
cooling air since they utilize it better (greater temperature
increase). However, the narrower flow cross sections cause
relatively high air velocities in the finning and thus relatively
high cooling air resistances (Fig. 9-18). The adaptation of
cooling systems to these conditions results in varying sizes
and designs of components in water-cooled engines. Thus,
air-cooled engines’ fans are only approximately half as large
in diameter as fans of comparable liquid-cooled engines. They
are however operated at speeds two to three times higher and
constructed somewhat longer because of the guide vane
required. The radiators are also substantially more compact,
their end faces on the cooling air side being up to 60% smaller
than conventional radiators. They are usually mounted on an
engine without elastic intermediate elements. This causes
high mechanical stresses and requires aluminum radiators
with low inertial forces and higher strength and rigidity.
Efficient intercooling based on the air/air principle has been
applied to air-cooled engines from the start. Thus, the charge
air can be cooled far below the temperature of a liquid-cooled
engine’s coolant. Depending on the type of intercooler
arrangement (before the cooling fan or in the parallel flow
to the other cooling air consumers), charge air temperatures

Table 9-3 Cast aluminum alloys for air-cooled cylinder heads [9-44]

Alloy type Alloy name Alloy elements in % by weight

Cu Ni Si Mg Mn Ti Co Zr Sb

AlMgSiMn Hydronalium, Ho 411, 511, Hy
418, 511, Hy 51, Hy 71

0
–
1.0

0
–
1.5

0.7
–
1.8

3.5
–
6.5

0.1
–
1.0

0.1
–
0.2

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

AlCuNiMg Y alloy, A-U4NT 3.5
–
4.5

1.7
–
2.3

0.2
–
0.6

1.2
–
1.7

0.02
–
0.6

0.07
–
0.2

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

AlCuNiCoMnTiZrSb RR 350, A-U5NZr 4.5
–
5.5

1.3
–
1.8

0
–
0.3

0
–
0.5

0.2
–
0.3

0
–
0.25

0.1
–
0.4

0.1
–
0.3

0.1
–
0.4

Fig. 9-17 Steel plates cast in valve bridges to prevent valve bridge cracks in
the cylinder head of an air-cooled diesel engine (Deutz AG FL 513)
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are reached, which are only 25–45 K above the respective
ambient temperature.

Cooling Fan Designs and Design Criteria

An air-cooled engine’s relatively high cooling air resistance
and its requirement of a fan with the smallest possible dimen-
sions and low speeds leads to axial cooling fans with aero-
dynamically highly loaded flow cascades. Basically accommo-
dated in the flywheel, radial fans are reserved for small one
and two-cylinder engines.

The axial fan’s compact design facilitates simple cooling
airflow routing. High efficiencies with low noise emission

can be achieved when the flow cascade is designed and man-
ufactured more meticulously. Two designs are distinguished
based on the arrangement of the guide vane: Both bladings in
fans with a guide vane downstream from the impeller (outlet
guide vane fan) are deceleration cascades in which pressure
builds up. When the guide vane is upstream (inlet guide vane
fan), it is an acceleration cascade and lowers the static pressure
so that the impeller alone must produce the pressure increase,
compensating for the preceding pressure drop.

Given the multitude of constraints, a decision on the suit-
ability of one of the two fan designs can only be made after
weighing their respective features. Table 9-4 lists the most
important features [9-42]. Both designs have proven them-
selves in the field. Overall efficiencies of 80–84% are achiev-
able when certain values for the flow and pressure coefficient
and the limits for a flow without separation in the axial
cascade are observed [9-43]. The total power required for
engine-integrated cooling is 2.5–4.5% of the rated engine
power depending on the fan efficiency, cooling air require-
ment and resistance to flow.

Along with good aerodynamic design, the noise a fan
generates is acquiring ever greater significance. It should not
appreciably influence overall engine noise and must be free of
tonal components. In light of mounting environmental reg-
ulations (see Sect. 16), this may often necessitate higher
development costs. A fan’s aerodynamic noise consists of
three different components: The strongest noise source, tur-
bulence and vortex noise extends over the audible frequency
range. On the other hand, the tonal noise generated by the
impeller with a multiple of the fundamental frequency of the
human ear (number of blades times speed) is perceived as
many times louder than an equally strong broadband noise.
Uneven arrangement of the impeller blades provides a
remedy.

The sound power emitted by the cooling fan can be
described by the empirically grounded law

L ¼ Lsp þ 10 log½ð _V= _V0ÞðDpg=Dpg0Þ
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Fig. 9-18 Cooling systems of direct injection diesel engines: Operating ranges
for cooling air resistance as a function of the cooling air requirement: a
Maximum permissible cooling air heating, b Economically still justifiable cooling
air resistance, c Maximum cooling air heating for conventional systems, d
Maximum pressure increase of conventional fans

Table 9-4 Differences between the outlet guide vane and inlet guide vane fan

Outlet guide vane fan Inlet guide vane fan

Maximum efficiency 84% 80%

Minimum specific sound power
level

31 dB(A) 33 dB(A)

Tool requirements for pressure die
casting

Only two mold halves (bladings are free of overlap and allow
axial demolding)

Two mold halves plus radial slide (bladings are not
free of overlap)

Engine installation High Low

Acoustic sensitivity during disturbances upstream from the fan (obstacle, flow constrictions)
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where the parameters of the operating point are
_V ¼ volumetric flow and Dpg = overall pressure increase and
the reference variables are _V0 ¼ l m3=s and Dpg0 = l mbar. A
constant characteristic for every fan design, Lsp is the specific
sound power; the second term corresponds to the sound power
of the operating point. Fan loudness can only be reduced in a
defined operating point (cooling air requirement and the cool-
ing system’s resistance to flow) by decreasing the specific sound
power. In addition to the flow coefficient and pressure coeffi-
cient, the magnitude of which may only vary in a certain range
of values for optimal design, it is significantly influenced by the:
– type of guide vane arrangement,
– aerodynamic quality of the flow cascade and the fan inlet,
– position of the operating point to the design point,
– radial gap between the impeller and housing wall,
– axial distance between both bladings,
– type of impeller blade shape (radial or sickle),
– type of blade arrangement on the impeller circumference

and
– number of blades and type of pairing of the number of

blades.

The high quality axial fans of air-cooled engines now reach
specific sound power levels of 31 dB(A) and are distinguished
by low broadband noise.

A uniform temperature level of components and lubricat-
ing oil and thus optimal conditions for engine operation

(consumption, exhaust gas quality, noise emission and service
life) are obtained by controlling the quantity of cooling air. A
control in which the cylinder head temperature is the con-
trolled variable and, allowing for the lubricating oil tempera-
ture, remains constant is especially advantageous. A hydraulic
clutch installed in the fan hub can control fan speed.

9.1.4.5 Examples of Implemented Diesel Engines

The range of commercially available air-cooled diesel engines
extends from universally implementable small single cylinder
direct injection diesel engines with their typical design pre-
ferred for construction equipment and power and pump units
(see Sect. 18.1) up through powerful V12 diesel engines for
heavy commercial vehicles (Fig. 9-19). The high performance
variant with exhaust gas turbocharging and intercooling pic-
tured here is part of a line of six, eight and ten cylinder engines
and is tailored to the specific requirements of a 38 ton dump
truck used at large construction sites and strip mines. It exem-
plarily demonstrates the advantages of an integrated engine
cooling system, which not only encompasses the actual engine
cooling but also the heat exchanger that cools the charge air,
the engine oil and the oil utilized in the transmission and the
retarder. Thus, the engine merely has to be connected to the
fuel supply and the exhaust manifold when it is installed. In
normal driving, the specific air requirement for engine cooling
is 41 kg/kWh. The fan’s power consumption requires

Intercooler

Converter oil cooler and retarder oil cooler
(on the opposite side)

Retarder oil cooler
Engine oil cooler

Fig. 9-19 Deutz AG BF12L523CP air-cooled twelve cylinder diesel engine, VH=19.144 dm3; Pe= 441 kW at 2,300 rpm
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approximately 11.6 kW. Air-cooled industrial diesel engines
are found in the mid and lower power range in between (see
Sect. 18.2) and are employed for many purposes of installation
including soundproofed diesel engines equipped with encap-
sulation (see Sect. 16.5).

9.1.4.6 Limits of Air-cooled Engines

The air-cooled diesel engines available in the power range up
to 440 kW have reached a high level of maturity and are
utilized preferably as industrial engines because of their sim-
plicity and ruggedness (see Sect. 18.2). Air-cooled diesel
engines remain little accepted in the motor vehicle sector
because of their insufficient comfort, particularly their low
supply of heating heat.

As supercharging rates increase, air cooling is being called
into question as an equivalent, alternative cooling process
more and more frequently since high mean effective pressures
cause substantial mechanical loading of the cylinder unit and
crankshaft assembly and a significant increase of the thermal
loading of the piston, cylinder barrel and cylinder head. The
limits of thermal loading ensue from the high temperature
strength of the aluminum alloy for the cylinder head and the
maximum dissipatable cooling energy. The disadvantage of
smaller heat transfer coefficients hK on the cooling side may
be compensated by a larger heat gradient between a compo-
nent and cooling air and by enlarging the exothermic com-
ponent surface through thinner and closer fins on which there
are also limits however. There are limits on a larger tempera-
ture gradient too since it inevitably increases component
temperatures: Factoring in sufficient lubrication, the tem-
perature ought to be a maximum of 1908C in the slide face
of the liner, 2408C on average in the cylinder head bottom for
dimensional stability and not above 2808C in the valve bridge.

Aluminum alloys’ lower high temperature strength than
gray cast iron’s makes the cylinder head the weakest compo-
nent and, thus, the component of an air-cooled engine that
determines its performance. The cylinder head’s dimensional
stability determines the quality of the cylinder head seal.
Given the cylinder barrel’s increased temperature and the
aluminum alloys’ greater thermal expansion, thermally
induced component deformations have proven to substan-
tially exceed the mechanical deformations caused by forces
and pressure [9-44]. In addition to a shift of the maximum
sealing pressure on the inner sealing area resulting from the
curved cylinder head bottom, the exhaust port’s plastic defor-
mation also observable in highly supercharged engines influ-
ences the sealing pressure distribution.

However, the higher temperature level of air-cooled engine
components also causes greater warming of the aspirated
combustion air and thus a lower cylinder charge. When
their smoke emission is identical, air-cooled diesel engines’
rated power in suction mode is approximately 2.5% lower
than water-cooled engines’ and 3.5% lower in the point of the
maximum torque. A simulation determined that the hotter

intake port causes approximately 50% of this, the higher wall
temperatures of the cylinder liner cause approximately 30%
and the hotter cylinder head and piston top each cause 10%.
Since the temperature differences between the components
and the combustion air is relatively small, no appreciable
power loss occurs in supercharged engines without intercool-
ing; it can be compensated by a marginally higher charge air
pressure in engines with intercooling.

The higher temperature level of components that form the
combustion chamber together with the higher temperature of
the charge determines the final compression temperature and
thus the maximum combustion temperature. As basic tests on
cooling’s influence on the formation of NOX confirmed [9-45],
this is decisive for the formation of NOX, (see Sect. 15.3) and it
complicates efforts to lower NOX emissions as emission limits
are continually tightened and causes considerable problems
for air-cooled engines [9-46].

While the measures that
– intensify internal cooling (intercoolers and cooling gallery

pistons),
– elevate component temperature limits necessitating the use of

expensive materials, lubricants and more complex machining
(cylinder head material with extremely high high temperature
strength, fully formulated lubricating oils, cold worked cylin-
der barrel surfaces, Alfin bonded piston ring carriers and dual
keystone rings with molybdenum coating) and

– insulate components against heat (thermal insulation of
the exhaust port from the cylinder head)

could significantly shift the limits set by the restricted external
heat dissipation in air-cooled diesel engines, they entail a
higher level of technology that comparable water-cooled
engines do not require at all or not to the same extent.

9.2 External Engine Cooling Systems

9.2.1 The Function of Engine Cooling Systems

9.2.1.1 Definitions

As explained in Sect. 9.1, the cooling system establishes an
important prerequisite for trouble-free engine operation by
dissipating heat from thermally critical points in engine com-
ponents (cylinder head, piston, cylinder liner, etc.) and agents
(engine oil, fuel, charge air, etc.) as a cooling load to the
environment either directly (e.g. in air cooling, see Sect. 9.4)
or, usually, by a closed coolant circuit and a radiator to
comply with functional limit temperatures.

The cooling of agents is referred to as direct cooling when a
heat exchanger releases the heat directly to the cooling air and
as indirect cooling when the heat is released to a closed cool-
ant circuit.

The arrangement of the components that dissipate heat to
one another and their control constitute a cooling system.
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From the perspective of thermal engineering, engine cooling
for components consists of ‘‘heat exchangers’’ with usually
small heat exchanging surfaces connected in parallel and/or a
series. This, in turn, requires large heat transfer coefficients
[9-47] (see Sects. 7.2 and 9.1).

Along with the radiator for the coolant, heat exchangers for
– engine oil,
– piston cooling oil or water,
– nozzle cooling with fuel, cooling water or cooling oil,
– charge air,
– exhaust gas recirculation and
– transmission oil

are also integrated in the coolant circuit.
Compromises often have to be made when designing a

cooling system and its components. While cooling used to
be primarily specified for rated and extra power, factoring in
unfavorable boundary conditions (e.g. climate and seasons),
the ever stricter requirements for fuel consumption, pollutant
emission and idle and part load performance have made
control of the temperature of the components and agents rather
than their cooling the primary function of the cooling system.
This not only necessitates providing sufficient cooling capa-
city but also using adjustable actuators such as thermostats,
valves, pumps or fans.

9.2.1.2 Engine Cooling

Depending on the engine, the heat dissipated from engine
cooling with the coolant as the cooling load is 40–100% of
the rated power or 20–40% of the supplied fuel energy (see
Table 9-5). High pressure supercharging’s increase of the

power density has led to a shift in heat balances as effective
efficiencies have increased. When an engine’s release of heat
to the coolant decreases, the heat absorbed in the oil cooler
and intercooler increases so that the overall cooling load
remains approximately constant. On the other hand, the
exhaust gas energy decreases as the effective brake work
increases.

In turn, the cooled exhaust gas recirculation implemen-
ted to reduce NOX introduces additional quantities of heat
into the coolant as a function of the recirculation rates.
This often increases the complexity of a cooling system
considerably.

Regarded as energy loss, the release of the cooling load to
the environment may be expediently utilized ecologically and
economically by cogeneration to increase system efficiency
(see Sect. 14.1).

9.2.1.3 Cooling Agents

The heat loss from transmissions and brakes in power train
systems and vehicles must be dissipated too and the cooling
system designed appropriately.

The additional cooling requirement relative to the input
power to the transmission is
– 1–3% for mechanical transmissions
– up to approximately 5% for automatic transmissions with a

torque converter
– 5% for hydraulic transmissions for locomotives when oil/

water cooled (40% when air/oil cooled) and
– 25% for hydraulic transmissions for rail coaches (when the

allowable temperature of the transmission oil is T = 80–1008C
and only briefly 1258C to a maximum of 1308C).

Table 9-5 Dissipated heat fluxes in % of rated power

Engine type/speed range Engine coolinga Engine oil Intercooling Coolant heat EGR cooling

Low speed engines
60. . .200 rpm

14. . .20 6. . .15.3b 20. . .35 40. . .70 –

Medium speed engines
400. . .1,000 rpm

12. . .25 10. . .15 20. . .40 40. . .80 –

High performance engines
1000. . .2,000 rpm

30. . .50 5. . .15 10. . .20 10. . .20 –

Commercial vehicle engines
1800. . .3,000 rpm
with exhaust gas turbocharging and intercooling

30. . .50 30. . .50 15. . .30 45. . .80 10. . .20c

Naturally aspirated engines 50. . .70 50. . .70 n. a. 50. . .70 –
a Cylinder, cylinder head and exhaust gas turbocharging cooling.
b Lubricating oil and piston cooling oil cooling.
c Lubricating oil cooling (piston cooling by water).
Note: These and the following figures for quantities of heat, volumetric flows and temperatures are guide values. The diversity of engine design, power ranges and
operating conditions explain the large range.
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Hydrodynamic brakes in commercial vehicles (e.g. retar-
ders) can introduce larger quantities of heat into the
cooling system than the engine releases in normal
operation.

The temperatures for the agents water, oil and charge air
are a function of the engine’s size, type and mode of opera-
tion. Engine cooling water temperatures are kept somewhat
lower in large low and medium speed engines than in high
speed engines. Making allowances for a bearing’s construc-
tion, materials and design, lubricating oil temperatures are
often significantly lower (Table 9-6). The dissipated heat
fluxes and the desired or allowable temperature differences
produce the volumetric coolant flows (see Table 9-7).

9.2.2 Cooling System Design

9.2.2.1 Cooling Systems with Direct Heat Dissipation

Of the two options to dissipate engine heat to the envir-
onment [9-48], direct cooling dissipates the cooling load to
the environment in an open coolant circuit. This is part of
– air-cooled engines,
– engines with circulating water cooler,
– engines with cooling tower cooling and
– engines with evaporation cooling.

With a few exceptions, direct cooling is now synonymous
with air cooling (see Sect. 9.1.4).

9.2.2.2 Cooling Systems with Indirect Heat Dissipation

Heat Dissipation

During indirect heat dissipation or cooling (Fig. 9-20), an engine
initially releases its cooling energy to a coolant in a closed circuit
(main circuit). A heat exchanger in the cooling system then
transfers this heat to another coolant (secondary circuit).

Water-cooled engines are divided into:
– Engines with fan cooling (air/water cooling): These are

used wherever cooling water is unavailable for the second-
ary circuit (autonomous cooling systems), i.e. primarily
vehicle engines but also stationary engines. The advantage
of zero water consumption must be obtained with the fan’s
consumption of power. High fan powers must be installed
especially when the installation conditions in a vehicle are
poor (< 1% of the rated power for cars, up to approxi-
mately 5% for medium commercial vehicle engines and
approximately 10% for large commercial vehicle engines).
So as not to unduly increase fuel consumption, such fans
are regulated so that the maximum power consumption is
only needed in critical cooling conditions. Air cooling
systems do not have any components or lines that conduct

Table 9-6 Cooling water temperatures in 8C

Low speed two-stroke engines Medium speed
four-stroke engines

High speed
four-stroke engines

Engine cooling water

Inlet into engine
Outlet from engine
Temperature difference in the engine
Preheating to
Preheating during heavy fuel oil operation to

65–75
75–80
5–10
50
60–70

70–80 (82)
80–90
5–10
40–50
60–70

76–87
80–95 (110)
4–8
40
n. a.

Fresh water (sea water)

Inlet into radiator, maximuma

Outlet from radiator, maximal
32–38
� 50

32–38
� 50

32–38
� 50

a Tropical operation.

Table 9-7 Volumetric coolant flows relative to engine power in l/kWh

Low speed two-stroke engines Medium speed
four-stroke engines

High speed
four-stroke engines

Commercial vehicle engines

Engine cooling water
Fresh water

6. . .15
30. . .40

30. . .40
30. . .50

50. . .80
30. . .50

50. . .90
N.A.
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fresh or sea water. However, the higher system costs and
larger space requirements are drawbacks.

– Engines with water/water cooling in a closed secondary
circuit: The secondary circuit’s fresh water (external
water) is conducted from above into a cooling tower
where it is distributed over a large area or atomized in a
natural or fan generated counterflow air draft and releases
its heat to the air by evaporation and cooling. The cooling
capacity depends on the air temperature, flow rate and
humidity. The water loss is approximately 3%. The greater
complexity of equipment, problematic antifreeze protec-
tion and plume formation are disadvantages. This type of
cooling only makes sense for large plants.

– Engines with water/water cooling in an open secondary
circuit: The fresh or raw water circuit (secondary circuit) is
open. The water is freshwater (river or lake water) or sea
water or brackish water. Fresh open water, especially sea
water, constitutes a virtually infinite heat sink. However,
this cooling has a number of problems in practice, which
must be taken into account when designing cooling cir-
cuits. Hull-mounted and keel cooling are special forms of
this type of cooling (Fig. 9-21).

Cooling System Design

Main and secondary circuit cooling: The heat exchangers
are connected in parallel on the secondary side, i.e. the exter-
nal water side (Fig. 9-22).

Single, double and multiple circuit cooling: The heat
exchangers in these systems are connected in a series on the
secondary side. Several configurations are possible:
– Single circuit system: In a single circuit system, the compo-

nents being cooled to the desired temperatures (cooling

Air/water
heat 

exchanger

a

b

Water/water
heat 
exchanger

Fresh water

Cooling
air Engine

Engine

Engine coolant

Engine coolant

Intercooler Oil cooler

Intercooler Oil cooler

Fig. 9-20 Indirect cooling with a closed cooling system; a Air cooling b Water
cooling

Keel cooling system

Hull-mounted cooling system

Box cooling system Fig. 9-21
Water cooling for inland ships
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priority) are connected in a series and/or parallel in the
cooling circuit (Fig. 9-23). The heat exchangers in the cool-
ing circuit interact. When configured appropriately, this is
exploited for the purpose of ‘‘self-regulation’’ [9-48, 9-49].

– Double circuit system: A better adaptation of the cooling
system to the variables such as engine load, heat require-
ment or fresh water temperature is obtained by thermally
separating the circuits into a high and low temperature
circuit (HTC and LTC). LTC and HTC heat exchangers
are connected in a series on the fresh water side (on the
cooling air side in vehicle engines) (Fig. 9-24). This also has
the advantage of functioning with smaller volumetric fresh
water flows. The allocation of the heat flux to the subcir-
cuits depends on the design of the system: Which heat
exchangers are in which branches [9-48]? Thus, for exam-
ple, vehicle engines and marine and generator engines
often have a mixed double circuit system in which the air
intercooler is placed upstream from the air/water heat
exchanger.

– Mixed double circuit system: In this cooling system, also
known as an ‘‘integrated cooling system’’, the HTC and
LTC are hydraulically connected (Fig. 9-25). The HT cooling
water is cooled by mixing it with the LT cooling water. This
eliminates the HTC heat exchanger. However, this requires
meticulous design work to ensure that the desired coolant
flow is present in every branch of the circuit. In compact
engines with fully integrated accessories, one branch of the
HT and one of the LT circuit are united (Fig. 9-26). Approxi-
mately two thirds of the coolant flow passes through the high
temperature circuit (HTC) and the rest through the low
temperature circuit (LTC). The HTC cooling water is cooled
by mixing it with the LTC cooling water and not by a heat
exchanger. At low and part load, the LTC is controlled so that
the heated engine cooling water reaches the intercooler
directly through a bypass line. The subcircuit remains
uncooled and heats the charge air. The engine cooling
water is increasingly sent through the heat exchanger and
the intercooler as the engine temperature rises [9-50].

Combining these features and placing the heat exchangers in
the individual branches of the coolant circuits furnishes many
options to design and optimize a cooling system based on the
particular engine design and the placement of the cooler in
the secondary circuit. Sea water operation in particular must
allow for contamination and deposits [9-51].

Engine

Cylinder cooling

Engine

Intercooler

Transmission
oil cooler

Engine
oil cooler

Main 
inter
cooling 
circuit

Cooling air

a

b

Main 
circuit

Coolant heat exchangerEngine oil cooler

Secondary 
cooling 
circuit

Secondary 
circuit

Intercooler

Cooling 
air

Fresh
water

Main circuit

Secondary circuit

Fig. 9-22 Main and secondary circuit cooling: The cooling system is connected
in parallel on the coolant side (secondary side). The greater part of the heat is
dissipated in the main circuit, the lesser part in the secondary circuit: a Cooling
with air; b Cooling with fresh water

Intercooler Oil cooler
Coolant
heat exchanger

Engine

Fresh 
water

Fig. 9-23
Single circuit cooling
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Cooling systems for sea water operation: These can be
divided into:
– ‘‘Conventional’’ sea water cooling (Fig. 9-27): The techni-

cally simple thermal engineering advantage of greater inlet
temperature differences and lower pump outputs resulting
from smaller volumetric sea water flows entails accepting
the disadvantages of sea water operation.

– Central cooling (Fig. 9-28): In light of the disadvantages of
conventional cooling, central cooling in which a large
central cooler cools the fresh water of all other heat exchan-
gers is usually preferred. The high technical complexity
generated by more as well as larger coolers (lower inlet
temperature differences and additional heat transfer

resistances) and more lines and pumps is also an indicator
of the problems of indirect sea water cooling. On the other
hand, fewer lines and components are needed to conduct
sea water. Since the temperature in the fresh water circuits
remains largely constant, the cooling system proves easier
to control. Therefore, central cooling is advantageous,
above all, for multiple engine systems.

Intercooler placement: The placement of the intercooler in
the cooling circuit is determined by the demand for a mini-
mum charge air temperature at full load and by the need for
an acceptable charge air temperature at the particular engine
operating points. There are several solutions to choose from:
– Internal intercooling: Intercoolers integrated in the engine

cooling water circuit (main circuit) on the coolant side
produce a certain self-regulation of the charge air tempera-
ture (Fig. 9-29). While this can only cool the charge air to
the level of the engine cooling water temperature at best
(power losses), the engine load adjusts (improved engine
running properties). The charge air is cooled in the upper
load range and heated in the lower.

– External intercooling: The intercooler/s is/are placed in a
secondary circuit and coolant flows through it/them par-
allel to the other heat exchangers (Fig. 9-23). Thus, a large
inlet temperature difference is on hand, which can cool
down charge air even more. Efforts have also been being
made for roughly twenty years to exploit this advantage for
smaller engines (commercial vehicle engines). Since the
charge air is thermally decoupled from the engine, appro-
priate control of the external circuit should be utilized to
adjust the temperature to the engine’s load level.

– Two and multistage intercooling: The intercooler is divided
into one subcooler connected to the high temperature
circuit and one subcooler connected to the low tempera-
ture circuit (two-stage intercooling in Fig. 9-24). When the
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Fig. 9-24 Double circuit cooling with a high (HTC) and low temperature circuit
(LTC) and with fresh water cooling
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charge air enters the cooler in the HT circuit, its high
temperature can increase the coolant temperature for
heat consumers (e.g. fresh water producers) to 988C and
correspondingly increase the useful heat gradient. The
majority of the charge air heat is dissipated in the HT
circuit (1.5–2.6:1). The low temperature stage is switched
off in part load operation (� 40%, particularly at full speed)
or in arctic operation and the charge air is heated by the
engine cooling water in the HT circuit. This translates into
better combustion, lower firing pressures and less smoke
emission. Engine cooling water heating may be switched in
when the engine load drops below 15% [9-48].

Such complexly configured cooling systems are implemented
with numerous flow branches and unions and components
with different flow resistances (see Sect. 9.2.4). The pressure
and volumetric flows are modeled for individual branches of
the circuit and verified in a test of the system or when it is
installed. Where necessary, the individual partial flows may
be corrected with adjustable restrictors [9-52].

Cooling Systems in Vehicle and Compact Engines

Engines for vehicles, mobile or transportable generator units
and all types of fast boats assume a special position. Since
compact design is required, the cooling system components
also have to be integrated in the engine assembly or situated
as closely to the engine as possible [9-53, 9-54].

The actual engine cooling water cycle in vehicle engines or
engines with similarly compact designs includes the engine
itself, radiator, lines, expansion tank, temperature controller
and circulation pump. Powered directly by the engine, the
engine cooling water pump forces the cooling water through
the heat exchangers (oil cooler and intercooler), which are
each connected in a series or in parallel, into the engine’s
cooling chambers (cylinders and cylinder heads) and through
other components being cooled, e.g. exhaust gas turbochar-
gers, exhaust manifolds, etc., or through other heat exchangers,
e.g. oil coolers, exhaust gas recirculation coolers, etc.. The
cooling water flow is divided according to the cooling capacity
requirement. A temperature controller ensures that the cool-
ing water in a cold engine reaches the suction line to the engine
cooling water pump completely or partially through a line that
bypasses the radiator (Fig. 9-29). This ensures that the operat-
ing temperature is reached quickly and the desired tempera-
ture maintained even when engine load varies.

Positioned at the highest point of the cooling circuit, the
cooling water expansion tank collects the changes in cooling
water volumes when temperatures fluctuate and removes
exhaust gas (e.g. during cylinder head gasket blow-by) and
air (e.g. inlet through water pump gasket) from the cooling
circuit. Air bleeding and venting of the cooling circuit is so
important because air or gas in the cooling water reduces
throughput. The cycle becomes unstable at an air content of
12% and collapses at 15% [9-55]. Moreover, heat transfer is
diminished or a corrosion attack facilitated. In addition, the
expansion tank contains a coolant reserve for smaller leaks
and creates a certain pressure buffer.

A combined pressure and suction valve provides the pressure
equalization necessary for excess pressure produced when the
cooling water is heated and when a vacuum is produced when it
is cooled. Continuous bleed lines run from the engine – as well
as from the air/water radiator in vehicle engines – to the
expansion tank. In addition, a connecting line runs from the
expansion tank to the suction side of the cooling water pump.

The cooling water’s flow through the cylinder and cylinder
head is laid out meticulously. In engines with a water chamber
shared by all cylinders, defined flow conditions must ensure
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Fig. 9-26 Mixed double circuit cooling with combined branches of the high
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that the cooling water flows uniformly around the thermally
loaded zones (cross flow). On the one hand, the flow velocity
must be high enough for heat exchange. On the other hand,
cavitation should not occur. Pressure losses should remain
low as well. Conditions prove to be simpler in large single
cylinder engines because the cylinders are individually sup-
plied from a manifold. Since cylinder heads have a compli-
cated structure in which aspects of thermal and mechanical
strength and castability are prominent, experience is required
to design the cooling water paths in them so that tempera-
tures that are as uniform as possible set in. Neither leakage
nor the venting of water when they are heating up should
cause air pockets to form. Local boiling should not cause any
aggregation of vapor bubbles. The cooling water flow is opti-
mized with flow simulations (CFD) and can be tested in flow
tests on a Plexiglas model.

9.2.3 Cooling System Control

9.2.3.1 Control Requirements

With an eye toward fuel consumption, wear, pollutant emission
and noise, efforts are being made to reach the engine operating
temperature quickly, to maintain desired temperatures regard-
less of engine load (preventing undercooling and overheating)
and to lose a minimum of power through additional assemblies
(e.g. cooling fan) in order to sustain cooling. Moreover, the
coolant circuit must be able to adjust to the demands of engine
operation and additional boundary conditions. In addition, the
coolant circuit must not only adapt to the cooling load, which
changes as the engine load changes, but also different air
temperatures (e.g. seasonal and geographic conditions).

Engines are also utilized to different capacities, e.g. full
load, part load and idle. In an initial approximation, the
heat that accumulates from the engine cooling water, inter-
cooler or engine oil cooler is a function of the engine power.
The heat exchangers’ cooling capacity is primarily deter-
mined by the coolant’s mass flows in the secondary circuit
and the fluid being cooled. Thus, the cooling capacity require-
ment and supply diverge whenever the coolant flow changes
disproportionately to the engine power.

Since the heat exchangers and the entire cooling system are
designed corresponding to an engine’s rated power for the
maximum cooling capacity required (cooling load), it must be
assured that the desired (intended) temperatures are obtained
even when the engine operating points diverge. Thus, control
of coolant temperatures is indispensible. The temperature of
the coolant is regulated in the main circuit.

Return temperature: The coolant temperature in the engine
outlet serves as an index for the thermal state of the engine.
The actuating element is a thermostatic control valve
equipped with a temperature sensor. The desired temperature
is set by mixing cooled cooling water conducted past the
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radiator in the bypass with uncooled cooling water in the
control valve. The process is similar for oil coolers.

Flow temperature: The coolant temperature is regulated at the
inlet. Implemented similarly, mixed temperature control is pri-
marily applied to multiple engine systems with a central cooling
system. Larger engines have electrically or pneumatically actu-
ated PI controllers; smaller engines function with controllers
without auxiliary power (expansion element). The engine cool-
ing water’s thermal inertia may be disregarded when the engine
load changes; the cooling water reaches the operating tempera-
ture after 50–70 seconds, even in large medium speed engines.
When their region of travel changes, marine engines use water
pumps with pole reversing electric motorss to adapt the flow rate
of sea water to the actual cooling requirements.

Preheating: Engines from which full power is demanded
immediately after starting (especially quick-starting and no-
break standby generating sets) must be preheated or kept
heated, to be precise, by heating the engine cooling water to
408C by means of electric preheating equipment or thermal
heat exchangers. Larger and large engines are usually pre-
heated (see Table 9-6).

9.2.3.2 Fan-Cooler Combinations

Fan-cooler combinations, i.e. primarily for vehicle engines
and stationary units, use the fan speed to control the flow of
cooling air to establish the desired cooling water temperature.
This can effectively reduce energy consumption and noise
emission. The temperature set by the fan is higher than the
thermostat’s operating range. The fan may be powered:
– Mechanically: The rigid connection of fan speed to engine

speed does not allow any control intervention and is thus
disadvantageous. When bimetal viscous clutches are
employed, the speed can be regulated as a function of the
cooling air temperature (based on the vehicle radiator).
Modern electrically controlled clutches can control fan
speed as a function of any reference variable.

– Electrically: Fan speed is independent of engine speed. The
fan can continue running when the engine is stopped. This
provides flexibility in the arrangement of the fan and radiator.

– Hydraulically: A hydraulic variable speed coupling pro-
duces the drive. The control range is limited. The fan
must be placed directly at the engine. All in all, this is a
complex solution primarily used for larger vehicle engines
when the power input for the fan can no longer be trans-
mitted by a belt without problems and vibrations in the
drive train need to be damped.

– Hydrostatically: Higher power inputs can also be trans-
mitted over greater distances. Thus, the radiator can be
positioned flexibly. The control range and the power loss
are large, unit volume and mass on the other hand are small.

There are various options for the design of mechanically
powered fans. Axial fans with small gaps (approx. 8 mm)

are used for maximum demands on efficiency and air mass
flow. Given the engine motion, such a small gap necessitates
firmly installing the frame ring around the fan on the engine.
Were the frame not firmly on the engine, the relative motion
would have to be compensated by a large gap (20–30 mm).
Shrouded fans are used to prevent a strong reverse flow
through the gap and flow dispersion. In addition to higher
fan gap tolerances, this arrangement has advantages for
acoustics and flow stability [9-56].

9.2.4 Implemented Cooling Systems

9.2.4.1 Cooling Systems for Commercial Vehicle
Diesel Engines

Figure 9-29 illustrates the standard cooling system described
here. The heat exchanger output (approximately 6–10 kW)
needed to heat the cab is not incorporated into the design of
the radiator circuit. However, to prevent the engine cooling
water temperature from dropping too greatly, no more than
20% of the heat may be drawn from the cooling circuit. The
heat from the engine cooling water in highly boosted engines
may be insufficient to cover the heat requirement, particularly
in raised roof cabs (approx. 20 kW). In such cases, an addi-
tional heating unit must be designed in. Other heat exchan-
gers (for retarders and transmission oil) are connected in line
with the engine between the water outlet out of the engine and
the thermostat.

Extreme requirements are imposed on the radiators of
armored vehicles, which must dissipate sizeable heat fluxes
from the engine and transmission under extreme ambient
temperatures (�308C to +458C). This requires a large cooling
air mass flow and a large gradient from the cooling water
temperature to the outside temperature, e.g. 958C (1108C) at
an outside temperature of 208C (458C). The cramped space in
a tank requires an extremely compact radiator design. In
addition, the fan must overcome high intake and pressure
losses at correspondingly higher fan output (e.g. 13.5% of the
engine power of 1,100 kW in a Leopard II tank).

9.2.4.2 Diesel Locomotive Cooling Systems

The cooling system of the Deutsche Bahn’s 215, 218 and 210 series
diesel locomotives is constructed as a two circuit system with a
high and low temperature circuit (HTC and LTC) (Fig. 9-30). The
actual cooling system consists of two radiator cores configured in a
V-shape through which a hydrostatically or hydrodynamically
powered axial fan aspirates the cooling air. The fan speed is
regulated so that the coolant temperature remains nearly constant
as a function of the engine load and outside temperature. A mixing
valve (with a response temperature of 308C) hydraulically con-
nects the LTC and HTC to reduce undercooling of the LTC when
outside temperatures are low. A second mixing valve (approxi-
mately 608C) enables preheating both cooling circuits and keeping
them warm by a heater and a circulation pump. The quantity of
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coolant that flows from each one of the circuits to the other is
returned to the expansion tank [9-57, 9-58].

9.2.4.3 Cooling Systems for Marine Propulsion Systems

Figure 9-31 is a detailed schematic of a marine engine
system’s central cooling system with a hydraulically coupled
HTC and LTC (integrated cooling system) including
pumps, expansion tanks and other accessories. The

principle configuration corresponds to Fig. 9-26. This cool-
ing system is the basis for the MAN B&W 40/54 to 58/64
engine series.

9.2.4.4 Vehicle Cooling System Cooling Modules

In vehicles, the basic components necessary for cooling are
united in a cooling module that normally consists of a
radiator, intercooler, air conditioner condenser and fan
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Transmission oil
cooler

Fig. 9-30
Radiator of Deutsche Bahn’s model
215, 218 and 210 diesel locomotives
(double circuit cooling with LTC and
HTC; see Fig. 9-24): a schematic of the
cooling circuit; b radiator in V
configuration
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cowl. The fan may be powered electrically or mechanically
directly by the engine. Hydrostatic fan drives are frequently
used in busses and special vehicles.

The arrangement of the heat exchangers in the cooling air
flow ensues from the particular inlet and target temperatures
of the fluids being cooled. Normally, this results in the
sequence of condenser, intercooler, radiator and fan.

It is important that air guides and sealings prevent heated
air from being recirculated in order to optimally utilize the
cooling module’s installed cooling capacity.

9.2.5 Heat Exchangers

9.2.5.1 Thermal Engineering

Only stationarily operated heat exchangers with fixed baffles
between two fluids, so-called recuperators, are treated here [9-59].

The index ‘‘1’’ always designates the exothermic fluid and
the index ‘‘2’’ the heat absorbing fluid. The index ‘‘e’’ stands for
‘‘inlet’’ and the index ‘‘a’’ for ‘‘outlet’’.

Thus, the following applies to the cooling of the mass flow _m1:

DT1 ¼ T1e � T1a 	 0 (9-1Þ

and the following to the heating of the mass flow _m2:

DT2 ¼ T2a � T2e 	 0 (9-2Þ

Inserting the heat capacity flows

_W1 ¼ _m1cp1 (9-3Þ

_W2 ¼ _m2cp2 (9-4Þ

yields the following for the heat transfer capacity

_Q ¼ _W1DT1 ¼ _W2DT2 (9-5Þ

When the power is related to the largest possible temperature
difference in the heat transfer, i.e. the difference of the two
mass flows’ inlet temperatures

DTe ¼ T1e � T2e; (9-6Þ

then, with W
.

min as the smaller of the two heat capacity flows,
the following is obtained

_Q
DTe
¼

_W1DT1

DTe
¼

_W2DT2

DTe
¼ _Wmine (9-7Þ

with

e ¼ DT1

DTe
for _Wmin ¼ _W1 (9-8Þ

or

e ¼ DT2

DTe
for _Wmin ¼ _W2 (9-9Þ

In this relationship, e is denoted as the exchanger efficiency or
operating characteristic [9-60, 9-61].

It can be demonstrated that e is a function of the number of
heat transfer units

N ¼ kA
_Wmin

(9-10Þ

the ratio of the heat capacity flows

R ¼
_Wmin

_Wmax
(9-11Þ

and the flow configuration in the heat exchanger [9-61, 9-62].
In Eq. (9-10), kA is the product of the coefficient of heat
transmission k and the area of heat exchange A, which cannot
be separated expediently in finned surfaces – as usually exist
here.

The VDI Heat Atlas [9-63] contains formulas and dia-
grams for different flow configurations (Fig. 9-32). It and
[9-62] and [9-64] specify a mathematical method, the cell
method, which may be used to calculate exchanger efficiency
for any flow configurations.

The task when designing heat exchangers is to calculate the
necessary exchanger efficiency e from Eq. (9-7) at heat capa-
city flows specified on the basis of Eqs. (9-3) and (9-4) and the
relative heat transfer capacity _Qc=DTc to be obtained.
Depending on the intended flow configuration, the number
of heat transfer units N and thus the kA value required
according to Eq. (9-10) can be determined from the related
formula or the relevant diagram. In many cases, N cannot be
calculated explicitly from the specified formulas. Thus, it
must be determined iteratively.

Since the magnitude of the heat capacity flows is often
dependent on the selected size and design of the heat exchan-
ger, e.g. a vehicle radiator dynamically pressurized with cool-
ing air, an assumed size of the heat exchanger is postulated in
practice and iterated by the mean fluid temperature until a
satisfactory correspondence has been obtained. When neces-
sary, the thusly calculated heat exchanger output serves as the
basis to adjust the size of the heat exchanger to the perfor-
mance requirements.

The heat transfer coefficients h1 and h2 and the coefficients
of thermal conductivity of the baffle lw and the fins lr1 and
lr2 are needed to actually calculate the kA value. Then, the
Péclet equation applies:

1
kA
¼ 1

h1A1
þ dW

AWlW
þ 1

h2A2
(9-12Þ

Aw being the area of the flat baffle, dw its thickness and A1 and
A2 the heat exchanging surfaces, rated in part with a fin
efficiency Zr [9-65]. The heat transfer coefficients are nor-
mally specified as Nusselt numbers

Nu ¼ h � l=l ¼ NuðRe; PrÞ (9-13Þ
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The following

Re ¼ u � l=v (9-14Þ

is the Reynolds number and

Pr ¼ r � v � cp=l (9-15Þ

is the Prandtl number, l being a characteristic dimension of
the fixed body, l the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the
flowing medium, u its flow velocity, n its kinematic viscosity, r
its density and cp its isobaric mass-specific heat capacity.

Heat exchangers for motor vehicle engine cooling are char-
acterized by very compact designs. The transfer area A1 or A2

relative to the unit volume V of the heat exchanger matrix is
typical. Values for this are generally available:

A
V
4700

m2

m3
(9-16Þ

However, the kA values relative to the matrix volume V are
even more informative. Table 9-8 specifies some recom-
mended values.

9.2.5.2 Radiators

A distinction is made between air-cooled and liquid-cooled
radiators. Air-cooled heat exchangers used for vehicle diesel
engines should be designed very compactly and lightweight

but the drops in pressure allowable on the air and coolant side
limit their compactness. Moreover, the finned tube core’s
sensitivity to contamination increases as the surface density
on the air side increases in accordance with Eq. (9-16) and
thus also establishes limits, especially for tractors and con-
struction vehicles for instance. Finned tube cores consist of
combinations of fins and tubes, which are differently shaped
depending on the manufacturing process. A brazed radiator
design that consists of flat tubes and corrugated fins brazed
together is pictured in Fig. 9-33.

Mechanically joined radiators (Fig. 9-34) have round or
oval tubes stuck through precisely dimensioned holes in
louvered fins. These are flared mechanically to produce last-
ing contact pressure between the tube and hole to conduct
heat from the tube to the fin. In both cases, the fins are
provided with a multitude of gill-like notches to improve
the heat transfer [9-66]. Made of glass fiber reinforced poly-
amide, the dispensing and receiving tank is interconnected
with the particular header by an elastic seal. Solutions for
brazed radiators with brazed-on aluminum receiving tanks
also exist. The tubes may be provided with turbulence inserts
to prevent laminar flow that might occur when coolant
throughputs are small.

Mechanically joined radiators cost less to manufacture
than brazed radiators. However, their heat transfer capacity
relative to the air side end face or the air side drop in pressure

T1e T1e

T1e

a b

c d
T1a T1a

T1a T1a

T1e

T2e T2a T2a T2e

T2eT2e
T2aT2a

Fig. 9-32 Some basic forms of flow configuration in heat exchangers: a pure parallel flow; b pure counter flow; c pure cross flow; d cross flow cross-mixed on one side
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is normally poorer. This makes larger radiators or higher fan
powers necessary [9-67, 9-68].

Motor vehicle applications in European cars and commer-
cial vehicles now almost exclusively use aluminum radiators.

Another air-cooled radiator design is the radiator core
section pictured in Fig. 9-35 for a cooling system with a
main and secondary circuit (see Sect. 9.2.2). A partial flow
coming from the main circuit is cooled further in the second-
ary circuit in order to use it obtain a low charge air outlet
temperature in an intercooler for instance. The core consists
of louvered, usually smooth copper fins with holes for the flat
copper tubes. A layer of lead-tin solder on the tubes connects
tubes and fins. The headers, the receiving and dispensing
tank and the cast connectors brazed to it consist of brass.

The tube-header is connected and the tank is brazed on with
soft solder. Very rugged and insusceptible to contamination,
such radiator elements are preferred in rail vehicles but also
employed in stationary engines. Figure 9-36 illustrates the use
of simple turbulent flow radiator core sections in an under-
floor cooling system for the Deutsche Bahn.

Particularly vibrostable designs have to be selected for
radiators mounted directly on engines. Deutz AG utilizes
an air-cooled radiator in a shell or plate design for its new

Fig. 9-33 Design of an aluminum brazed radiator for use in motor vehicles
(source: Behr)

Fig. 9-34 Design of an aluminum mechanically joined radiator for use in
motor vehicles (source: Behr)

Table 9-8 Common maximum mass flows for specific cross sections and attendant kA/V values for a high performance heat exchanger.
Fluid 1 exothermic, Fluid 2 heat absorbing

Fluid 1 Fluid 2 Specific mass flows

_m*
1

kg/(m2 � s)
_m*

2

kg/(m2 � s)

(kA/V) � 10�3

W/(m3 � K)

Coolanta

Lubricating oilb

Lubricating oilb

Charge air
Charge air

Air
Air
Coolanta

Coolantc

Air

250
150
150
12
20

12
6
200
40
10

370
200
1,300
280
100

a Mixture of water and glycol with a volumetric content of 70/30% at approximately 100 8C.
b Essolub HDX 30 at approximately 130 8C.
c Same as a) but at approximately 70 8C.
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generation of engines with an engine-integrated cooling sys-
tem (see Sect. 18.2). Each of the elements that conduct coolant
are formed of two aluminum half plates. Aluminum corru-
gated fins similar to those pictured in Fig. 9-33 are arranged

between the individual elements. Outfitted with appropriate
end plates and connectors, the entire radiator is brazed.
Performance can be easily modified by the number of
elements.

Fig. 9-36
Underfloor cooling system for a Deutsche
Bahn railcar, consisting of ten radiator core
sections with lengths of 700 mm and widths
of 200 mm and a liquid-cooled transmission
oil cooler in plate design and a hydrostatically
driven fan. 405 kW are transmitted to the
cooling air flow at an inlet temperature
difference of 58 K (source: Behr)

Secondary circuit Main circuit

Fig. 9-35 Design of a nonferrous metal radiator core section with a main and secondary circuit in rail vehicles (source: Behr)
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Liquid filled radiators are primarily employed in marine
engines but also in part in stationary engines. Unfinned
systems are normally employed since the heat transfer coeffi-
cients are similarly high on both sides of a heat exchanger.
What is more, low sensitivity to contamination and good
options for cleaning and resistance to corrosion are important
when sea water is used. In addition to the classic tube bundle
units [9-59], plate heat exchangers made of CuNi or titanium
are used. They are usually installed separately from the engine
but may also be integrated in the engine as in MTU’s newer
595 engine series [9-69].

Figure 9-37 presents another sea water filled radiator
design, which is also integrated in the engine. A flat
tubular cooling unit is incorporated in a cast aluminum
housing through which engine coolant flows. The sea water
flows around the flat tubes in a register configuration

and comes into contact with the CuNi components that
are brazed together. The individual flat tubes are stamped
with dimples, which are brazed to the dimples on the
opposite side of the tube. This produces the mechanical
strength required for the operating pressure of 6 bar gauge
pressure as well as better heat transfer than in smooth
tubes.

9.2.5.3 Oil Coolers

Oil coolers must be designed for higher operating pressures
than radiators, i.e. between 10 and 20 bar. In addition, their
heat transfer from the oil to the wall surfaces is far lower. This
always requires having to work with turbulence generating
structures on the oil side. Soldering them to the wall surfaces
also achieves the requisite increase of internal mechanical
strength.

Air-cooled oil coolers are made of aluminum virtually
without exception. Figure 9-38 pictures an oil cooler in the
flat tubular design used for motor vehicle diesel engines. The
design of the finned tube core resembles that of brazed radia-
tors. However, the tanks are made of aluminum because of
the increased operating pressures. As Fig. 9-39 shows, the
turbulence plates are formed as offset fins.

Instead of flat tubes, aluminum plates between which the
turbulence plates are arranged are also partially in use.
Brazed-in as a boundary, plates with a rectangular profile
produce channels that conduct air and oil. Such pack con-
struction has the advantage of making it possible to manu-
facture any radiator designed without special tools. The type-
specific tanks are welded onto the complete brazed heat
exchanger block.

Another variant of an air-cooled oil cooler is the plate
design. Here too, turbulence plates brazed with the plates on
the oil side are indispensible for reasons of strength and heat
exchange.

Fig. 9-37 Sea water filled radiator in flat tubular design for mounting on an
engine (source: Behr)

Fig. 9-38 Air-cooled oil cooler in flat aluminum design for use in motor vehicles (source: Behr)
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Pictured in Fig. 9-40, aluminum stacked plate oil coolers
are now only used for liquid filled oil coolers in car diesel
engines. Thanks to the elevated edges of the plates, each of
which is brazed with the next plate, these radiators do not
need a separate housing. Turbulence inserts similar to the
plates pictured in Fig. 9-39 are located on the coolant side
and on the oil side or the plates already have a distinct
structure that assumes this function. Such radiators are
frequently bolted to the filter module with an oil filter as
well.

The plate design illustrated on the right in Fig. 9-41 is
frequently employed for heavy duty engines, e.g. for commer-
cial vehicle applications. It has a longitudinal plate oil cooling
unit in a special housing as pictured in Fig. 9-36 or incorpo-
rated directly in the engine block. The oil flows parallel
through the individual plates equipped with turbulence plates
and the coolant flows around the plate packs in the counter or
cross flow.

The cut open round stack plate oil cooler pictured on the
left in Fig. 9-41 can be installed under the oil filter and thus

Fig. 9-40
Stacked plate oil cooler for car applications
(source: Behr)

Fig. 9-39
Different turbulence plates for use in air and liquid-cooled oil
coolers. Constructed of aluminum or steel (Behr)
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integrated in the oil flow. Since the use of steel as a material
entails higher weight, this product is now being used more
and more rarely. Plate oil coolers are also occasionally man-
ufactured entirely of aluminum or a CuNi alloy when sea
water is used.

Not only plate oil coolers but also tube bundle heat exchan-
gers are often implemented in marine and larger industrial
engines. Allowing for oil’s poorer heat exchange properties,
the tube bundles are provided with intensive louvered finning
over which oil flows based on the arrangement of the baffles.
Another design utilizes smooth tube bundles and conducts
the oil through tubes provided with special packing. Engine-
integrated plate heat exchangers are also utilized for oil cool-
ing [9-69]. However, since they are only furnished with a
primary area of heat exchange, such units only have a limited
capability to counteract the imbalanced heat exchange prop-
erties of oil and engine coolant or sea water.

9.2.5.4 Intercoolers

Intercooling increases the air density by reducing the air
temperature. Thus, a larger mass of air is introduced into the
combustion process. This results in higher engine power.
Hence, the pressure drop Dp1 on the charge air side has to
be kept as low as possible when an intercooler is being devel-
oped. Otherwise, the pressure drop can overcompensate for
the increase in air density induced by cooling and the inter-
cooler causes a reduction in engine power. An efficiency factor

Zr ¼

T1e

T1a
1� Dp1

p1e

� �
� 1

T1e

T2e
� 1

(9-17Þ

is introduced to evaluate the density recovery obtained in the
intercooler [9-70]. The temperatures T1e, T1a, T2e and T2a

have to be inserted in K. p1e is the absolute pressure of the
charge air at the inlet into the radiator. Zr=1 in an ideal,
infinitely large heat exchanger without any drop in pressure.
However, Zr can also assume negative values, i.e. the density
decreases, when high pressure drops occur at low boost
pressures.

For the most part, air-cooled intercoolers are implemented
in motor vehicles. They are placed upstream from the radiator
and, in part, in other positions in passenger cars. The con-
struction of an aluminum radiator core resembles a brazed
radiator. As in radiators, glass fiber reinforced polyamide
tanks are used when charge air temperatures are below
1908C. Particularly durable plastics can even be used at up
to approximately 2208C. At even higher temperatures, per-
manent mold cast aluminum tanks must be welded on as
pictured in Fig. 9-39. The flat tubes contain inner finning,
which, making allowance for the pressure drop, are only
intended to moderately increase the surface area.

Unless they are used in other vehicle or stationary engines,
air-cooled intercoolers are normally constructed as an alumi-
num pack as described for oil coolers in Sect. 9.2.5.3. The fins
on the charge and cooling air side have a design similar to that
in Fig. 9-42. In turn, the advantage of pack construction is the
ability to cost effectively manufacture small quantities of
compact coolers with individual dimensions. Flat tubular
systems made of steel or nonferrous metal are also used
wherever space and weight play a subordinate role. To facil-
itate a low pressure drop on the charge air side, the flat tubes
often do not contain any inner finning. The cooling capacity
required must then be achieved by designing the radiator end
face large enough.

Liquid-cooled intercoolers are preferable for charge air-
flows that facilitate flow and thus prevent pressure losses.
They can be harmoniously integrated in an engine’s charge
air line [9-69, 9-71]. In addition, they are built even more

Fig. 9-41
Liquid-cooled oil cooler in plate design for installation under
the oil filter (split, left) and in the engine block or a separate
housing (right) (source: Behr)
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compactly than air-cooled designs because their kA/V values
have to be larger (see Table 9-8) and the ratio R of the heat
capacity flows is better. Moreover, a cross-counter flow con-
figuration is often implemented to obtain high exchanger
efficiencies.

With the exception of motor vehicle engines, larger boosted
diesel engines and marine engines in particular are now the
main field of application for liquid-cooled intercoolers. This
technology is also already being increasingly implemented in
motor vehicles. Figure 9-43 pictures such a cooler with a heat
exchanger matrix that intercools a marine diesel engine. It
consists of round tubes with an outer diameter of 8 mm and
lightly corrugated, louvered copper fins with a thickness of
0.12 mm. The fins and tubes are connected by flaring the tubes
as in mechanically joined radiators (see Fig. 9-34). A CrNi or
CuNi alloy is employed for the tubes depending on the indi-
vidual case. The steel or special brass tube plates are connected
by rolling in the tubes. Gray cast iron or an AlSi or CuAl alloy
is selected for the receiving and dispensing tanks depending on
the coolant used. Since the charge air and coolant tempera-
tures can differ considerably, one of the plates is designed as a
sliding plate, partly to prevent thermal stresses. Aluminum can

then be utilized for the cast side sections. Otherwise, gray cast
iron is preferred to obtain ratios of expansion similar to those
in the tubes.

A liquid-cooled intercooler Mercedes Benz has been using
for several years in its twelve cylinder biturbo engine that
powers the Mercedes S Class and the Maybach is illustrated in
Fig. 9-44. This intercooler is made completely of aluminum.
The heat exchanger matrix consists of plates, each plate pair

Fig. 9-42 Design of an aluminum brazed intercooler for use in motor vehicles
(source: Behr)

Fig. 9-43 Sea water filled, round tube intercooler for installation in the charge
air line of marine diesel engines (Source: Behr)

Fig. 9-44 Intercooler/radiator for the Mercedes S Class and Maybach (12
cylinder bi-turbo, M275)
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forming a narrow channel for the coolant routing. Fins that
absorb the heat of the charge air and release it to the coolant
are arranged between these plate pairs. The housing is made
of cast aluminum.

Other design variants exist for commercial vehicles.
Generally, liquid filled intercoolers are also suitable as

charge air preheaters and are used as such with the identical
design.

9.2.5.5 Exhaust Gas Heat Exchangers

Designs, Forms of Construction

Exhaust gas heat exchangers are gas/water (oil) heat exchan-
gers. So far, every form has been designed with varying
success, i.e. smooth and finned tubular heat exchangers with
the gas flow configured in the tubes (gas tube design) and the
external gas flow oriented vertically and horizontally. The
diversity of designs arises from the cramped installation con-
ditions (vertical and horizontal designs or the use of finned
tubes from air cooler production), from manufacturing
advantages when designs are derived from production air/
water coolers or from particular price constraints. On the
other hand, there are clear rules for engineering exhaust gas
heat exchangers for diesel engines, which stem from regula-
tions [9-72] and various tests. Specialist companies automa-
tically observe these rules:
– Basically only straight tubes with inner exhaust routing are

used, thus enabling mechanical cleaning and simplified
repair.

– Tubes are attached by welding them in the tube plates.
Rolling is inadequate when local overheating occurs and
weakens rolled fits.

– Possibilities for the gas tubes to thermally expand are
provided. For example, the tubes are given freedom to
deflect from straight lines and directions of deflection are
specified by small bends or an adjustable tube plate or
flexible housing is designed in.

– Designs are primarily vertical, i.e. as far as possible, outlet
chambers under the tubes with the exhaust flow directed
downward are employed so that agglomerated particulates
can separate out more easily and, where necessary, accu-
mulating condensation can discharge. Since greater heights
for maneuvering are required above the heat exchanger,
disadvantages for mechanical cleaning may have to be
accepted.

– Tube diameters not smaller than 12 mm Ø are selected.
– The design compels the cooling water to flow reliably at the

exhaust gas inlet tube plate and in the inlet region of the gas
tubes.

– The cooling water flow is always designed from bottom to
top and good air bleeding is provided even in operation.

– Using circular flanges, exhaust inlet and outlet chambers
are designed so both sides open easily or sufficient open-
ings are designed in so that soot or potentially present solid

metal sulfate deposits can be removed and the condensate
outlet unblocked.

– Since exhaust gas valves never close completely, a low
water flow is always incorporated to absorb heat from
leaking exhaust gas.

– Given the reserve of wall strength usually present in com-
mercial semi-finished tubes, small gas tubes (12–30 mm Ø)
are constructed of high-grade steel X10CrNi MoTi 18.10,
material no. 1.4571, and large tubes even of mild steel, St
37.10. Tube plates are usually produced from mild steel for
reasons of cost and manufacturing. High-grade steel
X10CrNiMoTi 18.10, material no. 1.4571, is also selected
for exhaust inlet and outlet chambers. The materials 1.4539
and 1.4404 are also used for exhaust tubes in vehicle
applications.

Figure 9-45 presents a vertical exhaust gas heat exchanger
manufactured in small lots [9-73]. Horizontal models for
smaller powers are also constructed for special installation
conditions, low machine shops or spaces without package
volume above the exhaust gas heat exchanger. Since there
are still constraints on the recovery of diesel engine exhaust
gas and the quantities are usually small, special exhaust gas
heat exchangers are generally manufactured individually
for each system in job production. Exhaust steam genera-
tors on the other hand are special exhaust gas heat exchan-
ger designs that are also designed horizontally and verti-
cally. They must be constructed for the individual case by
special firms and equipped with considerably expanded
safeguards.

Problems with Hot Side Fouling

The exhaust gas heat exchangers (exhaust gas/water heat
exchangers) employed in diesel engines often register clog-
ging of their gas passages with dry and loose to slightly moist
deposits of soot particulates and liquefiable components.
Therefore, common gas/water heat exchanger designs have
only been effectively employed with additional measures.

Since soot formation in diesel engines is system induced,
not even large engines with partly very low soot emission
values are fully soot-free despite all the advances in combus-
tion technology (not even after a soot filter!).

Research studies [9-74–9-76] have largely been able to
explain the deposition mechanism in systematic experiments:
Accordingly, the particles entrained in exhaust gas are subject
to different forces (Fig. 9-46). Thermophoresis, i.e. the attrac-
tion of particles moving in the direction of the temperature
gradient, and the adhesion of condensing hydrocarbons,
water and sulfuric or sulfurous acids to the wall (adsorption)
cause particles to accrete.

Exhaust pulsations and turbulence intensity in the exhaust
gas cause the particles to be transported away again with the
exhaust flow. In addition, drying of the wall layer holds
promise as ‘‘cleaning’’.
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While findings acquired in systematic experiments reveal
potentials for improvements, not all difficulties have been
eliminated. Exhaust heat recovery from diesel engines still
entails the following problems:

– Without outside influence, fouling can gradually cause
clogging.

– Fouling extremely impedes or prevents heat exchange from
the exhaust gas to the heat recovery medium, e.g. water.

– Rather than leaving the heat exchanger steadily, particles
agglomerate to larger particulates that are expelled aperio-
dically and pollute the environment.

Not only soot particulates but also metal sulfates (especially
Fe2(SO4)3 � H2O), which deposit in exhaust gas heat exchan-
gers as voluminous solids in temperature ranges of the dew
point of sulfuric acid/water, may contaminate the heating
surfaces. These metal sulfates are formed by gradually detach-
ing – especially from iron – from the engine’s exhaust system
for instance. The more sulfur is contained in the fuel and, in
particular, the more SO3 is contained in the exhaust, the more
intensely they appear. This process increasingly manifested
itself as oxidation catalytic converters were used in diesel
engines in which increased SO3 forms from SO2.

Solutions

Both research studies and experience with the manufactur-
ing of diesel engine plants deliver principle measures to
prevent or decrease soot deposits. Moreover, periodic
mechanical or chemical cleaning for fully or partially
opened exhaust gas heat exchangers must be scheduled
during plant downtimes.

Water Injection

Water injection is a mechanical process that was first imple-
mented in combined heat and power stations that have diesel
engines as refitting and retrofitting measures. It is based on
the soot blower effect familiar from steam boiler operation.
One example of a successful installation is the peak load diesel
powered CHPS with 2 
 1,000 kWel in operation in Lülsfeld
since 1979. By 1991, it had been in operation 18,000 hours
and there has been good experience with injection cycles of
approximately 10 minutes with spray times of only 5–6 s.

However, this method cannot be considered a universally
applicable and reliable measure. Water injection must be
applied periodically and increases adverse impacts on the
environment. In addition, condensate that contains soot
must be disposed of.

Scrubbing with Exhaust Gas Condensate

Cooling exhaust gases to very low temperatures, e.g. a cool-
ant temperature of merely 158C, causes a large quantity of
condensate to separate, which is able to wash out the depos-
its. The low coolant temperatures required limit this mea-
sure’s effectiveness to the low temperature range of a heat
exchanger.
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Fig. 9-45 Vertical exhaust gas heat exchanger (MBN, Neustadt/Wied). Heat
output 718 kW to heat water from 100 8C to 120 8C at TA1=475 8C; TA2=180
8C; _mA/ _mW = 8475/3087 kg/h/kg/h; A Exhaust inlet and B Exhaust outlet; C
Water inlet and D Water outlet; E Safety valve; J Inspection holes; K, L Water
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Mechanical Cleaning

Shot cleaning equipment [9-77] familiar from boiler manu-
facturing has been implemented effectively in nearly forty
large diesel heating power stations, especially for dry deposits.
Roughly every 60–100 min but sometimes only just once a
week, soft iron shot with a diameter of 3 mm is flung against
the heating surfaces and strikes the dirt particles that have
deposited there. The shot is recollected and returned to the
heat exchanger with a driving air flow. Soot and dirt particu-
lates are discharged with the exhaust flow. The increased
technical complexity makes it only worthwhile for large
plants though.

Thermal Regeneration of the Heat Exchanger

Implemented for heating power stations with diesel engines,
[9-74, 9-75, 9-78], this method employs two identically con-
structed exhaust gas heat exchangers configured in a series in
which a valve can redirect the exhaust gas flow. The cooling
water flow can be shut off in both parts as Fig. 9-47 illustrates
for the left part of the equipment filled with exhaust gas. The
residual water contained in it evaporates, reaches a steam
separator and then a holding tank. The dried particles detach
from the walls heated by the exhaust gas and are partly
separated by the cyclone installed between the two heat
exchangers or reach the atmosphere with the exhaust gas. If
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the exhaust back pressure in the right hand heat exchanger
that serves to heat the cooling water increases, the exhaust gas
valve is reversed, the right hand water inlet blocked and the
left hand heat exchanger reopened and the process repeats for
the redirected flow of exhaust.

Turbulence Boost

Boosting the flow turbulence in the exhaust flow in the
proximity of the heat transferring wall enables particles sur-
ging to the wall to return to the main exhaust flow as a result
of the thermophoresis. In addition to the given exhaust pres-
sure pulsations, pulsations generated by Helmholtz resona-
tors may also be employed [9-75]. The propensity to form
deposits turns out to diminish as pulsation amplitudes
increase and as the temperature of the cooling medium
increases, while the pulsation frequency apparently has no
influence. These findings have still not been applied indust-
rially though.

Exhaust gas heat exchangers (coolers) have been developed
for cooled exhaust gas recirculation to meet the Euro 4 emis-
sion standard for vehicle diesel engines [9-79] (see Sect. 15.4).
Built-in turbulence generating components, so-called ‘‘wing-
lets’’, are mounted on the surface of the tubes to their reduce
fouling [9-80]. They generate exhaust gas turbulence at
acceptable pressure losses and thus reduce the propensity to
foul and simultaneously improve the heat transfer. Winglets
are welded on or pressure formed (Fig. 9-48). The water spaces
are arranged around the exhaust ports. The port matrix is
laser welded from thin high-grade steel plate (Fig. 9-49). The
heat exchanger is fabricated in lengths of 100–800 mm.

An exhaust gas recirculation or EGR cooler is usually
implemented in a branch line that runs from the engine’s
exhaust manifold to the intake manifold back to the inter-
cooler. The flow is maintained by the exhaust gas excess

pressure that is slightly above the suction pressure and
occasionally by an evacuating venturi tube in the intake
system as well as a non-return valve to take advantage of
brief pressure waves. The exhaust flow is cooled to 100–
2008C to effectively reduce NOX emissions. The EGR cooler
is connected to the coolant circuit. Apart from the high
pressure application, which recirculates the exhaust to the
high pressure side, concepts are being tested in which the
exhaust is first extracted downstream from the exhaust
turbine and downstream from the particulate filter. The
exhaust mixed with the fresh air is inducted by the com-
pressor and conducted compressed through the intercooler.
The advantage of this solution is its elimination of the limit
imposed on the recirculation rate by the differential pressure
between the engine’s exhaust manifold and inlet connection.
Since the exhaust gas pressure in low pressure exhaust gas
recirculation is only slightly above the ambient pressure, the
EGR cooler on the exhaust side must have a significantly
lower pressure loss.

High Temperature Operation

The operation of exhaust gas heat exchangers at high tem-
peratures, i.e. >2408C, prevents components condensing
from the exhaust from bonding. Such heat exchangers are
implemented with thermal oil as the cooling medium or with
pressurized water to generate steam. This equipment func-
tions satisfactorily because the deposits and erosion are
balanced in a deposit layer that remains approximately con-
stant. Initially, they were usually designed in marine systems
as two-pass boilers with counter flow (superheaters) and
parallel flow (evaporators). While they experience fewer dif-
ficulties with fouling, they only utilize the high temperature
fraction of the exhaust heat.

Fig. 9-49 Cross section through the tube matrix of an EGR cooler (source:Behr)

Fig. 9-48 Exhaust flow channels with winglets and tube plate (source: Behr)
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In principle, the use of low sulfur fuels reduces the deposition
of sulfates and the formation of particulates (see Sect. 4.3).
Exhaust gas heat exchangers should be designed so that the gas
passages are easily accessible for cleaning purposes.

9.2.6 Coolant

9.2.6.1 Cooling Water: Properties and Requirements

Liquid cooling predominantly employs water with refining
additives (engine coolant, chemicals, anticorrosion oil, etc.).
The use of fuel to cool injector nozzles and sodium to cool the
insides of valve stems are special cases.

An ideal coolant because of its thermal properties, water
also has disadvantages with regard to engine operation:
– The freezing and boiling point limit the maximum usable

temperature range to 100 K. However, nucleate boiling can
intensively locally cool highly thermally loaded compo-
nents (see Sect. 9.1.2 on thermal self-protection).

– Substances dissolved in water can act corrosively and/or
interfere with the heat transfer through deposits.

– Malfunctions and damage in the cooling water system can
cause severe damage. 15 to 20% of all engine damage can be
traced back directly or indirectly to malfunctions and
defects in the cooling water system.

Tables 9-9 and 9-10 compare the most important physical
properties for heat exchange.

Like fuel and lubricants, cooling water is an automotive
fluid. An engine’s reliability and service life depend on its
composition. Its suitability as a coolant is determined by the
qualities described below.

Water Hardness

Hardness indicates the water’s content of calcium ions and
magnesium ions (DIN 38409 Part 6). The total alkaline earths
are referred to as the total hardness, which consists of:
– Temporary hardness (carbonate hardness): Carbonates

separate out of hydrogen carbonates as the temperature
increases during warming and deposit as hardness scale
primarily in hot spots where they inhibit heat exchange
with the coolant. Since the carbon dioxide released acts
corrosively, only a small percentage of carbonate hardness
ought to be present when it forms.

– Permanent hardness (noncarbonate hardness): The con-
tent of calcium and magnesium chlorides and sulfates does
not change with the temperature. However, it influences
electrical conductivity and thus facilitates corrosion.

Water hardness is specified as the concentration of quantities
of hardness ions in mmol/l. However, outmoded specifica-
tions in mval/l or German hardness (8d) are common in
engine engineering. Table 9-11 contains the correlation
between the quantity of dissolved hardness constituents and
degrees of hardness [9-81].

Table 9-10 Physical properties of heat transfer mediums relative to air (at 808C and 1 bar)

Physical variables of a heat transfer medium Air Water Engine oil Coolant (see Table 9-2)

Density
Specific heat capacity
Kinematic viscosity
Thermal conductivity
Prandtl number

1
1
1
1
1

986
4.15
0.017
22.27
3.20

856
2.13
1.10
4.24
475.9

1,050
3.55
0.048
14.33
12.47

Table 9-9 Physical properties of the heat transfer mediums important for engine cooling (at 80 8C and 1 bar)

Variable Unit Air Water Engine oil Coolanta

Density
Spec. heat capacity
Kinematic viscosity
Thermal conductivity
Prandtl number

�

cp

�

�

Pr

kg/m3

kJ/(kg � K)
10�6 m2/s
10�3 � W/(m � K)
–

0.986
1.010
21.2
29.93
0.70

972.0
4.194
0.366
666.6
2.24

843.6
2.154
23.34
127
333.1

1035
3.59
1.01
429
8.73

a Coolant: Mixture of 50% water by volume + 50 % glycol based engine coolant by volume.
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pH Value

The pH value is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration.
Neutral solutions have a pH value of 7. Basic solutions have a
higher pH value (> 7), acidic solutions a lower pH value
(< 7). Engine cooling water should have a pH value between
6.5 and 8.5 (see Table 9-12).

Chloride Content

Chlorides strongly facilitate corrosion (particularly in alumi-
num materials and high grade steel radiators) and sludge
formation. Thus, the chloride content should be minimal or
less than 100 mg/l (see Table 9-12).

Corrosion, Cavitation and Erosion

Corrosion of materials and their resultant disintegration is
caused by an electrochemical reaction between metals as
galvanic elements and cooling water as an electrolyte. Gases
dissolved in it, e.g. oxygen, carbon and sulfur dioxide, and
pH values that diverge from specified recommended values
intensify corrosion [9-82]. The same applies to the occur-
rence of flow or vibration cavitation excited by piston
contact change. Vapor lock that occurs when surfaces are
overheated is a special case, which, comparable to the
process during cavitation, damages the material surface
and its protective layers by imploding near the wall. This
is hot corrosion. Erosion is to a heat exchanger what
cavitation is to an engine cooling water tank. Erosion, the
material attrition caused by mechanical friction between the
coolant and the surface of material, is dependent on
the coolant’s flow velocity and the solids and gases con-
tained in it.

9.2.6.2 The Influence of Cooling Water Routing

The danger of engine damage up through complete failure
caused by unsuitable cooling water makes its preparation and
care essential. Design measures can additionally decrease the
potential hazards [9-81]. These include:
– air bleeding and venting the cooling circuit,
– designing lines and cross sections to facilitate the flow,
– increasing the system pressure in the cooling circuit and
– selecting optimal flow velocities.

A cooling circuit can be operated with coolant temperatures
of up to approximately 1158C, an excess system pressure of
up to 2 bar being necessary. The system is protected by a
pressure relief valve.

Low flow velocities facilitate the formation of deposits and
increase material attrition induced by corrosion depending on
the material. Recommended values are 0.2 m/s<cGrenz<3.0 m/
s for aluminum, cGrenz<2.2 m/s for CuZn20Al for sea water
cooled components,<2.7 m/s for CuNi10Fe and <4.5 m/s for
CuNi30Fe. The electrochemical compatibility of materials is
important when coolants conduct electricity well. This holds
particularly true when one cooling system is designed by
different enterprises (engine manufacturers, shipyard, etc.).
Finally, cooling water losses have to be prevented or mini-
mized because refilling allows additional oxygen and carbon
dioxide to reach the cooling circuit. Moreover, active ingredi-
ents can concentrate (accumulation of minerals).

9.2.6.3 Cooling Water Care

Cooling Water Requirements

Cooling water care begins with the selection of the water.
Engine manufacturers specify clean, clear water free of

Table 9-12 Required properties of engine cooling water

Total hardness [8d] pH value [–] Chloride [mg/l] Sulfate [mg/l] Hydrogen carbonate [mg/l]

max. 20 6.5. . .8.5 max. 100 max. 100 max. 100

Table 9-11 Overview of degrees of hardness

Ranking Total hardness [mmol/l] German degrees of hardness [8d] Former German classification [8dH] Parts per million (USA) [ppm]

Very soft
Soft
Moderately
hard
Hard
Very hard

0 – 1
1 – 2
2 – 3
3 – 4
> 4

0 – 5.6
5.6 – 11.2
11.2 – 16.8
16.8 – 22.4
>22.4

0 – 4
4 – 8
8 – 18
18 – 30
> 30

0 – 70
70 – 140
140 – 320
320 – 530
> 530
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impurities. However, condensate or completely deionized
water may also be employed. Sea water, brackish or river
water and rainwater are fundamentally unsuitable. Soft water
prevents scale deposits (see Table 9-11), yet must have a mini-
mum hardness of 28d to prevent increased metal ion solubility
(see Table 9-12).

Engine Coolant

Antifreezes

An engine coolant must be added to the engine cooling water
when an engine is operated at ambient temperatures at or
below the freezing point,. Its basis is ethylene glycol (ethane-
1,2-diol) or less often propylene glycol (propane-1,2-diol). Its
effectiveness depends on the blending ratio with the water. A
glycol content of approximately 50% by volume lowers the
mixture’s freezing point to approximately �508C. The effect
diminishes again when percentages are greater (Fig. 9-50).

The percentage of glycol also changes a coolant’s physical
properties (density, heat capacity, viscosity, thermal conduc-
tivity and boiling point). This must be factored into radiator
design (Fig. 9-51) [9-53].

Since a water/glycol blend provides insufficient protection
against corrosion, anticorrosion agents (inhibitors) are addi-
tionally blended into commercial engine coolants.

Siliceous Engine Coolants

Siliceous engine coolants predominantly contain inorganic
inhibitors, e.g. silicates, nitrites, nitrates or molybdates, as

well as organic inhibitors, e.g. tolyl or, to a small extent,
benzotriazole. Additives, e.g. borate, phosphate, benzoate or
imidazole, serve as buffer substances to assure the desired,
mildly alkaline pH value throughout the entire period of
operation. In addition, detergents (e.g. sulfonates), antifoam-
ing agents and pigments are also added.

These engine coolants have proven themselves in the field
over decades. Their silicate content counteracts dangerous
hot corrosion in aluminum engines by forming thin protec-
tive coats. However, the low solubility of some additives is
disadvantageous. Thus the concentration of inhibitors cannot
be increased randomly. Inorganic additives also degrade in
normal driving, thus making a new dosage or replacement
necessary if the minimum concentration is fallen below.

OAT (Organic Acid Technology) Engine Coolant

OAT engine coolants have been available for several years and
contain a combination of organic rather than inorganic inhi-
bitors. Combinations of aliphatic monocarboxylic and dicar-
boxylic acids, azelaic and aromatic carboxylic acid are typical.
Blends of carboxylic acid with inorganic inhibitors are also
employed but silicates are usually never employed. The
advantage of OAT products is their slower degradation in
normal driving. This increases their working life and thus
reduces the maintenance required.

Chemicals

Chemicals are only used when there is no danger of freezing
and engine manufacturers’ specifications allow them. Addi-
tives used do not contain any glycol and thus only protect
against corrosion. However, this increases evaporation losses
and thus the maintenance intervals. The danger of corrosion
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also increases when there are mechanical loads. Chemicals are
usually added in a concentration of 5–10%.

Anticorrosion Oils

Infrequently employed, anticorrosion oils’ protection against
corrosion and cavitation is based on their prevention of oxy-
gen and other gases dissolved in the cooling water from
reaching the walls in engine cooling water chambers by form-
ing a protective film and on their stoppage of electrochemical
corrosion. Added in a blending ratio of 1:200 to 1:100 (70),
anticorrosion oils consist of emulsifiable mineral oils with
additives to protect against corrosion or sludge deposits
should the emulsion break, e.g. when heated to >958C or in
contact with copper materials.

A general rule, engine manufacturers’ specifications as well
as compatibility for humans and the environment during use
and disposal have to be observed for every additive.
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10 Materials and Their Selection

Johannes Betz

10.1 The Importance of Materials
for Diesel Engines

Materials engineering is one of the key technologies that have
been closely linked with the diesel engine development from its
beginnings to the present day. Not only the high firing pres-
sures and temperatures already connected with the basic idea
but also corrosive and tribological influences stress engine
components very complexly and affect the selection of materi-
als, which is primarily oriented toward the objectives of
– reliability by employing diverse high performance materi-

als and
– cost effectiveness by limiting labor and costs.

Typically, as little as one tenth of the material required for the
weight-to-power ratios of 25–50 kg/kW at the start of the
twentieth century is used in today’s engines [10-1, 10-2].
Substantially greater demands for operating life and reliability
are now satisfied despite higher stresses.

Metals are the material group best qualified for industrial
application. Given their orderly crystalline structure, they not
only provide good basic properties but also particularly
numerous and attractive options to influence properties and
therefore have been produced and utilized industrially for a
long time. As Fig. 10-1 indicates, roughly 90% of a modern
high performance diesel engine consists of approximately
equal parts of cast iron alloys, steel and aluminum. Other
metals and nonmetals only constitute a mass fraction of
10%. The proportions of the main elements may vary depend-
ing on an engine’s design, size and application. Thus, for
example, the requirements of lightweight vehicle engine man-
ufacturing distinctly reduce the percentage of iron in favor of
lightweight aluminum or magnesium alloys or unreinforced
and reinforced plastics. However, since a sweeping replace-
ment of technically and economically highly developed metal
alloys by other materials is unlikely in the foreseeable future,

metals will continue to constitute the fundamental basis of
engines.

Fatigue strength serves as an indicator for the overwhelm-
ing number of engine components at rapidly alternating
cyclic loads (high cycle fatigue HCF). However, additional
properties, which are sometimes required and in part con-
flicting, have led to the use of nearly all technical metals and
their alloys (Table 10-1).

The following provides an overview of the state-of-the-art
and anticipated future developments. Not only DIN stan-
dards but also EN standards [10-3], which have been
expanded greatly in recent years, are considered. Readers
are referred to the standard literature for more exact informa-
tion on material properties [10-4–10-7].

10.2 Technical Materials for Engine Components

10.2.1 Materials for Crankshaft Assembly Components

10.2.1.1 Crankshafts

With the exception of pistons, the components of crankshaft
assemblies were originally made of forged steel. Especially in
smaller engines, it has been replaced by spheroidal graphite
cast iron since the early 1970s for economic reasons. Eco-
nomic competition between the shaping processes of casting
and forging gave rise to the development of pearlitic micro-
alloys that have been controlled cooled out of the forging heat
in BY (best yield) state. Small vanadium or niobium additions
normally replace expensive alloy elements in this material
group, also called AFP steel for its (precipitation hardened,
ferritic-pearlitic) structural constitution. Moreover, energy
costs are cut since heat treatment is eliminated [10-8]. Com-
pared with the standard forging process, controlled cooling in
this forging process causes the formation of special carbides
of the microalloy elements V or Nb as well as increased
pearlite fractions. Both structural measures increase the
strength properties.

Table 10-2 outlines the present state of materials technol-
ogy for crankshafts. Forged types of steel are best suited for
high stresses [10-9]. Since steel has nonmetallic inclusions
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and inhomogeneities due to melting and rolling, the rules of
structural strength must already be observed during forging.
Unlike hammer forging, drop forging produces a continuous
flow of fibers adapted to the shape of the shaft, (see Fig. 10-2).

Since the strongest changes in shape occur in a die’s parting
plane and the contaminated core zone is pressed outwardly,

nonmetallic inclusions and liquations normally weaken the
region of the flash line most. Shifting the flash line from the
highly stressed center plane of the throw can be an expedient
means to increase reliability against fatigue failures caused by
torsional stress. Throw-by-throw or fiber flow forging is one
option. Each single throw is upset into a die with moving

Table 10-1 Typical materials for engine components

Property

Component

Crankshaft assembly 
components

Control components  
and injection equipment

Bolts

Supporting structures

Hot parts

Bearings

Radiators, coolers

Seals, filters, 
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Material

Quenched and tempered steels 
and cast iron and aluminum alloys 

Hardenable steels, chill cast iron

Quenched and tempered steels

Cast iron and aluminum alloys

High and very high temperature
strength alloys

Aluminum copper and titanium
alloys

Laminated metallic composites

Special materials, elastomers
and plastics

Symbols: high,required high,desirable low,desirable

( )

)(

Unalloyed and
low alloy steels
30%

Aluminum cast and
wrought alloys
25%

High alloy steels and
high temperature strength
nickel alloys 4%

Special materials, elastomers,
plastics 2%

Cast iron materials 35%

Copper and titanium alloys 4%

Fig. 10-1
Distribution of the mass of a high performance diesel engine
for marine propulsion based on materials
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parts. Since the entire shaft must be reheated in the furnace to
forge each end throw, this method is only suitable for smaller
quantities of larger shafts (with a mean range of length
between 4. . .9 m) for economic reasons. Depending on the
quantities and dimensions, the shafts are forged on press lines
or in forging hammers based on the counterblow principle or
in large hydraulic presses.

According to Hooke’s law, e = s/E applies to the elastic
deformation of a metallic material. Regardless of its fraction
of alloy elements, steel’s Young’s modulus of approximately
210,000 MPa at room temperature is the highest among the
metals used industrially. Thus, variations of material cannot
improve the stiffness of the crankshaft structure at the given
overall dimensions. Therefore, great value is attached to

the design of the support since a crankshaft cannot be self-
supporting at high firing pressures. However, even then,
measures that increase fatigue strength must often be applied
to highly stressed regions such as fillets to assure their dur-
ability. To this end, journals and fillets are frequently surface
hardened. Based on hardening the contact surfaces of the
main and connecting rod bearings because of their wear,
the technology of fillet hardening gradually established itself
after 1950. The flame hardening originally employed was
replaced by induction hardening. Improved methods of heat
treatment and manufacturing have made it possible to harden
all of one shaft’s fillets (see Fig. 10-2). Since they had to be
flattened on a press or stamped with a die over unhardened
regions, only part of the fillets could be hardened earlier
because they would warp. The intrinsic compressive stresses
generated by the martensitic structural transformation and
the increase in strength in the surface of hardened fillets
make it possible to increase fatigue strength at bending stress
by 50–100% (Fig. 10-3).

Hardening normally increases torsion fatigue strength less
than bending fatigue strength since other weak points with
high stress peaks can occur, e.g. in oil bores. Other thermal or
mechanical processes, e.g. nitriding, peening or rolling, or
combinations of different measures also increase the fatigue
strength of crankshafts (see Sect. 10.5.2). The technical
options and cost effectiveness are determinative in each indi-
vidual case.

Advantages from forming and mass can compensate for
the fundamentally lower strength values of the spheroidal
graphite cast irons EN-GJS-600 and EN-GJS-700 (GGG-60
and GGG-70), which are frequently used for car and com-
mercial vehicle engines. The aforementioned processes that
increase service life are similarly applicable and effective.
Surface treatment is only uncommon in large engines because
they require refinishing. Since it reduces ‘‘chafing’’ by spher-
oidal graphite inclusions, roller burnishing the surfaces of
crankshaft journals can reduce the demonstrably higher
rates of wear in the main and connecting rod bearings of

Table 10-2 Materials for crankshafts

Nodular graphite cast iron Pearlitic iron/micro alloyed steels Unalloyed steel and steel alloys

Types EN-GJS-600-3. . .
EN-GJS-700-2

C38mod.
30MnVS 6
46MnVS 3

C 35 E. . .42CrMo4 mod.
34CrNiMo6

Tensile strength Rm

MPa
700–850 700–1000 700–1150

Shaping Casting Drop forging Drop, throw-by-throw and hammer forging

Heat treatment Controlled cooling out of the forging heat (BY) Quenching and tempering (V)
Normalizing (N)

Use Car engines Car and commercial vehicle engines Car, commercial vehicle and large engines

Fig. 10-2 Fiber flow of a drop forged crankshaft throw with an inductively
hardened journal and fillet surface
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nodular cast iron crankshafts. In addition to all the types of
cast iron and unalloyed and low alloy steels, sintered tung-
sten-based heavy metal inserts with a density of 17–19 g/cm3

are employed for bolted on counterweights in special cases.

10.2.1.2 Connecting Rod

The material groups listed in Table 10-2 are also used for
connecting rods [10-10]. Instead of spheroidal graphite cast
iron, malleable cast iron of the strength classes EN-GJMB-650
to EN-GJMB-700 (GTS-65 to GTS-70) is also employed for
smaller, cast parts. However, heat treatable steels, which may
be unalloyed or low Cr, CrMo, CrMoV or CrNiMo alloys, are
generally dominant. AFP grades of pearlitic iron also estab-
lished themselves in the mid 1980s for cost reasons. At iden-
tical tensile strength values, these grades have a fatigue
strength identical to quenched and tempered steels despite
their lower yield point. Given the demand for ever higher
firing pressures, the comparatively low yield strength and
compressive yield point of AFP steels must already be fac-
tored into connecting rod design. Since the influence of
surface defects with depths of a few tenths of a millimeter
make up for their differences in static strength, the same
fatigue strength can be expected from all unfinished forged

steels regardless of their basic strength. The development of
fracture splitting technology for connecting rods began in the
early 1990s. The steel C70S6 was introduced as a production
material for fracture split connecting rods in the car and truck
sector in the mid 1990s. While the material C70S6 had some-
what lower strength properties than C38mod, the standard
material in this vehicle segment, fracture splitting technology
brought significant economic advantages when it was first
introduced in mass production by ending saw-cutting and
shortening the process chain. Systematic further development
of fracture splitting technology has elevated the yield point so
that the strength properties of C70S6 now satisfy most
requirements in this segment.

Strength properties can be exploited best by machining and
subsequently shot peening surfaces. This, in turn, can increase
fatigue strength by up to 100% depending on the alloy and the
tensile strength. Certain regions of connecting rods with high
deformation or strong notching are normally critical to fail-
ure and must be improved by design, material or process
engineering measures. Examples are toothed parting planes
or female threads of the connecting rod big end. Once the
design options have been exhausted, the fatigue strength in
these points can also be significantly enhanced by shot peen-
ing the surfaces or shaping (rolling) the thread without

Quenched and tempered steel 34 CrNiMo 6 QT 1000...1150
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cutting. Figure 10-4 presents the results of corresponding
endurance tests on obliquely split connecting rods with
increases in fatigue strength of over 30%. In addition to
mechanical methods, thermal (surface hardening) or thermo-
chemical (nitriding) methods of finishing are also occasion-
ally applied to connecting rods to locally or fully finish the
surface. However, they have not attained the same impor-
tance for connecting rods as for crankshafts.

10.2.1.3 Pistons

Piston and piston ring materials are especially important for
diesel engines and are treated in Sect. 8.6.

10.2.2 Materials for Control Components
and Injection Equipment

Steels with surface hardening of around 60 HRC are preferred
for camshafts and gears. These include case hardening steels
and quenched and tempered steels suitable for inductive sur-
face hardening or nitriding. Camshafts and flat followers for
smaller engines are usually made of ledeburitic solidified chill
cast iron; the aforementioned hard steels and fully hardened
steels of the 100Cr6 type are employed for roller tappets.
Highly quenched and tempered and shot peened CrV or
CrSi spring steels alloys are typical for valve springs.

Case hardening and nitriding steels are also employed for
injection nozzles and high pressure pump components.
High alloy cold, hot or high speed tool steels with carbide
forming additions such as Cr, Mo, W and V are also
employed in individual cases, e.g. for pump plungers. The
demand for ever lower emission values and thus higher

system pressures necessitates the use of coatings of classic
resistant materials for tribologically stressed common rail
crankshaft assemblies or injector components, e.g. titanium
nitride or diamond-like, thin, amorphous carbon coatings
that reduce the coefficient of friction [10-11]. With internal
pressures of up to 6,000 bar, autofrettaging reinforces
internally pressurized components such as housings to
increase fatigue strength and thus service life [10-12, 10-13].

10.2.3 Bolt Materials

Materials and properties of bolts have been standardized
worldwide in ISO 898 and DIN EN 20898. Primarily the
high strength classes of 8.8, 10.9 and 12.9 are important for
durable engine design. Quenched and tempered steels with
low hardness and strength enhancing alloying additions of
Cr, Mo, Ni and B are employed for such bolts [10-14]. The
threads are rolled after quenching and tempering and thus
acquire increased fatigue strength. The materials become
susceptible to embrittlement when their strength properties
are above 1,000 MPa, usually because hydrogen has been
atomically absorbed. Therefore, very high strength classes
with limited toughness are avoided and only such protective
surface coatings are applied in which the supply of hydrogen
derived from the process is low and the hydrogen can easily
diffuse out again (inorganic zinc or manganese phosphate
coats, metallic zinc coatings). The European Union’s Direc-
tive on End of Life Vehicles requires coatings free of
chromium (VI) as of 2007. In recent years, this has advanced
the development and application of so-called duplex coatings
(paint coats with zinc lamella) as a replacement for chromat-
ing, especially for bolts.
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10.2.4 Materials for Core Engine Parts

10.2.4.1 Crankcases

Cast materials are employed with diverse manufacturing
technologies for complex crankcases and cylinder heads,
the design of which is made additionally more compli-
cated by coolant chambers that conduct cooling water
[10-15].

While cast steel and cast light alloys were already
employed early on, gray cast iron such as EN-GJL-250
(GG-25) with low alloying additions of Cr, Mo or Ni and
spheroidal graphite cast iron alloys such as EN-GJS-500
(GGG-50) are now prominent. Table 10-3 is a compila-
tion of typical materials with their characteristic struc-
tural constitutions and properties. Since only cast steel is
suitable for structural welds, the remaining alloys are
machined as monoblock. A highly advanced hot welding
technology that touches up unfinished parts makes spher-
oidal graphite cast iron cost effective, especially for
crankcases.

Since combining the good properties of gray and nod-
ular cast iron suggested itself, ‘‘vermicular graphite cast
iron EN-GJV’’ was developed; the graphite’s ‘‘worm-like’’
formation is its distinctive feature. This takes advantage
of vermicular graphite cast iron’s higher stiffness and

fatigue strength than gray cast iron’s and better casting,
damping and heat conductivity properties than nodular
cast iron’s. However, EN-GJV is metallurgically more
complex than gray and nodular cast iron; this holds
particularly true when wall strengths vary greatly. Novel
casting technology appears to be making its application
for larger lots possible (see Sect. 10.6.1). New engine
developments employ vermicular graphite cast iron, e.g.
EN-GJV-450 (GGV-45), as a crankcase material. Fracture
splitting technology is also being employed in part in the
bearing cover area.

Artificially aged cast aluminum materials of the AlSiMg
type are excellently suited for designs that aim for a
higher power density and weight-to-power ratio. Such
silumin alloys (e.g. EN AC-ALSi7Mg, EN AC-AlSi9Mg
and EN AC-ALSi10Mg) combine low specific weight
and good casting properties with good strength
properties.

Magnesium constitutes an innovative crankcase material
[10-16, 10-17] and its specific weight delivers an exceptional
advantage: Magnesium is approximately 30% lighter than alu-
minum (magnesium’s density is 1.81 g/cm3, aluminum’s 2.68 g/
cm3 and cast iron’s 7.2 g/cm3). The use of crankcases made of
aluminum-zinc-magnesium alloys, e.g. AZ-91, can lower the
weight-to-power ratio from 1.19 (aluminum crankcase) to 1.02
[10-16]. Combining magnesium and aluminum or cast iron

Table 10-3 Crankcase and cylinder head materials

Property

Structure

Gray cast iron Vermicular graphite
cast iron

Nodular graphite 
cast iron

Cast aluminumCast steel

Density in g/cm3 7.2 7.2 2.77.7

Tensile strength
in MPa 250–400 300–500 450–800 160–320

Young’s modulus
in GPa

Castability

Weldability

Application

100–135 130–160 210 75

Excellent Good

Good

Poor Excellent

ExcellentPoor Poor

Form Monoblock Monoblock

7.2

400–800

160–185

Good

Good

Monoblock MonoblockComposite welded
with steel plate 

Car and commercial
vehicle engines

Large engines Commercial vehi-
cle and large engines

Large engines Special engines
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materials eliminates magnesium’s drawbacks, e.g. low stiffness,
propensity to creep and corrosion and wear resistance. Thus,
for example, ENAC-AlSi17Cu4 inserts are employed for cylin-
der liners and their cooling water chambers or vermicular
graphite cast iron inserts for the basic bearing support. Only
such a combination of a magnesium core and aluminum or cast
iron insert meets the requirements for high stiffness, acoustics
and durability in modern car diesel engines.

10.2.4.2 Oil Pans

Depending on the implementation of the design, the oil pan
and the crankcase lower half can contribute to the stiffness of
the overall engine structure. Parts cast of AlSi, AlSiMg and
AlSiCu alloys or FeP03/04 (St13/14) or steel sheet construc-
tions of S235JR/S355J2 (St37/52) are employed. For the first
time, plastics (glass fiber reinforced polymers) are also being
used to a greater extent for vehicle engine oil pans [10-18].

10.2.4.3 Cylinder Heads

The cast alloys contained in Table 10-3 also represent the
range of materials common for cylinder heads. The tempera-
ture load on the combustion chamber side intensifies a cylin-
der head’s loading conditions, thus generating low frequency
thermal stresses triggered by the engine’s load changes as a
consequence of impeded thermal expansion (low cycle fatigue
LCF). Conventional gray cast iron is still preferred because of
its better physical properties, good castability and lower costs;
spheroidal graphite cast iron is also used at high stresses.
Vermicular graphite cast iron (EN-GJV) in the strength
classes 400 and 500 has generally not been able to establish
itself apart from individual applications.

Highly stressed by temperature and wear, the valve seats
in cylinder heads are in part inductively or laser hardened.
When this is insufficient, centrifugally cast seat inserts with
a Brinell hardness of 35 to approximately 50 HRC are
provided. Medium and high alloying additions of Cr, Mo
and V give graphitic and graphite-free grades the required
temperature and wear resistance. For maximum firing pres-
sure and temperature load, cobalt alloys with hard inter-
metallic phases are used as materials for valve seat inserts
with a hardness of 42–58 HRC and identical surface proper-
ties over a broad temperature range. This material group
guarantees high resistance against valve seat wear and hot
corrosion, particularly when lubricating conditions are
poor too.

The gray cast iron EN-GJL-250 (GG-25) has also proven
itself for valve guides. Precipitation hardenable copper mate-
rials (e.g. CuNi2Si) are additionally used. Sintered iron alloys
with wear inhibiting interstitial carbide and bronze have been
developed for the mass production of vehicle engines.

10.2.4.4 Cylinder Liners

The material’s wear resistance is top priority for cylinder
liners. Materials have remained fundamentally unchanged
since the beginning of engine development. The dominant
type of material was and is gray cast iron of the class EN-GJL-
250 (GG-25) with Cr and Mo additions and, in Europe, an
increased phosphorous content that facilitates the formation
of a wear inhibiting phosphide network in the structure. Large
liners are sand cast, smaller centrifugally cast. Cylinder liners
are in part inductively or, in individual cases, laser hardened
to increase their wear resistance (Fig. 10-5). Low-distortion
nitriding is another measure that improves wear.

Hardening zone

Micro structure

Hardness

Hardening depth

Martensitic

570...715 HV1

0.6 mm

500 μm

Cross section through the hardening zone

Base material

Pearlitic

245...260 HV1

Fig. 10-5
Laser hardened cylinder liner
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As explained in the section on ‘‘crankcases’’, car diesel
engines with aluminum crankcases employ cast-in gray cast
iron or hypereutectic, highly siliceous cast aluminum alloy
cylinder liners as the contact surface for the piston rings.

10.2.5 Materials for Hot Parts

10.2.5.1 Fundamental Problems

Since they must withstand mean exhaust gas temperatures that
can exceed 7508C, valves, parts conducting exhaust and
exhaust gas turbocharger components require the use of very
high temperature strength alloys. In recent years, diesel engine
engineering has been able to take advantage of material devel-
opments for gas turbines, e.g. nickel-based alloys with strength
improving intermetallic phases (g 0-phase Ni3(Ti, Al)).

One particular problem occurs when engines are run with
heavy fuel oil or blended fuel. Their high sulfur and vanadium
contents substantially intensify hot corrosion attacks on parts
that conduct gas. Nickel sulfide or vanadium pentoxide form
when limiting temperatures are exceeded, thus destroying the
material. Therefore, hard face welding is also used to plate
critical points such as hot exhaust valve seat faces in cylinder
heads and valves with stellites or similar alloys (see Sect.
7.1.4).

10.2.5.2 Valves and Prechambers

Given their chemical, tribological and thermomechanical
stresses, diesel engine valves have a complex requirement
profile, which the selection of materials must satisfy. While
high temperature strength quenched and tempered steels
with CrMoV additives were long used for intake valves,
high alloy hardenable CrSi steels or special steels such as
austenite with CrNiW alloying elements were developed for
exhaust valves early on. Heat resistant austenite alloys’ rela-
tively low high temperature strength necessitated limiting the
maximum temperatures in the valve head region and reinfor-
cing highly loaded zones. This is done by filling the body of
hollow stem valves with sodium and surface welding or plat-
ing the valve seat and stem end. Such complex designs are
largely foregone today because of their additional potential
for defects and failure. Monometal valves are state-of-the-art
for the intake side and friction or butt welded bimetallic
valves state-of-the-art for the exhaust side (Fig. 10-6).
According to DIN EN 10090, the range of materials extends
from the heat treatable high temperature strength steel
X45CrSi9-3 to precipitation hardenable nitrogen alloyed aus-
tenite up through the nickel alloy NiCr20TiAl (Nimonic 80A)
[10-19]. New developments are also dealing with pressure
nitridated steels as intake valve material [10-20]. This new
material group links the good properties of the conventional
intake valve material X45CrSi9-3 such as hardness and duc-
tility with higher high temperature strength and corrosion
resistance.

Chrome plating the valve stems is one of the measures that
improve service life. Together with bath nitriding, it has
established itself as a standard process for these regions
stressed by wear and corrosion.

In addition to high alloy steels, primarily nickel and fre-
quently cobalt alloys are employed for prechambers.

10.2.5.3 Exhaust Lines and Housings

For reasons of cost effectiveness, components with smaller
dimensions are produced from gray cast iron with high tem-
perature strength enhancing alloying additions of Cr and Mo
or ferritic nodular cast iron EN-GJS-400-15. In addition to
more oxidation resistant spheroidal graphite cast iron with
higher Si and Mo contents (EN-GJS-X SiMo5-1 and GGG-
SiMo51), the high alloy austenite EN-GJL and EN-GJS types of
‘‘Ni-Resist’’ are available for thermally highly loaded parts [10-15].
Encapsulated, cooled constructions with inner shells made of high
temperature strength steels (e.g. X15CrNiSi20-12) or nickel alloys
upthroughmixedcrystalhardeningNiCr22Mo9Nb(Inconel625)
are employed for larger engines.

Intake valve

Exhaust valves

Induction hardened

Martensitic steel
X45 CrSi 9-3

Martensitic steel
X45 CrSi 9-3

Martensitic steel
X45 CrSi 9-3

Hard chromium
plated stem

Hard chromium
plated stem

Friction welded Nickel alloy
NiCr20TiAI

Bimetal valveHollow stem valve with
sodium filling

Seat plated with
X50 NiCrSi 60 15

Anstenitic steel
X45 CrNiW 18-9

Cavity filled
up to 60% with
metallic sodium

Friction welded

Hard chromium
plated stem

Monometal valve

Induction hardened Induction hardened

Fig. 10-6 Valve designs
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10.2.5.4 Exhaust Gas Turbochargers

A number of high performance materials are used to rigor-
ously take advantage of exhaust gas turbocharging. The very
high temperature strength, precipitation hardened superalloy
G-NiCr13MoAl (Inconel 713), in part with a carbon content
specifically lowered below 0.08%, is preferred as a material for
turbine wheels or blades. The range of materials for extremely
highly loaded compressor wheels is substantially broader
[10-7] and ranges from cast aluminum parts of AlSi and
AlCu types for car and commercial vehicle engines to higher
strength, forged types of the composition of AlCuMgNi
through the titanium alloy TiAl6V4 for high pressure ratios
and circumferential speeds (Fig. 10-7).

10.2.6 Bearing Materials

Laminated composite materials are employed for highly
loaded plain bearings (see Sect. 8.5.4). Copper alloys, e.g. tin
bronze (CuSn8) or brass (CuZn31Si1), as well as aluminum
materials, e.g. the piston alloy AlSi12CuMgNi, have proven
themselves for the numerous other bearing positions in
engines. Bushings made of sintered iron, steel or bronze alloys
can fulfill low stress bearing functions.

The antifriction bearings sporadically employed for crank-
shafts are based on fully hardenable rolling bearing steels such
as 100Cr6 and 100CrMn6 and case hardenable chromium
steels with high percentage purity.

10.2.7 Materials for Corrosive Stress

The range of types of corrosive stress on engine parts is
extremely large. Thus, many materials that have no natural

corrosion protection because of their composition must first
be protected for support and operation. Where treatment
with anticorrosion oils and greases or paints is unable to do
this, surfaces, e.g. of bolts, are coated with electroplated zinc
layers, zinc lamella coatings, or bonder coats of zinc or man-
ganese phosphate.

Every surface wetted with cooling water exhibits one particu-
lar problem of complex corrosive stress. Even though every
engine manufacturer only permits purified water of suitable
quality for cooling, the energy support in thermally and
mechanically stressed, components that conduct cooling water
causes corrosion attacks, frequently in the form of particularly
critical pitting. Remedial material engineering measures that
employ coatings and corrosion resistant special materials have
proven to be unsuitable for components in the internal circuit or
economically unfeasible. The work by the Research Association
for Combustion Engines in the early 1960s delivered fundamen-
tal knowledge on inhibiting corrosion of cooling liquids, which
has made the unproblematic use of aluminum for components
and radiators that conduct cooling water possible (AlMn alloys).

The selection of materials for sea water cooling systems
in the secondary circuit of marine engines is extremely
limited. Only special materials such as copper alloys (red
brass/CuSnZnPb-C, multicomponent aluminum bronze/
CuAL10Ni-C and copper-nickel/CuNi10/30Fe) or pure tita-
nium exhibit satisfactory to good resistance. Austenitic steels
only have sufficient resistance to chloride ions when nitrogen
or appropriately high molybdenum contents have been alloyed.
Since contamination with liquids and solids strongly increases
the aggressiveness of water in harbor areas, pipes and cooler
inserts are partly protected by plastic coatings. Parts of the (sea)
water routing are also constructed completely of plastic.

Turbine wheel Compressor wheel

Fig. 10-7
Rotor assembly with radial blade wheels as
an example of materials for exhaust gas
turbochargers
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10.2.8 Special Materials for Functional Parts

Seals, filters and other functional elements of an engine are
usually made of nonmetallic organic materials [10-21]. A few
problems and trends are mentioned here only to highlight the
multitude of different parts and materials:
– the replacement of asbestos by aramide fibers or entirely

new material combinations for thermally stressed flat gaskets,
– increasing use of more highly resistant fluorine rubber

(FPM) instead of nitrile rubber (NBR) and other types of
elastomers for coolant and oil seals,

– the use of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) for parts stressed
by wear, e.g. radial shaft sealing rings,

– the use of rings made of Al2O3 or SiC ceramic instead of
special carbon for the axial seal ring seals of water pumps,

– the use of synthetic fiber fleeces with higher fineness
instead of impregnated papers for intake air and lubricat-
ing oil filters and

– disposable or recyclable oil filter concepts.

Formed part elastomer seals mountable at many different
points continue to be indispensable for engine function.
However, parting planes in mass produced vehicle engines,
e.g. between crankcases and oil pans, are now starting to be
sealed with pasty silicone applied by dispensing robots.

10.3 Factors for Material Selection

An evaluation of materials for their suitability for diesel engine
components should not be limited to composition and prop-
erties. Rather, a holistic view that incorporates design,

manufacturing, machining and finishing is essential. Aspects
of environmental protection and disposal have also been
added in recent years. In addition to the aforementioned
factors, material costs are extraordinarily important (Fig.
10-8). Not only expensive basic materials or alloy elements
but, above all, complex shaping and machining methods may
also have a dominant influence on costs.

Figure 10-8 lists the material costs of some material groups
utilized in engine manufacturing. The variations in the costs of
cast alloys chiefly result from the complexity of casting induced
by the geometry. Material costs are normally compared on the
basis of weight. Since the performance of materials is propor-
tional to the fully utilized volume, volume prices would actually
facilitate better comparisons. Plastics frequently rate well.
However, since extremely different materials usually do not
allow similar geometric designs, a component must be com-
pared with a component in particular cases [10-22].

10.4 Service Life Concepts and Material Data

As long as only a few physical and static properties were
available to describe material properties, the suitability and
reliability of materials could only be tested in component or
engine tests. Other rating concepts were developed to supple-
ment the experimental investigation of endurance strength
[10-23]. Above all, the long established concept of nominal
stress and, more recently, the concept of local stresses (local
concept and notch base concept) are employed in engine
manufacturing (see Sects. 7.1.3 and 8.6). While tests on ori-
ginal components are essential to the concept of nominal
stress (Fig. 10-9), the concept of local stresses builds directly

High-alloyed precision cast

Commercial grade steel

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

300

High grade steel, unalloyed

High grade steel, alloyed

High grade steel, ESU

Heat resistance steel

Valve steel, e.g. X50CrMnNiNbN21

Nickel alloy

Gray cast iron

Nodular cast iron

Cast steel

Cast aluminum

Fig. 10-8
Reference values for material prices. Basis of
comparison: Commercial grade steel with a
price factor of 1 (as of December 2005)
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upon a stress analysis using FE calculation or DMS measure-
ment and only needs material characteristics determined on a
solid rod.

The solid rod’s properties are assumed to be transferrable
to the properties of the maximally stressed material element
in the component’s notch base. Plastic deformations can be
factored in. Since they still have numerous gaps, the concepts
are frequently combined in practice [10-24]. A need for reli-
able material properties to precisely predict endurance
strength and service life is common to both. Values of cyclic
material properties taken from publications, standard works
and material databases are usually inadequate for assured
component design. Experimental investigations under
known boundary conditions are indispensible in particular
cases. The test procedure and number of samples should be
selected to allow statistical analysis, e.g. by the staircase
method. Further improvement of predictions of service life
will also necessitate comprehensive experimental and theore-
tical testing of the different materials’ stress and failure
properties in the future.

10.5 Service Life Enhancing Processes

10.5.1 Creative Forming

The better a technically utilizable material’s properties may be
adapted to widely varying stresses through a component’s
cross section and volume according to the principle of task
sharing, the more valuable it is (Fig. 10-10).

Above all, the different methods for treating the surfaces of
metallic materials, in particular cast iron materials and steels,
have acquired fundamental importance because the maximum
stresses caused by temperature, stress and wear usually appear
at a component’s surface or in areas near the surface with a
steep drop in stress toward the center of the material. Goals of
development such as lowering fuel consumption by increasing
the maximum cylinder pressure or lowering the power-to-
weight ratio by raising the brake mean effective pressure
while retaining the same crankshaft assembly dimensions are
only realizable with their assistance. The different coating
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technologies have attained the same importance for such tri-
bologically stressed components as plain bearings and piston
rings, while the further potentials of creative forming are only
applied sporadically for economic reasons.

Liquations and nonmetallic inclusions continue to be
problems for steel. The risk of fatigue failure they can cause

has been substantially lowered by the change from ingot to
continuous casting, by improved testing technology and by
vacuum melting and remelting [10-25], e.g. electroslag
remelting (ESU). ESU significantly boosts toughness and
fatigue strength properties (Fig. 10-11). Thus, quenching
and tempering, case hardening and nitriding steels of

Creative forming

- Remelting (ESU)
- Powder metallurgy (PM)
- Spray forming
- Hot isostatic pressing (HIP)

Surface treatment

- Strain hardening (shot
  peening, rolling, burnishing
  impact compression, hammering)
- Autofrettage
- Hardening (flame, induction,

- Nitration
- Implantation

Coating

- Galvanic separation (Cr, Ni, Zn,
  Pb, Sn, Cu)
- (Hard) anodizing
- Phosphatizing
- PVD (sputtering, ion plating)
- Flame and plasma spraying
- Hard facing
- Painting, mechanical coating

laser and case hardening)

Fig. 10-10
Method to increase engine components’
service life
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an ESU grade can be employed for highly stressed compo-
nents such as crankshafts, piston pins and injection pump
parts.

Gas pores and shrink holes frequently form internal notches
in castings, which shift the points of failure inside the material
volume despite low stress. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) can
provide a remedy [10-26]. The pressures and temperatures
present in the HIP process are utilized to weld together
cavities in specific castings, e.g. in high nickel fine casting
alloys (turbine wheels) and cast light alloys (crankcases), and
thus increase fatigue strength (Fig. 10-12). However, it is
unable to eliminate surface porosities and structural defects.

Powder metallurgy (PM) delivers virtually homogeneous
materials with isotropic properties. It not only facilitates cost
effective mass production (e.g. oil pump gears and valve
guides) but also allows sinter forging of connecting rods and
even manufacturing of effective piston alloys.

Different special methods of powder metallurgy, thermal
spraying based on the Osprey process, are still in develop-
ment [10-25]. Powder metallurgy applications require certain
minimum quantities and are limited by unit weight and
shape.

10.5.2 Surface Treatment

The importance of different methods of treating surface
zones in iron materials cannot be appreciated enough. The
thusly achievable enhancements of properties far exceed
the possibilities of alloying techniques, particularly in
terms of wear and fatigue load. Various thermal methods
of quenching and tempering and hardening have long been
established and in use. The hardening of a steel part’s surface
is connected with a measurable enlargement of volume
due to the formation of martensite. This produces a state

of superimposed internal stress with high intrinsic compres-
sive stresses in the hardened area. In conjunction with the
increased hardness and strength, they are the basic cause for
the increase in fatigue strength. For reasons of equilibrium, the
intrinsic compressive stresses must be compensated by corre-
sponding internal tensile stresses. When the hardening zone is
positioned poorly, failure under low stress can occur in
another spot.

The thermochemical process of nitriding, including the
related methods of nitrocarbonizing in a salt bath, gas or
plasma (ion nitriding), provides similar possibilities to
improve properties. Attention must be paid to the degree
of porosity of any compound nitride layers and the
nitrided surfaces’ generally higher sensitivity to damage
and mean stress. Therefore, thread zones should not be
nitrided at all.

Although they hold the greatest potential to increase the
strength of metals, mechanical strain hardening methods
were somewhat neglected for a long time. Simple blast
cleaning of castings and wrought alloys can already pro-
duce perceptible increases in fatigue strength. The range of
options extends from shot peening, impact compression
and rolling to various methods of roller burnishing
[10-27]. Depending on the method, smoothing of the
microgeometry and plastic deformations of the surface
zones improve properties while increasing strength and
developing suitable intrinsic compressive stresses much
like thermal methods.

Autofrettaging (self-shrinkage) of internally pressurized
components represents a special method in which inside
surfaces are plastified by nonrecurring stress at very high
internal pressure and subjected to compressive prestresses.
This method is suitable to reliably control pressures above
1,500 bar in seamlessly drawn St30Al injection lines.
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10.5.3 Coating

While coating techniques have facilitated significant leaps in
the development of sliding and wear stressed engine com-
ponents, their role in other component groups is still com-
paratively minor (Table 10-4). The interruption of the man-
ufacturing process normally necessary and the additional,
frequently considerable costs are impediments. Neverthe-
less, a multitude of methods and coatings are being devel-
oped and tested on lab scale since demand continues to exist
for customized solutions for technically sophisticated areas
of engines, e.g. the piston–piston rings–cylinder liner sys-
tem. In addition to the established methods of chemical and
electrochemical coating, metal injection molding and hard
face welding, solutions are primarily expected from techni-
ques of physical and chemical vapor deposition (PVD
and CVD).

10.6 Trends in Development

10.6.1 Materials

Once the potentials of engineering design, state-of-the-art
manufacturing and machining and treatment technology
are consistently availed of, it will be possible to take advan-
tage of the potentials of the properties of conventional,
established materials to achieve a large number of the
goals of modern engine developments. However, the great

variety of parts with different and complex load mechan-
isms and new engine manufacturing requirements continue
to dictate demand for innovations in materials engineering
(Fig. 10-13). Requirements of lightweight construction are
continuing to grow in importance for vehicle engines [10-
22, 10-8].

Extremely great hopes were placed in substituting conven-
tional metals with structural ceramics. In engine manufactur-
ing, these are nonmetallic, inorganic materials based on
nitrides, carbides and metal oxides. Since the physical
approach of a heat-tight engine with an insulated combustion
chamber with better thermal efficiency has proven to be
unfeasible (see Sect. 7.2), potential future applications are
primarily envisioned in lessening friction and wear (piston
rings, cylinder liners and valve guides), reducing moving
masses (valves, piston pins and exhaust gas turbocharger
turbine wheels) and thermally insulating the exhaust system
[10-28, 10-29]. Although ceramic materials have many
properties superior to steel (Table 10-5), their substitution
is not anticipated in most engine parts for reasons of cost
alone. Moreover the deficits of their deformation and failure
properties have to be allowed for in design engineering and
minimized in development. In addition to individual,
already common structural ceramic parts, e.g. highly
stressed axial water pump seal rings and tappet rollers,
advanced ceramic coatings will most likely be employed as
standard, e.g. for piston rings. Thermal insulation by coat-
ings and composite structures, exhaust gas turbocharger

Table 10-4 Potential applications for coatings of engine components

Coating method Type of coating Application

Electrochemical (electroplated and chemical
deposition)

– Cr

– Cr, Cr-Al203

– Ni-SiC/NiKasil
– PbSnCu/CuPb
– Zn
– Zn/Mn-phosphate
– (Hard) Anodized coatings

Cylinder liners, cylinder heads, valve stems, Piston top parts, Piston
ring grooves
Piston rings
Cylinder liners
Plain bearing wear layers
Threaded parts, bolts, lines
Low alloy steel components, bolts
Aluminum components, pistons

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) – TiN
– WC/C
– AlSn

Injection pump plungers, control parts,
Injection pump plungers, control parts, axial seal ring seals
Plain bearing wear layers

Thermal spraying process – Mo
– Mixed metallic/ceramic coatings
– Zr02

Piston rings, contact surfaces for radial shaft sealing rings
Piston rings
Parts conducting exhaust and adjacent to the combustion chamber

Hard face welding – Hard alloys Valves, valve seats

Painting/mechanical coating – Graphiting
– Antifriction lacquer
– Plastic coatings
– Baked coatings containing metal

Pistons
Bolts
Sea water conducting cooler components, springs
Bolts, springs
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High temperature strength
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Exhaust conducting
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heat insulation

Fiber reinforced
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PM alloy piston
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low friction contact
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Turbocharger turbine wheel
- Ceramics
- Intermetallic
  phases

Fig. 10-13 Future goals of material development

Table 10-5 Ceramic materials for engine manufacturing. Properties compared with steel

Properties materials Density p
g/cm3

Young’s
modulus E
GPa

Coefficient of
elongation a
10�6 m/(m � K)

Thermal
conductivity l
W/(m � K)

Tensile
and
flexural
strength R
MPa

Maximum
operating
temperature
Tmax 8C

Properties
Potential applications

Silicon nitride Si3N4 2.5. . .3.2 180. . .320 3.0. . .3.5 11. . .35 220. . .700 >1,400 Piston, cylinder liner insert, prechamber,
valve guide

Silicon carbide SiC 2.5. . .3.2 350. . .410 4.4. . .4.8 70. . .90 300. . .450 1,600 Exhaust gas turbocharger turbine wheel

Aluminum oxide
Al2O3

3.9 360 4.0 30 300 1,200. . .1,900 Axial seal ring, structural reinforcement

Zirconium oxide ZrO2 5.8 200 9.5 2.5 >500 900 Piston, cylinder liner insert, cylinder head
plate, valve, port liner

Aluminum titanate
Al2TiO5

3.2 20 2.0 2.0 40 900 Piston bowl, port liner

Quenched and
tempered steel
34CrNiMo6

7.8 210 11.0 50 1000 500 Crankshaft assembly components
(crankshaft, connecting rod, etc.)
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turbine wheels with smaller diameters and valves and other
engine control components are already technically feasible.

Fiber reinforced or advanced, powder metallurgically pro-
duced aluminum alloys have potentials for use for high
performance requirements just like ceramic materials in
pistons or exhaust gas turbocharger compressor wheels.
Interest in employing polymer materials in lightly loaded
areas of the engine periphery (covers, cowlings, etc.) is
increasing because of their potential to reduce weight,
noise and costs.

Intermetallic phases, e.g. nickel or titanium aluminide, are
coming to be regarded as an alternative to structural ceramics.
Only slightly denser (titanium aluminide r = 3.8 g/cm3) yet
more ductile than structural ceramics (silicon nitride r =
2.5. . .3.2 g/cm3), intermetallic phases are an interesting mate-
rial group for components of internal combustion engines,
which are subjected to high accelerations and temperatures
[10-30]. Initial applications for turbine wheels or exhaust
valves are being tested at present. In addition to intermetallic
phases, high nitrogen austenitic steels will also be used as
valve materials.

AFP steels are being developed further for higher strength
and yield strength properties. Costly alloy elements are being
replaced by boron or heavy nitrogen additives. The range of
cast iron types can be supplemented by types of higher
strength bainitic nodular cast iron, which have been
quenched and tempered in the interstage. Vermicular gra-
phite cast iron will likely experience a significant increase in
use once a stable casting process (sinter cast) generates the
microstructure in all areas of the engine.

Among light alloys, the use of magnesium alloys continues
to be pushed for such components as crankcases, cylinder
head covers and oil pans to further improve the weight-to-
power ratios for vehicle engines.

More work is being done on unconventional materials as
substitutes for very high temperature strength alloys and on
their optimization, e.g. fine grain carbon for pistons and
intermetallic titanium or nickel aluminides [10-31].

10.6.2 Methods

Fundamental importance will be attached to further develop-
ing and perfecting process engineering and technology
for cost effective manufacturing. The methods described in
Sect. 10.5 are being optimized and augmented by new devel-
opments. Examples of the wide variety of methods are:
– hard turning,
– water jet cutting and strain hardening,
– fracture splitting of connecting rods and main bearing

covers,
– remelting and additional alloying of surface coatings,
– laser alloying of aluminum cylinder liners,
– laser and electron beam welding of the turbine wheel/shaft

connection,

– laser and electron beam hardening of the radial bearing
contact surfaces of turbine blades and

– ion beam technology (implantation).

The future potential of individual methods remains difficult
to assess however [10-10, 10-27, 10-32, 10-33, 10-22, 10-8].

10.6.3 Environment

A number of environmentally hazardous and polluting mate-
rials have had to be replaced over the past years. In some cases,
this was connected with problems, e.g. replacing cadmium
coatings with phosphate and zinc coatings and asbestos with
other fiber materials. Further developments and changes may
be expected in the wake of new findings and requirements. At
present, protective anticorrosion coatings free of Cr(VI) are
being qualified for bolts (see Sect. 10.2.3.) and lead-free bearing
metals for plain bearings. Strategies to systematically recycle
components and materials will also play a role in the future.
Above all, logistical issues still have to be resolved.

Challenging problems related to the reduction of pollutants
in exhaust gas will require altogether new solutions in the
future. Above all, there is a need for suitable catalyst materials
that are effective even at low temperatures and materials and
elements that filter soot. Innovative contributions that safe-
guard and advance the competitiveness of diesel engines on
the market may be expected in this field.
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11 Lubricants and the Lubrication System

Hubert Schwarze

11.1 Lubricants

11.1.1 Requirements for Engine Oils for Diesel Engines

Diesel engines not only impose maximum demands on the
loading capacity of every component but also on the lubri-
cant, i.e. the engine oil, which is therefore a technically
complex operating agent [11-1–11-3]. Since the operating
conditions of car and commercial vehicle diesel engines and
large diesel engines differ considerably, differently optimized
lubricating oils are employed for the intended purposes.

Engine oil is not only a lubricant but also an important
design element that is crucial and integral to an engine’s
function and service life and must therefore be matched to
an engine’s standard of technical quality. Tribologically opti-
mized layers, which determine an engine’s friction and wear
performance, only form when component surfaces and lubri-
cants interact under mechanical and thermal loads (particu-
larly during running in). Different engine concepts impose
fundamentally different requirements on engine oil, which a
manufacturer has to specify, factoring in the lubrication sys-
tem, the maintenance concept, the metallurgy and the design
of the engine components. What is more, initiated by the
Kyoto Protocol and various national exhaust standards, new
technologies that cut the emission of climatically relevant
gases and pollutants make very specific additional demands,
which have necessitated the development of fuel economy
engine oils and catalyst compatible formulations.

Engine oil is required to fulfill all of its functions, which far
exceed lubricating oil’s functions, under every operating con-
dition at least until the scheduled oil change.

Characterized by chemical, physical and technological prop-
erties, the requirements for engine oil are derived from the
main functions required by engine operation, namely the
– separation of sliding surfaces,
– transmission of forces,

– neutralization of undesired products,
– wear protection,
– corrosion protection,
– sealing and
– cooling.

Table 11-1 compiles the functions of engine oils together
with their effective engine ranges and operating states and the
complexes of requisite properties. On the one hand, certain
functions must be viewed collectively rather than treated
separately from one another. On the other hand, different
and in part conflicting properties must exist to fulfill certain
functions simultaneously to obtain optimal conditions.

The properties of engine oils can be subdivided into the
following somewhat simplified complexes:
– viscosity and flow characteristics,
– surface activity and
– corrosion protection.

Surface activity is differentiated according to whether it
affects on engine surfaces or impurities. Corrosion protection
refers to the capability to both neutralize combustion pro-
ducts and stabilize the lubricant itself against oxidative
degradation.

In addition to its main functions, the following additional
requirements are imposed on engine oil:
– neutrality toward sealing materials,
– low foaming tendency,
– long service life and large oil change intervals,
– low oil consumption,
– low fuel consumption and
– low loading of emission control systems.

11.1.2 Makeup and Composition

Like other lubricating oils, engine oils consist of a base oil or
base oil blend and additives or agents. Pure mineral oils,
blends of mineral and synthetic oils or purely synthetic oils
are employed as base oils. In addition to conventional mineral
oils, hydrocrack oils and certain synthetic fluids such as
polyalphaolefins or diesters, polyolesters, etc. have become
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extremely important, especially for the production of multi-
grade oils.

Synthetic oils are employed as base oil components because
they have higher oxidative stability, lower evaporative
losses, fewer carbon residues and better resistance to viscos-
ity-temperature change than mineral oils,. However, they are
less soluble and their compatibility with sealing materials is
more problematic. Only synthetic oils satisfy the most strin-
gent requirements.

Present day engine oils invariably contain additives to per-
form the functions required of them and are therefore called
fully formulated oils. The additive-free engine oils used for-
merly are no longer employed. Advanced high performance
engine oils may be assumed to contain the types of additives
listed in Table 11-2, which includes examples of the chemical
compounds common in various types of additives and some
information on their functions.

Detergents and dispersants attach their polar ‘‘heads’’ to oil-
insoluble combustion and oxidation products, hold them in
suspension with the aid of their oleophilic hydrocarbon
chains and thus inhibit deposits on metal surfaces, oil thick-
ening and sludge formation in an engine. Basic (overbased)
detergents contain a hyperstoichiometric quantity of metal
ions (calcium and magnesium) and thus additionally function
as corrosion protection. Their alkaline reserve neutralizes

acidic combustion products that have reached the oil. Speci-
fied by the TBN (total base number), an engine oil’s alkalinity
is particularly important, especially for large diesel engines
powered with highly sulfurous heavy fuel oil. Specifically for
the cylinder lubrication of such engines, highly alkaline, oil-
soluble additives form homogeneous single phase oils with a
TBN of up to 100 (corresponding to 100 mg KOH/g oil) and
diminish the danger of chemically corrosive wear. Additives
are additionally required to produce a minimum ash with
only a soft structure during combustion.

The polar head groups of ashless dispersants only contain
functional groups with oxygen and nitrogen atoms and thus
no ash-forming metal ions. Dispersants with a fraction of
macromolecular oleophilic molecules additionally function
as viscosity index (VI) improvers.

Antioxidants are intended to inhibit the degradation of
the lubricant by the action of oxygen. While inhibited phe-
nols interrupt the chain reaction of hydrocarbon oxidation
by trapping free radicals, zinc dithiophosphates intervene
by interacting with the peroxides also formed during
oxidation.

VI improvers are long-chain hydrocarbon polymers, which
congregate in tight balls (with predominantly intramolecular
interactions) at lower temperatures and unravel again at high
temperatures and cause thickening with an increase of

Table 11-1 Functions of engine oils and resultant requirements

Function Engine range and
operating state

Requisite property

Separate sliding surfaces and

a) Transfer forces
a 1) Through load carrying film under pressure
a 2) Through chemophysical reaction film

Friction points with fluid
friction

Friction points with mixed
friction

High viscosity
Surface activity/high viscosity
(EP and AW properties)a)

b) Neutralization of undesired products (against contamination) neutralizing properties and
detergent-dispersive properties

b1) Neutralization of liquid impurities
b2) Suspension of solid impurities

Low and high operating
temperatures

Neutralizing properties
Detergent-dispersive properties

c) Wear protection
c 1) see a 1)
c 2) see a 2)

Friction points with
– Fluid friction
– Mixed friction

High viscosity
Capillary activity/high viscosity
(EP and AW properties)

d) Corrosion protection
d 1) see a 2)
d 2) see b 1)

Low and high operating
temperatures
Engine stoppage and
operation

Surface activity
Neutralizing properties

e) Sealing Piston-piston ring zone/
cylinder wall

High viscosity

f) Cooling Areas with fluid and mixed
friction

Heat dissipation properties/
low viscosity

a Suitable for maximum pressures (extreme pressure) with low wear (anti-wear).
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viscosity (as intermolecular interactions increase). A formu-
lation of oil with VI improvers must allow for a potential
decrease of efficacy by mechanical shearing (shear stability)
and a temporary reduction of viscosity in the bearing gap at
high temperatures and high shear rates (HTHS viscosity). In
this respect, the more complex formulation of high perfor-
mance oils with base oils with good resistance to viscosity-
temperature change (e.g. synthetic oils) and a correspond-
ingly low content of select VI improvers is the more expensive
but technically more advantageous method. Permanent and
temporary viscosity losses are increasingly playing a role,
especially in fuel economy engine oils. So-called stay-in-
grade oils maintain the viscosity limits of their specified
SAE classification during their service life.

The addition of pour point improvers retards the crystal-
lization of paraffins (waxes) contained in mineral base oils
and thus improves the oils’ low temperature performance.

Friction reducing additives, friction modifiers (FM) are
increasingly acquiring importance in conjunction with mea-
sures to cut fuel consumption. They act in a region of mixed
friction to reduce adhesion by solid body friction by forming
an adsorption layer on the surface, which separates metal
surfaces from one another. Ashless, purely organic FM have
extremely polar head groups with a high affinity to surfaces
and olefinic hydrocarbon chains that separate surfaces under
mixed friction conditions. Molybdenum organic FM act on
friction points by forming friction reducing molybdenum
sulfide.

The combustion products of ash-forming and sulfurous
and phosphorus containing additives are potential catalyst

poisons that reduce the service life of three-way catalytic
converters and diesel particulate filters. Therefore, catalytic
converter compatible high performance oils were developed
with low limits for sulfur, phosphorus and sulfate ash
contents.

11.1.3 Characterization of Engine Oils

11.1.3.1 General Characteristics

The requirements cited in Sect. 11.1.1 are usually character-
ized by a combination of the following criteria:
– chemophysical data, e.g. density, flash point, viscosity,

alkaline reserve, sulfate ash, etc. (of both fresh and used
oil),

– measured values from standardized as well as non-stan-
dardized single and multiple cylinder engine test runs (e.g.
MWM B, OM 602 A, OM 411 LA),

– results from more or less closely controlled road tests and
– empirical values from the field.

Table 11-3 contains a selection of physical, chemical and
technological test methods that may be drawn on to specify
new and used engine oils.

11.1.3.2 SAE Engine Oil Viscosity Grades

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) introduced the
internationally applied viscosity classification system. Table
11-4 presents an excerpt from the SAE J300 classification of

Table 11-2 Engine oil additives. Types, chemical compounds and function

Type Examples Function

1. Basic detergents Calcium or magnesium sulfonates, phenolates or salicylates 1. Neutralization of acids
2. Inhibition of varnish formation

2. Ashless dispersants Polyisobutene succinimides 1. Dispersion of soot and oxidation products
2. Inhibition of the deposition of impurities and

varnish

3. Antioxidants Zinc dithiophosphates, inhibited phenols, phosphor-sulfurized olefins,
metal salicylates, amins

Inhibition of oil oxidation and oil thickening

4. High pressure (EP)
additives

Zinc dithiophosphates, organic phosphates, organic sulfur compounds Inhibition of wear

5. Corrosion/rust protection
additives

Calcium or sodium sulfonates, amine phosphates, zinc dithiophosphates Inhibition of corrosion

6. Viscosity index
improvers

Polymethacrylates, ethylene propylene copolymers, styrene butadien
copolymers

Reduction of the drop in viscosity that occurs as the
temperature rises

7. Antifoaming agents Silicon compounds, acrylates Inhibition of foaming when intensely circulated

8. Friction modifiers Fatty acids, fatty acid derivatives, organic amines, amine phosphates,
generally milder EP additives

Reduction of friction force losses
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engine oil viscosities. It covers ‘‘winter’’ oils from SAE 0 W to
SAE 25 W and ‘‘summer’’ oils from SAE 20 to SAE 60.
Winter oils have to satisfy requirements of maximum visc-
osity at low temperatures and minimum viscosities at high
temperatures. By contrast, only a minimum of high tem-
perature viscosity is required of summer oils. A minimum
viscosity at high temperature and high shear rate was also
introduced in 1994.

Provided expected outside temperatures allow it, both sin-
gle grade and multigrade engine oils are employed for engine
lubrication. Leading manufacturers are increasingly using
fuel economy engine oils such as 0 W-30. The observance of
manufacturer specifications is imperative in modern high
performance engines. Single grade oils are no longer common
in Central Europe.

11.1.3.3 Classifications, Specifications and Tests

Military Specifications

Specifications stipulating the subjects as well as the precise
sequence of test runs have been defined to facilitate the evalua-
tion of the performance characteristics of engine oils custo-
mized for operating conditions. The US military’s field speci-
fications, MIL-L-2104 (the different letters indicating different
versions) were once tremendously important throughout the
world, even in the civilian sector, but this is no longer the case.

Civil Specifications

A distinction is made between general and manufacturers’
civil classifications and specifications of engine oils and their

Table 11-3 Physical, chemical and technological test methods to characterize new and used engine oils and base oil components

Parameters Standard Parameters Standard

Density
Flash and fire point

Fresh
Used

Viscosity
Ubbelohde
Cannon-Fenske

Viscosity index
m value
Cold cranking simulator
Mini rotary viscosimeter
Cold viscosity
SAE grades for engine oils
Neutralization number
Saporification number
Total base number
Coking tendency

Conradson
Ramsbottom

Ash content
Oxide
Sulfate

Color (ASTM)
Evaporation
Foaming tendency

Seq. 1–3
Seq. 4

Air separation properties
Aging stability

Oxidation stability
Thermostability
Shear stability: mechanical
Sonication
Corrosion protection test

Seawater
HBr

DIN 51 757

DIN EN ISO 2592
DIN EN 22719

DIN 51 562
DIN 51 366
DIN ISO 2909
DIN 51 563
ASTM D 5293
ASTM D 4684
DIN 51 377
DIN 51 511
DIN 51 558
DIN 51 559
DIN ISO 3771

DIN 51 551
ASTM D 524

DIN ISO 6245
DIN 51 575
DIN ISO 2049
DIN 51 581

ASTM D 892
ASTM D 6082
DIN 51381
DIN 51 352
IP 48
ASTM D 2272
MIL-II-27601A
DIN 51 381
ASTM D 2603

DIN 51 358
DIN 51 357

Sealing material performance
Swelling
Shore hardness
Ball indentation hardness

Reference elastomer nitrile rubber (Tensile strength test)
Wear test:

FZG-Test
VKA-Test

Iron content
IR analysis
IR soot content
X-ray fluorescence analysis (RFA)
Carbon distribution
Metal contents (Ba, Ca ,Zn)
Magnesium content
Chlorine content
Phosphorus content
Sulfur content

Lead content
Other metals (Sn, Si, Al etc.)
Undissolved matter
Diaphragm filter methods
Water content - Distillation method
Ethylene glycol content
Lubricating oil content in two-stroke mixture
Sampling
Test error

DIN 53 521
DIN 53 505
DIN 53 519
DIN 53 504

DIN 51 354
DIN 51 350
DIN 51397
DIN 51451
DIN 51452
DIN 51396-2
DIN 51 378
DIN 51 391
DIN 51 431
DIN 51 577
ASTM D 1091
DIN 51 768
DIN 51 450
ASTM D 810
ASTM D 811

DIN 51 592
DIN ISO 3733
DIN 51 375
DIN 51 784
DIN 51 750
DIN 51 848
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Table 11-4 Viscosity grades for engine oils according to SAE J 300 (2007)*), excerpt

SAE viscosity gradea Low-temperature cranking
(CCS) viscosityb max.

Low-temperature
pumping viscosityc

max. with no yield stress

Low-shear-rate
Kinematic viscosityd

(mm2/s) at 1008C

High-shear-rate viscositye

(mPa s) at 1508C and
106 s–1 min.

mPa s at8C mPa s at8C min. max.

0 W
5 W
10 W
15 W
20 W
25 W
20
30
40
40
50
60

< 6200
< 6600
< 7000
< 7000
< 9500
< 13000
–
–
–
–
–
–

–35
–30
–25
–20
–15
–10

< 60000
< 60000
< 60000
< 60000
< 60000
< 60000
–
–
–
–
–
–

–40
–35
–30
–25
–20
–15

3.8
3.8
4.1
5.6
5.6
9.3
5.6
9.3

12.5
12.5
16.3
21.9

< 9.3
< 12.5
< 16.3
< 16.3
< 21.9
< 26.1

–
–
–
–
–

2.6
2.9
3.5f

3.7g

3.7
3.7

Notes: a Requirement in accordance with ASTM D3244; b CCS - Cold Cranking Simulator: ASTM D5293 or DIN 51 377; c MRV - Mini rotary viscometer: ASTM D4684;
d ASTM D445 or DIN 51 562; e ASTM D4683 or CEC L-36-A-90 (ASTM D4741) ; f For 0 W-40, 5 W-40 and 10 W-40 oils; g For 15 W-40, 20 W-40, 25 W-40 and 40 oils
*)SAE J300 Engine Oil Viscosity Classification, revised in November 2007, effective May 2009

Table 11-5 API classification for diesel engine oils

Category Status Service

CJ-4 Current Introduced in 2006. For high-speed, four-stroke engines designed to meet 2007 model year on-highway exhaust emission standards
for all applications with diesel fuels with up to 500 ppm sulfur effective at sustaining emission control system durability where
particulate filters and other advanced aftertreatment systems are used. Optimum protection for control of catalyst poisoning,
particulate filter blocking, engine wear, piston deposits, low- and high-temperature stability, soot handling properties, oxidative
thickening, foaming, and viscosity loss due to shear. May be used in place of API CI-4 with CI-4 PLUS, CI-4, CH-4, CG-4 and CF-4.
Using CJ-4 oil with higher than 15 ppm sulfur fuel may impact exhaust aftertreatment systems.

CI-4 Current Introduced in 2002. For high-speed, four-stroke engines designed to meet 2004 exhaust emission standards implemented in 2002. CI-4
oils are formulated to sustain engine durability where exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is used and are intended for use with diesel
fuels ranging in sulfur content up to 0.5% weight. Can be used in place of CD, CE, CF-4, CG-4, and CH-4 oils. Some CI-4 oils may also
qualify for the CI-4 PLUS designation.

CH-4 Current Introduced in 1998. For high-speed, four-stroke engines designed to meet 1998 exhaust emission standards. CH-4 oils are specifically
compounded for use with diesel fuels ranging in sulfur content up to 0.5% weight. May be used in place of CD, CE, CF-4, and CG-4
oils.

CG-4 Current Introduced in 1995. For severe duty, high-speed, four-stroke engines using fuel with less than 0.5% weight sulfur. CG-4 oils are
required for engines meeting 1994 emission standards. May be used in place of CD, CE, and CF-4 oils.

CF-4 Obsolete Introduced in 1990. For high-speed, four-stroke, naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines. May be used in place of CD and CE oils.

CF-2 Current Introduced in 1994. For severe duty, two-stroke-cycle engines. May be used in place of CD-II oils.

CF Current Introduced in 1994. For off-road, indirect-injected and other diesel engines including those using fuel with over 0.5% weight sulfur.
May be used in place of CD oils.

CE Obsolete Introduced in 1985. For high-speed, four-stroke, naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines. May be used in place of CC and CD oils.

CD-II Obsolete Introduced in 1985. For two-stroke cycle engines.

CD Obsolete Introduced in 1955. For certain naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines.

CC Obsolete CAUTION: Unsuitable for use in diesel-powered engines built after 1990.

CB Obsolete CAUTION: Unsuitable for use in diesel-powered engines built after 1961.

CA Obsolete CAUTION: Unsuitable for use in diesel-powered engines built after 1959.
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performance characteristics. Generally valid civil engine oil
specifications and classifications include those from the API
(American Petroleum Institute) and the ACEA (Association
des Constructeurs d’Automobiles), which superseded the
classifications of the CCMC (Comite des Constructeurs
d‘Automobiles du Marche Commun).

The following API grades are particularly important:
– SM, SL and SJ for gasoline engine oils and
– CJ-4, CI-4, CH-4, CG-4 CF-2, and CF for diesel engine oils

(Table 11-5).

The ACEA employs the classifications AxBx for car gaso-
line and diesel engines (Table 11-6), Ex for commercial vehi-
cle diesel engines (Table 11-7) and the new classification Cx
for catalyst compatible engine oils intended to guarantee
longer service life of three-way catalytic converters and diesel

particulate filters and a sustainable reduction of fuel con-
sumption. There are ACEA test sequences for:
– car gasoline and diesel engines: A1/B1-08, A3/B3-08, A3/

B4-08 and A5/B5-08,
– catalyst compatible oils: C1-08, C2-08 and C3-08

(Table 11-8) and
– commercial vehicle diesel engines: E4-08, E6-08 and E7-08

(Table 11-9).

The ACEA [11-4] has expanded the scope of engine test
runs. Limits on sulfate ash and sulfur and phosphorus con-
tent were introduced or tightened for catalyst compatible Cx
oils.

The ACEA has more stringent viscosity requirements than
the SAE. The following engine tests have been designated for
the aforementioned requirements:

Table 11-6 ACEA specifications for car diesel engine oils

ACEA- grade Status Range of applications/requirements

B1 Current Category for fuel economy engine oils with particularly low HTHS viscosity (corresponding to A1)

B2 Withdrawn Category for conventional and high lubricity engine oils

B3 Current Category for conventional and high lubricity engine oils; exceed ACEA B2 in terms of cam wear, piston cleanliness, viscosity
stability at soot load

B4 Current New category for direct injection diesel engines (TDI)

B5 Current Corresponds to ACEA B4, however with reduced HTHS viscosity. Fuel economizing� 2.5% compared to a 15 W-40 reference oil
must be demonstrated in a test engine.

C1 Current As of 2004 for car diesel engines with diesel particulate filters, maximum sulfate ash content of 0.5%, with reduced HTHS (Ford).

C2 Current As of 2004 for car diesel engines with diesel particulate filters, maximum sulfate ash content of 0.8%, with HTHS > 2.9 mPas
(Peugeot).

C3 Current As of 2004 for car diesel engines with particulate filters, maximum sulfate ash content of 0.8%, with HTHS > 3.5 mPas.
(Mercedes Benz and BMW)

Table 11-7 ACEA Specifications for truck diesel engine oils

ACEA-
grade

Status Range of applications / requirements

E1 Withdrawn Largely corresponds to previous CCMC D 4.

E2 Current Largely based on MB 228.1, a Mack T8 test is additionally required

E3 Withdrawn Largely based on MB 228.3, a Mack T8 test is additionally required

E4 Current Largely based on MB 228.5; no engine test OM 364 A but a Mack T8 & T8E test, longest oil change, suited for Euro III engines.

E5 Withdrawn Category for Euro III engines, reduced ash content over E4. Quality level is between ACEA E3 and E4.

E6 Current For EGR engines with and without diesel particulate filters and SCR NOX engines; recommended for engines with diesel particulate
filters in combination with sulfur-free fuel; sulfate ash content < 1% (wt.)

E7 Current For most EGR and most SCR NOX engines without diesel particulate filters; sulfate ash content max. 2% (wt.).
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– Ring sticking and piston cleanliness (CEC-L-78-T-99):
VW-1.9-1-DI, which superseded VW 1.6 TC D, requires
a demonstration of oils’ performance in the specified dis-
ciplines in comparison with RL 206.

– Bore polishing and piston cleanliness: The OM-501LA-
Test (CEC-L-101-08) is the determinative quality criterion
for E4 to E7 oils. A minimum of potential deposits in
piston ring grooves is critical.

– Oil thickening: The Mack T-8E (Mack T11 for E9-08) was
selected with a limit on the increase in viscosity per hour.

– Wear: The OM 646 LA CEC L-099-08 engine was selected
for wear and other criteria.

– Piston cleanliness and increase in viscosity are measured in
a Peugeot DV4TD CECL-093-04 engine.

Naturally, some engine manufacturers have developed
their own classifications and specifications. Some examples
are:
– MAN 270 and 271,
– QC 13-017,
– Mercedes Benz 228.1 to 229.5,
– MTU MTL 5044,
– Volvo Drain Specification VDS and VDS-2 and
– VW 505.00 to 507.00.

Requirements that exceed the ACEA specifications are
imposed on certain technologies (diesel particulate filters
and unit injectors) and servicing (prolongation of the servi-
cing interval).

No international specifications exist for the alkaline engine
oils used in large diesel engines that run on heavy fuel oil.
Thus, they are only approved after longer test runs at a
manufacturer’s facilities. However, apart from their TBN,
they must at least fulfill the specification MIL-L-2104C or
API CD [11-5] (Table 11-4).

11.1.4 Changes in Engine Oil Caused by Operation

11.1.4.1 Predominantly Caused by Evaporation, VI
Improvers and the Infiltration of Solid Impurities

Evaporative Losses

Changes in engine oil during engine operation are partly
caused by physical effects resulting from mechanical and
thermal stresses and partly by chemical reactions. Physi-
cally induced changes include evaporative losses. At a
given temperature level, they depend on the parameters
of the:
– molecular weight and viscosity of the base oil and type of

base oil (mineral oil and synthetic oil),
– base oil formulation (the core fraction being better than a

blend of high and low viscosity base oils) and
– molecular weight and distribution of VI improvers.

The consequences of evaporative loss are increased oil
consumption and oil thickening, i.e. increased viscosity.

Reduction of Viscosity by Shearing

Mechanical, thermal and oxidative degradation of the high
molecular polymers employed as VI improvers lower the
viscosity level and diminish engine oil’s viscosity-temperature
characteristics.

The extent of the losses from shearing depends on the
operating conditions, the chemical structure and the molecu-
lar weight and concentration of the polymer additives. Oils
are designated stay-in-grade oils when they remain in their
initial viscosity grade even after shearing.

Temporary Reduction of Viscosity

At a high shear rate, oils formulated with viscosity index
improvers can temporarily lose viscosity in the oil film
between sliding surfaces. This can be explained by the align-
ment of the additives’ long-chain molecules in the direction
of flow, which especially constitutes a problem for low
viscosity fuel economy engine oils. Therefore, a viscosity
measurement at 1508C under a high shear rate (HTHS
viscosity) was introduced in addition to the still common
Ubbelohde method of viscosity measurement in a capillary
at 1008C. Despite their lower nominal viscosity (SAE grade),
fuel economy engine oils must meet appropriate HTHS
limits to ensure sufficient certainty of lubrication at high
load.

Reduction of Viscosity by Fuel

The condensation of unburned fuel on cool cylinder walls and
its infiltration of engine oil cannot be ruled out, above all in
short distance driving below the normal operating tempera-
ture. This reduces viscosity.

In practice, up to 2% fuel in engine oil is regarded as
normal, larger values as critical. Any evaluation of these
figures should allow for the capability of a slight percentage
of fuel to drop an engine oil’s viscosity into the next lower
viscosity grade (danger of wear).

Increase in Viscosity by Solid Impurities

Solid impurities in used engine oil include dirt particulates
that enter from the outside with the air, oil-insoluble reaction
products of oil aging and residues from fuel combustion.
Primarily the soot produced by the latter process is important
in diesel engines.

In practice, 1–2% soot by mass in oil is considered harm-
less. The percentage increase of engine oil viscosity as a
function of the content of solid impurities demonstrates
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that less than 1% soot already suffices to increase the viscosity
of high viscosity oils to the next higher viscosity grade. Less
soot infiltrates engine oil in direct injection diesel engines
than in engines with chamber combustion systems.

11.1.4.2 Predominantly by Additive Depletion

Acidification

Engine oil acidification is caused by the oxidation of the oil,
which produces organic oil-soluble acids. Even the com-
pounds produced during the combustion of sulfurous fuels
– particularly pronounced in heavy fuel oil operation of large
diesel engines – contribute to oil acidification. Effects of
engine oil acidification are chemical wear in cylinder barrels
and corrosion, especially in bearings.

The use of oxidation and corrosion inhibitors in an engine
oil are some of the most important measures against engine
oil acidification and its effects. The oil must always remain
alkaline and be changed early enough before it acidifies.

Residue Formation

The thermal decomposition and oxidation of oil produce high
molecular, organic, hydrogen-deficient and oil-insoluble
compounds and are causes for the formation of residues.
These processes act to separate the compounds from the oil
and deposit them inside an engine on the pistons and in the
oil bores and lines.

The use of detergent/dispersant additives in engine oil is
the most important measure against residue formation.

Sludge Formation

The bonding of oil residues with solid impurities, water and
acids causes sludgy masses to form. Two types of sludge are
distinguished:
– Low-temperature sludge is typical for stop-and-go driving

in an engine’s undercooled operating state. If the normal
operating temperature is not reached, water and unburned
fuel produced during combustion can condense and bond
with oil residues to form sludge.

– High-temperature sludge primarily forms at high oper-
ating temperatures and consists of oil-insoluble reaction
products from blow-by gases, nitrogen oxides and
engine oil. In an engine, this type of deposit is particu-
larly found on the valve cover (cylinder head) where it
cannot be eliminated by an oil change (danger to the
crankcase ventilation system). Along with engine char-
acteristics and operating conditions, engine oil and fuel
are factors that influence the formation of high tempera-
ture sludge.

Appropriately fully formulating engine oil with detergents/
dispersants generally counteracts sludge formation.

11.2 Lubrication Systems

11.2.1 Functions and Requirements

Optimal oil circuit design significantly determines the service
life of diesel engines.

In addition to its main function of lubrication, the oil
circuit, consisting of the main components of the oil reservoir,
oil pump, oil cooler and oil filter, must also ensure that engine
components are cooled and protected against corrosion
[11-6–11-10].
– An oil supply system must supply the requisite volumes of

oil for every component in every engine operating point
and under every operating condition, e.g. at extremely high
and low operating temperatures. Among other things, this
entails measuring and monitoring the oil pressure in the
main oil gallery.

– A lubrication system must be designed so that routinely
changing the oil and filter and monitoring the oil volume
(e.g. with an oil dipstick) and the oil pressure gauge are the
only work required during an engine’s entire service life.

11.2.2 Design

11.2.2.1 Oil Circuit Sizing

Figure 11-1 illustrates the lubricating oil circuit of an OM 906
LA commercial vehicle engine with the real arrangement of
the individual components, the oil galleries and feed lines.

It reveals that adjusting the supply and cooling the compo-
nents with the available oil volume and providing every
component sufficient oil is extremely involved. Oil distribu-
tion may be assumed to require approximately 25–30 l of oil
per KWh. This volume is divided into thirds among the
assemblies of the engine suspension, the piston cooling sys-
tem and the control system with the turbocharger. The total
volume of oil in a motor vehicle engine is approximately 2 l/
dm3 of displacement.

The consumers in an oil circuit should have the lowest flow
resistances possible to minimize pressure losses. This leads to
compact design, i.e. external lines are eliminated the oil cooler
is often integrated in the crankcase and the oil filter is fitted in
the engine in order to produce short oil paths with low
pressure losses.

The sequence of the components in a circuit is parti-
cularly important. The oil filter should be placed before
the main oil gallery to be able to trap manufacturing
debris and any impurities. The oil cooler is located after
the oil pump to keep the temperature level in the crank-
shaft assembly low.

Generally, the crankshaft bearings must receive a higher
volume of oil to provide the bearing shells hydrodynamic
lubrication as well as cooling. However, increased oil flow
causes increased flow resistance and thus bearing heating. Yet
again, this underscores the need to match oil volumes exactly.
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Control components such as the camshaft and roller
rocker bearings are supplied oil by oil galleries. Cams and
tappets receive thrown oil spray or are supplied by oil spray
nozzles.

Oil circuits are now designed with experimental methods,
e.g. by means of flow measurement (flowmeter), drip collect-
ing pans, particle image velocimetry (PIV), laser Doppler
anemometry (LDA) and temperature measurements as well
as high-speed filming.

In the simplest case of mathematical design, simulation
programs are employed to simulate one-dimensional flows.
CFD flow simulations are performed to capture phenomen-
ological flow effects. Measurement and simulation must
always factor in every operating condition from cold starting
to extremely high temperatures.

11.2.2.2 Lubrication Systems

Figure 11-2 presents a schematic of a commercial vehicle
engine’s oil circuit.

The oil pump sucks oil out of the reservoir and transports it
through the ports to the consumers. Since the oil volume
circulated over time increases with the engine speed, a valve
limits the maximum oil pressure to 5 bar in order to prevent
any damage to the oil cooler, oil filter and seals.

The flow of oil from the oil pump initially proceeds
through the cooler and filter to the main oil gallery with an
oil pressure gauge point. All branches to the other lubricat-
ing points emanate from here. The exhaust gas turbocharger
and injection pump are also lubricated from the main oil
gallery.

The oil reaches the basic bearings in the area of the
crankshaft assembly whence it passes through the crank-
shaft to the connecting rod bearings and through bores in
the connecting rod to the piston pins. Alternatively, the
piston pin and the connecting rod small end may be sup-
plied with oil spray.

Oil reaches the camshaft, tappets and roller rockers
through ports to lubricate the control components. Once
they have been lubricated, the oil flows unpressurized
through returns and ports back into the oil pan.

Fig. 11-1 OM 906 LA oil circuit
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11.2.3 Lubrication System Components

11.2.3.1 Oil Pumps

The function of an oil pump is to provide the oil volume and
pressure required in an engine’s speed range. In most cases, gear
pumps (Fig. 11-3), crescent pumps and vane pumps directly

driven by the crankshaft are used. Larger engines often have
several oil pumps connected in parallel to provide sufficiently
large volumetric flows, remain within space limits and create
redundancy. Some engines have additional prelubrication or
permanent lubrication to keep the crankshaft assembly ready
for operation before starting. Engine design must ensure that
none of the permissible tilt angles aspirates any air. However,

Housing ventilation

Blowby residual gas

Blowby gas
Camshaft

Valve stems
Rocker arm

Piston

Crankshaft

Pipes
Straight pipe

Branch

Bent pipe

Oil

Fig. 11-2 Oil circuit schematic 1 pump, 2 oil filter, 3 oil cooler, 4 pressure control valve, 5 oil separator, 6 engine housing, 7 oil pan
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the crankshaft must be prevented from immersing in the oil so
that splashing does not cause any frictional work.

11.2.3.2 Oil Coolers

Either tube or plate heat exchangers are employed, which are
usually intercooled by engine cooling water (oil-water heat
exchange). A cooler must be sized so that unduly high oil
temperatures cannot occur even at maximum water tempera-
tures. Aluminum heat exchangers achieve optimal heat trans-
fer and the best heat output but with the drawback of lower
mechanical stability and higher danger of corrosion than
more common stainless steel heat exchangers. Mechanical
stability is essential since an oil pump generates pressure
peaks during cold starting and even in normal engine
operation.

11.2.3.3 Oil Filters

An oil filter normally consists of an oil filter housing and an
oil filter cartridge containing the filter element. The oil filter
housing contains the inlet and outlet passages and the oil filter
bypass valve. Sometimes, the oil cooler is also integrated (Fig.
11-4). The entire oil filter unit is usually flange mounted on
the engine block.

Figure 11-5 illustrates the flow of oil through a filter.
Unfiltered oil is conducted through the inlet passage in the
oil filter housing into the filter cartridge where it flows
through the filter element outside-in and dirt particles are
separated. The inlet and outlet passage is connected with
the oil filter bypass valve to properly maintain the oil
circulation in the engine even when the oil filter element
is clogged.

11.2.3.4 Oil separators

Combustion products in engine oil seldom only take the form
of solid particulates. Rather, blow-by gases consisting of oil
particulates, fuel vapor and steam also reach the crankcase
chamber through the piston rings. They are drawn off
through the separation system into the engine intake system
together with oil vapors at high temperatures. If the blow-by
gases in an intake system cool down, then the oil particulates
usually separate onto the walls. Figure 11-6 illustrates an oil
separation system that further conducts the ventilation gases
into the air intake. In the process, the oil vapors initially arrive
at a steel wool mesh in which larger oil droplets are separated,
while the excess pressure in the intake system feeds drawn off
oil vapors to the intake air through a diaphragm. This serves
to maintain a constant vacuum in the crankcase, thus redu-
cing oil leaks.

11.2.4 Lubricating Oil Care

A multitude of dirt particulates form during engine opera-
tion, which cause sedimentation and wear or chemical
reactions in oil and thus accelerate oil decomposition, The
particulates have different sizes, are only partly soluble in oil
and can be divided into two groups:
– inorganic products, primarily wear products from cylinder

barrels, piston rings and bearings or silicates (casting sand,
dust borne by combustion air and manufacturing debris)
and

Fig. 11-3 Gear pump with pressure control valve (MB, OM 442) Pressure oil from oil pump

Coolant

Oil filter bypass

Filtered engine oil

Fig. 11-4 Oil filter unit, consisting of the oil filter and oil cooler
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– organic products such as soot products from oil aging, fuel
consumption products or impurities caused by leaks in the
coolant circuit.

Various wear mechanisms manifest themselves as a func-
tion of particulate size and distribution. Particulates > 20 mm
are now generally filtered out since they cause unduly high

wear in basic and connecting rod bearings, piston rings,
cylinder barrels and gears. Figure 11-7 demonstrates that
even smaller particulates < 20 mm influence component
wear. Particulates of 2.5–5 mm alone cause more than 50%
as much wear as larger particulates.

The following oil filter systems are employed to effectively
keep impurities out of the oil circuit:
– Full flow filters: The entire volume of oil is filtered before it

enters the main oil gallery.
– Full flow and bypass filter systems: A small portion of the

oil is conducted through a finer bypass filter to trap finer
particulates.

– Long life oil filter systems: The bypass filter cartridge
is housed in a casing located separately from the
engine and the quantity of engine oil is additionally
increased (Fig. 11-8). Better filtering and a larger
volume of oil make it possible to prolong the oil
change intervals.

– Secondary filter elements: These are placed after the
actual filter element and, in the case the main filter
element is damaged, protect an engine against dirt
particulates with the aid of a filter with 50 mm pores.

– Oil treatment systems: Central oil treatment systems in
which all of an engine’s oil is collected and purified are
often used in large diesel engines and multi-engine
plants.

Oil filter bypass

Unfiltered oil

Filtered oil

Return into oil pan
during maintenance Fig. 11-5

Oil flow through the oil filter (MB, model 400, NG 90)

Fig. 11-6 Oil separator
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Paper (allowing exact definition of particulate size), fiber
materials (better penetration than paper), cotton or stacked
paper disks are employed as filter media.

Oil centrifuges are a special form of bypass filter for
vehicle diesel engines. A centrifuge (impulse centri-
fuge) driven by the oil jet attains extremely fine
filtration.

Along with the actual filter size, the total volume of oil
available and the required oil change intervals are crucial for
the sizing of oil filter systems.

An oil filter must be designed with a pore size and oil
particulate retention capacity that filters out all engine dama-
ging particulates until the next oil or filter change. As a
general rule, a filter may be changed without changing the

Fig. 11-8 Long life filter and oil extractor (MB, OM 442 A)
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oil but oil may never be changed without changing the filter
because fresh additives in new oil potentially elute filtrate
from used filters. What is more, filter resistance should not
be high enough at the end of a filter change interval that the
oil filter bypass valve activates and unfiltered oil reaches the
engine. When a bypass valve is not implemented, unduly high
filter resistance can cause oil pressure decay in an engine or
the destruction of the oil filter element.
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12 Start and Ignition Assist Systems

Wolfgang Dressler and Stephan Ernst

Early vehicles with diesel engines could only be started at low
temperatures with intense smoke formation accompanied by
loud knocking noises. Glow and engine starting times of
several minutes were common. Therefore, startability was
and is an important goal of engine manufacturers, and sup-
pliers’ development activities. The refinement of suitable start
assist systems and their adaptation to engine characteristics
has led to crucial advances in diesel engine starting and cold
running performance. Sheathed-element glow plugs (GLP)
are used for cars (typically with displacements of less than
1 l/cylinder) to assist engine starting and running at low
outside temperatures. Intake air glow systems such as glow
plugs, intake air heaters or flame starting systems are used for
commercial vehicles with larger displacements.

Ongoing development of car diesel engines to increase
driving satisfaction by enhancing specific power output and
improve environmental compatibility by further reducing
exhaust emissions (soot/NOX) is leading to engine concepts
with lowered compression ratios. Present day direct injection
(DI) car engines have compression ratios of 16–18:1. The
currently lowest compression ratio (e) in a production car
diesel engine is 15.8:1 [12-1]. Early (prechamber) diesel
engines typically had compression ratios of approximately
21:1. Without additional measures, lowering compression
ratios from 18:1 to 16:1 impairs cold starting and cold idle
performance. This, in conjunction with the desire for cold
start and cold idle performance similar to gasoline engines,
increases demands on future glow systems (glow control unit,
GCU and GLP) for cars:
– fastest heating rates (1,0008C in less than 2 s) for cold starts

down to –288C similar to gasoline engines,
– flexible adaptation of the glow temperature to engine

demands,
– maximum glow temperatures of up to 1,3008C and contin-

uous glow temperatures of up to 1,1508C to reduce exhaust
emissions for low compression engines (17:1 and lower),

– extended afterglow capability in the minute range for low
emission cold idle with increased running smoothness
even in the warm-up phase of low compression engines,

– intermediate glow capability, e.g. to facilitate particulate
filter regeneration,

– high glow system service life of up to 200,000 km,
– constant glow characteristics (temperature and heating

rate) throughout the service life of sheathed-element glow
plugs,

– OBDII and EOBD capability and
– support of advanced communication interfaces, e.g. CAN

or LIN.

Typical compression ratios for commercial vehicle engines
are presently between 17:1 and 20.5:1. Commercial vehicle
engines with two-stage supercharging will be introduced in
the future. This will increase peak pressure without additional
measures in the cylinder. Lowering the compression ratio to
16–16.5:1 will allow maintaining peak pressure at the present
level despite higher supercharging.

A distinction is made between diesel engines with auto-
ignition and ignition assisted by a start aid.

12.1 Conditions for the Auto-Ignition of Fuel

Diesel engines auto-ignite fuel once they are sufficiently
warm. For an engine to self-operate, the temperature of the
air/fuel mixture compressed in the cylinder must exceed the
(typically > 2508C). The compression work performed dur-
ing the compression cycle generates the quantity of heat
required to reach this temperature. Whether the auto-ignition
temperature is reached depends on the temperature of the
intake air and the engine, the compression ratio and the
leakage and heat losses during compression.

The compression work and thus the final compression
temperature increase as the compression ratio increases.
Leakage losses in an engine reduce the effective compression
ratio and, together with heat losses, cause the final compres-
sion temperature to drop. Increasing the engine speed can
reduce leakage and heat losses. The engine speed at which
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auto-ignition occurs is called the starting speed and is depen-
dent on other influencing variables such as the cylinder
volume, number of cylinders and engine design. Typical
values of diesel engine starting speeds are 80–200 rpm.

At identical combustion chamber volumes, DI car engines
have a smaller combustion chamber surface area dissipating
heat than prechamber and swirl chamber engines. This results
in improved cold start performance and a lower starting speed
for engines of this type. DI car engines with a compression ratio
of 18:1 only need additional starting aids below 08C. The higher
heat losses in swirl chamber and prechamber car engines already
make the use of starting aids necessary at around 20–408C.

The ratio between the surface area and volume of the
combustion chamber in large volume engines, e.g. commer-
cial vehicle engines, is significantly lower than in car engines.
Today’s commercial vehicle engines start at temperatures as
low as –208C without starting aids.

The injected fuel quantity is increased up to the maximum
air utilization to overcome the extremely high frictional
torque during a cold start.

12.2 Fuel Ignition Aids

Only additional starting aids make complete combustion of
the fuel possible at low temperatures (cold start). Two prin-
ciples of cold start assist are distinguished: On the one hand,
sheathed-element glow plugs supply locally limited energy to
the air/fuel mixture in a combustion chamber. This is called
glow ignition. Glow systems consist of sheathed-element glow
plugs and glow control units and are used for cars and light
commercial vehicles. On the other hand, flame starting sys-
tems, intake air heaters or glow plugs supply heat energy to

the intake air so that the compression in the combustion
chamber causes the auto-ignition temperature to be reached.
Given the very large volume to surface area ratio (low heat
losses) in large volume engines, the intake air requires rela-
tively little heating for a cold start.

A glow system usually supplies heat energy to the mixture
formed from the fuel spray and aspirated air through a con-
centrated hot ‘‘spot’’ in its sheathed-element glow plugs. The
combustion cycle begins near the glow plug when the com-
bustible mixture there is brought to a sufficiently high tem-
perature (Fig. 12-1). Such locally limited premature ignition
causes flame propagation throughout the entire injection
spray during pilot injection in the combustion chamber pre-
sented here. Under real conditions in a cylinder, the mixture’s
turbulence (swirl) additionally supports flame propagation. A
sheathed-element glow plug’s efficiency is determined by its
temperature and its geometric arrangement in the combus-
tion chamber.

The use of a sheathed-element glow plug in the cylinder to
increase the mean air temperature plays a subordinate role for
glow ignition.

Since glow ignition is locally limited, combustion may be
incomplete in a cold engine or the air/fuel mixture may fail to
ignite at all (misfire). The degree of combustion and the burn
rate depend on the particular ignition conditions in the region
of the glow plug. A high burn rate causes a rapid increase
in pressure. This makes harsh combustion noises perceptible
(diesel detonation, see Fig. 12-2, top). Since ignition condi-
tions in cold engines vary, the pressure gradients in the
compression cycles do too. Varying the combustion chamber
pressure gradient modulates combustion noise.

Increasing a sheathed-element glow plug’s surface tem-
perature produces nearly complete and slower combustion.

Fig. 12-1 A metal sheathed-element glow plug igniting diesel spray under cold start conditions (in pictures taken in a combustion chamber). The sheathed-element glow
plug initially ignites a small region of the injection spray. As the supply of energy increases, several such locally limited flame cores arise and, as mixing continues, ignite the
entire injection spray. Source: RWTH Aachen/VKA
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The resultant gentler increase in pressure causes softer engine
noise. Depending on the particular type of engine, several
minutes of glow assist at temperatures of up to over 1,1508C
may be necessary for smooth cold idle.

12.3 Start and Ignition Assist Systems

12.3.1 Start and Ignition Assist Systems for Cars

Glow systems consist of sheathed-element glow plugs, a glow
control unit and potentially a software module. Conventional
glow systems employ sheathed-element glow plugs with a
rated voltage of 11 V (voltage at which the rated temperature
of the GLP is reached), which are directly controlled with
the vehicle system voltage. Low-voltage glow systems require
sheathed-element glow plugs with rated voltages below 11 V.
An electronic glow control unit adjusts their heat output to
the engine requirement.
Glow consists of up to five phases.
– Preglow heats the GLP to their operating temperature.
– During standby glow, the glow system maintains a GLP

temperature required for starting for a defined time.
– Start glow is applied when an engine is revving up.
– Once the starter has discharged, the afterglow phase begins.
– Intermediate glow facilitates diesel particulate filter regen-

eration or reduces smoke formation in a cooled down
engine with alternating loads.

12.3.1.1 Vehicle System Voltage Glow Systems

In conventional vehicle system voltage glow systems, the
EDC software module starts and ends the glow process as a
function of the activation of the ignition switch and the
parameters stored in the software (e.g. cooling water tem-
perature). The GCU controls sheathed-element glow plugs
with the vehicle system voltage through a relay based on the
settings of the EDC. The sheathed-element glow plugs’ rated
voltage is 11 V. Thus, the heat output is dependent on the
current vehicle system voltage and the GLP’s resistance as a
function of temperature (PTC). This produces the GLP’s self-
regulating function. Dependent on the engine load, a cutoff
function in the engine control unit’s software module safely
protects the GLP against overheating. Adjusting the afterglow
time to the engine requirement makes long GLP service life
possible while keeping cold driveability good.

12.3.1.2 Low-Voltage Glow Systems

Low-voltage systems control the GLP so that the glow tem-
perature is optimally adjusted to the engine requirements. In
this phase, the sheathed-element glow plugs are briefly oper-
ated with push voltage in order to reach the glow temperature
required to start the engine as rapidly as possible during glow.
The push voltage is higher than the GLP’s rated voltage. The
voltage is then lowered to the GLP rated voltage during start
standby heating. The voltage is elevated again during start
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glow to compensate for the cooling of the sheathed-element
glow plugs by the cold charge air. The charge air’s cooling
effects and combustion’s heating effects can be compensated
in the afterglow and intermediate glow range. Pulse width
modulation (PWM) generates the requisite voltage from the
vehicle system voltage. The respective PWM value is taken
from a map matched to the particular engine during the
application engineering. A map contains important para-
meters that characterize an engine’s operating state such as:
– engine speed,
– injected fuel quantity (load),
– time after starter discharge and
– cooling water temperature.

When engine speed is high and the injected fuel quantity low,
sheathed-element glow plugs are cooled during gas exchange.
When engine speed is low and the injected fuel quantity high,
they are heated by the combustion heat. The voltage is
selected as a function of these two parameters so that the
temperature of the sheathed-element glow plug necessary for
engine operation is reached and the sheathed-element glow
plug does not overheat. The temperature of the sheathed-
element glow plug necessary for quiet and low-emission
engine operation drops continuously once the starter dis-
charges. This can be taken advantage of to increase GLP
service life by continually lowering the GLP glow temperature
in the afterglow phase. Reducing the GLP temperature and
shortening the afterglow time when cooling water is ‘‘warm’’,
e.g. upwards of approximately 108C in DI car engines, further
prolongs the service life of sheathed-element glow plugs.

12.3.1.3 Metal Sheathed-Element Glow Plugs

Metal GLP have a glow plug consisting of a tubular heating
element press fit gastight in a housing (5 in Fig. 12-3). The
tubular heating element consists of a hot gas and corrosion

proof Inconel or Nicrofer glow tube (4) into which a coil
embedded in compressed magnesium oxide powder (2) is
incorporated. This coil normally consists of two metallic
resistors connected in a series, the heating coil (1) located in
the tip of the glow tube and the control coil (3).

The heating coil’s electric resistance is independent of the
temperature. The control coil on the other hand has an
electric resistance with a positive temperature coefficient
(PTC). Its resistance increases as the temperature increases.
Advanced 11 V sheathed-element glow plugs reach the sur-
face temperature of 8508C necessary to ignite fuel in approxi-
mately 4 seconds. Typically, the GLP can be post-heated for
several minutes. The heating coil is welded into the rounded
tip of the glow tube to contact it on the ground side. The
control coil is contacted at the terminal pin by the connection
to the glow control unit.

When voltage is applied to the sheathed-element glow
plug, the majority of the electrical power in the heating coil
is initially converted into heat. The temperature in the tip of
the sheathed-element glow plug rises steeply. The control coil
and thus the resistor’s temperature increases with a time
delay. The sheathed-element glow plug’s power consumption
decreases and the temperature approaches equilibrium. This
produces the heating characteristics presented in Fig. 12-4.

In principle, the design and function of low-voltage metal
sheathed-element glow plugs correspond to the 11 V type.
The heating and control coil are designed for a lower rated
voltage and higher heating rates. The slenderer design is
matched to the limited space in four valve engines. The tip
area of the glow plug is tapered to reduce the space between
the heating coil and glow tube and thus accelerate the trans-
port of heat from the coil to the surface of the sheathed-
element glow plug. The ‘‘push operation’’ principle of control
applied here (control of the GLP with a voltage above the
rated voltage) makes heating rates of up to 3308C/s possible.
The maximum heating temperature is above 1,0008C. The

Fig. 12-3 Design of a metal sheathed-element glow plug
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temperature during standby glow and afterglow operation is
approximately 9808C. The typical afterglow time is up to
3 min for engines with compression ratios greater than 18:1
and extends to up to ten minutes for engines with compres-
sion ratios less than 18:1.

12.3.1.4 Ceramic Sheathed-Element Glow Plugs

Modern car engines with low compression ratios require
sheathed-element glow plugs that allow maximum tempera-
tures of up to 1,3008C and long heating times at over 1,150 8C
without deteriorating. The desire for immediate starting simi-
lar to that of gasoline engines even at extremely low tempera-
tures necessitates heating rates of up to 6008C/s (see Fig. 12-4).

Sheathed-element glow plugs with Si3N4 ceramic heaters
have been developed for the combination of high thermal
shock and hot gas corrosion loading (Fig. 12-5).

The ceramic heater (1) consists of electrically insulating Si3N4

in which highly electrically conductive supply lines (2) and an
enclosed heater (3) with PTC effect are embedded. Unlike
metallic sheathed-element glow plugs, the heating and control
function is combined in the heater. The ceramic heater is fixed in
a metal tube (4) and press fit gastight in a housing (5). A terminal
pin (6) electrically contacts the + pole. The metal tube and the
housing establish the ground connection to the engine block.
Eleven volt and low-voltage variants are produced by adjusting
the heater resistance. The glow control unit controls the ceramic
sheathed-element glow plugs just like metallic GLP.

Fig. 12-5 Ceramic sheathed-element glow plug with enclosed heater
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Fig. 12-4
Heating characteristic of various metal
sheathed-element glow plugs and a ceramic
sheathed-element glow plug
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Often observable in metallic sheathed-element glow plugs,
a drop in heating temperature caused by deterioration and
thus the gradual impairment of cold start and cold running
performance is rarely observed in ceramic variants. Even at
constant extremely high heating temperatures of 1,2008C, the
heating temperature typically drops less than 508C after
3,000 h of operation.

12.3.1.5 Glow Control Units

The function of a glow control unit (GCU) is to control and
monitor sheathed-element glow plugs. There are different
concepts for this:
– Depending on the operating voltage of the sheathed-element

glow plugs, relays (for 11 V systems) or transistors (low-
voltage systems) are employed as power switches.

– The sheathed-element glow plugs can be driven by one
supply line for all GLP or by supply lines for every single
GLP.

– The GCU may be operated dependent on (software module
and parameters in the EDC, Fig. 12-6) or independent of
(autonomous systems, software and parameters in the
GCU) the EDC.

Relays are typically employed as power switches in 11 V
systems. A relay solely serves as an on-off switch for the GLP.
Thus, the glow system’s heat output is determined by the
current vehicle system voltage and the sheathed-element
glow plug’s electrical resistance as a function of the tempera-
ture. This can have a particularly adverse effect at very low
ambient temperatures since a voltage drop of as low as 7–8 V
during starting when a battery is weak significantly reduces a
GLP’s heating power.

Glow control units for low-voltage systems enable system-
atically controlling sheathed-element glow plugs’ voltage by
pulse width modulation (PWM) of the vehicle system voltage.
The ratio at which the power switch in the GCU switches the
vehicle system voltage on and off allows setting an effective
voltage in the sheathed-element glow plug. The required
effective value is taken from a map specific to the engine.

As a result, a glow system’s heat output can be adjusted
perfectly to the dynamic engine requirements. In addition,
this type of control also enables compensating for the vehicle
system voltage, i.e. the PWM signal’s duty factor adjusts to the
level of the vehicle system voltage. Requirements on power
switches for vehicle system voltage modulation increase rela-
tive to operating speed and frequency. Thus, semiconductor
switches (Power MOSFET) are necessary. Sheathed-element
glow plugs may additionally be controlled temporally stag-
gered. This minimizes the maximum load of the vehicle
electrical system during a cold start and the afterglow phase.
Since low-voltage glow plugs are typically operated below 7 V,
a drop in vehicle system voltage during starting has no appre-
ciable influence on the heating power.

Controlling all the glow plugs in parallel through one
supply line can result in very high switching currents of up
to 300 A. The malfunction of a single glow plug is impossible
to diagnose in this type of wiring. Hence, sheathed-element
glow plugs are often controlled with one line apiece to facil-
itate individual diagnostics. Single glow plug monitoring is
the prerequisite for such advanced diagnostics concepts as
OBDII that will be mandatory in the future.

Autonomous systems use sensor information that
describes an engine’s operating state to control the glow
process. Once a control unit has been activated by the ignition
switch, the cooling water temperature is analyzed. The glow

Glow control unit:
- Vehicle system voltage correction
- Shifted GLP control
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Fig. 12-6
Glow system with non-autonomous GCU
controlled by an engine control unit with a
stored map
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plugs are only activated when the EDC issues a release (mas-
ter/slave). All information for the control of the glow process
is stored in a microprocessor in the GCU or imported
through interfaces. When a critical injected fuel quantity is
exceeded, the afterglow process is shortened to protect a glow
plug from overheating. These units are also able to take over
the control of a diagnostic indicator in a vehicle.

Non-autonomous glow control units control sheathed-ele-
ment glow plugs according to an engine control unit’s speci-
fications and return the diagnostic information to it.

12.3.2 Start and Ignition Assist Systems
for Commercial Vehicles

Large volume diesel engines are usually started with pre-
heated intake air. When this is insufficient, highly volatile
and combustible hydrocarbons (e.g. Start Pilot) may addi-
tionally be injected into the air cleaner.

The intake air is preheated with glow plugs, intake air heaters
(IAH) or flame starter plugs installed in the intake tract. Glow
plugs and intake air heaters operate on the basis of the principle
of a blowdryer, i.e. cold air is conducted past maximally large
and hot metal surfaces and heated in the process. They lower a
diesel engine’s natural starting threshold by 3–58C. Since they
not only heat the intake air but also produce reactive radicals
that enter a combustion chamber with the intake air, flame
starter plugs lower this threshold by 8–128C.

Flame starter plugs consist of one to three glow plugs
connected in parallel. Diesel fuel vaporizes and partially burns
on their hot surfaces, which are usually expanded by several ply
of a wire mesh screen wrapped around the glow plugs. Protec-
tive sleeves surrounding the glow plugs and the ply of the mesh
screen prevent the intake air from blowing out the flame.
Special integral checks properly matched to the engine displa-
cement supply diesel fuel to the flame starter plugs.

Intake air heaters and glow plugs require substantial elec-
trical power in the range of 1–3 kW.

12.4 Cold Start, Cold Running Performance
and Cold Running Emissions for Cars

Without additional measures, cold diesel engines produce
increased HC and soot because their fuel burns incompletely.
Visible smoke (exhaust gas opacity) makes this apparent. In
addition, increased diesel detonation occurs. The goal is to
lower emissions and noise generation to the lowest level
possible by using ignition aids.

12.4.1 18:1 Compression Ratio

A reduction of exhaust gas opacity (translucence) by
sheathed-element glow plugs and an optimization of the
position of the injection spray are represented in Fig. 12-7.
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Fig. 12-7 Exhaust gas opacity as a function of the spray configuration and the afterglow time for one pilot injection. 2.2 l four cylinder common rail engine with a
compression ratio of 18:1 at �208C. (source: Bosch)
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Switching off the sheathed-element glow plugs significantly
increases the exhaust gas opacity in the analyzed period up to
220 seconds after cold start. Long afterglow reduces cold idle
emissions. Depending on the engine boundary conditions,
the usual afterglow time range for metal GLP is up to
180 seconds. Depending on the engine requirement, the after-
glow time of ceramic GLP can be several minutes without loss
of service life. The use of ceramic sheathed-element glow
plugs can reduce overall exhaust gas opacity.

In the common rail engine with a compression ratio of 18:1
presented here, the optimized geometric configuration of the
sheathed-element glow plug and injection spray reduces
exhaust gas opacity from more than 60% to less than 20%.
The injection spray is directed close to the GLP. The intake air
swirl additionally directs the air/fuel mixture toward the GLP.
This increases the probability that combustible mixture is
located near the GLP. Combustion is stabilized. Exhaust gas
opacity decreases.

When the injection spray position is optimized and
sheathed-element glow plug temperatures are above 9008C,
the engine starting time (the time between an engine’s speed
increase and reaching 800 rpm) during cold starts is indepen-
dent of the GLP temperature down to –208C. The fuel burns
well during the first injection and the engine revs up rapidly.
In this case, the interaction of the injected fuel quantity and
rail pressure (300–600 bar) is most important for brief engine
starting times.

Particularly at low temperatures < 08C, the total starting
time, i.e. glow time plus engine starting time, is significantly

shorter for low-voltage GLP than for 11 V GLP (Fig. 12-8).
This can be attributed to the extremely short heating time of
low-voltage GLP.

12.4.2 Compression Ratio of 16:1

Lowering the compression ratio (e) allows increasing the
specific engine power output kW/displacement at identical
peak combustion pressure by increasing the boost pressure
and the injected fuel quantity. At the same time, soot and
NOX emissions at operating temperature can be reduced
significantly as engine tests on steady-state operating points
have demonstrated. However, cold start and cold idle in
conjunction with a reduction of the compression ratio are
problematic. The engine starting temperature at which a cold
start is possible without a glow system increases by approxi-
mately 108C because of the low final compression tempera-
ture (when 18:1 is compared with 16:1). In addition, lowering
the compression ratio increases exhaust gas opacity in cold
idle significantly because the low final compression tempera-
ture causes poorer complete combustion of the fuel.

At a compression ratio of 16:1, the exhaust gas opacity
values during cold idle greatly depend on the glow plug
temperature and glow time (Figs. 12-9 and 12-10).

The mean temperatures of the GLP applied in the period of
0–35 seconds after starter discharge are 9508C (11 V metal
GLP), 1,0108C (5 V metal GLP) and 1,2008C (ceramic GLP).
The low mean glow temperature of the 11 V metal glow plug
can be attributed to the drop in the vehicle system voltage
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Fig. 12-8 Total engine starting time as a function of GLP heating rates and ambient temperature (source: Bosch)
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during starting (down to 7 V here) and the ramp up of the
generator normally around 3 seconds after the engine has
started. Consequently, the 11 V metal glow plug is operated
during the starting process with a voltage below its rated

voltage and the heating temperature drops. The cooling
down of the 11 V GLP during the starting process causes
exhaust gas opacity to increase from less than 20% to
approximately 40% right after starter discharge while the
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Fig. 12-9 Exhaust gas opacity as a function of the properties of sheathed-element glow plugs and the afterglow time for two pilot injections and optimized spray
configuration. 2.2 l four cylinder common rail engine with a compression ratio of 16:1 at �208C (source: Bosch)
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Fig. 12-10 Influence of GLP surface temperature on the relative exhaust gas opacity with two pilot injections. 2.2 l four cylinder common rail engine with a compression ratio
of 16:1 at �208C (source: Bosch)
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compression ratio is reduced from 18:1 to 16:1 (see Figs. 12-
7 and 12-9). Low-voltage glow plugs on the other hand can
also be controlled during the starting process (Uansteuer �
UNenn-GLP) so that they do not cool down. Therefore, at a
lower compression ratio ( = 16) and two pilot injections,
low-voltage systems have exhaust gas opacities after starter
discharge comparable to 11 V GLP when = 18 and there is
one pilot injection. After starting, the exhaust gas opacity
curves of metal 11 and 5 V GLP are equal in cold idle since
their glow temperatures balance. The increase in vehicle
voltage after the starter discharges causes the temperature
of the 11 V metal GLP to increase. If the GLP surface
temperature is higher than 1150 C8 (TKeramik-GLP) in the
entire measuring interval, exhaust gas opacity remains sig-
nificantly below 20% and continues decreasing as cold idle
time increases because of the heating of the engine.

Exhaust gas opacities increase significantly once glow has
ended. Misfires or retarded combustion occur. Ceramic glow
plugs have a longer lifetime than metal glow plugs. This can
be taken advantage of to substantially prolong afterglow times
and significantly reduce exhaust gas opacity in the warm-up
phase.

Figure 12-10 plots the influence of the GLP surface tem-
perature averaged over the time interval of 0–35 seconds
after engine start on the cumulative relative exhaust gas
opacity (11 V metal sheathed-element glow plug = 100%)
in the same period. Clearly, exhaust gas opacity greatly
depends on the surface temperature of the glow plug in the
temperature range below 1,1008C and does not improve at
all above 1,1508C.

These findings demonstrate that, even when the compres-
sion ratio has been lowered, only optimization of the injec-
tion strategy and position of the pilot injection combined

with high glow temperatures in every glow phase and long
afterglow times reduces exhaust gas opacity to very low
values. At the same time, noise generation (diesel detona-
tion) can be reduced.

12.5 Conclusion

Lowering the compression ratio to e = 16.0 imposes certain
requirements on glow and injection systems:
(a) a high surface temperature of the sheathed-element glow

plug (1,1508C) even when the vehicle system voltage
drops,

(b) long afterglow (approximately 2–15 minutes depending
on the warm-up characteristic),

(c) an optimized injection strategy and
(d) optimal position of the injection spray toward the GLP.
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13 Intake and Exhaust Systems

Oswald Parr, Jan Krüger, and Leonhard Vilser

13.1 Air Cleaners

13.1.1 Requirements

The function of air cleaners is to hinder dust contained in the
intake air from entering the engine and thus to prevent pre-
mature engine wear. Air cleaners are additionally employed to
damp intake noise.

The air’s dust content depends on the application and road
conditions. Table 13-1 presents an overview of mean dust
concentrations and Fig. 13-1 particle size distributions of
various real dusts in the field. Two standardized test dusts
employed in lab air cleaner tests have also been entered for
comparison [13-1]. The dust concentrations and particle size
distributions differ from one another by orders of magnitude
depending on the applications. This data is important when
designing air cleaners for different cases of application and
enables estimating their expected service life.

Dust that enters an engine with the intake air causes
abrasive wear in sliding systems. Cylinder liners, pistons
and piston rings, crankshafts and connecting rod bearings,
valves and gaskets are critical points.

Wear in these components affects an engine’s service life
adversely. Figure 13-2 presents the percentage of wear in three
of an engine’s different critical points measured with a dust test
rig, once without an air cleaner, once with an older type of air
cleaner, an oil wetted air bath cleaner, and once with a paper
dry type air cleaner. Significantly reducing wear, paper dry type
air cleaners provide the most effective wear protection.

Along with basic knowledge of various types of air cleaners’
ability to reduce wear, the influence of particle sizes is also
important for design.

Taking a piston ring in a diesel engine as an example,
Fig. 13-3 presents percentages of wear from different particle
size ranges as a ratio of dust wear to basic wear without the
influence of dust. The intake air’s dust concentration is
2.3 mg/m3. The 5–10 mm fraction causes the strongest

increase of wear over basic wear without the addition of
dust, followed by the 10–20 mm fraction. Therefore, an air
cleaner must reliably filter these fractions out of the intake air.

In addition to the abrasive wear caused by dust particles,
deposits of fine particulate matter can also form on the
compressor walls in exhaust gas turbocharged engines. This
reduces compressor efficiency [13-4]. Space and cost nor-
mally preclude implementing the very fine filtration that is
quite possible technically. The injection of fluids during
operation constitutes an effective measure to clean compres-
sor surfaces of deposited fine particulate matter.

Yielding good protection against wear and sufficient hours
of operation, recommended values for filtration efficiency
and service life gathered from years of practical experience
are applied as the basis of cleaner design. Failure to adhere to
these values results in reduced filtration efficiencies and insuf-
ficient dust capacity. This is particularly critical whenever
engines are operated in high-dust environments.

Frequently, automotive engineers must additionally adapt
a cleaner’s size and design to very tightly sized installation
spaces. Furthermore, air cleaners require servicing. To this
end, good cleaner accessibility has to be designed in with the
easiest handling possible.

13.1.2 Filter Materials and Performance Data

Cellulose and synthetic fiber materials are predominantly
used as filter materials for air cleaners. This type of cleaner
usually has replaceable elements and is called a dry air cleaner.
In addition, oil wetted air cleaners and oil wetted air bath
cleaners, in which oil assumes an important role in the filtra-
tion of dust particles, are employed. However, these cleaners
have lower filtration efficiencies than dry air cleaners and
their filtration efficiencies are dependent on their airflow.
Whenever the airflow drops, the filtration efficiency drops
as well. While oil wetted air cleaners and oil wetted air bath
cleaners have to be cleaned, they do not require any replace-
ment elements when serviced.

Dry air cleaners have a constant high filtration efficiency
independent of the airflow. They are easy to service by replacing
the filter elements, are independent of their installation position
and can be flexibly designed for engine operating conditions.

L. Vilser (*)
J. Eberspächer GmbH & Co. KG, Esslingen, Germany
e-mail: leonhard.vilser@eberspaecher.com

K. Mollenhauer, H. Tschoeke (eds.), Handbook of Diesel Engines, DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-89083-6_13,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Dry air cleaners’ filter elements consist of technical special
papers or fleeces with precisely defined compositions, fiber
structures and pore sizes. Worldwide, they have a high and
uniform quality standard and a good price/performance
ratio. Filtration efficiency is defined by the fraction filtration
efficiency, overall filtration efficiency, dust capacity and
flow restriction. Fraction filtration efficiency specifies the

percentage share of a particular particle size retained based
on a test dust, while overall filtration efficiency specifies the
percentage share of all particle sizes retained.

Dust capacity is defined as the volume of dust a cleaner
traps until a specified restriction is reached. These terms are
defined in the standards [13-5, 13-6] with related test
procedures.
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Fig. 13-1
Particle size distributions of real dusts in the field. Curve a: at
construction sites; curve b: on unpaved roads; curve c: on paved
roads; curve d: on non-European dirt roads; curve e: during
sandstorm conditions

Table 13-1 Mean dust concentrations

Operating conditions in mg/m3

Normal European road traffic
Non-European road traffic
Off-road (construction site)
Buses with rear intake in normal European road traffic
Buses with rear intake in non-European road traffic
Construction equipment (wheel loader, tracked vehicles)
Farm tractors in Central Europe
Farm tractors in non-European regions
Combine harvesters in fleets

0.6
3
8
5
30
35
5
15
35
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These performance data depend on the structure of the
filter material, the air velocity and the allowable increase in
restrictions. Naturally, a cleaner’s surface area is also decisive
for its dust capacity.

Practical experience has yielded the following data as
recommended values for the design of paper dry type air

cleaners with the established filter materials predominantly
in use:

cars: >2,500 cm2/m3/min or 200 cm2/kW and
commercial vehicles: >4,000 cm2/m3/min or 320 cm2/kW.

These values can vary considerably depending on the field of
application, engine type and filter material and thus only
represent a mean. The same design criteria apply to large
engines as to commercial vehicle engines. (The specification
of the specific surface area in cm2/m3/min corresponds to the
reciprocal value of the inflow velocity.)

Figure 13-4 contains typical functional data for car and
commercial vehicle dry air cleaners. The restriction increases
quadratically with the volumetric intake flow. It should not
exceed an initial value of 10–30 mbar so that it does not
influence engine operation and it has sufficient dust capacity.
The right hand graph provides data on the total mass filtration
efficiency and the cleaner’s dust capacity. These values were
determined by tests conducted in conformance with standards
[13-6] using the specified nominal volumetric flows and SAE
coarse test dust. Smaller specific surface areas and higher air
velocities lead to lower total mass filtration efficiencies and
smaller dust capacities in air cleaners for cars. However, they
are sufficient for a car’s specific operating conditions. The
smaller design of car air cleaners’ specific surface area is a
good compromise between the requisite filter function and the
limited space conditions under car hoods as well as the lower
dust concentrations prevalent there on average.

13.1.3 Designs

The central filter element of dry air cleaners is a replaceable
filter element made of a pleated filter medium shaped into a
flat or round filter with the appropriate seals. Virtually with-
out exception, the filter medium is impregnated with a
synthetic resin to resist thermal, mechanical and chemical
stresses. Furthermore, spacers or grooves are stamped into
the pleats to mechanically stabilize the filter element.

Air cleaners have different designs based on the different
installation and mounting conditions in cars and commercial
vehicles. The typical car air cleaner pictured in Fig. 13-5
consists of a rectangular plastic (polypropylene or polyamide)
housing with a flat rectangular paper element. The cleaner is
installed directly at the engine or in the lateral area of the
engine. Filter elements are replaced once they have reached the
maintenance interval specified by the engine manufacturer.
Car air cleaners must be separately developed for and matched
to every engine type to optimize power, fuel consumption, the
torque characteristic and intake noise damping. Paper dry
type air cleaners are predominantly used for commercial vehi-
cles too. Less effective but self-regenerating, oil wetted air bath
cleaners are also used in a few cases. Despite their lower
protection against wear, they are advantageous when a supply
of spare filter elements is uncertain (see Chaps. 17 and 18).

Figure 13-6 presents a schematic of an oil wetted air bath
cleaner. The air flows through the center tube to an oil bath in
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the lower part of the cleaner housing and is conducted
upward into the filter packing. The air initially flows through
the lower region wetted by oil and then through the upper dry
region of the filter packing to the clean air outlet. This
achieves a filtration efficiency of 99% at full load, which
tends to decrease in part load range. An oil bath air cleaner’s
design must match the engine’s air demand exactly. Over-
sizing or undersizing results in oil carryover or lower filtra-
tion efficiency. Therefore, proper attention must be paid to
the air cleaner’s design and the manufacturer’s installation
instructions.

Figure 13-7 pictures a standard dry air cleaner design for
commercial vehicles and similar applications. It contains a
cylindrical paper element with a cyclone integrated in the
housing to increase service life and thus prolong the mainte-
nance interval. A vane ring sets the air rotating and the centri-
fugal forces separate a majority of the coarse particulate matter.
This initially separated dust is released to the atmosphere

through a dust discharge valve or collected in a dust bowl. The
pulsation of the intake air determines which option is more
suitable in each case. Dust discharge valves have proven to be
simple and good solutions when the pulsations are strong
enough. These cyclones achieve initial filtration efficiencies of
85% based on SAE coarse test dust, which is commensurate with
an approximately fourfold prolongation of service life. It can be
increased even more by small cyclone cells that may be installed
with both dry air cleaners and oil wetted air bath cleaners. This
can achieve initial filtration efficiencies of up to 95%. Figure 13-8
presents an example of a simple standard upstream cyclone for
commercial vehicle engines. It is mounted on the air cleaner’s
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raw air pipe and collects the discharged dust in a surrounding
transparent dust bowl.

Larger stationary diesel engines operated in closed rooms
or on ships have relatively low dust concentrations. Simple oil

wetted air cleaners work satisfactorily under such conditions:
A cylindrical filter body made of steel fabric, expanded metal
or plastic with an outside-in flow is wetted with oil to increase
efficiency. More recently, dry air cleaners with a design simi-
lar to cleaners for commercial vehicle engines have also been
increasingly being used for stationary diesel engines because
of their high filtration efficiency.

13.1.4 Intake Noise Damping

The damping of diesel engine intake noise in cars and com-
mercial vehicles is essential for compliance with the legal
requirements for overall vehicle noise. The level of interior
noise, which is very strongly influenced by intake noise, must
also be minimized for reasons of driving comfort too.

Intake noise is damped by designing the air cleaner as a
reflection muffler in the special form of a Helmholtz resonator.
A Helmholtz resonator consists of a muffler chamber with a
connected tube section. Figure 13-9 presents the characteristic
progression of a relevant damping curve for a car air cleaner.

Both the theoretical characteristic and two measured char-
acteristics are plotted. According to the relationship

f0 ¼
c

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s

l � V

r

the resonant frequency f0 that appears is a function of the
speed of sound c of the air, the volume V of the resonator, the
length l and the mean cross section S of the intake manifold.
Sound intensifies when it is resonant. As of f = f0

ffiffiffi
2
p

, the
damping increases as the frequency increases. f0 must lie as far
below the frequencies occurring in operation as possible to
obtain optimal damping. This can be accomplished by enlar-
ging the air cleaner volume, reducing the intake cross section
or lengthening the intake manifold [13-8].

An intake muffler volume of at least fifteen or, even better,
twenty times the cylinder’s displacement is a recommended
value for four-stroke engines. This normally achieves damping
of 10–20 dB(A). Reductions of the intake cross section and
lengthening of the intake manifold quickly reach their limits
because of the increase in resistance and the space conditions.

A diesel engine’s intake noise can reach 100 dB(A).
Figure 13-10 compares the undamped intake noise of a com-
mercial vehicle diesel engine with the improvement obtained
with a standard air cleaner.

Further improvements can be achieved when the length
and placement of the intake line and the dimensions of the
cleaner housing are matched to one another. Figure 13-10
also contains the additional damping achieved.

Resonances additionally occurring in the cleaner housing or
in the intake manifold can diminish the effect of an air cleaner/
muffler considerably (see Fig. 13-9). Additional mufflers are
employed when the air cleaner alone no longer produces the
desired amount of intake noise damping. Table 13-2 lists the
acoustic properties of the most important types of mufflers

Fig. 13-7 Combination air cleaner for commercial vehicles (MANN & HUMMEL)

Fig. 13-8 Cyclone precleaner for commercial vehicles
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Fig. 13-9
Sound damping of an intake muffler (Helmholtz
resonator)[13-7]. Curve a: theoretical damping characteristic
(f0 = 66 Hz); curve b: measured damping characteristic for
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Intake noise of a 147 kW six cylinder commercial vehicle
diesel engine [13-9]

Table 13-2 Acoustic properties of the most important muffler types

Type of damping Properties

Absorption muffler Broadband; suited for middle and higher frequency range of approximately 300–5,000 Hz
Flow control muffler Broadband; suited for middle and higher frequency range
Inline resonator Narrowband damping in the range above the resonant frequency f0; suitable for frequencies to approximately 500 Hz
Side branch resonator Narrowband damping in the range above the resonant frequency f0; suited for low and middle frequencies; variously tuned

resonators can be connected in parallel
Whistle resonator Narrowband damping in the frequencies f = C (2m + 1)/4 l; m = 0, 1, 2, . . .l = length of the whistle
Interference damping

through bypass
Ultra narrowband damping in the frequencies f = C (2m + 1)/4 l; m = 0, 1, 2, . . .l = path length difference; allows very high

damping values
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capable of doing this. Disturbing individual noises can be treated
and damped very systematically with such additional mufflers.
They are also frequently integrated in the air cleaner housing to
produce space-saving and low cost solutions.

13.2 Exhaust Systems

13.2.1 Function and Basic Design

Exhaust systems basically serve three functions in motor
vehicles:
– discharging hot exhaust gas produced during the combus-

tion of the air/fuel mixture in the engine to the atmosphere,
– purifying exhaust gas of harmful chemical components

and particulate matter to comply with legal requirements
and

– damping exhaust noise to the legal minimum [13-10] and
additionally shaping it to deliver the sound design desired
by customers.

Therefore, the following components have to be designed into
exhaust systems:
– exhaust manifolds that aggregate exhaust gases after they

exit the valves,
– catalysts and diesel particulate filters (DPF) for exhaust gas

aftertreatment (see Sect. 15.5),
– mufflers that reduce and control exhaust noise and
– piping that conducts the exhaust gas until it is released into

the environment.

Engines with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR, see Sect. 15.4)
have an exhaust gas recirculation valve additionally inte-
grated in the exhaust system. The exhaust manifold in diesel
engines with an exhaust gas turbocharger also serves as an
inflow passage to the exhaust turbine.

Exhaust and intake systems have considerable influence on
engine power and torque through gas exchange. The initial
reflections of the pressure waves generated in such upstream
pipe installations as exhaust manifolds and catalysts during
the exhaust cycle are particularly influential and require
meticulous tuning.

The exhaust back pressure in diesel engines with exhaust gas
turbocharging should not exceed a certain level (see Sect. 2.2).
Thus, low flow resistance is particularly important. It also
affects the exhaust muffler. Hence, dual exhaust lines and
muffler systems are sometimes implemented in extremely
powerful engines with correspondingly strong exhaust gas
mass flows. Consequently, the exhaust gas is either routed
through two pipe runs starting from the manifold, e.g. in V
engines, or the exhaust gas flow is separated in the middle of
the exhaust system, e.g. in a central muffler. In such cases, the
exhaust gas is usually fed to two rear mufflers.

In turn, the different gas routing has considerable influence
on an exhaust system’s acoustic transmission properties. In

addition, the space conditions in the vehicle underbody com-
plicate sound engineering design in most cases since the
location and maximum size of a muffler is frequently already
specified when design work begins. Hence, along with emis-
sion control, the functional development of an exhaust sys-
tem is an optimization process typical for development,
which is influenced by the following partly conflicting
parameters:
– back pressure and thus engine power,
– muffler volume and weight,
– sound pressure level in the outlet and
– system costs.

13.2.2 Tailpipe Noise Damping

13.2.2.1 General Background

Pulsating gas emissions from cylinders are the main cause of
exhaust noise. A specific frequency spectrum is produced as a
function of the cylinders’ firing sequence and the operating
time differences in a particular exhaust path. This is called an
engine order (EO). Since the air/fuel mixture is ignited during
every second crankshaft revolution and subsequently
expelled, an EO of 0.5te is dominant in a single cylinder in a
four-stroke engine. In multi-cylinder engines, the individual
cylinders’ orders add up. Thus, the 2nd EO is dominant in
four-cylinder engines, the 3rd EO in six-cylinder engines and
so on. Each of these respectively dominant EOs is also called
ignition frequency. The amplitude ratio of the main engine
order (ignition frequency) and secondary order (half, even
and uneven EO) fundamentally determines the sound char-
acter. This ratio depends on the firing sequence and the
acoustic propagation of the individual cylinders’ noise con-
tributions up to a common exhaust gas run, i.e. it depends on
the manifold in particular. The frequency of alternating pres-
sure fluctuations resulting from the EO is always directly
proportional to the engine speed.

Figure 13-11 presents the frequency characteristic of the
engine orders of a four-stroke engine. Thus, at the 1st EO or
rotational frequency of 50 Hz, a speed of 3,000 rpm in a four-
stroke engine as well as in a four-cylinder engine corresponds
to an ignition frequency of 100 Hz. All in all, the EO in a
typical vehicle diesel engine only substantially contribute
to outlet sound in a frequency range of approximately
30–600 Hz.

Furthermore, considerable flow noises that must also be
damped are produced when exhaust gas is emitted and
routed further. They are characterized by a spectral broad-
band and, unlike pulsation noises, also extend into the
high frequency range of up to approximately 10 kHz. In
principle, the strength of flow noises is disproportionately
linked to the flow velocity. Hence, preventing unduly high
gas velocities in pipes and bypasses and during inflow and
discharge can already reduce this noise component at its
source.
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Together with every pipe and connected muffler and cata-
lyst volume, the exhaust system in a combustion engine col-
lectively constitutes an oscillating system with numerous
acoustic and mechanical natural resonances. The geometric
position of the mufflers has great significance for the position
of the natural frequencies and the amount of damping [13-11].
Frequently, only just the important orders are examined to
analyze tailpipe noise and the level of the orders is plotted as a
function of the speed. The Campbell diagram in Fig. 13-12
indicates the sound pressure level of a six-cylinder diesel
engine for every speed and frequency. The significant EO of

3, 6 and 9 are discernible as dark regions as is a weak reso-
nance excited by flow noises at approximately 1,000 Hz.

Computerized simulations now systematically tune the
natural frequencies of entire exhaust systems for cars. Suitable
commercially available software packages allow modeling
intake systems, combustion engines and exhaust systems as
well as simulating gas exchange in one application [13-12].
Among other things, the results yield the temperatures and
pressures in an exhaust system and the outlet sound in every
engine operating point of interest (speed and load). By rigor-
ously applying statistical methods, e.g. design of experiment
(DoE), and linking diverse software tools, automatic acoustic
exhaust system design has become the state-of-the-art in
development [13-13].

A basic distinction is made in muffler design between the
physical principles of absorption and reflection. Furthermore,
mufflers are also subdivided according to whether a switching
element alters the acoustic effect during operation (semi-
active mufflers) or a sound generator directly cancels the
sound by wave superimposition (active mufflers). From this
perspective, conventional absorption and reflection mufflers
are also considered passive mufflers. However, semi-active
and active mufflers ultimately function according to the
principle of reflection.

13.2.2.2 Absorption Mufflers

In acoustics, the conversion of sound energy caused by gas
molecules rubbing against each other or structures into heat is
referred to as absorption. Since the friction between gas
molecules in air is relatively low, air absorption may usually
be disregarded. The larger the surface area of the material,
the greater the friction in structures is. Hence, porous and
fibrous materials, e.g. wool and foam, absorb particularly well
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because air molecules penetrate the material easily and rub
intensely in the many thin fibers or many small pores. The
activity of this acoustic effect is measured with the absorption
coefficient defined as the ratio of the sound power absorbed to
the sound power occurring.

Just like sound damping, absorption generally increases
from low to high frequencies. Glass wool sometimes serves
as the absorption material. However, long-fiber basalt or rock
wool with a bulk density of approximately 100 g per liter of
volume is usually employed instead because it has resistance
to heat.

Figure 13-13 contrasts the typical design of a packed
absorption muffler through which a perforated pipe runs
with a conventional reflection muffler and a combination of
both principles. The shaping of the perforations and the
routing of the pipe through the wool ensure that the exhaust
gas pulsation cannot blow the material out despite high flow
velocities. The mineral wool is occasionally protected with a
layer of stainless steel wool around the perforated pipe.
Absorption mufflers are especially implemented to reduce
flow noises because of their broadband effect in the middle
and high frequency range.

13.2.2.3 Reflection Mufflers

This muffler design consists of various long chambers inter-
connected by pipes. The cross sectional jumps between pipes
and chambers as well as the exhaust gas bypasses and the
resonators formed by the pipes connecting with the chambers
produce damping that is particularly effective for low fre-
quencies. However, every bypass and every inflow and dis-
charge in reflection mufflers increases exhaust back pressure
and, thus, normally causes a greater loss of power than
absorption mufflers with directly routed flows.

Catalysts and particulate filters also should be regarded as
acoustic elements and adjusted. Clever shaping of a catalyst’s

inlet cone including the pipe routing before the element
achieves uniform pressurization while simultaneously
increasing service life and efficiency.

As in the intake system, branch or intake resonators based
on the Helmholtz principle are implemented to eliminate
particularly disturbing low frequency resonances in muffler
systems’ tailpipe noise (e.g. starting humming). A lateral
connection through which there is no gas flow at the main
pipe conducting gas feeds sound energy into a sealed volume
where it is temporarily stored and subsequently added back
into the main gas flow with a time delay. At the resonant
frequency, the time delay is exactly long enough that the two
sound waves cancel each other. However, the flow velocity
adversely affects the Helmholtz resonators’ effect. Hence, they
may only be mounted in locations where the velocity is low.
Since a Helmholtz resonator only functions at one frequency,
its volume is neither available to damp other frequencies nor
at other speeds (see Sect. 13.1). What is more, this principle is
only applied in problem cases since its effect usually requires
quite extensive sealing. Figure 13-14 pictures a fictitious
design of a conventional passive muffler with diverse options
for sound damping.

13.2.2.4 Semi-active Mufflers

A good acoustic damping effect can be obtained by partially
blocking the path of flow. If one of two muffler tailpipes is
sealed, e.g. by an exhaust gas valve (Fig. 13-15), then the low
frequency tailpipe noises drop by up to 10 dB compared to a
system without an exhaust gas valve. This is commensurate
with halving the perceived loudness. Low frequency tailpipe
noises chiefly occur during city driving and intensify in
engine overrun condition (e.g. at stoplights). However, the
reduction of exhaust back pressure has priority at higher
speed and load (e.g. fast highway driving) when rolling and
driving noises predominate anyway. Then, the flap is opened,

Absorption muffler Reflection muffler

Combined reflection
absorption muffler Fig. 13-13

Muffler schematics
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the gas flows through both tailpipes, the flow noise is reduced,
the exhaust back pressure drops and the engine is able to
release its full power. Some flaps are self-controlled by pres-
sure and flow and some are externally controlled by an inter-
face to the engine electronics. Thus, this technology provides
significantly more flexibility in the load and speed-dependent

selection of the changeover point, which opens up consider-
ably more options for map-dependent sound design. More-
over, the back pressure is usually lower when it is generated by
an externally controlled flap than a flap actuated by the flow.
Naturally, they are also considerably more technically com-
plex than self-controlled flaps and therefore only employed in
sophisticated applications.

13.2.2.5 Active Mufflers (ANC)

The functional principle of active noise control (ANC) is
simple: A negative mirror image of disturbing sound waves
is systematically generated and both components are super-
imposed in one point. The sound waves cancel out each other
as a result. Since the propagation of the waves can be predicted
well and the noises are principally low frequency, this technol-
ogy is fundamentally suited for use in mufflers in particular. A
loudspeaker usually serves as the source of the sound in phase
opposition. Reliable and fast electronics must ensure that the
anti-noise is synchronized and has the correct volume.

However, some basic problems must be resolved to assure
the operability of an anti-noise system. The ambient conditions
(heat, moisture and high sound pressure level) prevalent in
exhaust systems diminish the service life of the loudspeaker
that generates the anti-noise. In addition, the engine’s quickly
changing speeds and load conditions require a controller

Fig. 13-15 Actuated exhaust gas valve in a rear muffler tailpipe
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supported by a processor. Significant advances for motor vehi-
cles have been achieved with newly developed efficient, low
cost sound transducers [13-14]. What is more, this technology
is especially suited for diesel engines since they normally have
lower exhaust gas temperatures than gasoline engines.

Advances in microelectronics and their massive spread in
the automotive and consumer goods industry over the last
few decades have resolved another problem. The requisite
controller hardware is now so small and efficient that it can
be integrated in the engine control units common today or, as
a small separate control unit, communicate with them
through a standard bus (CAN, MOST) (Fig. 13-16).

Apart from cancelling sound waves and thus purely damping
sound, an ANC system can also boost certain frequencies
(engine orders), e.g. pleasant frequencies, to obtain a desired
acoustic pattern (sound design). Thus, vehicles with unattractive
or inconspicuous sound can be acoustically enhanced. Software
settings alone accomplish this. As a result, in contrast to con-
ventional exhaust systems with passive mufflers, it will be pos-
sible in the future to adapt exhaust noise within certain limits
independent of the engine, vehicle type and/or driving situation.

13.2.3 Structure-Borne Noise Emission from Exhaust
Systems

In addition to the noise from its tailpipe, an exhaust system
also emits noise through its surface. This structure-borne
noise emission is caused by vibrations, which for their part
may be mechanically excited by the engine or the turbochar-
ger or forced by the pulsating gas column. Upstream struc-
ture-borne noise decoupling elements can effectively suppress
further transmission of structure-borne noise that reaches the
mufflers from the engine or the turbocharger through pipes.
Technically, several options exist to reduce the emission of
structure-borne noise by using a housing shell (mufflers,
catalyst and diesel particulate filter):

– increasing the plate’s wall strength,
– using double plate and
– optimizing the outer shape.

A thicker wall usually also reduces structure-borne noise emis-
sion since it increases the mass and stiffens the structure. How-
ever, this option is employed reluctantly since it always makes an
exhaust system heavier and more expensive. Generated by the
relative motion between layers of plate during oscillations, fric-
tion in double plate also reduces structure-borne noise emission.
A fleece layer may also be incorporated to thermally insulate
both layers and further enhance their decoupling. However, this
solution is technically complex and not as mechanically stable as
simple plate. Optimizing the outer shape of mufflers made of half
shells contributes to the prevention of audible structural reso-
nances. However, compromises frequently have to be made in
terms of the utilization of structural space, durability and tool
manufacturability. Consequently, identifying the most prefer-
able solution remains a challenge of development, which must be
dealt with on a case to case basis.

13.2.4 Sound Design

Not only technical and economic but also emotional factors
play a considerable role in the purchase of an automobile. The
sensory experience, e.g. the perceived sound, appeals to emo-
tions. Hence, distinctly sporty premium products particularly
also depend on their ‘‘sound’’ setting them positively apart
from other manufacturers’ vehicles. Along with the intake
system, an exhaust system’s tailpipe noise significantly influ-
ences a vehicle’s overall acoustic impression, which affects
pedestrians outside a car as much as drivers and passengers
inside. Demanded sound quality and legal requirements
impose clear limits on boosting loudness simply to emphasize
sportiness. Manufacturers of exhaust systems work exten-
sively on producing a particularly distinct sound impression
at the same or similar level [13-15–13-17]. Systematic sound
design involves gradually optimizing noise from exhaust sys-
tems in intensive acoustic tests in a sound studio. Depending
on their positioning in the market segment and the type of
engine and vehicle, carmakers’ requirements vary greatly in
response to potential customers’ demands. Unlike gasoline
engines, narrow limits are imposed on the sound design of
diesel engine exhaust systems since the exhaust gas turbo-
chargers frequently employed and the diesel particulate filters
(DPF) necessary for emission control remove emotionally
interesting noise components from the gas pulsation. This
continues to be an obstacle to the implementation of diesel
engines in sports cars, which ought not to be underestimated.

13.2.5 Geometric Designs

Exhaust systems in cars are designed quite differently
depending on the vehicle type, motorization and under-
body. The top half of Fig. 13-17 illustrates a single line
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Microphone signalEngine
control
unit
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controller

Fig. 13-16 Schematic diagram of Active Silence1 technology
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system for a four-cylinder diesel engine with a front pipe
emanating from the turbocharger, a catalyst, an air gap
insulated intermediate pipe, a DPF and a larger rear
muffler. The DPF simultaneously assumes the function
of the central muffler. The intermediate pipe is insulated
to feed the exhaust gas to the DPF with a maximum
temperature because this makes it easier to thermally
regenerate a filter loaded with soot. The bottom half
illustrates a V8 bi-turbocharger engine’s dual exhaust
line system. Splitting the exhaust system necessitates
two catalysts, diesel particulate filters and rear mufflers.
Instead of a central muffler, there is solely a small cross-
talk point in the center section of the exhaust system.

Figure 13-18 presents a particularly innovative solution for a
compact exhaust system for a compact car with a three-cylinder
diesel engine where the catalyst, DPF and the mufflers have
been integrated in one housing.

In principle, exhaust systems for commercial vehicles are
designed similarly to those of cars. Since the engines
employed usually have a larger displacement though, the
mufflers have larger volumes of up to 1,000 liters. However,
space conditions in a vehicle impose limits on the mufflers’
dimensions too. The legally mandated noise limits for com-
mercial vehicles are higher than those for passenger cars and
the acoustic properties differ considerably from passenger
cars. Thus, a large-sized muffler also containing catalysts
and, where necessary, particulate filters is normally sufficient
in today’s commercial vehicles. Since the mufflers have
such large surface areas, not only tailpipe noise itself but
also structure-borne noise emission plays a role in legally
restricted passing noise.
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14 Exhaust Heat Recovery

Franz Hirschbichler

14.1 Basics of Waste Heat Recovery

14.1.1 Preliminary Remarks

Although public awareness of the finiteness of fossil fuel
reserves has receded into the background somewhat after
being raised in the 1970s, the impact of pollutant and CO2

input into the earth’s atmosphere is again making the need for
a longer range environmentally compatible energy policy
with concrete goals evident.

In the future, both challenges – conserving resources and
protecting the environment – will increasingly require an
approach that endeavors to take full advantage of the ample
potentials to save energy and additionally intensify the utili-
zation of renewable, i.e. inexhaustible, energy sources. Both
goals will have to be pursued simultaneously, i.e. in parallel,
rather than sequentially.

This will necessitate research on the types of waste heat that
accumulate during diesel engine combustion as well as expe-
dient recovery methods for the purpose of conserving pri-
mary energy and protecting the environment.

14.1.2 Diesel Engine Waste Heat

The following types of waste heat can be distinguished on the
basis of their origin:
– waste heat from exhaust gas generated by gas exchange,
– waste heat produced as cooling energy to protect metallic

walls, e.g. cylinder cooling, piston cooling and, where
applicable, cooling of turbocharger turbine housings and
oil cooling of bearings and interior walls,

– waste heat from intercooling, which serves to boost engine
power and net efficiency, and

– waste heat emitted from the engine surface to the environ-
ment as radiation and convection heat.

While exhaust gas heat is dissipated by gas exchange in the
exhaust process, all other waste heat must inevitably be dis-
sipated with the aid of a coolant (water, oil or air).

Heat that accumulates in various points of an engine
(Fig. 14-1) is transferred to water as the heat transfer medium
for recovery of varying complexity. While cooling energy is
transferred to water/water or air/water heat exchangers with-
out any problem, the transfer of exhaust gas heat loaded with
particulate matter and soot particulates to a gas/water heat
exchanger proves to be somewhat more complicated (see
Sect. 9.2.5.5).
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Radiation and convection heat emitted by an engine is
usually dissipated by aerating and ventilating the underhood
environment. In principle, it may also be dissipated with the
aid of an air/water heat pump and recovered. This has been
implemented in very few cases though.

In addition to being dissipated and exchanged differently,
the different types of diesel engine waste heat also have
different temperature levels corresponding to their place of
origin in an engine. The waste heat with the highest tempera-
ture level, exhaust gas heat accumulates in the range of
300–5008C depending on the type and size of the engine.
Engine cooling water outlet temperatures are usually in the
range of 75–958C. While water temperatures in an intercooler
or low temperature intercooler are 30–408C during multi-
stage intercooling, water temperatures in a high temperature
intercooler can reach the temperature level of engine cooling
water. Temperatures of water used to cool lubricating oil heat
are also usually in or slightly below the range of the tempera-
ture level of the engine cooling water.

14.1.3 Determination of Waste Heat Outputs

14.1.3.1 Diesel Engine Energy Balance

The following relationships may be referenced to determine a
diesel engine’s waste heat output.

The following applies to a diesel engine’s external heat
balance:

PB ¼ Pe þ FA þþFK þ FR:

Accordingly, the heat Fzu supplied as fuel power PB corre-
sponds to the product from the fuel mass flow _mB and
calorific value Hu

Fzu ¼ PB ¼ _mB � Hu;

to the sum of the net (mechanical) power Pe, the heat output
FA discharged with the exhaust gas and the cooling capacity
FK and to the loss to the environment by radiation and
convection contained in the remainder FR.

The overall cooling capacity FK

FK ¼ FZK þ F€OK þ FLLK (14-1Þ

includes the cooling energy FZK emitted by the engine (cylin-
ders) and the heat fluxes that accumulate in the oil cooler
(FÖK ) and intercooler (FLLK ).

14.1.3.2 Exhaust Heat Output �A

Relative to the system boundary specified by the ambient
condition (pU, TU), the following, expressed by the enthalpy
difference employing the particular specific enthalpy h in
(kJ/kg), applies to the exhaust heat output after it exits the
turbocharger (index L: air; index A: exhaust gas):

FA ¼ _mAhA � _mLhL ¼ _mA½hA � ð1=d0ÞhL�:

With the minimum air requirement Lmin and the total air/fuel
ratio lV of combustion, the mass flow ratio 1/d0 = _mL/ _mA

follows from:

1=d0 ¼ Lmin=ð1þ lvLminÞ: (14-2Þ

Of this, the following is utilizable in the exhaust gas heat
exchanger (index AK):

FAK ¼ _mAZAWTðhA1 ¼ hA2Þ;

where ZAWT = 0.95. . .0.98 can be employed as the exhaust gas
heat exchanger’s efficiency factor and TA1 = TA – 5 K or TA2 =
160. . .1808C as the exhaust gas temperatures (to prevent wet
corrosion). Values for the net enthalpies h of air and exhaust
gas relative to the absolute zero point as a function of the
temperature and the air/fuel ratio can be gathered from the
graph in Fig. 14-2 based on [14-1].

14.1.3.3 Cooling Energy Output �K

The heat an engine dissipates as cooling energy is normally
composed of three components (see Eq. (14-1)). Chapter 11
lists guide values for the distribution of the three components
in different engines and the valence of the cylinder and
lubricating oil cooling energy.
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Fig. 14-2 Specific enthalpy of air and exhaust gas as a function of the
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14.1.3.4 Heat Output �LLK Dissipated in an Intercooler

Corresponding to the isentropic compression ratio pL of a
‘‘supercharger’’ compressor, the compression of the air aspi-
rated at ambient temperature TU increases the temperature of
the charge in the compressor outlet to TL1 = intercooling inlet
temperature. With the compressor’s isentropic efficiency ZSL,
the following ensues for the relative temperature increase TL1/
TU or T2/T1 , Eq. (2-37):

TL1=TU ¼ ½1� ðpk�1=k
L � 1Þ=ZSL�:

With the air temperature TL2 in the intercooler outlet, the
heat output dissipated in an intercooler is then

FLLK ¼ _mLðhL1 � hL2Þ:

With the reference temperature TU = 298 K according to ISO
3046-1 and the temperature of the charge when it enters the
engine TL2 > TL, FLLK can also be determined with the aid of
an h-T diagram (Fig. 14-2).

14.1.3.5 Air and Exhaust Gas Mass Flow Guide Values

With the guide values for the specific air flow rate le in
kg/kWh from Table 14-1, applying the mass flow ratio d0,
(Eq. (14-2)) as a function of the increase of the air mass
during combustion yields the following:

_mA � lePed0:

The stoichiometric air/fuel ratio Lmin follows from the calcu-
lation of combustion in the common elemental analysis of the
fuel, applying the following as guide values:

– diesel fuel (DK) Lmin = 14.6 kg air/kg fuel or
– heavy fuel oil (HF) Lmin = 14 kg air/kg fuel.

Table 14-2 lists components measured at full load relative to
the diesel engines’ power supplied by the fuel as guide values

Table 14-1 Specific air consumption le, in kg/kWh

Commercial vehicle diesel
engine

With turbocharger
and intercooler

le = 6.0 ..
6.4

High speed high
performance diesel
engine

With turbocharger
and intercooler

le = 6.8 ..
7.2

Medium speed diesel
engine

With turbocharger
and intercooler

le = 7.0 ..
7.2

Low speed two-stroke
diesel engine

With turbocharger
and intercooler

le = 9.8
.. 10.5

Table 14-2 Diesel engine parameters

Parameter Engine type

18V 32/40 MAN Diesel 18V 48/60 MAN Diesel

pe

Bore/stroke
Power
Speed
Exhaust gas temperature

bar
mm/mm
kW
rpm
8C

24.9
320/400
9,000
750
310

23.2
480/600
18,900
500
315

Percentage of fuel power
HT cooling water circuita

LT cooling water circuitb

Exhaust gas (1808C)c

Radiation and convection

%
%
%
%

14.2
10.7
12.5
1.9

13.8
9.8
12.7
1.7

Efficienciesd

�e
d (effect.)

�a (therm. usable)
e

�ges (effect. + thermal)
e

%
%
%

46.2
37.4
83.6

47.7
36.3
84.0

a Includes: cylinder cooling + intercooling
b Includes: LT percentage of intercooling + oil cooling
c Percentage of exhaust gas heat when cooled to 1808C
d Including oil pump(s) without cooling water pumps
e Including low temperature heat recovery
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for the dissipated and, where applicable, effective heat from
diesel engines of different sizes.

14.2 Options of Waste Heat Recovery

14.2.1 Recovering Waste Heat as Mechanical Energy

14.2.1.1 Turbocompounding

While the conversion of waste heat into mechanical energy
whenever possible would appear to be an obvious extension
of a diesel engine’s primary purpose, i.e. to emit mechanical
energy, narrow limits are imposed in practice, particularly
with regard to cost effectiveness. The impacts on specific
engine costs resulting from technical complexity and low
conversion efficiency make the use of such processes ques-
tionable, particularly in smaller engines. Nonetheless, turbo-
compounding in which exhaust gas performs additional
effective brake work in a downstream exhaust gas turbine,
which is either transferred to the output shaft or a generator,
is employed in commercial vehicle engines and above all in
large engines (see Sects. 2.2.4.4 and 18.4.4).

14.2.1.2 Steam Plant (Bottoming Cycle or Organic
Rankine Cycle)

Engine waste heat may also be utilized in steam plants. Also
called bottoming cycle plants, they are usually based on
the Clausius-Rankine process as an ideal process (Fig. 14-3).
According to the Carnot process, the maximum effective
temperature interval is subject to narrow limits between
the steam temperature achievable with the exhaust gas tem-
peratures and the ambient air as the process waste heat sink.
Exhaust gas provides the highest temperatures of 300–5008C
(see Tables 14-2 and 1-3). The steam temperatures vary in the
range of 200–2508C depending on the particular design
(exhaust gas cooling interval). With the exception of partial
recovery to preheat feed water with commensurate additional
complexity (Fig. 14-3), cooling water heat (engine cooling
water, charge air heat, oil heat, etc.) is poorly suited for the
generation of mechanical or electrical energy because of its
low temperatures.

Continuous advances and increases in effective engine
efficiencies and the attendant lower exhaust gas temperatures
are increasingly diminishing the option of exhaust gas heat
recovery in steam plants.

Turbogenerator

Preheater

Exhaust gas

Feed water tank

Air/fuel
Cooling water

Condensate/
feed water

Steam

Condenser

Diesel engine

Waste heat boiler

Fig. 14-3
Diesel engine with a downstream steam power process
(bottoming cycle) to generate electricity in a
turbogenerator
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Steam turbines, screw engines and reciprocating steam
engines are possible expansion engines. While steam engines
with speeds between 750 and 1,500 rpm can directly drive
generators, relatively high speed steam turbines and screw
engines require gears to adjust speeds to connect to a gen-
erator. This additionally diminishes the efficiencies of expan-
sion engines, which are low anyway because of their low
outputs.

In addition to steam, fluids with better boiling character-
istics than exhaust gas temperatures may also be used as the
cycle medium [14-2]. Often called cold vapors or organic
vapors, these are common refrigerants that operate in the
organic Rankine cycle. Advantages from the better cycle
efficiencies anticipated offset disadvantages in terms of toxi-
city, thermal stability, material compatibility, etc. Steam
makes safe operation possible, even with conventional fluor-
ochlorohydrocarbon refrigerants that have a harmful impact
on the ozone layer. Detailed tests on a commercial vehicle
diesel engine have also corroborated this [14-3]. The max-
imum increase in output determined was 3%. Although these
results demonstrate the limitedness of options for the recov-
ery of waste heat for conversion into mechanical or electrical
energy, this process is increasingly attracting interest because
of steadily rising fuel prices. Systematic developments would
definitely improve the results, above all in large plants [14-4].

In the meantime, the automotive industry is also working on
potential applications of this process in passenger cars [14-5].

14.2.2 Recovering Waste Heat as Thermal Energy

14.2.2.1 Heating and Process Heat

Apart from direct utilization in residential heating systems,
the technically simplest option for waste heat recovery is the
heating of process water. Furthermore, it may be recovered as
process heat in manufacturing or to produce fresh water from
salt water on ships. Yet, the main application is probably its
recovery in motor vehicles to heat the passenger cabin. A
vehicle without this is unimaginable today. Classic heating
is integrated in the engine coolant circuit. Not only have
efficiency-optimized vehicle engines proven to heat passenger
compartments poorly in the cold start and warm-up phase
because their heat output is inadequate but their pollutant
emission, specific fuel consumption and engine wear also
surpass that of engines at operating temperature. Hence,
so-called auxiliary heaters, fuel-powered heating units that
compensate for the heat deficit, are increasingly being imple-
mented in diesel engines in particular [14-6].

14.2.2.2 Cogeneration

General

The simultaneous recovery of mechanical energy and accu-
mulating heat leads to the principle of cogeneration, which

aims to recover a maximum of the primary energy supplied
by the fuel and thus conserve energy resources as well as take
advantage of the attendant reduction of combustion products
to reduce the emission of pollutants.

The use of cogeneration plants is both economically and
ecologically advantageous.

Combined Heat and Power Stations

According to VDI Guideline 3985 [14-7], combined heat and
power stations (CHPS) are cogeneration plants with combus-
tion engines or gas turbines, which generate power and effec-
tive heat simultaneously.

A combined heat and power station (Fig. 14-4) consists of
one or more CHPS modules with the auxiliary equipment
necessary for operation, the related switching and control
equipment, noise protection measures, exhaust gas outlets
and the appropriate installation space.

The basic unit of a combustion engine CHPS, a CHPS
generating set consists of a combustion engine as the gen-
erator of mechanical and thermal energy, a generator as the
converter of mechanical energy into electrical energy and
power transmission and suspension elements. Together with
the heat exchange components, the control and monitoring
systems, the intake and exhaust system, the lubricating oil
and fuel system and the safety systems, it forms a CHPS
module.

While, CHPS generating sets for large outputs are usually
delivered to construction sites and all other components are
custom finished for the systems, compact modules (Fig. 14-5)
containing every component including the primary exhaust
silencer are usually employed for smaller outputs.

Combined heat and power stations are implemented in
municipal facilities such as hospitals, swimming pools and
schools and in industries and businesses as well as in office
and residential buildings. Their electrical output extends from
the low kilowatt to two digit megawatt range. While gas
turbines are frequently implemented as drive engines when
outputs are large and CHPS heat is recovered to generate
steam, internal combustion engines are used when units and
outputs are smaller. In addition to diesel engines and dual fuel
engines, spark ignited engines are predominantly employed
because their exhaust gas emits few pollutants (see Sect. 4.4).

In the context of the use of renewable energy sources,
vegetable oils, particularly rape oil or rape oil methyl ester
(RME), are available as fuel for diesel engines and dual fuel
engines [14-8].

A number of laws passed in the German Bundestag have
further improved the cost effectiveness of CHP plants in
Germany.

The law introducing the Ecological Tax Reform exempts
CHPS with outputs of up to 2 MW from the electricity tax and
the mineral oil tax when their annual utilization ratio is at
least 70%. The Act on Promoting the Generation of Electricity
from Renewable Energy Sources establishes lucrative feed-in
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tariffs. A bonus in addition to the feed-in tariff is also awarded
when fuels made from renewable raw materials are used.

Combined heat and power generation in CHPS indisputa-
bly saves a more substantial share of primary energy than the
separate generation of power in a power plant and heat in a
boiler. In terms of NOX and CO2, the input of pollutants into
the atmosphere is lower than the separate generation of
power in a thermal power plant and heat in a boiler.

However, the prerequisite for this is the implementation of
appropriate measures that reduce NOX emissions. The limits of
the Technical Instructions on Air Quality Control (TA Luft)
have to be observed when combined heat and power stations
with thermal firing capacities above 1 MW are operated in
Germany (see Sect. 15.2). While in-engine measures (lean burn
systems) help spark ignited engines considerably undershoot
the limits that are already lower than for diesel engines, exhaust
emission control systems are essential for the operation of
diesel and dual fuel engines in the majority of cases.

An economically and ecologically trendsetting concept, a
combined heat and power station consisting of four CHPS
modules powered with the renewable fuel rape oil methyl
ester supplies the Reichstag building in Berlin with power.

Consequently, the potential savings in CO2 is taken advan-
tage of in two ways, namely by burning a renewable fuel
known to have a good CO2 balance as well as by applying
the principle of cogeneration with its inherent potential to
save primary energy and thus emit little CO2.

With 400 kW of electrical power output apiece at electrical
efficiencies of 42.5%, the four CHPS modules recover 90% of
the primary energy. Heat is decoupled in an HT circuit (engine
cooling water – heat + oil cooler heat + exhaust gas heat) at
1108C and an LT circuit (charge air cooling energy) at 408C.

The units were provided with a system for exhaust gas
aftertreatment to – as the client demanded – minimize not
only CO2, which is admittedly nontoxic but damaging to the
earth’s atmosphere, but also exhaust gas pollutants formed
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Smokestack

Switch plant
including P&I

Oil

CHPS module/
generating
set control
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gas heat

exchanger

Generator Engine

CHPS module

Cooling
water heat
exchanger

Muffler
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converter

CHPS (combined heat and power station)

CHPS generating set

Fig. 14-4 Definition and specification of CHPS components according to DIN 6280
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during combustion. The nonvolatile particles are separated
out of the exhaust gas in a particulate filter by means of
catalytically coated filter cartridges. An SCR catalyst consist-
ing of coated honeycombs reduces the NOX emission by
spraying in urea and an additional oxidation catalyst reduces
the emission of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.

Thus, the mandated emission values, which are far lower
than in TA Luft (see Sect. 15.2), are observed:

– soot (particulates) < 10 mg/m3

– particulate matter < 20 mg/m3

– nitrogen oxides NOX < 100 mg/m3

– carbon monoxide CO < 300 mg/m3

– hydrocarbons HC < 150 mg/m3

(According to TA Luft, based on the standard level (273.15 K;
101.3 kPa) after deducting the moisture content in exhaust
gas with an oxygen content of 5%, 4,000 mg/m3 of NOX were
permissible at the time of construction!). Even though experi-
ences are available from a large number of successfully oper-
ating CHP plants, the expedience of CHPS implementation
and the most promising concept have to be evaluated in every
individual case.

Resource conservation and environmental relief alone
rarely suffice to sway an operator to make a positive buying
decision. Therefore, like other capital goods, the cost effec-
tiveness of CHP must also be subjected to analysis. However,
a plant must be designed before a feasibility study is per-
formed. The current situation of the energy flows, the energy
supply and procurement contracts must be reviewed. This
requires detailed data on the power and heat demand over
time. The operating hours of the CHPS modules can be
determined by entering module power based on annual load
duration curves and daily and weekly load curves [14-9].

Naturally, the mode of CHPS operation is also entered. Is it
operated in heat driven, power driven or alternating mode? Is
running it at peak load advantageous based on the power
procurement contract? What does the energy demand fore-
cast look like?

Once the concept has been established, a feasibility study
can be performed, applying methods of investment mathe-
matics familiar from capital expenditure budgeting. Along
with the annuity method, the net present value method has
particularly proven itself.

The curve of present value over years of useful life not
only delivers the amortization period but also the return at
the end of the useful life. Along with information on cost
effectiveness, the amortization period, which specifies the
time span between the time of investment and the time at
which the higher capital investment is recouped through
savings of energy costs, represents an important parameter
for the assessment of the financial risk. The shorter the
amortization period, the lower the investment risk is.
Both information on the risk and data on the achievable
surplus provide support for a decision on the appropriate
concept.

Parameters of CHP Plants

Part 14 of the standard DIN 6280 defined important para-
meters in order to establish uniform rules for the many terms
employed over the years, (see Table 14-3) [14-10]. Issued in
August 1997, the standard applies to combined heat and power
stations (CHPS) with reciprocating internal combustion
engines, which generate alternating current and useful heat.

Part 14 of DIN 6280 defines utilization ratios similarly to
efficiencies. The generated energy (electrical, thermal and

Fig. 14-5
Compact design of a CHPS module
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total) is set in relation to the thermal energy of the quantity of
fuel supplied relative to the calorific value (Hu) within a
longer period (e.g. one year). Unlike efficiencies, utilization
ratios also incorporate the energy of auxiliary drives (e.g.
pumps and fans) and downtime losses.

Each of the measured or specified efficiencies (see
Table 14-4) depend on the operating state of the CHPS
(rated load or part load, speed, cooling water temperature,
charge air temperature, cooling temperature of the exhaust
gas, etc.).

All parameters, efficiencies and utilization ratios for a
particular unit (generating set, module or CHPS) relate to a
defined system boundary, e.g. current output at the generator
terminals, hot water inlets and outlets in the module and
charge air cooling water inlets and outlets in the module.
These boundary conditions are indispensible for the classifi-
cation of the parameter data.

While the measurements or specifications of efficiencies
relate to constant operating conditions, startup and shut-
down processes, part load operation and downtimes are also
incorporated in the data of utilization ratios. Consequently,
the planning and design of a complete plant and the mode of
operation selected by the operator substantially influence a
plant’s utilization ratios. Hence, it is impossible to draw any
conclusions about a plant’s quality from the utilization
ratios.

The desire to prolong the operating hours of emergency
diesel units by attaching process equipment to supply heat
from cogeneration or to even run them in continuous
operation has been expressed repeatedly as combined heat
and power stations with gas engines have spread. This
is absolutely inadvisable since diesel emergency power
plants are solely designed for emergency use. This pertains
to engines engineered for such operation (higher output at

low operating hours) and every other component not
intended for continuous operation. An emergency power
plant can only be operated in parallel operation with the
grid or as an emergency power supply system after relatively
extensive modifications (engine, control, etc.) or a reconfi-
guration of the electrical output and the attachment of every
component necessary to supply heat from cogeneration as
well as the exhaust gas aftertreatment system needed to
comply with the legally mandated limits for pollutant
emissions.

Diesel Engine Heat Pump

A diesel engine heat pump is a compression heat pump with
a compressor driven by a diesel engine. Figure 14-6 is a
schematic of the principle of diesel engine heat pump design.
Piston compressors, screw compressors and turbocompres-
sors are the types of compressors predominantly implemen-
ted to compress the working medium (refrigerant). The
compressed and simultaneously heated working medium
flows into a condenser where it emits useful or heating heat
at a high temperature level. After the pressure in the throttle
drops, the working medium in the evaporator absorbs energy
in the form of unusable heat from the ambient air, river water,
salt water or other low temperature heat sources.

In accordance with the principle of a heat pump, the addi-
tion of compressor work converts low temperature heat into
high temperature heat.

A ratio of the heat output _Qc emitted in the condenser to
the compressor input power Pv where Pv ” Pe applies, the heat
coefficient of performance

e ¼ _Q c=Pe

serves as a parameter for the evaluation of the heat pump
process.

Dependent on the temperature of the heating heat and the
low temperature heat from the refrigerant fed to the evapora-
tor, the coefficients of performance for heat pumps com-
monly implemented for residential or process water heating
have values between 2 and 4.

However, a diesel engine heat pump also recovers the
thermal energy emitted by the engine. It may either be sup-
plied to the heating circuit after the condenser to increase the

Table 14-4 Ranges of common CHPS efficiencies

Electrical efficiency �el 25–48%

Thermal efficiency �th 30–56%

Overall efficiency �ges 65–92%

Table 14-3 Definition of CHPS efficiency according to DIN 6280

Electrical efficiency �el Ratio of the true electrical power output generated to the heat input from the fuel supplied based on the calorific value (Hu)

Thermal efficiency �th Ratio of the generated thermal power to the heat input from the fuel supplied based on the calorific value (Hu)

Overall efficiency �ges Sum total of the electrical efficiency and thermal efficiency. The overall efficiency does not account for the power for the
auxiliary drives.
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flow temperature or drawn into a second separate circuit to
supply other consumers.

A ratio of the total useful heat output _QN to the energy
input of the fuel PB based on the calorific value (Hu), the heat
factor

z ¼ _QN=PB

serves as a parameter for the evaluation of the overall process
of a diesel engine heat pump.
The heat factor can also be calculated from the relationship

z ¼ eZe þ Za;

i.e., from the coefficient of performance, the engine efficiency
and the percentage of useful engine waste heat relative to the
fuel power supplied.

Dependent on the temperature of the heating heat and the
low temperature heat from the refrigerant supplied to the
evaporator and the corresponding engine data (see also
Table 14-2), the heat factors for heat pumps commonly
implemented for residential or process water heating have
values between 1.5 and 2.

Figure 14-7 presents the energy balance of a diesel engine
heat pump system designed with an engine power of 250 kW
and a heat output of 1,085 kW.

Heat pumps utilized for residential and process water
heating emit heating heat with temperatures of 708C/508C
(forward flow/return). Groundwater with a temperature of
108C is used as the energy source. When the water is cooled
down by 4 K, evaporator temperatures of +18C can be run
at full load and 4–58C at part load operation. Crucial for the
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Fig. 14-6 Schematic of a combustion engine heat pump
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heat pump’s coefficient of performance, a temperature lift
of 50–59 K takes effect between refrigerant evaporation
and condensation at condenser temperatures of 608C at
full load; values are correspondingly lower at part load
operation.

Compressor Module

The operation of compressors driven with internal combus-
tion engines furnishes another option for direct waste heat
recovery. The units employed to generate compressed air are
predominantly screw compressors and turbocompressors.

The design of a compressor module is comparable to a
combined heat and power station module with a compressor
instead of a generator.

As the energy flow diagram in Fig. 14-8 indicates, 87% of
the primary energy may be utilized with a diesel engine
compressor module in the 400 kW performance class.

14.2.2.3 Trigeneration

In the majority of cases of application, CHP plants are
designed for heat driven operation, i.e. the output is specified
so that CHPS heat can be recovered the entire year if possible.
This results in high operating hours and guarantees cost
effective operation. In cases of application with heat recovery
for residential heating systems, this leads to CHPS output
designed more for the lower heat demand arising in summer.
Hence, planning should entail verifying that cooling is not
required in the summer months instead of heat. Administra-
tive buildings with larger EDP facilities, hospitals, hotels,
shopping centers, etc. especially require cooling and air con-
ditioning in many cases. A plant based on the principle of
combined heating, cooling and power (CHCP) can definitely
be operated cost effectively when the annual demand for
electrical energy, thermal heat and cooling energy resembles
the curve in Fig. 14-9.
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A plant based on the principle of trigeneration consists of
one or more combined heat and power station modules
coupled with a sorption refrigerator. For the most part,
absorption refrigeration units are utilized. Adsorption refrig-
eration units are also utilized in some cases [14-11].

Mainly water is used as the refrigerant and lithium bromide
as the solvent in air conditioning systems (cold water circuit
128C/68C). Mainly ammonia is used as the refrigerant and
water as the solvent in cooling systems below 08C.

Figure 14-10 presents the energy balance of a CHCP plant
with an absorption refrigeration unit at CHPS heating water
temperatures of 958C/858C, a cooling tower temperature
of 278C for absorber cooling and cold water temperatures of
68C/128C.

The advantage of any sorption unit is its low wear (only a
few moving parts) and thus the low maintenance required, its
good part load characteristics with infinitely variable load
control and its low noise emission. Since they do not require
fluorochlorohydrocarbon refrigerants that contribute to the
greenhouse effect and adversely impact the ozone layer

sorption units, also have advantages over compression refrig-
eration units in terms of environmental compatibility.

Examining the expedience of a cogeneration or trigenera-
tion plant and identifying the most promising concept is
fundamentally necessary in every individual case.

Ecological benefits constitute a sufficient basis for a deci-
sion to build a plant in only the rarest of cases. The invest-
ment required makes meticulous plant planning and a
detailed evaluation of cost effectiveness essential.

14.2.3 Concluding Remarks

Although established types of mechanical and thermal energy
recovery from diesel engine waste heat have often failed to
satisfy the criteria of cost effectiveness in the past, these tech-
nologies are increasingly attracting attention again as fuel prices
continue to rise. Moreover, the high level of fuel prices expected
in the future too will also advance the use of renewable energy
sources in combustion engines. This will be financially advan-
tageous, not least because of lower taxes. Particularly from the
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perspective of conserving fossil energy sources and protecting
the environment by lowering the input of CO2 into the atmo-
sphere, the recovery of diesel engine waste heat, especially in
combination with the use of biogenic energy sources, will con-
tinue to grow in importance in the future.
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15 Diesel Engine Exhaust Emissions

Helmut Tschoeke, Andreas Graf, Jürgen Stein, Michael Krüger, Johannes Schaller,
Norbert Breuer, Kurt Engeljehringer, and Wolfgang Schindler

15.1 General Background

The direct release of exhaust gas components from combus-
tion processes into the environment, i.e. emission, is the
primary and most important process in the chain of emission,
transmission, pollutant input and impact. Naturally, a basic
distinction is made between emissions from vegetation,
oceans, volcanic activity or biomass decomposition for
instance and anthropogenic emissions, i.e. emissions caused
or influenced by humans, from power generation, traffic,
industry, households and farming for instance. The following
deals exclusively with anthropogenic emissions from diesel
engine combustion processes. Figure 15-1 depicts the func-
tional chain with the major anthropogenic sources [15-1].
Exhaust gas components may be harmful or harmless as
well as gaseous, liquid or solid.

Figure 15-2 is an overview of anthropogenic emissions and
their sources in Germany.

Influenced by topography, climatic conditions, tempera-
tures, moisture and air movements, exhaust gas components
are diluted and subjected to physicochemical reactions and
dispersed over large distances by atmospheric transport
(transmission).

Pollutant input (air quality) is the concentration that ulti-
mately manifests itself after being transmitted to a particular
location where measurements are taken, e.g. at an intersec-
tion. Pollutant input is the contamination of humans or
nature engendered by exhaust emission and transmission.

Impact denotes the consequences of pollutant input on the
environment, organisms or goods. The complex processes of
emission transport cause pollutant input readings to fluctuate
daily and seasonally. Therefore, there are emission limits on
exhaust pollutants, e.g. from vehicles or household heating
systems, as well as air quality limits on sulfur dioxide, parti-
culates, lead and ozone [15-2].

The exhaust pollutants produced during combustion pro-
cesses can be divided into harmless exhaust gas components,
which are unavoidable natural products of combustion, and
harmful exhaust gas components, which may or may not be
subject to limits. Figure 15-3 presents the composition of
exhaust gas for ideal and complete combustion with pure
oxygen, which only produces carbon dioxide and combustion
water in addition to the desired heat that the internal combus-
tion engine converts into mechanical energy. Both components
are harmless but relevant to the climate. Aside from the afore-
mentioned harmless components, exhaust gas from combus-
tion with air under ideal conditions only contains nitrogen and
additionally oxygen in the case of diesel engines with excess air.

However, real combustion produces other components
that are harmful and therefore partly subject to limits,
e.g. carbon monoxide CO, unburned hydrocarbons HC,
nitrogen oxides NO, NO2 (NOX), particulates, sulfur com-
pounds, aldehydes, cyanide, ammonia, special hydrocarbons
such as benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such
as phenatrene, pyrene and fluorene [15-3].

Figure 15-4 presents the raw emission from real combus-
tion and its composition in percent by weight. Diesel engines
have substantially smaller fractions of pollutants than gaso-
line engines. However, diesel engines also produce additional
particulates, i.e. solids (predominantly soot) and components
present as condensate, since their mixture formation is inho-
mogeneous. Their particular composition greatly depends on
an engine’s operating point. Particulate emission also has to
be allowed for in gasoline engines with charge stratification,
i.e. inhomogeneous mixture fractions.

All in all, harmful exhaust gas components subject to limits
have been reduced dramatically over the past years and pro-
jections up through 2020 confirm this trend will continue in
the future too. Figure 15-5 clearly indicates that vehicles
powered by diesel engines are particularly responsible for
nitrogen oxide and particulate emission. Reduction measures
will have to concentrate on this.

In light of the projected and highly probable increase of the
earth’s mean temperature by approximately 1.5–58C by the
end of this century, greenhouse gases will also be limited in
the future. Above all, carbon dioxide CO2 and methane CH4

(predominantly from agriculture) are responsible for the
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‘‘greenhouse effect’’. Other greenhouse gases, e.g. fluorohy-
drocarbons FCKW, nitrogen dioxide N2O and sulfur com-
pounds, have in part a significantly higher global warming
potential (GWP) than CO2. However, they appear in substan-
tially smaller concentrations and are therefore less relevant.

CO2 accounts for 65% of the projected temperature
increase. Figure 15-6 presents the development of global
CO2 emission of which traffic is estimated to produce
between 15 and 20% (see Fig. 15-7).

Along with already existing air quality limits (Climate
Conference, Kyoto Protocol and EU laws), intensive political
and economic debates and efforts are also establishing limits
on the CO2 emission of motor vehicles. A fleet standard of
120–130 g/km of CO2 is planned for cars by 2012.

In practice, only an integrated approach, i.e. the interaction
of various measures, can effectively reduce harmful or clima-
tically relevant emissions. Such measures may include the:
– provisions of legislation (emission limits in conjunction

with the underlying test cycles),
– promotion of environmentally compatible vehicles

through incentive systems (tax advantages, increased
attractiveness of public transportation, etc.),

– reduction of emissions at their place of origin by improving
combustion processes and exhaust gas aftertreatment,

– increase of efficiency of energy conversion,
– use of low emission fuels,
– power train and vehicle improvements (transmission

design, road load and aerodynamics),

– power train energy management utilizing optimized drive
systems (hybridization of vehicle propulsion),

– dynamic traffic routing (traffic flow control adjusted to the
particular volume of traffic) and

– low emission and fuel economizing operation by drivers
(driver training).

Transmission and pollutant input interact closely. Influen-
cing factors are:
– local emission,
– road routing,
– development,
– traffic density,
– climatic influences such as

– wind speed,
– wind direction,
– temperature and
– solar irradiation and

– physicochemical reactions.

The expected air quality in particular geographic locations
can be projected on the basis of dispersion models and by
incorporating the aforementioned influencing factors. This is
important, for instance, when planning new residential areas
and routing the connected roads. While carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon emission have now reached a low level, not
least because of the introduction of catalytic converter tech-
nology in gasoline powered vehicles (three-way catalytic

Emission

Industry Traffic Domestic heating

Transmission/Pollutant Input
-Topography
-Meteorology
-Physiochemical reactions

Countryside City

Impacts

-Acute toxic impacts, e.g. chronic
 and particularly carcinogenic impacts
 on humans
-Impacts on animals, plants, objects
 and global interactions

Fig. 15-1
The relationship between emission,
transmission, pollutant input and impact
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a)

b)

Fig. 15-2 Anthropogenic emission in Germany based on sources: (a) all sources (source: UBA 2009); (b) traffic (source: UBA 2007)
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converters), particulate emission (fine particulate matter) and
NOX emission remain particularly relevant for cars and com-
mercial vehicles powered by diesel engines. Ozone O3, which
only forms in the atmosphere, is another factor.

Important because they affect air hygiene and humans,
these three components are examined in more detail below.

15.1.1 Fine Particulate Matter

Particulate matter is one of the air pollutants that determine air
quality. Regardless of their chemical composition, all the solids
distributed in the air are subsumed under the terms ‘‘particu-
late matter’’ or ‘‘particulates’’. Primarily fine particulate matter
that is no longer perceptible with the human eye is significant

for humans. Such suspended particulates are relevant to health
and classified according to their aerodynamic diameter dAero.
The mass of all the particulates with aerodynamic diameters of
up to 10 mm contained in the total particulate matter is denoted
as fine particulate matter (PM10) and represents the overwhel-
mingly inhalable proportion of the total mass of particulate
matter. Fine particulate matter may have natural (e.g. soil
erosion) or anthropogenic origins (i.e. human action). Power
and industrial plants, stationary firing plants, metal and steel
production and bulk material handling produce fine particu-
late matter. Road traffic is often the dominant source of parti-
culate matter in urban areas.

Although not applied uniformly in the literature, the fol-
lowing designations are employed:

Composition of Exhaust Gas

Reaction equation when there is complete combustion with pure oxygen:

n 2 n 2 2 2 2

3n 1
C H O nCO (n 1) H O heat

2+
++ ⇒ + + +

Mass balance when there is complete combustion with air:

Gasoline Engine (λ = 1):

1 kg fuel + 14.7 kg air = 
1 kg fuel + 3.4 kg O2 + 11.3 kg N2 ⇒ 3.1 kg CO2 + 1.3 kg H2O + 11.3 kg N2

Di l E i (λ 3)Diesel Engine (λ = 3):

1kg fuel + 3 ⋅14.5 kg air = 
1kg fuel + 3 ⋅ 3.3 kg O2 + 11.2 kg N2 ⇒ 3.2 kg CO2 + 1.2 kg H2O + 6.6 kg O2 + 33.6 kg N2

Fig. 15-3
Exhaust gas components during ideal
combustion
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Fig. 15-4 Exhaust gas components during real combustion
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suspended particulates particulates up to a dAero of
(total suspended around 30mm (total particulate

matter, all airborne particulates)particulates, TSP):
fine particulate matter
(PM10):

particulates that pass through a
size-selective air inlet with a 50%
filtration rate for dAero = 10 mm

coarse fraction: particulates larger than 2.5 mm
(and smaller than 10 mm)

fine fraction particulates that pass through a
(PM2.5): size-selective air inlet with a 50%

filtration rate for dAero = 2.5 mm
ultrafine fraction particulates smaller than 100 nm
(PM0.1):
nanoparticulates: particulates smaller than 50 nm

The particulate fraction PM2.5 is also designated as respir-
able fine particulate matter.

The aerodynamic diameter dAero of a particulate of any
shape, chemical composition and density is equal to the dia-
meter of a sphere with the density of 1 g/cm3, which has the
same settling velocity in air as the particulate being analyzed.

In the European Union, the air quality framework direc-
tive (96/62/EC on ambient air quality assessment and man-
agement) concretized by a subsidiary directive (1999/30/EC
relating to limit values for sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide
and oxides of nitrogen, particulate matter and lead in ambient
air) mandates strict limits for air quality. These limits (air
quality values) have a legally binding character, i.e. in order to
prevent harmful environmental impacts, they may not be
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Fig. 15-5 Development of emissions produced by road traffic in Germany (2006 VDA Annual Report)
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exceeded. A revision of Directive 96/62/EC and the three
subsidiary directives was planned for 2007.

As of January 1, 2005, the limits were:
– 50 mg/m3 for the 24 h mean value of PM10 with 35

excedances allowed per year and

– 40 mg/m3 for the annual mean value of PM10.
Limits as of January 1, 2010 were:

– 50 mg/m3 for the 24 h mean value of PM10 but with only
seven excedances allowed per year and

– 20 mg/m3 for the annual mean value of PM10.

Anthropogenic CO 2 emission
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Fig. 15-7 Breakdown of anthropogenic CO2 emission by sources (VDA, 2003)
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The limits mandated in the subsidiary directive are
based on WHO studies and are normally below the
values of earlier regulations. Thus, the new limits for
fine particulate matter (PM10) supersede the previous
limits for total suspended particulates (TSP with parti-
culate diameters up to 40 mm). The German 22nd Fed-
eral Ambient Pollution Control Act (22. BimSchV) of
September 11, 2002 [15-2] implemented the air quality
framework directive and the first two subsidiary direc-
tives as federal law.

A distinction is usually made between anthropogenic and
natural sources. Both sources can be divided into primary and
secondary sources.

Primary anthropogenic sources directly produce and
release dust particulates and include stationary sources such
as combustion plants that supply power (power plants and
district heating plants), waste incineration plants, domestic
heating (gas, oil, coal and other solid fuels), industrial pro-
cesses (e.g. metal and steel production, sintering plants),
agriculture and bulk material handling.

The dominant sources in urban areas are mobile sources
such as road traffic, e.g. diesel commercial vehicles and cars .
In addition to soot particulates from exhaust, abraded parti-
cles from tires, brakes and clutch linings and stirred up
particulate matter have to be factored into road traffic as

diffuse emissions. Rail traffic, shipping (with diesel engines)
and aviation are other mobile sources with appreciable emis-
sions of particulate matter.

Secondary anthropogenic sources release reactive gases
(including sulfur and nitrogen oxides and ammonia),
which atmospheric reactions convert into secondary dust
particulates. Among others, these include ammonia sulfates
and ammonia nitrates, which bind to fine particulates
already present in the atmosphere and thus form secondary
aerosols.

Natural sources include volcanoes, oceans (salt water aero-
sols), forest fires and biological organic material (e.g. plant
pollen). Such particulates may be transported from their
original source region over long distances and thus contribute
to long distance transport. The size of the particulates essen-
tially determines their residence time in the atmosphere and
potential transport routes. Thus, small particulates may be
transported several 1,000 km within a few days. Saharan dust
for instance can reach Europe or America depending on the
wind direction.

Particulate matter emissions in Germany have dropped
dramatically in the last 15 years. However, mainly total parti-
culate matter was measured until 2001. Figure 15-8 plots the
development of particulate matter emissions with the follow-
ing boundary conditions.
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– It includes emissions from combustion processes caused
and not caused by transportation and from industrial pro-
cesses and bulk material handling.

– It does not include dust and grit from road surfaces stirred
up by road traffic nor the large amount of abraded particles
from tires and brakes.

The proportion of diesel soot particulates in fine particu-
late matter is difficult to estimate. The local percentage
can be relatively high in urban regions with a high volume
of traffic. Authorities are taking action against increased
traffic with high diesel soot emissions. In addition, stricter
emission limits (Euro 5 and 6) and tax incentives are
stepping up the outfitting of diesel vehicles with diesel
particulate filters.

Figure 15-9 presents a source analysis of PM10 in a mea-
suring station in Berlin near heavy traffic. 49% of the total
particulate matter load can be attributed to road traffic but
only 11% stems from the exhaust of vehicles in local traffic
(approximately 8% from trucks and 3% from cars).

Regulations for the reduction of fine particulate matter
in conformance with the World Health Organization’s
(WHO) recommendations were implemented in the wake
of various studies that demonstrated they are a health
hazard.

Ultrafine particulates constitute only a low percentage of
PM by mass but possess a sizeable particulate surface area
because of their large numbers (up to 90%). Harmful sub-
stances (e.g. heavy metals or organic materials such as poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or dioxins) can bind to them.
The soot from a diesel vehicle’s exhaust system also consists
of ultrafine fractions.

Suspended particulate fractions can act as irritants that
cause inflammation whenever they deposit in the human
body as foreign bodies. The smaller the particulates, the
deeper they are able to penetrate the respiratory tract. Parti-
culates that are over 10 mm in size hardly get past the larynx
and only a small fraction can reach the bronchial tubes and
the alveoli. However, particulates under 10 mm and under
2.5 mm can do so. Ultrafine particulates that are less than
0.1 mm in size can even reach the blood stream through the
pulmonary alveolus and disperse in the body through the
bloodstream.

Increasing evidence in recent years has indicated that –
contrary to earlier assumptions – there is no threshold as of
which suspended particulate matter adversely affects health.

Findings from cohort studies indicate that the inhalation
of fine particulate matter can be expected to shorten
humans’ life expectancy [15-5]. Such studies are not undis-
puted though.
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15.1.2 Nitrogen Oxides NOX

The combustion process mainly produces NO (approximately
60–90%) and little NO2 in the combustion chamber. They are
considered a mixture called NOX but only NO2 is relevant for
air hygiene as a pollutant input. Diesel engines systematically
produce NO2 from NO in catalytic converters. deNOx sys-
tems use it to oxidize and efficiently reduce soot particulates.
In air, NO oxidizes to NO2, a gas that irritates mucous
membranes and is caustic when combined with moisture
(acid rain). It increases asthma sufferers’ physical stress,
especially when they exert themselves physically. NO2 has
a ‘‘fertilizing’’ effect on plants, i.e. it promotes growth.

According to [15-2], a limit concentration of NO2 of 40
mg/m2 will be in force in the EU in 2010. Figure 15-10
presents the current concentration of NO2, which has
remained constant since around 1997 regardless of location.
Achieving the aforementioned limits will necessitate consid-
erable efforts in all sectors, i.e. not only in the transportation
sector.

15.1.3 Ozone O3

Two domains of ozone activity are distinguished:
a) The ozone layer: Ozone at an altitude of 30–40 km

(stratosphere) acts as a filter against harsh UV radiation

(UV-C and UV-B) and is therefore essential to life.
Increasing thinning of the ozone layer caused by FCKW
and halones has been observable over the last 20 years.
The O3 concentration over the Antarctic (ozone hole)
declines particularly dramatically during southern
spring (September and October). Exhaust emissions
do not play any part. According to the latest calcula-
tions, the ozone hole will have closed again by around
2040–2050.

b) Low level ozone: This is summer smog that forms
from atmospheric oxygen influenced by photooxi-
dants (NOX, VOC, CO) when there is strong solar
irradiation. It is toxic and, hence, undesired. Since
the precursor substances partly stem from motor vehi-
cle exhaust gases, information is passed along to
motorists as of certain O3 concentrations and even
driving bans are imposed to reduce motor vehicle
traffic. On the one hand, nitrogen oxides trigger the
formation of O3 but, on the other hand, they also
facilitate its disintegration. A higher ozone concentra-
tion can actually appear in rural regions than in urban
regions with heavy traffic.

Ozone is an irritant gas that alters the transport of oxygen in
the human body. It reduces resistance to viral infections,
impairs plant growth and affects breathing.

Annual NO2 average [μg/m³]

TA Luft 1986
22. BlmSchV 2002 + TA Luft 2002
Cologne-Chorweiler (background station)
Dresden downtown (measuring station near traffic)

- -

1999/30/EU
Munich Stachus (measuring station near traffic)
Jungfrauenjoch (NABEL)
Dresden north (background station)

Berlin Str. (measuring station near traffic)Berlin Karl Marx

Fig. 15-10 NO2 pollutant input in Germany and limits
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15.2 Emission Control Legislation

15.2.1 Emission Control Legislation for Car Engines

The USA issued the first emission control standards for diesel
vehicles in the early 1970s. Japan and Europe followed
somewhat later. Legislation is still focused on limiting diesel
smoke, particulate emission and nitrogen oxide emission.
An emission test performed on a chassis dynamometer with
standardized driving cycles is intended to deliver quantita-
tive information on vehicle emissions under representative
operating conditions. However, different driving cycles for
the measurement of exhaust gas and fuel consumption have
also been developed in parallel since driving conditions in
the USA, Europe and Japan differ. Figure 15-11 presents the
major driving cycles.

Although higher nitrogen oxide emissions from diesel
vehicles were initially accepted, the development of emission
control standards is now heading toward treating gasoline
and diesel engines equally, i.e. toward technology-independent
limits.

The beginnings of emission control legislation in the
USA, Europe and Japan were followed by the development
of national emission standards in many other countries and
emission control standards of varying stringency now exist
in over 30 countries. Since these standards basically rely on
American, European and Japanese models, the following
remarks concentrate on the standards in these three
regions.

15.2.1.1 Diesel Smoke

Initially also meaningful for the evaluation of new vehicles,
diesel smoke measurement now only makes sense for tests of
vehicles in service since smoke levels have become so low
overall.

Basically, two types of diesel smoke tests are employed, full
load measurement (4–6 points on the engine’s full load curve)
and free acceleration (the engine is accelerated to its max-
imum governed speed). The metrology applied is either light
absorption or filter measurement. However, the results of
these measurements do not allow direct and clear conclusions
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about the level of particulate emission in a chassis dynam-
ometer test. A diesel smoke test is only able to effectively
identify high emission vehicles and, in certain cases, also
detect tampering with an injection system.

15.2.1.2 Gaseous Emissions and Particulate Emission

New vehicle type approval testing requires the determination
of the HC, CO, nitrogen oxide and particulate emissions
during the driving cycle on a chassis dynamometer. More-
over, legislation mandates conformity of production testing
and, in some countries, the testing of vehicles in use too
(vehicles with a kilometrage of up to 100,000 km are currently
be subjected to testing in the EU). Type approval testing also
requires compliance with the emission limits over a vehicle’s
useful life. To demonstrate compliance, manufacturers nor-
mally have the choice between applying fixed deterioration
factors (Table 15-1) or conducting a durability test extrapo-
lating emissions to the useful life by linear regression. In the
USA however, the option of fixed deterioration factors only
applies to small production runs and must be additionally
adapted to the useful life distance. The useful life period is
defined differently. Thus, while the USA requires demonstration
of proof of compliance over 120,000 miles (193,000 km), Europe
requires proof over 160,000 km.

A chassis dynamometer test analyzes the emissions from
the diluted exhaust gas flow. Filter disks collect exhaust gas
particulates from a partial exhaust gas flow and are weighed
on a scale before and after the test. Debate over the potential
health hazard of diesel soot particulates has raised questions
about the real relevance of particulate mass as a metric when
the number of particles may instead be the actual determinant
of health risks. Hence, particle number limits will become
mandatory for Euro 5 and 6 and thus supplement particulate
mass measurement in Europe.

When particulate filter systems were launched on the
market, European legislation specified a supplementary
test for periodically regenerating particulate filters. Emis-
sion and fuel consumption are determined during both the
particulate accumulation phase and the regeneration phase.
The higher emissions during particulate filter regeneration
are weighted in the final result based on the regeneration
frequency.

15.2.1.3 American Emission Control Standards

The different emission limit levels in the USA are referred to as
tiers, Tier 2 being the most recent. In turn, tiers contain
different sets of limits or bins. Manufacturers may choose
between several bins but must ensure that the NOX values of
their vehicle fleets do not exceed 0.07 g/mile on average. This
greatly limits the selection of bins since bin 5 must be reached
on average. Bin 8 is the least stringent. The application of the
same emission limits to both diesel and gasoline vehicle is a
principal of American legislation. This is a particular challenge
for diesel engine emission control (see Table 15-2). In addition,
compliance with emission limits in additional test cycles, the
Supplemental Federal Test Procedure (SFTP), is required.

Given its special situation with regard to climate, popula-
tion density and traffic density, California has maintained its
own emission standards until the present. The NMOG (non-
methane organic gases) fleet standard supersedes the NOX

fleet standard in force in the USA. A manufacturer’s average
NMOG fleet value determines its production volume in the
three limit classes, i.e. LEV (low emission vehicle), ULEV
(ultra low emission vehicle) and SULEV (super ultra low
emission vehicle) (see Table 15-3). California has the most
stringent emission limits in the world.

15.2.1.4 European Emission Control Standards

The development of emission control standards in the Eur-
opean Union (EU) only caught up to the stringency of legisla-
tion in the USA relatively late with the Euro 1 emission level.
In the meantime, Euro 4 (see Table 15-4) has been enacted
and applied to all new types since January 1, 2005 and all
newly approved vehicles since January 1, 2006. Further spe-
cifications already exist for Euro 5 (in force as of September 1,
2009) and Euro 6 (as of September 1, 2014). At present, the
Euro exhaust levels still apply different limits to gasoline and
diesel engines. What is more, cars are differentiated by their
allowable total mass. Thus, vehicles with a gross vehicle
weight rating of less than 2,500 kg must meet more stringent
emission limits than vehicles of 2,500 kg and more. Mainly
vans profit from this regulation.

EU emission control standards are proposed by the EU
Commission and ratified by its institutions. Components of

Table 15-1 European/Japanese deterioration factors

CO HC NOx � HC+NOx PM Useful life

EU (Euro 4)
EU (Euro 5)
EU (Euro 6)
Japan

1.1
1.5
*
1.2

–
–
*
13

–
1.1
*
1.0

1.0
1.1
*
–

1.2
1.0
*
1.2

80,000 km
160,000 km
160,000 km
80,000 km

* To be set later
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the legislation, e.g. test procedures, are being adopted from
the work of the United Nations’ World Forum for Harmo-
nization (UNECE) with increasing frequency. One example
is the test procedure for vehicles with periodically regener-
ating exhaust gas aftertreatment systems such as diesel
particulate filters. This procedure determines the regenera-
tion factor (ki) by measuring emissions before, during and
after the regeneration of the exhaust gas aftertreatment
system (Fig. 15-12). The measured values from the emission
test with an unloaded particulate filter are multiplied by the
value of ki.

Recently adopted Euro 5 and future Euro 6 emission con-
trol legislation are further tightening the limits on NOX

emissions from diesel engines in particular to close the gap
between gasoline and diesel limits. Future levels of EU

emission standards may well harmonize them. EU legislative
bodies are also contemplating revising the particulate emis-
sion limits and there is movement toward not only measuring
the quantity of particulate mass but also determining the
number of particles emitted.

Any revisions of the test cycle are still open. Statements
from legislators to the effect that the current NEDC test
cycle is no longer representative seem to suggest they are
likely. Such activities may be coordinated with those at the
UNECE.

15.2.1.5 Japanese Emission Control Standards

For some time now, major Japanese cities and their
metropolitan areas have been suffering from the problem
of smog caused by high concentrations of hydrocarbons
and nitrogen oxides. Road traffic contributes to this
substantially. Hence, the development of emission con-
trol legislation has particularly concentrated on reducing
NOX emissions. Along with emission limits for the entire
country, the NOX Control Law contains more stringent
limits for the approval of diesel vehicles in metropolitan
areas. However, revisions of the exhaust emission stan-
dard in Japan are also moving toward treating gasoline
and diesel vehicles equally. The implementation dates are
staggered for Japanese made vehicles and imports. How-
ever, this practice may be discontinued in the future.
Moreover, two different limit are being defined, one for
mass production and another for small lots or low num-
bers of imports (a maximum of 2,000 vehicles per type
and calendar year) (see Table 15-5).

On-Board Diagnostics (OBD)

Legislation requires on-board diagnostics that monitors the
function of components related to emission during vehicle
operation. California required this first with OBD I in 1988.
The current Californian version is OBD II. Euro 3 legislation
(EOBD) introduced on-board diagnostics in the EU in 2000.
The function of OBD is to inform drivers of malfunctions or
failures of components relevant to emissions through an
optical malfunction indicator. Detected malfunctions are
entered in a fault memory and can be retrieved by an
external diagnostic tool through a standardized interface.
American and European OBD have different monitoring
parameters and OBD thresholds at which a malfunction is
indicated.

15.2.2 Emission Control Legislation for Commercial
Vehicle Engines

15.2.2.1 Test Mode and Emission Limits

The diversity of types of commercial vehicles, their evolution
into component trucks and tire and brake wear during chassis

Table 15-4 Euro 4/5/6 limits for diesel vehicles

European vehicle cycle NEDC

CO
[g/km]

HC + NOx
[g/km]

NOx
[g/km]

PM
[g/kg]

Pa

[#/km]

Euro 4
Euro 5
Euro 6b

0.5
0.5
0.5

0.30
0.23
0.17

0.25
0.18
0.08

0.025
0.005
0.0045

–
6 � 1011

6 � 1011

a Number of particles.
b in accordance with Regulation 715/2007/EC.

Table 15-2 Tier 2 bin8/bin5 emission limits for ‘‘half useful life’’ (50,000 miles)

Emissions in the FTP-75 cycle

NMOG
[g/mi]

CO
[g/mi]

NOx
[g/mi]

PM
[g/mi]

HCHO
[g/mi]

Bin 8 0.100 3.4 0.14 0.02 0.015
Bin 5 0.075 3.4 0.05 0.01 0.015

Table 15-3 Californian emission limits for ‘‘half useful life’’ (50,000 miles)

Emissions in the FTP-75 cycle

NMOG
[g/mi]

CO
[g/mi]

NOx
[g/mi]

PM
[g/mi]

HCHO
[g/mi]

LEV
ULEV
SULEVa

0.075
0.040
0.010

3.4
1.7
1.0

0.05
0.05
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.015
0.008
0.004

NMOG: non-methane organic gases; HCHO: formaldehyde.
a Full useful life (120,000 miles).
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dynamometer operation gave rise to emission testing for
heavy commercial vehicles on engine test benches. The Eur-
opean Union’s vehicle classes are listed in Table 15-6.

Since it is impossible to test every engine application pro-
file, an engine must be run through a test cycle that matches
the application profile as closely as possible in order to

evaluate emissions and keep the time and effort required for
engine certification within limits. A test measures the emis-
sions of the following components:
– nitrogen oxides (NOX),
– hydrocarbons (HC),
– carbon monoxide (CO),

Emission during regeneration

Emission before and
after regeneration Mean emission

with regeneration

Mean emission without regeneration

Fig. 15-12 Method for determining emissions from periodically regenerating systems

Table 15-5 Japanese diesel car emission limits

HC [g/km] CO [g/km] NOx [g/km] PM [g/km]

Emissions in the 10.15-mode

Long-term targets since 2004 0.12
(0.24)

0.63
(0.98)

0.28
(0.43)

0.052
(0.11)

Emission in the 11/10.15-mode
As of 2008: emissions in the JC08/10.15-mode

New long-term targets as of Sept. 1, 2007 0.024
(0.032)

0.63
(0.84)

0.14
(0.20)

0.013
(0.017)

Emissions in the JC08/10.15-mode
Emissions in the JC08/JC08-mode (as of 2013)

Post new long-term targets as of 2010 0.024
(0.032)

0.63
(0.84)

0.08
( * )

0.005
( * )

Parenthetical values apply to small lots/small volumes of imports up to a maximum of 2000 vehicles per type and calendar year. (*) To be set later.
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– particulates (PM) and
– visible emission (exhaust gas opacity).

Tables 15-7 and 15-8 present the emission limits applied in
the different regions. All over the world, emission legislation
is exhibiting a clear trend toward ever tighter emission
limits. Since engines must be tuned for the particular test
cycle, a direct comparison of the individual regions’ limits is
impossible.

The most important test procedures are described below.

15.2.2.2 US Test Cycle

A transient test procedure ( US-FTP) has been mandatory
for commercial vehicle engines in the USA since 1985 (see
Fig. 15-13). The US-FTP test cycle is specified in a standar-
dized form (percentage speed and percentage torque), lasts

20 min and is run twice (cold start test and hot start test).
The cold start test is weighted as 1/7 and the hot start test as
6/7 of the final result. The operating frequencies of the cycle
are concentrated on the higher engine speed range. The
range around the maximum torque speed applied in real
operation to reduce fuel consumption is only represented
very little. Therefore, European legislation has not adopted
US-FTP.

The test cycle’s failure to capture typical in-use driving
conditions has been exploited to design engines that obtain
good fuel consumption in the field at the expense of NOX

emission while meeting the NOX limit in the test cycle. This
abuse (cycle beating) led to a significant tightening of Amer-
ican legislation. Along with additionally implementing Euro
III ESC tests, a region of the engine map was stipulated in
which emissions may not exceed the respective limits multi-
plied by one of the NTE factors, which are dependent on the

Table 15-6 Vehicle classes according to Directive 70/156/EEC1 for diesel-powered vehicles. Test requirements for gaseous emissions and particulates

Transportation of passenger Transport of goods

Class Seats2 Gross vehicle weight
rating

Test cycle Class Gross vehicle weight
rating

Test cycle

M1 �8 �3.5 t
>3.5 t

NEDC3

ESC; ELR; ETC
N1 �3.5 t Either NEDC3 or ESC, ELR; ETC

M2 >8 �5 t ESC; ELR; ETC (NEDC)4 N2 3.5 t < . . . 12 t ESC, ELR (NEDC)4

M3 >8 >5 t ESC; ELR; ETC N3 �12 t ESC; ELR; ETC

ESC: European Steady State Cycle; ETC: European Transient Cycle; ELR: European Load Response test.
1Applicable to vehicles with at least four wheels and a maximum speed of more than 50 (25) km/h (without driven machines).
2Without driver.
3New chassis dynamometer test cycle up to 120 km/h in compliance with Directive 70/220/EEC.
4Chassis dynamometer test can be performed for M2 and N2 vehicles when the reference mass of 2,840 kg is not exceeded.

Table 15-7 Development of the limits for gaseous and particulate emissions of commercial vehicles over 3.5 t in the EU

1992/1993
Euro I

1995/1996
Euro II

2000/2001
Euro III

2005/2006
Euro IV

2008/2009
Euro V

2012/2013
Euro VI

Test cycle 13-mode 13-mode ESC ETC ESC ETC ESC ETC WHSC WHTC

CO g/kWh 4.5 (4.9) 4 2.1 5.45 1.5 4 1.5 4 1.5 4

HC g/kWh 1.1 (1.23) 1.1 0.66 0.46 0.46 0.13 0.16

NMHC g/kWh (gas engines) 0.78 0.55 0.55 0.416

NOx g/kWh 8.0 (9.0) 7 5 5 3.5 3.5 2 2 0.4 0.44

PM g/kWh 0.61 (0.68)
0.36 (0.4)

0.25
0.15

0.13
0.10

0.21
0.16

0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01

CH4 g/kWh (gas engines) 1.6 1.1 1.1 0.5

ELR smoke m�1 0.8 0.5 0.5
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level of the emission limits. This is called the NTE (not-to-
exceed) zone (Fig. 15-14).

A dynamic test cycle that includes the different motor-
ing, loading and deceleration phases (Fig. 15-15) has been
specified to limit visible emissions (exhaust gas opacity).

15.2.2.3 European Test Cycle

Headquartered in Geneva, the UN Economic Commission
for Europe (ECE) introduced the first European test cycle
(13-mode test) in 1982 as part of its regulation ECE R49,
which was in force until Euro III.

The European Union then implemented a new test cycle
for Euro III in 1999. Its operating points were determined by
taking extensive measurements of in-use driving [15-6].

Engines are tested on the new ESC (European Steady State
Cycle) together with the ELR (European Load Response test)
at three test speeds and several load points (Fig. 15-16). The
test range is determined from the engine’s full load curve
(Fig. 15-17). NOX emission is measured in three measuring
points randomly selected by the approval authority within the
test range to validate the homogeneity of the NOX map. The
ELR limits dynamic particulate emission (Fig. 15-18).

Engines with exhaust gas aftertreatment systems (particu-
late filters and deNOX systems), gas engines and all Euro IV
and Euro V engines must be additionally tested on the ETC
(European Transient Cycle) derived from the same base of
data (Fig. 15-19). Like the US transient test, the ETC is
specified on the basis of normalized speed and torque values
but it is only run as a hot start test and lasts thirty minutes.

Table 15-8 Development of the limits for gaseous and particulate emissions of diesel powered commercial vehicles over 3.5 t in the USA and over 2.5 t in Japan

USA Japan

Effective date Test cycle FTP
[g/kWh]

ESC
[g/kWh]

D 13
[g/kWh]

JE05
[g/kWh]

1998 NOx

HC
CO
PM

5.4
1.7
20.8
0.13/0.07

1999 NOx

HC
CO
PM

4.5
2.9
7.4
0.25

2004 NOx

HC
CO
PM

3.35 (NOx + HC)

20.8
0.13/0.07

3.38
0.87
2.22
0.18

2005 NOx

HC
CO
PM

2.0
0.17
2.22
0.027

2007 NOx

HC
CO
PM

1.5
0.19
20.8
0.02

1.5
0.19
20.8
0.02

2009 NOx

HC
CO
PM

0.7
0.17
2.22
0.01

2010 NOx

HC
CO
PM

0.27
0.19
20.8
0.02

0.27
0.19
20.8
0.02
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The European regulation ECE-R24 limits visible full load
smoke as a function of the theoretical engine air flow rate
(Fig. 15-20). Smoke is additionally measured during free
engine acceleration from idle to full load to test the

effectiveness of the smoke limiter. The certified smoke
value is indicated on the engine nameplate and serves as
the basis for periodic inspection implemented in some EU
countries.
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Fig. 15-13
Torque and speed characteristic of the
American Transient Test Cycle for commercial
vehicle diesel engines

Fig. 15-14 American control area (NTE)
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15.2.2.4 Japanese Test Cycle

As in Europe, a steady state 13-mode test ( D 13) was origin-
ally also implemented in Japan. Its testing points chiefly cover
the range of maximum torque and idling (Fig. 15-21).
A transient test cycle (JE 05) has been in effect since 2005.

Unlike the US-FTP and ETC, it is specified as a vehicle cycle
in km/h like that for cars (Fig. 15-22). As in the EU and the
USA, the emission test is performed on the engine. Japanese
legislation additionally provides a computer program that
converts the vehicle cycle into the engine cycle as a function
of vehicle type.
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15.2.2.5 Worldwide Harmonized Test Cycle (WHDC)

American, European and Japanese test cycles have significantly
different operating ranges (Fig. 15-23). For globally operating
commercial vehicle manufacturers, the ever stricter and

converging limits translate into disproportionately high costs
for the development of emission control technology that is
identical in principle.

Therefore, prompted by the European commercial vehicle
industry, the UN Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)
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developed a global test procedure in 1997 for the certification
of heavy commercial vehicle engines. This WHDC procedure
was adopted as a global technical regulation (gtr No. 4)
in 2006 and is intended to harmonize test procedures and
measuring equipment worldwide. It will be implemented in
Europe with Euro VI in 2012–2013. The cycle was developed
from driving data from over 80 vehicles worldwide and is a
compromise between European, Japanese and American
driving profiles (Fig. 15-24). Thus, it is not representative
for specific vehicle usage (e.g. long-distance traffic) but facil-
itates the development and use of efficient exhaust gas control
technology across the entire range.

Like the US-FTP and ETC, the transient test cycle ( WHTC) is
specified in normalized speed and torque (Fig. 15-25). The main
engine speed range has clearly been shifted to lower speeds also
found in actual in-use driving. Normalization is now substantially
more complex than in the US-FTP and ETC, thus minimizing
the risk of cycle bypass. In addition, there is also a steady state test
cycle WHSC since the combination of transient and steady state
testing has established itself worldwide.

15.2.2.6 New Elements of Emission Control Legislation

Until Euro III was phased out, emission legislation basically
only consisted of the test cycle(s) and the respective emis-
sion limit(s). Already familiar from passenger cars, OBD
(on-board diagnostics) systems became mandatory for commercial

vehicles in the EU for the first time as of Euro IV (2005).
When a malfunction of an emission-related component is
detected, a malfunction indicator informs the driver to find
a garage for repairs. The ECE has already formulated a
global regulation (WWH-OBD) in this field too. It was
adopted as gtr No. 5 in 2006 and is expected to be applied
worldwide by 2013–2014.

Another key point of future emission control regulations
will be emissions monitoring of customer vehicles in the field
(in-use compliance and in-service conformity). Commercial
vehicles will be breaking new ground here. Since the test cycle
is based on the engine but removing an engine from a vehicle
for the test is inexpedient, emission will be measured directly
under real vehicle operation with a portable emission mea-
surement system (PEMS). While such regulations were
already adopted in the USA in 2008, the technicalities of
implementation are currently still being sorted out in the
EU and adoption for Euro V vehicles is foreseen in 2010.

15.2.3 Emission Control Legislation for Nonroad
Engines

Engines not installed in a road vehicle are referred to as non-
road engines. Since this category covers an extremely wide
range from small lawnmower engines through large marine
diesel engines, the following can only address the most relevant
regulations. An ISO committee formulated the standard ISO
8178 [15-7] (see Standards and Guidelines for Combustion
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Engines in the appendix) as the basis to establish emission
limits for this broad range of applications under the appro-
priate operating conditions. Specific test cycles are assigned to
specific applications (see Table 15-9). Table 15-10 summarizes
the relevant test modes and weighting factors.

The standard does not addess the emission limits with
which these engines must comply. They will be set by regu-
lators and legislation.

15.2.3.1 Stationary Engine Plants: Technical Instructions
on Air Quality Control

The German Federal Ambient Pollution Control Act (BImSchV)
limits the emissions of stationary combustion engines, e.g.

emergency power units, cogeneration plants, combined heat
and power stations and the like. Known as TA Luft, the Techni-
cal Instructions on Air Quality Control from July 24, 2002
specify the measures for implementing the Federal Ambient
Pollution Control Act and provide instructions for practical
implementation and examples of existing laws (Table 15-11).

TA Luft has different nitrogen oxide and particulate mat-
ter limits for gasoline, diesel and dual fuel engines. An
adjustment clause for emissions (e.g. particulate matter,
CO, NOX, SO2 [for biogas and sewage gas] and organic
substances) exists for some fuels (sewage, biogas and landfill
gas). It demands that every option be exhausted to further
reduce emissions with measures that reflect state-of-the-art
emission control technology (cf. TA Luft 2002). The limits

Fig. 15-25 WHTC (Worldwide Harmonized Transient Cycle)
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Table 15-10 Test cycles for nonroad engines: operating modes and weighting factors

Rated speed Intermediate speed Idle

Torque/power* [%]

Type 100 75 50 25 10 100 75 50 25 10 0

C1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15

C2 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.32 0.30 0.10 0.15

D1 0.30 0.50 0.20

D2 0.05 0.25 0.30 0.10

E1 0.08 0.11 0.19 0.32 0.30

E2 0.20 0.50 0.15 0.15

*E3 0.20 0.50
91%

0.15
80%

0.15
63%

*E4 0.06 0.14
80%

0.15
60%

0.25
40%

0.40

*E5 0.08 0.13
91%

0.17
80%

0.32
63%

0.30

F 0.25 0.15 0.60

G1 0.09 0.20 0.29 0.30 0.07 0.05

G2 0.09 0.20 0.29 0.30 0.07 0.05

G3 0.90 0.10

* Values for test cycles E3, E4 and E5 are power values. The values for the other test cycles are torque values.

Table 15-9 Test cycles for nonroad engines: application ranges

Test cycle Example applications

C1
C2
D1
D2
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
F
G1
G2
G3

Off-road diesel engine
Off-road gasoline engines
Cruising speed
Cruising speed
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Rail
Small engines (lawnmowers and the like)
Small engines
Small engines

Construction equipment, agricultural equipment, material transport
Construction equipment, agricultural equipment, material transport
Power plants, irrigation pumps
Gas compressors, generators
Ships with diesel engines less than 24 m in length
Oceangoing ships with constant speed
Oceangoing ships with propeller curve
Sport boats with gasoline engines less than 24 m in length
Ships with diesel engines less than 24 m in length (propeller curve)
Locomotives, railcars, switch engines
Intermediate speed applications
Rated speed applications
Handheld equipment
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are based on an exhaust gas oxygen content of 5% by
volume.

According to VDI 2066, particulate matter emissions must
be measured close to the point of emission, i.e. in the hot
exhaust gas, while measurement of particulate emission man-
dated for commercial vehicle engines and nonroad mobile
machinery is based on diluting the exhaust gas.

The thermal outputs (Pth in MWth) specified in Table 15-11
are based on the overall fuel flow rates of the specific systems.

15.2.3.2 Nonroad Mobile Machinery and Agricultural
and Forestry Tractors

Nonroad mobile machinery (NRMM) encompasses such
applications as front loaders, excavators, forklifts, road
construction equipment, etc. The C1 cycle is applied to diesel
engines implemented in these applications. In keeping with
the aforementioned principle of transient and steady state
testing, the USA and the EU intend to introduce a tran-
sient cycle (NRTC) for these engines in addition to the
C1 cycle as of 2011. The NRTC is also the basis for a

newly developed global technical regulation (gtr) set to be
adopted in 2009.

The emission limits are specified as a function of engine
power. After long negotiations, test cycles and limits have
largely been harmonized worldwide. The limits specified in
Table 15-12 apply to engines in nonroad mobile machinery
and agricultural and forestry tractors [15-8, 15-9].

15.2.3.3 Marine Engines

The Central Commission for Navigation on the Rhine (ZKR)
incorporated a new section, Sect. 8a ‘‘emissions of gaseous
pollutants and air contaminating particulates from diesel
engines’’, in the Rhine Shipping Inspection Directive
(RheinSchUO). The first stage went into effect on January 1,
2002 (Table 15-13). Level II followed on July 1, 2007.

The European Commission also extended the scope of its
emissions Directive 97/68/EC to inland marine engines in the
amendment 2004/26/EC. Since their levels of technology are
virtually identical, mutual recognition of EU and ZKR direc-
tives is assured.

Table 15-11 TA Luft limits for stationary combustion engines � 1 MWth (no output limit exists for landfill gas) in mg/m3

Particulate matter 201

SO2 Dependent on fuel, e.g. 350 for biogas or digester gas

Formaldehyde 60

Total C –

Chlorine, fluorine,
halogens

3%

CO2,3 (a) Auto-ignition engines and spark ignition engines with liquid fuels,
auto-ignition engines (ignition spray engines) and spark ignition
engines with gaseous fuels (excluding bio, digester and natural gas)

300

(b) Spark ignition engines with bio or digester gas4 < 3 MWth 1,0003 � 3 MWth 650

(c) Spark ignition engines with natural gas 650

(c) Spark ignition engines with natural gas < 3 MWth 2,0003 � 3 MWth 650

NOx
3 (a) Auto-ignition engines with liquid fuels < 3 MWth 1,000 � 3 MWth 500

(b) Gas powered auto-ignition engines (ignition spray engines) and
spark ignition engines

- Ignition spray engines with bio or digester gas < 3 MWth 1,000 � 3 MWth 500

- Lean gas engines and other four-stroke gasoline engines with bio or
digester gas

500

- Ignition spray engines and lean gas engines with other gaseous fuels 500

(c) Other four-stroke gasoline engines 250

(d) Two-stroke engines 800

values in mg/m3, O2–content 5%
180 mg/m3 when exclusively for emergency drive or up to 300 h to cover peak load during power generation.
2Landfill gas at present generally 650 mg/m3.
3Emission values are not applied when exclusively for emergency drive or up to 300 h to cover peak load during power generation.
4For spark ignition engines with natural gas 650 mg/m3.
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The IMO (International Maritime Organization)
imposed limits on NOX emissions for marine diesel engines
with power outputs >130 kW as of January 1, 2000 (Table
15-14 [15-10] and Fig. 15-26). It plans to later adapt the
limits determined from the test cycles dependent on use
(main propulsion or auxiliary engine) and the mode of
operation (constant speed or propeller drive) specified in
Fig. 15-27 to its technical program and environmental
policies.

Sweden has been charging emission-related harbor fees
based on the IMO Code since January 1, 1998 [15-11]. How-
ever, the incentive to use emission reducing exhaust gas after-
treatment largely failed because of the imbalance between the
additional operating costs and the potential reductions in
fees.

15.3 Pollutants and Their Production

Apart from the desired heat energy, the only products
produced by ideal combustion of hydrocarbons (HC) in an
engine are water (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2), their mass
ratio being a function of the fuel’s H:C ratio. Both diesel fuel
and gasoline may be specified with the empirical formula
CxHy. An ideal stoichiometric combustion process yields:

CxHy þ x þ y
4

� �
� O2 ) x � CO2 þ

y
2
�H2O: (15-1Þ

The water produced is environmentally harmless. CO2 is
nontoxic but contributes significantly to the greenhouse
effect. Lowering the specific fuel consumption (be) reduces
CO2 emissions during engine combustion.

Combustion does not proceed ideally in gasoline or diesel
engines and it produces other byproducts, which are in part
harmful to the environment. Incomplete combustion during
homogeneous gasoline engine operation (l = 1) not only
produces nitrogen oxides (NOX) and unburned hydrocar-
bons (HC) but also chiefly carbon monoxide (CO) as pollu-
tants. Combustion is incomplete because the flame front
quenches on the cold combustion chamber wall or in squish
gaps. Inhomogeneous combustion cycles where l> 1, typical
diesel engine combustion and stratified operation of direct
injection gasoline engines produce another pollutant, soot
(Fig. 15-28).

Table 15-13 RheinSchUO emission limits for inland waterway engines as a function of rated power PN and rated speed nN

Level I

Rated power PN [kW] CO [g/kWh] HC [g/kWh] NOx [g/kWh] PM [g/kWh]

37 � PN < 75 6.5 1.3 9.2 0.85

75 � PN < 130 5.0 1.3 9.2 0.70

PN � 130 5.0 1.3 nN � 2,800 rpm = 9.2
500 � nN < 2,800 rpm = 45 nN

�0,2
0.54

Level II

PN [kW] CO [g/kWh] HC [g/kWh] NOx [g/kWh] PM [g/kWh]

18 � PN < 37 5.5 1.35 8.0 0.8

37 � PN < 75 5.0 1.3 7.0 0.4

75 � PN < 130 5.0 1.0 6.0 0.3

130 � PN < 560 3.5 1.0 6.0 0.2

PN � 560 3.5 1.0 nN � 3,150 rpm = 6.0
343 � n < 3,150 rpm = 45 � nN

(�0.2) � 3
n < 343 rpm = 11.0

0.2

Table 15-14 IMO emission limits for marine diesel engines with a power of 130 kW
and up

Rated speed nN in rpm NOx emission in g/kWh

0 < nN � 130
130 < nN � 2,000
nN > 2,000

17
45 nN

�0.2

9.8
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NOx emissions of
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IMO limiting curve
30% reduction
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Engine internal
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Fig. 15-26
IMO limit curve for the NOx emissions of
marine diesel engines with Pn> 130 kW and
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Fig. 15-27 IMO test cycles for marine engines according to ISO 8178
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The main advantages of diesel engines – lower fuel
consumption and high torque at low speed – especially
unfold in direct injection turbocharged engines. Their
combustion systems are characterized by locally strongly
fluctuating air/fuel ratios. There is a deficiency of air
(l<< 1) inside the individual flames that form around the
injection sprays. There is an excess of air (l >> 1) between
injection sprays and on the combustion chamber wall. Soot is
produced in the air deficient regions. Nitrogen oxides are
chiefly produced directly behind the locally extremely hot
flame front. Thus, the production of the two main pollutants
during diesel engine combustion is directly connected with the
combustion system.

Diesel engine development remains focused on conti-
nually reducing these pollutants while continually low-
ering fuel consumption and optimizing performance at
the same time [15-12]. Before emission reduction mea-
sures in and downstream from the engine are described
in Sects. 15.4 and 15.5 (exhaust gas aftertreatment), the
production of the different pollutants is treated in detail
below.

15.3.1 Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)

Of the different nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2, N2O, N2O3,
N2O5), only the compounds NO and NO2 (nitrogen mon-
oxide and nitrogen dioxide) are produced in appreciable
quantities and the designation NOX (nitrogen oxides) is fre-
quently employed as shorthand for the total NO and NO2.

The most important mechanism for the production of
NOX is the formation of thermal NO. It was described for
the first time by Zeldovich in 1946 [15-13]. Specifically, the
following elementary reactions occur:

O2 , 2 � O (15-2Þ

N2 þ O, NOþ N (15-3Þ

O2 þ N, NOþ O (15-4Þ

OH þ N, NO þ H (15-5Þ

Equations (15-3) and (15-4) describe the Zeldovich chain
reaction: When elementary oxygen (O) is present, N2 pro-
duces NO and N. The molecular nitrogen (N) formed reacts
with O2 in the following step to become NO and O. This
completes the cycle and the reaction chain begins all over
again. Equation (15-5) describes the formation of NO in fuel-
rich zones like those located behind the flame front.

The presence of atomic oxygen, which forms from mole-
cular oxygen at temperatures above 2,200 K (see Eq. (15.2)),
is the basic condition for the start of the Zeldovich reactions
that follow Eqs. (15-3) and (15-4). Thus, one prerequisite for
the formation of NO is peak temperatures, explicitly, local
peak temperatures, not mean combustion chamber tem-
peratures. The second prerequisite for the formation of
NO is the presence of excess oxygen, i.e. local excess air
[15-13].
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Fig. 15-28
Pollutant concentrations in diesel engine
exhaust gas with a varied air/fuel ratio l
(based on [15-14])
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Ideal conditions for the formation of NOX are present in
gasoline engines when l = 1.1. The maximum concentration
of NOX in diesel engine exhaust gas shifts toward a some-
what higher air/fuel ratio. The concentrations of the differ-
ent pollutants are plotted as a function of the air/fuel ratio l
in Fig. 15-28 [15-14]. The curve of the NOX concentration
rises continuously as l drops. This can be attributed to the
increasing exhaust gas temperature. Despite the diminishing
oxygen content, the increasing process temperature facili-
tates an increase in the NOX concentration up to a value of
l = 2. When the exhaust gas temperature continues to
increase, free oxygen is no longer sufficiently available
below l = 2. The gradient of the NOX concentration
decreases as a function of the air/fuel ratio and a local
maximum is produced.

Zeldovich reactions are equilibrium reactions. Their equili-
brium parameters are established as a function of temperature.
However, engine combustion processes are so rapid that the
equilibrium concentrations are usually not obtained and the
actual NOX concentrations are below what would be obtained
at thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, the drop in com-
bustion chamber temperature during the expansion phase
causes reverse reactions to ‘‘freeze’’ according to Eqs. (15-3)
and (15-4). NO no longer reforms significantly below approxi-
mately 2,000 K. As a result, the NOX concentrations in the
actual exhaust gas are above the equilibrium concentrations.
Consequently, NOX emissions cannot be predicted by equili-
brium reactions alone. They can only be predicted with the aid
of the reaction kinetics and by incorporating the time
sequence of the combustion that actually occurs.

The process sequence can strongly influence NOX emis-
sions in diesel engines. Thus, the combustion temperature
may be limited by cooling the charge air and recirculated
exhaust gas as well as by retarding injection and combustion
after TDC. Exhaust gas recirculation lowers the oxygen sup-
ply and, thus, directly reduces the formation of NOX. At the
same time, the lower oxygen concentration reduces the rate of

combustion, which in turn limits the local peak temperatures.
The higher specific heat capacity of the triatomic gases (CO2

and H2O) in the recirculated exhaust gas further reduces the
local peak temperatures during exhaust gas recirculation.
Different engine processes that reduce NOX emissions are
discussed in detail in Sect. 15.4.

NO2 makes up 1–10% of the total NOX emissions in gaso-
line engines and 5–15% in diesel engines. Higher concentra-
tions are also detectable in the lower part load range at
correspondingly low exhaust gas temperatures [15-14]. In
an engine, NO2 forms from NO by reacting with HO2 and
OH radicals. The most probable equation is:

NO þ HO2 , NO2 þ OH (15-5aÞ
At ambient temperature, the chemical equilibrium for NO2 is
virtually complete. When there is incident light, NO reacts in
the atmosphere with ozone to become NO2. Equilibrium is
established after a few hours to days, depending on the
ambient conditions.

Other mechanisms of NO formation such as prompt NO
from the reaction of N2 with fuel radicals, NO from fuel-
based nitrogen or the formation of NO from N2O tend to be
of secondary importance for diesel engine combustion.

15.3.2 Particulate Matter (PM)

According to the statutory test specifications, a vehicle’s par-
ticulate matter emissions are the total mass of solids and
attached volatile or soluble constituents. The test conditions
are defined precisely: an exhaust gas sample is diluted with
filtered ambient air and cooled to a maximum of 528C
[15-15]. The particulate matter is separated onto a defined
and conditioned sample holder and the total mass is deter-
mined by weighing under defined conditions.

Figure 15-29 presents the typical composition of particu-
late matter [15-16]. The particulates mainly consist of soot,
i.e. of elementary carbon. This is addressed in more detail

Fig. 15-29
Typical particulate composition with an
standard oxidation catalyst (based on [15-16])
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below. Organic compounds consisting of unburned hydro-
carbons that may stem from the lubricating oil or the fuel
itself constitute the second largest fraction. The dew point of
numerous hydrocarbons is fallen below under the afore-
mentioned conditions for particulate matter sampling and
weighing: the compounds condense and bond to the solid
cores.

The particulates’ sulfate fraction is basically determined by
the sulfur content of the fuel and the engine oil. During
combustion, the sulfur oxidizes into SO2 and, at exhaust gas
temperatures above 4508C, into SO3. The latter oxidation
process can also be facilitated by downstream exhaust gas
aftertreatment in an oxidation catalytic converter [15-17].
Interaction with water causes the formation of sulfate ions
to produce sulfuric acid (H2SO4), which condenses on the
particulates in the cooled exhaust gas. Metal oxides are pro-
duced as products of lubricating oil or fuel additives and are
only present in particulate emissions in traces. These oxides
can assume a significant proportion of the particulate mass
when an additive is blended into fuel for particulate filter
regeneration.

The composition of particulate matter presented in
Fig. 15-29 corresponds to the mean value of measurements
in various cars and can vary greatly depending on vehicle
operation and type. Thus, a commercial vehicle engine run
at high load has a larger fraction of elementary carbon. The
fraction of hydrocarbons in cars operated at part load can
significantly exceed the value presented in Fig. 15-29.

Soot constitutes the largest fraction of particulate matter
relative to mass. This fraction can be controlled by engine
measures described in more detail below. Soot is generally
produced in air deficient zones. In older model precham-
ber engines, these zones include wall films in which fuel
coking partly produces large soot particulates [15-18],
which then become visible in the exhaust gas. The

particulates in modern direct injection diesel engines are
usually significantly smaller and consequently no longer
visible in the exhaust gas. The production processes also
differ distinctly. Two hypotheses of soot production
exist and are presented here in greatly simplified form
[15-19]:

15.3.2.1 Elementary Carbon Hypothesis

This hypothesis assumes that the fuel dissociates at high
combustion temperatures, i.e. breaks down into its basic
elements of carbon and hydrogen. Hydrogen molecules
diffuse in the oxygen-containing environment signifi-
cantly faster than larger carbon atoms. Their quadruple
valences enable them to form clusters, primarily hexago-
nal and pentagonal structures, very quickly when they
are deoxygenated. Curved shells form and grow to
typical particulate sizes of approximately 10 nm within
milliseconds.

15.3.2.2 Polycyclic Hypothesis

This hypothesis assigns critical importance to ethyne (for-
merly known as acetylene C2H2). Ethyne is formed by pyr-
olysis – the decomposition of fuel under O2 exclusion – of
aliphatics and aromatics while cleaving hydrogen. Assuming
the structure is polycyclic, repeated bonding of ethyne mole-
cules can cause a graphitic structure to grow [15-20].
Advanced growth through repeated ethyne bonding is num-
ber 1 in Fig. 15-30. The occasionally quintuple rings curve
the macromolecules produced. Several of these molecules
accrete in layers atop one another, producing primary
particulates. Figure 15-30 depicts the formation process.
The primary particulates produced typically have a size of
2–10 nm.

Fig. 15-30
Formation of soot particles according to
Siegmann (based on [15-21]). 1
polycyclic (PAK) growth; 2 planar
growth of the PAK; 3 formation of soot
shaping by the formation of 3D clusters;
4 soot nuclei growth by condensation
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According to both hypotheses of formation, primary par-
ticulates with diameters of less than 10 nm form first, are
approximately spherical and have a density of 1.8 g/cm3.
These primary particulates subsequently agglomerate into
the actual soot particulates, the individual particulates con-
tinually adhering to one another. Some SEM micrographs of
typical agglomerates are pictured in Fig. 15-31. Very loose
agglomerates only have a density of 0.02–0.06 g/cm3 [15-21].

The bonding of highly mobile primary particulates causes
the agglomerates to grow very rapidly at first. However, as
the concentration of primary particulates decreases and the
mobility of larger agglomerates diminishes [15-22], their
growth in size decreases and a typical agglomerate size
distribution appears. The size distribution is quite uniform
even for different engines and is normally a log-normal

distribution with a value of approximately 80–100 nm.
Figure 15-32 presents the size distributions of particulate
emissions of different vehicles at a constant operating point
corresponding to a vehicle speed of 100 km/h [15-23]. The
absolute number of particulates corresponds to the different
emissions of the vehicles in the operating point and displays
fluctuations that are three times as large in the maximum.
However, the shape of the distribution and the position
of the maximum are virtually independent of the vehicle
and considered characteristic of all modern combustion
systems.

A majority of the soot produced during combustion oxi-
dizes while still in the combustion chamber. This afterburn-
ing takes place at temperatures above 1,000 K as soon as the
combustion gases mix with the remaining fresh air, i.e. when

Fig. 15-31 Diesel particle agglomerates
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Fig. 15-32
Size distribution of particulate emissions of
11 different cars with state-of-the-art diesel
engines (based on [15-23])
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sufficient oxygen is available again. Unlike in gasoline
engines, the mixture temperature in lean burn diesel engines
rapidly drops below a critical value during the expansion
phase and post-oxidation is frozen. The remaining particu-
lates are discharged and can only be eliminated by exhaust gas
aftertreatment with a particulate filter (see Sect. 15.5) [15-17].

15.3.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions from diesel engines are
normally very low and only increase during a conventional
combustion process when the soot limit is approached. The
remaining area of the map contains sufficient oxygen to
completely oxidize the fuel. However, the prerequisite for
this is good intermixing of the partially burned gases with
the remaining fresh air at sufficiently high temperatures.
Prechamber engines have particularly low CO emissions
because of their intensive mixture turbulence during the
flow from the prechamber into the main combustion cham-
ber [15-18]. Modern combustion systems have swirl and/or
squish flows, which help support air side mixture formation.
Adjusting the combustion chamber air flow, the combustion
chamber geometry and the injection geometry to one another
minimizes CO emissions. The entire map must be optimized,
paying particular attention to the lower part load range since
lower temperatures cause the post-oxidation of CO to come
to a standstill earlier [15-24]. In some engines, one of the
charge ports is closed in this range to promote swirl, i.e. air
side mixture formation.

The latest studies [15-24] have demonstrated that the frac-
tion of CO from the rich spray core in the total CO emissions
is low. The temperature in this range is high enough to assure
that CO completely oxidizes to CO2 when it is mixed with air
after the end of combustion.

15.3.4 Hydrocarbons (HC)

Diesel engines may emit unburned hydrocarbons (HC) when
inadequately prepared fuel reaches regions where the tem-
perature no longer suffices for combustion. Such conditions
exist in the lower part load range when there is substantial
excess air. The function of an injection system is to prepare
the fuel by atomizing it well so that it can evaporate comple-
tely even at low temperatures.

Locally very rich mixture zones can be other sources of
HC emissions, e.g. when fuel sprays strike the combustion
chamber wall. Complete evaporation cannot be assured
during cold start and HC emissions increase. Misfires simi-
lar to the combustion of leaner mixtures in gasoline engines
are usually not observed in diesel engines since direct injec-
tion always establishes a range with approximately stoi-
chiometric mixing and thus with ideal conditions for
auto-ignition.

Fuel contained in the nozzle holes and the injection noz-
zle’s sac hole after the end of injection is a further source of

HC emissions. This fuel evaporates during the expansion
phase at temperatures far below the limit necessary for oxida-
tion and is forced into the exhaust system unburned.
This source of HC emissions has been reduced significantly
in recent years by minimizing the volume of the sac hole
[15-25].

An oxidation catalytic converter (see Sect. 15.5) can
further reduce both hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
[15-17].

15.4 In-Engine Measures for Pollutant Reduction

The optimization of diesel engines generally entails a con-
flict of objectives between fuel consumption and emission
reduction. Only a few additional measures allow simulta-
neously optimizing both parameters and a solitary measure
is seldom able to simultaneously reduce every legally limited
pollutant in equal measure. Fine tuning an engine requires a
compromise. Other important parameters for engine tuning
are comfort (noise) and engine dynamics. Since the impact
of some measures is limited to certain ranges of the map and
can reverse in other ranges, one challenge is tuning the
engine in the entire map – for the entire speed range at
different loads.

The numerous optimization parameters are weighted
according to the legal requirements for pollutants and accord-
ing to customer demand when the objectives of comfort and
fuel consumption conflict. Thus, for example, combustion
noise is increasingly receiving attention as a parameter for
cars engines. Fuel consumption is generally the crucial para-
meter for customer utility in commercial vehicles with high
mileage. Of course, the costs must be considered for every
engine type in order to be able to offer a competitive product.

Table 15-15 provides an overview of different, currently
common methods to optimize engines and their influence
on pollutant emissions as well as specific fuel consumption
and combustion noise. The principal correlations are iden-
tical for all vehicle types. Only the weighting changes
according to market requirements. Thus, the different mea-
sures always have to be reevaluated on an individual basis.
An advanced DI combustion system provides the basis for
evaluation.

No one measure affects every parameter positively. Fre-
quently, a combination of several measures is required to
compensate a detrimental effect. Thus, for example, an
increase in injection pressure only has a positive effect on
NOX emissions when it is combined with exhaust gas recir-
culation. Selected measures are discussed in detail below.

15.4.1 Start of Injection

The start of injection was the first parameter of diesel engine
injection on which influence could be systematically exerted
as a function of the operating point. Some distributor injec-
tion pumps were already able to control the start of injection,
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initially mechanically and later by an electrically actuated
solenoid valve.

Figure 15-33 visualizes the importance of the start of injec-
tion for engine emissions. The NOX and PM emissions are
plotted for different starts of injection, the crank angle of 08
(08CA) denoting top dead center. The steady rise of particu-
late emissions and the continuous drop of NOX emissions are
clearly discernible. The measurements are based on a com-
mercial vehicle engine at mean load and 1,425 rpm.

Figure 15-34 presents the cylinder pressure curves mea-
sured during engine operation for four starts of injection
selected from Fig. 15-33. The rise in pressure after top dead
center (TDC) indicates the start of combustion. The pressure
rises more steeply when the start of injection is advanced
than when injection and combustion are long after TDC.

The flatter rise in pressure in retarded combustion can be
attributed to the continuing expansion. On the one hand, it
directly limits the rise in pressure. On the other hand, the
expansion causes combustion chamber temperatures to drop
and thus combustion to proceed more slowly. The pressure
curves also allow the inference that the peak temperatures
occurring in the cylinders will also be lower when the start of
injection is retarded since the heat generated by slower
combustion has more time to disperse from the zone of
direct combustion. As explained in Sect. 15.3.1, not only
the oxygen supply but also the local peak temperature is a
crucial parameter for the formation of NOX. Thus, the
decreasing NOX emissions (Fig. 15-33) when the start of
injection is retarded can be explained by the cylinder pres-
sure curves in Fig. 15-34.

Table 15-15 Various measures for the optimization of diesel engine combustion and their influence on different parameters

Measure NOx HC/CO Soot bsfc Noise

Retarded start of injection
Exhaust gas recirculation
Cooled EGR
Supercharging
Intercooling
Pilot injection
Added post-injection
Injection pressure increase
Lower compression ratio

+
+
+
–
+
0
+
0
+

–
–
–
+
–
+
0
+
–

–
–
+
+
+
–
+
+
+

–
–
+
+
+
0
–
+
0

+
+
0
0
0
+
0
0
–

Symbols: þ: reduction; �: increase; 0: no change
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An increase in particulate matter when the start of injec-
tion is retarded is discernible in Fig. 15-33. This is a typical
example of the aforementioned conflicts of objectives when
every emission parameter is minimized. The increase in
particulate matter applies to the majority of the map with
the exception of the low load ranges and is caused by the
decrease in the quality of mixture preparation as mixture
density decreases and the reduced post-oxidation of the
particulates due to lower temperatures in the combustion
chamber.

A decrease in particulate emissions when the start of injec-
tion is retarded is also observable in the lower load range
because the temperatures in the combustion chamber drop.
This prevents particulates from forming at all [15-24]. How-
ever, a significant increase in the CO and HC emissions as
well as fuel consumption must be accepted in this case. Thus,
this strategy to simultaneously reduce NOX and particulates
can only be implemented to a certain extent.

Furthermore, the retarded start of injection affects brake
specific fuel consumption adversely (not represented here).
The consumption disadvantage can also be inferred from the
cylinder pressure curves in Fig. 15-34. The rapid combustion
near TDC when the start of injection is advanced resembles
isochoric combustion that is optimal for consumption, while
a convergence with isobaric combustion when injection is
retarded worsens consumption.

15.4.2 Injection Pressure

Technical advances since the introduction of direct injection
diesel engines have steadily increased the maximum injection

pressure [15-25]. Figure 15-35 presents the influence of injec-
tion pressure on NOX and PM emissions (the parameter black
smoke (SN) being specified here) and brake specific fuel
consumption be for a car engine’s part load point at 50%
load and n = 1,400 rpm.

The rise in brake specific fuel consumption for the retarded
start of injection discussed above is recognizable for every
injection pressure in the lower portion of the figure. A sig-
nificantly more retarded start of injection without any dis-
advantage in fuel consumption can be set when injection
pressures are higher than when they are lower. In this
example, the minimum brake specific fuel consumption
shifts from –198CA at 500 bar injection pressure to
�128CA at 1,100 bar injection pressure because the duration
of injection is shorter – since the injection rate increases
with the injection pressure – and the quality of the mixture
preparation improves as the injection pressure increases.
Thus, the position of the center of combustion, which essen-
tially determines brake specific fuel consumption, can be
kept approximately constant.

The crucial advantage of higher injection pressure is evi-
dent in the clearly reduced particulate emission – the smoke
number SN – in the center section of Fig. 15-35. When the
start of injection is constant, soot emissions decrease signifi-
cantly as injection pressures increase. An increase as injection
pressure increases is only observable when the starts of injec-
tion are retarded considerably. Once again, the reason is the
improved mixture preparation. On the one hand, less soot is
produced because atomization improves at a higher injection
pressure. On the other hand, the higher energy of mixture
formation facilitates post-oxidation.
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However, a higher injection pressure as a function of
higher local peak temperatures affects NOX emissions
adversely. When the start of injection is constant, NOX emis-
sions increase significantly as injection pressures increase. On
the other hand, any comparison of NOX emissions becomes
relative when brake specific fuel consumption is constant (e.g.
at minimum brake specific fuel consumption, NOX emissions
have roughly constant values of approximately 16 g/kWh for
500 bar injection pressure at �198CA and for 1,100 bar
injection pressure at �128CA). Combining increased injec-
tion pressure with exhaust gas recirculation (see Sect. 15.4.3)
can significantly reduce NOX emissions. This strategy has its
limits though., Further elevation of the pressure fails to gen-
erate any further advantages above an upper limit on injec-
tion pressure, which is dependent on the combustion system
and load point.

15.4.3 Exhaust Gas Recirculation

Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is now employed in cars
everywhere as an important means to reduce NOX. The
exhaust gas recirculation rate xAGR is defined as the ratio of
the recirculated exhaust gas mass flow to the total mass flow
in the intake tract:

xAGR ¼
_mAGR

_mAGR þ _mLuft
(15-6Þ

It may be as much as 50% in state-of-the-art combustion
systems and is controlled by an electrically or pneumatically
activated valve. A hot film air-mass flowmeter determines the
mass of the fresh air.

Figure 15-36 presents the influence of exhaust gas recircu-
lation on brake specific fuel consumption, noise and HC and

PM emission as a function of the NOX emissions. The mea-
sured NOX emissions were selected as the abscissa and the
other parameters were plotted on the ordinates in the indivi-
dual graphs as dependent values. The experimentally deter-
mined individual points came from varying the EGR rate.
The typical PM-NOX trade-off hyperbolae in the lower right
graph are produced as a function of the EGR rate. Two
different injection pressures were investigated. The EGR
rate rises from right to left in each of the individual graphs,
from 0% to the maximum value of 40%.

A continuous reduction of NOX emissions as the EGR rate
increases is identifiable for both injection pressures in all the
graphs. Slower combustion, retarded timing of the start of
combustion by prolonging the ignition delay time and enlarged
specific heat capacity through the higher percentage of tria-
tomic gases (inert gas) in the cylinder charge all reduce the
maximum local peak temperature and thus NOX emissions.
The influence of the EGR rate on HC emissions turns out to
be quite slight in the engine tested here. On the other hand,
an increase in both PM emission and brake specific fuel
consumption are recognizable in the two lower graphs.
Slower combustion and thus the shift of the position of the
center of combustion toward retardation cause the increase
in fuel consumption. The limitation of the oxygen necessary
for soot oxidation is also a primary reason for the higher
soot emissions. The oxygen content reduced by EGR always
acts to reduce NOX emissions and increase soot emissions.
The hyperbolae produced in the lower right graph are char-
acteristic of the conflicts of objectives when optimizing
diesel engines.

Discussed in Sect. 15.4.2, the increase in NOX emissions
when injection pressure is increased without other measures
is also discernible in Fig. 15-36. The circled points denote the
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experiments in which emissions without EGR were measured.
The increase in NOX emissions with the injection pressure is
clearly recognizable. The PM emissions clearly exhibit lower
values.

When the EGR rate is increased, the curve of the PM-NOX

trade-off for 800 bar injection pressure is clearly below the
trade-off for 600 bar. This effect is called enhanced EGR
compatibility. Since the energy of mixture formation is pre-
dominantly obtained from the injection spray, increasing the
EGR rate can reduce O2 more substantially without increas-
ing PM emissions too much. However, these approaches are
subject to limits that are dependent on the combustion
system.

The straight line in the lower right graph in Fig. 15-36
denotes a 10:1 ratio of NOX emissions to PM emissions.
This corresponds to typical Euro 4 car application engineer-
ing since the legally mandated emission limits have exactly
this ratio. The trade-offs’ intersections with the straight line
indicate that an increase of injection pressure from 600 to
800 bar reduces NOX and PM emissions by approximately
35%. A roughly 3% reduction of the specific fuel consumption
for this operating point is recognizable in the lower left graph.

An increase in injection pressure solely has an adverse effect
on noise (upper left graph). The increase in noise can be attrib-
uted to the large mass of fuel injected during injection delay,
which burns virtually instantaneously at the start of combustion.
When the EGR rate is constant, the chemical ignition delay is
constant and the physical ignition delay is slightly reduced by the
smaller droplets. However, the effect of the higher injection rate
outweighs this at higher injection pressure.

The following discusses the most important in-engine
measure to reduce combustion noise, i.e. pilot injection.

15.4.4 Pilot Injection

Pilot injection (PI) has established itself as an effective mea-
sure to reduce noise in DI diesel engines. Small quantities of
fuel (1–3 mm3 per injection) are injected in a short time
interval before the main injection. This small quantity typi-
cally starts to combust shortly before TDC, resulting in an
increase of temperature and pressure in the combustion
chamber before the start of the main injection. Figure 15-37
presents typical cylinder pressure curves for a part load point
with different pilot injected fuel quantities at a constant ratio
of soot to NOX of 1:10.

The lower portion of the graph represents the stroke of the
injector needle. The pilot injected fuel quantity is the para-
meter for the different curves. The prolongation of the dura-
tion of the pilot injection as the pilot injected fuel quantity
increases is evident. The duration of the main injection is
shortened accordingly to keep the load set on the test bench
constant.

The black curve in the upper portion of the graph repre-
sents the pressure curve measured in the cylinder during
operation without pilot injection. This pressure curve corre-
sponds to that of a motored engine (motored curve) until the
start of combustion of the main injection (approximately
128CA after TDC). The steep rise in pressure at the start of
combustion until approximately 158CA after TDC causes
undesired high noise emission. Pressure oscillations after
the end of combustion are artifacts attributable to the method
of measurement.

The three curves of differing grays were determined with
differently sized pilot injected fuel quantities. The start of the
control of the main and pilot injection was kept constant. The
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start of pilot injection combustion is discernible in the
increase in pressure at approximately 128CA before TDC
where the pressure curve begins to deviate significantly
from the motored curve. A local pressure maximum is
reached at approximately TDC in each case. The absolute
value is a function of the parameter of the pilot injected fuel
quantity and increases with it.

The cylinder pressures and temperatures that increase
when the pilot injected fuel quantity increases shorten the
chemical ignition delay for the main injected fuel quantity.
This is indicated in Fig. 15-37 by the increase in pressure,
which characterizes the start of main injection combustion
(6–128CA after TDC), and moves closer and closer after TDC

as pilot injected fuel quantities increase. The gradient of
the increase in pressure of the main injection always grows
smaller as pilot injected fuel quantities increase – at approxi-
mately constant maximum pressure in this example. The
reasons have already been discussed: a shorter ignition delay
decreases the quantity of fuel injected during the ignition
delay. The rapid combustion of this fuel quantity at the start
of combustion affects the increase in pressure and the com-
bustion noise. Therefore, the cylinder pressure gradient is a
measure of the level of combustion noise.

The influence of the pilot injected fuel quantity on noise and
emissions as a function of the exhaust gas recirculation rate is
represented in Fig. 15-38 as a function of the NOX emissions.
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This type of representation is already familiar from
Fig. 15-36: the different parameters have been represented
as a function of the NOX emissions by varying the EGR rate.
The upper left graph plots the aforementioned decrease in
combustion noise brought about by the pilot injection. A
minimum is already obtained at a pilot fuel quantity of
0.5–1 mg per injection. Another increase of the pilot fuel
quantity to 1.5 mg causes an increase in noise: The combus-
tion of the pilot injected fuel quantity itself determines the
combustion noise. Moreover, an increasing EGR rate
slightly reduces noise for every pilot injected fuel quantity.
This can be attributed to the slower combustion caused by
the combustion air’s reduced oxygen content.

As the upper right graph indicates, pilot injection lowers
HC emissions. This effect greatly depends on the combustion
system and the operating point.

As the lower right graph indicates, the combustion sys-
tem’s significantly reduced EGR compatibility is a negative
effect of PI. The larger the pilot fuel quantity, the more
detrimental the effect is. This underscores the importance of
precise injection of the minutest pilot fuel quantities for the
combined optimization of noise and particulates [15-25].
Since the increased combustion noise must be compensated
by a pilot injection in some cases of application, part of the
advantages for the PM-NOX trade-off and brake specific fuel
consumption obtained by increasing the injection pressure
are lost. Thus, optimization of the overall system again
requires a weighted analysis of every influencing variable.

Advanced combustion systems apply a second pilot injec-
tion and/or a post-injection positioned shortly after main
injection for further optimization. While the second pilot
injection is applied to further optimize noise, the added
post-injection reduces soot emissions. Increased turbulence
in the combustion chamber caused by the added post-injec-
tion facilitates soot oxidation. At the same time, the tempera-
ture at the end of combustion is increased. This also has a
positive effect on soot oxidation. The efficacy of the added
post-injection greatly depends on the combustion system and
the map range being analyzed.

15.4.5 EGR Cooling and Intercooling

A minimum charge air temperature before the intake valves is
advantageous for several reasons. On the one hand, charge air
density that increases as the temperature drops produces
efficient cylinder charging. This is called thermal engine
dethrottling. As a consequence, the EGR compatibility
increases and NOX and PM emissions can be lowered further.
In addition, thermal dethrottling produces a consumption
advantage through the air/fuel ratio. This underscores the
positive influence of EGR and intercooling on an engine’s
thermodynamic performance.

Both the compression of the charge air in the turbocharger
and the recirculation of hot exhaust gas increase the air
temperature in the cylinder intake. Therefore, processes

have been developed to limit the temperature. These include
the use of intercoolers virtually all over and the use of
processes to cool the recirculated exhaust gas for cars in
particular. The latter can entail long line length, line routing
through the cylinder head and/or a heat exchanger cooled
with cooling water. Numerous applications are able to control
the cooling capacity or bypass the refrigeration unit to quickly
heat up the engine cooling water to heat the passenger cell
during a cold start or to prevent unduly low combustion
chamber temperatures from increasing HC and CO emis-
sions during operation in the lower part load range.

Whether the gas temperature in the intake valves is
reduced by cooling the recirculated mass of exhaust gas
or by cooling the compressed charge air is irrelevant
thermodynamically.

Figure 15-39 presents the NOX and particulate emissions
for two different temperature levels after the compressor (T2)
as a function of the EGR rate. The upper graph plots the
resultant air/fuel ratio. Specific fuel consumption and noise
emissions as well as boost pressure and exhaust back pressure
were equalized during the measurements. The higher value
of l for an EGR rate of 0% on the far right in the top graph
indicates that the lower temperature causes better cylinder
charging. The lower graph displays lower NOX emissions for
colder intake air when EGR is disabled. This can be attributed
to the low peak temperatures that result. Improved emission
performance with exhaust gas recirculation is also recogniz-
able for the lower temperature in Fig. 15-39: significantly
higher EGR rates with commensurately lower NOX emissions
can be applied without an unduly high increase in particulate
emissions.

15.5 Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment

15.5.1 Introduction

Emission limits for diesel vehicles have dropped steadily in
recent years and further reductions for the future have already
been agreed upon. Emission reduction refers to every tech-
nology and system that is instrumental in lowering vehicle
and engine emissions. Emission reduction systems not only
have to satisfy legal requirements but also other technical
boundary conditions (e.g. structural space and exhaust gas
temperatures) and economic requirements.

Emission reduction can be divided into engine measures
and downstream measures, which are frequently also com-
bined as exhaust gas aftertreatment.

In the past, it was initially possible to lower emission limits by
improving engine combustion with corresponding decreases of
raw emissions (see Sect. 15.4). Although raw emissions are
continuing to decrease, this will no longer suffice in the future.

The term exhaust gas aftertreatment subsumes the systems
located in the exhaust gas system with the primary function of
reducing engine emissions. They include catalytic converters,
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sensors, particulate filters and auxiliary systems that may
introduce a reductant or support particulate filter regenera-
tion. Exhaust gas aftertreatment systems primarily reduce
pollutant concentrations through chemical processes. Parti-
culate filters also employ physical separation.

Apart from the desired conversion of pollutants, a number
of additional technical requirements must be considered
when selecting a system. The boundary conditions are briefly
presented below before the individual components are
described.

The exhaust gas temperatures of diesel engines are now
usually so low that the chemical processes are frequently
limited kinetically even when high quality catalytic converters
are used. In addition, the exhaust gas temperatures greatly
depend on the engine operating conditions, especially torque.
Temperatures can reach values between the outside tempera-
ture (immediately after engine start) and up to over 7008C at
full load. Temperatures in the front underbody area of the
exhaust gas system are typically between 150 and 2508C, e.g.
during the European driving cycle. Therefore, not only the
optimization of the chemical reaction rate but also the pro-
tection of the components must be considered when design-
ing and positioning components.

The exhaust gas mass flow also largely depends on engine
operating conditions, particularly engine speed, the super-
charging rate and the exhaust gas recirculation rate. These
operating conditions can change considerably within a few
seconds, thus changing the space velocity (the ratio of the
volumetric exhaust gas flow to the volume of the individual
catalytic components) to the same extent. Space velocity is a
measure of the residence time of exhaust gas in catalytic
converters. When residence times are too short, the gas is
only able to react inadequately and conversion is diminished.

Therefore, catalytic converters must be sized to ensure suffi-
ciently large conversion even at high exhaust gas mass flows.
However, the components’ thermal mass increases as their
sizes increase. This affects the temperature curve of upstream
components. The allowance for such interactions and the
optimization of the overall system for all requirements are
the object of system development and discussed after the
description of the components.

Exhaust gas aftertreatment components represent aerody-
namic obstacles that generate exhaust back pressure as a
function of the volumetric exhaust gas flow. This exhaust
back pressure must be overcome by the engine and increases
the energy loss of gas exchange. In a bad case, this causes
measurably increased fuel consumption, which translates into
increased operating costs as well as increased CO2 emission.
Therefore, minimal flow losses are important in the design of
exhaust gas aftertreatment systems.

In addition, the flow restriction damps engine noise
induced by exhaust gas. Vehicle operation transmits accel-
eration torque to the exhaust gas system. These mechanical
stresses must be factored into the engineering of structural
elements and the overall system and are treated elsewhere (see
Sect. 13.2).

Engine exhaust gas contains vapor, which condenses while
the exhaust gas system cools after the engine has been cut off.
This exhaust condensate also contains corrosive constituents
formed in reactions with the nitrogen oxides and sulfur
dioxide contained in the exhaust gas. Engineering and mate-
rial selection must include corrosion protection.

A suitable exhaust gas aftertreatment system that incorpo-
rates the aforementioned restrictions meets the requirements
of reducing several pollutants at minimum cost. The design
must also ensure the system’s service life is long enough.
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Along with the aforementioned corrosive and mechanical
stresses, the deterioration of catalytic coats must also be
considered.

The multitude of requirements and interactions require
complex design optimization customized for each vehicle
model.

The individual components of an exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment system are treated below first. Usually, they also have
secondary functions in addition to their primary function.
Suitable designs of exhaust gas aftertreatment systems with
properly adjusted raw engine emission reduce the complexity
and cost of overall emission reduction. The following section
addresses this aspect of system design.

15.5.2 Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment Components

15.5.2.1 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC)

Diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC) were the first catalytic con-
verters installed in diesel vehicles as standard. Their primary
function is to oxidize engine carbon monoxide (CO) and
hydrocarbon (HC) emissions with the residual oxygen of
the exhaust gas into the harmless gases H2O and CO2. Pre-
cious metal coatings are employed for this. Advanced exhaust
gas aftertreatment systems also include additional compo-
nents and the DOC in these systems also assumes other
functions:
– It oxidizes the volatile constituents of the particulate matter

(adsorbed hydrocarbons), thus reducing particulate mass
by up to 30%.

– It improves the ratios of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) to nitro-
gen monoxide (NO). This step is conducive to nitrogen
oxide reduction, especially for the SCR process.

– It releases heat by oxidizing deliberately supplied hydro-
carbons and CO (as a so-called catalytic burner). This
increases the temperature of an exhaust gas system after
DOC. It is applied to facilitate the increase in temperature
necessary for particulate filter regeneration and is addition-
ally utilized for temperature management measures that
bring deNOx systems to the operating temperature as
quickly as possible after a start. This improves NOX

conversion.
– When suitable coated, it additionally reduces NOX slightly

(approximately 5–10%) by reacting with HC and CO.

All these functions are performed by the same principle
made possible by the catalytic converter’s basic structure.
The converter body consists of a ceramic or metallic
honeycomb structure in which the exhaust gas is routed
through channels approximately 1 mm in width. The
channel walls consist of a ceramic or metal substrate
structure covered with a catalyst washcoat containing
precious metal. Exhaust gas components diffuse onto
this catalyst coat when they flow through the converter
body and are oxidized.

The basic variables influencing conversion are the:
– activity of the catalyst coating,
– size and inner geometry of the catalytic converter to which

the residence time of the gas and the space velocity are
related,

– catalytic converter temperature and
– concentration of the reaction partners.

The washcoat’s catalytic activity is basically defined by the type
and quantity of its material and the spatial structure of its surface.
DOCs utilize precious metals from the platinum group (platinum
and palladium), which are dispersed on an oxide washcoat (alu-
minum oxide, cerium oxide or zirconium oxide) in the form of
very small particulates (with a size of a few nm). The washcoat
furnishes a very large internal surface area, stabilizes the precious
metal particulates against sintering and supports the course of
reactions either directly by reacting on the boundary between
particulates and the substrate or indirectly by adsorbing catalyst
poisons. Also frequently called catalyst loading, the quantity of
catalyst utilized is in the range 50–90 g ft�3 (1.8–3.2 g l�1).

The external dimensions (diameter and length), the density
of the channels (specified in channels per square inch or cpsi)
and the strength of the walls between the individual channels
are the basic structural properties of a converter body. These
properties determine a catalytic converter’s mechanical sta-
bility, exhaust back pressure and heating performance.

Typical values for the space velocity are between 150,000
and 250,000 h�1. The volumetric exhaust gas flow depends on
the engine displacement among other things. Placing the
volume of a catalytic converter in relation to displacement
yields values of VKat/VHub = 0.4�0.8.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a catalytic con-
verter’s temperature is dependent on the engine’s operating
state. If the exhaust gas temperature increases after the turbine
of the turbocharger, then the catalytic converter temperature
also follows with a delay induced by the exhaust gas system’s
thermal mass. Figure 15-40 presents a typical conversion
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curve for CO oxidation. A very steep increase in conversion is
discernible. The exhaust gas temperature at 50% conversion is
referred to as the catalytic converter’s light-off temperature
and is 150–2008C, depending on the catalyst composition,
flow velocity and exhaust gas composition. Over 90% of the
CO is then converted at higher temperatures. The oxidation
of hydrocarbons proceeds similarly but at somewhat higher
temperatures and specifically depends on the composition of
the hydrocarbons. Thus, for example, methane is only con-
verted at very high temperatures, while short-chain alkenes
already react at low temperatures.

A basic function of a DOC is to improve the ratio of NO2 to
NO. NO2 is beneficial for a number of exhaust gas after-
treatment systems (DPF, NSC and SCR). In the presence of
oxygen, NO and NO2 are in equilibrium with each other, at
low temperatures (<2508C) on the NO2 side and at high
temperatures (>4508C) on the NO side. Depending on the
operating point, there is somewhere between 5 and 50% NO2

in NOX in the engine exhaust gas. This is far under the
equilibrium value effective for the exhaust gas temperatures
for most operating conditions. Therefore, a DOC can use
catalytic reactions to increase the ratio of NO2 to NO toward
equilibrium as of 180–2308C and above. At high temperatures
(>4508C), the NO2 concentration commensurate with the
thermodynamic equilibrium drops as the temperature rises.
Aside from the exhaust gas temperature, the HC and CO
concentration is also a significant factor that influences NO
oxidation. Thus, HC or CO reduction can lower the percen-
tage of NO2 below the initial value, even in the mean tem-
perature range.

Given its low concentration, the reaction heat released
during oxidation does not cause any appreciable increase in
the exhaust gas temperature. Additional hydrocarbons must
be introduced before the DOC when an increase in tempera-
ture is desired, e.g. to initiate particulate filter regeneration.
Then, the DOC assumes the function of a catalytic heating
component (a catalytic burner). HC may either be introduced
by an engine post-injection or by a device downstream from
the engine. In both cases, the fuel quantity to be introduced
can be calculated from the desired increase in temperature
and the exhaust gas mass flow. A 1% increase in the CO
concentration for an approximately 908C increase in tem-
perature is the approximation applied. The energy is released
on the catalytic surface area, which transfers the heat to the
exhaust gas by convection. The maximum permissible wash-
coat temperature (e.g. 8008C) limits the heat output.

Engine post-injection must be applied so that, as far as
possible, it no longer plays a role in combustion. Otherwise it
would cause an undesired increase in torque. However,
unduly retarded injection causes part of the diesel fuel to
reach as far as the cylinder wall. This would dilute the
lubricating oil.

When HC is introduced downstream from the engine, the
required quantity must disperse throughout the flow cross
section as homogenously as possible and reach the catalytic

converter fully vaporized. Various approaches are in
development:
– liquid introduction of the diesel sprays with a metering

valve,
– the introduction of vaporized diesel fuel and
– the introduction of gases with low light-off temperatures,

e.g. from H2/CO mixtures preferably generated from diesel
fuel directly in the vehicle.

Operation can diminish the effectiveness of catalytic conver-
ters over the course of time. This is known as catalyst dete-
rioration. Two deterioration mechanisms are fundamental.
On the one hand, the precious metal particulates can agglom-
erate at very high exhaust gas temperatures. This reduces the
specific surface area of the precious metals. On the other
hand, catalyst poisons can either coat the precious metal
surface directly or make them inaccessible to the requisite
diffusion processes by forming voluminous layers on the
washcoat. The best known catalyst poison is the sulfur con-
tained in the fuel. It forms sulfates on the surface, which
inhibit the precious metal’s accessibility. Today’s fuels are
sulfur-free or at least low-sulfur. This reduces the risk of
DOC sulfurization.

Part of the processes of deterioration are irreversible. Such
processes must be prevented by selecting appropriate exhaust
gas temperatures and fuel qualities. However, some catalyst
poisoning can be reversed by selecting appropriate operating
conditions.

15.5.2.2 Particulate Filters

The function of diesel particulate filters ( DPF) is to separate a
very large fraction of particulates from the exhaust gas flow.
Given the small size of the particulates (the majority being
smaller than 100 nm; see Sect. 15.3.2), only filtration provides
sufficiently large filtration efficiency with relative ease.

Over time, the increasing quantity of filtrate increases the
flow restriction through a filter. This causes higher fuel con-
sumption. Therefore, a filter requires regeneration in certain
intervals, i.e. utilizing appropriate operating conditions to oxi-
dize the combustible filtrate constituents (incombustible fil-
trate constituents remaining behind as ash). Thus, operation
can be divided into long phases of particulate filtration inter-
rupted by short phases of regeneration. Therefore, particulate
filter operation requires an operation strategy and other com-
ponents that collectively form the DPF system. The following
describes the structure of the DPF, which is important for the
filtration phase, then examines the regeneration phase and
finally explains the other elements of a DPF system.

The requirements for a particulate filter are:
– a high filtration rate even for extremely small particulates

(50–95% depending on the law and raw emission),
– low flow restriction,
– high temperatures strength against temperatures of up to

1,0008C, which occur during regeneration, and
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– good structural and aerodynamic tolerance toward nonox-
idizable particulate constituents (filter ash).

Four filter types in are in use at present:
(a) ceramic extrudates made of cordierite,
(b) ceramic extrudates made of silicon carbide (SiC),
(c) sintered metal filters (particularly for the retrofit

market) and
(d) particle separators with open structures.

The first three filter types are based on the wall-flow filter
principle (closed filter systems), which routes the complete
quantity of exhaust gas through a porous wall. Every other
channel in the ceramic extrudate is closed on the front and
back (Fig. 15-41). This makes the extrudate walls a porous filter
surface with a very large surface area (approximately 1 m2

lFilter
–1). When particulates pass through the porous wall,

they initially diffuse onto the inside pores. After a short time,
a thin surface filtration layer begins forming on the surface of
the walls, which have significantly smaller pores than the
substrate structure and consequently trap the majority of the
particulates. The thickness of the filtrate layer increases with
the loading time. This initially increases the flow restriction
and then also increases the flow restriction in the filter’s inlet
channels as it continues. Flow restriction and filtration effi-
ciency are a function of wall thickness (0.3–0.4 mm) and pore
size. Moreover, channel density (100–300 cpsi) is important for
flow restriction. While high channel density increases the inner
surface area and thus reduces the wall’s resistance to penetra-
tion, it also results in smaller channel diameters. This increases
the flow restriction in the channels, especially when the surface
filtrate additionally constricts the cross section of the inlet
channels. In a new development, the diameters of the ingoing
channels are larger than the diameters of the outgoing chan-
nels. This improves the flow loss induced by surface filtrate and
the compatibility with ash deposits.

Sintered metal filters are composed of filter cells with large
inlet cross sections that increasingly taper in the direction of
flow. This geometry also reduces the inlet flow loss and
increases ash compatibility.

Wall-flow filters filter the entire exhaust gas, producing filter
efficiencies above 95% for the entire relevant size range

(10 nm�1 mm). When a filter cannot be regenerated in due
time, e.g. because a retrofit solution fails to provide every
measure to trigger regeneration, then the exhaust back pressure
can increase so much that engine operation is impeded. Such
filter blockage is impossible in an open particle separator.

Instead of imperatively routing the exhaust gas through a
wall, the structure of an open particle separator initially
deflects it into the cells protruding into the filter channels.
This delivers a pulse to the gas, thus accelerating it toward a
porous channel wall. When filter loading is low, the majority
of it penetrates the channel wall much like in a wall-flow filter
and filtrate builds up. As the resistance to penetration
increases, the fraction of gas that penetrates the wall decreases
and the fraction in the channel that bypasses a cell increases.
Therefore, the filtration efficiency in such structures is a
function of loading and between approximately 30 and 70%
in real applications.

Similar to a DOC, the filter’s manufactured size and thus its
surface area are oriented toward displacement (typically
VDPF/VDispl. = 1.2–2.0).

Depending on the design and the raw emissions, filter
regeneration is necessary after 300–800 km. Above approxi-
mately 6008C, soot burns with the oxygen contained in
the exhaust gas to become CO2, releasing heat. The design
point for regeneration is the accumulated quantity of soot
(5–10 g l�1 depending on the filter material). If this quantity is
too large, then local temperatures can peak during exother-
mic regeneration and damage the substrate or the catalytic
coating as the case may be.

The temperatures necessary for regeneration only exist in
an engine’s rated power range. Therefore, additional mea-
sures must be planned, which facilitate timely filter regenera-
tion even under ordinary in-use driving.

The following regeneration strategies exist:
1. uncatalyzed oxidation by residual oxygen at 550–6508C,
2. additively supported regeneration,
3. regeneration with NO2 and
4. regeneration with catalyzed diesel particulate filters

(CDPF).

Non-catalytic Oxidation

Uncatalyzed oxidation employs various measures to raise
the filter temperature to the ignition temperature. In prin-
ciple, the temperature of the DPF can be increased by
degrading the engine efficiency (changing the injection
characteristic), reducing the exhaust gas mass flow (low-
ering boost pressure or throttling) or increasing the tem-
perature downstream from the engine (e.g. by a catalytic
burner in the DOC). All these measures must ensure that the
residual oxygen content in the DPF is high enough for rapid
regeneration (>5%). The measures are a function of the
engine operating point and assembled into packages of
measures (Fig. 15-42).

Fig. 15-41 Filter structure. 1 Raw exhaust gas from the engine, 2 Housing,
3 Ceramic plug, 4 Ceramic honeycomb, 5 Effluent exhaust gas
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The engine temperatures in range 1 (rated power range) are
already so high that no other measures must be introduced.
This range is very rarely found in car operation.

The very high torques required in range 2 must be available
despite regeneration measures. The main injection is shifted to
be somewhat more retarded. This degrades engine efficiency and
increases the exhaust gas temperature as desired. In addition, an
added (advanced) post-injection takes place, which still plays a
part in combustion and delivers another torque contribution.
These measures aimed at increasing the engine exhaust gas
temperature by degrading efficiency are called engine burners.

The supercharging in range 3 is low and the air/fuel ratio
already below 1.4 when combustion is optimal. In this case, an
added post-injection would locally cause very low air/fuel
ratios and thus a strong increase of black smoke. Therefore,
the post-injection is retarded long enough that it no longer
plays a part in combustion (retarded post-injection). The
additional HC and CO emissions are converted into heat in
the DOC (catalytic burner).

Various measures are combined with one another in
range 4. However, lowering the boost pressure reduces the
exhaust gas mass flow. Retarding the main injection and

adding a post-injection further increases the exhaust gas
temperature in range 2. The proportion of individual mea-
sures must be optimized for noise, emissions and consump-
tion and are usually not all required simultaneously.

A sizeable temperature increase of 300–4008C is required in
range 5. A throttle valve additionally reduces the air mass in
this range. This necessitates further measures to stabilize com-
bustion, e.g. increasing the pilot injected fuel quantity and
adjusting the interval between the pilot and main injection.

The very small torques in range 6 make it impossible to
trigger regeneration at temperatures >6008C.

The scope of the measures in every range significantly
depends on the temperature generated. The thermal loss
between the engine and filter should be kept to a minimum
to fully maximize the effect of the heat generated in the engine
in the filter. Therefore, many applications place the filter as
close to the engine as possible.

Catalytically supporting soot oxidation is another option to
lower the required regeneration temperature.

Additive Systems

Additive systems blend additives (usually cerium or iron com-
pounds) into fuel. The metal bonds to the soot during engine
combustion. This produces a surface area of soot in the filter that
is doped with mixed oxides that lower the ignition temperature
to 450–5008C, which allows reducing the scope of the afore-
mentioned measures. After the soot oxidizes, the metal
oxide remains in the filter as residue and thus increases the
ash fraction that thermal regeneration is unable to remove.
Therefore, additive regeneration requires the removal and
mechanical cleaning of conventional wall-flow filters every
120,000–180,000 km.

NO2 Regeneration

NO2 is an extremely active oxidant that already oxidizes soot
as of temperatures of 250–3508C. Such temperatures are
frequently reached in commercial vehicle applications and
in car applications during highway driving for instance. NO
forms during soot oxidation.

2 NO2 þ C! 2 NO þ CO2 (15-7Þ

NO2 þ C! NO þ CO (15-8Þ

CO þ NO2 ! CO2 þ NO (15-9Þ

COþ 1=2O2 ! CO2 (15-10Þ

The equations indicate that eight times the mass of NO2

must be present to completely oxidize soot. On average, the
amount of soot that oxidizes and new soot that is separated
is the same when the temperature and mass ratio are high
enough (T > 3508C). This is referred to as a CRT1 (con-
tinuous regenerating trap). The required NO2 forms from
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NO in upstream oxidation catalysts. In practice, CRT1
steadily oxidizes a certain fraction of the soot, especially
in high load phases, thus making it possible to prolong the
regeneration intervals. However, CRT1 is unable to com-
pletely regenerate DPF under every single driving condi-
tion, particularly in car applications. Thus, the aforemen-
tioned additional active regeneration measures must be
designed in.

Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter (CDPF)

Catalyzed diesel particulate filters (CDPF) can lower the
regeneration temperature slightly. While their catalytic coat-
ing has far less of an effect than the use of fuel additives, it
does not produce any additive ashes.

Catalytic coating performs several functions:
– oxidizing CO and HC and
– oxidizing NO to NO2.

Just like a DOC, a CDPF can also oxidize HC and CO while
releasing heat. In this case, the temperature lift produced acts
directly in the point where high temperatures are required to
ignite soot. The heat losses that may occur when an upstream
catalytic burner is employed can be prevented. Just as for a
catalytic burner, either engine post-injection or a metering
unit downstream from the engine supplies the requisite HC
and CO to the exhaust gas system.

In addition, NO oxidizes to NO2 in the catalytic coating. In
small quantities, it can support soot oxidation at low
temperatures.

A DPF system consists of the particulate filter and other
components:
– a DOC employed as a catalytic burner and to boost the NO2

fraction,
– a temperature sensor before the DOC that determines the

convertability of HC in the DOC (light-off state),
– a differential pressure sensor that measures the differential

pressure through the particulate filter from which the flow
restriction can be calculated with the volumetric exhaust
gas flow and

– a temperature sensor before the DPF that determines the
DPF temperature important to control regeneration.

Moreover, a DPF system must have appropriate control unit
functions to control and monitor regeneration. First, a parti-
culate filter’s loading state must be measured during the
loading phase (loading detection). Various methods are
employed to do this. The flow restriction, which increases as
the filter load increases, is determined with the aid of a
differential pressure sensor. A function of the preceding
operating conditions, the influence of the soot coat’s mor-
phology (e.g. equipartition of the coat thickness over the filter
and filtrate porosity) interferes with the correlation between
the quantity of soot and the flow restriction.

Therefore, the quantity of included soot arrived at by
integrating the engine soot mass flow is additionally modeled
mathematically. Moreover, the removal of soot by the CRT1
is also incorporated. The soot burn-off is calculated during
the regeneration phase as a function of the filter temperature
and the oxygen mass flow.

A so-called coordinator determines the soot mass decisive
for the regeneration strategy from the soot mass values cal-
culated with both methods.

The regeneration strategy determines when regeneration is
triggered and what measures are initiated. To prevent thermal
damage to the substrate during regeneration, a threshold at
which regeneration should take place is defined for the soot
mass as a function of the material used. Advancing regeneration
is expedient when particularly favorable conditions exist (e.g.
highway driving). A regeneration strategy defines the regenera-
tion measures to be executed as a function of the soot mass and
the operating state of the engine and vehicle. These are trans-
mitted to the other engine control functions as a status value.

The DPF temperature is regulated during regeneration to
prevent uncontrolled overheating in a filter or uncontrolled
termination of regeneration. The injection characteristic and
the air mass are available as manipulated variables.

15.5.2.3 NOX Reduction Catalysts

Like methods of particulate matter reduction, only some of
the theoretically conceivable methods of NOX reduction are
implementable in vehicles.

Effectively installed in gasoline engines, three-way catalytic
converters in which NOX reacts with HC and CO with very high
conversion at l = 1 to become N2, H2O and CO2 cannot be
implemented in lean diesel exhaust gas. The desired reduction of
NOX vies with the reduction of the residual oxygen, which is
present in an approximately thousand-fold concentration.

Two systems (SCR and NSC) are being launched on the
market at present.

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)

Using ammonia (NH3) as the reductant, selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) reduces NOX to nitrogen in a suitable cata-
lytic converter. SCR has proven itself in large firing plants and
is found in commercial vehicles that have been launched
widely on the market (since around 2005). Initial applications
in cars are even planned (starting around 2007).

Basically, the actual SCR reaction proceeds according to
the following reaction equations:

4 NO þ O2 þ 4 NH3 ! 4 N2 þ 6 H2O (15-11Þ

NO þ NO2 þ 2 NH3 ! 2 N2 þ 3 H2O (15-12Þ

6 NO2 þ 8 NH3 ! 7 N2 þ 12 H2O (15-13Þ

The reductant does not react with oxygen in the SCR
catalyst at ordinary vehicle temperatures below 5508C, i.e.
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the selectivity for NOX reduction is 100%. The first two
reactions are dominant in most cases. The required quan-
tity of reductant can then be calculated directly from the
desired NOX reduction. Based on one refueling interval,
this would produce a substantial NH3 requirement
(approximately 0.3–1% of the fuel quantity, depending on
the raw emission). Its safe storage in a vehicle is question-
able because NH3 is toxic.

However vehicles can also produce NH3 from a number of
precursor substances relatively easily. Such precursor substances
differ from one another in terms of storage density, toxicity,
availability and stability. In the 1990s, the European automotive
industry reached an agreement to use a 32.5% aqueous urea
solution (with the brand name AdBlue1) in commercial vehi-
cles. Used industrially as fertilizer, urea is sufficiently chemically
stable for environmental conditions. Moreover, urea is easily
soluble in water and, as a 32.5% solution, forms a eutectic
mixture with a freezing point of –118C.

The urea/water solution is metered in before the SCR
catalyst and, an intermediate product, isocyanic acid hydro-
lyzes the urea to NH3 in a two stage process in the exhaust
gas system at temperatures of approximately 2508C and
above.

ðNH2Þ2CO! NH3 þHNCO ðthermolysisÞ (15-14Þ

HNCO þ H2O! NH3 þ CO2 ðhydrolysisÞ (15-15Þ

Solid deposits (biuret and higher molecular compounds) can
be produced from the isocyanic acid in a secondary reaction.
Appropriate catalytic converters and sufficiently high tem-
peratures (of approximately 2508C and above) must be
selected so that the hydrolysis reaction proceeds with suffi-
cient speed to prevent solid precipitates.

The ammonia produced is adsorbed in the SCR catalyst
and then available for SCR reactions. High conversions can be
obtained with NH3 in the temperature range of 180–4508C.
Allowing for the upstream hydrolysis reaction, stable high
conversion with the urea/water solution is possible only at
2508C and above.

The reaction mainly proceeds through Eq. (15-12) at low
temperatures (<3008C). Therefore, an oxidizing catalytic
converter that elevates the ratio of NO2 to NOX to around
50% is located before the SCR catalyst and the metering point
to boost conversion. The oxidation catalytic converter may be
either a DOC or a CDPF.

The SCR and hydrolysis reactions directly link the reduction
of NOX to the amount of AdBlue metered in. The mass ratio of
required AdBlue to reduced NOX is 2 gAdBlue/gNOx. The meter-
ing ratio a (also called a feed ratio) is defined as the molar ratio
of the NH3 equivalent metered into the NOX present in the
exhaust gas. The theoretically possible maximum reduction of
NOX corresponds to the metering ratio a Theoretically, NOX

can be eliminated completely when a = 1. If it is metered at
a> 1 over a longer time, then the catalytic converter’s adsorp-
tive capacity will be exceeded and unconverted NH3 will leave
the SCR catalyst ( NH3 slip). NH3 has a very low odor thresh-
old (15 ppm in air). Excessive NH3 would cause an odor
nuisance in the environment. Therefore, not only conversion
optimized by maximizing the metering ratio but also mini-
mum NH3 slip is important. In addition to limiting slip by a
sufficiently small metering ratio, a downstream oxidation cat-
alytic converter (trap catalyst) can also remove escaping NH3.

The conversion achieved in existing systems may be less than
the theoretical potential for conversion defined by the metering
ratio. There are a number of possible reasons for this discrepancy:
– NH3 slip can occur even at a < 1 when insufficient homo-

genization of the AdBlue solution in the exhaust gas pro-
duces an inhomogeneous concentration of reductant in the
SCR catalyst inlet. The quantity of NH3 that passes through
reduces the NOX conversion achieved.

– When hydrolysis is incomplete, the formation of precipi-
tates causes the reductant to be lost for the SCR reaction.

– At high temperatures, part of the NH3 can react with
oxygen by oxidizing.

– When the NO2 to NOX ratio is unduly large, part of the
NO2 reacts according to Eq. (15-13). 30% more NH3 is
required for this fraction than for reactions that follow Eqs.
(15-11) and (15-12).

Just like a DOC and DPF, an SCR catalyst is dependent on the
volume after displacement (VSCR/VDispl. = 1.0�2.5). When
implemented in the field, 90% NOX conversion can be
achieved when the NH3 slip is <20 ppm.

The achievable conversion greatly depends on the metering
strategy. In the simplest design, the reductant is metered at a
constant ratio. The required quantity of reductant yielded by
the NOX mass flow can be determined in engine or vehicle
tests. The metered amount is released when the temperature in
the SCR catalyst has reached the operating temperature (e.g.
250–4508C). This simple metering strategy is suitable for sta-
tionary engine operation. It is not suited for high NOX conver-
sion at low NH3 slip under the dynamic operating conditions
common in vehicle operation.

SCR catalysts have excellent NH3 storage capacity (approxi-
mately 1 g l�1), which greatly depends on the temperature (e.g.
only 10% of the low temperature value is retained as of 3508C
and above). The advantage of such storage capacity is that
overmetering of AdBlue does not directly cause NH3 slip and
NOX conversion can proceed with the stored NH3 even at
temperatures that are too low for a hydrolysis reaction. How-
ever, the storage capacity’s dependence on the temperature
harbors a risk that part of the adsorbed NH3 desorbs should
the temperature increase too rapidly. This causes NH3 slip. To
control this characteristic, an extended metering strategy
includes a storage model that incorporates the SCR catalyst’s
storage capability and storage level. The SCR catalyst’s storage
level is increased by the reductant metered in and decreased by
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the NOX conversion and the NH3 slip that occur. The goal is to
attain high NOX conversion with an optimal storage level as a
function of temperature. Therefore, the metered quantity is
reduced by metering with a constant metering ratio in phases
of decreasing storage capability and it is increased when the
temperature decreases.

Higher conversion with low NH3 slip is only possible
when the calculation of the storage level is correct. In
real systems, drifts in reductant metering and deviations
in the raw NOX emissions cause the calculated storage
level to deviate from the real state. Insufficient NOX

or excessive metering ratios would cause continuous
NH3 slip. Maximum conversion can be achieved
when the NOX and NH3 concentrations are measured
after the SCR catalyst and the metering is readjusted
commensurately.

A complete AdBlue SCR system includes the following
components and subsystems (Fig. 15-43)
– a DOC or CDPF that increases the NO2 to NOX ratio,
– a temperature sensor downstream from the SCR catalyst,

which determines the SCR temperature,
– an NOX sensor downstream from the SCR (optional), which

determines the NOX concentration and, when appropri-
ately cross sensitive, the NH3 concentration,

– an NOX sensor upstream from the SCR (optional), which
improves the control quality,

– a tank system that stores the urea/water solution, an
integrated level sensor, a heater, a temperature sensor
(optional) and a quality sensor (optional),

– a delivery module consisting of a pump that conveys
the urea/water solution from the tank to the metering
module and, when mixture formation is air-supported
and, additionally an air control valve and an air pres-
sure sensor to establish an appropriate air mass flow
from the air tank (commercial vehicle system) to the
metering module,

– a metering module in which a solenoid valve regulates the
exact quantity of urea/water solution. (In an air-supported
system, this quantity together with the compressed air
reaches a mixing chamber whence a line transports the
aerosol to the metering point in the exhaust pipe; in sys-
tems without air support, an appropriate nozzle atomizes
and forms the mixture directly at the exhaust pipe.) and

– a control unit that reads the sensors and controls the
relevant actuators according to the metering strategy,
while appropriate diagnostic functions monitor the com-
ponents; communication with the engine control unit takes
place through a CAN bus.

NOX Storage Catalyst (NSC)

An NOX storage catalyst ( NSC or lean NOX trap LNT)
facilitates the reduction of NOX without having to replenish
any additional agent (Fig. 15-44).

NOX is decomposed in two steps:
– a loading phase in which NOX is stored in the lean exhaust

gas in the catalytic converter’s storage components and
– a regeneration phase in which the stored NOX is discharged

and reduced to N2 in the rich exhaust gas.

A function of the operating point, the loading phase lasts
approximately 30–300 seconds, the regeneration phase
approximately 2–10 seconds. This operating mode initially
concentrates the nitrogen oxides to be reduced. In the extremely
short regeneration phase, the reductant only reduces the con-
centrated NOX together with the residual oxygen. This reduces
the fraction of oxygen that acts parasitically during NOX reduc-
tion. Thus, the reductant required can be limited to a 2–4%
increase in fuel consumption.

NOX Storage

An NSC is coated with chemical compounds with a high
propensity to enter stable but chemically reversible bonds
with nitrogen oxides. Examples are oxides and carbonates of
alkali and alkaline earth metals. Barium compounds are
employed particularly frequently because of their thermal
characteristics.

NO must progressively oxidize to form nitrate. NO is
initially oxidized to NO2 in a catalytic coating. The NO2 reacts
with the storage compounds in the coating and afterward
with oxygen (O2) to become nitrate:

BaCO3 þ 2 NO2 þ 1=2 O2 � Ba NO3ð Þ2þCO2 (15-16Þ

Thus, an NOX storage catalyst stores the nitrogen oxides emitted
by an engine. Storage is only optimal in a material-dependent
exhaust gas temperature interval between 250 and 4508C. The
NO oxidizes to NO2 very slowly. The nitrate formed is unstable
above 4508C and NOX is discharged thermally.

Apart from its aforementioned capability to store NOX as
nitrate, a catalytic converter also has a limited capability to
bind NOX in surface storage at low temperatures. Such sto-
rage systems are sufficient to adequately store nitrogen oxides
with low catalytic converter temperatures, e.g. during the start
phase.

Nitrates form from carbonates in an equilibrium reaction.
The catalyst’s ability to bind more nitrogen oxides decreases
as the quantity of nitrogen oxides stored increases (loading).
Thus, the quantity of NOX allowed through increases over
time. There are two ways to recognize when a catalyst is so
loaded that the storage phase must be terminated:
– a model-aided method incorporating the state of the

catalyst calculates the quantity of nitrogen oxides stored
and, from this, the remaining storage capacity, the sto-
rage efficiency and thus the quantity of NOX allowed
through or

– an NOX sensor after the NOX storage catalyst measures NOX

in the exhaust gas and thusly determines the current fill level.
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A storage catalyst must be regenerated after the storage phase
to limit the passage of NOX.

NSC Regeneration

During regeneration, the stored nitrogen oxides are dis-
charged from the storage components and converted into
the harmless components of nitrogen and carbon dioxide.
The processes of NOX discharge and conversion proceed
separately.

To this end, oxygen deficiency (l < 1, also called a rich
exhaust gas condition) must be established in the exhaust gas.
The components of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocar-
bons (HC) present in the exhaust gas serve as the reductant.
Discharge – presented below in an example with CO as the
reductant – proceeds so that CO reduces the nitrate (e.g.
barium nitrate Ba(NO3)2) to NO and, together with barium,
reforms the carbonate originally present.

BaðNO3Þ2 þ 3 CO!BaCO3 þ 2 NO þ 2 CO2 (15-17Þ

CO2 and NO are produced in the process. In a method
familiar from three-way catalytic converters, a rhodium coat-
ing subsequently uses CO to reduce the nitrogen oxides to N2

and CO2:

2 NO þ 2 CO! N2 þ 2 CO2: (15-18Þ

Less nitrogen oxide is discharged as regeneration advances
and thus less reductant is consumed.

There are two methods to recognize the end of the dis-
charge phase:

– a model-aided method calculates the quantity of
nitrogen oxides still present in the NOX storage cata-
lyst or

– a lambda oxygen sensor after the catalytic converter mea-
sures the excess oxygen in the exhaust gas and indicates a
change of l to l < 1 when discharge has ended (CO
breakthrough).

The rich operating conditions (l < 1) required for regen-
eration can be established in diesel engines by retarding
injection and throttling the intake air. The efficiency of
engine operation is poor during the regeneration phase
because of throttling losses and the suboptimal introduction
of fuel. Therefore, the ratio of the duration of the regenera-
tion phase to the duration of the storage phase should be
minimized to keep increased fuel consumption low. Unlim-
ited drivability as well as the constancy of torque, response
and noise has to be assured when switching from lean to rich
operation.

Rich operating conditions may also be established
by introducing the reductant downstream from the
engine. Similar to the operation of a catalytic burner
(see Sect. 15.5.2.1), it may be introduced as diesel spray,
vaporized fuel or a highly reactive species, usually a
reformate gas (H2/CO mixture). Intervention in engine
combustion, in particular application engineering of
retarded injection, can be reduced commensurately. How-
ever, the air mass should to be reduced, e.g. by lowering
the boost pressure or throttling, to reduce the reductant
requirement.

T Sensor T Sensor

λ Sensor 2)λ Sensor

1): optional 2): λ Sensor or NOx Sensor possible

Fig. 15-44 NOX storage catalyst system (NSC)
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Desulfation

One problem with NOX storage catalysts is their sulfur sensi-
tivity. Sulfur compounds in the fuel and lubricating oil are
oxidized to sulfur dioxide (SO2) during combustion. The
compounds utilized in NSC to form nitrate (BaCO3) have
very high bonding strength (affinity) to sulfate, which exceeds
the bonding strength of the nitrate. Normal regeneration does
not remove the sulfates. Thus, the quantity of sulfate stored
gradually increases during the operating life. As a result, less
space exists for NOX storage and NOX conversion decreases.
Therefore, storage catalysts require the use of sulfur-free fuel
(�10 ppm).

The decreasing NOX storage capability after a driven
distance of between 500 and 2,500 km necessitates sulfur
regeneration (desulfation) even during operation with fuel
with a sulfur content of 10 ppm. Typically, the catalyst is
heated to over 6508C for a period of more than five minutes
and pulses of rich exhaust gas (l < 1) are applied. The
potential measures to increase the temperature correspond
to those for DPF regeneration. These conditions reconvert
the barium sulfate to barium carbonate. Appropriate process
control (e.g. oscillating l by 1) must be selected to ensure
that the deficiency of residual oxygen does not reduce the
discharged SO2 to hydrogen sulfide (H2S) during desulfa-
tion. (Alternatively, an appropriate trap catalyst must be
designed in.)

In addition, the conditions established during desulfation
must be selected to avoid excessive increase of catalyst dete-
rioration. While, high temperatures (typically>7508C) accel-
erate desulfation, they also intensify catalyst deterioration.
Therefore, desulfation optimized for a catalytic converter
must occur in a limited temperature and excess air coefficient
window and not interfere with a vehicle’s in-use driving in the
process.

Above all, the storage process is significant for the design
of storage catalysts. Storage efficiency is a function of the
catalyst temperature, precious metal loading, space velocity
and available amount of storage. The ratio of catalytic conver-
ter volume to displacement (VNSC/VHub) is 0.8:1.5. Efficient
oxidation of NO to nitrate by NO2 and maximum recovery of
HC compounds during regeneration require high precious
metal loading of approximately 100 g ft�3. An NSC mounted
as closely to the engine as possible can assume the functions
of the DOC, which may then be dispensed with.

NSC catalysts allow a 50–80% reduction of NOX through-
out their service life.

NOX Reduction Systems in Comparison

NSC and SCR systems have a multitude of different proper-
ties. Any decision on which system to implement in a
vehicle greatly depends on the requirements and boundary
conditions. The most important differences are examined
below.

– At present, SCR systems are able to achieve greater max-
imum efficiency than NSC systems. This criterion is funda-
mental when compliance with extremely ambitious NOX

limits is required.
– SCR systems require another agent (e.g. AdBlue1). This

has three consequences that must be borne in mind:
(a) The agent must be approved for NOX reduction in the

region concerned.
(b) Replenishment in appropriate intervals must be

assured.
(c) The agent must be stored in the vehicle. This requires

space and – depending on the agent – necessitates
cold flow and defrosting measures.

An AdBlue infrastructure for commercial vehicle systems
is currently being set up throughout Europe, which will
make replenishment possible in the fueling interval. An
approximately 20–25 l tank could also suffice for a servi-
cing interval for cars, thus making replenishment at gar-
ages possible.
– Proportional to displacement, SCR systems cost less than

NSC systems. However, AdBlue systems generate fixed
costs. Therefore, NSC systems cost less for cars with
small displacement, while SCR systems are less expensive
for commercial vehicles.

– The type and amount of operating costs differ. An SCR
system consumes AdBlue. An NSC system increases
fuel consumption by 2–4% depending on the NOX reduc-
tion and the system design. When their NOX reduction is
comparable, SCR systems cost less to operate than NSC
systems.

15.5.3 Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment Systems

Knowledge of the function of every individual system mod-
ule is required to completely design an exhaust gas after-
treatment system (Fig. 15-45). Additionally understanding
the interaction of the exhaust gas aftertreatment compo-
nents is also essential. Moreover, dependable, highly effi-
cient pollutant reduction must be obtained with minimum
complexity by a good correspondence between engine mea-
sures for emission reduction and the exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment system.

The following first explores the interaction of exhaust gas
aftertreatment components and then explains the link with
engine emission reduction.

15.5.3.1 Interaction of Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment
Subsystems

Exhaust gas aftertreatment components are arranged serially
in an exhaust gas system, i.e. one component’s physicochem-
ical performance has an effect on downstream components.
Allowing for a slight delay (with a magnitude of 0.1–1 s), the
exhaust gas mass flow is identical for every component.
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Thermal Coupling

Uncoupled from their chemical function, all exhaust gas after-
treatment components including pipes possess heat capacity. A
change in the temperature of the exhaust gas before one of the
components causes a change in the temperatures of the com-
ponents and a damped temperature change of the gas down-
stream from the components (thermal low pass with a time
constant in the magnitude of 10–100 seconds). At the same
time, outer walls (pipe wall and catalytic converter housing)
release heat from the exhaust gas system to the environment.
Thus, components further downstream have a lower mean
temperature than upstream components.

As described in the preceding section, every chemical pro-
cess requires a minimum operating temperature of 1508C
(light-off CO oxidation) to 2508C depending on the compo-
nents (CRT1). Since conversion cannot take place below
these temperatures, high conversion necessitates that the
components reach their operating temperature as rapidly as
possible after the engine starts. Therefore, the components
are mounted as closely to the engine as possible. The use of
insulated pipes can reduce their heat losses.

Very rapid starting processes additionally require start
assist measures that correspond in principle to the measures
that increase the DPF temperature.

Frequently, part of the required temperature increase is
reached by an upstream catalytic burner that thermally regen-
erates the DPF. For this reason, a DOC is always located
upstream from a DPF.

Pollutant Coupling

Every active exhaust gas aftertreatment component reduces at
least one pollutant component according to its primary func-
tion. The other pollutant components can disrupt or facilitate
this process or also be partially converted in it. Tables 15-16
presents these interactions.

One particularly important coupling is the required
reduction of particulates by NOX and especially by NO2

through the action of the CRT1. Furthermore, HC and
CO compounds interfere with the storage of NOX in the
NSC and the SCR process. In both cases, NO2 is a key
component that is reduced to NO in the presence of HC
and CO.

Operating principle
of MAN AdBlue®
system

Combined
systems

Source: 4th 

Pre-oxidation catalyst AdBlue mixer

Variant 1

Variant 2

SCR catalyst

NH3 Oxidation
catalyst

International Exhaust Gas and
 Particulate Emissions Forum, 2006

Fig. 15-45 Complete systems for exhaust gas aftertreatment (HCI–HC injection)
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A decision about the relative arrangement of the com-
ponents always has to be made whenever an exhaust gas
system contains both a particulate filter and a nitrogen
oxide reduction system. Along with thermal coupling, the
pollutants’ influence on the function of the components is
important. The following discusses both interactions
together.

CRT1 can reduce DPF loading when the DPF is located
upstream from the NOX reduction system. Under favorable
conditions, this can prolong the regeneration intervals con-
siderably. Moreover, since it dispenses with the thermal low
pass of an NSC or SCR catalyst, this arrangement makes it
easier to bring the DPF to the regeneration temperature and
keep it there. However, the DPF’s relatively sizeable heat
capacity only allows the NOX reduction system to reach its
operating temperature very late after start. Therefore, start
assist measures must be designed in for high NOX conversion
rates. However, when a coated DPF is located downstream
from an SCR system, then the DPF can simultaneously
assume the function of a trap catalyst for potential NH3 slip.

The abundance of arguments demonstrates the futility of a
universal recommendation for a relative arrangement. The
more beneficial arrangement for a particular vehicle fre-
quently only becomes evident in combination with engine
and vehicle design.

15.5.3.2 Interaction Between Engine Operating Parameters
and Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment

The preceding section revealed the complexity of the
interaction between the different components in an
exhaust gas aftertreatment system. A number of correla-
tions between engine combustion and exhaust gas after-
treatment also must be optimized for the purpose of
overall system design.

Historically, exhaust gas aftertreatment systems were initi-
ally operated without intervention in engine combustion. The
DOC reaches the light-off temperature necessary for CO and
HC oxidation shortly after the engine starts and, with the

exception of long motoring or idle phases, remains above
this temperature until the engine is cut off. The SCR system
is very similar. In the first applications, the metered quantity
necessary for the targeted NOX conversion was determined by
tests on engine test benches and in vehicles and metered in
production vehicles according to the application engineering
data obtained. Only as requirements for NOX reduction
increased have allowances for fluctuations in engine NOX

emission become so important that it is only possible to
obtain the conversion values by controlling the metered
quantity. However, the engine operating parameters are not
adapted to the requirements of exhaust gas aftertreatment
during operation here either.

The situation changes when storage catalysts or particu-
late filters are utilized. Both systems must be regenerated
regularly, the operating parameters being set far outside
the usual range for diesel engines. In addition, the exhaust
back pressure also increases as particulate filters become
more loaded. First, this causes the pressure after the turbo-
charger to rise and, then, the pressure before the turbine.
This pressure increase not only increases the energy loss of
gas exchange but also influences the pressure gradient
through the EGR system. Therefore, a change in exhaust
back pressure must be compensated by the air system.
Consequently, the operating parameters change with the
filter’s fill level.

Understandably, component costs as well as the complex
interactions of components and their effects on engine
operation have prompted attempts to achieve emission
goals with a minimum number of components. Engine
operating parameters (e.g. EGR rate and injection timing)
can be utilized to change the ratio between soot and NOX

emission (the so-called soot-NOX trade-off). They are
employed in two main strategies to reduce complexity in
exhaust gas aftertreatment:
(a) combustion optimized for soot with NOX reduction

downstream from the engine and
(b) combustion optimized for NOX with particulate reduc-

tion downstream from the engine.

Table 15-16 Interaction of exhaust gas aftertreatment systems

Components

DOC CDPF NSC SCR Storage Regeneration

Pollutant HC
CO
Particulates
NO
NO2

X
X
-
-
+

––
––
X
- �
+ Æ

–– Ç
–– Ç
-
X
X

- �
–– Æ
O
X
X

- Ç
- Ç
-
X
X

X: primary purpose of the components; ––: pollutant is greatly reduced; –: pollutant is reduced; O: no change; +: pollutant increases;
Æ: pollutant greatly facilitates process; �: pollutant facilitates process; Ç: pollutant impedes process.
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Very good engine efficiency can be obtained when combus-
tion is optimized for soot (and NOX rich). What is more, this
eliminates a particulate filter’s back pressure contribution,
which also causes perceptibly increased fuel consumption.
Therefore, NOX reduction (with an SCR system) downstream
from the engine is the preferred solution for commercial
vehicle applications for which operating costs are extremely
important.

However, particulate limits will be lowered considerably
in the near future. Implementing a particulate filter with
very high filtration efficiency and eliminating the complex-
ity of NOX reduction downstream from the engine by (par-
ticulate rich) combustion optimized for NOX benefits over-
all system optimization when the particulate limits are not
attainable in the engine or only with considerable complex-
ity. This path is currently being pursued for European car
applications.

Finally, some new markets for diesel vehicles, e.g. the
USA, have such low particulate and NOX limits that
every measure for emission reduction in and down-
stream from the engine must be implemented. Although
the attendant complexity is considerable, this route may
be worthwhile in light of the alternatives. Diesel engines

are still significantly superior to gasoline engines in
terms of efficiency. In the face of limited global fuel
reserves and global CO2 emissions, this is an increasingly
important argument for pushing to increase the number
of diesel vehicles.

15.6 Emissions Testing

Exhaust measurement systems consist of exhaust measuring
equipment and dilution systems. The determination of envir-
onmentally relevant mass emissions requires the determina-
tion of their concentrations as well as the engine’s exhaust gas
volumes.

15.6.1 Exhaust Measurement Systems for Gaseous
Emissions

Individual pollutant concentrations are measured by indivi-
dual exhaust gas analyzers mounted in an exhaust measure-
ment system. Such systems (Fig. 15-46) consist of a base unit
that extracts an exhaust gas sample from the engine’s exhaust

Exhaust gas
sample

Zero and
span gases

Zero and
span gases

Zero and
span gases

Zero and
span gases

Fig. 15-46
Schematic of an exhaust measurement system
(ISO 16183 [15-33])
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system, transports the sample gas to the system, conditions it
and feeds it to the individual gas analyzers to measure the
concentrations. In addition, a multitude of valves that feed the
different operating and calibration gases to the analyzers are
also necessary. Sample conditioning prevents the composi-
tion of the sample from changing on its way to the analyzers,
e.g. prevents water from condensing or certain hydrocarbon
compounds from depositing. In addition, particulates are
filtered out of the sample gas to protect the analyzers.

Zero and Span Point Adjustment (Calibration):
All gas analyzers require regular adjustment of their zero and
span calibration point (Fig. 15-47) before every measure-
ment or at least once a day depending on the application. A
zero gas and a span calibration gas are supplied to the
analyzer from gas cylinders and its measured value is
adjusted to the known calibration gas concentration. Nor-
mally, calibration is fully automatic. The absolute accuracy of
measurement significantly depends on the accuracy of the
calibration gases.

Linearization:
Linearization is performed to ensure that the values measured
between the analyzer’s zero and span points are accurate
(Fig. 15-48). To this end, different gas concentrations dis-
persed throughout the measuring range are supplied to the
analyzer and the measured values are compared with the
expected concentrations. When the deviations are more
substantial (>2%), the measured values are corrected
mathematically (linearization curve). Such linearization
is usually performed or at least checked in 3-month
intervals. The reference concentrations are mixed together
from zero and calibration gas in a highly precise multi-
stage gas divider.

Diagnostic Tests:
Depending on the type of analyzer and the application, a
multitude of diagnostic tests are performed, which assure the

quality of the systems’ measurements. Among others, these
include cross sensitivity tests, which verify that the measured
value of a gas component is not influenced by other gas
components at all or only minimally, and leak checks of the
system.

15.6.1.1 Hydrocarbon Measurement

Hydrocarbons are measured with a flame ionization
detector (FID) (Fig. 15-49). Exhaust gas contains a multi-
tude of hydrocarbon compounds. Normally, it is important
to measure their cumulative rather than their individual
components. The FID measuring principle measures most
different hydrocarbon compounds, thus allowing a cumu-
lative result.

FID Measuring Principle:
A flame generated from a constant flow of synthetic air and a
gas mixture of hydrogen and helium burns inside the mea-
suring cell. The flame burns in an electrical field between the
cathode and anode. This flame is blended with a constant
sample gas flow. Hydrocarbon molecules are cracked and
ionized in the process. The ions generated transport a very
weak current between the cathode and anode (measurement
signal). Ideally, every hydrocarbon molecule would decom-
pose into ionized components, which only contain one car-
bon atom. Then, the ion flow in the exhaust gas sample would
also be proportional to the number of carbon atoms with a
bond to hydrogen. However, the cracking and ionization
process does not fully function in practice. Nonetheless, its
efficiency for the individual hydrocarbon molecules is con-
stant. This is called structural linearity and is identified as
response factors. The response factors specify the difference
between the value measured by the FID and the real concen-
tration of individual hydrocarbons. Typically, they are
between 0.9 and 1.1.
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Fig. 15-48 Schematic of linearization
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Fig. 15-47 Schematic of calibration
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When measuring hydrocarbons in diesel engine exhaust
gas, the entire exhaust gas sample must be heated to 1908C
from the sampling point to the FID since diesel engine
exhaust gas contains hydrocarbons that would already con-
dense below this temperature. Without heating, the con-
densed hydrocarbons would not be measured and the gas
passages would also be contaminated. This is called HC
hang-up.

15.6.1.2 Nitrogen Oxide (NO and NOX) Measurement

Usually, the total content of nitrogen oxides NO and NO2,
referred to as NOX, is measured. Typically, a chemilumi-
nescence detector (CLD) is employed to do this (Fig. 15-50).

CLD Measuring Principle:
Measurement is based on the chemiluminescence produced
by blending NO and ozone O3. A chemical reaction converts
NO and O3 into NO2. Approximately 10% of these reactions

Exhaust

Synthetic
air

Sample gas

H2/He

Fig. 15-49
Schematic of an FID (flame ionization
detector)

NO2/NO Converter

Sample
gas

Air or
O2

Light

Exhaust

Detector

Ozonator

Chemoluminescence detector

Fig. 15-50 Schematic of a CLD (chemiluminescence detector)
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produce NO2 in an energetically excited state (NO2*). The
molecules return from their energetically excited state to
their base state after a brief time; the excess of energy is
released as photons. The light generated is measured with
photodiodes or photomultipliers. The light’s intensity is
directly proportional to the concentration of NO in the
measuring cell.

NO þ O3 ! NO2 þ O2 (15-19Þ

for approximately 90% of the NO molecules in the sample

NO þ O3 ! NO2
� þ O2 (15-20Þ

for approximately 10% of the NO molecules in the sample

NO2
� ! NO2 þ hv (15-21Þ

with h . . . Planck constant hn . . . photons (15-22Þ

An ozone generator in the analyzer itself generates the
required ozone O3 from oxygen O2., which may be pure
oxygen, synthetic air or ambient air depending on the type
of analyzer.

A CLD is only able to measure NO. Therefore, every NO2

molecule is converted into NO before the CLD detector so that
NOX (NOX = NO + NO2) can be measured. An NO2/NO con-
verter performs this conversion much like a catalytic converter.

Since NO2 can also react with water, any water condensation
must be prevented at least up to the NO2/NO converter. Other-
wise, the NO2 being measured would be lost and aggressive
acids would form. Therefore, the complete sample gas path and

the analyzer are usually heated. Older analyzers often use an
unheated CLD detector. Then, the sample has to pass through
the NO2/NO converter first (to avoid NO2 to condensed water)
and then proceed to a gas drier (to remove water).

NOX quenching occurs when NO2* molecules collide with
other suitable molecules before they have released light. Then,
the energy is not released as light but to the other molecules.
Thus, less light is generated and the measured value is too small.
In exhaust gas, such molecules are primarily H2O and CO2. The
more molecules are in the measuring cell, the more often such
collisions occur and, thus, the greater the quenching is. Hence,
most CLD analyzers are operated in a vacuum (at approxi-
mately 20–40 mbar absolute). This significantly reduces the
number of molecules and thus the potential for quenching.

In addition to analyzer calibration and linearization, two
diagnostic tests are particularly important for CLD. The H2O
and CO2 quench test measures the degree of quenching and the
NO2/NO converter test measures convertibility and efficiency.
Typically, the efficiency ought to be over 90%.

15.6.1.3 Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Measurement

Carbon monoxide CO and carbon dioxide CO2 are measured
by nondispersive infrared analyzers (NDIR) (Fig. 15-51).

NDIR Measuring Principle:
An emitter emits a broad infrared spectrum and the radiation is
sent through a bipartite measuring cell. One part of the measur-
ing cell is filled with nonabsorbent gas (e.g. nitrogen N2) and

Reference cell Gas Detector

Exhaust

Measuring cell

Sample gas

Infrared
radiator

Fig. 15-51 Schematic of a two-channel NDIR (nondispersive infrared) detector
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referred to as the reference cell. The sample gas flows through
the other part. A chopper (e.g. a rotating perforated disk) inter-
mittently disrupts the infrared radiation. When the sample gas
contains gas molecules that are absorbent in the infrared range,
e.g. CO or CO2, part of the radiation from these molecules is
absorbed. Thus, the radiation through the measuring cell is
lower than the radiation through the reference cell.

A detector measures the difference in the intensity through
the two cells. The detector also consists of two chambers. One
receives the radiation from the reference cell and the other the
radiation from the measuring cell. Both of the detector’s
chambers are filled with the gas to be measured (e.g. CO or
CO2). Thus, the detector absorbs infrared radiation just like
the measuring cell for these gas components. Depending on
the concentration of the gas components being measured in
the measuring cell, the infrared radiation through the mea-
suring cell becomes weaker than the radiation through the
reference cell since radiation has already been absorbed.
The remaining radiation is also absorbed in the detector
chambers since they are filled with the same gas that is
being measured. The absorption increases the energy and
thus the pressure in the sealed chamber. The two cells’
differing radiation cause a differential pressure in the two
detector chambers, which is measured by a flexible dia-
phragm between them. The diaphragm’s movement is
measured capacitively (as in Fig. 15-51). Alternatively,
flow measurement of a compensating flow between the
two chambers may be used.

The larger the concentration of the gas being measured in
the measuring cell, the larger the measurement signal is. The
correlation between the concentration and measurement sig-
nal corresponds to the Beer-Lambert law, which is a nonlinear
function. Hence, NDIR detectors must always be linearized.

Many gases absorb in the infrared spectrum and the differ-
ent gases’ absorption spectra also overlap. CO and CO2 analy-
zers are particularly cross sensitive to H2O vapor. CO analyzers
are also cross sensitive to CO2. Such cross sensitivity increases
the measured value. Typically, the raw exhaust sample is
dried first before it flows to the NDIR analyzers. Thus, cross
sensitivity to water is no longer relevant. Wet gas only has to
be measured from the bags of a constant volume sampling
system (CVS). Such applications require the performance of
water cross sensitivity tests (interference checks).

15.6.1.4 Oxygen O2 Measurement

The oxygen concentration in exhaust gas is measured by a
paramagnetic detector ( PMD) (Fig. 15-52).

PMD Measuring Principle:
Oxygen is one of the few gases with paramagnetic proper-
ties. The sample gas flows through a strong magnetic field
in a measuring cell. Their magnetic properties cause the
oxygen molecules to move to the center of the magnetic
field. However, a quartz sphere without any magnetic
properties is in the center. Such detectors are designed

Mirror

Light source

Light detector

Amplifier and control

Dumbbell

Oxygen

Fig. 15-52 Schematic of a PMD (paramagnetic detector)
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symmetrically with two magnetic fields and two quartz
spheres. An arm connects both spheres. This is also
referred to as a dumbbell. The dumbbell is mounted on a
rotating axis. The oxygen molecules surging into the mag-
netic fields attempt to displace the dumbbell’s spheres. The
higher the oxygen concentration, the greater its displace-
ment force is. A mirror is mounted on the dumbbell’s
rotating axis. A beam of light and a light detector measure
the deflection. Either the deflection itself is the measure-
ment signal or a controlled magnetic field always keeps the
sphere centered and the required electrical current is then
the measurement signal. In both cases, the measurement
signal is directly proportional to the oxygen concentration
in the sample gas.

The measuring principle is also slightly sensitive to NO,
NO2 and CO2 because these gases are also slightly paramag-
netic. Since these gases are measured in every exhaust mea-
surement system, the slight cross sensitivity may be corrected
mathematically. Since the cross sensitivity is relatively low, it
also only plays a role in gasoline engines that have only a very
low O2 concentration at l = 1 and below. Without a correc-
tion, errors of a magnitude of 5,000 ppm may occur.

15.6.1.5 Special Measurement Systems

The aforementioned measuring principles constitute the stan-
dard methods of measurement, often also referred to
as conventional measurement systems, as well as the measuring
principles mandated in most emission control legislation [15-
26–15-30]. Other methods of measurement are also required
and utilized in research and development to obtain an even
better picture of exhaust gas composition as well as to measure
gas components that are not or are not yet covered by legisla-
tion. Some such methods of measurement are presented below.

Fast Response Measurement Systems:
Fast response measurement systems are based on the afore-
mentioned conventional measuring principles but the mea-
surement systems are trimmed to rapid signal response times
of only a few milliseconds. However, this results in signifi-
cantly shorter service lives and maintenance intervals.

Nondispersive Ultraviolet Analyzers (NDUV):
NDUV analyzers measure gas components much like NDIR
analyzers. However, unlike an NDIR, ultraviolet light is used.
Such analyzers are mainly employed to measure NO, NO2 and
NH3.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR):
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is a method of
optical measurement that measures a multitude of exhaust
gas components simultaneously. Measurement is based on
the individual gas components’ absorption of infrared light.
FTIR are widely used, especially in modern diesel engine
applications with exhaust gas aftertreatment systems, e.g.
NOX storage and SCR catalysts and diesel particulate filters.

A differentiated measurement of NO, N2O, NO2, NH3 and
other exhaust gas components is particularly important in
these applications.

FTIR employs a broad infrared waveband to capture all of
an exhaust gas sample’s spectral information simultaneously.
The intensity of the individual infrared wavelengths is varied
continuously by means of a Michelson interferometer. A
beam splitter divides the light source’s infrared radiation
into two beams. One of the beams strikes a moveable mirror,
the other a stationary mirror. Afterward, the two beams are
rejoined into one beam. The mirror’s continuous movement
produces differential path lengths, which in turn produce
interference when the beam is reunited. Individual wave-
lengths may be cancelled or amplified depending on the
moveable mirror’s position. The thusly continuously modi-
fied infrared beam is conducted through the measuring cell
and individual wavelengths are absorbed by the different gas
components in the exhaust gas sample. The Fourier transfor-
mation applies complex mathematical formulas to calculate
an infrared spectrum (intensity as a function of wavelength)
from the interferograms and special methods of analysis
determine the concentrations of the individual gas compo-
nents from them.

Mass Spectrometers (MS):
Mass spectrometers make it possible to measure many gas
components in exhaust gas. The sample gas is ionized, e.g. by
reactant gases or electrical ionization, and the ions are sepa-
rated in the analyzer, according to their mass. There are
several methods for this but all of them are based on the
differences in ion motion in the analyzer as a function of
their mass. These may be differential transit times or different
curve radii during deflection. Given its complexity, such
equipment is used more in labs than regular test bench
operation. Mass spectrometer systems are especially used
to measure sulfur components (SO2, H2S, COS) and hydro-
gen H2.

Diode Laser Spectroscopy (DIOLA):
Diode laser spectroscopy is similar to the infrared measuring
principle employed in NDIR analyzers but it produces very
short signal response times. It is especially used for the devel-
opment of catalytic converter applications.

Exhaust Gas Dilution Systems:
In principle, the masses of environmentally relevant pollutants
in exhaust gas are determined from the concentration of the
particular exhaust gas components, their density and the
engine’s volumetric exhaust gas flow. While this is a relatively
simple task in stationary engine operation, the method of
measurement is relatively complicated in transient operation
since it must follow both the rapid changes in the exhaust gas
and accurately measure the concentrations over several powers
of ten. In addition, the extremely dynamic volumetric exhaust
gas flow must also be measured. Since every signal has different
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time delays, the measured data must be accurately time
aligned before further calculation. Since it was impossible
to meet such requirements in the early days of emission
control legislation, alternative methods were sought to per-
form the task with the instruments and computers available
at the time. This was achieved by employing full flow dilu-
tion. Even though it is now possible to meet these require-
ments without dilution, full flow dilution is still mandatory
in virtually all emission control legislation. The only excep-
tions are stationary and transient emission tests for com-
mercial vehicles such as EURO IV (2005 [15-32]). The
somewhat conservative position in legislation is also rooted
in the ease with which the relatively simple full flow dilution
method enables approval authorities to check the correct-
ness of the mandatory emission test.

Simplified calculation of a pollutant component’s mass in
exhaust gas employs the following terms:

Qexh volumetric flow rate of the engine
QCVS volumetric flow rate of the CVS
VCVS total volume of the diluted exhaust gas over the

sample time
q dilution ratio of the CVS
Concraw concentration of the pollutant component in

the undiluted exhaust gas
Concdil concentration of the pollutant component in

the diluted exhaust gas
ConcBag concentration of the pollutant component in

the exhaust sample bag
r density of the pollutant component
T sample time (duration of the test cycle)
m mass of the pollutant component

Undiluted exhaust gas (see schemeffi, Fig. 15-53) is

m ¼
ZT

0

Concraw � Qexh � r dt (15-23Þ

With the following, diluted exhaust gas (see scheme ffl,
Fig. 15-53) from Eq. (15-23) becomes

Qexh ¼ QCVS
q

m ¼
RT
0

Concraw � QCVS
q � r dt

and the following with

Concraw ¼ Concdil � q

m ¼
RT
0

Concdil � QCVS � r dt

and the following with

QCVS ¼ const: and r ¼ const:

m ¼ QCVS � r �
RT
0

Concdil dt
(15-24Þ

With the following, CVS (diluted exhaust gas, see scheme�,
Fig. 15-53) from Eq. (15-24) becomes

ZT

0

Concdildt ¼ T � ðConcdilÞmean ¼ T � ConcBag

and becomes the following with

VCVS ¼ QCVS � Tðda QCVS ¼ const:Þ
m ¼ VCVS � r � ConcBag:

(15-25Þ

Dilution of engine exhaust gas also lowers the water concentra-
tion in the diluted exhaust gas so far that no water condenses in
the measurement system. Sufficiently high dilution is the pre-
requisite. Dilution also simulates chemical reactions of the indi-
vidual exhaust gas components in ambient air (real operation).
This is particularly crucial for particulate formation.

Since no exhaust gas is removed, exhaust gas dilution fully
retains the entire mass of the pollutants in the exhaust gas.
However, the addition of dilution air also introduces small
quantities of pollutants that are already contained in the ambi-
ent air. To prevent this from skewing the test result, the dilution
air is also collected in a sample bag and analyzed. The pollutant
mass added by dilution is subtracted when the final result is
computed. Pollutants fed to the engine with the intake air are
not corrected and are considered to be vehicle emissions.

Continuously raw
exhaust gas

1

2

3

Continuously
diluted exhaust gas

Bag measurement
of diluted exhaust gas

Fig. 15-53 Schematic of the methods for the calculation of exhaust gas mass
emissions (simplified). 1 undiluted exhaust gas; 2 diluted exhaust gas; 3
constant volume sampling
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CVS Full Flow Dilution:
The main function of constant volume sampling (CVS) is to
dilute all of the engine’s exhaust gas (full flow) and maintain a
constant volumetric flow of diluted exhaust gas (exhaust gas
and dilution air). This can be accomplished with various
methods:
– CFV critical flow venturis,
– PDP positive displacement pumps or Roots blower
– SSV subsonic flow venturis and
– UFM ultrasonic flowmeters.

CFV (Critical Flow Venturi):
A blower sucks the diluted exhaust gas through a venturi
nozzle. Constricting the cross section in the nozzle increases
the flow velocity. Sonic speed is reached in the narrowest point
when the differential pressure between the nozzle inlet and the
narrowest point has the factor of approximately two. Since the
speed cannot be increased any further, a constant flow is
produced, regardless of the strength of the blower after the
nozzle. This state is referred to as critical and, hence, the nozzle
as a critical venturi nozzle.

The exact flow can be calculated from the nozzle’s calibra-
tion parameters, the pressure and the temperature in the
nozzle inlet (Fig. 15-54):

Vs ¼ Kv �
pvffiffiffiffiffi
Tv
p (15-26Þ

VS volumetric flow rate normalized to the standard condi-
tions at 208C and 1,013 mbar in force for American
legislation
or

to normal conditions at 08C and 1,013 mbar in force for
European legislation

KV venturi calibration factor as a function of the narrowest
nozzle cross section

pV absolute pressure before the venturi nozzle
TV temperature before the venturi nozzle in Kelvin

Since the pressure downstream from the venturi nozzle does
not influence the flow in any way, the blower does not have to
be controlled. However, it must be strong enough to generate
critical flow conditions in the nozzle.

Depending on the engine and test, usually three or four
venturi nozzles are connected in parallel to establish different
flows. Ideally, each next larger venturi nozzle has twice the
flow than the preceding venturi nozzle. Thus, as in the binary
numeral system, a combination of four nozzles produces
fifteen different flow rates and three nozzles seven flow rates.

PDP (Positive Displacement Pump):
Also known as a Roots blower, a positive displacement pump
PDP is another option to keep the flow through a CVS
constant. Two rotary pistons in the housing transport the
gas. The volume is not compressed though and the volumetric
flow is directly proportional to the speed of the pump.

This advantage of this CVS variant is the adjustability of
the flow rate by the pump motor’s speed control. CVS systems
are no longer constructed with PDP primarily because of the
high costs.

Flow Measurement and Active Control:
Some more recent legislation also allows the use of flow
measurement and active blower control.

The flow is measured with a subsonic venturi (SSV). Unlike
CFV, sonic speed is not reached in this nozzle and the flow is
therefore calculated with the differential pressure according
to the Bernoulli equation. Alternatively, ultrasonic flow-
meters (UFM) are used.

Common CVS Flow Ranges:
CVS with differing flow ranges are implemented depending
on the application and engine size. The flow must be large
enough to prevent water from condensing in the system and,
for diesel engines, to keep the temperature of the diluted
exhaust gas below 528C during particulate measurement:
commercial vehicle engines 120 . . . 180 m3/min
passenger cars 10 . . . 30 m3/min
motorcycles 1 . . . 5 m3/min

CVS Sampling:
Only a small quantity of gas is extracted from a CVS to
analyze the diluted concentrations in it. It is filled in sample
bags that are evacuated before and analyzed after the test.
The exhaust gas concentration in the sample bag yields a
mean value over time throughout the test. To measure
particulate emissions, the diluted exhaust gas is drawn
through analysis filters that trap the particulates from the
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Fig. 15-54 Velocity v and pressure curve p through a critical flow venturi
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sample taken. The analysis filters are weighed before and
after the measurement to determine the quantity of particu-
lates trapped.

The total masses of emissions from the total volumetric
CVS flow during the measurement are calculated from the
averaged concentrations in the sample bag and the particulate
mass trapped in the filter. Thus, the sample flow into the
sample bag and through the particulate filter must be propor-
tional to the flow in the CVS.

The flow in a CVS is not absolutely constant and can
vary slightly as a function of pressure and temperature.
Therfore, either the sample flow must follow these varia-
tions proportionally or the flow through the CVS must be
kept sufficiently constant. A CFV-CVS satisfies this
requirement for gaseous exhaust gas components by also
filling the sample bag by a CFV. Thus, any influence of
pressure or temperature is identical for both nozzles (CVS
and sample nozzles) and establishes the proportionality
required. Sampling nozzles may not be utilized for parti-
culate measurement since the nozzle hole traps particulates
and the lower pressures after the nozzle can alter particu-
late formation. Either the CVS (state-of-the-art particle
sampler) actively readjusts the particulate sampling to be
proportional to the flow or a heat exchanger before the
CVS venturi keeps the temperature constant. Thus, the
flow through the CVS venturi is also constant. Since a
CVS is always open to the environment through the dilu-
tion air inlet, significant changes in pressure that would
alter the flow do not occur (Fig. 15-55).

Requirements for Diesel Engine Measurement:
Additional requirements exist for the measurement of parti-
culate and hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines (see
Fig. 15-56).

A dilution tunnel is added to a CVS to measure particu-
lates. Basically, this is simply a long, straight stainless steel
pipe, which is intended to form particulates realistically. Its
diameter must be selected so that the flow is always turbulent
and the Reynolds number (measure of the turbulence) is
above 4,000. Its length should be such that the diluted exhaust’s
residence time in the tunnel is long enough to simulate parti-
culate formation in the environment. The dilution tunnel’s
length is usually 10 times its diameter. Dilution must also be
high enough to maintain the temperature of the diluted
exhaust gas in the point of particulate measurement below
528C. Already very large, CVS systems are usually unable to
dilute sufficiently to do this for commercial vehicles. Then,
double dilution is performed in which a small flow sampled
from the CVS is diluted a second time. This is referred to as
secondary dilution.

Particulate measurement is performed at the end of the
dilution tunnel by a particle sampler (PTS). It draws diluted
exhaust gas through analysis filter disks. The filters are
weighed before and after the measurement and the particulate
emissions are calculated from the increase in weight and the
flows.

Hydrocarbon compounds have a significantly higher boiling
point in diesel engine exhaust gas than in gasoline engine
exhaust gas. This stems from the fuel production. Put simply,

Full flow CVS system
with dilution tunnel

Particulate sampler
(PTS) with

secondary dilution
Partial flow dilution

with partial flow
particulate sampler

(fractional sampling type)

Partial flow dilution
with particulate sampler

(total sampling type)

Particulate
sampler
(PTS)

Fig. 15-55 Different dilution systems for particulate measurement
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gasoline consists of hydrocarbons that vaporize at up to 2008C
and diesel consists of hydrocarbons that vaporize at between
200 and 4008C. Hence, hydrocarbons from diesel exhaust gas
can condense at higher temperatures and are thus no longer
measured as gaseous components and contaminate the mea-
surement systems. Referred to as HC hang-up, this would affect
subsequent measurements. Therefore, the hydrocarbons are
measured directly from the CVS dilution tunnel rather than
out of sample bags as for gasoline engines. All lines and com-
ponents that transport gas for hydrocarbon measurement,
including the analyzer (FID), are heated to 1908C. This inhibits
such condensation.

In addition to hydrocarbon measurement, nitrogen
oxide measurement for commercial vehicle engines is also
heated and performed directly from the dilution tunnel.

15.6.2 Measurement of Particulate and Dust Emissions

15.6.2.1 Particulate Emission: Dilution Tunnel

The limits on particulate emission specified in every manda-
tory regulation are based on an integral measurement by
gravimetric determination of the particulate mass after dilution
in a full flow or partial flow tunnel as first defined by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [15-26] and then
adopted worldwide [15-27, 15-28]: Based on the principle of
the CVS, exhaust gas is mixed with filtered air and a partial
flow of the diluted exhaust gas, which must have a temperature
of<528C, is drawn through inert filters with a>99% filtration
rate. The emission is calculated from the filter’s increase in
weight. Figure 15-56 depicts this schematically for a type of
system with secondary dilution usually employed for

commercial vehicles. In principle, car emissions are measured
identically in a chassis dynamometer but without secondary
dilution.

Particulates are composed of soot, adsorbed organic compo-
nents, condensed and adsorbed sulfuric acid and solid constitu-
ents such as grit, ash, etc. Condensed and adsorbed substances
basically only form in a dilution tunnel. However, other than
initially expected, the soot concentration is not completely stable
between the engine and reference filter [15-29]. Understandably,
small modifications of the dilution and particle sampler system
already influence the particulate mass measured.

The EPA specified the dilution, particulate sampling and
weighing system more precisely in 2007 to also increase the
repeatability and reproducibility of the measurement
method as particulate and, above all, soot emissions decrease
[15-30, 15-31].

The EU (and thus nearly every Asian and Latin American
country) allows the use of partial flow dilution tunnels for
commercial vehicles [15-32], which dilute a constant fraction
of the exhaust gas as specified in the standard ISO 16183
[15-33]. The space and cost advantages of these systems (see
the schematic in Fig. 15-57) are offset by the complex control
of the mass flows. In addition, several boundary conditions
must be observed to obtain the same emission as measured in
a full flow system [15-34].

15.6.2.2 Particle Number Counting

Since only very sensitive instruments are able to capture the
particulate emissions of modern combustion engines, the
UNECE GRPE’s informal group on the Particle Emission
Programme (PMP) is working on new methods of particle

Full flow CVS system
with dilution tunnel

Particulate sampler
(PTS) with

secondary dilution

Particulate
sampler
(PTS)

Fig. 15-56
Full flow dilution for certification
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measurement. The group’s recommendation for future homo-
logation procedures includes modified EPA particulate mea-
surement (2007) as well as particle number counting [15-35,
15-36].

The PMP group has defined a complex system to condi-
tion already diluted exhaust gas, which is presented sche-
matically in Fig. 15-58. First, coarse particles that stem from
reintroduced wall deposits rather than directly from com-
bustion are separated. Second, the exhaust gas is diluted
and subsequently heated to 4008C. Third, dilution is per-
formed once more before the particle number counter
(PNC) to cool the exhaust gas and lower the particle number
further. A particle number is obtained in a condensation
particle counter (CPC) and volatile nanoparticles are elimi-
nated. Thus, only nonvolatile particles, i.e. chiefly soot par-
ticles, are counted. This requirement is rooted in two factors.
On the one hand, nonvolatile particles are toxicologically

more relevant to human health. On the other hand, repro-
ducible measurement of volatile particle emissions has pro-
ven to be extremely difficult. This is not a problem with the
measurement per se since volatile particles can be counted
just like solid particles. However, the formation of homo-
geneously condensed hydrocarbons and sulfates after parti-
culate filters is extremely sensitive to the slightest changes in
engine or exhaust gas conditioning.

The conditioned exhaust gas may also be analyzed for such
particle properties as size distribution, active surface area, etc.
(not required by PMP).

Although not explicitly required by PMP, condensation
particle counters (CPC) are the most common and most sen-
sitive systems for particle number counting in the range of
submicrons to a few nanometers. Figure 15-59 presents the
principle of a CPC. Heterogeneous condensation of supersatu-
rated vapor generates microparticles from nanoparticles,
which are subsequently counted by the light scattering method.

15.6.2.3 Dust Measurement

In Germany, stationary diesel engines are subject to the regula-
tions of TA Luft. Sampling is performed according to VDI 2066
[15-38]. A sample is taken from the exhaust gas without prior
dilution so that, for all intents and purposes, the particulates do
not contain any substances condensed and adsorbed onto the
soot. Hence, this ‘‘dust mass’’ does not correlate with the
particulates measured from diluted exhaust gas. Depending
on the load point, the difference can be between 10 and 90%.

15.6.2.4 Alternative Methods

Gravimetric determination of particulate emission has ser-
ious disadvantages: it is a tedious, time consuming and
integrating method. However, a rapid measurement and/

Total sampling type partial flow dilution system
with Particulate sampler

Fig. 15-57 Partial flow dilution for certification

Fig. 15-58 Exhaust gas conditioning for particle number counting according to the PMP [15-35]
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or the allocation of the time of emission to the dynamic driving
conditions are frequently needed for engine development.
Hence, a number of simpler and/or more dynamic methods
of measurement have been developed. However, the measured
quantities generally deviate from the particulates measured in
compliance with the law and the established correlations only
have limited validity. The measurement of soot emission
assumes a special role here since it is an important indicator
for the quality of combustion. Several measuring methods
generally based on soot’s strong absorption of radiation have
been developed. New methods have excellent time resolution
and/or very high sensitivity.

The most important alternative measurement methods are
summarized in Table 15-17 and presented schematically in
Figs. 15-60–15-67. Generally, there are different designs and
commercial providers for all of the methods of measurement.

Counting by light scattering

Problem:
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Fig. 15-59 Functional principle of a condensation particle counter (CPC)
[15-37]

Table 15-17 Advantages and disadvantages of alternative methods of particulate/soot measurement

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Opacimeter
[15-39]

– Mandatory for some certification tests, e.g. ELR
– Reliable, cost efficient, established method to measure exhaust

gas opacity
– Excellent time resolution of 0.1 s
– High sensitivity (0.1% opacity, corresponding to approximately

300 mg/m3 soot)
– Usable with special sample conditioning up to exhaust gas

pressures of 400 mbar; higher pressure add-on available
– Acceptable soot concentration correlation (mg/m3) can be

found for families of engines

– Sampling systems require sampling flows of up to
40 l/min

– High sensitivity necessitates sophisticated system design:
long optical path length L, good thermal conditioning

– Relatively strong cross sensitivity to NO2

TEOM (Tapered Element
Oscillating Microbalance)
[15-40]

– Measurement of particulate (not soot) emission
– Result is similar to the statutory method of particulate

measurement
– Time resolution in the second range

– Replaces the particulate filter but requires exhaust gas
dilution

– Generally not fully equivalent to the mandatory method
– Sensitivity depends on the time resolution, typically 1 mg/m3

– Expensive

DMM (Dekati Mass
Monitor)
[15-41]

– Measurement of particulate (not soot) emission
– Result is similar to the mandatory method of particulate

measurement
– Time resolution in the second range
– Sensitivity of approximately. 1 mg/m3

– Additional estimation of mean particulate size

– Replaces the particulate filter but requires high exhaust
gas dilution

– Frequently not really equivalent to the mandatory method
– Expensive

Smokemeter
[15-39]

– Reliable cost efficient
– Established method
– High sensitivity (0.002 FSN, corresponding approximately to 20
mg/m3 soot) during longer sampling times

– With special sampling equipment, exhaust gas can be
measured before the diesel particulate filter

– Good soot concentration correlation (mg/m3), minimal cross
sensitivity to other exhaust gas components

– Integrating method
– Time resolution of approximately 1 min.

Photoacoustic soot sensor
[15-42–15-44]

– High sensitivity – typically < 5 mg/m3 soot
– Sensor signal is directly and linearly sensitive to soot

concentration, minimal cross sensitivity
– Good time resolution, � 1 s

– Requires exhaust gas dilution
– Method of calibration is not rigorously established
– Measurement upstream from the DPF requires exhaust gas

conditioning
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Table 15-17 (Continued)

Method Advantages Disadvantages

– Applicable for diesel particulate filter tests
– Moderately expensive
– High dynamic range (1: 10,000)

– Regular servicing is easy but necessary

Laser induced
incandescence
[15-45]

– High sensitivity – typically < 5 mg/m3 soot
– Sensor signal is directly and linearly sensitive to soot

concentration, minimal cross sensitivity
– Good time resolution, � 1 s
– Applicable for diesel particulate filter tests

– Very expensive
– Method of calibration is not established.
– High dynamic range is only achievable with optical

attenuators (insertion of absorber filters)

Photoelectric aerosol
sensor [15-46]

– Compact, cost effective system
– High sensitivity – typically < 1 mg/m3 soot
– An empirical correlation with the soot emission of diesel

engines can be established in most cases

– Time resolution, � 10 s
– Strongly influenced by substances with high photoemission

(PAH)

Diffusion charging sensor
[15-41, 15-46, 15-47]

– Compact, cost effective system
– Measures the active particulate surface (Fuchs surface)
– High sensitivity – typically < 1 mg/m3 particulates
– The signals have been found to empirically correlate with the

particulate emission of diesel engines in some cases

– Not proportional to particulate mass
– Time resolution of a few seconds

Light
source

Detector

Blackened filter

Fig. 15-60 Principle of the smokemeter [15-39]

Fig. 15-61
Principle of the opacimeter [15-39]

Microphone
as detector

Soot
particles

Modulated
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Modulated
heating
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Fig. 15-62 Principle of photoacoustic measurement [15-44]
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Fig. 15-64 Principle of photoelectric measurement [15-46]

Change
of internal

energy

Evaporation

Heat conduction

Heat radiation

Absorption

Fig. 15-63 Principle of laser induced incandescence, LII [15-45]

Fig. 15-65 Principle of a diffusion charging sensor [15-41]
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The references [15-47–15-50] contain further and/or sum-
marized information on unconventional state-of-the-art
methods of diesel particulate measurement.
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16 Diesel Engine Noise Emission

Bruno M. Spessert and Hans A. Kochanowski

16.1 Fundamentals of Acoustics

Like many other machines, diesel engines also generate var-
iations in air pressure. These variations disperse in the air as
longitudinal vibrations. The human ear is able to perceive
such pressure variations as noise within a frequency range of
approximately 16 Hz–16 kHz. High and low frequency noise
components in this frequency range are perceived to be far
less loud than noise in the frequency range of 0.5–5 kHz. This
frequency-dependent sensitivity of the human ear can be
accommodated in a frequency-dependent evaluation curve
(A-weighting).

At a frequency of 1 kHz, the human ear is able to hear
sound pressure amplitudes between approximately 2 10�5

and 20 Pa. (Pressure variations above this amplitude range
are experienced as pain.) The large amplitude bandwidth of
human hearing would make a specification of linear sound
(pressure) values extremely unwieldy. Sound (pressure) levels
are usually employed instead:

Lp ¼ 20logp=po

(where Lp is the sound pressure level, p the sound pressure
and po = 2 � 10�5 Pa the reference sound pressure).

The sound pressure level specifies the level of sound for a
measuring point, i.e. the noise exposure (noise pollution) at
the measuring point. However, the noise radiated by a com-
ponent or a machine is either described by specifying the
sound pressure level and additionally the measurement dis-
tance (!) or, alternatively, the sound power level:

LW ¼ 10logP=Po

(where P is the sound power and Po = 10�12 W the reference
sound power).

The reference variables po and Po are selected so that the
following applies:

LW ¼ Lp þ 10logA=Ao

(where A is the measuring surface and Ao = 1 m2 the reference
surface).

The surface enveloping the sound source in which the
sound pressure is measured is referred to as the measuring
surface. The decibel (dB) is the unit of sound pressure levels
and sound power levels. Routinely applied, A-weighting is
identified by a suffix (LpA or LWA, in the unit dBA or dB(A)).

A doubling of the sound energy corresponds to an increase
of the sound pressure level or sound power level by 3 dB or 3
dB(A). However, humans do not perceive such a doubling of
sound energy as twice as loud. A doubling of noise is not
subjectively perceived until the sound energy has roughly
decupled, i.e. the sound pressure level has increased by 10
dB(A).

Noise can be measured by microphones that capture air
pressure variations through a thin diaphragm, which forms
part of a capacitor. Air pressure variations cause diaphragm
vibrations, which in turn cause corresponding variations of
the capacitor’s electrical charge, which are proportional to the
air pressure variations and relatively easy to process further.

16.2 Development of Engine Noise Emission

Legislators have been steadily tightening noise limits for
practically every vehicle and unit of equipment since the
early 1970s. An end to this trend is not foreseeable, particu-
larly since the increasing density of traffic largely offsets noise
reductions in individual vehicles or units of equipment. Noise
pollution has not yet been reduced sufficiently among the
populace, even though this ought to be imperative from the
perspective of public health policy (e.g. [16-1, 16-2]).

Mandatory limits on noise emission from combustion
engines do not exist. Legislators limit the noise emission of
entire vehicles or units of equipment instead of engines. For
instance, equipment manufacturers are left to decide whether
to use relatively quiet engines or enclosed engines to meet
noise limits. Since encapsulation measures incur considerable
additional costs for equipment manufacturers, relatively quiet
engines have a market advantage. Thus, legislation is also
indirectly forcing the reduction of the noise emission of
internal combustion engines. Therefore, the development of
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ever quieter engines was and continues to be an ongoing task
of modern engine design. However, other noise sources, e.g.
drive train and tire noise from trucks or hydraulic noise from
construction equipment, are also increasingly playing a sig-
nificant role.

Taking direct injection diesel engines with displacements
of 3. . .16 l used in truck and industrial engines as an example,
Fig. 16-1 [16-3, 16-4] illustrates the engine noise reduction
achieved in recent decades. Each of the scatter bands of noise

emission from different engines are specified for the years
1975 and 1990. In general, the scatter band range is sizeable.
However, an average drop of 3 dB(A) is discernible in noise
levels between 1975 and 1990.

What is more, a number of newly developed advanced
engines have been launched on the market since 1990.
Above all, structural optimization rigorously implemented
by means of FEM and radical measures to reduce noise
excitation (e.g. relocating the timing gear drive to the flywheel
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side; see Sect. 16.3.1.5) have made a real leap in development
possible in these new engine models, which has lowered noise
emission by 5 and 8 dB(A) on average (over 1990 or 1975
respectively) (Fig. 16-1).

The existing potential for noise reduction is far from hav-
ing been exhausted. The ‘‘acoustic efficiency’’, i.e. the ratio of
engine sound power to the rated engine power delivered,
has been dropping continually since the 1990s (Fig. 16-2,
[16-3–16-6]). In addition, a recent study demonstrated that
even the noise emission of an already acoustically very good
industrial diesel engine can still be reduced by over 6 dB(A).
A considerable part of this potential for noise reduction has
been verified experimentally in a test engine [16-7, 16-8].

The prerequisite for the reduction of engine noise is knowl-
edge of the noise sources. Engines excite noise by
– engine surface (surface noise) vibrations (structure-borne

noise),
– pulsations (aerodynamic noise) generated by intake,

exhaust and cooling system(s) and the
– transmission of vibrations by the engine mount to the

chassis or foundation.

In most cases, the engine surface plays the biggest role.

16.3 Engine Surface Noise

16.3.1 Structure-Borne Noise Excitation

16.3.1.1 Excitation Mechanisms

The mechanism of engine surface noise excitation is repre-
sented schematically in Fig. 16-3 [16-9]. The variables
required to describe the mechanism may be treated as func-
tions of the frequency according to Fourier and represented
as a spectrum: a force F, the gas force in the combustion
chamber in this example, causes an acceleration a of the
structure-borne noise. The transfer function T = a/F describes
the characteristics of the engine structure’s structure-borne
noise transmission. The acceleration a is converted on the sur-
face into the sound pressure p. This radiation may be character-
ized by the radiation factor A = p/a. Hence, the following
options for noise reduction exist:
– reducing the force F that excites structure-borne noise,
– reducing the structure-borne noise transmission, i.e. the

transfer function T, or
– reducing the sound radiation, i.e. the radiation factor A.

However, instead of a single force F, a multitude of dynamic
forces between various components are decisive for the exci-
tation of noise in real engines. The different excitation
mechanisms are:
– direct combustion noise resulting from structure-borne

noise excitation of the combustion chamber walls by the
gas force,

– indirect combustion noise resulting from relative move-
ments influenced by the gas force (crank mechanism and
spur gear transmission) or influenced by load-dependent
forces (injection pump), and

– mechanical noise resulting from relative movements influ-
enced by inertial force (crank mechanism and valve gear).

16.3.1.2 Direct Combustion Noise

A reduction of direct combustion noise can reduce noise
– in the entire operating range of naturally aspirated direct

injection diesel engines and
– in the low idle range and transient operation of all diesel

engines during cold starts.

Therefore, acoustic optimization of the combustion sequence
must be an emphasis in the development of every combustion
system. The cylinder pressure curve is crucial to the excitation
of direct combustion noise. The pressure curve is normally
transformed from the time range into the frequency range in
order to evaluate it acoustically. This yields a cylinder pres-
sure excitation spectrum. The excitation spectrum depends
on various parameters of cylinder pressure (Fig. 16-4 [16-9]).
In practice, the frequency ranges determined by the pressure
increase or rate of pressure increase are decisive for the A-
weighted level of engine noise. They roughly cover the range
of 0.5–3 kHz in which the engine structure is relatively
‘‘permeable’’.

Figure 16-5 compares excitation spectra for different com-
bustion processes [16-10]. The excitation level of DI diesel
engines is typically 10 dB higher than that of IDI diesel
engines. Moreover, natural vibrations develop in the combus-
tion chamber at even higher frequencies. They cause peaks in
the excitation spectrum and particularly increase the noise
nuisance (e.g. [16-11, 16-12]). IDI diesel engines specifically
experience vibrations of the system of the main combustion
chamber-passage-secondary combustion chamber, which
normally has a natural frequency of approximately 2 kHz.
This induces excitation levels that are often determinative for
the level of noise.

Since the engine structure has a very high insulating effect,
high excitation levels at low frequencies (less than 0.5 kHz)
are normally irrelevant for engine noise. What is more, the
radiation factor and the sensitivity of the human ear are both
low in this frequency range.

Conflicts of objectives arise during the development of
combustion systems. A satisfying compromise that yields a
significant potential for noise reduction without appreciable
disadvantages can only be found when every complex of
requirements for an advanced combustion system – low fuel
consumption, low pollutant concentrations in exhaust gas
and low combustion noise at acceptable manufacturing
costs – is factored in from the beginning of development
onward.
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Good combustion excitation, i.e. an excitation spectrum
with minimum level values, is obtained by a ‘‘gentle’’ cylin-
der pressure curve (Fig. 16-4). The conditions that initiate
combustion are crucial; direct combustion noise can pri-
marily be reduced by reducing the quantity of combustible
fuel at the time of ignition. The most important options for
this are
– retarded start of injection,
– advanced start of ignition (e.g. by increasing the compres-

sion ratio, supercharging, exhaust gas recirculation and/or
high temperature cooling) and

– shaped or split injection.

In addition, a maximally advanced end of injection is
striven for to prevent any increase in soot and HC emis-
sions. Therefore, the start of injection can practically
always only be retarded in conjunction with a more

efficient injection system that reduces the duration of injec-
tion. However, this can increase noise excitation in the
injection pump itself and in the injection pump drive (see
Sect. 16.3.1.3).

Injection can be shaped or split by modifying the injection
pump or the nozzle holder for instance. Common rail injec-
tion systems with electronically controlled injection nozzles
particularly facilitate acoustically good injection rate shaping
or splitting in combination with a map-dependent start of
delivery and thus enable drastically reducing direct combus-
tion noise in broad operating ranges.

Shaped or split injection can lower direct combustion noise
during idling and part load by over 10 dB(A); overall engine
noise can definitely be reduced by 3 dB(A) and more
(Fig. 16-6 [16-13]). At the same time, the impulsiveness of
the noise can be reduced and subjective noise perception
improved significantly.
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Fig. 16-3
Mechanism of the origin of engine surface
noise (schematic) [16-9]
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Alternative fuels such as RME (biodiesel) or vegetable oils
can significantly influence direct combustion noise. Depend-
ing on the type of engine and its operating state, the use of
alternative fuels can both increase and reduce the noise level
significantly [16-5].

16.3.1.3 Indirect Combustion Noise

Indirect combustion noise dominates the full load range in
high speed supercharged direct injection diesel engines. Pis-
ton noise plays an important role for instance (cf. [16-8,
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16-14–16-18]). Secondary piston motion produces shock
excitations between pistons and cylinders, which are primar-
ily generated by gas forces at high loads. The piston in a
cylinder changes position two to ten times per working
cycle depending on the operating point. Since the excitation
of noise is a function of combustion pressure, it is referred to
as ‘‘indirect combustion noise’’. (The inertial force also excites
noise, especially at high speeds and during idling to be precise.
This is referred to as ‘‘mechanical noise’’.)

Piston noise, i.e. the noise component generated by impact
processes between pistons and cylinders, can be systematically
reduced by minimizing the shock pulses during piston impact.
Clearance, skirt length, shape and stiffness and pin offset are
significant parameters that influence piston noise. Thrust side
piston pin offset (by 1–2% of the piston diameter) is acoustically
beneficial for many industrial and commercial vehicle engines.

Along with piston noise, injection pump and crankshaft
noise is also particularly important for supercharged diesel
engines (cf. [16-18–16-20]). Injection pump noise has

become particularly relevant because of the strong rise in
injection pressures and injection pressure gradients as
required in advanced combustion systems optimized for
exhaust gas and noise. The pump housing’s noise emission
and the engine block’s structure-borne noise excitation
caused by the pump as well as the structure-borne noise
excitation in the pump drive produced by the alternating
torques (see below) can play an important role.

The crankshaft also excites noises in the timing gear drive
and the main bearings. This is particularly true at speeds at
which the excitation of the lower (n) orders of the gas forces
causes a resonance of the crankshaft’s first natural torsional
frequency. Alternating torques increased by the resonance are
triggered in the gear drive where they generate impulses. At
the same time, a crankshaft’s radial movement in the main
bearings coupled with the torsional vibration can excite an
engine block to low frequency with the (n�1) and (n+1) order
as well as to high frequency by impulses [16-21, 16-22]. The
implementation of torsional vibration dampers can eliminate

Full load
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Fig. 16-6 Reduction of overall engine noise by a common rail injection system with pilot injection (supercharged, charge air cooled, heavy duty six cylinder inline engine,
VH = 5.7 dm3) UPS unit pump system, CR common rail injection system, PI pilot injection (split injection) [16-13]
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noise excitations caused by the torsional vibrations of the
crankshaft, especially in the resonance.

16.3.1.4 Mechanical Noise

Valve gears, oil pumps, water pumps and, to a certain extent,
crankshafts and pistons excite mechanical noise in diesel
engines (see Sect. 16.3.1.3).

Noise excitation caused by impact processes when the
valves close and (in engines with lower numbers of cylinders)
by the triggering of alternating torques in the gear
drive is prevalent in valve gears [16-23, 16-24]. Though
relatively slight, valve noise is nonetheless perceived as
‘‘annoying’’ because of its high impulsiveness. According to
[16-25–16-27], a high natural valve gear frequency, a dyna-
mically optimized cam contour, slightly moving valve gear
masses, hydraulic valve clearance compensation and a (slight)
angular offset of the cams (phasing) in engines with more
than two valves per cylinder are measures that reduce noise
excitation caused by the valve gear.

Oil pumps in particular can generate noise by oil pressure
pulsations. Noise can be decreased by reducing the pressure
peaks (optimizing the gearing in gear pumps, the pressurestat,
the oil galleries before and/or after the pump and so on [16-8,
16-28]). Water pumps normally cause negligibly little noise
excitation.

16.3.1.5 Primary Drive Noise

Primary drive noise is comprised of injection pump, crank-
shaft and valve gear noise. Therefore, primary drive noise can
neither be fully classified as ‘‘indirect combustion noise’’ nor
as ‘‘mechanical noise’’.

Figure 16-7 presents the generation of pulses on the injec-
tion pump and intermediate gear as an example of noise
excitation in a heavy duty DI diesel engine’s gear drive: the
pressure increase in the injection pump line (Fig. 16-7, top)
and thus also on the injection pump plunger initially retards
the injection pump gear. Thus, the injection pump gear teeth
and intermediate gear teeth move relatively to each other. A
pulse is triggered between the tooth flanks, which is clearly
detectable as a pulse in the structure-borne noise and on both
gears (Fig. 16-7, center and bottom), and excites the engine
structure through the gear bearings. Options for reducing
timing gear drive noise include torsional vibration dampers,
supplementary masses on the injection pump gear, elimina-
tion of clearances by split gears, utilization of so-called ‘‘full-
depth teeth’’ with relatively slender teeth and a high contact
ratio and relocation of the gear drive to the flywheel side
(Fig. 16-8 [16-8, 16-18–16-20, 16-23, 16-24, 16-29–16-32]).

Auxiliary units such as compressors or hydraulic pumps
driven by the gear drive’s power take-offs can also influence
engine surface noise considerably. Piston compressors intro-
duce alternating torques to the gear drive. This causes ‘‘chat-
ter’’ in the gear drive, which increases gear drive noise and is

frequently also subjectively perceived as disagreeable, espe-
cially during idling and at low speeds [16-8, 16-28]. By con-
trast, hydraulic pumps driven by camshaft or injection pump
gears can even lower noise emission when the quasi static
torque they deliver is substantial enough to prevent relative
movement in the gear drive.

Chain or toothed belts are an acoustically better alternative
than timing gear drives for car and smaller industrial diesel
engines. However, chain and toothed belt drives may also be
acoustically perceptible. Level peaks that appear in individual
speed ranges and can be attributed to resonant vibrations of
individual chain or belt segments are particularly disturbing
subjectively. Inhomogeneities of the chain or belt, eccentrici-
ties of the wheels, oscillating torques and/or torsional vibra-
tions of the pertinent shafts excite natural vibrations. These
vibrations increase the chains or belts’ impact velocity and
thus noise excitation, especially in the resonance case. The
tooth meshing order and its multiples stand out in the noise
spectrum (Fig. 16-9). Toothed belt noise may be reduced by
modifying the wheel and/or belt profile, modifying the contact
surface of the belt and wheel, shifting the natural frequencies
of the idler pulleys and/or using damping idler rollers [16-33].
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Acoustically optimal measures for chain drives partly resem-
ble the aforementioned measures for toothed belt drives. The
chains themselves can be optimized acoustically. Gear chains
are better than roller chains. The guide influences noise excita-
tion through its rails and clamping elements [16-34]. Absorp-
tion of the chain sides’ impact on lateral rubber washers
increases the damping of the chain meshing [16-35]. Intensive
oil injection reduces impacts and noise [16-36]. A duplex
chain with offset links reduces whining noises [16-34].

16.3.2 Structure-Borne Noise Transmission in Engines

Along with reducing structure-borne noise excitation, acous-
tically optimizing the structure that transmits structure-borne
noise is essential to fully exploit the existing potential for
noise reduction. At least in new designs, the utilizable poten-
tial for noise reduction by structural optimization is greater
than the utilizable potential by the reduction of noise
excitation.
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Fig. 16-8
Reduction of overall engine noise LA by flywheel side placement of
the timing gear drive (supercharged heavy duty four cylinder inline
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16.3.2.1 Structure-Borne Noise Transmitted by Engine
Blocks and Cylinder Heads

Simultaneously transmitting force and radiating noise, engine
blocks particularly deserve attention since experience has
shown that they and the add-on parts base-excited by them
cause at least 50% of the overall engine noise in inline engines
[16-37]. Therefore (while simultaneously minimizing their
total mass and optimizing the distribution of mass) engine
blocks have to be constructed rigidly and without material
accumulations to thusly shift natural frequencies toward high
frequencies or reduce the transmission of structure-borne
noise in the frequency range of 0.5–3 kHz, which is particu-
larly important for noise.

Force transmitting structures are normally optimized in a
multitude of small steps. The efficacy of every individual step
can hardly be tested on operating full engines. This is difficult
because of the great effort required to construct numerous
engine variants and because of the numerous disturbances
(assembly, accuracy of measurement, reproducibility and
high damping). Hence, only the efficacy of the sum of mea-
sures is usually demonstrated. However, development can be
pursued more purposefully, more quickly and more cost
effectively by evaluating individual steps and measures on
the basis of principle tests, e.g. experimental modal analysis,
and on the basis of calculations with the finite element
method (cf. [16-7, 16-8, 16-32, 16-38–16-42]).

Figure 16-10 presents the acoustic concept for the engine
block of a state-of-the-art, acoustically good commercial
vehicle and industrial diesel engine developed with the aid
of advanced methods of simulation and analysis:
– Thin but high ribs, a wide oil pan flange and rigid decks

attain high horizontal stiffness especially in the area of the
(single) injection pump case.

– Linear force distribution minimizes the noise generating
motions of the block surface.

– In addition, internal ribbing stiffens the lower block zones
in particular.

– The extremely rigid crankcase skirt prevents the main
bearing wall and skirt vibrations from coupling, thus ren-
dering the main bearing wall vibrations acoustically
irrelevant.

This concept results in engine blocks with good acoustic
properties while keeping the weight acceptable and manufac-
turing costs low.

Figure 16-11 presents engine block structures that can be
used for new designs as an alternative to the standard design
(a) for reasons of acoustics. An axial main bearing beam (b)
shifts the natural frequencies of the bulkheads toward high
frequencies and thus reduces skirt vibrations. A ladder frame
(c) stiffens the crankcase skirt and, above all, prevents this
engine block zone from vibrating in phase opposition. The
ladder frame and main bearing beam may also be combined.

Direct power force flow

Reinforcing bands

Fins and decks

Fig. 16-10 Acoustic concept for a heavy duty diesel engine block [16-41]
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The bedplate (d) and tunnel housing (e) make it possible to
design extremely rigid engine blocks. A crankframe engine
block (f) (cf. [16-43–16-45]) brings the oil pan, solely insu-
lated from the engine block by elastic elements, up to the level
of the cylinder block. This can drastically reduce the sound
radiating surface of the block. Engine blocks with a main
bearing beam, a ladder frame or even a bedplate have been
introduced with increasing frequency and gone into produc-
tion in recent years [16-46] but the other aforementioned
engine block designs are still implemented in only very few
engine types.

One consequence of the acoustic optimization of other
engine components has been a steady increase in the impor-
tance of the cylinder head and the add-on parts it base excites
for noise emission. The base plate and intermediate deck
make the bottom of a cylinder head sufficiently rigid.
Hence, the structure-borne sound levels are relatively low.
However, high levels appear in the upper region of the cylin-
der head. Therefore, the structure has to be stiffened by
greater wall strengths in this example or (better) by ribbing
or (even better) by crowning. An alternative to these stiffen-
ing measures is the use of uncoupled or strongly damped
cylinder head covers drawn down over the top part of the
cylinder head, thus covering it [16-26, 16-46–16-49].

16.3.2.2 Structure-Borne Noise Transmitted by Add-On
Parts

Along with the force transmitting components of the engine
block and cylinder head, add-on parts also play a major role
acoustically. In particular, pressure die cast aluminum add-on

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 16-11 Alternative engine block concepts: (a) Standard engine block; (b)
Standard engine block with main bearing beam; (c) Engine block with ladder
frame; (d) Engine block with bedplate; (e) ‘‘Tunnel’’ engine block;
(f) Crankframe engine block

Fig. 16-12 Modes of intake manifold vibration: top: unshaped; center: 1st
mode (FEM: 3,580 Hz, experimental modal analysis: 3766 Hz); bottom: 2nd
mode (FEM: 4,081 Hz, experimental modal analysis: 3,980 Hz) [16-7]
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Fig. 16-13 Transfer functions between the cylinder head and pipe surface of
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parts are frequently problematic since they must be light and
thin walled for reasons of manufacturing, cost and weight.
Figure 16-12 visualizes the modes of vibration of the first two
natural vibrations of an intake manifold calculated by means
of the finite element method (FEM) and measured by means
of modal analysis. Figure 16-13 plots the transfer function
between the intake manifold (two variants: before and after
optimization) and cylinder head (as the component that base
excitates the intake manifold). Circumferential reinforcing
bands can shift the natural frequencies toward higher

frequencies. Since the spectra of the exciting forces decrease
as the frequency increases, the increase of the natural fre-
quencies causes the forces to shift to frequency ranges of
smaller exciting forces (Fig. 16-1). At the same time, the
amplitudes of the transfer function can be reduced.

A combination of transversal and longitudinal ribs and the
creation of closed spaces around the injection nozzles
(Fig. 16-14) lowers the component noise of a cylinder head
cover by a maximum of 8 dB(A) over a fully unribbed,
angular and flat variant. In this example, optimization of

Fig. 16-14 Cylinder head cover with internal ribbing

Intercooler housing

Oil pan
Protective cover

Cylinder head cover

Fig. 16-15 Plastic components of a truck diesel engine [16-51]
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the cylinder head cover and intake manifold lowers the over-
all engine noise emission in the measuring point above the
engine by 1.5 dB(A) over a fully unribbed variant and slightly
in the lateral measuring points as well [16-7, 16-8].

Structure-borne noise insulation by means of elastic ele-
ments between an add-on part and the components that base
excite an add-on part can also reduce noise in add-on parts
that do not transmit force. Insulating components with
relatively low dynamic stiffness can significantly reduce
noise (cf. [16-4, 16-5]). Naturally, soundproofing compo-
nents that have already been structurally optimized before-
hand only reduces noise relatively little [16-32].

Strongly damping materials can also reduce the noise emis-
sion of add-on parts [16-50]. The use of sandwich sheets for
valve covers, oil pans or also air cowling in air-cooled engines is
particularly established. Making high damping valve covers,
intake manifolds, air cowling and even oil pans out of plastic is
acoustically just as effective (Figs. 16-15 and 16-16 [16-51]).

Noise from cast aluminum oil pans is also effectively
reduced by coating them with high damping plastic. Another
option is to damp vibrating surfaces, preferably in the range of
higher vibration amplitudes. Coating a spur gear cover with
elastomers with high damping in the area of the center of the
cover can drastically lower the vibrations of the cover’s dia-
phragm (which dominate the overall noise of a tested engine)
and significantly reduce the engine noise in the measuring
point upstream from the engine. However, such coatings not
only generate considerable additional costs and additional
weight but also problems when they are recycled [16-50].

Insulation or damping can frequently reduce even more noise
than increased stiffness. Therefore, such options for noise
reductions are being utilized with increasing frequency [16-3].

16.3.3 Noise Radiation

Noise radiation may either be reduced by encapsulation mea-
sures (see Sects. 16.5 and 16.6) or the generation of an
‘‘acoustic short circuit’’. An ‘‘acoustic short circuit’’ is gener-
ated when the excess and low pressures of noise generated by
a vibrating surface cancel each other out. Thus, air pressure
no longer vibrates in greater distances from the vibrating
surfaces and no more detectable noise radiates in the far
field. This effect can be taken advantage of when acoustically
optimizing V-belt pulleys for instance.

V-belt pulleys’ acoustically relevant modes of vibration are
usually their diaphragm vibrations. While openings in a
V-belt pulley only alter natural frequencies and vibration
amplitudes slightly, they facilitate an equalization of pressure
on the front and back of the pulley. Thus, pressure variations
are no longer able to propagate and noise no longer radiates
into the engine’s far field.

16.4 Aerodynamic Engine Noises

16.4.1 Intake and Exhaust System

Pressure pulsates strongly in combustion engines’ intake sys-
tems and even more strongly in their exhaust systems.
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Undamped pressure pulsations would drown out all other
components of engine noise.

At least in supercharged engines, the air cleaner may
already generate sufficient damping of the intake noise. Spe-
cial damping systems in which, for example, venturi tubes
primarily reduce the higher frequency intake noise compo-
nent and/or resonators primarily reduce the low frequency
component by reflecting and superimposing the intake
noise pulsations (e.g. [16-52]) are implemented for other
requirements.

In either case, the reduction of exhaust noise by a muffler
(systems) is mandatory. It usually combines the aforemen-
tioned principles of sound damping by venturi tubes,
bypasses or linings with sound absorbing materials and
the cancelation of low frequency noise components by
reflection and superimposition. This produces a basic cor-
relation between noise damping capacity, unit volume and
damper back pressure (that degrades engine efficiency). The
achievable damping capacity grows with both the unit
volume and the permissible back pressure (see Sects. 13.1
and 13.2).

Along with conventional ‘‘passive’’ muffler systems,
‘‘active’’ systems will also potentially play a role in the future.
Microphones measure sound emission. The measurements
are analyzed mathematically and loudspeakers, which gener-
ate an amplitude and frequency equal to the sound, are
activated accordingly. However, the noise radiated by the
loudspeaker is so dephased that the corresponding (low fre-
quency) sound components are cancelled when the measured
and additionally generated sound is superimposed. Advan-
tages of ‘‘active’’ muffler systems are a reduction of back
pressure and a significant diminution of the required (resi-
dual) damper volumes. However, these are offset by a number
of disadvantages such as the additional consumption of elec-
trical power or the considerable additional costs for the
mechanical and electronic elements required to actively dam-
pen sound.

16.4.2 Cooling System

In the 1970s, the cooling system noise generated by fans
or blowers frequently still played a role, even a dominant
role at times. Its influence on overall engine noise is
now usually rather slight. This was achieved
(cf. [16-53–16-57]) by
– designing the entire cooling system and specifically the fan

blades or blower blades better aerodynamically,
– dividing blades unequally to prevent tonal noise compo-

nents and especially
– using control systems to limit fan or blower speeds to the

minimum still permissible for cooling in a particular oper-
ating point.

The aerodynamic noise generated by alternator fans can dom-
inate engine noise in the upper speed range [16-8, 16-28].

Ever higher electrical outputs have led to ever larger generators
and higher generator speeds. Even new generator designs with
quieter enclosed fans have been unable to sufficiently lower
alternator noise. The use of viscous clutches even between
engines and alternators or the use of liquid-cooled alternators
is more effective.

16.5 Noise Reduction by Encapsulation

16.5.1 Encapsulation and Enclosed Engines

Every noise reduction measure at the source ought to have
been fully exhausted before noise is reduced by additional
measures that take the form of partial or complete enclosures.
This approach makes sense because measures at the source
prove to be more cost effective than encapsulation or com-
mensurate acoustic measures in the engine compartment.
From the perspective of weight and structural space too,
measures at the source should be preferred initially over
encapsulation. However, the effect of measures at the source
is limited to only a few dB(A) (see Sects. 16.3 and 16.4).

Complete enclosure of an engine on the other hand reduces
noise considerably by 10–13 dB(A) and only necessitates
marginally more structural space than an unenclosed engine
(Fig. 16-17). A noise reduction of 13 dB(A) means that twenty
enclosed engines generate the noise of one unenclosed engine.

The development of noise reduction in diesel engines by
partial or complete enclosures has intensified since the end
of the 1960s (cf. [16-58–16-60]). The first standard series of
enclosed air-cooled two, three and four cylinder engines
have been on the market since 1977 [16-61, 16-62]. Encap-
sulation development must endeavor to reduce noise for
every potential operating point and every direction of radia-
tion. Figure 16-18 presents results obtained in mass
production.

Enclosed engines are used wherever extreme noise require-
ments cannot be satisfied in any other way. Unenclosed
engines are another sizable area of application. Equipment
manufacturers spare the engine hood, engine installation,
their own noise reduction measures and cooling measures
that may be additionally necessary. This is an especially cost
effective solution for special equipment manufactured in
smaller quantities.

16.5.2 Partial Sound Sources of Complete Enclosures

An enclosed engine’s overall noise (Fig. 16-19) consists of
surface noise from the enclosure, noise from the combustion
air intake and noise from the exhaust outlet. This is com-
pounded by noise from the cooler/fan systems in water-
cooled engines or by noise from the cooling air inlet and
outlet in air-cooled engines. Equally effective measures must
be implemented against all these partial noises to obtain low
overall noise.
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When water-cooled engines are enclosed, the cooler/fan
system is normally left outside the enclosure, thus leaving
noise reduction in these parts to the engine’s user. Alterna-
tively and similar to air-cooled engines, liquid-cooled engines
are partly furnished with integrated cooling systems.

Air-cooled engines always have a cooling fan mounted
directly at the engine itself and thus in the enclosure. Conse-
quently, the engine enclosure also includes noise reduction by
inlet and outlet air ducts.

16.5.2.1 Surface Noise

An engine’s introduction of structure-borne noise by way of
the enclosure mount particularly excites the enclosure surface
to vibrate and thus radiate noise. Therefore, meticulously
designed elastic enclosure mounts are preferred. They must
also be provided for every part abutting the outer enclosure
wall, e.g. apex seals that separate hot and cold spaces in an
enclosure.

The enclosure wall also reflects sound radiated by the
engine surface back to the engine. Therefore, the noise level
measured inside an enclosure is approximately 3–5 dB(A)
higher than that of an unenclosed engine. Absorption materi-
als inside an enclosure can lessen this noise increase. The
noise in the enclosure excites the enclosure walls to vibrate.
The enclosure surface radiates these vibrations outwardly in
reduced strength.

The extent of this reduction is referred to as wall insulation.
The damping factor is a function of frequency and chiefly
determined by the weight per unit area and the wall’s bending
rigidity. 1 mm thick steel plate has proven well suited as wall
material for enclosures. Multilayered walls, for example, can
further increase sound damping factors [16-63].

Appropriate engineering designs of the enclosure surface
must prevent the formation of pronounced natural vibrations
or reasons of acoustics and strength.

Fig. 16-17 Size comparison of an unenclosed and enclosed air-cooled single cylinder DI diesel engine
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Leaks in the enclosure surface allow engine noise amplified
by enclosure reflection to penetrate outwardly and thus dras-
tically reduce the wall insulation achievable. Therefore, an
enclosure should be hermetically sealed.

If the exhaust muffler is placed outside the engine enclo-
sure, then the muffler’s surface noise also has to be consid-
ered. Measures in the muffler’s surface, e.g. double walls with
or without an intermediate layer, frequently only yield insuf-
ficient improvements. In most cases, the exhaust muffler
must also be enclosed.

16.5.2.2 Outlet Noise

Intake and exhaust noise are referred to as outlet noises. The
procedure to reduce them in enclosed engines is the same as
in unenclosed engines (see Sect. 16.4.1). However, a substan-
tially better acoustical result must be obtained in enclosed
engines. The outlet noises must be improved by roughly the
same magnitude by which encapsulation is also intended to
reduce the overall noise.

The exhaust muffler in an enclosed engine is usually inte-
grated on or in the enclosure structure since the engine
presented to customers ought to be complete [16-64]. Thus,
enclosed engines forfeit the option of reducing exhaust noise
well by tuning volumes and line length, which is common in
vehicles. Even today, exhaust muffler design is largely a mat-
ter of experience and testing.

Intake noise must also be improved by at least 10 dB(A)
over unenclosed engines. Enclosed air-cooled engines are
equipped with noise damping inlet air ducts for cooling air.
Refraining from aspirating the combustion air until it is inside
the enclosure to thus also take advantage of the acoustic effect
of the absorption line for the cooling air for the combustion
air suggests itself. In this case, the inlet air port cross sections
must be adjusted to the total air mass. Combustion air should
not heat up substantially inside the enclosure.

16.5.2.3 Noises from Engine Cooling

In addition to basic engine cooling, limiting temperatures also
especially have to be observed for rubber parts, seals, V-belts,
elastic engine suspensions and add-on parts, e.g. alternators
and voltage regulators. The surface temperature of a noise
enclosure also has to be kept low. Temperatures may be
strongly elevated especially after shutoff from full load.
Since users do not always expect this, a touch guard may be
necessary for reasons of safety.

The outlet air temperature at the cooling system outlet is
lower in water-cooled engines than in air-cooled engines.
Since the higher outlet air temperature causes more heat to
dissipate per quantity of air that passes through them, air-
cooled engines require smaller quantities of air. Thus the inlet
and outlet air mufflers required are also smaller than in water-
cooled engines.

Inlet air muffler
Surface noise More effective

exhaust muffler

Exhaust noise

Exhaust gas

Outlet air muffler
Outlet air sound
Outlet air

Elastic
enclosure mount

Inlet air noise

Inlet air
(combustion,
cooling)

Fig. 16-19 Partial sound sources in an enclosed engine
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Mounting the cooling system outside the enclosure (water-
cooled engine) necessitates additional enclosure ventilation.
Small electrically driven fans are ideal. Inlet and outlet air
mufflers are necessary for the air openings – not because of
the (low) noise of the fan but to prevent the loud noise inside
the enclosure from escaping outside. A cooling system located
outside the enclosure likewise requires noise reduction mea-
sures since it can be significantly louder than an enclosed
engine when the full quantity of heat is dissipated. Absorption
materials make inlet and outlet air mufflers effective. Foam and
mineral wool are employed. The muffler’s effect is intensified
by redirections or cross sectional jumps. Mufflers can be simu-
lated precisely in advance when the dimensions, air tempera-
tures and material properties are adequately known [16-63].

An enclosure must be meticulously separated into hot and
cold spaces to properly cool an engine. This is necessary to
keep exhaust muffler heat from heating combustion air for
example.

16.5.3 Engine Installation and Maintenance

The demand for efficient insulation of driven machines from
engine structure-borne noise takes on particular importance
when enclosed engines are employed since the noise gener-
ated by equipment can otherwise grow so substantially that it
nullifies the advantages of engine encapsulation.

When encapsulation lowers engine noise by 10 dB(A) or
more, it enters ranges in which the noise of the driven
machine can no longer be disregarded across the board.
Meticulous equipment planning with knowledge of the dri-
ven machine’s noise level must initially identify the other
parts aside from the engine that require noise reduction to
obtain the overall result desired. An engine enclosure can be
designed so that smaller driven equipment, e.g. hydraulic
pumps, can be accommodated inside it.

The maintenance points in an enclosed engine have to be
designed and configured so that they are accessible without
additional effort. This particularly pertains to frequently
needed parts that should be accessible without opening the
enclosure, e.g. oil dipsticks. The engine parts projecting from
the enclosure and thus affected by structure-borne noise must
have minimal sound radiating surfaces so that they radiate
little noise.

Other maintenance points that must be accessed less often,
e.g. valve covers (valve clearance), are located behind easy to
open enclosure covers (Fig. 16-17).

16.5.4 Partial Encapsulation

Partial enclosures are employed to achieve a limited acoustic
objective at minimum cost. One frequently encountered
example is small power units used at construction sites,
which are required to comply with a sound power level of
LWA � 100 dB(A) (electrical output >2 kVA) within the EU.
Since diesel engines’ noise level only slightly exceeds this

limit, several simple partial enclosures can assure a generating
set’s compliance.

Enclosures of the cylinder head, muffler and air cleaners
including the intake manifold are frequently employed. Par-
tial enclosure measures are also often combined with primary
noise reduction measures (e.g. oil pans insulated against
structure-borne noise).

The application of partial enclosure measures can reduce
noise by up to 4 dB(A). Such concepts leave large parts of the
engine surface unenclosed. Special cooling measures are
unnecessary.

16.6 Engine Soundproofing

Diesel engines are always significant and, frequently, even the
most significant sources of noise of the vehicles or units they
power. Only in the rarest of cases can the installation space be
designed appropriately to satisfy the acoustic requirements in
vehicles or units without either engine encapsulation (see
Sect. 16.5) or soundproofing. Many options for this exist.
They depend on the particular case of application, the struc-
tural space available, the amount of the noise level reduction
required, etc.

Today, virtually every engine compartment is acoustically
optimized in one way or another. However, the additional
costs for acoustic measures in engine compartments, which
are taken for granted, could often be reduced significantly by
using quieter engines [16-8, 16-52]. The more stringent
requirements for vehicle, unit or equipment noise emission
are, the more substantial the advantages of acoustically rela-
tively good engines become. Therefore, ‘‘low noise’’ vehicles,
units or equipment are practically always outfitted with
‘‘quiet’’ engines.

Apart from noise radiated by its surface and aerodynami-
cally excited noise, an internal combustion engine also gener-
ates noises through its suspension by exciting the base and thus
the connected engine compartment walls, operator cab, etc. to
radiate noise. Natural and synthetic rubber engine mount
elements are commonly employed. Hydraulically damping
bearing elements that combine high damping in the resonance
case with low transfer stiffness are frequently even better from
the perspective of acoustics and vibrations (cf. [16-65, 16-66])
but used less frequently for reasons of cost and space. Another
means to reduce structure-borne noise transmission by the
engine suspension is to employ vibration absorbers above the
suspension [16-67]. Appropriate placement of an engine
mount can also decrease excitation of the body and cab,
e.g. by the engine’s idle shaking (neutral torque axis).
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17 Vehicle Diesel Engines

Fritz Steinparzer, Klaus Blumensaat, Georg Paehr, Wolfgang Held,
and Christoph Teetz

17.1 Diesel Engines for Passenger Cars

17.1.1 History

The diesel engine came to be used as a car engine relatively
late after the first demonstration of its operation in 1897. The
introduction of the first mass produced diesel passenger cars
in 1936 finally enabled diesel engines to vie with the domi-
nant gasoline engines of the day as an alternative drive con-
cept in this segment too.

The stage for this had been set by the highly precise
fuel metering timing allowed by the injection systems
Bosch had started developing and manufacturing (1927)
and the control of the processes of mixture formation and
combustion at relatively high engine speeds by dividing
the combustion chamber into a prechamber and main
chamber, an idea that dated back to L’Orange.

Driven by the increasing focus on energy saving pro-
pulsion sources that conserve resources and reduce cli-
matically relevant CO2 emissions toward the end of last
century, diesel engines repeatedly experienced reasonable
successes in cars but never truly established themselves.
The real breakthrough came in the second half of the
1990s when new high pressure injection systems such as
unit injector systems and, above all, common rail injec-
tion technology became available as standard, thus
enabling a changeover to direct injection and the devel-
opment of innovative exhaust gas turbochargers with
variable turbine guide blade systems.

These new technologies made it possible to tremendously
improve the performance characteristics of diesel cars, which
are relevant to customers. Figure 17-1 highlights this impress-
ive development of power, torque, fuel consumption and
emission performance.

17.1.2 Specific Vehicle Requirements

17.1.2.1 Quality Criteria

As car engines, diesel engines are conceptually interrelated to
vehicles by various subsystems (transmission, chassis, etc.) in
a variety of ways. Therefore, the design requirements for a
driving engine must be derived from a vehicle’s general qual-
ity criteria and aspects of the drive train – essentially the
design and characteristics of the transmission employed. In
terms of product features, the basic vehicle requirements are
based on criteria such as transportation performance, safety,
comfort, operational safety and environmental compatibility.

The individual categories can be broken down into second-
ary aspects from which the criteria relevant for an engine can
be derived. The functional requirement of transportation
performance addresses vehicle performance, energy input
and energy conversion.

Vehicle safety requirements also have consequences for the
drive train. For instance, they affect:
– engine responsiveness and the controllability of engine power,
– transmission of driving torque on the road or even
– suitable limp-home strategies in a fault scenario.

Fire resistance is also an important aspect of engine design.
The comfort requirements are many and diverse. A drive

train’s vibration characteristics influence driving comfort related
to the engine. Ease of operation is based on the force-displace-
ment characteristics (e.g. accelerator pedal) and everything that
facilitates operation (e.g. automatic preglow before engine start).
Climatic comfort defines the heat output and cooling capacity
requirement, which engine design has to provide. Finally, a
vehicle’s acoustic comfort, which can be significantly influenced
by an engine’s sound engineering features, is important.

Vehicle operational safety requirements can be divided into
two categories: long-term quality and usability under special
conditions. Hence, the requirements for reliability, service
life, functional stability, system diagnostics and serviceability
(extent, frequency and accessibility) have to be established
with these factors in mind.

Among the aforementioned criteria, passenger cars’ environ-
mental compatibility is increasingly growing in importance.
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Secondary aspects are based on exhaust and noise emission,
conservation of resources by operation, scrap recycling and dis-
posal and efficient use of the raw materials and energy required
for manufacturing. Depending on the level of quality, this basi-
cally determines an engine’s design and working principle.

The diverse requirements imposed on a vehicle in terms of
pleasantness make engine design and the engine compart-
ment important for engine engineering and give rise to inde-
pendent and customized solutions for both engine placement
and component design.

The geometric similarity of car diesel engines and gasoline
engines normally employed in the same vehicles is an addi-
tional aspect that deserves attention. This particularly affects
engines’ outer dimensions and their interfaces to the vehicle
cooling system, intake airflow, exhaust system and manual
and automatic transmissions, which usually originate from
the same set of components. Rigorously lightweight construc-
tion is also an important element in this context. Regardless of
the model of vehicle, standardized chassis components only
give diesel engines comparably good driving dynamics when
their additional weight is successfully kept very low.

17.1.2.2 Aspects of Drive Train Configuration

The widest variety of operating conditions for passenger car
such as:
– starting,
– accelerating,
– uphill driving and
– maintaining constant speeds

impose requirements on a vehicle’s tractive force, which an
engine must satisfy with its power in a broad speed range.

A motor vehicle’s power can be derived from a tractive
force-speed diagram (based on the engine, torque being a
function of engine speed). An engine’s torque characteristic,

maximum speed and operating speed range significantly
influence the specification of the gear steps, their number
and the magnitude of the transmission’s individual transmis-
sion ratios. The interaction of the engine and transmission
makes itself noticeable in a car’s hill-climbing performance,
acceleration performance and startability.

An engine provides good prerequisites for tuning a car’s
drive train properly when
– the torque curve has a characteristic that increases to its

maximum, preferably at minimum speed (nMmax/nmax

approximately 0.4–0.5), as engine speed drops and
– the maximum engine speed or speed range relevant for the

main road load is selected to be large enough for optimal
transmission design (number of transmission steps and
transmission ratio).

17.1.3 Design Features of Car Diesel Engine

17.1.3.1 Engine Size and High Speed Capacity

Engine size and speed level are the prominent distinguishing
features of different kinds of diesel engines (low, medium and
high speed diesel engines).

Car diesel engines are designed with a cylinder displace-
ment volume of approximately 0.3–0.55 dm3.

While four, five and six cylinder versions were virtually the
only inline designs implemented earlier, three, eight and even
ten cylinder engines have significantly expanded the range of
products in recent years. Primarily driven by basic vehicle
conditions, V designs are also increasingly being employed
for six cylinder engines.

From the perspective of thermodynamics, larger displace-
ment is fundamentally desirable because of the small surface-
volume ratio and the potential to design combustion cham-
bers compactly. Moreover, engine designs with large displa-
cements are desirable for good start-up performance and low
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Fig. 17-1
Development of car diesel engine
performance characteristics
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idle speed whenever auxiliary units (power steering pump, air
conditioner, etc.) require high power as well as for good
starting. Other aspects argue for small cylinder displace-
ments. The most important argument is the ‘‘operating
point change’’, which, in conjunction with supercharging,
can be utilized to lower a vehicle’s fuel consumption and
emissions. Supercharging facilitates maintaining power with
a low displacement or utilizing a supply of higher torque to
select a larger overall transmission ratio. Figure 17-2 illus-
trates the two principal options to reduce fuel consumption.

Together with a constant engine power line, the two road
load lines derived from different rear axle ratios are entered in
the left half of the schematic engine map. The overall trans-
mission ratio advances into a range of low specific consump-
tion at reduced speed and increased load. The right half of the
map depicts the same for two different displacements. The
operating point shifts to a higher load when the displacement
decreases, i.e. to a range with better engine efficiency. When
engines have equal power but differently sized displacement,
the shift can lower consumption considerably as indicated by
the transition from a 2.5 dm3 naturally aspirated engine to a
1.6 dm3 turbocharged diesel engine. Vehicle consumption is
reduced by 16% without impairing vehicle performance.

Since total emission is a product of mass flow and concentra-
tion, the reduction of the mass flow resulting from a smaller
displacement produces another beneficial effect, namely a reduc-
tion of emissions in the low part load range. A measure of high
speed capacity, the mean piston velocity has a range of 13–15 m/s
for car diesel engines. It is closely related to an engine’s maximum
speed. In turn, the selection of the maximum engine speed has far
reaching consequences for the design of the drive train.

The dimensionless engine maps for two engines with high
and lower rated speed presented in Fig. 17-3 furnish an
explanation. The relative reduction of the speed range

utilizable for in-use driving at low rated speed necessitates
either another transmission step (sixth gear) or extremely
widely spread transmission in the low gears.

17.1.3.2 Mixture Formation and Combustion Systems

The mixture formation and combustion system in car diesel
engines is of key importance for engine speed and the related
extremely brief time interval for the working process. The
system selected in each case determines the speed limit, fuel
consumption, exhaust gas composition and combustion
noise. Systems developed for large and low speed engines
are not transferrable to car diesel engines. On the one hand,
the valves and the nozzle in smaller cylinder units cannot be
arranged according to the scheme of geometric similarity. On
the other hand, the low intensity of mixture formation due to
ignition delay at high speed does not suffice to end combus-
tion early enough.

Prechamber systems (dual chamber systems) – decentral
swirl chambers or central prechambers – long dominated car
applications but the picture has changed entirely in the last
ten years.

Once advanced high pressure injection systems became
available, direct injection rapidly established itself within a
few years. In addition to the main motivator of approximately
15% better efficiency over prechamber systems, advanced
direct injection combustion systems also have significant
advantages in terms of power density and minimum emis-
sions. The development of highly flexible high pressure injec-
tion systems with injection pressures of up to 1,800 bar (see
Sect. 5.3) prepared the way for the implementation of highly
efficient, clean and powerful direct injection car engines. The
significantly increased efficiency of electronic engine man-
agement was also instrumental in this development.
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17.1.4 Engine Design

The following thematic fields constitute the basic emphases of
car diesel engine design and development:
– heavy duty, compact basic engines,
– combustion chamber shape and mixture formation

elements,
– high pressure fuel injection systems,
– supercharging concepts and gas exchange tuning,
– electronic engine management with interfaces to the vehi-

cle electrical system and
– highly efficient exhaust gas aftertreatment.

The following presents the state-of-the-art and an overview of
selected forms of implementation of these thematic fields.

17.1.4.1 Basic Engine Design

Depending on the vehicle segment, car diesel engines are
designed with three, four, five, six, and eight or even up to
ten cylinders. Different trends in basic engine design based on
the number of cylinders and the design are identifiable (see
Sects. 8.1 and 8.2).

Along with four-valve engines, a considerable number of
two-valve engines and thus asymmetrical combustion cham-
ber configurations are also still in use in three and four
cylinder engines, which are implemented in part in extremely
cost sensitive vehicles. However, for all intents and purposes,
the segment for engines with five and more cylinders is
virtually dominated by four-valve engines with symmetrically
arranged valves and injection nozzles.

Three, four and five cylinder engines are only produced in
inline designs, eight and ten cylinder engines only in V
designs. Six cylinder engines include both inline and V
designs. The design selected for a six cylinder engine basically
depends on two main influences, the installation conditions
in the vehicle and the manufacturing strategy. Since they have
exceptional vibration characteristics as well as weight and cost
advantages, inline six cylinder engines are the technically
superior solution. The arrangements of their components
that conduct air and exhaust gas also provide significant
advantages. However, inline designs have a larger overall
engine length than V6 engines, which is one reason many
vehicle manufacturers avoid employing them.

The ideal manufacturing network is also crucial in many
cases. Manufacturers have to decide whether joint production
of inline four and six cylinder engines or V6 and V8 engines is
better for the overall cost optimum and the requisite flexibil-
ity of production runs.

The desired engine positioning is another crucial factor for
basic engine design. While engines for entry-level segments
are designed for maximum combustion chamber pressures of
up to 150 bar, the requirements in the premium segment are
significantly more demanding and they are designed for up to
180 bar. This affects component design as well as the selection
of materials and the manufacturing processes.

The core components are the crankcase and the cylinder
head. While only one-piece aluminum alloy cylinder heads
are generally still employed, the range of technical solutions
for crankcases is far broader and extends from aluminum die
cast crankcases for small, specifically not very highly stressed
engines to normal gray cast iron and heavy duty vermicular
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gray cast iron crankcases up through high strength special
gravity cast aluminum alloy crankcases with subsequent heat
treatment, which are increasingly being implemented more in
the premium segment. Figure 17-4 pictures such high-end
aluminum crankcases for an I6 and a V8 cylinder engine.

For a long time, the seal between the cylinder head and
crankcase limited the maximum producible combustion
chamber pressures. The replacement of formerly common
compressible seals with laminated steel gaskets brought
about a quantum leap in the dependability of seals.

High peak pressures also impose high requirements on the
components of a crankshaft assembly. Thus, heavy duty
forged steel crankshafts are used almost exclusively. Split
connecting rods are normally employed in the crankshaft
bearing journal. Very often, the connecting rod small end is
trapezoidal to optimally integrate it in the piston contour as
well as to obtain a maximum bearing surface area in the more
highly loaded bottom half bearing. Pistons are generally made
of heavy duty aluminum alloys (see Sect. 8.6). Cast-in ring
carriers and cooling galleries are also standard. Figure 17-5
presents an example of a piston-connecting rod assembly for
a highly loaded application.

Mass balancing systems in inline four cylinder and V6
engines have increasingly established themselves ever since
expectations of vibrational comfort for diesel cars reached a
level that is just as high as for gasoline cars.

So-called ‘‘add-on’’ systems are implemented in inline
four cylinder engines almost universally. Two counterrotat-
ing balance shafts driven by the crankshaft by chains or
gears are mounted in the oil pan. The advantage of such an
add-on solution is the modular engine design. Thus,

depending on the requirement for vibrational comfort in
different vehicle applications, engines with and without
balance shafts can be produced on an assembly line very
easily. Figure 17-6 pictures an example of one such balance
shaft unit that reduces second order inertial forces. The
balance shafts often employed in V6 engines are normally
integrated in the crankcase.

Their timing is either driven by maintenance free chain
drives or high strength toothed belts. Optionally, a chain
drive may be placed at the back of an engine. The loca-
tion of the camshaft drive near the crankshaft’s nodes
and, hence, significantly less rotational irregularity than
in the front end of the crankshaft is the advantage of this
solution, which is already being marketed in its first
applications.

Engine height may be reduced additionally in the front to
obtain more free space for front end design.

The valves in the majority of car diesel engines are actuated
by roller bearing drag levers to minimize frictional power
losses (see Fig. 17-8).

Auxiliary units such as water pumps, generators, power
steering pumps and air conditioning compressors are
usually driven by poly-V-belts mounted on an engine’s
front end.

A decoupled belt pulley integrated in a rotational oscilla-
tion damper does the same for vehicles with elevated comfort
requirements. Figure 17-7 presents a cutaway view of an
advanced rotational oscillation damper with a decoupled
belt pulley for a six cylinder engine.

Figure 17-8 presents a cross section of a current four
cylinder direct injection diesel engine.

Six cylinder engine
20 kg less weight
than GG25 (–35%)

Eight cylinder engine
30 kg less weight
than GGV500 (–38%) Fig. 17-4

Aluminum crankcases for highly loaded
diesel engines
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17.1.4.2 Combustion Chamber and Mixture Formation

A completely symmetrical arrangement of the injector
and the combustion chamber bowl in the piston is the

optimal configuration of a combustion chamber for a
direct injection car diesel engine. Naturally, this is only
possible geometrically when the design has four valves.
The intake ports are routed separately out of the plenum
chamber to the cylinder head. This allows the use of a
port shut-off, i.e. normally infinitely variable flaps are
enabled to completely or partially close a port in certain
map ranges. Thus, the directed air movement in the

Ring carrier with
integrated cooling gallery

Single-sided vertically oval
brass bushing with fitted bore

Horizontally oval small end
bushing with fitted bore

Trapezoidal small
connecting rod eye

Fig. 17-5
Engineered design of a piston-connecting
rod assembly

Fig. 17-6 Balance shaft unit for a four cylinder engine
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Fig. 17-7 Rotational oscillation damper with integrated decoupled belt
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combustion chamber, the swirl can be systematically
adjusted to the particular operating range. This is extre-
mely important for optimal mixture formation in direct
injection diesel engines.

The outlet ports are usually designed as twins, i.e. they
already merge inside the cylinder head. Since two-valve
engines have significantly smaller free spaces for attainable
cylinder charging motion, they now only tend to be imple-
mented in cost sensitive engines in the lower performance
classes.

In addition to the valves and the injector, the glow plug
(see Chap. 12) is also installed in the combustion cham-
ber. Along with their original function of producing the
‘‘hot spot’’ in a combustion chamber that is required for
reliable cold starting, glow plugs are also increasingly
being heated during engine operation to positively influ-
ence the combustion sequence in terms of noise and
emission performance as a function of the operating
point. The performance of glow systems has been
enhanced tremendously in recent years. While preglow
times of twenty seconds during cold starts were formerly
not uncommon, the preglow times now required range
below five seconds even at very low outside temperatures.
Figure 17-9 presents the characteristic of a modern spon-
taneous glow system as an example.

The injection nozzle injects the fuel with varying injection
pressure as a function of the operating point and is currently
divided into up to five individual injections per combustion
cycle. Injection nozzles with six to eight nozzle orifices are
common, depending on the application. Figure 17-10 pre-
sents the configuration of a four-valve engine’s combustion
chamber as an example.

17.1.4.3 High Pressure Injection

Three different high pressure injection systems established
themselves once direct injection had also made a break-
through in the diesel car sector (see Chaps. 5 and 6). In
addition to the now dominant common rail system, these
included the high pressure distributor pump and the unit
injector system. While the distributor pump and unit injec-
tor system are cam driven systems in which the generation
of pressure is directly coupled to engine speed and crank-
shaft position, the common rail system allows a fully free
selection of the injection pressure and the time of the indi-
vidual injections independent of speed and crankshaft
position.

In light of the mounting requirements on acoustics and
vibration characteristics, the required further reduction of
exhaust emissions and fuel consumption and the necessity
to support smooth operation of complex exhaust gas after-
treatment systems with various injection strategies, the com-
mon rail system has gained tremendous importance because
of its system flexibility.

For all intents and purposes, the high pressure distri-
butor injection pump and the unit injector system are no
longer applied and are becoming obsolete for car
applications.

Moreover, the core components of common rail systems
have significantly fewer reciprocal effects on basic engine
design and may be integrated in different engine designs
very flexibly. One example is the arrangement of the high
pressure pump driven by the timing chain and the rail with its
integrated pressure sensor, pressure control valve, injectors
positioned in the cylinder head and respective high pressure

Intake system
wilth flaps
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Injection system

Crankshaft assembly
pz,max 180 bar

Cylinder head
4V
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Roller follower

Turbocharger
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oil pump
Fig. 17-8
Engine cross section
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lines in the inline six cylinder and V8 engines pictured in
Fig. 17-11.

The pressure range now employed in car diesel engines
extends from 250 bar in the near idle range to up to
1,800 bar in the rated power range. The number of indivi-
dual injections employed per combustion cycle ranges from
one block injection to up to five injections. While pilot
injections upstream from the main injection normally

serve to lower combustion noise, post-injections are
utilized to support any exhaust gas aftertreatment system
employed.

17.1.4.4 Supercharging and Gas Exchange

Along with high pressure injection, supercharging has been
instrumental in the currently strong market position of car
diesel engines (see Chap. 2). Limited high speed capability
and the necessity of lean burn operation make a sufficient
fresh air supply the basic prerequisite for a suitable power
output. In addition, the diesel engine principle is predes-
tined for supercharging. Internal mixture formation and
auto-ignition also make high supercharging rates produci-
ble without any problem. This has led to the virtual disap-
pearance of naturally aspirated diesel engines from the
market.

Variable turbine geometry turbochargers dominate the
market. Figure 17-12 presents a cutaway model of an engine
with an electric adjuster for the turbine guide blades. Such
turbochargers make it possible to produce the large speed
range with excellent turbine and compressor efficiencies,
which is necessary for car engines. In addition, the guide
blades are closed in part load and the thusly increased exhaust
back pressure significantly increases the scavenging gradient
between the exhaust manifold and fresh air, thus boosting the
exhaust gas recirculation rate. Since exhaust gas recirculation
is one of the most effective measures to reduce NOx in diesel
engines, this technology also contributes considerably to a
diesel engine’s environmental compatibility.

Hence, the use of fixed geometry turbines with wastegate
control is steadily decreasing and has become limited to the
entry-level engine segment.
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However, attempts are increasingly being made in the
premium segment to further increase supercharging rates.
The attendant increase of the specific power output generates
substantial potentials for downsizing. Thus, it will further

contribute to the reduction of fuel consumption and exhaust
emissions.

Another promising technology, two-stage exhaust gas tur-
bocharging is already being implemented in the first standard
applications. Figure 17-13 presents a cutaway view of one
such application in which the two differently sized turbochar-
gers connected in a series simultaneously provide high boost
pressures in the lower speed range and high specific power
output in the rated power range. Sequential turbocharging
connected sequentially with two equally sized turbochargers
is also already being marketed in a first standard application.

Intercooling constitutes a basic technology in all super-
charged car diesel engines. While air/air cooling is preferred,
somewhat more complex water/air intercooling is occasion-
ally reverted too for difficult package conditions. However, it
not only requires the usual coolant circuit but also an addi-
tional low temperature circuit to reliably obtain the low
charge air temperatures aimed for under every driving
condition.

17.1.4.5 Electronic Engine Management

Along with the crucial advances achieved in engine load
capacity and injection and supercharging technologies, the
great advances in electronics also contributed to the diesel
engine’s breakthrough as a car engine (see Chap. 6).

Eight cylinder engine

Six cylinder engine

Fig. 17-11
Arrangement of common rail injection
components

Distributor

Turbine

Electric
adjuster

Fig. 17-12 Variable turbine geometry turbocharger
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The performance of engine control units and their func-
tions have increased greatly since the first application for
fully electronically controlled diesel engines in 1988. In
addition to their former core function of metering the cor-
rect injected fuel quantity at the right time based on the map,
engine control units now assume diverse functions in vehicle
electrical systems, which are growing increasingly complex.
A car’s function architecture is structured hierarchically. A
vehicle coordinator that controls vehicle movement, the
entire drive train, body functions and the vehicle electrical
system, functions as the top level. In many cases, an internal
bus system, a power train CAN, is used for the drive field.
The engine and transmission control unit and the driving
dynamics control systems communicate through the power
train CAN. Figure 17-14 is a schematic of a torque-based
vehicle electrical system. System components, e.g. the air
conditioner or the generator, communicate with system
partners through precisely defined physical interfaces. Not
only the exact, demand-oriented, torque-oriented control of
the drive train mad possible by this but also the modular
design of such vehicle electrical system architectures is very
advantageous. Individual components may be interchanged
for different engine or transmission variants very easily.

Frequently, standardized adaptation functions and,
increasingly, even self-learning adaptation are implemented
for the significant injection system and air system parameters
relevant to combustion. Every injector is precisely measured
in defined operating points at the end of its production
process and the results are documented on the injector in a
data matrix code. The data from every individual injector is
read in and assigned a compensation value in the control unit

in the course of the ‘‘marriage’’ of the control unit with the
finished engine. Another example is the air mass sensor with
self-learning adaptation in operation, which measures the air
mass introduced to the cylinder. Using the parameters of
speed, boost pressure and air temperature, an air mass inde-
pendent of the air mass sensor is regularly determined from
the gas equation in quasi stationary operating states and the
software corrects the air mass sensor’s signal drift, which is
unavoidable throughout a vehicle’s service life.

17.1.4.6 Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment

Exhaust gas aftertreatment has also acquired tremendous
importance for diesel vehicles as requirements for minimal
exhaust emissions have increased, (see Sect. 15.5). In addition
to rigorously optimized combustion systems that minimize
raw emissions, important technologies include highly effec-
tive cooled exhaust gas recirculation, oxidation catalytic con-
verters mounted as close as possible to engines, particulate
filters and NOx reduction systems.

Exhaust gas recirculation diverts part of the exhaust gas
before the exhaust gas turbocharger and returns it to the
intake air through an exhaust gas/water heat exchanger
integrated in the coolant circuit. This partial replacement
of the fresh air mass with recirculated exhaust gas can lower
nitrogen oxide emission considerably. The quantity of
recirculated exhaust gas is normally metered by a pneuma-
tically or electrically actuated recirculation valve controlled
by the engine control unit. Strictly speaking, exhaust gas
recirculation is an in-engine measure for emission
reduction.

Fig. 17-13
Two-stage exhaust gas turbocharging
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The exhaust gas itself is actually aftertreated either by
means of an oxidation catalytic converter alone or by a
combination of an oxidation catalytic converter and particu-
late filter and, where applicable, a deNOx system. Even
though many engine/vehicle combinations are capable of
undershooting effective EU 4 emission limits even without
them, most manufacturers now implement particulate filters.

Platinum coated cordierite or metallic foil substrates are used
as oxidation catalytic converters. However, nearly all particulate
filters now in use have a substrate of substantially more heat
resistant silicon carbide. While oxidation catalytic converters
normally operate continuously, particulate filters require a dis-
continuous operating strategy. Soot particles are separated from
the exhaust gas and trapped in the particulate filter in normal
engine operation. A filter must be actively regenerated from
time to time depending on its loading state, i.e. the mass of
soot accumulated in the filter is systematically burned off. In
order to regenerate a filter, a modified operating strategy tem-
porarily elevates the engine’s exhaust gas temperature above the
ignition temperature of soot. This is primarily done by imple-
menting retarded post-injection in combination with intake air
throttling. Unrestricted by the engine map, the measures to be
taken differ and must be carefully selected and coordinated. In

addition, measures are also required to enhance the ignition
quality of the stored particulates. First generation particulate
filters accomplished this by blending an additive into the fuel
but second generation particulate filters dispense with such
additivation. The catalytic coating directly on the particulate
filter substrate establishes sufficiently good ignition conditions.
An optimal loading and regeneration strategy is crucial for
reliable operating performance of a particulate filter. The engine
control unit employs a loading model to continuously simulate
the current mass of soot in the filter during engine operation.
When approximately 70% of the loading capacity has been
reached, the initiation of active regeneration is triggered, pre-
ferably at good temperature conditions (high speed and high
engine load). Not only loading but also exhaust back pressure is
constantly monitored. Active regeneration is initiated when it
exceeds certain limits. Depending on the operating conditions,
common regeneration intervals for additive-supported systems
are between 300 and 800 km. They are between 500 and
2000 km for catalytically coated particulate filters.

Placement of the particulate filter close to the engine is
conducive to obtaining optimal regeneration conditions.
Figure 17-15 pictures a closed-coupled arrangement in
which the oxidation catalytic converter, the coated particulate
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filter and the respective sensors for pressure, temperature and
excess air (eight-element sensor) are combined in one
housing.

17.1.5 Operating Performance

17.1.5.1 Fuel Consumption and CO2

Primarily shaped by concerns about the depletion of crude oil
reserves, energy policy discussion of more efficient use of
fossil fuels is now additionally driven by the dangers of
potential global climate change caused by carbon dioxide
emissions (CO2).

Since carbon dioxide is the end product of any combustion
of carbon, fuel consumption is directly connected with CO2

emission and thus – apart from exhaust emission – the most
important environmentally relevant factor.

A car’s fuel consumption is determined by a multitude of
influencing factors, which are not only related to the engine.
These include:
– a vehicle’s total gross weight, drag and road load,
– the position of the operating point in the engine map produced

as a function of the drive train design and displacement,
– the power requirements of a vehicle’s auxiliary units (gen-

erator, power steering pump, air conditioning compressor
and vacuum pump) and

– the driving conditions, traffic routing and individual driv-
ing style.

A diesel engine’s energy efficiency is determined by the
amount of brake specific fuel consumption in the minimum,
i.e. it is generally characterized by the marginal effective
efficiency in the optimal point of the fuel consumption map.
The value for optimal efficiency chiefly depends on the

selection and qualitative optimization of the combustion sys-
tem and the engine friction.

The best consumption values for direct injection car diesel
engines are around 200 g/kWh, corresponding to an effective
efficiency of up to 44%. Consumption increases during the
warm-up phase as a result of poor mixture formation and
increased friction. Therefore, the warm-up phase is also fac-
tored into optimization. Efforts are being made to extend the
ranges that facilitate efficiency with an eye toward good
vehicle fuel consumption.

Fuel consumption has been determined in a new European
test cycle (MVEG-A) since early 1996. This combined cycle
consists of an urban (ECE) and an extra-urban cycle (EUDC).
An average value in l/100 km is calculated from total con-
sumption. In the USA, fuel consumption is specified in mpg
(miles per gallon, the conversion being 23.5 mpg = 10
l/100 km) and limited as fleet consumption. It is calculated
from the ranges per gallon of one manufacturer’s vehicles
weighted by quantity.

Figure 17-16 compares the CO2 emission of modern diesel
cars with gasoline cars as a function of vehicle weight in the
new European test cycle. A diesel car has an advantage of
approximately 15–25% over gasoline cars. Since diesel fuel
has a higher density, diesel cars have a consumption advan-
tage of between 25 and 35%.

All the energy consuming processes from fuel delivery to
final fuel consumption yield an additional CO2 emission
advantage of 6% for diesel fuel.

17.1.5.2 Exhaust Emission

The efforts to improve air quality have also included signifi-
cant advances in the reduction of toxicologically harmful
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emissions in recent years. Diesel engines inherently have
extremely low carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC)
and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions (see Chap. 15).

The introduction of state-of-the-art high pressure injection
systems, high pressure supercharging and highly efficient
exhaust gas recirculation systems has made it possible to
lower these emissions substantially in recent years. The addi-
tional use of oxidation catalytic converters and particulate
filters has put modern diesel cars practically at the detection
limit for CO, HC and particulate emission. A diesel engine
only has higher NOx emission than a gasoline engine because
of its principle. However, the deNOx systems being imple-
mented will reduce this significantly in the near future.

The development of European limits for particulate and
NOx emissions represented in Fig. 17-17 documents the sig-
nificant improvements prompted by Euro 1 through Euro 5
limit levels.

17.1.5.3 Performance

Passenger car performance is evaluated on the basis of criteria
of quasi stationary and transient operation.

Quasi stationary driveability, e.g. starting acceleration,
elasticity, maximum speed and hill-climbing performance,
are decisively influenced by the rated power, maximum tor-
que and full load characteristic, i.e. the torque curve as a
function of speed.

However, the response to a demanded load and speed
change (responsiveness) depends on the inertias contained
in the system as mass moments of inertia, mass storage (filling
and emptying) and thermal storage.

The introduction of direct injection, high pressure super-
charging and electronics has significantly boosted the perfor-
mance of car diesel engines over the last ten years, enabling
them to rate better than car gasoline engines in virtually every
vehicle performance criterion. This holds particularly true for
the potential for low end torque from low and medium
speeds, which is crucial in routine operation.

The index employed as a unit to compare engines’ power
density is specific power output. This value is the ratio of
maximum power to displacement. Today’s diesel engines
have values ranging from approximately 30 kW/dm3 in the
entry-level segment to up to 70 kW/dm3 in the top premium
segment. The weight-to-power ratio is also a very important
index. While the best diesel engines already have values close
to 1.0 kg/kW, which is good for gasoline engines, the first car
diesel engines to break this ‘‘sound barrier’’ may be expected
in the near future.

17.1.5.4 Comfort

Driving, acoustic and climatic comfort and ease of operation
are primary vehicle properties, yet decisively influenced by
the engine. Since the standards for passenger cars are high,
comfort is an aspect emphasized in car diesel engines. Con-
sequently, diesel technology is so advanced in terms of the
quality of comfort that it has already become the dominant
drive concept in the upper vehicle classes in Europe.

Driving and acoustic comfort is primarily shaped by the
engine, the main exciter of vibration and source of noise (see
Chap. 16 and Sect. 18.2). Vibrations are excited by the pro-
cesses of combustion and gas exchange as well as the
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oscillating motions of reciprocating pistons and the rotation
of the crankshaft and camshaft. This may be referred to as
combustion noise or mechanical noise depending on the
source of vibration. Combustion noise is based on the rapid
rise and decay of pressure in the cylinder, which generates
impact excitations in the cylinder head, crankcase and crank-
shaft assembly, which cause vibrations and radiate noise. The
alternating forces that periodically occur in a crankshaft
assembly are responsible for mechanical engine noise. All
other components involved in the drive, e.g. transmission,
drive shaft, differential gear and auxiliary units and intake
and exhaust system, are considered avenues of structure-
borne noise to the vehicle body and/or radiators of noise.

Systematic intervention in the vibration exciter and the
transmission mechanism is required to obtain good driving
and acoustic comfort.

Some active engine measures are geared toward reducing
the oscillating masses (piston, piston pin and connecting rod
mass) and the running clearance between the piston and
cylinder wall.

Optimized mass balancing, high crankshaft stiffness to
counter bending, direct placement of the main bearings in
the throw, adequate stiffness of the main bearing centerline
and decoupling of the supporting engine structure limit
vibration to an acceptable level.

Precautions also have to be taken in the valve gear assem-
bly. The opening and closing of the valves generate impact
and inertial forces during gas exchange, which cause a nar-
rowband increase of the level of vibrations both in the lower
and upper speed range. The following contribute to a reduc-
tion of these forces:
– low valve spring forces,

– lightweight valves,
– cam shapes with low acceleration peaks and
– rigid camshaft carriers with bearing impedance.

Every high mass auxiliary unit attached to a crankcase alters
an engine’s vibration characteristics and can increase the
sound pressure level in the particular frequency range. To
counter this, the following rules must be observed:
– the mounting distance to the crankcase should be a

minimum,
– the mass of the auxiliary units should be a minimum,
– the holder should be very rigid and
– the eye should be mounted at rigid spots of the crankcase.

Pulsating intake air excites the intake system. Adequate
damping can be obtained when the air cleaner housing has
a sufficiently large volume (approximately five times the dis-
placement in four cylinder engines). Connecting an addi-
tional cavity (Helmholtz resonator) or resonance tube and
placing the intake opening in an insensitive point on the body
(see Chap. 13) are other measures that improve matters.
Passive measures are oriented toward interrupting the paths
for the transmission of vibration energy. Decoupling the valve
cover, oil pan and beltguards as well as utilizing additional
cover panels are effective measures that lower noise emission.

Rattling noises from vehicles with manual transmissions
are a special problem that primarily manifests itself in the
speed range during part and full load, including idling. A
dual-mass flywheel is an effective method to eliminate this
problem (see Sect. 8.2).

Constructed of a primary flywheel on the crankshaft, a
multistage torsional vibration damper and a turbine with a
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friction clutch and a rigidly attached driver disk, a dual-mass
flywheel responds to rotational irregularities like a low-pass
filter. Since resonances only appear below idle speed, noises
are only produced when the engine is being started and
stopped.

Limiting external noises by covering the engine compart-
ment toward the base or enclosing it to soundproof it is an
emerging trend. Depending on the complexity, an enclosed
engine compartment can reduce noise by 12 dB during idling
and by 5–7 dB in second and third gear over vehicles without
enclosures. Additional passive vehicle measures in the crank-
shaft support, e.g. hydro mounts, and in the exhaust suspension
contribute to better insulation of the body against structure-
borne noise and, thus, to good vibrational comfort of diesel cars.

17.1.6 Outlook

Modern diesel engines are now fully established in Europe.
The diesel car segment has also already begun to grow

significantly in many other markets outside Europe. Other
large markets such as the USA have adopted a wait and see
attitude. However, the conservation of fossil energy resources
and thus the promotion of fuel economizing engine concepts
are also gradually becoming important issues.

Figure 17-18 presents the global and European share of
diesel car production.

Technologically, numerous potentials to significantly
further enhance the performance characteristics of car diesel
engines are still identifiable. Further development in materi-
als, manufacturing methods and simulation methods will
make it possible to further increase engines’ load capacity.
Thus, a maximum combustion chamber pressure of 210 bar
even in combination with light alloy crankcases now appears
to be a thoroughly realistic goal. Moreover, potentially con-
siderable increases in injection pressures and boost pressure
levels are also within grasp.

Injection pressures of 2,000 bar will also be achievable in
the foreseeable future with CR systems. There are thor-
oughly realistic approaches to the next innovative steps for
injection precision and flexibility, e.g. directly actuated piezo
injectors. However, the development and standard imple-
mentation of a highly effective NOx exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment system will be the greatest challenge and simulta-
neously the greatest opportunity to introduce diesel all
over the USA as well. Here too, thoroughly promising
approaches and concepts already exist in the form of storage
catalysts as well as SCR technology. The technical imple-
mentation and commercialization of these technologies will
require several years though. In the longer term, it will also
enable car diesel engines to shed their last still remaining
disadvantage, i.e. slightly higher NOx.

17.2 Diesel Engines for Light Duty Commercial
Vehicles

17.2.1 Definition of Light Duty Commercial Vehicles

Highly reliable and durable, diesel engines have always
been the preferred drive for commercial vehicles. Diesel
engines are the only drive employed for heavy duty trucks
In Europe. Diesel engines have also largely driven gasoline
engines out of the European light duty commercial vehicle
sector.

Since they are widely used in cities and their environs to
transport goods and passengers in the commercial and
increasingly in the private sector, light duty commercial vehi-
cles also significantly shape the current traffic pattern.

The European Union’s Directive 71/156/EEC classifies
self-propelled road vehicles in three different classes based
on use and model (Table 17-1). This classification assigns
light duty commercial vehicles to the classes M2, N1 and N2.
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Commercial vehicles for passenger transportation with a
gross vehicle weight rating of 5 t are in class M2, commercial
vehicles up to 3.5 t are in class N1 and commercial vehicles up
to 5 t in class N2.

The German Road Traffic Regulations categorizes trucks
with a total gross weight of 2.8–7.5 t as light duty commercial
vehicles. However, vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating
below 2.8 t can also be approved as trucks, provided the useful
area determined by the design is at least 50% of the total area.
The payload of such vehicles is approximately 0.55 t at a total
gross weight of 1.7 t, approximately 1 t at 2.8 t and approxi-
mately 1.8 t at 3.5 t.

The considerable share of light duty commercial vehicles
among trucks reveals their importance. Commercial vehicles
with a total gross weight of 1.4–7.5 t accounted for approximately
87% of the new truck registrations in Germany in 2004 [17-1].

While the category of vehicles with a total gross weight of
up to 1.5 t is increasingly growing in importance, it is not
examined any more closely here since such vehicles are
almost always derived from cars. Off-road vehicles’ motoriza-
tion is also not addressed since their engines frequently place
them in the luxury car class segment.

The fields of application for light duty commercial vehicles
are extremely diverse. Commercial applications of this type of
vehicle primarily encompass the transportation of goods to
surrounding areas. Moreover, they are employed in trades
and small businesses as well as municipal and commercial
services (e.g. as taxis, school buses, hospital and special needs
transport, street cleaners, fire department vehicles, etc.).

In recent years, this vehicle category has enjoyed growing
popularity among private users too. The trend toward orga-
nizing active vacations and recreation has led to camping
vehicles, motor homes and minibuses becoming a familiar
sight on the road.

The requirements imposed on engines for light duty com-
mercial vehicles arise from the aforementioned diverse fields
of application. Low operating costs, high torque and high
availability are prominent for commercial use. Private users
additionally expect high vehicle performance resembling that
of cars, e.g. acceleration performance and maximum speed
along with comfort and low fuel consumption.

17.2.2 Requirements for Engines for Light Duty
Commercial Vehicles

The mandatory emission regulations applied to light duty
commercial vehicles are derived from both heavy duty com-
mercial vehicles and regulations for passenger cars.

With the introduction of Euro III limits, a test procedure
based on the ESC and ELR test is now applied to vehicles with
a gross vehicle weight rating over 3.5 t, which evolved from
the 13-mode test in accordance with Directive ECE R49.
Vehicles with diesel particulate filters also have to be tested
based on the ETC.

Pollutant limits apply to light duty commercial vehicles
with a gross vehicle weight rating below 3.5 t. Compliance is
determined on a chassis dynamometer and the same chassis
dynamometer test mandated for cars is applied to this vehicle

Table 17-1 Classification of motor vehicles according to EC 70/156/EEC

L Class M Class N Class

Classification Vehicles with less than four wheels, motorcycles, three-wheelers Motor vehicles with
at least four wheels
or three wheels and a
total gross weight
>1 t designated for
the transport of
passengers

Motor vehicles with at
least four wheels or
three wheels and a
total gross weight
>1 t designated
for the transport of
freight

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 M1 M2 M3 N1 N2 N3

Model Two-
wheeled

Three-
wheeled

Two-
wheeled

Three-
wheeled
(asymmetr.)

Three-
wheeled
(symmetr.)

– – – –

Displacement <50 ccm <50 ccm >50 ccm >50 ccm >50 ccm
Maximum
speed

<50 km/h <50 km/h >50 km/h >50 km/h >50 km/h

Number of
seats

_ – – – – 1–5 > 9 > 9

Gross vehicle
weight rating

– – – – <1 t >1t 1–
5 t

>5 t 1 – 3.5 t 3.5–
12 t

>12t
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class. Different limits apply depending on the reference
weight (see Chap. 15). The reference weight class of 1–
1,305 kg applies to cars, the classes 2 (<1,760 kg) and 3
(>1,760 kg) apply to vehicles represented by light duty com-
mercial vehicles. The limits for vehicle classes 2 and 3 are set
correspondingly higher. Different measures are taken based
on these regulations, which are applied based on class.

The continuous tightening of exhaust regulations necessi-
tates adapting the state of engine development to current
legislation in correspondingly short cycles. Common rail
technology has established itself in recent years virtually
across the board. This method of mixture formation furnishes
ample degrees of freedom to design injection in terms of
quantity, timing, frequency (pilot and post-injection) and
pressure. The application of electronics in diesel engines has
also made other measures such as cooled, regulated exhaust
gas recirculation or boost pressure standard. However, poten-
tial engines have cylinder volumes of significantly less than
1 dm3, which complicates matters. Relatively small compared
to that in heavy duty truck engines, this cylinder volume
impedes the optimization of combustion because of the
short lengths of the free injection sprays. Improvements in
oil consumption and, above all, in fuel consumption will be
essential in the future.

Exhaust gas aftertreatment is increasingly growing in
importance despite the implementation of all the measures
intended for engines. Diesel particulate filters have been
implemented in light duty commercial vehicles in addition
to oxidation catalytic converters in order to meet exhaust
limits since the introduction of exhaust level 4 for vehicles
with a gross vehicle weight rating >3.5 t based on the thir-
teen-mode test and for vehicles <3.5 t based on the chassis
dynamometer test. The significant reduction of nitrogen oxi-
des with the introduction of Euro 5 limits on October 1, 2008
will presumably also additionally necessitate further exhaust
gas aftertreatment systems in this vehicle segment.

Directive 70/157/EEC limits noise emission from commer-
cial vehicles (see Sect. 16.2). Compliance with this directive
necessitates measures in the engine and the vehicle. The
requirements are satisfied in the engine by designing the
cylinder crankcase rigidly, employing a cast oil pan and
using a ladder frame for the main bearing centerline. Enclo-
sures can bring secondary improvements. Substantial influ-
ence can be exerted on combustion noise by designing the
combustion characteristic as one or more pilot injections.

Apart from the statutory constraints, a commercial vehi-
cle’s field of application and customer requirements also
dictates engine development. High torque at low speeds is
desired for local commercial transportation far more than
high rated power. Such a torque characteristic is obtained
with the aid of variable turbine geometry turbochargers.
Another option is two-stage turbocharging, which is already
standard in the car sector [17-2]. However, private users
demand relatively high engine power, above all in designs
that transport passengers. Engines with high specific power

are available for vehicles in this category. Exhaust gas turbo-
charging has become standard in diesel engines and inter-
cooling is implemented without exception. The engine loads
induced by high cylinder peak pressure can be controlled by
both combustion and design. Gasoline engines are found in
the vehicle sector with correspondingly high power.

Factors such as durability, reliability, ruggedness and long
maintenance intervals are extremely important in light duty
commercial vehicles. The car engines implemented in light
duty commercial vehicles of up to 3.5 t are specially modified
for these applications. Such engines usually have limited
maximum torques, rated powers, maximum boost pressures
and rated speeds to meet the aforementioned criteria. In
addition, the area of the crankshaft assembly is modified to
match the specific commercial vehicle load profile and per-
ipheral measures are taken, e.g. maintenance interval indica-
tion and modifications for the installation situation.

Commercial vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating of
more than 5 t are normally equipped with diesel engines with
rated speeds of approximately 3,000 rpm or lower to keep
engine wear within limits and to ensure long service lives.

17.2.3 Implemented Light Duty Commercial Vehicles
Engines

17.2.3.1 Overview

The range of diesel engine designs implemented as drives in
motor vehicles extends from small volume 0.8 l engines with
30 kW to 18 l engines with 485 kW.

The engines employed to motorize light duty commercial
vehicles with a total gross weight of 2–5 t now cover a power
range of approximately 50–170 kW (Fig. 17-19). Both gaso-
line and supercharged direct injection diesel engines with
intercooling and displacements ranging from 1.9 to 3.7 liters
are implemented. Along with classic gasoline and diesel
engines, natural gas engines are also establishing themselves.

Light duty commercial vehicles with gross vehicle weight
ratings of up to 2 t are normally equipped with diesel engines
that stem from car engines. They have outputs of between 50
and 90 kW and displacements of approximately 2 l. The
engine power in light duty commercial vehicles up to a
gross vehicle weight rating of 6 t extends to up to approxi-
mately 130 kW with a displacement of 2.5–3 l. Larger volume
gasoline engines are partly found in the passenger transport
vehicle sector (Fig. 17-20).

Engines obviously derived from the engine families of
heavy duty commercial vehicles are designed for trucks with
a total gross weight ranging of between 6 and 7.5 t, which are
also considered commercial vehicles. Their rated power spans
90 and 160 kW at displacements of between 3 and nearly 5 l.

A comparison of performance data from implemented
vehicle diesel engines reveals specific relationships to their
fields of application. Figure 17-21 plots the brake mean effec-
tive pressure of the engines at rated power as a function of
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their volume-specific power. The graph additionally plots the
corresponding rated speeds. As expected, engines for light
duty commercial vehicles have design data situated closer to
car engines. Power outputs per liter of up to 50 kW/l can be
found. The mean is approximately 40 kW/l. Top engines in
the diesel car sector reach nearly 70 kW/l. The rated speeds of

commercial vehicle engines cover the range of around
3,500 rpm and above and are lower than those of car engines.
Their design ensues from the geometric dimensions of the
crankshaft assembly on the one hand and is limited by the
piston velocities critical for service life for the load profile
specific to the commercial vehicle on the other hand.
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Direct injection is the combustion system applied in diesel
engines for this category of light duty commercial vehicles. The
common rail has now established itself for mixture formation.
Chamber combustion systems with one distributor injection
pump are no longer applied because emission limits are no
longer observable with this type of mixture formation and
combustion. Electronic systems have established themselves
because of their diverse options for control. This development
has been significantly influenced by emission control legislation.

Given their high efficiency and durability, direct injection
engines have long since established themselves as the truck
drive above the displacement limit of 2.5 liters. Fuel con-
sumption and thus operating costs significantly influenced
the development of this concept.

Aspirated engines are no longer avaiable for use in light
duty commercial vehicles for the aforementioned reasons.
Gasoline engines cover a more modest market share of the
upper power range than diesel engines in the retail segment of
exclusively equipped vehicles. In addition, a trend toward
equipping light duty commercial vehicles with tonnages of
up to 5 t with natural gas drives is observable (Fig. 17-22).

Figure 17-23 presents the maximum torques attained by imple-
mented commercial vehicle diesel engines. The lower part of the
graph contains natural gas drives followed by gasoline engines,
covering a torque range between 100 and 200 Nm. One exception
is larger, in part also supercharged gasoline engines. Diesel engines
for vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating of up to 6 t reach
torques of 400 Nm. Torques from 400 up to approximately 800
Nm are common in the vehicle class up to 7.5 t.

The engines presented in the preceding figures comply
with exhaust level 3 and 4. A further modification of the

engines’ mixture formation in the diesel range can be
expected when exhaust level 5 for the thirteen-mode test is
introduced on October 1, 2008. The future generation of high
pressure pumps will make it possible to produce injection
pressures of 2,000 bar and more. Moreover, the use of an
appropriate exhaust gas aftertreatment system to reduce
nitrogen oxides can be expected. The extent to which one of
these systems will establish itself for light duty commercial
vehicles is difficult to judge conclusively at this point.

17.2.3.2 Select Examples

Two engine models selected from different manufacturers,
which cover displacements between 2.2 and 2.5 liters, are
described as representatives of the range of diesel engines
for light duty commercial vehicles. This displacement class
constitutes the majority of engines employed in light duty
commercial vehicles (Fig. 17-20). Table 17-2 presents the
basic data of the two selected engines.

Five Cylinder DI Diesel Engines (Volkswagen)

Along with some gasoline engines, four and five cylinder diesel
engines are implemented in Volkswagen’s T5 model delivery
vans (Fig. 17-24). The successor to the LT2, the Crafter is only
available with a five cylinder diesel engine [17-3]. This proven
engine has its origin in the car engine of the 1980s and has been
steadily refined for commercial vehicle application.

The engine was fundamentally redesigned for use in the
Crafter. An integral element is the use of third generation
common rail technology. The injection pressure reaches
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1,600 bar. The injectors are furnished with piezo actuators. The
power is spread from 65 to 120 kW in four classes. The rated
speed is generally 3,500 rpm. Maximum torque is reached at a
speed of 2,000 rpm. Variable turbine geometry and intercooling
have now become standard for this vehicle category. A stroke of
95.5 mm and a cylinder diameter of 81 mm make it a compara-
tively long-stroke engine. At 2,461 cm3, the cylinder

displacement corresponds to that of four cylinder engines
employed for cars and light duty commercial vehicles.

The cylinder crankcase consists of gray cast iron, the cylin-
der head of an aluminum alloy. Their combination with an
aluminum oil pan that also helps form the transmission
mounting flange makes a rigid system out of the complete
engine. A distance of 88 mm between cylinder bore center
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lines and a bore of 81 mm leaves a minimum wall thickness of
7 mm between cylinders, which is controlled by means of a
crimped metal layer cylinder head gasket. The seal system
helps keep cylinder distortion within narrow limits. This is
crucially important for oil consumption. The aluminum-
based cylinder head with two valves is designed as a parallel
flow head. The valves’ hydraulic bucket tappets are actuated
by a camshaft.

The camshaft and the common rail pump are driven by an
automatically tightened toothed belt. The coolant pump drive
is also integrated in this belt drive. The advanced materials for
the toothed belts and the moderate loading by the common
rail system allow an interval of toothed belt replacement of
200,000 km.

Coated diesel particulate filters are implemented to comply
with Level 4 exhaust limits both for the chassis dynamometer
test and approval based on the thirteen-mode test.

Four Cylinder 2.2 Liter Diesel Engine (DaimlerChrysler)

DaimlerChrysler also employs four cylinder diesel engines in
the light duty commercial vehicle segment, which have their
origin in cars [17-4]. The power of the four cylinder engine
model in its Sprinter ranges from 65 to 110 kW at a rated speed
of 3,800 rpm. The most powerful design has a maximum
torque of 330 Nm. A V6 diesel engine tops off the engines.

The cylinder crankcase is constructed of gray cast iron.
The side walls of the crankcase assembly are drawn down far
to enhance stiffness. A trapezoidal connecting rod accom-
modates increased loading of the crankcase assembly.
Despite the use of a trapezoidal piston, the connecting
rod’s axial guidance in the piston (piston end guidance)
was retained.

The cylinder head is constructed of an aluminum alloy.
Two overhead camshafts drive four valves apiece. The CR
injector is centered, thus making it possible to center a bowl in
the piston. Significant advantages over a two-valve engine
with eccentric piston bowls in terms of temperature distribu-
tion can be expected as a result.

The engine is equipped with a third generation common
rail system. The achievable injection pressure is 1,600 bar.
The valve gear’s drive is designed as a chain drive in which the
common rail pump drive is integrated.

17.2.4 Outlook

Future legislation will also decisively influence the future
development of diesel engines intended as drives for light
duty commercial vehicles. Further limitation of pollutant
and noise emissions, the development of crude oil prices
and thus increases in energy costs will constitute important
influencing factors for engine developers and lastingly influ-
ence their decisions about drive concepts.

Fig. 17-24 Volkswagen 2.5 l turbo diesel engine

Table 17-2 Basic data of selected light duty commercial vehicle engines

Unit DaimlerChrysler Volkswagen

Model
Displacement
Bore
Stroke
Exhaust gas recirculation
Intercooling
Exhaust gas turbocharging geometry
Injection system
Rated power
Max. torque
Spec. power

ccm
mm
mm

kW/min
Nm
kW/l

I4
2,148
88
88.3
Yes
Yes
Variable
Common rail
110/3,800
330
51.2

I5
2,461
81
95.5
Yes
Yes
Variable
Common rail
120/3,500
350
48.8
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In the future, gasoline engines will likely be employed
only in commercial vehicles that are directly derived from
cars and predominantly serve to transport passengers. These
will primarily be smaller tonnages equipped with gasoline
engines.

More than ever, future bills will be driven by debate on CO2

in the context of the greenhouse effect. Gas drive is also
growing in importance because natural gas has a better H:C
ratio than carburetor fuel or diesel oil [17-5]. Some manufac-
turers of light duty commercial vehicles already offer natural
gas engines.

Today, diesel engines are designed solely as direct injec-
tion engines; rising fuel prices will intensify this trend for a
long time to come. The common rail system has largely
established itself for mixture formation. Consequently, the
injection characteristic and thus the combustion character-
istic can be better shaped. Whether piezo technology will
force solenoid valve controlled injectors from the market in
the coming years is a question that cannot be answered
conclusively at this point. Both systems are employed side
by side at present.

Variable turbine geometry has established itself for exhaust
gas turbocharging. Two-stage supercharging will increasingly
play a role in diesel engines to enhance vehicle performance
and comply with emission control legislation. Exhaust gas
aftertreatment beyond the use of diesel particulate filters will
also be implemented in this vehicle segment to comply with
Euro 5 limits.

Given their better fuel consumption, diesel engines will be
the dominant drives for light duty commercial vehicles in the
coming years; strict mandatory regulations shall be observed,
service life and maintenance improved and comfort further
adapted to cars.

17.3 Diesel Engines for Heavy Duty Commercial
Vehicles and Buses

17.3.1 Definition of Heavy Duty Commercial Vehicles

17.3.1.1 Classification

Legislators classify commercial vehicles for the transportation
of goods and passengers according to their gross vehicle
weight rating (Fig. 17-25). This classification is referenced
for many regulations that pertain to commercial vehicles and
their surroundings, including the limitation of emissions, the
levying of taxes, the classification of licenses or the setting of
speed limits. Beginning at 7.5 t according to the German Road
Traffic Regulations, a further subdivision of the heavy duty
commercial vehicle sector into light duty, standard and heavy
duty classes is common (Fig. 17-25). The limits are fluid. The
maximum gross vehicle weight rating for heavy duty com-
mercial vehicles permitted on public roads in Europe is 40 t.
Local exceptions to this regulation may be encountered.

17.3.1.2 Fields of Application

Commercial vehicles are the backbone of our modern econ-
omy based on the division of labor and a guarantor of growth
and prosperity. Roughly two thirds of all commercial trans-
portation services in the European Union are handled with
commercial vehicles, the vast majority locally. While semi-
trailer trucks dominate European long-distance heavy trans-
port (Fig. 17-26), drawbar combinations are also extensively
used in Germany.

Mainly standard and light duty class vehicles are operated
in regional and local delivery traffic. These include

Limit for
road vehicles

Gross Vehicle weight rating in t
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

Heavy duty commercial vehicles

Medium duty class

Heavy class

Light duty class

Fig. 17-25
Classification of heavy duty commercial vehicles
according to their total gross weight (Europe)
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municipal vehicles for city cleaning and waste disposal as
well as fire vehicles. Trailers are rarely used in these fields of
application.

Motor coaches are used to transport passengers in long and
medium distance tourist travel. They are available in many
variants of payload and seating capacity. Buses in short dis-
tance public transportation, i.e. municipal and regional buses,
are the most numerous representatives of this type of vehicle
by far. Numerous variants are found here too, e.g. double
decker and articulated buses.

17.3.2 Operator Demands on Engines

17.3.2.1 Economic Factors

Cost Analysis

Commercial vehicles are capital goods. Therefore, economic
considerations are uppermost when they are purchased. Once
the transport job has been analyzed, a decision is made to buy
the vehicle that is most suitable. Primarily the costs during a
vehicle’s service life are analyzed (cf. [17-6]). Table 17-3
contains an example of long distance vehicles. It presents
the different cost types as percentages of the total costs. As
expected, the dominant factors are the fuel costs followed by
vehicle leasing and highway tolls. Apart from manufacturing
costs, vehicle manufacturers are only able to influence main-
tenance and repair costs. They account for 5.7% of the total
costs.

Power, Specific Power

The market demands engine outputs of between 100 and
500 kW for the heavy duty commercial vehicle sector. The
most cost effective power output is determined in individual
cases based on the given transport job. Once the required
power has been defined, specific power comes into play as a
competitive criterion. An engine’s space requirements and
weight should limit a vehicle’s freight volume and payload
as little as possible.

Fuel Consumption

Apart from reliability and particularly because public debate
about the conservation of resources and protection of the
environment has also made it prominent, fuel consumption
is the most important economic factor for operators because
it directly influences costs (see Table 17-3). Therefore, vir-
tually without exception, only drives with the best consump-
tion, i.e. direct injection diesel engines, find acceptance in the
heavy duty commercial vehicle market. This holds particu-
larly true in the heavy duty class since long-distance trans-
portation has the highest kilometrage of over 200,000 km/
year. Fuel consumption is economically less important in the
light duty class sector in delivery traffic. Some such vehicles
do not exceed 20,000 km/year.

A vehicle’s distance-based consumption values are decisive
for operators. The optimization of a vehicle’s road load and
aerodynamic drag to minimize power loss is also decisive

Fig. 17-26
Heavy semitrailer truck, total gross
weight 40 t
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initially. Another goal of vehicle development, particularly for
tanker trucks, must be to reduce curb weight. This not only
contributes to energy savings but also indirectly to increased
transportation performance.

However, attaining the lowest minimum consumption
possible is not enough for engine development. The mini-
mum ought to be as broad as possible and in the range in the
engine map in which the engine is most frequently operated.

Conversely, the engine consumption map also influences
the design of the drive train. Only optimization of the inter-
relations between the engine, transmission, rear axle and
wheel size satisfies operators’ demands.

Availability, Service, Repairs and Warrantees

Like all capital goods, a commercial vehicle should be avail-
able for its intended use as fully as possible. Ideally, this means
that the operator only has to refill automotive fluids. Compo-
nents with a shorter service life than the vehicle are recondi-
tioned, replaced or readjusted during servicing and mainte-
nance. Since such expenditures are a quite considerable
competitive factor, efforts are being made where possible to
prolong and synchronize maintenance intervals to reduce
necessary downtimes. State-of-the-art servicing and mainte-
nance are examined below from the perspective of operators.

Lubricating oil system. Although oil consumption partially
refreshes lubricating oil, its aging makes changing it in certain
intervals unavoidable. While this is undesired with respect to
emissions and exhaust gas aftertreatment systems, it continues

to be unavoidable at a low level. An oil change burdens opera-
tors with costs for the oil itself, the oil filter and labor. Hence,
the most important goal of development has been to further
lower oil consumption and prolong the change interval.

Prolonged oil change intervals necessitate modified oil
regeneration systems. Impurities are trapped in the filter sys-
tem to prevent abrasive wear in tribopartners. While the oil
centrifuges used earlier to further prolong oil change intervals
are also still available, oil filters in the partial flow are now
widespread. Oil change intervals of up to 150,000 km have
already been attained on various occasions in long-distance
transportation in conjunction with service computers, which
allow factoring in different parameters such as oil quality, type
of fuel, sulfur content or operating conditions.

Combustion air: Since combustion air must be dust-free to
prevent premature wear in cylinders, pistons and piston rings,
the servicing of air cleaner systems as required is crucially
important for an engine’s service life. The intervals are a func-
tion of the vehicle’s operating conditions. A cyclone separator
upstream from the main cleaner is frequently employed when
the dust concentration is high. Paper dry type air cleaners in
the form of replaceable cartridges have also established them-
selves in commercial vehicles (see Sect. 13.1).

Vacuum indicators on the pure air side indicate cleaner
loading and the need for a cleaner change since engines must
be prevented from suffering from air deficiency. Conse-
quences can be incomplete combustion with smoke emission,
power loss, increased fuel consumption and even engine
damage.

Table 17-3 Cost breakdown over the useful life of a semitrailer truck suitable for a maximum towing mass of 40 t, useful life of 48 months and total kilometrage
of 600,000 km, without costs for drivers, administration and garage (as of 2006)

Variable costs Boundary conditions Evaluation

Diesel costs (E/100 km = ct/km) 32.11 Days of operation (days/year) 240 Fixed costs (E/day) 122.93

AdBlue costs (E/100 km = ct/km) 0.00 Useful life (months) 48 Fixed costs (E/100 km = ct/km) 19.67

Highway tolls (E/100 km = ct/km) 9.60 Vehicle kilometrage (km/year) 150,000 Variable costs (E/100 km = ct/km) 41.71

Variable costs (E/100 km = ct/km) 41.71 Kilometrage on toll roads (km/
year)

120,000 Fixed and variable costs
(E/100 km = ct/km)

61.38

Vehicle leasing (E/month) 1,285

Fixed costs Servicing and repairs (E/month) 438 Vehicle leasing (E/year) 15,420

Vehicle leasing (E/year) 15,420 Tires (E/month) 75.00 Servicing and repairs (E/year) 5,256

Servicing and repairs (E/year) 5,256 Diesel consumption (l/100 km) 34.90 Tires (E/year) 900

Tires (E/year) 900 AdBlue consumption (l/100 km) 0 Fuel (E/year) 48,162

Insurance, taxes, misc. fixed costs (E/
year)

7,926 Highway toll (E/100 km = ct/km) 12 Toll (E/year) 14,400

Fixed costs (E/year) 29,502 Diesel price (E/l) 0.92 Tax and insurance (E/year) 7,926

AdBlue price (E/l) 0.60 Total (E/year) 92,064
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Fuel system: Extraordinarily stringent requirements for the
purity of the supplied medium apply to the fuel system where
the finest fits exist at high mechanical and hydraulic stresses.
Impurities are carried over with the fuel during fueling or can
reach the circuit through the required tank ventilation. Only
microfilter inserts are able to obtain the requisite purity.
Under normal ambient conditions, their service life should
also correspond to the oil change interval.

Valve clearance: While the classic design with the camshaft
in the crankcase and the transmission of motion to the valves
by tappets and rocker arms remained dominant in the past
decades, new developments in heavy duty commercial vehi-
cles are also increasingly implementing overhead camshafts
that transmit motion by roller rocker arms. One adjuster has
to be designed in for each valve pair, which must be checked
in certain – maximally large – intervals and corrected if
necessary. Hydraulically based automatic clearance compen-
sation is not yet implementable in commercial vehicle engines
with acceptable operational safety: automatic clearance com-
pensation must be prevented from becoming active during
engine braking operation when the butterfly valve is in the
exhaust system and exhaust valves open uncontrolled and
thus keeping valves from closing (see Sect. 17.3.3.2).

V-belt drives: Commercial vehicle engines must drive a number
of different auxiliary units. Depending on the vehicle and type of
application, these include fans, generators, air compressors,

power steering pumps, refrigerant compressors, hydraulic
pumps and other units. The V-belt was simple and cost effective
[17-7]. More efficient ribbed V-belts [17-8] have established
themselves for newer developments (Fig. 17-27). These drive
elements have a significantly shorter service life than an engine.
Therefore they must be replaced in certain intervals.

Their design and stressing subject V-belts to wear and
increasing elongation. They only function reliably and attain
their expected service life when they are operated with defined
preloading. Therefore, the drive geometry must equalize the
change in length. Self-adjusting spring-loaded idler pulleys
have now established themselves in commercial vehicles too.

Repairs, warrantees: Other engine components should not
malfunction before the limit of the engine’s service life.
Therefore, rather than falling under the term maintenance,
such malfunctions count as damage requiring repair. Kilo-
metrages of 1 million km and more are reached in long-
distance transportation. Auxiliary units, e.g. water pumps,
generators or exhaust gas turbochargers, do not attain such
values in some applications.

Warrantees for heavy duty commercial vehicle drive trains
have different limits, e.g. 2 years after first approval and/or
kilometrage of 200,000 km, depending on which limit is
reached first. The warranty covers the replacement of defec-
tive components, provided the engine has not been utilized
improperly.

Fig. 17-27
Auxiliary units driven by a ribbed V-belt
in a diesel engine for buses: (a)
Crankshaft; (b) Idler pulley; (c) Generator;
(d) Water pump; (e) Tension pulley;
(f) Spring-damper element; (g) Air
conditioner compressor; (h) CR high
pressure pump
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Purchase price, manufacturing costs: Since a maintenance-
free engine is impossible to produce or only possible with
complex additional measures, finding the right balance
between manufacturing costs and servicing and maintenance
costs is essential. Moreover, the increasing significance of
environmentally sound but expensive measures prompted
by legislators either directly through impact-oriented regula-
tions or indirectly through emission-based graduated tax
breaks for operators must be taken into account.

17.3.2.2 Drivability, Ease of Operation, Social Acceptance

Power Characteristic, Gear Selection

Figure 17-28 presents the power requirements for a 40 t
train for different road inclines as a function of the running
speed. An engine power of approximately 100 kW is neces-
sary to overcome road load at a speed of 80 km/h on level
road. The final drive ratios in the highest gear step are
designed to produce engine speeds of 1,300–1,400 rpm.
Since the engine power of this vehicle class is usually
between 250 and 400 kW at rated speeds of around
1,900 rpm, this design facilitates a fuel economizing and
low noise driving style.

A requirement that engines must already have maximum
torque as of approximately 1,000 rpm to enable driving with
little shifting even at low to medium upgrades can be inferred
from this. Figure 17-29 presents full load characteristics
developed on the basis of these requirements.

While manufacturer A favors a combination of constant
power and constant torque for drivability, manufacturer B
rates steady torque up to the lower full load speeds as better.
The resultant torque peaks of approximately 35% produce a low
end torque with strongly elastic operating performance and –
above all in conjunction with automatic transmissions – relaxed
driving. These characteristics have been made possible by apply-
ing exhaust gas turbocharging with intercooling, which has been
standard for engines for heavy duty commercial vehicles for
decades, usually only with a wastegate for higher powers. Unlike
in cars or light duty commercial vehicles, variable turbine geo-
metry does not provide engines in heavy duty commercial
vehicles any special advantages because the speed band in con-
junction with 12 or 16 speed transmissions is smaller.

Starting Performance

Another important parameter is an engine’s accelerating per-
formance under load at low speeds. This performance is
considered critical, especially for commercial vehicles in
urban traffic, e.g. municipal buses, municipal vehicles and
vehicles in commercial delivery traffic. Pronounced stop-
and-go operation in urban areas already requires high engine
torque at low operating speeds. What is more, it must be
available promptly when the driver desires. This requires
largely preventing somewhat retarded responsiveness (turbo
lag) even in turbo engines. Engine measures have had to be
developed since additional measures such as mechanically or
electrically driven compressors were previously eliminated
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for reasons of energy, costs and/or availability. Solutions have
taken on the form of electronically controlled injection sys-
tems in conjunction with high injection pressure.

Braking and Engine Brake

A vehicle operator’s competitiveness depends on the vehicle
cruising speed attained, particularly in long-distance trans-
portation. In the ideal case, it should be very close to the
particular maximum permissible speed. Reaching this
requires driving inclines fast and safely.

According to Fig. 17-28, the required braking power is as
high as the power output in the opposite direction, reduced by
the vehicle’s road load. Since friction brakes would be ther-
mally strained at the wheels during such continuous braking,
wear-free additional brake systems have been developed. The
engine is utilized as a retarder based on the principle of the air
compressor. The exhaust system directly dissipates braking
heat with the compressed air. Figure 17-30 presents the power
curves of different engine brakes relative to displacement (see
also Sect. 17.3.2). The gear steps may be used to adjust braking
power to a vehicle’s requirements.

Internal Noises, Vibrations

In long-distance transportation, the cab is the workplace of
commercial vehicle drivers, which they may never leave dur-
ing work hours. Development teams give high priority to its
design and optimization for functionality and comfort. Stan-
dards for cars are attained even though the engine is normally
installed directly under the cab. Significant advances have
been the development of rigid engine surface structures with
low sound radiation or improved damping of vibrations in
the engine mounts (see Chap. 16).

Conducted into the vehicle structure by the engine suspen-
sion, an engine’s outwardly acting, free inertial forces and
moments of inertia can interfere with driving comfort. The
magnitude and effect of these forces stemming from a piston
engine’s motion sequence depend on the engine’s design and
size (see Sect. 8.2). It may be necessary to equip an engine with
additional driven shafts, which support counterweights
arranged for balance.

Largely six cylinder inline engines but also six and eight
cylinder V engines with 908 V angles are implemented as the
drive for the heavy duty class. I6 and V8 engines are fully
outwardly balanced for inertial forces and moments of inertia.
Thus, they represent ideal solutions for high driving comfort. A
V8 engine’s larger number of cylinders gives it advantages in
terms of rotational irregularity. However, this is only percep-
tible in the field at extremely low speeds under full load.

Other designs have also established themselves in the med-
ium and high load range. These include five cylinder inline
engines and the V10 engine in the heavy duty class. The
engine suspension for five cylinder inline engines must be

meticulously tuned since this structure transmits a pro-
nounced second order free moment of inertia outwardly
(see Sect. 8.3). Hence, torque balance shafts are normally
necessary in the engine. Figure 17-31 presents an example
of a design with moments of inertia internally balanced by
two transmissions, each with two opposing shafts with balan-
cing masses running at double crankshaft speed. The trans-
missions are placed under the second and fifth crankshaft
bearings and each is driven by a ring gear on a crankshaft web.

Four cylinder inline engines are frequently encountered at
the lower end of the scale of commercial vehicle power in the
light duty class range. Such engines with unbalanced second
order inertial forces are acceptable when a well tuned engine
suspension keeps unacceptable vibrations away from the cab.
They are given balance shafts for increased comfort require-
ments, e.g. in minibuses.

Starting Performance, Low Temperature Performance

Heavy duty commercial vehicle operators expect the engine
to start promptly and without conspicuous emissions even at
low outside temperatures. Direct fuel injection with high
pressure and compression ratios of 17–20:1 make this the
norm above an ambient temperature of approximately –158C
during cold starts and even more during hot starts. Low
temperatures necessitate cold start assist systems that preheat
intake air, e.g. electric heating elements or burners. The pre-
heating time lasts up to 25 seconds depending on the ambient
temperature. Rapid sheathed-element glow plugs that project
into the combustion chamber like those familiar from cars
cannot be implemented in engines for heavy duty commercial
vehicles because they affect emissions adversely.

Social Acceptance

Since vehicle traffic on local and through roads is occasionally
dense, societal and thus political acceptance of heavy duty
commercial vehicle has become very important. Individual
road users already view commercial vehicles as a nuisance to
their own progress merely by virtue of their presence in
traffic. When this is additionally compounded by exhaust
and noise pollution, tendencies toward rejecting them man-
ifest themselves even more strongly in political demands and
social objectives. Arguments to the effect that commercial
vehicles also significantly contribute to individuals’ quality
of life often fail to find acceptance.

Thus, it is in the business interest of individual commer-
cial vehicle operators and serves the image of the commer-
cial ground transportation industry when polluting emis-
sions do not raise the conspicuousness of commercial
vehicle engines in traffic. Therefore, the maxim for engine
development is: An engine should not to be outwardly percep-
tible above the level of driving noise and its exhaust gases should
neither be visible nor smellable. The challenge is to come as
close to this goal as possible at competitive costs [17-9].
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17.3.2.3 Legislation

Exhaust Emissions

Undesired exhaust emissions, nitrogen oxides (NOX), car-
bon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and particulate
matter (PM) with solid and liquid constituents are legally
limited (see Sect.15.2, which also describes the measure-
ment systems and methods of determination). Unlike cars,
the exhaust emissions of diesel engines in heavy duty com-
mercial vehicles are based on the power generated. This
allows for a direct correlation between engine power and
the transport task. Thus, power-based emissions limits
ensure that transportation performance from the light
duty class up to a 40 t train is treated appropriately equally.

The most difficult task is resolving the conflict of objectives
between nitrogen oxide emission and particulate emission in
order to comply with effective and future limits. The influence
of the fuel quality is also important (see Sect. 4.1). Hence,
engine manufacturers demand the farthest reaching reduction
of the content of sulfur and aromatics in fuel [17-10, 17-11].

Another conflict of objectives exists between the emission
of nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide (CO2). A desired
product of complete combustion, carbon dioxide is not a
pollutant in the conventional sense but is considered a clima-
tically relevant greenhouse gas. A reduction of nitrogen oxide
emission fundamentally degrades an engine’s indicated effi-
ciency. This translates into higher fuel consumption and
increased carbon dioxide emission. Here too, it is essential
to prevent consumption disadvantages when reducing nitro-
gen oxide emission where possible by refining mixture for-
mation and combustion.

A level has now been reached with the implementation of
the Euro IV limit level, which necessitates the implementa-
tion of exhaust gas aftertreatment, particularly since the
stability of emission must simultaneously be guaranteed

over 7 years/500,000 km. Basically, two solutions are suitable
(see Sects. 15.4 and Sects. 15.5).

A. In-engine nitrogen oxide minimization and particu-
late reduction by a particulate filter:
Cooled external exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is the most effec-
tive measure to limit NOx emission in the combustion system. It
increases the mass of the cylinder charge and slows the rate of
reaction so that lower combustion chamber temperatures occur.

It also slows processes of soot oxidation. This is character-
ized by an increase in soot emission and is disadvantageous.
Further increases of injection pressures (>2,000 bar) and
post-injection can improve post-oxidation.

Hence, compliance with the particulate matter limit neces-
sitates a filter. Normally, it is regenerated continuously with
the aid of nitrogen dioxide NO2 generated in a platinum
coated catalyst when the exhaust gas temperatures are ade-
quately high.

B. In-engine particulate reduction and nitrogen oxide
reduction by SCR technology:
A completely different route is followed when an SCR (selec-
tive catalytic reduction) system is employed. The optimiza-
tion of combustion brings particulates to the required level. A
downstream catalyst uses the reactant ammonia to reduce
nitrogen oxides back to atmospheric nitrogen N2. The ammo-
nia is produced from an aqueous urea solution with the brand
name of AdBlue. Once sprayed into the exhaust flow, it
hydrolyzes when temperatures are adequately high.

Noise

Mandatory limits on heavy duty commercial vehicles’ noises
are based on their external noise radiation (see Chap. 16).
Noise emission is based on the overall vehicle, the engine
being one noise source among others. An engine is normally
considered the main noise source under the conditions of

Fig. 17-31 Transmission that balances the second order moments of inertia in a five cylinder inline engine (MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG)
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type approval during accelerated passing based on 70/157/
EEC [17-12]. Effective damper systems are available to reduce
intake pipe and tailpipe noises (see Chap. 13). The pressure
loss and structural space must remain acceptable.

Controlling the noise emission of an engine itself is more
difficult. Triggered by the combustion pulse, airborne noise is
radiated by structure-borne noise conducted by the engine
structure in conjunction with resonance phenomena from the
surface of the engine and transmission. This is compounded
by noises triggered by the pulses from an engine’s mechanics,
e.g. by bearing clearances, gearing clearances, valve clear-
ances, etc.

‘‘Gentle’’ combustion, i.e. a low combustion pressure gra-
dient, can reduce noise during combustion [17-9, 17-10]. The
introduction of electronically controlled injection systems
with the option of pilot injection have made substantial
advances possible without diminishing engine efficiency.

Noise-optimized crankcase structures as well as noise
damping elements as a secondary measure, which can be
designed to be supported by the engine as well as the vehicle,
are effective in new engine developments (see Sect. 17.3.3.2.
for partial and full enclosures and Sect. 16.5). Weight
increases always have to be accepted and obstacles during
necessary engine maintenance often do too.

17.3.3 Engine Designs Implemented for Heavy Duty
Commercial Vehicles

17.3.3.1 Overview

Power Density

Emission control legislation is lastingly influencing engine
development. In recent years, this has led to the equipping
of all heavy duty commercial vehicles only with diesel engines
with exhaust gas turbocharging and intercooling and thus
high specific powers. Figure 17-32 presents different Eur-
opean engines for heavy duty commercial vehicles with
their rated powers. Given the higher rated speeds, maximum
values of around 35 kW/l are reached in the lower displace-
ment range.

Another important variable for commercial vehicle engines
is their torque relative to displacement. It corresponds to the
brake mean effective pressure pe, (see Sect. 1.2). Figure 17-32
also contains the maximum torque values for the same
engines. The maximum specific torque values are approxi-
mately 200 Nm/l. This corresponds to a brake mean effective
pressure of pe � 25 bar and effective brake work of we �
2.5 kJ/dm3 (see Sect. 1.2.5).

Displacement

Turbocharging and intercooling generally produce an
increase in specific power in smaller engines (downsizing).
Figure 17-32 provides information on the rated power and

displacement values of engines in the different vehicle classes.
Engines with displacements of approximately 4 to 16 liters are
implemented in European heavy duty commercial vehicles.
Four and six cylinder engines are common in the light duty
class. Six cylinder engines are implemented almost exclusively
in the standard class. Six, eight and ten cylinders are found in
the heavy duty class. Their displacement is between 0.7 and
2.2 l/cylinder and the related rated speed is between 2,500 and
1,800 rpm.

Cylinder Pressures

The concentration of power has also necessitated improving
the parts adjacent to the combustion chamber as well as the
drive train through the connecting rod, crankshaft and fly-
wheel. Figure 17-33 plots the development of combustion
pressures since 1990. The significant impact of emission
control legislation is evident, especially as of Euro 3.

Fuel Consumption

Diesel engines are implemented in all heavy duty commercial
vehicles with the exception of a few special applications for
buses or municipal vehicles. Thus, the lowest brake specific
fuel consumption is obtained for the drives of road vehicles.
The mandatory limits on nitrogen oxide emission as well as
particulate emission increase fuel consumption (see Sect.
17.3.2.2). Attempts are being made to keep the adverse effects
on fuel consumption to a minimum by systematically refining
the combustion sequence for lower exhaust emissions. Never-
theless, values below 190 g/kWh corresponding to an overall
engine efficiency of approximately 45% are being obtained in
the best point.

A vehicle’s fuel consumption relative to kilometrage is more
meaningful to vehicle operators. However, it is hardly possible
to specify standard values for this because many boundary
conditions, e.g. vehicle dimensions, application profile, load,
topography, wind conditions and traffic density, influence the
results. Professional journals conduct driving and consump-
tion tests with long-distance transportation vehicles usually
from the heavy duty class on unvarying routes, which can
serve operators as orientation aids (cf. [17-13]).

17.3.3.2 Selected Designs

Combustion Systems, Gas Exchange

Without exception, engines for heavy duty commercial vehi-
cles have direct injection that distributes air (see Sect. 3.1).
Support from a concentrated swirl in the combustion cham-
ber helps improve mixture formation and combustion. The
amount depends on such boundary conditions as the injec-
tion system’s pressure potential, the exhaust gas recirculation
rate, the supercharging rate, etc. The vortex is built up in a
swirl-generating port located before the inlet valves.
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Normally, four valves, i.e. two intake and two exhaust valves
apiece, control the gas exchange. Along with enlarging the
flow cross sections, this development also brings advantages
for combustion because the injection nozzle can be centered
in the combustion chamber.

The engine in Fig. 17-34 embodies a variant with an
increased swirl requirement. The inline six cylinder engine
with a cylinder bore of 108 mm and a stroke of 125 mm
corresponding to a displacement of 6.9 l delivers 240 kW at
2,300 rpm. It is provided with externally cooled exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR), which alleviates the conflict of objec-
tives between pollutant emission and fuel consumption (see
Sect. 17.3.2.2). In conjunction with two-stage supercharging
and intercooling, it complies with Euro 4 limit levels for NOX

through in-engine measures. Like virtually all engines in this
class, it has two intake and exhaust valves per cylinder. The
camshaft is mounted in the cylinder block.

Figure 17-35 [17-14] pictures a representative of low-swirl
engines with more energy of mixture formation distributed
by fuel. The first representative of a new engine design with a
displacement of VH = 7.8 l, it has also been followed by
models with displacements of 10.5 and 13 l with identical
design features, [17-15, 17-16]. The inline six cylinder engine

has a bore of 115 mm with a stroke of 125 mm and delivers
257 kW at 2,500 rpm. The cylinder head contains two intake
and exhaust valves per cylinder. The centers of the intake
valves are each aligned diagonally to the crankshaft axis. This
applies analogously to the exhaust valves. Among other
things, the geometry of the combustion chamber supports
mixture formation with turbulences produced at the end of
the compression stroke.

Fuel injection contributes the majority of the energy for
mechanical mixture formation. A unit injector mounted in
the cylinder axis ensures that the fuel sprays are uniformly
distributed onto the centric combustion chamber. The max-
imum injection pressure of 1,900 bar dissolves the fuel into
very small droplets. This design uses the slower vortex of the
charge to evaporate the fuel and mix it with the air. An
injection cam on the camshaft located in the cylinder head
and driven by gears drives the unit injector’s piston by a
rocker arm. A solenoid valve in the unit injector controls
the start of injection and the injected fuel quantity. An elec-
tronic unit regulates the overall system, which also includes
variable turbine geometry VTG in the most powerful design.

Figure 17-36 pictures the cross section of a turbocharged
and intercooled V8 engine with 420 kW at 1,800 rpm [17-17].
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The cylinder bore has a diameter of 130 mm and the stroke is
150 mm. A V6 variant is also available. A camshaft actuates
each of the four valves per cylinder by one roller tappet, push
rod, rocker arm and valve connection per intake and exhaust
valve pair.

The camshaft is supported by bearings in the crankcase
centered between the two cylinder banks. It is driven directly
by the crankshaft on the flywheel end without an intermedi-
ate gear. Apart from the cams that actuate the valve, the
camshaft supports one more cam per cylinder, which drives
the solenoid controlled unit pump for fuel injection imple-
mented in the crankcase (see Sect. 5.3). An electronic unit
regulates the injected fuel quantity and start of injection.

Engine Brake

One simple and frequently applied design is a throttle valve in
the exhaust manifold, which attains high braking power
through the back pressure in the piston’s expulsion phase
(see Fig. 17-37). However, the back pressure and thus the
braking power achievable must be limited to prevent compo-
nent damage.

Higher braking powers are achieved when not only the
piston’s expulsion stroke but also the compression stroke
absorbs lost work. This is achieved by purging the com-
pressed air toward the end of the compression stroke. Systems
that operate with controlled valves are the Jake (Jacobs) brake
[17-18], constant throttle [17-19], EVB (exhaust valve brake)
[17-20] and intebrake [17-21] (see Sect. 17.3.3.1). Addition-
ally utilizing a VTG turbocharger, turbobrakes further boost
braking power (see Sect. 2.2.5.2).

Recognizable in the cylinder bank to the left of the V engine
cross section in Fig. 17-36, the four gas exchange valves per
cylinder are supplemented by a further valve that connects
the compression chamber with the outlet port. This valve is
closed in normal operation. In combination with the throttle
valve in the exhaust line, it serves to increase engine braking
power. Actuated by compressed air, it is constantly opened by
a defined gap. The additional negative work is produced in
the compression stroke by purging the air through this throt-
tle valve, the so-called constant throttle [17-19] (see Sect.
17.3.2.1).

The exhaust valve in the EVB (exhaust valve brake) engine
brake system [17-20] assumes the function of the relief valve
(Fig. 17-37). Figure 17-38 illustrates the intervention required
in the valve gear in the four-stroke sequence: The throttle
valve in the exhaust system is closed to activate the engine
brake. Shaped by the pressure wave of an expelling neighbor-
ing cylinder, the exhaust pressure flings open the exhaust
valve at the end of the intake stroke. An oil-hydro lock in
the rocker arm prevents the exhaust valve from closing com-
pletely. Part of the compressed air is discharged through the
remaining defined gap in the valve seat (1.5 . . . 2 mm) during
the compression stroke and thus increases the braking power
(see Sect. 17.3.2.1). The cam-actuated opening of the exhaust
valve beginning at the end of the expansion stroke deactivates
the oil-hydro lock.

Controlled opening of the exhaust valve at the end of the
compression stroke is another option to blow off a com-
pressed charge and thus increase engine braking power. The
Jake brake [17-18] draws on the mechanical actuation of the
unit injector in engines with unit injector injection systems to

Fig. 17-34 Commercial vehicle diesel engine with controlled exhaust gas recirculation, two-stage supercharging and intercooling and a common rail injection system (MAN
D08, MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG)
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open the exhaust valve in compression TDC with the aid of an
additional hydraulic unit.

The intebrake benefits from two overhead camshafts that
facilitate higher braking power. The one solely actuates the
unit injectors, while the other controls the valves. One addi-
tional cam per cylinder, which uses a switchable roller rocker
arm to open the exhaust valve to blow off the compressed air,
is mounted on the shaft. Thus, the functions of engine brak-
ing and fuel injection are independent of one another and
optimal valve timing and cam profiles can be produced for
both (see Sect. 17.3.2.1).

Crankcase and Crankshaft Assembly

Figure 17-39 pictures the cross section of an inline six cylin-
der engine with a power of 321 kW. This model has a cylinder

diameter of 120 mm and a stroke of 155 mm. For the first time
in this engine class, the crankcase was cast of vermicular
graphite cast iron EN-GJV-450 and designed for high loads.
This material’s high strength provides options for compact
and lightweight engine design. The crankcase’s deck and the
cylinder head’s base plate are designed very rigidly since the
coolant and engine oil overflow through external add-on
parts rather than the cylinder head seal. Also a first in a
commercial vehicle engine, the cracked main bearing caps
are each secured in the crankcase with two high strength
thread rolling bolts. When assembled in the correct position,
cracked components return exactly to their correct original
position. Their rough surface facilitates better absorption of
radial loads.

The piston consists of a cast aluminum alloy. A Ni-resist
ring carrier with an Alfin bond is cast in for the first piston

Fig. 17-35 Commercial vehicle diesel engine with a camshaft and unit injection system mounted in the cylinder head (Iveco)
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ring. The three ring grooves are equipped with a chrome
plated double keystone ring, a taper faced ring and a chrome
plated double-beveled spiral expander ring as the oil scraper.
The piston pin is secured axially by circlips.

The connecting rod is precision drop forged from
quenched and tempered steel without weight compensation
ribs and divided obliquely by cracking the bearing cap. The
bearing cap and rod are secured to one another by the surface
macrostructure generated during cracking and bolted with
high strength Torx screws. The connecting rod bearings are
designed for maximum loads and service life. The rod end
shell consists of wear resistant sputter bearing metal. Oil
spray from piston cooling is supplied to the connecting rod
small end with a press fit bushing.

The crankshaft is drop forged from highly tempered micro
alloy steel. Eight forged-on counterweights serve to balance
the inertial forces. The crankshaft was designed for high
bending and torsional rigidity with the aid of FEM simula-
tion. A viscous torsional vibration damper with cooling fins
that effectively dissipate heat is mounted on the front end of
the shaft to damp the crankshaft’s torsional vibrations. Pre-
assembled three material bearings are employed as the main
bearing. It is supported axially by half thrust washers inserted
in the crankcase.

As Fig. 17-39 indicates, the high pressure common rail
injection system (see Sect. 5.3.5) in diesel engines was also

developed for heavy duty commercial vehicles. A three-plun-
ger high pressure pump lubricated with fuel is employed as
the pressure generator.

Oil additives eliminate the risk of contaminating the
exhaust gas aftertreatment system. The fuel pressure desired
in the rail is flexibly adjustable in the entire map and is also
applied through short lines to the injectors controlled by
solenoid valves. It is still limited to 1,600 bar in the second
generation system employed here. Further increases are in
development.

The injector is perpendicular to and centered over the
combustion chamber. A seven-hole nozzle with sprays dis-
tributed uniformly throughout the combustion chamber
injects the fuel. Depending on the combustion cycle, there
is a multiple injection with pilot, main and post-injection.
The engine electronics controls their characteristics, i.e. rail
pressure, start of injection and injection time, based on
stored maps. Thus, a combustion sequence can be obtained,
which has a beneficial effect on exhaust emissions, noise
emissions and fuel consumption. The combustion pressure
in the cylinder reaches a maximum of 200 bar.

17.3.4 Outlook

Functional utility and attendant costs will be the crucial com-
petitive criteria for diesel engines in heavy duty commercial

Fig. 17-36
Cross section of a V eight cylinder diesel engine
with pump-line-nozzle injection system and
constant throttle (Daimler Chrysler AG)
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vehicles in the future too. The legal standards for environmen-
tal compatibility will continue to influence development con-
siderably. As a result, in-engine measures alone have already
no longer been enough to comply with limit levels for nitrogen
oxide emissions and particulate matter since 2005. Efficient
and serviceable exhaust gas aftertreatment systems must be
developed to market maturity. The commercial vehicle indus-
try has opted for two different strategies, each of which is laden
with particular advantages and disadvantages.

Manufacturers of EGR engines monopolize low man-
ufacturing costs, structural space advantages, low weight
or independence from an AdBlue infrastructure; SCR
engine manufacturers take advantage of lower fuel costs
or user benefits from state subsidies for precompliance
with future emission standards. Regardless of the path
chosen for Euro IV and V, the prediction has been
ventured that the Euro VI level, which is still being
debated, will require the simultaneous installation of
both technologies in the same engine as of around
2012. Individual companies’ capability to develop poten-
tials to minimize raw exhaust emissions will lastingly

influence the work required for exhaust gas aftertreat-
ment systems and thus their costs. In the interest of
customers, functional utility in the form of service
life, required maintenance, etc. should not be adversely
affected.

At any rate, exhaust gas aftertreatment systems will require
diesel fuel with a sulfur content lowered below 10 ppm and an
aromatic content lowered to an economically justifiable
extent. Longer range, significant contributions can be
expected from blends of synthetic fuels such a CTL, GTL or
BTL (see Sect. 4.2).

Further increases in specific engine power may also be
expected in the future despite the challenges from emission
control legislation.

This will necessitate increasing engine components’ peak
mechanical strength to significantly more than 200 bar on
the basis of higher EGR rates and two-stage supercharging
with intercooling as well as further developing vehicle cool-
ing systems. A significant push toward larger and thus
more powerful engines could entail an increase of the
gross vehicle weight rating in normal road use.
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Fig. 17-37 Operating principles of engine brake systems
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Corresponding field tests on up to 60 t are being run in
various European regions.

Whether a power turbine downstream from the super-
charger turbine in the exhaust gas flow will establish itself
remains to be seen. The outcome will depend on the devel-
opment of the ratio of complexity to fuel savings for such
turbo compound systems (see Sect. 14.1).

In the medium-term, the engine power of long-dis-
tance transportation trucks with a gross vehicle weight
rating of 40 t will increase to approximately 500 kW.
This power will be needed to be able to drive highway
downgrades of 4% at the permissible speed of 80 km/h.

17.4 High Speed High Performance Diesel
Engines

17.4.1 Classification of High Speed High Performance
Diesel Engines

High speed high performance diesel engines (HHD) are gen-
erally understood to be diesel engines with high power density.
It is impossible to draw clear boundaries between HHDs and
other diesel engines since the transitions are fluid. HHDs
normally have design speeds above 1,000 rpm. Another distin-
guishing feature that sets HHDs apart from medium speed

diesel engines in particular is their mean piston velocity cm,
which is significantly higher than 10 m/s. A significant para-
meter for high performance, the specific work we (correspond-
ing to the brake mean effective pressure pe, see Sect. 1.2) in
HHDs is more than 2 kJ/dm3 in the rated power point. The
specific power per unit piston area is also characteristic for high
performance diesel engines. Its correlation to the bore D is
presented for implemented HHDs in Fig. 17-40. Accordingly,
the specific power per unit piston area averages values of 5 W/
mm2. The maximum is approximately 10 W/mm2.

Figure 17-41 presents the mass mP of implemented high
performance diesel engines relative to their power, i.e. the
weight-to-power ratio. HHDs are designed with V configura-
tions to produce good weight-to-power ratios.

In principle, at constant specific power per unit piston area
PA, the weight-to-power ratio increases as the bore increases.
This corresponds to a general law (see Sect. 17.4.2). When the
following are defined as boundary conditions for the high
speed capacity of HHDs

cm � 13m=s; n � 1; 000 rpm

then the cylinder volume Vh of high speed high performance
diesel engines is given an upper limit by applying

s ¼ cm=2n

Fig. 17-38 Operating principle of the EVB (exhaust valve brake): (a) intake stroke: locking piston abuts valve; (b) compression and expansion stroke: an exhaust system pressure
wave flips open the valve, locking piston maintains defined valve gap (1.5 . . . 2 mm), air blows off; (c) exhaust stroke: cam lift deactivates lock (MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG)
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so that the following ensues for the stroke:

s 5 390 mm:

The stroke/bore ratio for an effective combustion system
should be

s=D � 1:25

so that the maximum possible bore for a high speed high
performance diesel engine can be calculated from it:

D � 300 mm:

When the specific power per unit piston area of PA = 10
W/mm2 is selected according to Fig. 17-40, then the max-
imum possible cylinder output is calculated as

PZ � 700kW

with a cylinder displacement of approximately 27 dm3.
However, this limit range has not yet been ventured into

since HHDs of this size do not generate any customer
benefits, as explained in more detail below. MTU’s 8000
series constitutes the upper limit for high speed high per-
formance engines with Pe = 9,100 kW (455 kW/cylinder)
(Fig. 17-42).

High speed high performance diesel engines are
implemented wherever a low weight-to-power ratio
and/or low overall volume produce benefits for the over-
all systems.

Fig. 17-39
Basic design features of a modern commercial
vehicle diesel engine (MAN Nutzfahrzeuge AG)
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This may include:
– fast ships,
– power units with special requirements (transportability),
– locomotives and railcars and
– large dump trucks.

HHDs are especially important for fast ships since, much like
in aircraft, the payload crucially depends on the weight of the
propulsion system. Without intending to treat ship systems in
more detail (for more, see [17-22–17-24]), the requirement

for a low weight-to-power ratio fundamentally increases as a
ship’s displacement decreases and its speed increases and vice
versa. Thus, as long as extreme demands are not made on
speed at the same time, the propulsion system’s weight-to-
power ratio loses importance as the ship’s displacement
increases. Exact limits on the use of HHDs in the upper
power range are indefinable since they largely depend on
the requirements for the drive system. One indicator is the
steady decrease of importance of HHDs for the power range
between 5,000 and 10,000 kW and speed in the range of �30
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kn (kn: knots, i.e. sea miles per hour, 30 kn corresponding to
� 55 km/h) and the steady increase of importance of medium
speed diesel engines with good weight-to-power ratio (mP �
6 kg/kW). Only gas turbines in conjunction with large marine
units are able to supply the required power for high speed
requirements.

Low cost derivatives of commercial vehicle diesel engines
normally cover the power range up to 1,500 kW. Specially
developed HHDs are found above 1,500 kW. Sections
17.4.2 and 17.4.3 specifically treat their design and
engineering.

17.4.2 Representing Higher Diesel Engine Power

Based on the common conditional equations for an internal
combustion engine’s power (see Sect. 1.2), the following cor-
relation for the typical field of application of HHDs, i.e.
marine engines, is expediently taken as the starting point
because the speed is freely selectable in wide ranges:

Pe � z � we � cm � D2 � (17-1Þ
The number of cylinders z is crucially important for the
weight-to-power ratio. The influence of the number of cylin-
ders on the weight-to-power ratio at constant mean piston
velocity cm, constant specific work we and constant engine
power Pe requires analysis.

In the first approximation, the following applies to the
mass of a reciprocating piston engine:

m � D3: (17-2Þ
Thus, incorporating Eq. (17-1), the following ensues for the
engine mass relative to power, i.e. the weight-to-power ratio:

mP ¼ m=Pe � D=ðz � we � cmÞ � D=ðz � PAÞ: (17-3Þ

Taking Eq. (17-1) into account, the bore diameter D decreases
for Pe, we and cm = const. as the number of cylinders increases.
Thus, at otherwise constant boundary conditions, the weight-
to-power ratio drops disproportionately at the same time the
number of cylinders z increases. Figure 17-43 plots the influ-
ence of the number of cylinders on the weight-to-power ratio
for constant power engines with a V configuration.

Not only high values for the specific power per unit piston
area PA but also high numbers of cylinders are desirable in
HHDs. Twelve, sixteen and twenty cylinders in a V config-
uration are selected for an HHD series since one series is
normally required to cover one power range. A V20 engine is
no longer considered for smaller engines with cylinder dis-
placements below 3 dm3 for reasons of crankcase stiffness.
Engines with upwards of twelve cylinders in a V configuration
can be designed for every V angle so that masses are com-
pletely balanceable without additional first or second order
mass balancing.

A product of partial efficiencies, a diesel engine’s net effi-
ciency (see Sect. 1.2) is essentially influenced by the ratio of
maximum cylinder pressure (peak pressure) to specific work
pZmax/we, combustion based on quality and time sequence,
supercharging efficiency (see Sect. 2.2) and mechanical losses.
Neither pZmax/we nor supercharging efficiency is influenced
by the number of cylinders.

A comparison of engines with equal power but different
numbers of cylinders according to Eq. (17-1) reveals that, at
otherwise identical boundary conditions, the engineered
cylinder dimensions decrease as the number of cylinders
increases. Thus, the efficiency factor and indicated efficiency
drop because the wall heat loss increases as a result of the
enlarged surface-volume ratios and the gas exchange losses.

However, this measure causes fewer efficiency losses than
any other measure that reduces the weight-to-power ratio.

Fig. 17-42
MTU 20 V 8000 M91, 9,100 kW at
1,150 rpm, bore 265 mm, stroke 315 mm,
specific work 2.73 kJ/dm3
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Since engine power increases proportionally with specific
work, engine mass relative to power decreases when dimen-
sions are identical. Viewed relatively, mechanical losses
decrease at the same time. Thus, the determination of the
upper limit of the specific work is of interest for engine design.

The boost pressure achievable for HHDs with single-stage
supercharging is approximately 4.5 bar absolute.

While higher boost pressures are possible in principle, the
narrowing compressor map is not enough to produce the
engine map necessary for marine engines for instance (see
Sect. 17.4.3). 4.5 bar of boost pressure makes a value of up to
2.8 kJ/dm3 achievable for the specific work we. Above this
value, engines have to be supercharged in multiple stages.
This yields the maximum possible compression ratios as a func-
tion of permissible peak pressure and the possible injection time.
Higher peak pressure also allows high compression ratios. At a
constant injection pressure, the start of injection can be shifted
later by shortening the duration of injection. In turn, higher
compression ratios are possible at a specified peak pressure.

Since a minimum compression ratio is necessary for start-
ing and idle operation free of white smoke, the permissible
boost pressure has an upper limit for a specified engine
design and thus, in turn, the maximum potential specific
work we is also below the specified boundary conditions
(Zemax, lVmin). The minimum required compression ratio
is 14–15 for small engines (Vh < 3 dm3) and 13–14 for larger
engines. In sum,
– high peak pressure,
– high efficiency,

– low air/fuel ratio and
– short injection time

facilitate high boost pressures and thus high specific work.
The peak pressure greatly influences both engine mass and

engine efficiency. A conflict of objectives exists, which must
be carefully weighed.

Figure 17-44 plots the influence of the specific work on a
diesel engine’s weight-to-power ratio under different bound-
ary conditions. The cylinder output PZ and the mean piston
velocity are constant for both curves. The positioning of the
power must first be defined when the engine is designed. Each
of the curves specifies the weight-to-power ratios expected for
a certain design principle as a function of the specific work we,
i.e. the bore also varies with we along the curves with PZ =
const.

In addition, the ratio pZmax/we is constant for the solid
curves, i.e., efficiency and thus brake specific fuel consump-
tion are constant in the first approximation. pZmax = const.
applies to the dashed curve. As specific work increases respec-
tive to brake mean effective pressure, the ratio pZmax/we and
thus efficiency decrease.

The points of instability at we = 2.8 kJ/dm3 represent the
transition from single-stage to two-stage supercharging. The
engine’s mass at the components of a concrete engineering
concept was calculated by similarity analyses. The potential
for reducing the weight-to-power ratio decreases when the
specific work is higher. It is necessary to increase the specific
work in order to compensate for the additional complexity of
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two-stage supercharging. High specific work only generates
perceptible advantages for the weight-to-power ratio when
the peak pressure in the cylinder and thus the necessary
component strength is limited and concessions to efficiency
are possible.

The bore is another parameter that crucially influences a
diesel engine’s power. The bore is limited geometrically by the
distance between cylinder bore center lines on the one hand
and, in combination with the desired peak pressure, by the
permissible bearing load on the other hand.

Figure 17-45 presents the cylinder bore D as a function of
specific work we assuming that both the distance between
cylinder bore center lines x and the mean piston velocity cm

are constant in the entire graph. At a constant distance
between cylinder bore center lines x, the bore has an upper
limit that conforms to D� x/1.3 for reasons of geometry. At a
constant distance between cylinder bore center lines, every
bore is assigned a maximum combustion pressure that con-
forms to D2 � pZmax = const. The maximum peak pressure has
an upper limit of 220 bar. This is a variable limit, which shifts
upwardly depending on technical progress. Furthermore,
lines of constant cylinder output PZ and lines with pZmax/we

= const. are plotted. Both proceed parallel since power and
engine load are both a quadratic function of the bore. In
addition, an approximately equal net efficiency can be
assumed for lines pZmax/we = const.

The field is limited by a minimum potential pZmax/we� 50.
Problems with starting and part load may be expected below
this value. we = 2.8 kJ/dm3 is the limit of single-stage super-
charging, we = 4.0 kJ/dm3 of two-stage supercharging. Under
the given boundary conditions, it would only be possible to
increase specific work to values above 4.0 kJ/dm3 by increas-
ing the peak pressure or reducing the permissible ratio pZmax/
we. When lines with constant power run through the range of
both single-stage and two-stage supercharging, i.e. at high
ratios pZmax/we, then high specific work when bores are
small and low specific work when bores are larger are equiva-
lent means to produce the desired power. When good fuel
consumption is desired, i.e. pZmax/we � 70, the permissible
power can be produced with single-stage supercharging.

Boosting power by increasing the specific work we at a
given peak pressure pZmax worsens brake specific fuel con-
sumption because the ratio pZmax/we decreases.

The power for the range of 50� pZmax/we� 60 can only be
produced with two-stage supercharging.

Advances in basic engine loading capacity, i.e. increases in
peak pressure at a constant distance between cylinder bore
center lines, can be expected to make values for pZmax/we

above 60 possible with two-stage supercharging and a geome-
trically maximum bore.

Hence, when the bore cannot be enlarged for reasons of
geometry and the limits of single-stage supercharging have
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been reached, two-stage supercharging should be applied in new
designs aiming for extreme power density. Once the potential of
single-stage supercharging has been exhausted, two-stage super-
charging can help boost power even for existing models.

Two-stage supercharging with intercooling can achieve
higher supercharging efficiencies than single-stage super-
charging. Thus, brake specific fuel consumption enjoys a
bonus of 3–4 g/kWh (see Sect. 2.2).

Finally, mean piston velocity is another parameter that
influences power. According to Eq. (17-1), power is directly
proportional to the mean piston velocity, which can be
enhanced by increasing the stroke and/or increasing the
engine speed. Both measures affect the weight-to-power
ratio and engine efficiency differently.

The correlations are extremely complex and, hence, only
discussed qualitatively here. An exact grasp of the effects requires
an investigation of their influence on the design of the crankshaft
assembly including their influence on the overall vibration sys-
tem, friction and gas exchange losses for a concrete case.

Thus, for example, a crankshaft’s journal overlap grows
smaller when the stroke is enlarged. Therefore, the journal
diameter must be enlarged to retain stiffness. This makes a
crankshaft assembly heavier and increases bearing friction.
Gas exchange losses increase quadratically with mean piston
velocity. Thus, these two correlations cause engine efficiency

to decrease. When specific work has to be maintained, this
can only be compensated by increasing the boost pressure,
which normally entails reducing supercharging efficiency.

This is considered particularly problematic when the limits
of supercharging have already been reached. In addition,
higher required injected fuel quantities for given injection
equipment lead to a prolongation of the duration of injection,
which in turn leads to a degradation of thermal efficiency.

Lengthening the stroke increases the engine mass in every
case.

The second measure discussed here, i.e. increasing speed at a
constant stroke, has little influence on an engine’s mass but
causes higher gas exchange losses. At constant mean piston
velocities, long-stroke engines have a lower speed than short-
stroke engines. Lower speeds result in lower gas exchange
losses, lower speed making more time absolutely available for
gas exchange since the time cross sections are larger (see Sect.
2.1). In sum, the design of an HHD with specified power must:
– aim for high numbers of cylinders and a
– maximum bore for the specified distance between cylinder

bore center lines,
– adapt the ratio of maximum cylinder pressure to specific

work to the efficiency desired and the required starting and
part load performance and

– aim for high mean piston velocity, yet limit it to 13 m/s.

Geometric limit x/D=1.3

Maximum component load
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17.4.3 High Performance Diesel Engine Design

17.4.3.1 Preliminary Remarks

One hundred years of diesel engine manufacturing have
produced a highly developed combustion engine as well as
many very interesting design solutions. Complex basic con-
cepts are no longer pursued today, chiefly because of the costs.
Thus, the basic features of newly developed diesel engines and
basic engines differ only little. Design approaches to accom-
modate displacements in little structural space, e.g. by con-
figuring more cylinder banks in delta, W or H form, will no
longer be pursued as exhaust gas turbocharging is developed
further.

Consequently, the following remarks solely treat the cur-
rent state-of-the-art for four-stroke diesel engines. Readers
interested in the history are referred to the literature, e.g. [17-
25, 17-26].

The design and implementation of high speed high perfor-
mance diesel engines (HHD) largely depends on an indivi-
dual manufacturer’s know-how and know-why. Effective new
and further development of advanced HHDs makes the appli-
cation of state-of-the-art aids such as
– CAD (computer aided design),
– new findings in mechanics, thermodynamics and

aerodynamics,
– process simulation of complete diesel engine systems and
– the latest advances in metrology and analytics

indispensible. Only such aids make it possible to optimize the
properties of complete systems, subsystems and components.
The basic engine and supercharging are treated here
specifically.

17.4.3.2 Basic Engine

The basic engine essentially includes the crankcase, the com-
ponents of the crankshaft assembly, the cylinder head, the
valve gear, the injection system and the gear drive or drives.
Crankcases are now normally made of lamellar cast iron or
globular cast iron when requirements are more stringent. The
crankcase has the function of closing the load transfer
between the cylinder head and crankshaft assembly. High
dynamic loads also occur. Hence, the use of little material to
produce high structural strength is extremely important for
HHDs with their good weight-to-power ratios. To satisfy this
demand, the crankcase is dropped far below the level of the
crankshaft bearings (Fig. 17-46).

Bearing caps are laterally preloaded to increase stiffness.
Minute movements in the parting plane of the bearing cap–
crankcase, which can cause friction rust, are prevented either
by providing a suitable form fit or using tensioning bolts to
apply appropriate pretensioning forces in the level of the part-
ing plane. The finite element method is employed to optimize
the structure’s stiffness. This not only relieves the crankshaft
and the crankshaft bearing but also positively influences the
transmission of structure-borne noise. An appropriately

Fig. 17-46
Crankcase with high structural strength
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designed oil pan can contribute to increasing the structure’s
stiffness. Since the crankcase is the most expensive single
component of the entire engine, efforts must be made to not
load it with secondary functions, which design can also resolve
differently. The design of the upper zone of the crankcase
greatly depends on such components as the injection system
and the exhaust system. Thus, little in this area is universally
valid. Arranging the threads for the cylinder head bolts deeply
in the crankcase to obtain a good pressure distribution in the
seal group of the cylinder liner–cylinder head is particularly
important in this zone.

The crankshaft assembly has the function of converting a
linear motion into a rotary motion and consists of the compo-
nents of crankshaft, connecting rod bearing, connecting rod,
piston pin and piston. Counterweights are mounted on the
crankshaft to reduce loading of the main bearings and the hous-
ing structure and to eliminate or reduce outwardly active free
forces and torques (as a function of the number of cylinders).

The crankshaft is forged from quenched and tempered
steel. The radii at the crank pin may be hardened to increase
fatigue properties. When sizing the crankshaft and arranging
the crank pins, a compromise must be made between tor-
sional vibration performance for different numbers of cylin-
ders, the firing sequence, mass balancing and bearing loads.
The aforementioned influences have to be factored into the

sizing of the main bearing journal, the web and the crank pin.
Since both the required distance between cylinder bore center
lines and the required counterweight radius and thus the
engine’s weight and structural space depend on them, more
extensive structural-mechanical calculations have to be per-
formed in advance. The connecting rods in newly developed
engines are only arranged side by side on one crank pin for
reasons of cost (Fig. 17-47).

The skirt of a forged connecting rod is designed to buckle.
The connecting rod is designed rigidly in the region of the
connecting rod bearing to reduce any additional bearing
loading by deformation and to prevent relative motions in
the bearing back.

The connecting rod has to be fully machined to obtain a
mass-optimized connecting rod and additionally reduce the
required counterweight radius and thus mass. The connecting
rod small end must be given a stepped or trapezoidal shape to
enable it to absorb high pressures (Fig. 17-48).

The piston pin is supported by bearings in the piston in a
bronze liner to prevent the piston boss from breaking at high
loads.

Electron beam welded full skirt pistons are employed for
peak pressures of up to 180 bar. Constraints when designing
the cooling gallery additionally establish limits for combus-
tion chamber design. Composite pistons must be provided

Fig. 17-47
Crankshaft assembly with parallel arrangement of
connecting rods
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with aluminum skirts and steel tops for peak pressures
>180 bar and deep combustion chamber bowls (see
Fig. 17-48 and Sect. 8.6 for more).

At the given high power densities, the piston must be
intensively cooled with oil. This is normally done by a spray
jet that plunges into the piston in bottom dead center.

The cylinder head has the function of both imposing an
upper limit on and sealing the combustion chamber and
holding the gas exchange elements and the injection nozzle.
Particular attention has to be devoted to the design of the
cylinder head by:
– optimally designing the intake and outlet ports (two apiece

in HHDs),
– sufficiently cooling the region of the cylinder head bottom

and the outlet port,
– making the structure rigid to obtain a uniform distribution

of pressure in the seal group of the cylinder liner-cylinder
head,

– arranging the cylinder head bolts to trigger gas forces with
the load transfer in the crankcase bearing walls and

– satisfying additional requirements, e.g. decompression and
compressed air starting systems.

Extensive structural mechanical and fluid mechanical tests are
necessary to harmonize the aforementioned requirements. The
cylinder head is normally designed as a cross-flow head, i.e. the
inlet of the intake port and the outlet of the outlet port are
located opposite one another. The secondary ports are located
next to one another in low-swirl combustion systems or are in

series in high-swirl combustion systems. Intermediate posi-
tions are also possible but make control more complicated.
With displacements of more than 3 dm3, the cylinder heads are
solely designed as single cylinder heads since thermal expan-
sion is otherwise able to generate unduly high relative motions
in operation. This additionally makes maintenance easier. The
gas exchange elements are normally controlled by an under-
head camshaft, tappet, push rod and rocker arm (Fig. 17-49).

Depending on the arrangement of the valves, forked rocker
arm or bridges are employed on both valves to transmit
actuating forces.

The arrangement of an underhead camshaft facilitates
simple disassembly of individual cylinder heads during main-
tenance. Overhead camshafts cause considerable additional
design work, which is disproportionate to any benefit.

Injection equipment has the function of supplying the fuel
to the combustion chamber in the required quantity at the
right time for the appropriate duration. A maximum injection
time of 258CA at full load is aimed for to obtain high thermal
efficiencies.

This necessitates maximum injection pressures above
1,500 bar as a function of engine size and the combustion system.

Established injection systems are the (see Sect. 5.3):
– single pump-line-nozzle system,
– unit injector system and
– high pressure accumulator line injector (common rail).

The common rail injection system with full electronic control
using solenoid valves is normally selected for new

Fig. 17-48
Piston-piston pin-connecting rod connection
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developments. The injection pressure is no longer a function
of engine speed and the start of injection is freely selectable.
Moreover, the injection characteristic may be varied very
easily by software parameters, e.g. by pilot or post-injection.
Thus, a common rail injection system makes it possible to
decisively influence emissions and fuel consumption. It also
enables substantially simplifying the basic engine. A second
gear drive on the drive end can be dispensed with. The valve
gear assembly can be operated by a central camshaft and one
of the usual two camshafts spared. Complex control linkage is
eliminated completely. MTU’s 4000 series is equipped with
this advanced injection system (Fig. 17-50).

17.4.3.3 Supercharging

Supercharging serves to enhance a diesel engine’s performance
and thermodynamic efficiency. (See Sect. 2.2 for more back-
ground on thermodynamics.) Since it furnishes more options

for unrestricted engineering, exhaust gas turbocharging has
established itself for four-stroke diesel engines. The compo-
nents of a high speed high performance diesel engine’s (HHD)
exhaust gas turbocharging system are the:
– exhaust manifold system,
– exhaust gas turbochargers,
– intercooler and
– charge air distribution system.

Since the displacement performance of a reciprocating piston
machine, i.e. the diesel engine, and the delivery performance of
a turbomachine, i.e. the exhaust gas turbocharger, differ starkly
from one another, diesel engines and exhaust gas turbochar-
gers can only be optimally tuned in one operating point in the
map. This necessitates adjustments in the operating map as a
function of the desired specific effective brake work, the
required engine map and the permissible limits of the turbo-
charger and diesel engine.

Fig. 17-49
Control of the gas exchange elements
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Every supercharging system has to be evaluated in terms of
its thermodynamic properties and the design work necessary.
Thus, a basic distinction is made between pulse and constant
pressure supercharging in HHDs. Intermediate solutions are
also possible and are definitely implemented. Section 2.2
describes supercharging in detail.

17.4.3.4 Implemented Designs

Situated in the limit range between high speed high perfor-
mance diesel engines and medium speed four-stroke diesel
engines (see Sect. 17.3), MTU’s 8000 series introduced in

2000 is described (Fig. 17-42) as an example of an implemen-
ted HHD.

This series was initially available as a V20 version for
marine applications. Its cylinder displacement is 17.37 dm3.
A maximum speed of 1,150 rpm produces a mean piston
velocity of 12.1 m/s, a respectable value for this engine’s
size. Single-stage multistage supercharging produces the spe-
cific work we = 2.7 kJ/dm3, a value which allowed shifting the
limit of single-stage supercharging further upward.

The engineering design of the 8000 series engine is clearly
structured. The supercharger components, i.e. the so-called
junction box with intercoolers and air inlet in the crankcase

Fig. 17-50
Cylinder head with common rail injection
system
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and the support housing with the four exhaust gas turbochar-
gers, are mounted on the drive end.

The service block components are located on the engine
free end, beginning from the bottom with the oil pump, two
high pressure pumps for the CR injection system, followed
by the saltwater pump on the A side and the engine water
pump on the B side. The fuel filter, automatic oil filter and
oil cooler are mounted above the two water pumps. The
engine cooling water thermostat and centrifuges for oil
care in the bypass flow are mounted outside on the A side.
The engine electronics components are centered above the
oil heat exchangers.

The structural space above the engine between the drive
end and engine free end is easily accessible to install power
units. The power unit and the common rail injection system
are specific design features of this engine. The power unit is
the group of components related to the cylinder station and
consist of the cylinder head (with control and injection ele-
ments), cylinder liner, piston and connecting rod, collectively
installable as a unit.

The power unit is merely secured in the crankcase by four
studs. This furnishes scope to optimally design the cylinder
head with its intake and outlet ports, which manifests itself
in excellent port flow rates and rugged, durable cylinder
heads.

The 8000 series absorbs holding and sealing force with
design elements that differ from conventional design variants.
The sealing force for the cylinder liner’s connection with the
cylinder head is applied from below by twenty-four bolts.
This generates very uniform contact pressures in the high
pressure seal assembly.

The two high pressure pumps for the common rail injec-
tion system generate pressures of up to 1,800 bar in the fuel
system. Double-walled lines, installed longitudinally in the
engine, and distributors supply fuel to rails or individual
accumulators. The accumulators have a volume that is large
enough to prevent a pressure drop before the injector and
compressive oscillations in the fuel system during the injec-
tion of the maximum mass of fuel injected.

Injection itself is performed by injectors centered in the
cylinder head (relative to the combustion chamber). The
engine management system controls the start and duration
of injection by an electric control. A number of sensors
provide the electronic engine management system informa-
tion on the engine’s operating state. This information is
linked with stored maps and delivers data not only for the
timing but also for the pressure in the fuel system as a func-
tion of the operating state.

The advantage of the common rail system is the ability to
freely select the injection pressure as a function of the
engine’s operating state. This means that – unlike engines
with conventional injection systems – high injection pres-
sures, which also enable efficient and low emission combus-
tion even in the part load range, are also available at low
engine speeds.

17.4.4 Outlook

High speed high performance diesel engines (HHD) have
now reached an advanced state of development, i.e. customer
benefit elements such as weight-to-power ratio, structural
space, service life and net efficiency have a high standard. In
the future, diesel engines will increasingly be judged in terms
of their environmental compatibility.

An analysis of material and energy input during diesel
engine production and operation reveals that diesel engines
are relatively environmentally compatible machines through-
out their service life. Typically, this entails:
– the processing of safe materials such as cast iron, steel and

aluminum,
– conventional manufacturing methods,
– controllable environmental concerns,
– a high percentage of recyclable material,
– a long service life and
– high thermal efficiency.

Exhaust emissions are currently considered problematic (see
Chap. 15). NOx constituents and particulate matter are parti-
cularly important and CO2 is also gaining importance
because of the greenhouse effect.

Compliance with future limits will necessitate designing
diesel engines so that the conditions for low exhaust emis-
sions are good.

In principle, engine internal and external measures will
enable this (see Chap. 15).

Engine external measures entail considerable additional
work in the form of costs, structural space and weight. This
sacrifices specific properties of HHDs, i.e. low mass and smaller
structural space. Thus, the goal will be to obtain good exhaust
emission values for HHDs with engine internal measures.

Conventional methods such as modifying the combustion
chamber, the swirl and the injection system will have to be
exhausted first. New developments with low-swirl combus-
tion systems will have to be designed. This will make efficient
injection systems imperative.

Additional measures such as exhaust gas recirculation will
be needed to meet NOx limits<5 g/kWh in the field of mobile
applications.
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18 Industrial and Marine Engines

Günter Kampichler, Heiner Bülte, Franz Koch, and Klaus Heim

18.1 Small Single Cylinder Diesel Engines

18.1.1 Introduction

The industrial single cylinder diesel engine has a history steeped
in tradition, which extends from the first operable diesel engine
in 1897 up to today’s versatile, air-cooled, small single cylinder
diesel engine. On account of the low manufacturing costs rela-
tive to output, lowfuel consumption, good lubrication condi-
tions and better exhaust quality, it is now only built as a four-
stroke engine, primarily in the small diesel engine segment.

Despite the high level of development achieved, potentials
for improvement continue to be researched. These are chiefly
envisioned in the use of new, high grade materials and in the
criteria of air/fuel mixture formation and control.

While the service life and reliability of industrial engines will
always have top priority, complicated market mechanisms as
well as additional parameters, e.g. exhaust and noise emission,
increasingly demand consideration (see Chaps. 15 and 16).

Technical advances in related types of product ranges are
also spurring on the development of small diesel engines.
However, the same standard cannot always be applied: the
development of a new engine generation or the introduction
of new technologies necessitates meticulous studies, including
exact analysis of present engine engineering, which has pro-
ven itself in harsh industrial operation for decades. Only a
correct assessment of foreseeable stages of development and
future requirements will make it possible to integrate new
technologies in internal product development at an early
stage and successfully market these products with an edge
over the competition. Fields of application for engines with a
power range of 2–12 kW at 3,000 to a maximum of 3,600 rpm
are construction equipment, municipal vehicles, lawn and
garden and agricultural equipment and small tractors, electric
generators, water pumps and boat engines.

The classic small single cylinder diesel engine. Horizontal
designs are only still found in Asia. Typically implemented

as gasoline lawnmower and outboard engines earlier, verti-
cal shaft engines also became available as single cylinder
four-stroke diesel engines four years ago (Fig. 18-1). Free
inertial forces and moments of inertia are less noticeable in
devices with a low location of center of gravity, e.g.
lawnmowers.

Engine customers’ demands are diverse and extremely varied.
They all want to see their current case of installation optimally
resolved in terms of function and cost. Responding to every
customer demand would result in a multiplicity of different
engines. This is only worthwhile when backed up by suitable
quantities, which is normally not the case. Consequently, all
engine manufacturers attempt to develop their own concept
strategies, which, taking a basic engine as the point of departure,
can provide maximally variable, universally implementable and
customizable engines. This presupposes installation engineering
in a dialog between engine suppliers and users. Harmonization
of requirements specifications and consultation supporting
installation up through the start of a device’s production and
including acceptance certification have become part of engine
manufacturers’ standard programs.

18.1.2 Performance Specifications and Basic Data
of Single Cylinder Diesel Engines

18.1.2.1 Power Range and Combustion Process

Engine Power

The market demands four-stroke single cylinder diesel
engines with powers of 2–12 kW and cylinder volumes of
Vh = 200–850 cm3. Annual worldwide demand for such
engines is 1.2 million and growing. Two cylinder engines
already make sense above 12 kW of power. Allowing for
costs, a lower limit of 8 kW at 3,600 rpm is justifiable depend-
ing on the torque requirement. Low free inertial forces and
thus gentler, lower vibration engine operation are crucial.
Using higher speeds to obtain a power increase is detrimental
to the application and hardly effective. Maximum rated
speeds of 3,000 rpm in the upper displacement range or up
to 3,600 rpm in the lower displacement range have proven
themselves.
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Combustion Process

The basic requirement for single cylinder diesel engines con-
tinues to be manual startability down to at least –68C (–128C)
without electric auxiliary devices such as glow plugs or coils.
Since a swirl chamber engine is unable to start below 08C
without preglow, direct injection (DI) is the only option for
small displacements (�0.4 l).

18.1.2.2 Engineering Requirements

Stroke to bore ratio. While a stroke to bore ratio of s/D>1 is
fundamentally preferable, larger strokes impede exploiting
the advantages of optimal overall height. Occasionally, this
may be the decisive factor for the implementation of a motor-
ization project. Thus, even engines with an s/D ratio of up to
�0.6 are available. Vertical shaft engines are gaining popu-
larity, e.g. for installation in lawnmowers, because of their
overall height (see Fig. 18-1).
Cooling systems. For all intents and purposes, only direct air
cooling (see Sect. 9.1.4) with a radial exhaust fan integrated in
the flywheel is employed. This space saving and low cost

principle utilizes baffles to systematically route cooling air
to temperature-critical components such as the cylinder head
and cylinder liner. The larger the engine surface area drawn
on for cooling, the larger the reserve is for implementation in
countries with high ambient temperatures. Water cooling of
the type in small multiple cylinder engines is too complex and
hence out of the question.

Continually tightened regulations for noise emission of
appliances, equipment, etc., also target the drive, i.e. the
combustion engine. Thus, full engine encapsulation is often
the only corrective (see Sect. 16.5). The thermal problems that
arise in an engine and the required damping of cooling air
noises are compelling engine manufacturers to develop new
concepts for fully enclosed engines. Hatz is testing liquid
cooling with lubricating oil and an external heat exchanger
for its B model engines (Fig. 18-2) with a modified cylinder
head, oil circulation on the control side and a larger oil
supply. The enlarged, oil-filled gap between the slip-fit cylin-
der liners serves to cool them or acts as a heat bridge to the
housing.
Engine mount. When possible, an engine should be
mounted elastically. The supplier industry provides

Fig. 18-1 1B20V vertical crankshaft engine Vh = 232 cm3, Pe = 3.8 kW/3,600 rpm
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extensive options. Rubber/polymer elements with hydro
mounts have proven to be excellent even when resonance
speeds are run through when an engine is revving or coast-
ing when it is stopped.

Belt driven machines may initially be rigidly constructed
on an intermediate frame together with the engine. Damping
elements for the foundation can decouple the frame. An
engine may be designed rigidly in conjunction with very
stiff and massive frames and foundations.
Power Take-offs. Universal implementation of an engine
requires output on both the flywheel side and the oppo-
site control side. This reverses the direction of rotation.
However, the recoil starters increasingly being imple-
mented block power take-off on the flywheel side.
Depending on the engine design, dispensing with the
simple manual starter and selecting the more convenient
but also more vulnerable electric starter produces other
power take-offs. For instance, the 1D81 engine has 4
PTOs (see Fig. 18-3).

In addition to the options of counterclockwise (standard)
or clockwise rotation, torque may also be decreased:
– 100% axially on the flywheel side by a coupling flange or

radially by a belt pulley (1),
– 100% radially and axially on the control side at the crank-

shaft (2),

– additionally 100% on the control side when hand crank
started and at the camshaft by attaching a V-belt pulley
(3) and

– to a limited extent at the camshaft that drives small hydrau-
lic pumps (4).

Starter Systems, Starting Option

Hand crank start. A hand crank start always requires a
higher mass moment of inertia than an electric start. How-
ever, a higher mass moment of inertia means considerably
higher engine weight because of the necessarily heavier fly-
wheel. Potential corrosion in electric components and
damage to batteries by strong shaking are points against
electric starting in harsh construction equipment.

Neglected maintenance, improper operation, etc. typify the
construction equipment rental business where ‘‘simple’’,
‘‘rugged’’ and ‘‘functionally manageable’’ are demanded.
These are arguments for a hand crank start in larger single
cylinder diesel engines upwards of Vh > 0.5 dm3 in which
several preselectable, decompressed cycles speed the flywheel
up enough that its energy allows engine auto-ignition and
revving for one or more TDC cycles at full compression.
German laws mandate protective measures against dangerous
recoil (reversion) when the flywheel action is inadequate and

Engine oil from
heat exchanger

Engine oil to
heat exchanger Fig. 18-2

Liquid cooling with engine oil as cooling
medium and an external heat exchanger in
Hatz B series (in testing)
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ignition starts before TDC, e.g. a trip gear installed in the
hand crank that stops the transmission of power to the recoil
torque after a few angular degrees. Hand crank starting is
feasible up to a displacement of 0.8 l when the flywheel and
the multiplication of hand crank to crankshaft speed are
selected correctly. A hand crank speed of 2.5 revolutions per
second with a maximum hand crank radius of 200 mm at full
expenditure of energy over a time of 3.5 seconds is barely
justifiable ergonomically.

The trend toward using flywheels to decrease engine mass
related to power comes at the expense of dependable starting
and cold start performance. Figure 18.4 presents the correla-
tions for dependable cold start at –6 8C.
Recoil start. Implemented in stationary gasoline engines vir-
tually without exception, recoil starters are increasingly also
being employed in diesel engines, especially since they present
hardly any danger of injury. The energy manually introduced
by a cable with a deflection of 0.7–1 m must bring the flywheel
to the starting speed within one cycle, i.e. two revolutions.
Starting is facilitated by decompression by elevating the
exhaust valve by approximately 0.1–0.2 mm by a simple
lever system that returns after one cycle or by an automatic

centrifugally controlled decompression system. Figure 18-4
also includes the moment of inertia of the flywheel for flicker-
free generator operation at 3,000 min1. However, this already
makes cold start by means of recoil start problematic as of a
displacement of 300 cm3 and above. Superior in this case,
hand crank start allows higher transmission ratios, which are
between 4:1 and 5:1 in IDI engines with Vh < 0.4 l. Precham-
ber engines (IDI) additionally require electric preglow units
below –68C.
Electric start. With the exception of the harsh construction
sector, starting with electric starting motors using pinions and
a ring gear at the flywheel is increasingly being implemented
in air conditioners and elevating and lifting equipment, for
example, for which remote control or control electronics have
been designed in from the outset. Since single cylinder diesel
engines have long settling times (up to 2.5 s), a tooth modulus
>2.5 mm has to be selected that prevents teeth from breaking
out during inadvertent post-starting. Hence, an electronic
start block relay, which is indispensible for remotely con-
trolled engines, is generally recommended. Germany and
Europe will continue to prohibit ‘‘ignition aids’’ sprayed into
the intake tract during manual starting as well as simple

1

2

3

4

Fig. 18-3
PTOs on a single cylinder air-cooled diesel
engine (HATZ SUPRA 1D81). Vh = 0.667 dm3
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manual pull starters in the future because of the danger of
accidents.

Intake and Exhaust Systems

Air Cleaners. Formerly used for small diesel engines, oil
wetted air bath cleaners have poorer filtration efficiencies
but are easy to service since they function with the engine
oil available at construction sites. Significantly better in terms
of their filtration efficiency, dry air cleaners (see Sect. 13.1)
not only require the stocking of cleaner cartridges but also
maintenance during which cleaner loading is checked. The
common cleaner vacuum indicator has problems in single
cylinder engines because of the strong intake pulsations. A
clogged cleaner cartridge can already initiate severe damage
in the cylinder head region after a brief time by overheating
due to a deficiency of combustion air. Since increased dust
concentrations occur in the construction sector, a basic
engine concept should design in both types of cleaners and
allow the installation of a precleaner (cyclone) when dust
concentrations are extreme. Oil wetted air bath cleaners are
preferable when the supply of replacement parts is uncertain,
e.g. in ‘‘third world countries’’.
Intake tract. An airtight connection, e.g. elastic hoses, has to
be provided from the air cleaner’s raw air inlet up to the
engine’s intake air inlet. When engines are installed in semi
or completely enclosed spaces, the air should be supplied
externally without pressure losses and temperature increase
(recommended values:�10 mbar (100 mm WS) vacuum and

5 K temperature increase over the external air, measured at
the intake port inlet at rated speed).
Exhaust system. The maximum muffler volume should be
selected. On the one hand, structural space renders a volume
that is ten times the displacement unfeasible even though
this is ideal in terms of power loss and tailpipe noise. On the
other hand, no effective damping without power losses of up
to 10% is achievable below three times the displacement.
The mean back pressure at the muffler inlet (= exhaust port
outlet) should be <25 mbar (250 mm WS) at rated speed.
Apart from being sealed tightly, exhaust manifolds have to
be installed rigidly or with flexible compensators depending
on the engine mount to decouple vibrations. Engines
installed inside enclosed spaces require the shortest insu-
lated exhaust manifolds possible.
Engine compartment ventilation. When engines are
installed in tight, enclosed spaces (encapsulation), the cooling
air has to be supplied to the impeller inlet with a minimal
temperature increase (<3 K). Bellows, hoses or ducts should
discharge heated exhaust air to the atmosphere by the short-
est path to regulate the heat balance in the engine or installa-
tion space. Partial evacuation from the installation space by
means of the flywheel fan is normally sufficient when the
muffler is mounted outside the installation space and the
exhaust manifold is short and insulated. When a muffler is
located in an engine compartment, it as well as the following
exhaust pipes must be placed in a compartmentalized air
duct. External ventilation is only necessary when the exhaust
flow is not leak proof.
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Fig. 18-4 Flywheel moment of inertia as a function of displacements required for single cylinder diesel engines at the cold start limit of –68C
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Fuel Supply

A fuel tank mounted at the engine with a filter, a fuel line to the
injection pump and return and leak oil return from the nozzle
holder to the tank are standard. Reliable engine operation
requires a minimal gradient of �50 mm from the tank to the
injection pump, allowing for potential operation in an inclined
position. Horizontal or slightly inclined piping arrangements
of <108 have to be avoided as well. This is particularly true for
the forward flow from the tank to the injection pump. The
discharge of gas or air bubbles in the fuel after engine shut off
has to be assured, particularly in the region of the injection
pump. When fuel is supplied by a fuel tank positioned lower, a
non-return valve installed directly before the diaphragm feed
pump prevents the fuel system from discharging when the
engine is stopped. Otherwise, protracted ventilation proce-
dures would be required during restarting.

Alternators

Alternators in single cylinder diesel engines are usually
designed as space saving flywheel alternators. Magnet seg-
ments arranged in a ring on the flywheel bypass star-shaped
spool bodies attached to the crankcase with a clearance of
approximately 0.4 mm. The voltage regulator is attached to
the engine so that it is easily accessible and delivers a rectified
charging current of 15 A at 12 V and 8 A at 24 V as a function
of speed and thus a charging power of �200 W. In another

concept, permanent magnets mounted on the flywheel inter-
act with a coil bracket attached to the crankcase through an
axial air gap. It alone is replaced when there is a malfunction.
Thus, the engine or flywheel does not have to be removed.
Alternator power can be boosted easily by additional coils.

18.1.3 Engineering Design of Small Single Cylinder
Diesel Engines

18.1.3.1 Crankcase

While gray cast iron crankcases provide advantages in terms
of noise emission, they are no longer relevant because of their
weight just as lightweight sand or gravity die cast aluminum
crankcases are no longer relevant because of the expensive
machining (Fig. 18-5).

Crankcase or rack designs that can be cast from light
alloys are primarily employed for reasons of cost. One
technically optimal, low cost solution is a pressure die cast
aluminum crankcase design with an integrated, raised
holder for the cylinder liner, which is open on one side
and thus easy to demold (see Figs. 18-6 and 18-7). As the
sealing component, the control cover accommodates one
main bearing. However, the development of the force lines
reveals the limits of this design principle. Firing pressures
that are no longer manageable are produced at displace-
ments that are larger than 0.6 dm3. Here, a one-piece design
open on the bottom, which can be pressure die cast, in

Fig. 18-5
Older model single cylinder air-cooled
diesel engine with gray cast iron
crankcase. s/D = 82/82 (DEUTZ F1L 208)
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which a bolted-on oil pan seals the case as in multiple
cylinder engines, is suitable for larger single cylinder diesel
engines.
Camshaft and governor. The camshaft may be positioned
in a variety of ways. It may be arranged laterally parallel

to the crankshaft as in inline engines (Fig. 18-7), centered
above the crankshaft or, optionally, on the control or
flywheel side (Fig. 18-6). The transmission element of
the P-governors utilized to control injection pumps are
usually driven by the camshaft or oil pump gear. Stepped

Fig. 18-6
Air-cooled single cylinder light duty diesel
engine with a pressure die cast light alloy
crankcase in ‘‘one side open’’ design, direct
injection system and single cam system
(SCS) (HATZ 1B20). Vh = 0.23 dm3;
s/D = 62/69
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up transmission ratios are advantageous for control and
reduce the space required for a governor. Every engine
manufacturer has its own systems, which are more or less
flexible depending on the use. A variable-speed governor,
– torque control and a freely selectable proportional

degree of 3–10% (3–5% for electric generators) are stan-
dard. Camshafts with injection cams and valve gear
assemblies are usually housed in the open space between
the control cover and crankshaft web together with the
injection pump, speed governor and oil pump drive (see

Fig. 18-7
Air-cooled single cylinder light duty diesel
engine with pressure die cast light alloy
crankcase in ‘‘one side open’’ design and direct
injection system (LOMBARDINI 15LD315).
Vh = 0.315 dm3; s/D = 66/78
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Fig. 18-7). Accepting a free moment of inertia, only the
balance shaft for 100% first order mass balancing is
located on the flywheel side.

Crankshaft Assembly

Crankshaft. A forged crankshaft is quenched and tempered
and hardened in the region of the main bearing journal and
the crank pin. Plain bearings still stand for long service life,
roller bearings for low friction. Recently, PTFE coated plain
bearings have also been being used to reduce friction, above
all cold friction. Deep-groove ball bearings now reach calcu-
lated expected service lives of 4,000–5,000 hours of operation,
which is sufficient for standard single cylinder diesel engine
applications. Roller and plain bearings are often combined
when the roller bearing is mounted on the flywheel side.
Nodular cast iron crankshafts are conceivable for single cylin-
der engines but still remain to be proven in use in rough
construction equipment. Composite crankshafts are too
unreliable even in micro diesel engines and remain reserved
for gasoline engines.
Connecting rod. A standard connecting rod is forged of
steel, split in the connecting rod big end and given a
bronze bushing in the piston pin boss. When they are
appropriately designed, forged aluminum connecting
rods may be implemented in short-stroke engines with
displacements of less than 0.3 l. Connecting rods made of
sintered material may be expected in the future. GGG 60
may also be used as a connecting rod material with the
advantage of operation without a bushing in the small
piston pin boss.
Pistons. Only aluminum alloy full skirt pistons are employed
because of their minimum of oscillating masses (see Sect. 8.6).
Control pistons are the exception and only expedient in
encapsulated single cylinder engines.

A standard assembly consists of three rings:
– a usually chromium plated compression ring that is a

rectangular or keystone ring, convexly finish machined
and tapered,

– another tapered compression ring that is a Napier ring or a
ring with an inner bevel and

– an oil scraper ring that is a top beveled or double-beveled
ring with or without spring support (spiral expander ring).

Flywheel. Flywheels predominantly consist of gray cast iron
with cast-in blading. Plastic fan rings may also be bolted onto
flywheels. Consisting of several layers of plate and thus anec-
hoic, deep drawn steel flywheels are the trend in small engines
(see Fig. 18-6).
Mass balancing. Comprising 35–70% of the oscillating
masses in addition to the rotating mass fraction, bolted-on
counterweights are common for mass balancing (see Sects.
8.1 and 8.3). Fifty percent of first order mass balancing
(normal balancing) usually suffices below a displacement of
0.5 l. One hundred percent of mass balancing of first order

inertial forces is frequently connected with an additional free
moment (see Sect. 8.3). The engine pictured in Fig. 18-3
(HATZ SUPRA series 1D30/40/60/80) achieves compara-
tively ideal 100% first order mass balancing. Figure 18-8
illustrates the principle: A single small counterweight at the
flywheel side crankshaft web makes small overall engine
height possible and simultaneously frees space on the control
side to operate a balance shaft system that rotates counter to
the direction of rotation in an almost ideal position (see Sect.
8.3.6). All other counterweights are arranged in the flywheel
without interfering inside the housing.

Cylinder Liner, Cylinder Head and Valve Gear Assembly

Cylinders. Finned, compact gray cast iron cylinders attached
to the crankcase with a continuous tensioning bolt design are
employed because of their dimensional stability. Fitted alu-
minum finned cylinders with cast-in gray cast iron liners are
also widespread.

Crankcases with integrated cast-in gray cast iron cylinder
liners raised up to the top face of the cylinder head are also
state-of-the-art for engines with Vh < 0.4 l and preferred for
reasons of cost (see Fig. 18-7). In its B engine series, Hatz
employs a centrifugally cast liner floating on an oil cushion.
Its advantage is the option of replacement during mainte-
nance (see Fig. 18-6). Single cylinder air-cooled diesel engines
predominantly have cast aluminum alloy cylinder heads with
spiral swirl ports inserted in the Croning shell molding to
generate air swirl for mixture formation during direct injec-
tion (DI). The methods of core splitting and extraction suited for
pressure casting employed by Hatz for the cylinder heads of its B
series provide a very interesting solution (Fig. 18-6). The valves
are solely actuated by rocker arms and push rods, either the

Fig. 18-8 Arrangement of balancing masses and balance shafts to completely
balance first order inertial forces (HATZ-SUPRA concept line; see Fig. 18-3)
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cam followers or the interconnected drag levers having direct
contact with the cam. Forged or deep drawn sheet metal arms
are employed as rocker arms. Hatz has effectively implemen-
ted its patented purely mechanical valve clearance compensa-
tion (see Fig. 18-9) together with rocker arms fabricated from
sheet metal in its B series engines. The intake and exhaust
valve and the injection pump drive in these engines are actu-
ated by only one cam profile path (the patented single cam
system SCS in Fig. 18-10), thus saving space.
Injection system. The PLN (pump-line-nozzle) system is
dominant. Direct injection (DI) requires short injection
lines to minimize dead space volumes in the high pressure
system and maximize the drive’s dynamic rigidity. Driven by
roller tappets or overhead camshafts, the UPS (unit pump
system) particularly meets these requirements and, hence, is
considered an alternative for future small single cylinder
diesel engines in terms of installation space too.

Shaft nozzle holders and P type nozzles with needle dia-
meters of 4 mm and thus less moving mass are standard for

PLN systems. Dual spring nozzle holders allow pilot injection
that reduces combustion noise at light load but with the
drawback of high smoke values in the full load range. Multijet
injection would also be desirable for small diesel engines but
must be ruled out because of the high costs. RSN nozzles have
proven to be very suitable. They attain variable choke control
at a larger needle stroke and thus reduce both combustion
noise and NOx and CO emissions. Even though they are
suboptimal, simple hydraulic measures have to be relied on
in the pump element and in the injection valve since electro-
nic components that control the start of injection either have
to be ruled out for reasons of cost or are unavailable for small
single cylinder diesel engines.

18.2 Stationary and Industrial Engines

18.2.1 Definition and Classification

The term stationary and industrial engines refers to nearly
every combustion engine that has been modified and certified
for use outside of road traffic, so-called nonroad applications.
While vehicles with industrial engines may be operated partly
on public roads, e.g. tractors, street cleaners or front loaders,
the proportion of road traffic is only of secondary importance
for these applications. They are certified in a cycle of levels
based on the application in compliance with ISO 8178 (see
Sect. 15.2). Typically, stationary and industrial engines are
often implemented in a multitude of applications in very low
quantities. This compels manufacturers to produce engines in
a modular design in order to satisfy the conditions of a
particular installation. A modular system that covers a max-
imum number of potential applications without allowing the

Fig. 18-9 Mechanical valve clearance compensation with an automatic
eccentric multistep catch (torsion spring driven)

Injection
pump

Intake Exhaust

Cam

Drive mechanism for the
injection pump element

Fig. 18-10 Schematic of the patented single cam system SCS (HATZ)
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diversity of variants to grow to uneconomical scales is essen-
tial for add-on parts. The applications can be roughly classi-
fied in three groups:
– stationary engines,
– mobile machinery and
– agricultural equipment.

Stationary engines basically serve to generate power (generating
sets) but are also employed for other units, e.g. cooling sys-
tems, pumps and compressors. Depending on the application,
they are in continuous operation that may largely consist of
light load operation or intensely intermittent operation
followed by high load, e.g. emergency power units. Stationary
engines are operated with variable loads but at constant
speed. This particularly pertains to power units, which are
operated in Europe at 1,500 rpm to guarantee a constant
alternating current frequency of 60 Hz and in the USA at
1,800 rpm to guarantee 50 Hz. They are certified in the D2
cycle in compliance with ISO 8178 (see Sect. 15.2).

The domain of mobile machinery applications covers the
large sector of construction equipment such as excavators,
front loaders and bulldozers as well as forklifts, rail vehicles
and airfield tractors. Depending on the application, engines in
mobile machinery are operated in the entire map as well as at
a fixed operating speed when the performance requirement is
controlled by a hydraulic unit. The operating speed usually
corresponds to the engine’s rated speed. Train engines are
either certified like industrial engines or in accordance with
emission legislation for on-road commercial vehicle engines.

Agricultural equipment actually corresponds to mobile
machinery in its applications but constitutes a distinctive
category in terms of performance requirements and installed
components. Therefore, agricultural equipment engines also
constitute their own group technologically. Frequently, a dis-
tinctive design feature of agricultural equipment engines is
their assumption of a stiffening function of the vehicle.

Based on their design, industrial engines may be classified
as modified vehicle engines and as engines systematically
developed for industrial application. Modified vehicle engines
include both modified car engines for ratings of up to approxi-
mately 100 kW and commercial vehicle engines for ratings of
up to approximately 500 kW. Industrial engines generally
cover a power range from 2 to approximately 500 kW. Appli-
cations above 1,000 kW are operated by medium speed and
large low speed engines (see Sects. 18.3 and 18.4). Only very
few engines are in the power range between 500 and
1,000 kW.

Just as for car and commercial vehicle engines, electronically
controlled injection systems are also becoming established for
industrial engines, above all for engine powers above 75 kW.
In effect since 2006, level 3 emission control legislation for
industrial engines has made it impossible to meet the require-
ments in this power range with mechanically controlled injec-
tion systems at a justifiable cost. Unit pumps, unit injectors
and, increasingly, common rails vie with one another as

injection systems. Moreover, the electronics also allows the
integration of customer functions and intelligent linkage of
engine electronics with vehicle or equipment electronics (see
Chaps. 5 and 6).

Many engines below 75 kW are equipped with mechani-
cally controlled injection systems because the emission
requirements are less stringent. Since an engine’s purchase
price plays a more dominant role than operating costs in this
market segment, the advantages of engine electronics are
foregone.

Industrial engines were originally only constructed as air-
cooled engines (see Sect. 9.1.4). Dispensing with an additional
cooling medium translates into an indisputable advantage for
handling and maintenance in terms of reliability, especially in
sometimes extremely harsh operating conditions, e.g. under
extreme climatic conditions. The gradual tightening of emis-
sion limits is causing air cooling to be edged out partly by
water cooling since lower component temperatures give the
latter an advantage in terms of nitrogen oxide emissions as
well as power density. Contrary to original expectations, devel-
opers have always successfully complied with every limit level
in the past years, even with air-cooled engines. Thus, a market
for air-cooled engines may be expected to continue to exist
even in the near future. The manufacturer Deutz is very
successfully marketing a concept for oil-cooled engines (see
Sect. 9.1.3). The basic concept very closely approximates the
design of water-cooled engines but avoids the additional cool-
ing medium of water. Since oil temperatures are generally
higher than the coolant temperature of water-cooled engines,
oil-cooled engines are also operated with somewhat higher
component temperatures (see Sect. 9.1.3).

18.2.2 Range and Selection

Despite the concentration process witnessed in the automo-
tive and engine industry in recent years, the range of engines
worldwide remains extremely large. Thus, this can neither be
treated in detail nor in full here. Table 18-1 conveys an
impression of the fields of application for diesel engines
worldwide. The significant applications come from the car,
commercial vehicle and agricultural equipment sectors, thus
documenting the small quantities the multitude of applica-
tions for stationary and industrial engines normally entail.
Nevertheless, numerous well known vehicle manufacturers
also offer industrial engines. Figure 18-11 provides an over-
view – without any claim of completeness – of the global
range of industrial engines.

The use of modified vehicle engines in the industrial engine
range particularly provides advantages generated by mass
production. However, this is frequently accompanied by little
flexibility in terms of variations in installation and flexibility
is precisely what manufacturers specialized in the production
of industrial engines are strong in.

A distinction is made between so-called captive and non-
captive manufacturers of industrial engines. The core
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business of captive manufacturers is the production of indus-
trial machinery or vehicles. They cover the range of engines
necessary for this machinery with their own engine produc-
tion. Some typical manufacturers in this market are Cater-
pillar, John Deere and Yanmar. This market segment is called
captive because it is unattainable for other engine manufac-
turers. However, the aforementioned manufacturers also sell
their engines on the non-captive market and thus compete
with pure engine manufacturers such as Cummins or Deutz.

In light of the increasing complexity also driven by emission
control legislation, a concentration process also observable in
the automotive industry has been emerging among the man-
ufacturers of industrial engines in recent years. In particular,
small captive manufacturers – whose annual engine produc-
tion is 20,000–30,000 units – are increasingly switching to
purchasing their engines on the non-captive market.

18.2.3 Applications

The market for stationary and industrial engines is character-
ized by a multitude of applications that are very frequently
connected with low quantities down to job production. The art
of engine manufacturing consists of covering this multiplicity
of applications without sinking into an unmanageable and
commercially unsustainable diversity of variants in one’s own
production in the process. The solution is a platform strategy
based on a basic engine and a modular concept for the add-on
components as pictured in Fig. 18-12 [18-1]. Installation con-
ditions have given rise to a particular diversity of variants for
oil pans, intake manifolds and exhaust manifolds. The latter
must accommodate the various mounting positions for
exhaust gas turbochargers. Alternators may be mounted just
as variably when their installation is required in the first place.

The multiplicity of applications not only ensues from the
installation restrictions but also the load profiles, climatic
operating conditions, fuel grades, different emission stan-
dards, fuel consumption requirements and the sales price
obtainable for an engine.

While only engines that meet the requirements of emission
level 3 (see Sect. 15.2) are still sold in the European Union and

North America, large parts of Africa and the Middle East have
no emission standards of any sort in force. The sale of engines
compliant with emission level 3 is impossible in these regions
for commercial reasons and because of the engines’ techno-
logical complexity. Air or oil-cooled engines with mechani-
cally controlled injection systems are also preferred here for
climatic and logistical reasons.

The widely varying grades of fuel throughout the world are
another aspect that already has to be taken into account
during development. While a fuel standard compliant with
EN590 with a cetane number of at least 51 applies in Western
Europe, diesel fuels in the USA have an average cetane num-
ber of 40–42. Experience has shown that this increases nitro-
gen oxide emissions by approximately 0.2 g/kWh. Since the
same limits for industrial engines apply in the USA and
Europe, this must be factored in when an engine is modified.
Furthermore, the fuel’s sulfur content – above 5,000 ppm in
some regions – represents a challenge both in terms of the
effects on particulate emissions and damage by sulfuric acid
corrosion. Some EU countries allow the use of fuel oil for
industrial engines. This is not compliant with the EN590
standard either. Biofuels are increasingly being used. Sub-
sumed under the term FAME (fatty acid methyl ester), such
esterified vegetable oil-based fuels are normally not approved
by manufacturers of injection systems. Thus, engine manu-
facturers bear the risk of approval. Rape oil methyl ester
(RME) is the biodiesel common in Germany (see Sect. 4.2).

Since an engine’s useful life also depends on its operational
demands, manufacturers calibrate them in performance
classes (see Table 18-2). An engine’s power is reduced to
prevent thermal overloading by steady full load operation.

The cooler package for a tractor illustrates the complexity
of installation in Fig. 18-13. The installation accommodates
the tractor’s down swept front end, the design of which
improves the driver’s field of view. Since cooler efficiency
quite heavily depends on configuration and flow, installation
must be simulated before technical approval to ensure that
the cooler package conforms to the engine’s design data. This
is necessary to comply with emission requirements as well as
to prevent the engine from thermally overloading.

Table 18-1 Use of manufactured diesel engines (100 units)

Region Japan East Asia North America Western Europe Eastern Europe Worldwide total

Passenger cars
Commercial vehicles
Agricultural machinery
Construction equipment
Other industrial engines
Power units
Marine engines and auxiliary marine engines

323
774
590
299
140
204
38

167
1,047
7,156
61
47
179
203

0
693
42
112
31
17
13

4,383
2,328
340
271
186
247
35

1,013
277
67
22
9
28
3

6,209
5,853
8,792
812
482
711
297

Total 2,368 8,860 908 7,790 1,1419 23,156
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18.2.4 Modified Vehicle Engines

18.2.4.1 General Remarks

Along with the special diesel engines developed solely as
industrial engines, other modified car or commercial
vehicle engines also end up in general industrial use.
The indisputable advantages of modified vehicle engines
are the cost advantage generated by synergies with mass
production and lightweight construction with a good
weight-to-power ratio.

Limits on their application arise whenever cost effective-
ness or technical features suffer, e.g. overloading of the crank-
shaft assembly, which is distinguished by lightweight con-
struction in vehicle engines. Therefore, the suspension of a
weight-optimized engine ought to be treated just as if it were
installed in a vehicle. For reasons of strength, an engine
crankcase should not to be drawn on for system-supporting
functions as is frequently common in the design of agricul-
tural and construction equipment. Since a weight-optimized
vehicle engine has less mass, its noise and vibration damping
measures already require somewhat more complex treatment
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Fig. 18-11 The range of industrial engine power from the most important (German and foreign) manufacturers (source: DEUTZ AG market analysis)
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than a heavy industrial engine’s. A vehicle engine’s power is
adjusted to requirements specific to the vehicle and, in accor-
dance with DIN/ISO 3046, should be selected significantly
lower for industrial engines in continuous operation to facil-
itate engine service life with low wear (see Sect. 18.2.3). When
high starting torque is required, a better commercial vehicle
engine rather than a car diesel engine ought to be the stated
basis for engine selection from the start: Car engines normally
do not reach their maximum torque until the upper speed

range. While special adjustment of injection pumps enables
shifting the maximum torque to the lower speed range within
certain limits, any deviation from standard vehicle equipment
becomes expensive and unprofitable when it requires too
much special equipment, which may well be desirable but is
not absolutely necessary.

In order to be able to assess them, the options for modifying
a standard vehicle engine for needs when used as an industrial
engine have to be harmonized with the requirements.

Table 18-2 Definition of performance classes and examples of respective applications

Power
class

Power reduction
%

Vehicle engines Stationary engines

Construction equipment Agricultural and forestry
equipment

Pumps and compressors

I 0 Construction site
vehicles
Fire vehicles
Dump trucks
Crane vehicles
Street cleaners

Front loaders
Backhoe loaders
Graders
Earth moving equipment
Road rollers
Concrete and mortar mixers

Combine harvesters Fire pumps
Emergency pumps

II 5 Snow blowers
Snowplows

Hydraulic excavators
Blacktop paver
Concrete and road milling
machines

Four-wheel tractors
Skidders
Pruning platforms
Chopper forage harvesters
Harvesters

Sprinkling and irrigation
systems
High pressure compressors up
to 10 bar

III 10 Trench diggers
Drilling equipment

High pressure compressors
over 10 bar

Types of turbocharger

Types of engine control

Oil filter/oil cooler modules
Belt drives
- Cost and space optimized
- Maintenance optimized

- Cup filter system
  (environmental compatible)
- Filter with replaceable cartridge
  (low cost, standard)

- Fixed geometry turbochargers (FGT)
- Variable geometry turbochargers (VGT)

- Electronic governor
- Mechanical governor

- Full electronically
  controlled injection

Fig. 18-12
Modular concept of an industrial
engine consisting of the basic engine
and various add-on part options
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Service life and maintenance intervals play a crucial role for
industrial engines. Such installation often requires larger
engine oil volumes to facilitate longer oil maintenance inter-
vals. Matched to the conditions of installation, special oil pans
with an oil volume of up to 20 l are employed. The car version
is approximately 4 l. Not only the extra costs, but also existing
manufacturing facilities and manufacturing options have to
be weighed to determine whether such a modification still
leads to the desired aims or is even affordable.

18.2.4.2 Implemented Engines

Figure 18-14 pictures a modified vehicle engine manufac-
tured by Volkswagen [18-2]. The engine is based on a car
engine, the only difference being is its dataset to obtain max-
imum synergy with mass car production. Swirl chamber
engines are still manufactured as naturally aspirated engines
only in the power range up to 37 kW. However, stage 3A
emission legislation requires that they be replaced by direct
injection engines, which are manufactured both as naturally
aspirated engines and as turbocharged engines with and with-
out intercooling up to approximately 80 kW with displace-
ments of 1.9 and 2.5 l.

A dataset concept consisting of a block of the particular
basic engine functions independent of the application and a
block of industrial engine functions was developed to modify
these basic engines developed for vehicle use for the widest
variety of requirements for industrial applications. The engine
control unit stores the industrial engine functions in seven
specific datasets. These differ in their type of engine control:
– torque control specified by the accelerator pedal,
– power control specified by the accelerator pedal,
– operating speed control specified by the accelerator pedal

taking the form of a proportional governor,
– operating speed control by a 0–5 V interface taking the

form of a proportional integral governor with or without a
safety concept,

– automotive driving by converting driver demand by the
accelerator pedal into an injected fuel quantity and

– stationary operation by an externally connected fixed
speed governor.

Diverging from vehicle engines, the electronics has a few
actuators and sensors specifically for industrial applications.
The variance described here has only been producible in
engines with a mechanical-hydraulic injection pump by

Water cooler
Fuel cooler
(underneath)

Hydraulic oil cooler

Transmission oil cooler

AC coolerIntercooler

Fig. 18-13
Tractor cooler package with seven cooling
modules
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setting the injection pump as a function of the application in
conjunction with special equipment such as a variable-speed
governor and frequently only together with an additional
electronic governor.

18.2.5 Industrial Engines

18.2.5.1 Product Concept

Diesel engines exclusively developed as stationary and indus-
trial engines can be found in the performance class up to
approximately 75 kW. All numbers of cylinders between one
and four are common. Fuel consumption and power density
play a subordinate role; procurement costs, ruggedness and
versatility are more important. Naturally aspirated engines
are increasingly being replaced by supercharged engines
because of emission requirements but frequently without an
intercooler for reasons of installation and cost. However,
naturally aspirated engines still dominate the power range
up to 37 kW. Several power take-offs and the option of 100%
power take-off on the damper side crankshaft end are com-
mon. The low maintenance requirements have led to a very

large proportion of engines in this performance class being air
or oil/air-cooled.

Also implementable as vehicle engines, industrial engines
in the power range above 75 kW – designed as four, six or
eight cylinder engines – are usually either derived from
commercial vehicle engines or industrial engines. The
requirements for exhaust and noise emission, maintenance,
service life, weight-to-power ratio, power density, etc. for
industrial engines in this performance class are similar to
those for commercial vehicle engines. The only difference
from commercial vehicle engines are special design features
such as power take-offs including take-offs on the damper
side crankshaft end too, particularly rigid engine blocks,
stiffened oil pans and engine balancers when installed in
tractors, additional cooling systems for hydraulic systems
and generators.

The variety of potential uses for industrial engines and thus
potential customer demands necessitate just as many equip-
ment options, which often may only be produced in relatively
small quantities. Hence, industrial engines are normally more
expensive than corresponding car or commercial vehicle
engines.

Volkswagen TDR 2.5

Direct injection

Distributor injection pump VP 37

SOHC valve train

Aluminum cylinder head

Vertical rechargeable
cartridge oil filter

VGT

Volkswagen TDR 2.5

Direct injection

Distributor injection pump VP 37

ECU Bosch EDC 15V

Aluminum cylinder head

- 80kW at 3.500 rpm

- 280Nm at 1,400 - 2,400 rpm

- 200kg

- 211 g/kWh(bsfc best)

TDI 2.5 specifications:

Fig. 18-14 VW supercharged 2.5 l TDI1 engine with electronically controlled distributor injection pump, two-valve cylinder head, variable turbine geometry turbocharger
and a maximum power of 80 kW at 3,500 rpm
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18.2.5.2 Implemented Engines

Given the broad range of industrial engines, this section
presents the basic features of a few examples implemented
in the segment for displacements between 200 and 400 cm3

and the segment in the range of one liter per cylinder. Space
limitations preclude coverage of the vast variety.

Virtually only designed as inline engines, a multitude of
multiple cylinder water-cooled engines occupy the segment
for small displacements up to 400 cm3. Important manu-
facturers are Kubota, Yanmar, Daihatsu, Isuzu, Lister Pet-
ter and Deutz. Their basic design principles are all very
similar. However, the injection equipment varies widely
from pump-line-nozzle systems to distributor pumps and
inline pumps up through unit pump systems. The direct
injection swirl chamber principle is frequently employed.
Along with its noise advantage and lower manufacturing
costs, it also has a lower level of nitrogen oxide emission
than the direct injection principle. The disadvantageous
fuel consumption connected with it is accepted in this
market segment.

A very interesting example of design is Hatz’s W35 series
(see Fig. 18-15) with a displacement of 350 cm3 per cylinder
and available as an inline engine with two, three and four
cylinders. This inline engine has a vertical parting plane
running longitudinally. Both halves of the pressure die cast
aluminum crankcase already contain an oil pan, timing case,
gear case, flywheel housing, cylinder head and cylinder liner
holder. The cylinder head and the thin-walled centrifugally
cast cylinder liner are modules. The water pump is integrated
in the timing case’s gear drive. The engine is already comple-
tely enclosed with merely three components, i.e. the left and
right crankcase half and the valve cover. The injection system
and its timing are modularly designed. A mechanically con-
trolled, very compact unit injector is driven by the overhead
camshaft and the driving lever. Figure 18-16 pictures the
design of a completely equipped 4W35 naturally aspirated
engine.

The implemented examples in Figs. 18-17 and 18-18 illus-
trate the ways different market and statutory requirements
influence the design of an engine series. An emission limit of
4.7 g/kWh for NOX+HC and 0.3 g/kWh for particulate matter
in the C1 cycle compliant with ISO 8178 applies to the 64 kW
version (see Sect. 15.2). For reasons of space and cost, this
engine does not have an intercooler and is equipped with a
mechanically controlled unit pump injection system. The
emissions goal was achieved by appropriately designing the
combustion chamber and injection nozzle geometry, injec-
tion timing and gas exchange. The disadvantages of fuel
consumption connected with this concept are more than
compensated by the low manufacturing costs. The 113 kW
version in Fig. 18-18 was modified for high capacity utiliza-
tion in a tractor. An emission limit of 4.0 g/kWh for
NOX+HC and 0.2 g/kWh for particulate matter in the C1
cycle applies to this power. Fuel consumption plays a

significantly larger role because of the load profile and the
high number of operating hours per year. More technological
complexity and thus a higher engine price are accepted. Both
intercooling and cooled exhaust gas recirculation are suitable
measures to obtain low nitrogen oxide emissions in conjunc-
tion with good fuel consumption. In addition, the common
rail injection system allows optimizing fuel consumption,
combustion noise and emissions in the entire engine map
[18-3, 18-4].

These typical stationary engines furnish more options
for power take-off. The timing gear drive can drive not
only the camshaft but also one or more hydraulic pumps
and/or compressors. Alternatively, up to 100% of the
engine power can also be taken off the front side. These
water-cooled engines are also provided with integrated
cooling systems, the oil and water cooler being attached
on the sides of the engine. An additional cooler for hydrau-
lic oil can also be provided as desired. This not only
facilitates extremely compact design but also simplifies
the assembly of a complete engine delivered with inte-
grated cooling.

Agricultural machinery is a typical case of industrial
engine application. The high rigidity of the engine block
not only diminishes noise emission but also enables utiliz-
ing the engine as a supporting tractor component. In the
four cylinder version, a balancing differential gear elimi-
nates the free inertial forces and thus guarantees the
smooth operation necessary for rigid installation in a
tractor.

18.2.6 Outlook

Like the development of vehicle engines, the further devel-
opment of industrial engines will be characterized in com-
ing years by a further drastic tightening of emission control
legislation (see Sect. 15.2). The related technological
requirements in stage 3A emission legislation have already
led to the replacement of mechanically controlled injection
systems by electronically controlled systems in many
engines. Mechanically controlled injection systems only
continue to be dominant in the power range below 75 kW.

Compliance with limit level 4 requires the introduction of
exhaust aftertreatment technologies such as particulate fil-
ters and nitrogen oxide aftertreatment by SCR. Since these
technologies require monitoring and control, integrated
engine management that also takes over the control of the
exhaust temperature for exhaust aftertreatment is indispen-
sible. In view of the higher emission limits, low cost
mechanically controlled injection systems will probably
only be applied in the power range below 56 kW in the
future too.

The common rail injection system is considered to have
the greatest future potential because of its flexibility, parti-
cularly the option of multiple injections. This also simplifies
the modification of dynamic operating performance, which
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must not only satisfy customer demands but also emission
control legislation by introducing a transient cycle. In addi-
tion, electronic engine management furnishes the option of
integrating additional customer functions and allows data
exchange with other vehicle or machine systems.

This increasing complexity of technologies and their inte-
gration in the overall engine system not only demands engine
manufacturers have expertise in the field of injection and
combustion but also additional expertise in electronics and
exhaust aftertreatment. Machinery manufacturers that pro-
duce engines in relatively small quantities for internal need
are hardly able to do this. They are increasingly switching to
buying engines from manufacturers that, by virtue of their
size, have core competencies in the aforementioned fields.
Thus, a continuation of the concentration process among
engine manufacturers may also be expected in the coming
years.

18.3 Medium Speed Four-Stroke Diesel Engines

18.3.1 Definition and Description

18.3.1.1 Classification of Medium Speed Four-Stroke Diesel
Engines

The term medium speed engines refers to trunk-piston
engines that now almost exclusively operate with the four-
stroke process. Still sporadically available on the market, two-
stroke trunk-piston engines are of secondary importance and
are not examined here any more closely.

Medium speed four-stroke engines have speeds of between
approximately 300 and 1,200 rpm. Their cylinder dimensions
range from under 200 to over 600 mm. In recent years, mean
piston velocities have settled at approximately 9–11 m/s and
even more in individual cases.

Fig. 18-15
Cross section of Hatz’s 4W35NA engine. Vertical
longitudinally split pressure die cast aluminum
crankcase
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In addition, brake mean effective pressures pe of up to
29 bar are being attained. This corresponds to effective
brake work of we � 2.9 kJ/dm3.

These values yield a power range for modern medium
speed four-stroke engines of approximately 100 to over
2,000 kW/cylinder.

Inline engines are now built with six to ten cylinders
(sometimes even fewer) and V engines with twelve to twenty
cylinders.

18.3.1.2 Medium Speed Diesel Engine Use

Medium speed four-stroke engines are employed as main
marine engines, auxiliary marine engines and stationary
engines to drive generators. Smaller medium speed engines
are also implemented to drive pumps and compressors, in
combined heat and power stations or as traction motors.

In the last forty years, diesel engines have established
themselves in civil shipping over other propulsion alterna-
tives (steam or gas turbines). Medium speed four-stroke

engines have gained great importance and become estab-
lished for types of ships that were previously reserved for
two-stroke low speed engines (Fig. 18-19). Medium speed
engines are the only option for many cases of application
from the outset for reasons of space utilization, e.g. ferries,
RoRo ships and other special ships. Diesel-electric drives with
medium speed engines are frequently implemented in pas-
senger and cruise ships because of their high flexibility. Smal-
ler medium speed engines are predominantly employed as
driving engines in inland shipping too. At least in larger ships,
medium speed engines are used almost exclusively as auxili-
ary marine engines (Fig. 18-20).

Another field of application is diesel power stations that
generate electricity, which are extremely widespread, particu-
larly in industrial threshold countries without interconnected
power systems covering entire regions. An appropriate num-
ber of machine sets with unit outputs of 10–20 MW can be
used to cost effectively erect power stations of up to 100 MW
and higher in short time, especially since they can be progres-
sively expanded based on demand.

Fig. 18-16
Hatz W35 series water-cooled four cylinder
OHC inline engine with mechanically
controlled unit pump
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18.3.1.3 Fuels

Heavy Fuel Oil Operation

Advanced larger medium speed engines are able to process even
poor grades of heavy fuel oils as defined in CIMAC H/K55 (see
Sect. 4.3). This has been achieved by consistently developing
components, above all the combustion chamber, valves, pistons
and cylinder liners, etc. Heavy fuel oil is used almost exclusively
in large medium speed engines that are utilized both as main
marine engines and in stationary plants, provided environmen-
tal requirements do not impose any restrictions.

The time available for combustion is a significant variable
that influences the combustion of heavy fuel oils. Under-
standably, larger medium speed engines with speeds of up
to 750 rpm are more easily built to be suitable for heavy fuel
oil than smaller engines with speeds in the range of 1,000 rpm
and above. The permissible grade of heavy fuel oil may gen-
erate certain restrictions for such higher speed engines.
Nevertheless, auxiliary marine engines are also increasingly
being designed for heavy fuel oil operation to be able to

supply main and auxiliary machines with the same fuel (uni-
fueled ships).

Appropriate precautions must be taken for the combustion
of heavy fuel oil, both to process the fuel and to select the
lubricating oil (see Sect. 4.3). Engine design must ensure that
the components influenced by the heavy fuel oil have the
‘‘right’’ temperatures to prevent harmful effects of corrosion
and deposits (see also Sects. 18.3.3 and 7.1).

Hence, smaller higher medium speed engines are often run
with diesel oil. The time and effort required to process heavy
fuel oil is not worthwhile in most cases.

Gas Operation

Along with heavy fuel oils and the widest variety of grades of
diesel fuels, medium speed four-stroke engines are also run
with different fuel gases. Both spark ignited and dual fuel
systems are employed (see Sect. 4.4).

Unlike diesel operation, conventional dual fuel design in
which a homogeneous air/fuel mixture is compressed and
ignition is triggered by injecting a small quantity of ignition

Fig. 18-17
DEUTZ TD2012L04 2 V turbocharged four
cylinder engine without intercooler and with
mechanically controlled pump-line-nozzle
injection system, two-valve cylinder head,
side-mounted exhaust gas turbocharger.
Maximum power of 67 kW at 2,200 rpm
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Fig. 18-18
DEUTZ TD2012L04 2 V supercharged four
cylinder engine with intercooling and
electronically controlled common rail injection
system, four-valve cylinder head, centered
overhead exhaust gas turbocharger and
external cooled exhaust gas recirculation.
Maximum power of 113 kW at 2,200 rpm

Fig. 18-19
Single engine system with a medium speed
engine, reduction gear and generator driven by
PTO (power take-off). Engine power of 12,500 kW
at 428 rpm to drive a refrigerated cargo ship with
a rated capacity of 400,000 cft
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oil must recover the brake mean effective pressure and the
power. As recent developments have demonstrated [18-5],
appropriately designed dual fuel engines have come close to
the power of diesel operation without having to apply the dual
fuel process with high pressure gas injection (see Sect. 4.4.3.1).

The lean burn process was developed to keep emission
values low. Ignition oil ignites a lean air/fuel mixture in a
secondary combustion chamber. Upon being discharged
from the prechamber, it serves as a high energy ignition aid
for the lean mixture in the main combustion chamber [18-6].

Both the lean burn system and spark ignited engines have
become increasingly widespread among medium speed four-
stroke engines in recent years.

18.3.1.4 Advantages of Medium Speed Engines

Medium speed four-stroke diesel engines are situated
between high speed high performance engines and two-
stroke low speed engines. In terms of use, the transitions
are fluid.

The basic advantages of medium speed engines over two-
stroke engines are their lower space requirement and com-
paratively low weight-to-power ratio in conjunction with
better specific costs [18-7].

This holds true even though a medium speed propulsion
engine is always equipped with a reduction gear (Fig. 18-21).

Apart from the space advantages, there are other points in
favor of medium speed engines:

– free selection of the optimal propeller speed,
– good suitability for elastic installation to insulate structure-

borne noise,
– very simple option to recover waste heat,
– speeds common to generators,
– simple shaft generator attachment to generate power in

heavy fuel oil operation,
– good prerequisites for measures that reduce pollutants,
– easy attachment of power and compound turbines to

increase cost effectiveness and
– good suitability for engine management systems and

remote monitoring.

18.3.2 Design Criteria

18.3.2.1 Specific Power

Triggered by competitive pressure and facilitated by the
further development of supercharging equipment, specific
powers have continuously been increased over the course of
time. Brake mean effective pressures and specific work have
partly reached the limit of what is achievable with one-stage
supercharging. Mean piston velocity has also been increased
continuously.

Proportional to the product of specific work and mean
piston velocity, the specific power per unit piston area PA,
(see Sect. 1.2) is a parameter for the state-of-the-art.
Today’s medium speed four-stroke diesel engines attain

Fig. 18-20
Cruise ship machine room configuration: each of
the main engines is in a double ‘‘father-and-
son’’ configuration using a reduction gear to
operate two propellers. There are three auxiliary
engines of the same type to generate on-board
power and additionally generators driven by
the ‘‘son’’ engines
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powers per unit piston area of 5 W/mm2 at peak values
of approximately 7 W/mm2.

18.3.2.2 Maximum Cylinder Pressure

Parallel to increasing specific power per unit piston area, great
efforts have been made to lower fuel consumption, not least
motivated by the oil crises in the 1970s and 1980s and the
steady rise of fuel prices. The ratio of maximum cylinder
pressure to effective brake work, also expressed by the ratio
pZmax/pe, has proven to be an important value to characterize
efficiency. When possible, peak pressure also had to be ele-
vated disproportionately as mean pressure increased to assure
a sufficiently high pZmax/pe ratio of approximately 7–8 and,
thus, minimum fuel consumption. Hence, maximum cylinder
pressures have reached a remarkable level in recent years.
Engines with peak pressure of 200 bar are already in opera-
tion and the trend is continuing. Figure 18-22 presents the
development of maximum cylinder pressure and specific fuel
consumption over the past decades.

18.3.2.3 Stroke to Bore Ratio

It is important that the rate of pressure increase dpZ/dj, i.e.
the interval between final compression pressure and maxi-
mum cylinder pressure or so-called ignition jump, does not
grow too large, particularly in heavy fuel oil operation. It
follows from this that high maximum pressures also require
significantly higher final compression pressures. The final
compression pressure is influenced by the boost pressure
and compression ratio. The boost pressure level is limited
for reasons of thermodynamics (see Sect. 2.2). The permissi-
ble boost pressure can be expediently described with a para-
meter that specifies the ratio of boost pressure to brake mean
effective pressure. A pL/pe ratio of 0.15–0.17 has proven
optimal for medium speed engines to ensure consumption
is low on the one hand and to keep the temperature level of
the combustion chamber components in heavy fuel oil opera-
tion in a safe operating range on the other. Finally, it follows
that the compression ratio must be elevated commensurately
to obtain the desired final compression pressure. Thus, as a

Mass
320 t (6L) 

Mass
172 t (7L) 

9910 mm

5150 mm

Fig. 18-21
Size comparison of a medium speed four-stroke
engine and a two-stroke low speed crosshead
engine of equal power
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function of the bore diameter, the compression ratio of pre-
sent day medium speed engines is e = 13–16.

A higher compression ratio can be obtained more easily
with a longer stroke engine as well as with a well shaped
combustion chamber. As the stroke grows shorter, the com-
bustion chamber becomes flatter and flatter at the specified
compression ratio and good combustion becomes increas-
ingly difficult to obtain.

Absolute engine size also plays a role in all these considera-
tions. The smaller the cylinder dimensions become, the more
adversely detrimental spaces around the valves make them-
selves noticeable. They increase disproportionately as dimen-
sions grow smaller. Logically, a smaller stroke to bore ratio
suffices to obtain a specific compression ratio when the
cylinder diameter is larger but not when it is smaller.

18.3.2.4 Speed

Piston stroke and mean piston velocity produce the appro-
priate engine speed. Speeds in the range of approximately
300–1,200 rpm can be produced depending on the cylinder
diameter, stroke to bore ratio and maximum permissible
mean piston velocity. Thus, appropriate generator speeds
can power engines that generate three-phase current with
50 Hz or 60 Hz (see Sect.1.2).

18.3.2.5 Other Criteria

In addition to medium speed four-stroke engines’ low fuel and
lubricating oil consumption, suitability for heavy fuel oil, good
manufacturing costs, etc., operators also place great value on
simplicity of assembly and ease of maintenance.

This is one reason complex technical solutions, e.g. one or
multiple stage supercharging, have not become established
among medium speed engines.

Emphases of development are suitability for heavy fuel oil
even under high specific loads as well as cost effectiveness,
reliability and improved exhaust emission. Examples of
design solutions illustrate this in the following section.

18.3.3 Design Solutions

18.3.3.1 Basic Engine Design

Space limitation only permit touching on a few basic compo-
nents and describing their principle features here.

The formerly frequently common crankcase design with a
bedplate, a crankshaft inserted from above and an externally
mounted cylinder block bolted to the bedplate with tension-
ing bolts has been replaced in most cases with newer designs
with a one-piece frame design with an overhead crankshaft.
This design assures a very good load transfer, eliminates
additional loaded interfaces and is inexpensive.

MAN Diesel chose an interesting solution for medium
speed engines. Elongated main bearing bolts running to the
top edge of the one-piece frame and cylinder cover bolts
extending deep into the frame significantly relieve the load
on the cast structure (Fig. 18-23).

18.3.3.2 Crankshaft Assembly

Crankshaft and crankshaft bearing. In addition to appro-
priate oil care, the sizing of the crankshaft bearing is extre-
mely important for the prevention of bearing problems in
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heavy fuel oil operation, which are caused by corrosive or
abrasive wear. Practice has demonstrated that a certain mini-
mum residual gap in the lubricating film may not be under-
shot if satisfactory service lives of the bearing shells are to be
obtained. Significantly higher than earlier, the cylinder pres-
sures frequently necessitate stronger basic bearings and
crankshaft journals that enlarge the bearing area for reasons
of strength. Moreover, the introduction of new bearing tech-
nologies, e.g. grooved bearings or sputter bearings, has
increased stability considerably. Despite the higher gas forces,
this has even enabled significantly increasing the operational
reliability of the suspension and the service lives of the bear-
ings in many cases (see Sect. 8.5).
Connecting rod. The crankshaft journal bearing may be
split simply in a straight line only in the fewest cases when
engines have comparatively low loads. As a rule, stronger
crankshaft journals matched to higher loads require that
the connecting rod be split obliquely in order to at least be
able to guide the connecting rod and the connecting rod
shank through the cylinder liner when the piston is pulled.
A marine head design in which the shank is bolted with its
own two-piece bearing body is employed in many cases

(Fig. 18-24). This additional parting line has the advantage
of fewer spatial limitations when sizing the bearing body
and, hence, facilitates a rigid low-deformation design. More-
over, the bearing does not have to be opened when a piston
has to be disassembled.

18.3.3.3 Combustion Chamber Components

Piston. In addition to monoblock nodular cast iron pistons
for smaller cylinder dimensions, medium speed four-stroke
engines have composite pistons in most cases. The piston top
part is steel and the ring grooves are often hardened or
chrome plated to reduce wear (see Sect. 8.6).

Fig. 18-23 Engine frame with single cylinder jackets, elongated main bearing
bolts and elongated cylinder cover bolts (source: MAN Diesel)

Fig. 18-24 Connecting rod with marine head design
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The piston skirt predominantly consists of nodular cast
iron because of the increased load or less frequently of a light
alloy. The piston skirt and piston crown are sporadically
made of steel [18-8]. Such composite steel/nodular cast iron
pistons make it possible to control firing pressures of up to
over 200 bar.

The high thermal load requires optimal cooling of the
piston top part (see Sect. 7.1). Oil from the circulation system,
which is usually supplied to the piston through the connect-
ing rod, is employed as the cooling medium (see Sect. 8.6).
The shaker effect during the piston’s upward and downward
motion flings the cooling oil onto the inner walls of the piston
crown where it absorbs the heat and then returns to the
driving chamber through appropriate return bores in the
piston skirt. The piston top part is often furnished with cool-
ing bores to enlarge the area of heat transfer (Fig. 18-25).

In conjunction with a piston top land ring on the cylinder
liner, the piston is designed as a stepped piston to prevent
deposits of combustion residues and thus bare spots on the
cylinder liner and to additionally reduce oil consumption.
Narrow piston clearance that traps abrasive particulates and
protects the lubricating film reduces the piston rings’ mechan-
ical load.

All piston rings are placed in the steel top.
The development of chrome-ceramic coated rings, i.e.

chrome rings with ceramic inclusions, combined the high
stability of plasma rings with the low wear of chrome
rings. Thus, low rates of wear in an order of magnitude
of 0.01–0.02 mm/1,000 h were attainable even for the
poorest fuels (Fig. 18-26). Hence, modern medium
speed diesel engines have chrome-ceramic coated com-
pression rings and chrome coated second and, where
applicable, third rings, thus making the ring package
highly stable.
Cylinder liner. Separate, single vertical cylinder jackets that
hold the cylinder liners provide advantages primarily for
larger engines since they reduce actions of adjacent cylinders
or ship deformations and thus optimize the roundness of
cylinder liners during operation. The water flow and intensive
cooling are limited to the upper region of the cylinder liner
since they are only required there. The goal is a uniform
temperature distribution over the entire surface of the liner
to prevent cold corrosion and ensure good lubrication con-
ditions. Together with the stable cylinder geometry, this
establishes the prerequisites for low lubricating oil consump-
tion, which should not exceed 0.5–1 g/kWh in modern med-
ium speed engines.

The introduction of piston top land rings in the 1990s
heralded a significant advance. Also called anti-polishing
rings among other names, they have become widespread.
In addition to the cooled piston top land design pictured
in Fig. 18-27, uncooled and indirectly cooled designs are
employed in which a relative thin-walled ring is inserted
directly in the cylinder liner. Ring diameters somewhat
smaller than the cylinder liner’s actual cylinder bore
surface are common to all these designs. In combination
with a stepped piston, this effectively prevents ‘‘bore
polishing’’ (bare spots caused by hard coke deposits on
the piston crown or pitting in the center of the cylinder
bore surface). Thus, the cylinder liner, piston top land
ring and stepped piston attain a service life of up to
80,000 hours while oil consumption is low. This also
includes the low wear values presented in Fig. 18-28 of
approximately 0.01 mm/1,000 h attained in conjunction
with chrome-ceramic coated rings and measured at the
uppermost piston ring’s reversal point. The greatest wear,
known as bore wear usually occurs at this spot on the cylinder
liner.
Cylinder head with valves. As loads increase, nodular cast
iron is increasingly being employed for cylinder heads. By
virtue of its significantly higher mechanical strength than
laminar gray cast iron and in conjunction with a design that
facilitates loading, it significantly contributes to the opera-
tional reliability of this highly mechanically and thermally
loaded component.

Four valves are employed in more highly loaded medium
speed engines (Fig. 18-29). Valve cages are increasingly being
dispensed with even in larger engines [18-9]. Operational

Fig. 18-25 Composite stepped piston with steel top part and modular cast
iron skirt for very high cylinder pressures (source: MAN Diesel)
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Fig. 18-26
Average wear of the first piston ring in medium
speed four-stroke engines operated with heavy
fuel oil

Fig. 18-27
Cylinder liner with water jacket and piston top
land ring with bore cooling
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reliability has been increased and valve service lives have been
extended so long that a cylinder head must be disassembled
for other maintenance work too (e.g. piston rings). This
eliminates the maintenance advantage of the valve cage and
the disadvantages predominate, e.g. structural complexity,
reduced cylinder head stiffness and additional potential leak
points. The valve seat inserts are often cooled, at least on the
exhaust side.

Both the valve cone and the seat inserts usually have a
hard seat facing, e.g. stellites (carbide metals), which assures
high wear resistance and prevents pocketing by combustion
particulates in heavy fuel oil operation and thus burnouts
caused by inadequate valve seat sealing and the resultant
discharge of heated combustion gases. Nimonic valves with
and without hard seat facing are also used on various
occasions.

Practice has demonstrated that valve rotation is absolutely
essential during operation when heavy fuel oil is burned.
Valves may be rotated by mechanical rotators, e.g. rotocaps.
Individual manufacturers employ rotating vanes in the valve
stem on the exhaust side. Significantly more intense rotation
is obtained from discharging exhaust than mechanical rota-
tors. In the process, the mass inertia of the valve causes
rubbing seating on the seat.

18.3.3.4 Injection System

Readers are referred to Sect. 5 for the basics. Limitations of
space only permit briefly touching on common configura-
tions and designs for medium speed engines.

Since not only the ratio pZmax/pe but also the duration of
combustion influences fuel consumption considerably,
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Fig. 18-28
Average wear of the cylinder liner in medium
speed four-stroke engines operated with heavy
fuel oil
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Fig. 18-29
Comparison of the MAN 48/60 engine’s
cylinder heads with vane valves on the
exhaust side (48/60 with exhaust valve
cages / 48/60B without exhaust valve
cages)
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attempts have also been made to optimize the duration of
combustion in medium speed engines and thus keep it as brief
as possible. A relatively close relationship between the dura-
tion of combustion and the duration of injection exists in
injection systems used solely for direct injection: A brief
duration of combustion also requires a correspondingly
brief duration of injection. Thus, many manufacturers are
now employing high intensity injection systems. Ultimately,
this results in comparatively high pressures in the injection
system, which in turn has to be appropriately factored into
the design of components. In virtually every design, the
injection valve is centered in the cylinder head and a multi-
hole nozzle conveys the fuel to the combustion chamber.

The ability to adjust injection to the sometimes widely
differing combustion characteristics is advantageous when
heavy fuel oils are burned. Thus, for example, there are
designs that aim to positively influence the combustion
cycle by a low pilot injected fuel quantity. Other manufac-
turers have created the option of influencing the ignition
point or injection timing to be able to appropriately respond
to different ignition delays.

In conjunction with the existing statutory limits on emis-
sions, such measures will increasingly gain importance since
this method, among others, can influence NOx emission by
shifting the ignition point.

Given their variability, common rail systems furnish
engine developers a broad range and higher flexibility of
injection parameters. In addition to variable start of injection

and injection pressure, multiple injections may be necessary
for optimal combustion with low pollutant content.

Common rail systems are increasingly also being imple-
mented in medium speed engines despite the problems that
arise in heavy fuel oil operation from utilizing heavy fuel oils
with a viscosity of up to 700 cSt (at 508C) since these fuels
must be preheated to a temperature of up to 1508C to obtain
the requisite injection viscosity. These problems are com-
pounded by the high content of abrasive particulates and
aggressive constituents present in heavy fuel oils. Injection
components must function reliably at high temperatures
under these operating conditions.

A pressure accumulator (rail) extending along the entire
length of the engine is problematic for large diesel engines
because of thermal expansion and the options to manufacture
such a component for 1,600 bar with radial bores. Hence, the
pressure accumulators are divided into several segments in
the systems introduced so far by Wärtsilä and MAN Diesel
[18-10, 18-11]. The fuel supply can also be spread to several
high pressure pumps. Supplying high pressure fuel to the
accumulator system through two or more high pressure
pumps has the additional advantage of enabling engine
operation even when one of the pumps fails.

Based on concepts with a segmented rail, MAN Diesel
developed a modular system for several engine types
(Fig. 18-30).

Along with the advantage of greater flexibility to adapt to
different numbers of cylinders and better utilization of

Injection valve

Cam shaft

High pressure accumulator
Throttle valve

High pressure pump

Control valve

Rail cover

Fig. 18-30 Configuration of MAN Diesel’s common rail system
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existing space by compact units, segmentation into individual
rail modules provides further advantages for assembly and
the stocking of spare parts [18-12].

The common rail system is expected to supersede classical
mechanical injection with a single plunger pump driven by a
camshaft in the future.

18.3.3.5 Supercharging System

Readers interested in the theory of supercharging are referred
to Sect. 2.2. This section touches on different aspects of design
and implementation, which are typical for medium speed
engines.

Modern medium speed engines are almost exclusively
equipped with exhaust gas turbocharging. Axial or radial
turbochargers are employed depending on the engine size.
The advances achieved in turbocharger engineering in recent
years now allow a pressure ratio of five and above in one stage.
A further increase is in development.

Both pulse and constant pressure supercharging are
employed in engines. Constant pressure supercharging has
become increasingly established for medium speed engines in
recent years since the advantages, e.g. lower fuel consump-
tion, uniform turbine pressurization, simpler exhaust mani-
fold configuration and no numbers of cylinders disadvan-
taged by supercharging, outweigh the disadvantage of
poorer accelerating performance. This can be mitigated by

narrow exhaust manifolds and – when necessary – harmo-
nized with the conditions in pulse operation by appropriate
additional measures (e.g. Jet Assist in which the compressor is
briefly pressurized with compressed air during the phase of
revving up).

Designing the ports that conduct air and exhaust to facil-
itate the flow and correctly configuring the diffusers for
pressure recovery beneficially influences the efficiency of the
entire supercharging system. This has a positive effect on fuel
consumption (Fig. 18-31).

One problem with one-stage supercharging in conjunction
with high brake mean effective pressures is the increasing
difficultly to optimally cover an engine’s air requirement
throughout the entire load range because of the different char-
acteristic curves of the engine and turbocharger. However,
thoroughly satisfying results can be obtained by such measures
as recirculating charge air in the lower load range and, if
necessary, discharging exhaust gas at excess load (wastegate).

Infinitely variable turbine geometry would be the optimal
solution. However, tests with adjustable guide vanes resulted
in considerable problems in heavy fuel oil operation caused
by contamination.

18.3.4 Operational Monitoring and Maintenance

In addition to electronically assisted control, timing and
monitoring systems, which serve to optimize operation,

Fig. 18-31
Constant pressure supercharging system with
flow-optimized ports and diffusers between
the cylinder head and exhaust manifold and
after the compressor for pressure recovery
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diagnostic and trend systems are also employed. Thus, an
operator receives information on the system’s current status,
which is intended to facilitate decisions on measures to be
taken.

The latest state of development is the use of expert systems
that not only display a system’s instantaneous status but also
quite specifically inform the operator which component has
to be serviced or replaced because of changed engine operat-
ing characteristics. This is allowing a switch from scheduled
to condition-based maintenance [18-13].

Development in recent years has made it now possible to
plan long maintenance intervals for components of modern
medium speed engines despite increased loads. Good acces-
sibility and the use of appropriately designed special tools
make the work performed on wear parts, e.g. piston rings,
injection nozzles, intake and exhaust valves, main and con-
necting rod bearings, etc., substantially easier. Potential errors
during the performance of maintenance work have largely
been minimized, a fact that contributes considerably to an
engine system’s operational reliability.

18.3.5 Exhaust Emission

Measures that improve exhaust emission in medium speed four-
stroke diesel engines are primarily aimed at reducing nitrogen
oxides NOx and soot production during combustion. The latter
not only causes exhaust blackening but is also responsible for the
emission of particulate matter (see Sect. 15.3). This is exacer-
bated by the operation of large diesel engines predominantly
with sulfurous heavy fuel oils (see Sect. 4.3.4.2). In addition,
increased soot formation, made noticeable by heavy plumes of
smoke, particularly occurs at light load. This is a problem for
seagoing ships when they are maneuvering in ports.

In-engine measures are initially an expedient remedy, e.g.
improved injection, modified valve timing, etc. [18-8, 18-14,
18-15]. External measures, e.g. the use of water/fuel emul-
sions or particulate filters (see Sect. 15.5), generally compli-
cate the engine system’s handling and increase its suscept-
ibility to faults.

Following this principle, MaK’s first step during its devel-
opment of low-emission large diesel engines was to reduce
NOx emission in compliance with IMO specifications (see
Sect. 15.2.3.3). Then, smoke emission was lowered below the
visibility limit. The long-term goal was a low-emission
engine (LEE) with an eye toward future requirements [18-
16].

It turned out that several measures have to be combined as
a function of load. The Miller cycle (see Sect. 2.2.4) reduces
the maximum combustion temperature in the upper load
range and thus the formation of NOx. The charge loss con-
nected with this can be compensated by increased boost
pressure, provided the limits of one-stage supercharging are
not reached (see Sect. 2.2.3). A larger compression ratio in
conjunction with a longer stroke (s/D = 1.5) can reduce NOx

emissions significantly but often with heavier smoke emission
at light load. However, the use of flexible camshaft technology
(FCT) at lower power can keep exhaust blackening below the
visibility limit (smoke number SN� 0.4 . . . 0.5; see Sect. 15.6
and Fig. 18-32). To do so, the injection cams’ rated power is
advanced at light load upwards of approximately 25% power
so that, in conjunction with a modified injection pump,
atomization is improved and combustion is low in soot. At
the same time, the intake valve opens and closes later, thus
dispensing with the Miller effect, while the exhaust valve
opens earlier to increase the boost pressure by a larger exhaust
gradient.
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M 43 C marine diesel engine (current IMO
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method)
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18.3.6 Implemented Engines

Given the abundance of different medium speed engines from
the widest variety of manufacturers (the diversity of types is
especially great in the lower power range), only a few exam-
ples can be singled out here.

Figure 18-33 pictures MAN Diesel’s family of large med-
ium speed engines, consisting of the L58/64, L48/60, L40/54
and L32/40 models with cylinder outputs of 1,400, 1,200, 720
and 500 kW at speeds of 428–750 rpm. The standardized
engineering of these four engines, each of which is

L 58/64 L 48/60

L 40/54 L 32/40

Fig. 18-33
Upper power range of MAN Diesel’s medium
speed engine family, consisting of four inline
engines of largely identical design
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constructed in an inline configuration, is remarkable. In
addition to the type with 320 and 480 mm, a V version is
also available.

A broad range of medium speed engines in the bore range of
250–350 mm is commercially available. Among others, the
Wärtsilä 32 has been very successful in recent years. With a
cylinder diameter of 320 mm and a stroke of 400 mm, a
cylinder output of 500 kW is reached at a speed of 750 rpm.
This engine is also built in an inline and V design with six,
seven, eight and nine or twelve, sixteen and eighteen cylinders.

Pictured in cross section in Fig. 18-34, the larger Wärtsilä
46 has a cylinder diameter of 460 mm and a stroke of 580 mm.
It is available with cylinder outputs of 975, 1,050 and
1,155 kW at 500 rpm. For the W46F stage of development,
the speed was increased to 600 rpm and thus a cylinder output
of 1,250 kW was attained.

MaK’s M20 engine is representative of smaller dimensions
in the range of a cylinder bore of 200 mm (Fig. 18-35). The
engine has a number of design features that had been reserved
for larger medium speed engines, e.g. individually attached

Fig. 18-34
Wärtsilä 46
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cylinder jackets. With a bore of 200 mm, stroke of 300 mm
and a speed of 1,000 rpm, the engine presently available in an
inline version with six, eight and nine cylinders has a cylinder
output of 190 kW.

18.3.7 Outlook

A number of requirements are imposed on medium speed
four-stroke diesel engines and will be in the future too. Natu-
rally, demands for higher cost effectiveness, reliability and
simplicity of maintenance are foremost from the perspective
of operators. The technical concepts of modern medium speed
four-stroke diesel engines largely meet these demands. High
service life primarily means low wear values for the most
important components. Simplicity of maintenance, i.e. the
use of easily handled hydraulic tools and good accessibility of
serviced components are part of cost effectiveness.

Of course, cost effectiveness also means low specific con-
sumption of fuel and lubricating oil. Elevation of the max-
imum cylinder pressure, optimization of the combustion
process and developments in supercharging technology

have made it possible to lower fuel consumption substantially
in recent years. Today, a medium speed four-stroke engine is
able to convert more than 50% of the fuel-based energy into
mechanical work.

Along with a further concentration of power, the reduction
of emissions will be the priority as medium speed four-stroke
engines are refined in the coming years (see Sect. 18.3.5 and
Part IV of this book).

In addition to reducing NOx emission, intensive work is
also being done on further lessening particulate emission. The
goal for medium speed engines is to produce invisible exhaust
from idle to full load by suppressing soot production, even in
heavy fuel oil operation.

In the ideal case, this would prevent sulfurous combustion
products from binding to soot and increasing particulate
emission. However, as mentioned in Sect. 4.3, low exhaust
blackening is not a criterion for equally low particulate emis-
sion when sulfurous fuel is burned.

Elastic and semi-elastic installations in ships, which reduce
structure-borne noise, will continue to grow in importance
for noise emission. In addition to noise reducing and noise
absorbing measures at the engine itself, which have largely
been exhausted, appropriately sound engineered machine
rooms or, where feasible at these engines’ dimensions, encap-
sulation will reduce noise even further.

18.4 Two-Stroke Low Speed Diesel Engines

18.4.1 Development and Features of Two-Stroke Low
Speed Diesel Engines

18.4.1.1 Development of Two-Stroke Low Speed Engines

Soon after the introduction of the first diesel engine with the
four-stroke principle envisioned by Diesel, Hugo Güldner pro-
posed and designed – against Diesel’s counsel – a two-stroke
diesel engine in 1899, which was denied success though [18-
17]. The Sulzer bothers in Winterthur deserve the credit for
introducing the first operable two-stroke diesel engine imple-
mented as a marine engine in 1906. Other firms such as MAN-
Nürnberg, Krupp-Germania-Werft, Burmeister & Wain
(Copenhagen) soon followed. Together with larger cylinder
dimensions, the two-stroke principle was viewed as an oppor-
tunity for the marine engine to compete against reciprocating
piston steam engines with their large energy units.

While a two-stroke engine with its two working strokes was
theoretically able to produce twice the power of an equally
large four-stroke engine, the real increase was only approxi-
mately 60% because of losses due to the lower purity of the
charge and the required compression of the scavenging air.

This has led to a great diversity of engine concepts over
decades, which, on the one hand, are characterized by gen-
erally similar basic features and, on the other hand, also bear
features specific to manufacturers, e.g. Doxford, Grandi

Fig. 18-35 Cross section of MaK’s M20 engine
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Motori Trieste (formerly Fiat), Götaverken, Stork, Werk-
spoor, etc., and are characterized by the following criteria:

Working principle:
– single-acting piston,
– double-acting piston and
– opposed piston.

Methods of scavenging:
– uniflow scavenging,
– loop scavenging and
– cross flow scavenging.

Methods of supercharging:
– mechanical supercharging,
– exhaust gas turbocharging and
– combined mechanical supercharging and exhaust gas

turbocharging.

Combinations of the individual principles yielded the
widest variety of designs, some of which were able to hold
their own into the 1970s. All manufacturers worked with
direct fuel injection instead of air injection, which had been
common at first.

On the one hand, the two ‘‘oil crises’’ in the second half of
the 1970s and the early 1980s once again triggered great
strides in development in terms of diesel engines’ fuel econ-
omy. On the other hand, they set off a concentration of the
only three firms now remaining worldwide, which develop
and engineer two-stroke low speed diesel engines and, in
addition to licensing them, also partly manufacture them
themselves. Since the mid 1990s, these (Fig. 18-36) have been:
– MAN Diesel SE (formerly MAN B&W Diesel AG),
– Wärtsilä (formerly Gebrüder Sulzer/New Sulzer Diesel)

and
– Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI).

All three suppliers are pursuing the same concept: a low speed
single-action, exhaust gas turbocharged, uniflow scavenged
two-stroke diesel engine.

Thus, the once great diversity of concepts has essentially
given way to one concept that appears quite logical today.

18.4.1.2 The Transition to Uniflow Scavenging

Until the mid 1970s, stroke to bore ratios among all the still
commercially active manufacturers fluctuated between 1.7
and 2.1. These allowed loop or cross flow scavenging without
losses of scavenging efficiency. The distinctive feature of these
two scavenging systems was their particular simplicity of
design, which functioned without an exhaust valve in the
cylinder cover. This made maintenance exceptionally simple
and user-friendly, which helped this engine type to particular
commercial success in the 1960s and 1970s.

However, the first of the oil crises (1973) subsequently
triggered a clear turning point in development. The astro-
nomical increase of the share of fuel costs in total operating
costs after 1973 was crucial to this. Thus, not only was the
maximum cylinder pressure increased in quick succession to
save fuel but developments in the direction of fuel economy
also commenced on the shipbuilding side. Propeller speeds
and propeller diameters grew smaller and thus propeller
efficiencies larger.

This inevitably resulted in larger stroke to bore ratios for
two-stroke engines in order to be able to maintain the mean
piston velocity and thus the power output.

MAN-Augsburg and Sulzer were able to keep pace with
this development with their simple valveless engines with a
stroke to bore ratio of approximately 2.1 until the end of the
1970s. Then, however, market demand for even lower speeds
forced a transition to uniflow scavenging. MAN solved this
problem in early 1980 by taking over the diesel operations of
the Danish firm Burmeister & Wain (B&W) since large B&W
two-stroke engines with a stroke to bore ratio of approxi-
mately 2.4 had already been operating with uniflow scaven-
ging for a long time.

Combining the proverbial reliability of valveless, loop
scavenged engines with the longer strokes being demanded
from uniflow scavenged engines subsequently became
essential to development and design. Introducing its
(super-long stroke) RTA series [18-18] in the early 1980s,
Sulzer mastered this challenge first by adopting uniflow
scavenging with a central exhaust valve and increasing the
stroke to bore ratio to approximately 3.0 for the first time.
This made substantially lower rated speeds possible (67 rpm
in the largest engines).

Such engine models were available from MAN B&W
(L. . .MC/MCE) and Mitsubishi (UEC. . .L) soon afterward.
Determinative for operating costs, these extremely long-
stroke engines with concentrated power reduce the fuel
consumption of marine systems not only by their better
combustion process but also by their better propulsion
efficiency.

Today, none of the three manufacturers’ advanced two-
stroke low speed engines differ from one another in terms of
their basic principle.

Observable in other industrial products at the close of
the twentieth century, ‘‘natural’’ selection had occurred
here too, not least because of the advanced design and
computational tools that had become available and permit
selecting the logically correct solution rapidly and effi-
ciently. Despite the strongly increased specific powers,
lower engine weights and related higher load in recent
years, the reliability of these machines has been improved
to the point that overhaul intervals of three years are now
feasible. Today, the basic difference between the three
manufacturers is their different concepts for electronically
controlled injection.
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Fig. 18-36
Modern designs of two-stroke low speed diesel
engines with uniflow scavenging: (a) MAN B&W:
S90MC-C (D = 900 mm); (b) Mitsubishi: UEC85LsII
(D = 850 mm); (c) Wärtsilä RT-flex82C (D =
820 mm)
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18.4.1.3 Features of Modern Two-Stroke Low Speed
Engines

In its more than ninety year history, the low speed diesel
engine has experienced tremendous technical development
made possible by:
– ongoing conceptual development,
– the transition to uniflow scavenging,
– advances in supercharging equipment and turbocharger

design,
– new knowledge in materials technology,
– the utilization of advanced theoretical and experimental

methods of development and
– the transition to electronically controlled injection and

valve timing.

The brake mean effective pressure pe of approximately 5 bar in
the naturally aspirated engines of the early 1950s have now
risen to 20 bar in supercharged engines. This corresponds to
an increase of effective brake work we from 0.5 to approxi-
mately 2.0 kJ/dm3. Mean piston velocity has increased from
approximately 5 to over 9 m/s.

In the process, the maximum cylinder pressure pZmax has
increased from approximately 50 bar to more than 160 bar.
Pronounced long strokes with stroke to bore ratios of between
approximately 3.0–4.2 may be regarded as the typical design
feature of today’s large two-stroke diesel engines. Their cylin-
der diameter D can be between 260 and 980 mm.

Uniflow scavenging with an actively controlled exhaust valve is
now implemented almost exclusively as the scavenging process.

Characterized by the specific power per unit piston area PA,
the power density reaches values of more than 790 W/cm2.
Thus even large two-stroke low speed engines constitute a
demonstrably ‘‘high-tech’’ product (see Sect. 1.2).

At the same time, in conjunction with turbocompounding
and exhaust gas heat recovery, specific fuel consumption has
dropped from approximately 220 to 156 g/kWh. This corre-
sponds to an effective efficiency of approximately 55%. Thanks
to the ruggedness of the basic concept, a two-stroke low speed
diesel engine is now also able to burn the poorest grades of fuels.

During this period, the cylinder outputs of the largest
engines rose from a few 100 kW to over 5700 kW. This has
made power outputs of over 80,000 kW possible with one
engine. The trend toward ever larger container ships still only
equipped with one propeller and expected to operate at iden-
tical or even higher speed while allowing for increased time
requirements for loading and unloading as well as liner traffic
has already given rise to demands for power outputs of
100,000 kW and more in recent years.

According to Eq. (1-13), a linear correlation of specific
work we (or brake mean effective pressure pe), mean piston
velocity cm and the number of cylinders z exists for engine
power. However, engine power increases with the square of
piston diameter D. Logically, manufacturers have so far
attempted to meet demands for greater power by a steady,

incremental increase of specific power data as well as with
engines with larger piston diameters. The upper limit is now
at D � 1 m but a further increase of D at an appropriately
designed thermal load (see Sect. 7.1), component mass, mix-
ture formation and combustion is definitely conceivable.
Increasing the numbers of cylinders above the formerly com-
mon maximum number of twelve remains another option.

Wärtsilä already offers large two-stroke engines with a
piston diameter of 960 mm (RTA96C and RT-flex96C) and
up to z = 14 cylinders inline, thus, obtaining a cylinder output
of 5,720 kW and a total engine power of 80,080 kW at values
of pe = 18.6 bar or we = 1.86 kJ/dm3 and cm = 8.5 m/s. This
engine type is the largest and most powerful diesel engine ever
built. The first engines of this type were commissioned in
2006.

Higher numbers of cylinders than z = 14 can hardly be
considered realistic at present since engine mass and overall
length inevitably increase as z increases. This particularly
raises problems with the engine foundation and the load of a
ship’s hull.

For this reason, MAN has been carrying an even larger
engine, the K108MC-C, in its program since 2002. With a
nominal cylinder output of 6,950 kW, this engine would
achieve a total power of 83,400 kW with a maximum number
of cylinders of z = 12.

Further considerations to reduce overall length and engine
mass have led to the option of a V configuration of the
cylinders. Relevant designs and simulations by MAN revealed
that the engine mass of a twelve cylinder V engine with a
piston diameter of 900 mm would be reduced by 15% and the
length by 6.8 m, i.e. by approximately 30%. It also turned out
that no major problems in terms of maintenance and acces-
sibility are to be expected. However, none of these two engine
variants with a 108 cm bore or V configuration has been
produced so far [18-19].

Figure 18-37 charts the chronological development of the
important engine parameters of Wärtsilä’s large two-stroke
diesel engines.

18.4.2 Modern Two-Stroke Low Speed Engine Design

18.4.2.1 Engine Families, Power Map

All commercially available two-stroke low speed engines
have the same concept and thus similar design features.
Thus, a detailed description of one manufacturer’s engine is
sufficient.

Since engine power and speed are firmly interrelated for a
direct drive propeller, a closely graduated engine family of
differing bores and stroke to bore ratios is a necessity for every
manufacturer. Figure 18-38 presents partly overlapping maps
of one manufacturer’s offerings as an example. This makes it
possible to select the optimal engine while considering criteria
such as installation dimensions, number of cylinders, fuel
consumption, etc.
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Different engines in the Wärtsilä family described here
include:
– engines with stroke to bore ratios of up to approximately

3.5 (RTA52U, RT-flex60C, RTA62U, RTA72U, RTA82C/
RT-flex82C,RTA96C/RT-flex96C), which, produce high
powers at relatively high speed, above all for faster ships,
e.g. container ships or car carriers, and

– engines with stroke to bore ratios higher than 4.0
(RTA48T, RTA58T/RT-flex58T, RTA68/RT-flex68, RT-
flex82T), which, at correspondingly lower speeds, are
intended for slower ships with larger propellers, e.g. tan-
kers and cargo ships.

Every engine’s power map is specified by the vertices R1/R2 to
R3/R4 (Fig. 18-38), the engine’s rated power being freely
selectable within this map for a particular application.
Depending on demand, this allows full utilization of the
maximum power (point R1) or a variant with reduced
power with the advantage of lower consumption and/or
lower propeller speed.

The R1+ map concept represents another design variant,
which delivers the same propulsion power in conjunction
with fuel consumption reduced by 2 g/kWh at increased
speed and reduced mean pressure.

18.4.2.2 Engine Design

Engine frame. The 14RT-flex96C (80,080 kW, 102 rpm) is
currently the world’s most powerful diesel engine in opera-
tion. The typical features of a modern two-stroke low speed
are explained using the example of the Sulzer RTA96C diesel
engine illustrated in Fig. 18-36. The following engine para-
meters apply to this engine:

stroke/bore (mm/mm) 2,500/960 (= 2.6)
cylinder output (kW) 5,720
rated speed (rpm) 102
brake mean effective pressure (bar) 18.6
specific work (kJ/dm3) 1.86
mean piston velocity (m/s) 8.5
specific consumption (g/kWh) 171
maximum cylinder pressure (bar) 145
power per unit piston area (W/cm2) 790

The engine frame consists of a rigid, welded structure
with a bedplate and an A-frame in which white metal
crosshead guide rails are integrated. In modern engines,
the overlying cast cylinder jacket, which holds the cylin-
der liners, is ‘‘dry’’, i.e. does not contain a cooling water
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Fig. 18-37 Development of the engine parameters of maximum cylinder pressure pZ,max and brake mean effective pressure pe over the last 65 years (Wärtsilä RTX-2 and RTX-4
research engines)
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space. All three components are bolted together and thus
provide the stable structure demanded. All the bolted
joints are easily accessible from the outside. The stresses
and deformations in these important engine components
are very low and assure high reliability (Fig. 18-39). This
basic structure is similar in all Wärtsila two-stroke
engines and its principle is also found among the other
manufacturers.
Crankshaft assembly. Crankshaft assembly is the central
domain of engine design. The design must ensure that every
crankshaft assembly element, e.g. crankshaft, push rod (con-
necting rod), crosshead, piston rod, bearing etc., functions
properly during the entire service life of sometimes more than
25 years.

A crankshaft consists of forged single throws connected
with the main bearing journals by a transverse press fit
(shrink fit). Apart from shrinking, throws and main bearing
journals may also be connected by narrow gap welding. The
stiffness and loads of the very slender throws are meticu-
lously optimized by finite element calculations and dynamic
measurements (Fig. 18-40). The calculations utilize dynamic
analyses of the crankshaft and bearing loads, taking into
account the stiffness and damping of the radial and axial
bearing structures including the effects of cylinder damping.
This makes small distances between cylinder bore center

lines (approximately 1.75 x bore) possible with high
reliability.

A very short connecting rod is employed to limit engine
height despite the large stroke/bore ratio. The push rod ratio
r/l (crank radius/connecting rod length) is 0.5–0.45, i.e.,
approximately twice as large as usual. However, generously
sized crosshead shoe surfaces can readily absorb high side
forces.

The actual crosshead bearing constitutes a distinctive fea-
ture of this type of engine [18-20]: Only it oscillates and its
load vector always points downward. This interferes with
reliable hydrodynamic lubrication and the supply of oil.
One corrective is hydrostatic lubrication with approximately
12 bar oil pressure in oil chambers specially provided for this.
They briefly elevate the crosshead journal during every revo-
lution (Fig. 18-41) to assure oil is supplied.

The particularly high reliability of the main bearing, con-
necting rod bearing and crosshead bearing is a characteristic
of this engine design. The following factors contribute to this:
– The specific loads are kept low by appropriate sizing.
– The white metal wear layer has excellent emergency run-

ning properties and is very flexible.
– Unique to two-stroke engines, the clear division between

the combustion chamber and crank chamber protects these
bearings against the effect of combustion products.
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Combustion Chamber. Since energy (fuel mass) conversion is
high when cylinder bores are large, meticulous design of the
combustion chamber is the prerequisite for operating reliability.
The simultaneous absorption of high thermal and mechanical
loads in modern supercharged diesel engines led to the intro-
duction of bore cooling at the end of the 1970s (Fig. 18-42),
which Sulzer had already patented at the end of the 1930s. It
provides effective, precisely metered cooling of the combustion
chamber components (piston, cylinder liner, cylinder cover,
valve and valve seat) at simultaneously higher rigidity without
the necessity of thermal coatings, so-called cladding. This made
it possible to keep the temperatures of the combustion chamber
walls within permissible limits despite the steadily increased
specific power (Fig. 18-43). Moreover, the water cooling initially

employed as piston cooling was replaced in all large two-stroke
engines by operationally simpler oil cooling. In particular, spray
nozzles (jet shaker) increased the heat transfer in the cooling
bores by 50% over the previous ‘‘shaker effect’’. Other engine
manufacturers have adopted this principle.

Fig. 18-39 Structural model of an engine frame (RTA96C) consisting of welded
bedplate and A-frame with cast single cylinder blocks for FE calculation

Fig. 18-40 FE calculations and measurements of deformations for a single
crankshaft throw

Stroke 0.17 mm

0.013 mm

Minimum oil film thickness

Push rod axis

Fig. 18-41 Simulation and measurement of oil film thickness for a crosshead
bearing
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Exhaust Valve. Formerly a frequent source of disturbances
during heavy fuel oil operation, the exhaust valve has attained
remarkable reliability in the engine described here. Eighty
thousand hours of operation are reached without mainte-
nance. This can be attributed to the corrosion resistant
valve material Nimonic 80A in particular. In addition to
the optimal surface temperatures obtained by bore cooling
(Fig. 18-43), the valve seat’s self-cleaning of combustion resi-
dues, effected by the rubbing seating of the rotating valve, also
contributes to this. The discharging exhaust gas periodically
generates valve rotation by means of an impeller mounted on
the valve stem. Hydraulic valve actuation eliminates mechan-
ical vibrations in the valve drive. In addition, the closing force
for the valve is generated pneumatically by compressing a
pneumatic spring.
Camshaft. The camshaft is driven very precisely by gears,
which, unlike a chain drive, also guarantee consistent timing
after years of operation. Injection pumps and actuators for the
hydraulic valve drive for two cylinders apiece are placed atop
the engine A-frame. The engine can be reversed by turning
the injection cams with individual servo pumps. The injection
pumps in Wärtsilä engines are valve controlled; they are helix
controlled in MAN B&W engines. Variable injection timing
(VIT) can be applied to optimize part load operation. Injection
is performed by three injection valves located symmetrically
on the circumference of the cylinder cover. This assures sur-
face temperatures at the piston are optimal (see Fig. 18-43).
First implemented by Wärtsilä, the application of common

Fig. 18-42
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Fig. 18-43 Surface temperatures measured inside the combustion chamber of
an 11RTA96C engine with a power of Pe = 54,340 kW, a brake mean effective
pressure of pe = 18.2 bar (we = 1.82 kJ/dm3) and a speed of n = 90 rpm (R3
power level; see Sect. 18.4.4.1)
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rail technology is new in large two-stroke diesel engines (see
Sect. 18.4.5.2).
Scavenging and Supercharging. A modern two-stroke low
speed engine requires a turbocharger with high overall effi-
ciency of up to 72% and a high pressure ratio of up to 4.2. A
more compact configuration locates the intercooler near the
cylinder jacket. Condensate, which is unavoidable during
intercooling, must still be separated before the cylinders to
prevent cold corrosion and any disruption of the lubricating
oil film.

The symmetrical configuration of the scavenging ports and
the exhaust valve facilitates efficient scavenging. The result is
a volumetric scavenging efficiency of over 95% compared
with values of approximately 85% in loop scavenged engines.

18.4.3 Operating Performance of Two-Stroke Low
Speed Engines

The two-stroke low speed diesel engine has earned the repu-
tation of being the most reliable internal combustion engine
for good reason. During the last three decades, various factors
have induced diesel engine manufacturers to additionally
increase the engine’s inherent reliability:
– The quality of heavy fuel oil has noticeably diminished

since the ‘‘oil crisis’’ in the 1970s because oil refineries
have intensified their production of lighter distillate from
crude oil by new processes (see Sect. 4.3).

– Despite the demanding operating conditions it entails,
customers expect longer overhaul intervals of three years,
which corresponds to a ship’s usual cycle for periodic
maintenance in dry-dock.

Large two-stroke engines have undergone further
improvements in recent years to achieve this. Only two
of the most important component assemblies, which are
decisive for the overhaul intervals, are treated here as
examples:

Piston ring and cylinder liner wear. Advances in develop-
ment in this area are based on:

– fully honed cylinder liners with clearly defined hard
phase fractions that optimally distribute the operating
load,

– chrome ceramic piston rings that improve running-in per-
formance and operational reliability,

– anti-polishing rings on the upper edge of cylinder liners,
which scrape off potential coke deposits on the piston
skirt,

– improved lubricating film and reduced mixed friction
zones [18-20] by electronically controlled cylinder lubri-
cation systems that precisely meter the quantity of
lubricating oil, which is particularly effective for hydro-
dynamic lubrication between rings and the cylinder
liner,

– bore cooling, as already described, for the purpose of opti-
mal component temperatures,

– three injection nozzles for the purpose of optimal mixture
formation and combustion temperatures and

– prevention of material attrition on the piston.

This has made overhaul intervals of three years or approxi-
mately 18,000 hours of operation possible in present day
advanced two-stroke engines. With operating values for a
large two-stroke engine measured during propeller operation,
Fig. 18-44 documents the conditions under which these inter-
vals have to be produced.

The maximum firing pressure at full load reaches the
value of 142 bar and is kept constant between approxi-
mately 80% load and full load by the variable timing of the
start of injection. Thus, the characteristic of specific fuel
consumption as a function of load remains flat. The very
low exhaust temperatures (approximately 4508C before
and 3008C after the turbine) are also noteworthy. They
indicate the two-stroke engine’s particularly high effi-
ciency, sufficient energy still being available for the exhaust
gas boiler.

18.4.4 Two-Stroke Low Speed Engines as Marine
Engines

18.4.4.1 Propulsion System Tuning

Since the diesel engine is part of a system, optimal design of
the propulsion system is particularly important. Important
parameters are:
– optimal adjustment of the ship–propeller–engine,
– optimization of the auxiliary systems necessary for the

engine (lubricating oil, fuel, cooling system, etc.),
– prevention of disturbing or harmful vibrations,
– optimal generation of auxiliary power on board and
– optimal recovery of waste heat.

Optimally adjusting the engine, propeller and ship to one
another requires first selecting the diesel engine connected
with a fixed propeller from the available models of a series,
allowing for the propeller and ship characteristics. Taking
the ship’s shape and the propeller data as the starting point,
the propulsion power can be determined at the selected
ship speed on the basis of model tests, simulations and
previous examples. The ship’s various operating modes,
e.g. loaded, ballasted, clean or dirty outer hull, must be
considered. Once power and speed are established, the
engine is selected. Since the power maps of the individual
engines from the series overlap, several engines may often
deliver the desired power-speed combination for a particu-
lar case. Then, other criteria, e.g. number of cylinders,
dimensions, specific consumption, etc., may be referenced
for the final decision.
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When the engine is intended to drive other units, e.g.
shaft generators, they must be additionally factored in when
determining the required rated power. Just like on-board
diesel generators, shaft generators can be drawn on to
generate the electrical power required on board a ship.
The advantage of auxiliary diesel engines is their great
operating flexibility. However, the operating costs are
somewhat higher when they are not also operated with
cheaper heavy fuel oil instead of diesel oil (unifuel concept).
By comparison, shaft generators connected with the main
engine by gears have lower fuel costs because of the PTO
concept (power take-off) but require higher investments in
the system. A significant cost factor is the necessary tuning

of the power frequency by a gear with a variable transmis-
sion ratio or by a thyristor inverter when propeller speed
changes.

The low exhaust temperatures of 270 to 3008C at the outlet
of an exhaust gas turbine impose narrow limits on the ener-
getically advantageous use of turbo generators.

The high thermal efficiency of a two-stroke low speed
diesel engine causes over 50% of the thermal energy to be
converted into mechanical work. Thus, less exhaust gas heat
is available for recovery than in a four-stroke diesel engine.
The exhaust gas heat is primarily utilized to generate steam.
The heat extracted from the intercooler’s first stage as well as
part of the cooling water heat is primarily utilized to
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generate warm water or fresh water in freshwater generators
(see Chap. 14).

Wärtsilä’s expanded turbocompound concept, the waste
heat recovery (WHR) system (Fig. 18-45) furnishes an attrac-
tive option to recover exhaust heat. The development of
highly efficient turbochargers that now have efficiencies of
up to 72% makes this concept possible.

After exiting the turbocharger, a majority of the quantity of
exhaust gas is fed to a two-stage steam generator that supplies a
steam turbine. The turbochargers’ high efficiency allows divert-
ing approximately 10% of the quantity of exhaust gas before the
turbocharger and supplying it to an exhaust gas turbine, the
shaft of which is connected with the shaft of the steam turbine
by a gear. The generator driven by this arrangement supplies the
ship’s onboard electrical system with additional electrical power
that a shaft motor can even convert into increased propulsion
power for the ship. Thus, in conjunction with the waste heat
recovery system, a large two-stroke engine’s overall efficiency
can be increased to approximately 55% (Fig. 18-46). This
reduces CO2 emissions over a standard engine by approximately
11% and the remaining exhaust emission also decreases in the
same ratio relative to the engine power delivered [18-21].

MAN Diesel SE offers a similar concept called the Thermo
Efficiency System (TES).

18.4.4.2 Vibration Damping in the Drive Train

The pursuit of higher propulsion efficiency has resulted in
low engine speeds for a certain engine power. This was
achieved by
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– increasing the stroke to bore ratio from approximately 2.0
to over 4.0 and

– increasing the use of low speed engines with large bores
and consequently lower numbers of cylinders, e.g. four and
five cylinder engines.

The trend toward higher s/D ratios has led to a reduction of
the natural frequencies of the crankshaft, which is becoming
slenderer. Thus, critical engine speeds approach the propul-
sion engine’s operating speed more often, unless this has been
prevented by meticulously tuning the vibration system of the
engine–propeller shaft–propeller (Fig. 18-47). If fully elimi-
nating the resonances from the operating range is impossible,
then the vibration amplitude is reduced by means of a vibra-
tion damper. Similar methods are also applied when damping
or ‘‘detuning’’ a shaft system’s axial vibrations.

The transition to smaller numbers of cylinders requires
additional provisions to cancel the unbalanced first and
second order free moments in four and five cylinder engines.
Optimal placement of the engine in a ship can serve as a
corrective: to prevent the excitation of hull vibrations, an
engine should not to be placed in a node of the oscillating
hull. If the solution is still unsatisfactory, then counter-
weights on the crankshaft ‘‘detune’’ the first order free
moments’ phase relation and amplitude. Second order free

moments’ can usually be balanced by ‘‘Lanchester’’ balancers
running at twice the engine speed (see Sects. 8.1 and 8.2).
Placing an electrically driven unbalancer on the free end of
the engine in combination with the balancing mass inte-
grated in the engine on the drive side and driven by a gear
has proven itself for the vertical second order moment M2 V

that frequently occurs in two-stroke engines with four to six
cylinders. Thus, the effect of balancing the moment can be
inexpensively tested and adjusted in marine operation inde-
pendent of load and speed (Fig. 18-48). Mounting an elec-
trically driven second order balancer, which is located as far
astern as possible and also covers potentially disturbing
effects of the propeller moment, furnishes another option
to damp vibrations, especially in ships with bridges located
far aft (Fig. 18-49).

18.4.5 Outlook

18.4.5.1 Trends in Future Development

General remarks. The advances in the efficiency and relia-
bility of large two-stroke engines in just the last few decades
do not mean that development has already reached its limits.
Theoretical analyses by Eberle [18-22] demonstrate the defi-
nite possibility of thermal efficiencies above 60% and even
higher specific powers. However, since particularly high relia-
bility continues to be required of marine diesel engines,
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compromises that benefit the power concentration or detract
from operational reliability are unfeasible.

The following discusses potential development scenarios
for engine characteristics. However, the conclusions contain
a level of uncertainty since they may be influenced by
unquantifiable constraints, e.g. economic growth, environ-
mental requirements, crude oil availability or technical
trends.
Brake mean effective pressure and maximum cylinder pres-
sure. Thermodynamically, a constant ratio of maximum cylin-
der pressure and brake mean effective pressure (or specific work)
corresponds to an approximately constant level of thermal effi-
ciency. Thus, at a proven optimal ratio of pZmax/pe = 8.0, the
maximum cylinder pressure in current large two-stroke engines
increases linearly with the brake mean effective pressure when
there is no intention to accept any efficiency loss (Fig. 18-50):

– Since high brake mean effective pressures implicitly require
high maximum pressures in the cylinder, at a pe = 21 bar,
the pressure pZmax increases to 168 bar.

– Similarly, higher boost pressures of approximately 4.2 bar
and correspondingly high turbocharger efficiencies of
approximately 72% are essential (see Sect. 2.2).

Such values are now thoroughly realistic. The principle of
bore cooling (see Sect. 18.4.2.2) still holds substantial poten-
tial for the component temperature level. Tribological devel-
opment of the mating of the piston ring-cylinder liner will
likewise have to follow this trend to maintain the two-stroke
diesel engine’s traditional reliability.
Stroke to bore ratio and mean piston velocity. When the
general definition of engine power Pe (see Sect. 1.2) as a
function of the number of cylinders z, mean piston velocity
cm, engine speed n, stroke to bore ratio s/D = z and brake
mean effective pressure pe is examined in a less common
formulation

Pe � z � pe � c3
m=ðn2 � z2Þ;

where the power P absorbed by the propeller is a function of
design speed np = n, then the following ensues

Pe � na;

where a = 0.3 is a function of the stroke to bore ratio of the
aforementioned parameters

z2 ¼ z1ðn1=n2Þ1:15 � ðpe2=pe1Þ0:5 � ðcm2=cm1Þ1:5 � ðz2=z1Þ0:5
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Fig. 18-49
Generation of a free second order force by an
electrically driven balancing mass to damp
vibrations caused by the moment of inertia
M2V
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The index ‘‘1’’ corresponds to the current ‘‘state-of-the-art’’
reference engine, the index ‘‘2’’ to the potential next stage of
development.

The stroke to bore ratio may be expected to increase further
– when the power per unit piston area PA� pe � cm is higher and
– even larger, lower speed propellers with higher efficiency

are employed.

However, an increase in the stroke to bore ratio is at odds
with the higher specific costs and the engine’s height and
width.

In conjunction with anticipated emission regulations,
further increases in the power of highly supercharged two-
stroke low speed engines by increasing the brake mean effec-
tive pressure to 21 bar and above will make flexible adjust-
ment of the engine with electronically controlled injection
and exhaust valve timing imperative. Operating parameters
that correspond to an optimal setting at full load will no
longer be optimal in the part load range without intervention.
In addition, this will necessitate adjustment of the
– injection parameters,
– valve timing and
– cooling and lubrication

as a function of load as well as a high performance super-
charging system capable of delivering the necessary pressure
ratio in conjunction with the higher efficiencies.

This will allow:
1. optimally adjusting engine performance for consump-

tion, load and emissions at any load and
2. increasing the reliability of components by monitoring

and controlling the most important engine functions.

Developed in recent years, common rail injection satisfies
the requisite conditions.

18.4.5.2 Common Rail Technology in Large Two-Stroke
Diesel Engines

The introduction of the common rail fuel injection system
suitable for heavy fuel oil for large two-stroke engines con-
stituted a technological leap in the direction of the aforemen-
tioned development. Wärtsilä’s RT-flex concept had been
tested on a laboratory engine since 1998 and was implemen-
ted in a standard engine of the 6RT-flex58T type in 2001. The
camshaft, which previously controlled injection and exhaust
valve actuation and greatly restricted the potential for opti-
mization, was replaced with electronic timing that furnishes
great flexibility to optimize an engine under the widest variety
of operating conditions. A central pump unit (supply unit)
supplies both heavy fuel oil and hydraulic oil that actuates
exhaust valves to the two accumulators in the rail unit located
at the level of the cylinder covers (Fig. 18-51). From there, the
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Fig. 18-51 Configuration of a Wärtsilä RT-flex96C two-stroke diesel engine
with a common rail injection system suitable for heavy fuel oil and an
electronically controlled exhaust valve
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fuel and hydraulic oil each travel through a control unit to the
three peripheral injection valves or to the central exhaust
valve on every cylinder. Fully electronic timing of both func-
tions makes the operating parameters of injection timing and
duration as well as the movement of the exhaust valve freely
adjustable. While the servo system that actuates the valves
operates with a pressure of 200 bar, the maximum injection
pressure in the fuel rail is 1,000 bar. A metering piston
integrated in the injection control unit controls the volume
of the injection for each cylinder. Its position at any time is
measured electronically, thus facilitating exact metering of
the injected fuel quantity for each cylinder. The three injec-
tion nozzles per cylinder are individually controllable and
thus also allow cutting off individual nozzles at low loads to
improve injection with the smallest quantities of fuel and
prevent the formation of smoke at part load [18-23].

The fundamental advantages of the RT-flex system are its
reduced fuel consumption and lower exhaust emission. In
addition, the technology enables automatically adjusting
engine operating parameters to an engine’s current state.
This constitutes an elementarily important step toward an
‘‘intelligent’’ engine.

Specifically, common rail technology provides the follow-
ing advantages for the operating performance of large two-
stroke engines:
– lower fuel consumption in the middle and upper part load

range by variable injection pressure and freely selectable
valve timing,

– smokeless operation under all operating conditions,
– precise speed control and stable engine operation even at

lowest speeds in the range of 10–15 rpm,
– lower mechanical and thermal load by more uniform com-

bustion and balanced cylinder pressure level,
– easier adjustment of and less maintenance required for

common rail components,
– higher operational reliability and availability through inte-

grated monitoring functions and the redundancy of key
components,

– lower engine weight (approximately 2 t per cylinder at
average bore sizes) and

– lower vibrations.

The starting air system is also electronically controlled and
thus allows better engine starting and braking performance
than mechanically controlled systems.

MAN Diesel SE also expanded its two-stroke engine pro-
gram in recent years with an electronically controlled series
designated ‘‘ME’’ in which the camshaft has been replaced by
an electro-hydraulic servo oil system. Not to be equated with a
common rail system, this system utilizes electro-hydraulically
actuated single plunger pumps for fuel injection and electro-
nically controlled valve actuators for the exhaust valve func-
tion [18-24]. The flexibility of injection pressure, timing and
valve timing is comparable to that of common rail systems.
Basic differences are the increased requirements for hydraulic

damping in the servo oil system, which are satisfied with the
aid of pneumatic accumulators, and the elimination of inde-
pendent activation and cutoff of individual injection nozzles.

18.4.5.3 Exhaust Emissions

The reduction of exhaust emissions is now the top priority in
the further development of large two-stroke marine engines.
The inherent advantage of a low speed diesel engine is its high
efficiency. Carbon dioxide emissions and the fraction of
unburned hydrocarbons are very low. This holds true for
visible smoke too but not for particulate emission based on
the ISO standard, particularly in heavy fuel oil operation (see
Sect. 4.3.4.2).

By comparison, the fraction of nitrogen oxides is relatively
high compared with other combustion engines with lower
efficiency. Regulated by IMO Marpol Annex VI, the nitrogen
oxide limit in effect is 17.0 g/kWh for marine engines with a
speed below 130 rpm. The following measures are applied in
present day large two-stroke engines to comply with the
limits:
– higher compression ratios,
– optimized geometry of injection nozzles (number of spray

holes, orifice diameter, angle of spray) and
– retarded injection timing.

The potential to further reduce NOX emission by exhausting
all the options listed here remains low (see Fig. 18-52 for
optimized NOX reduction).

A further reduction of the limit for nitrogen oxides in the
IMO regulation or local emission control legislation is fore-
seeable. The following additional options are available to
reduce NOX further (see Fig. 18-52):
– optimizing the injection parameters by common rail injec-

tion (CR injection).
– reducing NOX by between 20 and 50% by engine internal

measures employing water (wet technologies), scavenge air
humidification, water/fuel emulsions and direct water
injection also in combination with common rail injection
(Wärtsilä’s RT-flex system).

– combining water injection with internal exhaust gas recir-
culation by shortening the scavenging process (WaCoReG)
and thus making it possible to reduce NOX by up to 70%
and

– aftertreating exhaust with an SCR catalyst into which
ammonia or a urea solution is injected (see Sect. 15.6)
and thus making it possible to convert up to 95% of the
nitrogen oxides.

The SCR catalyst in large two-stroke engines has to be placed
before the exhaust gas turbocharger since the exhaust tem-
perature level there is high enough to obtain optimal conver-
sion rates and simultaneously prevent corrosion problems.
Particularly compact designs allow installation of the catalyst
in the exhaust pipe at the engine.
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Whereas the reduction measures discussed thus far always
result in higher fuel consumption (Fig. 18-52), the combus-
tion cycle can be optimized to reduce fuel consumption when
an SCR catalyst is used.

Waste heat recovery by means of a steam generator in
conjunction with a turbo generator and an exhaust gas
power turbine (total heat recovery; see Fig. 18-45) delivers
overall drive system power boosted by a total of 11%. This
translates into a reduction of nitrogen oxide emission relative
to power of the same magnitude and, at the same time, a
corresponding increase in efficiency, thus reducing fuel con-
sumption by 18 g/kWh (see Fig. 18-52).

18.4.5.4 Concluding Thoughts

Vying with other combustion engines as the dominant
drive source for oceangoing vessels, the two-stroke low
speed diesel engine has so far been able to maintain and
even consolidate its edge in terms of thermal efficiency,
suitability for heavy fuel oil and reliability. Its future pro-
spects are also encouraging since, thanks to technological

advances in materials technology, turbocharging and elec-
tronically controlled common rail injection, considerable
potential still exists in terms of power density, cost effec-
tiveness, reliability and emission performance. The use of
state-of-the-art technologies to further reduce exhaust
emissions, particularly carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
black smoke and particulate matter, will be crucially
important [18-25].
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Standards and Guidelines for Internal Combustion Engines

German Standards

Standard Title Date of publication

DIN 1940 Verbrennungsmotoren; Hubkolbenmotoren, Begriffe, Formelzeichen,
Einheiten (Reciprocating internal combustion engines; terms, formulae,
units)

1976-12

DIN 6261 Verbrennungsmotoren; Teile für Kreiskolbenmotoren, Äußerer
Aufbau, Triebwerk, Begriffe (Internal combustion engines; components
of rotating piston engines, setup of engine, driving mechanism,
definitions)

1976-02

DIN 6262 Verbrennungsmotoren; Arten der Aufladung, Begriffe (Internal
combustion engines; methods of pressure-charging, definitions)

1976-06

DIN 6267 Verbrennungsmotoren; Arten der Ölschmierung, Begriffe (Methods of
lubrication for internal combustion engines)

1971-01

DIN 6271-3 Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren; Anforderungen;
Leistungstoleranzen; Ergänzende Festlegungen zu DIN ISO 3046 Teil 1
(Reciprocating internal combustion engines; performance; power
tolerances; supplementary stipulations to DIN ISO 3046 Part 1)

1991-04

DIN 6274 Verbrennungsmotoren für allgemeine Verwendung; Druckluftbehälter
mit Ventilkopf; 38 mm Durchgang; Zusammenstellung (Internal
combustion engines for general purposes; Compressed air containers
with valve block; 38 mm bore; Assembly)

1982-04

DIN 6275 Verbrennungsmotoren für allgemeine Verwendung; Druckluftbehälter
für zulässigen Betriebsüberdruck bis 30 bar (Internal combustion
engines for general purposes; Compressed air containers for permissible
working overpressures up to 30 bar)

1982-04

DIN 6276 Verbrennungsmotoren für allgemeine Verwendung; Ventilköpfe für
Druckluftbehälter; 38 mm Durchgang (Internal combustion engines for
general purposes; Valve blocks for compressed air containers; 38 mm
bore)

1982-04

K. Mollenhauer, H. Tschoeke (eds.), Handbook of Diesel Engines, DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-89083-6,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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Standard Title Date of publication

DIN 6280-10 Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren; Stromerzeugungsaggregate mit
Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren; Stromerzeugungsaggregate kleiner
Leistung; Anforderungen und Prüfung (Reciprocating internal
combustion engines; generating sets with reciprocating internal
combustion engines; small power generating sets; requirements and
tests)

1986-10

DIN 6280-12 Stromerzeugungsaggregate – Unterbrechungsfreie Stromversorgung –
Teil 12: Dynamische USV-Anlagen mit und ohne Hubkolben-
Verbrennungsmotor (Generating sets – Uninterruptible power supply –
Part 12: Dynamic UPS systems with and without reciprocating internal
combustion engines)

1996-06

DIN 6280-13 Stromerzeugungsaggregate – Stromerzeugungsaggregate mit
Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren – Teil 13: Für
Sicherheitsstromversorgung in Krankenhäusern und in baulichen
Anlagen für Menschenansammlungen (Generating sets – Reciprocating
internal combustion engines driven generating sets – Part 13: For
emergency power supply in hospitals and public buildings)

1994-12

DIN 6280-14 Stromerzeugungsaggregate – Stromerzeugungsaggregate mit
Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren – Teil 14: Blockheizkraftwerke
(BHKW) mit Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren; Grundlagen,
Anforderungen, Komponenten, Ausführung und Wartung (Generating
sets – Reciprocating internal combustion engines driven generating sets
– Part 14: Combined heat and power system (CHPS) with reciprocating
internal combustion engines; basics, requirements, components and
application)

1997-08

DIN 6280-15 Stromerzeugungsaggregate – Stromerzeugungsaggregate mit
Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotor – Teil 15: Blockheizkraftwerke
(BHKW) mit Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren; Prüfungen
(Generating sets – Reciprocating internal combustion engines driven
generating sets – Part 15: Combined heat and power system (CHPS)
with reciprocating internal combustion engines; tests)

1997-08

DIN 6281 Stromerzeugungsaggregate mit Kolbenkraftmaschinen;
Anschlussmaße für Generatoren und Kolbenkraftmaschinen
(Generator sets with reciprocating internal combustion engines;
Connection dimensions for generators and reciprocating internal
combustion engines)

1978-04

DIN 6288 Hubkolben-Verbrennungsmotoren – Anschlussmaße und
Anforderungen für Schwungräder und elastische Kupplungen
(Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Dimensions and
requirements for flywheels and flexible couplings)

2000-07

DIN 24189 Prüfung von Luftfiltern für Verbrennungskraftmaschinen und
Kompressoren; Prüfverfahren (Testing of air cleaners for internal
combustion engines and compressors; test methods)

1986-01
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ISO TC 22 Road Vehicles

Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 7648 Flywheel housings for reciprocating internal combustion engines;
Nominal dimensions and tolerances

1987-07

ISO TC 70 Internal Combustion Engines

Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 1204 Reciprocating internal combustion engines; designation of the
direction of rotation and of cylinders and valves in cylinder heads,
and definition of right-hand and left-hand in-line engines and
locations on an engine

1990-12

ISO 2261 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Hand-operated
control devices – Standard direction of motion

1994-12

ISO 2710-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary – Part 1:
Terms for engine design and operation

2000-09

ISO 2710-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary – Part 2:
Terms for engine maintenance

1999-12

ISO 3046-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Performance – Part 1:
Declarations of power, fuel and lubricating oil consumptions, and
test methods; Additional requirements for engines for general use

2002-05

ISO 3046-3 Reciprocating internal combustion engines; performance; Part 3:
Test measurements

1989-11

ISO 3046-4 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Part 4: Speed
governing

1997-03

ISO 3046-5 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Performance – Part 5:
Torsional vibrations

2001-12

ISO 3046-6 Reciprocating internal combustion engines; performance; Part 6:
Overspeed protection

1990-10

ISO 6798 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Measurement of
emitted airborne noise – Engineering method and survey method

1995-12

ISO 6826 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Fire protection 1997-02

ISO 7967-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 1: Structure and external covers

2005-06

ISO Standards
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Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 7967-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engines; Vocabulary of
components and systems; Part 2: Main running gear Trilingual
edition

1987-11

ISO 7967-2/
AMD

Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 2: Main running gear; Amendment 1

1999-12

ISO 7967-3 Reciprocating internal combustion engines; Vocabulary of
components and systems; Part 3: Valves, camshaft drive and
actuating mechanisms Trilingual edition

1987-11

ISO 7967-4 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 4: Pressure charging and air/
exhaust gas ducting systems

2005-06

ISO 7967-5 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 5: Cooling systems

2003-02

ISO 7967-6 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 6: Lubricating systems

2005-06

ISO 7967-7 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 7: Governing systems

2005-06

ISO 7967-8 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 8: Starting systems

2005-06

ISO 7967-9 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Vocabulary of
components and systems – Part 9: Control and monitoring systems

1996-11

ISO 8528-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating current
generating sets – Part 1: Application, ratings and performance

2005-06

ISO 8528-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 2: Engines

2005-06

ISO 8528-3 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 3: alternating current generators for
generating sets

2005-06

ISO 8528-4 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 4: Controlgear and switchgear

2005-06

ISO 8528-5 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 5: Generating sets

2005-06

ISO 8528-6 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 6: Test methods

2005-06
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Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 8528-7 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 7: Technical declarations for
specification and design

1994-11

ISO 8528-8 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 8: Requirements and tests for low-
power generating sets

1995-12

ISO 8528-9 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 9: Measurement and evaluation of
mechanical vibration

1995-12

ISO 8528-10 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating
current generating sets – Part 10: Measurement of airborne noise
by the enveloping surface method

1998-10

ISO 8528-12 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating current
generating sets – Part 12: Emergency power supply to safety services

1997-09

ISO 8861 Shipbuilding – Engine-room ventilation in diesel-engined ships –
Design requirements and basis of calculations

1998-05

ISO 8665 Small craft – Marine propulsion engines and systems – Power
measurements and declarations

1994-08

ISO 8999 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Graphical symbols 2001-03

ISO 10054 Internal combustion compression-ignition engines – Measurement
apparatus for smoke from engines operating under steady-state
conditions – Filter-type smokemeter

1998-09

ISO 11102-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Handle starting
equipment – Part 1: Safety requirements and tests

1997-10

ISO 11102-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Handle starting
equipment – Part 2: Method of testing the angle of disengagement

1997-10

ISO 13332 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Test code for the
measurement of structure-borne noise emitted from high-speed
and medium-speed reciprocating internal combustion engines
measured at the engine feet

2000-11

ISO 14314 Reciprocal internal combustion engines – Recoil starting
equipment – General safety requirements

2004-03

ISO 14396 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Determination and
method for the measurement of engine power – Additional
requirements for exhaust emission tests in accordance with
ISO 8178

2002-06
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Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 15550 Internal combustion engines – Determination and method for the
measurement of engine power – General requirements

2002-05

ISO 21006 Internal combustion engines – Engine weight (mass) declaration 2006-05

ISO TC 70/SC 7 Internal combustion engines – Tests for lubricating oil filters

Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 4548-1 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 1: Differential pressure/flow characteristics

1997-09

ISO 4548-2 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 2: Element by-pass valve characteristics

1997-09

ISO 4548-3 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 3: Resistance to high differential
pressure and to elevated temperature

1997-09

ISO 4548-4 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 4: Initial particle retention efficiency,
life and cumulative efficiency (gravimetric method)

1997-12

ISO 4548-5 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines; Part 5: Cold start simulation and hydraulic
pulse durability test

1990-12

ISO 4548-6 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines; Part 6 : Static burst pressure test

1985-12

ISO 4548-7 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines; Part 7: Vibration fatigue test

1990-11

ISO 4548-9 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 9: Inlet and outlet anti-drain valve tests

1995-07

ISO 4548-11 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 11: Self-cleaning filters

1997-09

ISO 4548-12 Methods of test for full-flow lubricating oil filters for internal
combustion engines – Part 12: Filtration efficiency using particle
counting, and contaminant retention capacity

2000-02

ISO TC 70/SC 8 Internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission measurement

Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 8178-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 1: Test-bed measurement of gaseous and
particulate exhaust emissions

2006-09
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Standard Title Date of publication

ISO 8178-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 2: Measurement of gaseous and particulate
exhaust emissions under field conditions

2008-04

ISO 8178-3 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 3: Definitions and methods of measurement of
exhaust gas smoke under steady-state conditions

1994-09

ISO 8178-4 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 4: Steady-state test cycles for different engine
applications

2007-12

ISO 8178-5 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 5: Test fuels

2008-10

ISO 8178-6 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 6: Report of measuring results and test

2000-11

ISO 8178-7 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 7: Engine family determination

1996-11

ISO 8178-8 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 8: Engine group determination

1996-11

ISO 8178-9
Amd 1

Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 9: Test cycles and test procedures for test bed
measurement of exhaust gas smoke emissions from compression
ignition engines operating under transient conditions

2004-10

ISO 8178-10 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 10: Test cycles and test procedures for field
measurement of exhaust gas smoke emissions from compression
ignition engines operating under transient conditions

2002-11

ISO 8178-11 Reciprocating internal combustion engines – Exhaust emission
measurement – Part 11: Test-bed measurement of gaseous and
particulate exhaust emissions from engines used in nonroad mobile
machinery under transient test conditions

2006-04
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European Standards (CEN/TC 270)

Standard Title Date of publication

EN 1679-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines. Safety. Part 1:
Compression ignition engines

1997

EN 1834-1 Reciprocating internal combustion engines. Safety
requirements for design and construction of engines for
use in potentially explosive atmospheres. Part 1: Group II
engines for use in flammable gas and vapor atmospheres

2000-01

EN 1834-2 Reciprocating internal combustion engines. Safety
requirements for design and construction of engines for
use in potentially explosive atmospheres. Part 2: Group I
engines for use in underground workings susceptible for
firedamp and/or combustible dust

2000-01

EN 1834-3 Reciprocating internal combustion engines. Safety
requirements for design and construction of engines for
use in potentially explosive atmospheres. Part 3: Group II
engines for use in flammable dust atmospheres

2000-01

EN 10090 Valve steels and alloys for internal combustion engines 1998-02

EN 12601 Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven
generating sets. Safety

2001-02

CIMAC Recommendations

Number Title Year

No 2 Recommendations for gas turbine acceptance test 1968

No 3 Recommendations of measurement for the overall noise
of reciprocating engines

1970

No 4 Recommendations for SI units for diesel engines and gas
turbines

1975

No 5 Recommendations for supercharged diesel engines. Part
I: Engine de-rating on account of ambient conditions;
Part II: Engine acceptance tests

1971

No 6 Lexicon on combustion engines – Technical terms of the
IC engine and gas turbine industries

1977

No 7 Recommendations regarding liability – Assured
properties, publications, fuels for diesel engines

1985

No 10 Recommendations regarding liability – Assured
properties, publications, fuels for gas turbines

1988
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Number Title Year

No 11 Recommendations regarding fuel requirements for diesel
engines. Updated version of No 8

1990

No 12 Exhaust emissions measurement recommendations for
reciprocating engines and gas turbines

1991

No 14 Standard method for the determination of structureborne
noise from engines

1994

No 15 Guidelines for the lubrication of two-stroke crosshead
diesel engines

1997

No 16 Guidelines for operation and/or maintenance contracts 1999

No 17 Guidelines for diesel engines lubrication – Oil
consumption of medium speed diesel engines

1999

No 18 Guidelines for diesel engines lubrication – Impact of fuel
on lubrication

2000

No 19 Recommendations for the lubrication of gas engines 2000

No 20 Guidelines for diesel engines lubrication – Lubrication of
large high speed diesel engines

2002

No 21 Recommendations regarding fuel quality for diesel engines 2003

No 22 Guidelines for diesel engines lubrication – Oil degradation 2004

No 23 Standards and methods for sampling and analyzing emission
components in non-automotive diesel and gas engine
exhaust gases – Marine and land based power plant sources

2005

No 24 Treatment of the system oil in medium speed and
crosshead diesel engine installations

2005

No 25 Recommendations concerning the design of heavy fuel
treatment plants for diesel engines. Updated version of No 9

2006

No 26 Guidelines for diesel engine lubrication – Impact of low
sculpture fuel on lubrication of marine engines

2007

No 27 Turbo charging efficiencies – Definitions and guidelines
for measurement and calculation

2007

No 28 Guide to diesel exhaust emissions control of NOx, SOx,
particulates, smoke and CO2 – Seagoing ships and large
stationary diesel power plants

2008

No 29 Guidelines for the lubrication of medium speed diesel
engines. Updated version of No 13

2008
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Motor Vehicle Council – Powertrain Systems Group

Number Title Publication date

J604 Engine terminology and nomenclature – General Jun 1995

J824 Engine rotation and cylinder numbering Jun 1995

J922 Turbocharger nomenclature and terminology Jun 1995

J1004 Glossary of engine cooling system terms Aug 2004

J1515 Impact of alternative fuels on engine test and reporting procedures Jun 1995

Diesel fuel injection equipment

HS3458 SAE Fuel injection systems and testing methods standards manual
(34 documents)

Jan 1997

J830 Fuel injection equipment nomenclature Apr 1999

J968/1 Diesel injection pump testing. Part 1: Calibrating nozzle and holder
assemblies

Dec 2002

J968/2 Diesel injection pump testing. Part 2: Orifice plate flow measurement Dec 2002

J1668 Diesel engines – Fuel injection pump testing Apr 1999

Engine power test code

J228 Airflow reference standards Apr 1995

J1349 Engine power test code – Spark ignition and compression ignition –
Net power rating

Mar 2008

J1995 Engine power test code – Spark ignition and compression ignition –
Gross power rating

Jun 1995

J2723 Engine power test code – Engine power and torque certification Aug 2007

SAE Standards
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Ignition systems

J139 Ignition system nomenclature and terminology Nov 1999

Piston ring

J2612 Internal combustion engines – Piston vocabulary Jan 2002

Fuels & lubricants.
TC 1 – Engine lubrication

J300 Engine oil viscosity classification Jan 2009

TC 3 – Driveline and chassis lubrication

J306 Automotive gear lubricant viscosity classification Jun 2005

TC 7 – Fuels

J313 Diesel fuels Jul 2004

J1297 Alternative automotive fuels Jul 2007

J1498 Heating value of fuels Dec 2005

J1616 Recommended practice for compressed natural gas vehicle fuel Feb 1994

J1829 Stoichiometric air-fuel ratios of automotive fuels Oct 2002

J2343 Recommended practice for LNG medium and heavy-duty powered
vehicles

Jul 2008
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Index

A
Absorption mass, 257
Absorption mufflers, 394–395
Acceptance test, 16
ACEA (Association des Constructeurs Européen

d’Automobiles), 364
Acidification, 370
Acoustic comfort, 519–520
Additives, 77, 79, 82–85, 90, 93, 335
Additive systems, 460
Aerodynamic engine noises, 498–499
– intake noise, 499
– muffler (systems), 499
AFP steel, 339, 354
Afterglow, 379
Agricultural and forestry tractors, 440
Air cleaners, 387–393
– cyclone, 390–391
– cyclone cells, 390–391
– design, 389–391
– dry air cleaners, 387
– filtration efficiency, 388–389
– initial filtration efficiency, 390–391
– oil wetted air bath cleaners, 389
– overall filtration efficiency, 388
– restriction, 389
– service life, 387
Air content, 211
Air efficiency, 31, 37
Air flow rate, specific, 16
Air to fuel equivalence ratio, 11
Air mass flow characteristic, 38, 41, 72
Alfin process, 273, 305
Alkalinity, 360
Alternative fuels, 94–103
– biodiesel, 96
– biofuels, 95
– BTL process, 99
– dimethyl ether, 98
– ethanol, 97
– fossil sources (GTL), 98–99

– fuel paths, 94
– hydrogen, 94–95, 98
– Iogen process, 97
– life cycle assessment, 101–102
– liquefied gas, 98
– liquid fuels, 95–97
– methanol, 97
– natural gas, 97–98
– NExBTL, 101–102
– pure vegetable oils, 96
– renewable sources (BTL),

99–101
– sustainability, 94
– synthetic fuels, 94–95, 98–101
Aluminum die cast, 510–511
Ammonia slip, 462
Amplitude frequency responses,

253, 255
Analysis, 248
– harmonic, 248
ANC, 396–397
– system, 397
Angle of connecting rod offset, 239
Angular momentum, 243, 252
Antifoaming agents, 83
Antioxidants, 84, 360
Anti-thrust side, 223
Anti-wear additives, 83
API, 364
Application engineering, 189–190
– basic engine tuning, 190
– control functions, 190
– engine and transmission protection

functions, 190
– scope of diagnostics, 190
Aromatic content, 79
Aromatics, 78, 81, 87, 91–92, 111
Autofrettage, 150, 350
Auto-ignition, 80, 377, 378
– temperature, 377
Auxiliary connecting rod, 224, 240
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B
Balance shaft, 225–227, 236, 243, 246, 511
Balancing, 242
– dynamic, 242
– of free inertial forces, 237–240
– of longitudinal yawing moment, 238
– of moments of inertia, 241
– of transverse forces, 238
Base oil, 359
Basic engine, 510–512
Bearing forces, 222
Bending moment, 232, 247
Bending moment of the housing, 247
Bending stress, 232–233
Blow-by gases, 370, 373
Boiling characteristics, 88
Boost efficiency, 31
Boost pressure control, 48–52
– engine operating line, 48–49
– sequential turbocharging, 50–51
– variable turbine geometry (VTG), 50
– wastegate, 49–50, 52
Bore cooling, 296
Bore ratio, 7
Bottoming cycle, 404
Brake mean effective pressure

(bmep), 15
Bypass filters, 375

C
Calcium, 333
Calorific value, 11, 92–93, 115
– of the air/fuel mixture, 12, 115
Camshaft, 599
– drive, 511
Carbon monoxide (CO), 449
– production, 417
Car engine, 525
Carnot cycle, 13
Catalyst
– deterioration, 458
– loading, 457
– poisons, 457
Catalytic burner, 457
Cavitation, 202, 334
CDPF, 461
Ceramic heater, 381
Ceramic materials, 291
Ceramic sheathed-element glow plug,

381–382, 384
– deterioration, 382
– heater resistance, 381
– heating time, 381
– ignition switch, 382–383

– overheating, 383
– sheathed-element glow plugs, 380
– single glow plug monitoring, 382
Changes of states of gases, 12
– adiabatic, 12
– ideal, 12
– isobaric, 13
– isochoric, 13
– isothermal, 12
Charge air cooling, 407
Climatic comfort, 507, 519
Coating
– lubricating film, 281
– methods, 352
– protective, 280–281
– skirt, 281–282
– sliding properties, 281
– surface, 280
– surface roughness, 281
CO2 emission, 518–519
– energy efficiency, 518
– fuel consumption, 518
Cogeneration, 405–410
Cold idle emissions, 384
Cold start, 383–386
Combined heat and power stations (CHPS),

405–407
– generating sets, 405–406
– modules, 405–407
– parameters, 407–409
Combustion, 61, 67
– air utilization, 63
– auto-ignition, 61
– compression ratio, 62
– constant pressure, 68
– diffusion flame, 68
– direct injection engine, 62
– efficiency, 66
– evaporation rate, 64
– injection rate, 62
– injection time, 64
– internal, 61
– prechamber, 62
– spray penetration velocity, 64
– swirl chamber, 62
Combustion chamber, 512–513
– recess, 513–514
– surface, 203, 205
Combustion cycle, real, 12
Combustion noise, 489, 491, 523
– alternative fuels, 491
– common rail injection systems, 490
– cylinder pressure excitation spectrum, 489
Combustion simulation, 11
Combustion systems, 509
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Combustion systems, alternative, 73, 95
– CCS (combined combustion system), 103
– dilution controlled combustion system (DCCS), 73
– dimethyl ether (DME), 73
– gas-to-liquid, 73
– GTL fuels, 73
– HCCI system (homogeneous charge compression

ignition), 73
– HCLI (homogeneous charge late injection), 73
– homogenization, 74
– HPLI (highly premixed late injection), 74
– methanol, 73
– multifuel engines, 74
– post-injection, 73
– rape oil methyl ester (RME), 73
Comfort, 519–521
– dual-mass flywheel, 520
– encapsulation, 519
– mass balancing, 520
– source of vibration, 520
– vibration excitation, 520
– vibration exciter, 520
– vibrations, 519–520
Commercial vehicle engines, 531
– braking, 534
– development, 534
– drive away performance, 532–534
– exhaust emissions, 536
– starting performance, 532–534
Commercial vehicles, 428–437, 478, 521–527, 528–544
– classification, 528
– cost analysis, 529
– delivery traffic, 528–529
– driving comfort, 534
– heavy duty, 528–529
– light duty, 528–529
– power requirements, 532
Common rail high pressure inline pump, 153
Common rail one and two-piston high pressure radial

pump, 152
Common rail system, 145–170, 176
– fuel filters, 147–148
– for heavy fuel, 112
– high pressure pump, 150–153
– high pressure system, 149–150
– injectors, 156–159
– low pressure system, 147–148
– metering unit, 147–148
– pressure control, 147–149
– presupply pumps, 147–148
– rail, 149
– system pressures, 146–147
Common rail three-piston high pressure radial pump, 152
Compound engine, 3–5
Compression ratio, 7, 386, 403

Comprex, 44, 56
Connecting rod, 236, 512, 597
– bearings, 387
– eye, 236, 512
– force, 230
– offset, 239
– shank, 228
– small end, 238
Constant pressure turbocharging, 45
Continuous regenerating trap (CRT1), 460–461
Control components, 354, 371
Coolant, 309, 333–336
– physical properties, 333
Coolant circuit, 309–310
Cooling airflow routing, 302–303
Cooling fan, 307–308
– sound power, 307
Cooling fin, 305
– fin efficiency factor, 301
– fin height, 301–302
– number of fins, 301–302
Cooling system, 309–336
– commercial vehicle, 317
– dual circuit system, 313
– fan, 317
– heat exchanger, 320–333
– high temperature circuit, 313
– intercooling, 326–328
– locomotives, 317–318
– low temperature circuit, 313
– sea water operation, 314
– ships, 312
– single circuit system, 312
– tanks, 317
– thermostat, 317
Cooling water, 333–336
– cooling water care, 334–336
– glycol, 333
– OAT (organic acid technology), 335
– water hardness, 333–334
Coordinates, 256
– modal, 256
Corrosion, 202
– fretting, 202
– high temperature, 202
– inhibitors, 370
– low temperature, 202
– protection, 84, 359
– surface, 202
– vibration corrosion cracking, 202
– wet, 202
Counterweight mass, 236–238, 240
Crank angle, 9, 222
Crankcase, 344–345, 370, 373, 510–511, 541–542
– cast aluminum, 344
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– cast steel, 344
– gray cast iron, 344
– nodular graphite cast iron, 344
– vermicular graphite cast iron, 344
Crank pin offset, 225
Crank pin transition, 231
Crankshaft, 221–287, 304–305, 339–342, 541–542, 567,

582–583, 597–598
– AFP steel (precipitation-hardened ferritic

pearlitic steel), 339
– assembly, 250, 567, 582–583
– bearing, 582–583
– composite, 230
– fiber flow forging, 340–341
– induction hardening, 341
– nodular graphite cast iron types, 341
– offset, 237
– pearlitic iron, 341–342
– support, 222
– throws, 228
Crank spacing, 228–229
Crank throw diagram, 241
Crosshead, 596–598
– bearings, 597
Crosshead bearings, 597
Crosshead crankshaft assembly, 223
Cross shaft, 227
Crude oil, 77, 104
Cycle, 12–14
– beating, 430
– ideal, 12–14
– rate, 15
Cylinder bank offset, 225
Cylinder charge, 11
Cylinder heads, 345, 567, 611
– cast aluminum, 344
– cast steel, 344
– gray cast iron, 344
– nodular graphite cast iron, 344
– vermicular graphite cast iron, 344
Cylinder liner, 567, 583
Cylinder pressure indication, 22

D
Damper, 257–258
Damping, 252
– external, 252
– internal, 252
– matrix, 252–253, 256
Dead zones, 293, 302
Decoupling elements, 397
Degree of cyclic irregularity, 249
Density, 90
Detergent additives, 83–84

Detergents, 360
Diagnostics, 211
– diagnostic system management (DSM), 186–187
– EOBD, 187
– garage, 187–189
– OBD (on-board diagnostics), 186–187
Diesel-electric drives, 577
Diesel engine heat pump, 408–410
– coefficient of performance, 408–410
– heat factor, 409
Diesel fuel, 77
– availability, 77–78
– distillation, 78
Diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC), 457
– catalytic burner, 458
– differential pressure sensor, 461
– lubricating oil dilution, 458
– temperature sensor, 461
Diesel particulate filters, 182, 393
Direct injection, 447
Dispersants, 360
Displacement specific power output, 16
Distributor injection pump, 143
Downsizing, 52
Drive train configuration, 508
Driving comfort, 507, 534
Dry air cleaner, 387, 389
3D torsional model, 231
1D torsional vibration model, 231
Dual-fuel engine, 118
Dual-mass flywheel, 259
Dust capacity, 389
Dust concentration, 391
Dynamic viscosity, 203

E
Ease of operation, 507
eBooster, 54
Eccentric masses, 246
Eccentric shafts, 246
Effective brake work, 15
Efficiency, 14
– carnot, 13
– conversion factor, 15
– factor, 15
– internal/indicated, 15
– mechanical, 15
– net, 14
– thermal, 13
EGR cooling, 455
Eigenvalue problem, 253
Electrically assisted turbocharger (EAT), 53
Electric fuel pump, 147
Electric start, 562–563
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Electronic control, 176–183
– ambient conditions, 177
– assembly, 177
– AUTOSAR, 180
– central processing unit, 177, 179
– common rail system, 176
– computing power, 176
– digital controller, 180
– engine control, 176
– input circuit, 177–178
– interconnection techniques, 177
– main injections, 176
– memory, 176–177
– output circuit, 177–178
– pilot injections, 176
– post-injections, 176
– real-time operation, 176, 180
– software architecture, 178–180
– start of injection, 176
– torque requirements, 176
– unit injector system, 176
Electronic engine management, 515–516
– air mass, 516
– air mass sensor, 516
– engine control unit, 516
Electroslag remelting, 286, 350
Elemental analysis, 11
Emission control legislation, 426–443
– for car engines, 426
– diesel particulate filters, 428
– diesel smoke measurement, 426
– driving cycles, 426
– emission control standards, 426
– on-board diagnostics, 428
– particulate filters, 427
Emission limits, 428
Emission reduction, in-engine, 466
Emissions, 417
– performance, 112–113
– reduction, 455
– testing, 469–483
Encapsulation, 499, 502
– maintenance points, 502
Enclosure ventilation, 502
Energy balance, 202, 204, 209
Engine, 507–508
– auxiliary units, 511
Engine brake, 540
– constant throttle, 540
– exhaust valve, 540
– intebrake, 540
– jake (Jacobs), 540
– turbobrake, 540
Engine characteristic map, 17–18
Engine cooling, 291–336, 402, 501–502

– air, 300–309
– air bleeding, 315
– coolant, 333–336
– direct, 292
– exhaust gas heat exchanger, 328–333
– fan power, 311–312
– indirect, 292
– intercooler, 326–328
– liquid, 291–292
– load, 309
– module, 318–320
– oil cooler, 324–326
– radiator, 321–324
– vehicles, 315–316
Engine cycle simulation, 26
Engine functions, 181–183
– AdBlue, 183
– air management, 182
– air mass, 182
– diesel particulate filters, 182
– exhaust gas management, 182
– lambda closed-loop control, 182
– NOX storage catalyst (NSC), 183, 185
– regeneration, 183
– regenerative operation, 183
– SCR, 183
– torque, requirements, 181, 183
Engine map, 430
Engine mount, 563
Engine noise, 487–489
– power take-offs, 493
Engine noise emission, 487–502
– cooling system, 489
Engine oil, 359, 361
Engine operating line, 2, 40, 49
Engine parameters, 15–16
Engine process simulation, 19
Engine test, 384
Equations of state, 20
– calorific, 20
– thermal, 20
Equivalent 1D rotational vibration model, 252
Equivalent rotating mass, 250–256
Equivalent torsional vibration model, 250–251
Evaporation cooling, 298
– closed system, 298
– open system, 299
Evaporative losses, 360
Excess work, 249
Excitation torque, 252–253, 255–256
– harmonic, 255–256
Exhaust back pressure, 456
Exhaust emissions, 417–483, 518–519, 536, 589, 606–607
– carbon monoxide (CO), 519, 536
– emission, 417
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– hydrocarbons (HC), 519, 536
– impact, 417
– nitrogen oxides NOX, 425, 536
– pollutant input, 417
– transmission, 417
Exhaust gas aftertreatment, 466–469, 474, 516–518
– active regeneration, 517
– CRT effect, 467–468
– exhaust back pressure, 468
– exhaust gas mass flow, 466
– exhaust gas temperature, 517
– oxidation catalytic converters, 516–519
– particulate filters, 516–519
– post-injection, 517
– soot ignition temperature, 517
– soot particles, 517
– space velocity, 466
Exhaust gas dilution systems, 474–475
– CFV (critical flow venturi), 476
– CVS full flow dilution, 476
– PDP (positive displacement pump), 476
– sampling, 476–477
Exhaust gas heat exchanger, 328–333
– fouling, 328–329
Exhaust gas opacity, 384, 431
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), 71, 452–453
– combustion temperature, 71–73
– discharge valve, 72
– EGR rate, 72
– exhaust gas aftertreatment, 71
– NOX emission, 72
– recirculation rate, 72
– sequential turbocharging, 73
– supercharging, 72–73
– turbine geometry, variable, 72
– Zeldovich mechanism, 71
Exhaust gas turbocharging, 554
Exhaust gas valve, 395–396
Exhaust measurement systems for gaseous emissions, 469–478
– calibration, 470
– chemiluminescence detector (CLD), 471–472
– diagnostic test, 470
– flame ionization detector (FID), 470–471
– linearization, 470
– nondispersive infrared analyzers (NDIR), 472–473
– paramagnetic detector (PMD), 473–474
Exhaust muffler, 501
Exhaust noises, 501
Exhaust system splitting, 398
Expert systems, 589

F
Fatigue fracture, 202
Fatigue limit, 221

Fatigue notch factor, 233
Fatigue strength, 201, 234–236
– diagram, 201, 233, 235–236
Fillets, 229
Filling (and emptying) method, 25
Filterability, 79
Final compression temperature,

377–378
Fine particulate matter, 420–424
Finite element method (FEM), 196
Firing sequence, 245, 249
First law of thermodynamics, 21
First order secondary exciter, 249
Flame starter plug, 383
Flame velocity, laminar, 116
Flap, 395–396
Flash point, 91
Flowability, 89–90
Flow
– characteristics, 81
– improvers, 81–83
– noises, 395
– simulation, 371
Foot balancing, 238
Forked connecting rod,

224–225, 240
Four-stroke cycle, 14
Fracture-split connecting rod, 228
Fracture splitting technology, 342
Frictional work, 24
Friction modifier, 361
Fuel, 309
Fuel consumption, 389, 518, 529–530
– CO2 emission,

518
– distance-based, 529–530
– energy efficiency, 518
– specific, 16
Fuel delivery control, 151
Fuel economy engine oil, 359, 361, 369
Fuel gases, 114–124
Fuel ignition, 378–379
– auto-ignition temperature, 378
– cold start assist, 378
– flame propagation, 378
– glow control units, 378
– glow, 378

– plugs, 378
– systems, 378

– sheathed-element glow plugs, 378
Fuel mean value adaptation (FMA), 160, 163
Fuel standards, 85–87
Fuel, sulfur free, 83
Full flow filters, 374
Fundamental diesel engine equation, 15
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G
Gas engine, 114, 117, 431
– dual fuel, 117–119
– gas-diesel, 117–120
– spark ignited, 117–119
Gas exchange, 21–22, 31–59, 215–216, 514–515, 537–540
– downsizing, 537
– exhaust gas return rate, 514
– exhaust gas turbochargers, 516
– four-stroke cycle, 31–36
– simulation, 56

– filling and emptying method, 57
– method of characteristics, 57–58
– one-dimensional unsteady pipe flow, 25
– zero-dimensional method, 57

– intercooling, 515
– lean operation, 514
– two-stroke cycle, 36–38
– variable turbine geometry, 514
Gas force, 221, 248–249
– deformation, 271–272
– stress, 271–272
Gas mixer, 120–121
Gas torque, 248
Gear pump, 147
Generator operation, 18
Glow plugs, 383, 513–514
Glow systems, 379, 513
Gray cast iron, 345

H
Hand crank start, 561–562
HCCI mode, 212–213
Heat balance, 204, 310, 402
– cooling capacity FK, 402
– exhaust heat output, 402
– external, 314
– fuel power, 402
– intercooler, 402
– internal, 204
Heat engine, rational, 4
Heat exchange, 203
– convection, 203
– radiation, 203
– thermal conduction, 203
Heat exchangers, 308, 317, 330
– brazed, 324
– heat capacity flows, 321
– heat transfer capacity, 321
– mechanically joined, 324
– pack construction, 326
– plate design, 326
– prandtl number, 333
– radiator, 324
– tube bundle, 326

Heat flux density, 204, 206–207
Heat flux measurement, 204
Heat flux sensor, 204–205, 207
Heating heat, 408
Heat penetration coefficient, 206
Heat transfer, 202, 204, 211, 215
Heat transfer coefficient, 203, 207, 209–212, 214, 216–217
Heat transfer equation, 203, 208, 212, 214, 216–217
– Bargende equation, 211, 214–216
– Hohenberg equation, 214–216
– Woschni equation, 210–211, 214, 216
Heat transmission, 291
Heavy fuel oil, 582
Heavy fuel oil operation, 599
Helical port, 70
– tangential port, 70
Helmholtz resonator, 391
High cycle fatigue, 201
High pressure injection, 513–514
– common rail system, 513
– pressure control valve, 513–514
– pressure sensor, 513
– rail, 513
– unit injector system, 513
High pressure pumps, 150–153
High pressure system, 149–150
High temperature cooling, 296
Hole geometry, 132
Hole-type nozzles, 130
Hot film air-mass flowmeter, 452
Hot isostatic pressing, 351
HT/HS viscosity, 361
Hydrocarbon formation, 479
Hydrocarbons (HC), 449
Hydrogen power, 120

I
Ignition, 66
– cetane number, 66
– diffusion zone, 67
– ignition quality, 66
– start of ignition, 66
Ignition assist system, 379, 383
– afterglow phase, 379
– car, 379
– intermediate glow, 379
– low-voltage glow systems, 379
– preglow, 379
– sheathed-element glow plugs, 379
– software module, 379
– standby glow, 379
– start glow, 379
Ignition delay, 66
– cetane number, 67
– diffusion zone, 67
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– ignition quality, 66
– start of ignition, 66
Ignition improvers, 83
Ignition interval, 224
Ignition limits, 117
Ignition quality, 66, 74, 79–82
– cetane index, 87–88
– cetane numbers, 81–83, 87–88
Ignition system, 121
– laser ignition, 122
– precombustion chamber spark

plug, 122
– spark plug, 121
Indicator diagrams, 4
Inertial force, 221, 228
– deformation, 228
– oscillating, 196
– rotating, 196, 222
– stress, 228
Inertial torque, 226
Influence coefficients of the free inertial forces and moments

of inertia, 244
Influence coefficients of the inertial

forces, 239
Injection, 137
– lift controlled, 138
– pressure controlled, 138
Injection characteristic, 74–75
– CFD modeling, 74
– 3D modeling, 74
– 3D simulation, 74
– model calculation, 74
– system configuration, 74–75
Injection hydraulics, 127–129
– cavitation, 129
– chamber, 128
– gap flow, 129
– lines, 128
– pressure forces, 129
– short pipe, 128–129
– throttles, valves, 129
Injection management, 183
– main injections, 183
– microcontroller, 183
– pilot injections, 183
– post-injections, 183
– start of injection, 183
Injection nozzle, 70–71, 129–137
– nozzle design, 71
– nozzle projection dimension, 71
– spray propagation, 71
– squish flow, 70–71
Injection pressure, 451–452
Injection system, 137–170, 175–190, 449, 568,

586–588

– common rail, 140–141, 569, 587–588
– distributor pump

– axial, 139
– radial, 140

– flow measurement, 170
– high pressure accumulator (rail), 587
– high pressure pump, 587
– injector, 569
– injector testing, 171–172
– inline pump, 137
– large diesel engines, 163–170
– measurement of the injected fuel quantity,

170–171
– measurement of the injection characteristic, 171
– metrology, 170–172
– pump line nozzle, 140
– pump nozzle, 138
– unit injector, 140
– unit pump, 140
Injector, 140
Injector quality adaptation (IQA), 160–161, 183
Inline pump, 141
Inner connecting rod, 240
Intake air, 387
– dust concentration, 387
– dust content, 387
– particle size distribution, 387
Intake air heaters (IAH), 383
Intake noise damping, 391–393
Intake noises, 391
Intake swirl, 35
Intercooler, 48, 326–328
– density recovery, 326
Intercooling, 48
– efficiency, 48
– intercooler, see Intercooler
Intermetallic phases, 354
Internal heat balance, 204
Intrinsic damping, 258
Isentropic exponents, 12

J
Jet Assist, 588
Journal overlap, 231

K
Kinetic energy, 64
– cavitation, 64–65
– fuel spray, 64
– injection pressure, 64
– internal nozzle flow, 64
– pressure gradient, 64
– spray penetration depth, 64
K-e model, 211
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L
Lanchester system (twin-balance shaft), 246
Law of the wall, 217
– logarithmic, 217
Length reduction, 251
Light duty vehicles, 521, 528, 532
– chassis dynamometer, 522–523
– classification, 521–522
– common rail, 523
– cylinder crankcase, 523
– displacement, 523
– engines, 521–522
– exhaust aftertreatment, 521
– exhaust emissions, 521–522
– four-cylinder engine, 525–527
– gray cast iron, 526
– gross vehicle weight rating, 522–523
– intercooling, 523
– noise emission, 523
– piezo actuators, 526
– rated power, 523–524
– requirements, 522–523
– torque, 522
– variable turbine geometry, 523
Light-off temperature, 468
Load, 195–196
– dynamic, 195–196
– mechanical, 195
– static, 195
– thermal, 195
Longitudinal force component, 238
Longitudinal forces, 237–238
Longitudinal and partial tilting moment compensation, 241
Longitudinal yawing moment, 236
Low cycle fatigue, 200
Low speed two-stroke diesel engines, 595–600
– brake mean effective pressure (bmep), 595
– common rail, 605–606
– crankshaft assembly, 597–598
– cylinder output, 595
– engine frame, 596–597
– exhaust emissions, 606–607
– exhaust valve, 595, 599
– features, 595
– firms, 595
– fuel consumption, 595
– intercooling, 600
– maximum cylinder pressure, 595
– mean piston velocity, 595, 604–605
– number of cylinders, 600
– power per unit piston area, 595–596
– reversing, 599
– scavenging, 595
– scavenging ports, 600
– starting air system, 606

– stroke to bore ratios, 595–596, 604–605
– supercharging, 600
– uniflow scavenging, 595, 600
– valve rotation, 599
– water-fuel emulsion, 606
– water injection, 606
Low temperature performance, 79, 81–82
Low temperature resistances, 90
Low-voltage glow systems, 379
– pulse width modulation, 380
– rated voltage, 379
– voltage, 379
Lubricant, 359
Lubricating oil system, 530
– change interval, 530
– oil regeneration systems, 530
Lubrication system, 359
Lubricity, 92

M
Main exciter order, 249
Main oil gallery, 370
Marine engine, 665
– exhaust heat recovery, 602
– heavy fuel oil, 601
– hull vibrations, 603
– propeller characteristic, 601
– propulsion engine, 603
– shaft generator, 601
– turbocompound, 602
– vibrations, 602
Marine head design, 583
Mass average temperature, 216
Mass balancing, 246
– internal, 246
Mass moment of inertia, 249, 251
Mass reduction, 251
Mass torque, 247
Master connecting rod, 224, 240
Materials, 265
– fatigue strength, 265
– high temperature strength, 266
– lightweight alloys, 264
– monoblock, 276
– monotherm, 276
– nodular cast iron, 276
– piston materials, 265
– thermal conductivity, 265
– wear resistance, 265
Maximum stress, 233
Mean piston velocity, 596
Mean reference stress, 234
Measurement of particulate and dust emissions, 478
– alternative methods of soot measurement, 480
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– condensation particle counter (CPC), 479
– dilution tunnel, 478
– dust measurement, 479
– particle measurement programme (PMP), 479
– particle number counting, 479
Mechanical governors, 175
– RQ, 175
– RQV(K), 175
Mechanical noise, 520
– oil pump, 493
– valve gear assembly, 520
– valve noise, 493
– water pump, 493
Medium speed diesel engine, 576–592
– common rail system, 587–588
– cylinder dimensions, 576
– effective brake work, 577
– exhaust emissions, 589
– gas power, 578–580
– heavy fuel oil operation, 578
– maximum cylinder pressure, 581
– mean piston velocity, 580–581
– power per unit piston area, 580–581
– speeds, 582
– stroke to bore ratio, 581–582
Metallurgy, 359
Metal sheathed-element glow plugs, 380, 386
– afterglow time, 381
– coil, 380
– control coil, 380
– glow tube, 380
– heating coil, 380
– tubular heating element, 380
Metering functions, 160
Methane number, 115
Method of calculation, 196
Micropilot engine, 119
Miller cycle, 72
Mineral oils hydrocrack oils, 359
Minimum stress, 233
Mixed friction, 361
Mixture, 11
– heterogeneous, 11
– homogeneous, 11
– stoichiometric, 11
Mixture formation, 11–12, 62–66, 120–122, 509, 512–513
– air movement, 62
– air swirl, 62–64
– air utilization, 62
– auto-ignition, 61
– bowl geometry, 64
– central, 120
– combustion chamber, 61–62
– compression ratio, 61–62
– direct injection engine, 62

– external, 11
– helical ports, 63
– internal, 11, 61
– prechamber, 62
– squish flow, 64
– swirl chamber, 62
– umbrella valves, 63
Modal analysis, 253
Model, quasidimensional, 26
Modified vehicle engines, 573
Moments of inertia, 236
Moments of rotational inertia, 243
Mufflers, 397, 398
Multigrade engine oils, 362

N
Natural frequency, 170, 257
Natural vibration mode, 252–254, 256
Needle guide, 130
Needle lift, 131
Net power, 15
Nitrogen oxide, 370, 425, 445–446
Noise, 391
– Helmholtz resonator, 391
– reflection mufflers, 391
– generation, 383, 386
– quality, 397
– radiation, 498

– encapsulation measures, 498
– V-belt pulley, 498

– reduction, 489
– potential, 489

Nonroad engines, 437–443, 439
– agricultural equipment, 439
– air cooling, 446
– applications, 439
– cogeneration plants, 438
– combined heat and power stations, 438
– emergency power units, 438
– further development, 440
– marine engines, 440–443
– performance classes, 513
– power range, 439
– product concept, 574
– range, 439
– uses, 439
– water cooling, 455
Nonroad mobile machinery (NRMM), 440
– excavators, 440
– forklifts, 440
– front loaders, 440
Normal balancing, 238, 240, 243, 245, 246
Normal paraffins, 80
Normal stress, 235
NOX production, 445
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NOX reduction catalysts, 461
NOX storage catalysts (NSC), 463
– desulfation, 466
– LNT, 463
– regeneration, 466
– sensor, 463
Nozzle design, 71
Nozzle holders, 129–137
– dual spring holder, 134
– single spring holder, 134
Nozzle needle, 129–130
Nozzle projection, 71
Nucleate boiling, 294–298, 333
Nusselt number, 203, 216

O
OBD, 437
Offset (piston), 237
Oil aging, 374
Oil change, 370, 375
Oil circuit, 370
Oil cooler, 326, 370, 373
Oil filters, 373
Oil flow, 370
Oil pans, 354
Oil pressure, 370, 376
Oil pump, 370, 372–373
Oil reservoir, 370
Oil scraper rings, 285
– contact surface, 286
– flanks, 286
– run-in, 286
– spiral expander, 385
– surface treatments, 286
– wear reduction, 287
Oil separators, 373
Oil spray, 371
Oil volume, 370
Oil wetted air bath cleaner, 387, 389–390
Oil wetted air cleaners, 390
Operating error, 201
Operating point change, 509
Optical spray pattern analysis, 133
Orders of excitation, 244–245
Organic Rankine cycle, 405
Oxidation catalytic converters, 329
Oxidation products, 360
Oxidation stability, 93
Ozone O3, 425

P
Paper dry type air cleaners, 387, 390
Parameter studies, 26
Partial sound sources, 499

– combustion air intake, 499
– cooling system noise, 500
– exhaust outlet, 499
– surface noise, 499
Particulate composition, 446
Particulate filters, 428, 458
– DPF, 458
– regeneration, 459
Particulate matter, 393, 401, 438, 461
– formation, 462
Particulate measurement, 476
– diffusion charging sensor, 481
– laser induced incandescence, 481
– MASMO, 480
– opacimeter, 481
– photoacoustic soot sensor, 481
– photoelectric aerosol sensor, 481
– smokemeter, 481
– TEOM, 483
Particulate NOX hyperbola, 452
PEMS, 437
Performance, 519
– responsiveness, 519
Performance comparison, 16
Petroleum (crude oil), 77–78, 103
– diesel fuel DF, 102, 119
– distillates, 98
– fuel oil, 103
– gas oil, 104, 108, 112
– gasoline, 91
– heavy fuel oil, 103–114
– residual oil, 103
Phase relationships, 241
Phase shift, 256
Phosphorus, 361, 464
Piezo injector, 156
Pilot fuel, 118, 119
Pilot injection, 453
Pintle nozzles, 130
Piston, 270, 541–542, 567
– cooling, 270
– forced oil cooling, 270
– function, 270
– mechanical load, 270
– oil consumption, 270
– piston crown, 270
– seizure resistance, 270
– spray cooling, 273
– stepped piston, 584
– structural strength, 270
– surface temperature, 270
– temperatures, 270–271
– three-dimensional temperature field, 270
Piston cleanliness, 369
Piston cooling, 275, 401, 598
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– cooled ring carrier, 275
– cooling gallery, 275
– cooling oil, 276
– heat dissipation, 277
Piston crown, 270
– loading, 272–273

– bowl bottom, 272
– bowl rim, 272–273
– piston alloy, 273
– strength, 272–273
– thermal cycling, 272

Piston designs, 271–282
– AlSi alloys, 273
– aluminum, 275–276
– articulated, 275
– cast, 275
– composite, 276
– compression height, 271
– cooling gallery, 271, 273
– eutectic, 275
– forced oil cooling, 275
– main dimensions, 271
– monoblock, 276
– oil spray cooling, 275
– piston cold clearance, 277
– piston crown, 275–277
– piston mass, 271
– piston pin, 271
– piston pin bore, 271
– piston top land, 271
– ring carrier, 275
– ring zone, 271
– skirt, 271
– steel, 275–277
– thermal conductivity, 275
Piston force, 221
Piston load, 302
– compression height, 271
– cooling gallery, 271
– main dimensions, 271
– piston mass, 271
– piston pin, 271
– piston pin bore, 271
– piston top land, 271
– ring zone, 271
– skirt, 271
Piston movement, 237
Piston pin, 270, 286–287
– connecting rod, 286
– cooling, 273–274
– expanding snap ring, 286
– forced oil cooling, 275
– force transfer, 286
– function, 270
– mechanical load, 273

– oil consumption, 270
– profiled piston pins, 286
– seizure resistance, 270
– spray cooling, 273
– structural strength, 270
– surface temperature, 270
– temperatures, 270–271
– three-dimensional temperature

field, 287
– tubular, 286
Piston ring, 282–286, 309, 583–584
– blow-by, 283
– bore wear, 584
– chrome rings, 584
– chromium-ceramic coated rings, 584
– compression ring, 283
– cooling, 270
– forced oil cooling, 275
– function, 270
– heat dissipation, 273
– mechanical load, 270
– mixed lubrication, 285
– oil consumption, 270
– oil control ring, 285
– piston crown, 270
– plasma rings, 584
– rate of wear, 584
– sealing function, 283
– seizure resistance, 270
– spray cooling, 270
– structural strength, 270
– surface temperature, 270
– tapered compression ring, 284
– temperatures, 270
– three-dimensional temperature field, 270
– zone, 270
Piston side thrust, 221–223
Piston stroke, 9
Piston top land rings, 584
Piston velocity, 9
– instantaneous, 9
– mean, 10
Pivoting angle of the connecting rod, 222
Plain bearings, 259
– clearance, 264–265
– connecting rod, 264–265
– crankshaft, 264
– fatigue, 270
– hydrodynamic, 260
– maximum operating value, 263
– one-layer, 266–267
– plain bearing material, 266
– properties, 266
– simulation, 261
– stresses, 261
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– three-layer, 267–269
– thrust, 255
– two-layer bearings, 267
– wear, 269
Pollutant production, 68
– edge of the spray, 69
– fuel droplets, 69
– hydrocarbons, 69
– spray core, 69
– temperature, 69
Pour point improvers, 361
Power per unit piston area, 16, 544–547,

580–581
Power take-offs PTO, 561
Power to weight ratio, 349
Prandtl number, 203
Precession, 230
Prechamber engine, 449
Precombustion chamber, 119, 122
Pressure control valve, 154–155
Pressure curve analysis, 22
Pressure limiting valve, 156
Pressure wave correction (PWC),

160–162
Pressure wave supercharging, 56
Primary breakup, 65
– droplet formation, 65
– fuel density, 65
– spray breakup, 65
– spray hole diameter, 65
– spray propagation, 65
– spray velocity, 65
– surface tension, 65
– weber number, 65
Primary drive noise, 493
– toothed belts, 493
– torsional vibration dampers, 493
Primary particulates, 448
Process heat, 405
Process simulation, 74
– 3D modeling, 74
– system configuration, 74
Product defect, 201
Production, 78–80
– atmospheric distillation, 78
– atmospheric vacuum distillation, 78–79
– cracking, 78–79
– desulfurization, 78, 89
– hydrocracking, 78, 88
– vacuum distillation, 78
Propeller operation, 18
Pulsation, 390
Pulse turbocharging, 45
Purity, 101
Push rod ratio, 597

Q
Quality control, 12
Quantity control, 12

R
Radial force, 231
Radiator, 321–324
Radii of gyration, 243
Rail, 165
Rail pressure, 153
– high pressure lines/pipes, 153
– injectors, 153
– sensor, 154
Rated voltage, 385
Rate of heat release, 22–23, 67–68, 74–75
– CFD modeling, 74
– constant pressure combustion, 68
– diffusion flame, 68
– double Vibe function, 24
– 3D modeling, 74
– 3D simulation, 74
– efficiency, 67
– evaporation rate, 67
– injection rate, 67
– injection time, 68
– model calculation, 74
– spray penetration velocity, 67
– system configuration, 74–75
– Vibe function, 23
Reciprocating piston engines, 252
Recoil start, 562
Reduction formula, 251
Reference alternating stress, 234
Reference stress, 233
Relative motions, 197
Residual force vector, 238, 246
Residual imbalance, 236
Residual torque vector, 246
Residue formation, 370
Resonance tuning, 257
Resonant frequency, 395
Retention rate, 31
Reynolds number, 203
Rigid body motion, 254
Ring sticking, 369
Ring zone, 273
– aluminum pistons, 273
– bore geometries, 273
– boss support, 273
– coking, 273
– pin bore, 273
– piston pin bore, 273
– ring groove wear, 273
Roller bearing drag levers, 511
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Rolling resistance, 18
Rotational irregularities, 258–259
Rotational speed, 9
Rudolf Diesel, 3, 6
– patent DRP 67207, 3
– patent DRP 82168, 4

S
Sac hole nozzle, 131, 449
SAE classification, 361
Safety factor, 199, 235
Scavenging, 36
– after exhaust, 36
– bypass/short-circuit flow, 37
– displacement, 37
– efficiency, 31, 37
– loop, 36
– total mixture, 37
– uniflow, 36
SCR catalyst, 607
Seat geometry, 130
Secondary breakup, 65
– air density, 64
– air to fuel equivalence ratio, 66
– droplet diameter, 64
– evaporation, 64
– fuel, 65
– fuel evaporation, 66
– injection pressure curve, 64
– reaction zone, 66
– spray breakup, 62
– spray cone angle, 64
– vapor state, 65
Secondary piston motion, 198–199, 277, 492
Seiliger (dual combustion) cycle, 13
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR), 461
– AdBlue, 462
– ammonia, 461
– NOX sensor, 463
– temperature sensor, 463
Sensors, 184
– accelerator pedal module, 184
– boost pressure, 185
– butterfly valve/Regulating throttle, 184
– differential pressure, 186
– exhaust temperature, 186
– hot film air mass, 185
– lambda oxygen, 186
– NOX, 186
– phase, 185
– rail pressure, 185
– speed, 185
– temperature, 184
Service life, 395

Servicing, 387
Sheathed-element glow plug temperatures, 384
Shot peening, 342
Similarity theory, 208, 210–211, 214–216, 295, 301
Single cam system SCS, 568
Single cylinder diesel engine, 564–568
– cooling systems, 560
– electric start, 562–563
– engine compartment ventilation, 563
– engine power, 559
– hand crank start, 561–562
– mass balancing, 567
– output potentials, 561
– performance specifications, 559–564
Single degree of freedom system, 256
– modal, 256
Single plunger pump systems, 144–145
Single zone model, 19–20
Sintered metal filters, 459
Skirt side force
– deformation, 271–272
– stress, 271–272
Sludge formation, 360, 370
Smoke limit, 17
Solenoid valve controlled pumps, 149
Solenoid valve injector, 156
Soot, 62, 445, 447, 517
– afterburning, 448
– agglomerates, 448
– production, 447
– size distribution, 448
Sound
– character, 393
– design, 397
– power level, 520
– pressure level, 520
Soundproofing, 502
– engine mount, 502
Spark ignition, 11
Special measurement systems, 474
– diode laser spectroscopy (DIOLA), 474
– Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR), 474
– mass spectrometer (MS), 474
– nondispersive ultraviolet analyzer

(NDUV), 474
Specifications, 362
Specific work, 550
Speeds
– critical, 250
Spray configuration, 133
Spray force analysis, 133
Spray hole length, 132
Spray propagation, 74
Squish flow, 70
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Standard cycle, 12
– constant pressure cycle, 13
– constant volume cycle, 13
– seiliger (dual combustion) cycle, 13
Star diagram, 224
Start assist system, 379–383, 534
– afterglow phase, 379
– intermediate glow, 379
– low-voltage glow systems, 379
– preglow, 379
– sheathed-element glow plugs, 379
– software module, 379
– standby glow, 381
– start glow, 379
Starter systems, 561
Starting speed, 378
Start of injection, 451
Steels, 380
– pearlitic malleable iron, 342
Stiffness matrix, 253
Stoichiometric air requirement, 11
Stress analysis, 195–197, 199–201
Stress concentration factors, 232–233
Stresses, 199
– actual, 199
– effective, 199
Stress gradient, 235
– relative, 235
Stroke/bore ratio, 7
Stroke/connecting rod ratio, 7, 237
Structural ceramics, 354
Structure-borne noise
– excitation, 489–494
– insulation, 498
– radiation, 489
– transmission, 494–498

– air cowling, 498
– cylinder head, 495–496
– cylinder head covers, 496
– engine block, 495–496
– intake manifold, 496–498
– oil pans, 495–498, 502
– spur gear covers, 498
– valve covers, 498

Suction side control, 149
– control unit, 150
Sulfate ash, 361, 364
Sulfur, 346, 364
– content, 77, 85–86, 89, 92, 102
Supercharger characteristic curve, 39–40
Supercharger types, 39–40
– positive-displacement supercharger, 39–40
Supercharging, 38, 514–515, 600
– downsizing, 515
– efficiency, 44

– exhaust gas recirculation, 514
– exhaust gas turbocharging, 38–39, 41–42, 515
– intercooling, 515
– lean burn operation, 514
– mechanical supercharging, 38–41, 56
– variable turbine geometry, 514
Surface filtration layer, 459
Surface noise, 489
Surface temperature methods, 204, 206–207, 351
Surge line, 39, 42–43, 49
Synthesized oils, 359

T
Tailpipe noise, 395, 537
TA Luft (Technical Instructions on Air Quality Control), 119
Tangential force, 222
Tangential pressure, 249
Temperature distribution, 199
Temperature gradients, 207
Test cycle, 431
– C1, 440
– D 13, 431
– ELR, 431
– ESC, 431
– ETC, 431
– JE 05, 431
– US-FTP, 430
– WHSC, 437
– WHTC, 437
Thermal compression cracks, 202
Thermal conductivity, 203
Thermal dethrottling, 455
Thermal load, 202
Thermophoresis, 332
Thread rolling, 541
Three-way catalytic converter, 361, 364, 418–420,

461, 465
Throw angle, 224, 226–228, 239
Throw diagrams, 241
Thrust side (piston, cylinder), 222
Tilting moment, 236, 241
Torque, 15, 230, 247
– characteristic, 230
– internal, 247–249
Torsional angle, 256
Torsional forces, 222, 248–249
– amplitude of harmonic excitation, 248
Torsional moment, 233, 256
Torsional stress, 232
Torsional vibration, 256–259
– absorber, 257
– dampers, 256–259
– resonances, 256–257
Total base number, 360
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Transfer function, 256
– matrix of the, 256
Transition radii, 232
Transmission design, 508
Transverse bending, 197
Transverse force component, 237
Transverse forces, 239
Trigeneration, 410–411
Trunk-piston engines, 223
Turbine map, 44
– effective turbine cross section, 44
– reduce mass flow, 44
– turbine efficiency, 44, 46
Turbobrake, 56
Turbocharger, 393
Turbocharger fundamental equations, 42
– first, 42
– second, 44
Turbocompounding, 55–56, 404
Turbo lag, 56
Two-stage turbocharging, 52, 57
Two-stroke cycle, 14
Two-zone model, 20

U
Uniflow scavenging, 593–595
Unit injector system, 144
Unit pump system, 145

V
Valve bridge cracks, 306
Valve covered orifice (vco) nozzle, 130
Valves, 32, 346, 567
– bimetallic, 346
– cages, 584
– cross section, 33
– exhaust, 606
– flow coefficient, 33
– lift curves, 26
– monometal, 346
– overlap, 32
– rotation, 586

– self-cleaning, 599
– timing, 36
Vegetable oils, 4
Vehicle drive, 18, 531
Vehicle engines, 571–574
– modified, 571–574
– use, 572
Vehicle system voltage glow systems, 379
– ignition switch, 379
– self-regulating function, 379
V engines, 246
Vibration absorber, 257–258
Vibration absorber natural frequency, 258
Vibration cavitation, 202
Vibration nodes, 252
VI improvers, 369
Viscosity, 90, 361, 369
Volumetric efficiency, 31

W
Wall heat flux, 204–205, 209
– density, 204
Wall heat loss, 15, 202, 204, 208–213,

216–217
Wall insulation, 501
Washcoat, 458
Waste heat, 401–413
– convection, 401–403
– cooling energy, 401–403
– exhaust gas, 401–409
– intercooling, 401–403
– radiation, 401–403
Wear, 340, 359, 387
– protection, 387
Winglets, 332
Work, specific, 15
Woschni equation, 216

Z
Zeldovich, 446
Zero fuel quantity calibration (ZFC), 160, 162
Zinc dithiophosphate, 361
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